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Abstract

Cryptoeconomics is an emerging science concerned with the formal investigation of permissionless
consensus and the innovative ecosystem of financial applications hosted by such distributed computing
platforms. As a field it lies at the intersection of the study of consensus protocols, economic incentive
design and advanced cryptography for security and privacy.

Permissionless consensus, first introduced by Bitcoin, realizes a novel notion of serverless1 computing,
since any ephemeral, unauthenticated participant can be replaced anytime, even after sending just a
single message. Such protocols achieve global agreement on a history of inputs submitted by clients;
prior to the advent of the Bitcoin protocol, unauthenticated agreement was considered impossible.

The permissionless, “anybody can join” nature of such platforms has given rise to an ecosystem of
financial applications, called Decentralized Finance (DeFi). In contrast to traditional finance, which
is highly asynchronous and loosely coordinated across many institutions and parties, protocols in
DeFi are highly composable since interactions with multiple DeFi venues are settled immediately
with a single interaction, enabling financial innovations such as risk-free strategies or collateral-
free flash loans that are impossible in the traditional setting. The design of financial protocols in
DeFi differ significantly from their counterparts in traditional finance, since they require effective
incentivization mechanisms for rational, yet unknown participants; furthermore, their implementations
are constrained by limited scalability of permissionless consensus, requiring novel approaches to
overcome this. However, DeFi suffers from a lack of formalization impeding formal analysis of its
security. Furthermore, a general lack of privacy in DeFi exposes the system to economic, front-running
attacks which reduce impose a tax on the overall utility of the system.

In this PhD thesis, we investigate the formal security at the intersection of permissionless consensus
and financial applications deployed on top; we formalize the semantics and desired economic properties
of lending protocols and automatic market makers in decentralized finance and observe that a general
lack of privacy enables rational attacks by economic actors, called front-running or Miner-Extractable-
Value. In response, we investigate novel, privacy-enhancing techniques for lower-level, permissionless
consensus as well as higher-level application protocols to mitigate privacy leakage that enables such
economic attacks. We introduce novel realizations of long-running privacy for DeFi applications
enabled by secure multi-party computation and extended notions of differential privacy; we believe
our contributions open up a novel, practical design space for cryptoeconomic applications which
benefit from fine-grained control of user privacy.

This thesis also provides a gentle introduction to input fairness in consensus, security in decentralized
finance and privacy in cryptoeconomic systems; we hope this may serve the interested reader looking
to explore interdisciplinary research domains in cryptoeconomics.

1The term is overloaded. Server-less cloud computing is not permissionless (§3.3.1).
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Resumé

Kryptoøkonomi er et område i vækst, der beskæftiger sig med den formelle undersøgelse af tilla-
delsesfri konsensus og det innovative økosystem af finansielle applikationer der er skabt ovenpå
disse distribuerede computerplatforme. Som felt, kombinerer det studiet af konsensusprotokoller med
økonomisk incitamentdesign og avanceret kryptografi for sikkerhed og privatliv.

Tilladelsesfri konsensus, som først blev introduceret af Bitcoin, realiserer en ny forestilling om
serverless computing1, hvor enhver ny-kommen, uautentificeret klient kan erstattes når som helst i
protokollens forløb, selv efter blot at have sendt en enkelt besked. Sådanne protokoller opnår global
enighed om en historie af beskeder sendt af klienter. Inden offentliggørelsen af Bitcoin-protokollen
blev global enighed, mellem sådanne uautoriserede klienter, anset for at være umuligt.

Den tilladelsesfrie, "alle kan være med-karakter af sådanne platforme har været grobund for et økosy-
stem af finansielle applikationer, kaldet Decentralized Finance (DeFi). I modsætning til traditionel
finans, som er asynkron og sparsomt koordineret på tværs af institutioner og parter, er protokoller i
DeFi i stand til at samarbejde. Interaktioner mellem DeFi applikationer muliggør finansiel innovation
såsom risikofrie strategier eller såkaldte flash loans uden sikkerhedsstillelse, der ellers er umulige i
de traditionelle finansielle systemer. Design af finansielle protokoller i DeFi er markant anderledes
sammenlignet med deres modparter i traditionel finans. Blandt andet på grund af de indbyggede
incitament-mekanismer for rationelle klienter, der er nødvendige, samt deres begrænsede skalerbarhed.
Begge er problemer som kræver innovative, om end sikre løsninger indenfor protokoldesign. DeFi
økosystemet lider dog af en mangel på formalisering som gør det næsten umuligt at analysere sikker-
heden af applikationer. Dertil kommer en generel mangel på privatliv i DeFi systemet som muliggør
strategier fra højfrekvenshandel som fx front running og andre “angreb” som udnytter systemet
svagheder for egen vindings skyld.

I denne ph.d.-afhandling undersøger vi den formelle sikkerhed i området mellem tilladelsesfri konsensus
og de dertilhørende finansielle applikationer; vi formaliserer semantikken og de ønskede økonomiske
egenskaber ved låneprotokoller og automatiske markedsskabere i DeFi. Vi observerer at en generel
mangel på privatliv muliggør rationelle angreb fra økonomiske aktører såsom front running og
Miner-Extractable-Value. For at afhjælpe dette, undersøger vi nye teknikker for at fremme privatliv
i tilladelsesfri konsensus samt fjerne den lækage af private informationer på applikationsniveau,
der ellers ville muliggøre økonomiske angreb. Vi introducerer nye protokoller med private løsninger
for DeFi-applikationer, der er bygget op omkring sikker beregning mellem flere klienter - såkaldt
MPC (multiparty computation) - og nye tiltag inden for differential privacy. Dette åbner op for nye
muligheder for design af kryptoøkonomiske applikationer, som gør det muligt at finjustere kontrollen
med brugernes privatliv.

Denne afhandling giver også en skånsom introduktion til input fairness i konsensus, sikkerhed i DeFi
og privatliv i kryptoøkonomiske systemer. Vi håber at dette kan hjælpe den interesserede læser der
ønsker at udforske den tværfaglige forskning inden for kryptoøkonomi.

1Udtrykket refererede oprindeligt til cloud computing, som ikke nødvendigvis er tilladelsesfri (§3.3.1).
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1 Cryptoeconomics

1.1 Definition: Cryptoeconomic Layers 1 & 2
The term “Cryptoeconomics” is believed to have emerged from the early years of the Ethereum
developer community. Cryptoeconomics is also the title of a rigorous, economic analysis of the Bitcoin
protocol grounded in the principles of Austrian economics by Eric Voskuil [Vos22].

Towards defining the emerging field or discipline with which this thesis is concerned, we choose to
reproduce the following definition from Brekke and Wassim [BA21] for its generality.

Definition 1.1 (Cryptoeconomics). Cryptoeconomics describes an interdisciplinary, emergent
and experimental field that draws on ideas and concepts from economics, game theory and related
disciplines in the design of peer-to-peer cryptographic systems. Cryptoeconomic systems try to
guarantee certain kinds of information security properties using incentives and/or penalties to
regulate the distribution of efforts, goods and services in new digital economies. Cryptoeconomics is
an embryonic field at present and can be taken to include several areas of focus: information security
engineering, mechanism design, token engineering and market design.

We categorize, as in [BA21], following layers of the crypteconomic stack.

• Layer 1 (L1) refers to the underlying, permissionless consensus system.
• Layer 2 (L2) refers to the token, market or mechanism capacities offered by emerging

cryptoeconomic platforms.

We clarify commonly (mis)used terminology. Blockchain refers to a data structure, in which ordered
transaction batches form an integrity-preserving hash-chain; it is implemented in permissionless
consensus protocols (§3.3) where finality is probabilistic, and the protocol must permit parties
to switch between alternative chains or transaction histories. The term permissioned blockchain
is a misnomer, despite being widely used in marketing communication and even research papers.
Consensus or agreement in the permissioned or authenticated setting (§3.1) is final and does not
require blockchain data structures. Smart Contracts refer to user-defined programs deployed to
a distributed virtual state machine realized by parties executing an instance of permissioned or
permissionless consensus. The unit of interaction between client and smart contract is a Transaction
authorized by a digital signature.

1.2 Open research problems
We briefly highlight general problem domains in Cryptoeconomics exposed by the emergence of
permissionless consensus protocols in recent years and refer to the future work section in Chapter 6.

(1) Formalization. Cryptoeconomic systems are generally under-formalized in practice. The Bitcoin
protocol has no formal specification; the original open-source implementation is simply referred
to as the reference implementation. A lack of protocol formalization continues on layer 2, where

2



1 Cryptoeconomics

the infamous DAO bug1 resulted in roll-back of the Ethereum blockchain, violating the spirit of a
permissionless “world computer”. Formalization of layer 1 and 2 protocols are a necessary requirement
for rigorous security analysis and verification of systems which realize aggregate economic value in
the vicinity of the annual gross domestic product (GDP) of small to medium-sized, industrialized
countries.

(2) Rationality. In the permissionless setting (§3.3.1), identity and authentication cannot be assumed;
this stands in stark contrast to protocol design in the classical setting, where identities are known and
communication is authenticated (§3.1.1). Still, permissionless protocols require an honest threshold
of participants to behave honestly and according to protocol. In particular, the most effective way to
“engineer honest behaviour” without identity is to ensure that it represents the winning strategy for
rational agents; such a protocol is incentive-compatible. However, widely deployed cryptoeconomic
protocols have been shown to violate incentive compatibility, such as Bitcoin (§3.3.3). Many urgent
questions on the secure composition of incentives arising from cryptoeconomic layers 1 and 2 remain
open.

(3) Privacy. Despite the obvious reference to cryptography, permissionless cryptoeconomic layer 1
systems offer no privacy guarantees by default; still, most internet applications require some form of
privacy to be meaningful. The most widely deployed application class in cryptoeconomics is currently
called Decentralized Finance; here, the lack of privacy results in systemic front-running of user inputs,
taxing the utility of the system for all participants. We provide an overview of privacy-enhancing
techniques for cryptoeconomic systems in Chapter 5, and highlight open challenges.

(4) Scalability. Permissionless consensus is synchronous and must be parameterized by the worst-
case network delay (§3.3). This implies a constraint on its inherent scalability; proposals to scale
throughput often introduce trusted third parties for security and/or liveness.

In this thesis we investigate research questions concerned with problem domains (1), (2) and (3). We
motivate the specific research questions addressed by this thesis in Chapter 2.

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_DAO_(organization)
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2 Thesis Overview

All papers in this thesis were authored within the duration of a 3-year Danish PhD, which included
a 6 month research visit to Technion in Israel, hosted by Ittay Eyal. In this chapter, we provide a
high-level discussion of the research questions addressed by the works in this thesis, and point to
relevant background in Part II for domain context.

A snapshot of the publication status of works in this thesis is provided below.

RQ Manuscript Status Venue(s)

1 A theory of Automated Market Makers in DeFi (P1a/P1b) C:
J:

COORDINATION’21
LMCS

SoK: Lending Pools in Decentralized Finance (P2) W: WTSC’21
2 Formal Analysis of Lending Pools in Decentralized Finance (P3) C: ISoLA’22
3 Maximizing Extractable Value from Automated Market Makers (P4) C: FC’22
4 SoK: Mitigation of Front-running in Decentralized Finance (P5) W: DeFi’22
5 FairPoS: Input Fairness in Proof-of-Stake with Adaptive Security (P6) C: -
6 Eagle: Efficient Privacy Preserving Smart Contracts (P7) C: FC’23
7 Differentially Private Market Mechanisms with MPC (P8) C: W: DeFi’23 - prelim results
8 SoK: Privacy-Enhancing Technologies in Finance (P9) C: W: DeFi’23 - full paper talk

Conference, Journal, Workshop,
Paper published, Paper under submission, Peer-reviewed talk

2.1 Research questions & thesis contributions
Our investigations begin with a novel application class called Decentralized Finance (§4) - or DeFi
for short - that first emerged on permissionless consensus protocols (§3.3). Such applications differ
significantly from their counterparts in traditional finance, since they must satisfy the computational,
storage and communication constraints imposed by permissionless consensus. See §4 for a discussion
on how these constraints influence application design in DeFi. Furthermore, such applications
deployed to the permissionless setting must incentivize rational third parties to perform indended
actions to preserve economic safety. As a consequence, many of these applications feature interesting
and novel designs, yet the lack formal specifications of their key functionalities make any security
analysis challenging. Thus, we state our first research question as follows.

RQ 1: What are formal semantics & desired safety properties of DeFi?

We answer RQ 1 by providing the first formal models of the two most widely used DeFi applications,
namely Automatic Market Makers (P1a/P1b, background in §4.2.2) and Lending Protocols (P2,
background in §4.2.3). We formally specify their key functionalities and economic security properties
with appropriate abstraction to apply across different implementations; for example, key security
properties of our lending protocol model apply to all implementations parameterized with different
interest rate functions.
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2 Thesis Overview

Indeed, applications in DeFi must be appropriately parameterized in order to satisfy their intended
economic security properties. In particular, lending protocols in DeFi are exposed to volatile token
prices, which make formal security analysis challenging; the security of liquidations in lending protocols
is highly dependent on the appropriate choice of protocol parameters when exposed to stochastic
price behaviour. Thus;

RQ 2: Can lending protocols be securely parameterized with automated formal verification?

Given the probabilistic nature of such systems, we investigate how stochastic model checking can
be employed to harden liquidation security of lending protocols in P3 for chosen volatility regimes.
This work combines a formal verification environment implementing the lending protocol semantics
formally specified in P2, with a recently proposed statistical model checking framework.

Another major security challenge in DeFi arises from the lack of input fairness in permissionless
consensus systems (background in §3.4), allowing the adversary to censor, order and inject its own
transactions to the blockchain. This permits the block leader in permissionless consensus to extract
financial gain from user actions submitted to Automatic Market Makers, motivating our following
inquiry.

RQ 3: What is the optimal front-running attack on AMM’s?

We answer this research question in P4 (background in §4.3) with surprising results; we introduce the
optimal multi-layer sandwich attack that considers all action types that users can submit to automatic
market makers and name it the Dagwood Sandwich. Our results show that the adversary is never
incentivized to include redeem actions, implying potential difficulty for liquidity providing agents to
retrieve or reallocate their liquidity. In addition to financial loss for the honest user, front-running
introduces artificial demand for block space, implying a utility tax on all users (see §4.3). Naturally,
this leads us to ask;

RQ 4: How can front-running in DeFi be mitigated?

In P5 we survey and expose short-comings of folklore mitigation techniques such as commit-and-reveal,
where the adversary can induce selective aborts to its benefit. We survey proposals to introduce input
fairness; however, such approaches introduce assumptions from the authenticated setting (background
in §3.1.1). Thus, in order to achieve input fairness in the permissionless setting, we ask;

RQ 5: Can fair input ordering be realized in the permissionless setting?

We answer RQ 5 in the affirmative with FairPoS in P6, the first consensus protocol which achieves
input fairness in the permissionless setting (background in §3.4); this is accomplished my means
of delay encryption [BF21] and a novel protocol gadget named “longest extendable chain selection”
which mitigates adversarial attacks to desynchronize expensive, honest key extraction processes by
means of delaying adversarial blocks.

In P5 we also show that input fairness is not sufficient to mitigate front-running in some cases;
public balances can reveal the “direction” of a trade in decentralized finance, permitting a class
of front-running attacks even when input privacy is guaranteed. More generally, input fairness
provides no privacy guarantees on state or outputs from smart contracts. “Fully private” smart
contracts enabled by a trusted curator have been proposed in Hawk [KMS+16]; however, distributing
the trusted curator for security was previously thought to be impractical with secure multi-party
computation (MPC), due to high cryptographic overhead imposed on the MPC evaluation, motivating
the following line of research;

RQ 6: Can privacy-preserving contracts be realized in a practical manner?

We propose Eagle in P7, the first practical realization of privacy-preserving smart contracts with
general expressiveness and support for private state for each user, that succeeds in moving all the
cryptographic overhead outside the MPC evaluation. Eagle improves on [KMS+16] with long-running
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2 Thesis Overview

private smart contract instances; our model permits clients to outsource computation to a static MPC
committee, and lazily collect their private outputs from the blockchain without server interaction,
even if these go offline.

We argue that the practical setting of Eagle opens up a novel design space for cryptoeconomic
applications by supporting private interaction with smart contracts and computation on private
state fragments. In particular, we revisit dark pool designs in traditional finance, which permit
traders to execute trades in a privacy-preserving manner; such dark pool designs have recently
been implemented in MPC with impressive real-world throughput [dGCSA22, dGCP+22] for the
traditional finance setting, but we observe that any market mechanism based on order-matching will
always leak information about the counter-party; an executed trade necessarily implies an executed
trade in the opposing direction. Thus, an adversary actively participating in a thinly traded dark
pool can directly infer the execution of the honest trader. Consider an honest user trading a large
volume of a given asset over period a fixed period time (time-weighted average price strategy). Here,
the adversary observing such an in-progress execution can anticipate and front-run any future honest
trades executed periodically. We investigate whether market mechanisms exist which provide “pre-
and post-trade” differential privacy [DR+14] over multiple rounds; the classic notion of differential
privacy protects the presence of a single trader in each interaction round and provides rigorous
guarantees for privacy leakage.

RQ 7: Can differentially-private markets be realized in the setting of Eagle P7?

In “Fuzzy Order Matching” (P8), we introduce the first differentially private market mechanisms
(background in §5.3.2) which can be applied equally to the dark pool setting in traditional finance,
or privacy-preserving smart contracts with Eagle [BCDF22] in decentralized finance. We introduce
an extended definition of differential privacy extended to the novel setting of a “trusted curator”
(background in §5.3.1); such a notion must protect the privacy of inputs, but also ensure that correlated
outputs do not violate chosen privacy parameters. We argue that differentially privacy in the trusted
curator model is useful for many other applications involving secure multi-party computations with
correlated outputs.

Finally, we survey the landscape in both traditional and decentralized finance and investigate the
wider potential of applying privacy-preserving techniques;

RQ 8: What problems can privacy-enhancing techniques solve in finance?

In P9, we survey privacy-enhancing techniques in the following categories in finance; identity, KYC,
AML, GDPR, digital asset custody, markets & settlement and future applications. We observe that
the full spectrum of zero-knowledge, secure multi-party computation, fully homomorphic encryption,
threshold secret sharing primitives are proposed to solve practical, privacy-related challenges in
(decentralized) finance; we anticipate increased interest and adoption of such advanced cryptographic
techniques in practice, which were previously mostly of theoretical interest less than a decade ago.
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3 L1: Input Fairness in Consensus

This chapter provides background and motivation for the following research question1;

RQ 5: Can fair input ordering be realized in permissionless consensus?

We highlight fair input ordering as a consensus property with key significance for application security
in layer 2 of the cryptoeconomic stack; a lack of input fairness in consensus or layer 1 is exploited by
economic actors interacting with layer 2 applications (see background in §4.3).

Notions of input fairness include encrypt-and-reveal, where blinded inputs are first finalized before
they are unblinded for all parties; we achieve the first permissionless consensus protocol which
guarantees such a notion of input fairness in FairPoS (P6). Another notion of input fairness is
receipt-order-fairness, where the arrival time of inputs at parties executing consensus determines
the final ordering; this fairness is only meaningful in the permissioned setting, where a weaker
network adversary is assumed that cannot manipulate arrival time of messages received by consensus
nodes. Thus, input fairness and its applicability differs between settings of authenticated (§3.2) and
permissionless (§3.4) consensus. Even today, many works do not formally delineate between the two,
referring to both classes as “blockchain protocols”, an ambiguous term applicable to either setting.

We dedicate a significant portion of this chapter to providing a minimal introduction to both
authenticated (§3.1) and permissionless consensus (§3.3) for the interested reader; the juxtaposition
of both settings illustrates trade-offs made by permissionless systems, and may provide valuable
context for discussions of input fairness in each model.

The expert reader may wish to jump directly to the discussion of input fairness in the authenticated
(§3.2) and permissionless (§3.4) model and our contributions to achieve input fairness in FairPoS
(P6) for the permissionless setting.

1See Chapter 2 for an overview of research questions addressed by this thesis
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3 L1: Input Fairness in Consensus

3.1 Authenticated consensus
In this section, we state the underlying assumptions of the authenticated setting (§3.1.1) and provide
a minimal introduction to protocols which achieve authenticated consensus in both synchronous
(§3.1.3) and asynchronous models (§3.1.4). Proposals to achieve input fairness in the authenticated
setting are described in §3.2.

We hope this introduction to authenticated setting will provide useful context in its relation to
the permissionless setting, with respect to differing notions of input fairness that may be achieved.
Examples from this section are adapted from [Wat17] and [Shi20] for our purposes.

3.1.1 Authenticated setting
In the authenticated setting, the following must hold for each participant.

1. Authenticated channels have been established with all parties

2. Identities and numbers of participants are known

3. A public key infrastructure functionality is available

This is a realistic notion in the context of a data center operated by known entities, but may be too
difficult to achieve over the public internet with ephemeral participants which are not known a priori.
Still, it is in this authenticated setting that the notion of byzantine fault tolerant state machine
replication was first conceived and realized; furthermore, in contrast to permissionless consensus,
these can be realized in both the synchronous and asynchronous model; the latter permits the protocol
to execute as fast as network latency allows, enabling protocols with much higher throughput.

3.1.2 State Machine Replication
We restate the standard definition of bbyzantine fault-tolerant state machine replication (SMR).

Definition 3.1 (Byzantine fault-tolerant SMR). A state machine replication protocol is run by
n servers of which f are byzantine corrupted. Honest servers initialize their local state to a common
Γ0 and agree on a sequence of client inputs; for each input x in the finalized order, a deterministic
state transition function T is applied to the current local state Γ and input x to obtain both an
updated state and output value, namely (Γ′, y) = T (Γ, x). Let Γ0 →Tx ... →Tx′ Γ′ denote a valid
history of state updates on Γ0 induced by input sequence x = (x, ..., x′) and T .

• Consistency. For any two honest servers, the local input history of one party is the prefix of
the input history of the other party.

• Liveness. There exists a polynomial function Confirm, such that if an honest player sees an
input, it will be applied to the state update history within Confirm(∆) time, where ∆ is the
worst network delay induced by the adversary in an execution.

• Finality. For any single honest server, there exist a local input history prefix, which is also the
prefix of all local update histories in the future.

Byzantine state machine replication protocols (BFT-SMR) are closely related to single-shot Byzantine
Broadcast (BB) and Byzantine Agreement (BA) protocols. We restate standard definitions of BB
and BA and then sketch how BFT-SMR can be constructed from these primitives in the synchronous
model.

Definition 3.2 (Byzantine Broadcast). BB is run by n parties, of which f are byzantine corrupted.
A single sending party i receives an input to activate the execution, for which the following holds;

9



3 L1: Input Fairness in Consensus

• Agreement. All honest parties output the same value.
• Validity. If the honest sender receives input x, all honest parties will output x.
• Termination. If the sender is honest, all honest parties output (and terminate).

Definition 3.3 (Byzantine Agreement). BA is run by n parties, of which f are corrupted. Each
party i receives an input to activate the execution, for which the following holds;

• Agreement. All honest parties output the same value.
• Validity. If all honest parties receive input x, all honest parties will output x.
• Termination. All honest parties output (and terminate).

3.1.3 Synchronous model.
We begin with the synchronous model towards realizing authenticated consensus and BFT SMR. We
restate the standard definition of the synchronous model.

Definition 3.4 (Synchronous model). Protocols in the synchronous models proceed in rounds;
any message sent in a round is delivered by the beginning of the next round. Thus, messages are
delivered by the network adversary A within a finite delay ∆ that is known to all participants, who
have synchronized clocks;

We illustrate a naive attempt at synchronous BB tolerating f ≤ n− 1 for n ≤ 3.

Example 3.5 (Synchronous BB for n ≤ 3). In the first round, let the sending party signs
its input and sends it to each other party. In the second round, all servers forwards the signed
message received in round 1 to all other servers. In the final round, a server will output the identical,
signed message it received from all other parties, or output nothing. This protocol achieves byzantine
broadcast (Definition 3.2) for n ≤ 3:

• Agreement. If f = 1, where the sender is corrupt, honest receivers can detect inconsistent,
signed messages. If a single receiver is corrupt, it cannot forge signatures and can only remain
silent. If f = 2, only a single honest server remains; agreement is trivially achieved.

• Validity. If the sender is honest, all other honest parties will receive a single signed message
only, and output this.

• Termination. If the sender is honest, the synchrony of the protocol implies termination.

Example 3.5 fails to achieve byzantine broadcast tolerating f ≤ n− 1 for n > 3; consider a colluding
sender and receiver for a protocol execution with n > 3 parties. In round 1, the sender signs two
inconsistent messages and delivers sig(m) to honest servers and sig(m′) to the colluding server. In
round 2, the colluding server forwards sig(m′) to a subset of the honest servers only. Thus, in the
final round, a subset of honest parties has received inconsistent, signed messages (m, m′) and the
other subset has only observed a single, signed message (m), breaking agreement.

The Dolev-Strong protocol [DS83] overcomes this attack by requiring each party to append its own
signature when forwarding a message in a given round; a valid message in each round must include
the sender signature appended with signatures contributed by an additional forwarding party in each
prior round. Thus, it is no longer possible to inject inconsistent messages without prior detection in
the last round, thereby achieving synchronous BB tolerating f ≤ n− 1 for all n. Dolev-strong [DS83]
implies;

Theorem 3.6 (Synchronous BB corruption). Synchronous BB tolerates up to f ≤ n − 1,
assuming signatures.
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Next, we sketch how synchronous agreement can be constructed from synchronous broadcast with
the following example.

Example 3.7 (Synchronous BA). We construct sync BA from sync BB; upon receiving an input,
each party initializes an instance of synchronous BB (Example 3.5) with all other parties. Upon
termination of each BB sub-protocol instance, each party outputs the majority output from all BB
instances.

Together with [DS83], this implies the following;

Theorem 3.8 (Synchronous BA corruption). Synchronous BA tolerates up to f < n/2.

Proof. (Sketch) Assume an execution of ΠsyncBA with corruption f = n/2. All parties receive an
input value 1, but the corrupted parties immediately flip the input bit to 0 after receiving it; all
parties then proceed to execute ΠsyncBA honestly with inputs 0 and 1 respectively. Without an honest
majority, protocol ΠsyncBA has insufficient information to decide an output that is always consistent
with the input received by all honest parties.

Example 3.9 (Synchronous byzantine SMR). We can now construct synchronous BFT SMR
synchronous setting from BB; upon receiving inputs, each server initializes an instance of BB, such
that all honest servers obtain the set of honest inputs. Then, honest parties simply apply a canonical
ordering on the inputs output by the BB sub-protocol instances, and update the local state machine
accordingly.

3.1.4 Asynchronous model.
Next we introduce the asynchronous network model, as it permits modern asynchronous consensus
protocols to execute as fast as network communication permits; parties execute their protocol task
upon receiving an input or message, and do not wait for time-outs to perform protocol actions. We
restate the definition of the asynchronous model.

Definition 3.10 (Asynchronous model). In the asynchronous model, protocols permit participants
to be invoked upon receiving a message from the network, to then perform computation and output
messages to send. Participants do not have access to synchronized clocks, and cannot be activated
following time-outs.

From [DLS88], we restate;

Theorem 3.11. Asynchronous BB tolerates up to f < n/3.

Proof. (Partial sketch) We illustrate the impossibility of asynchronous BB for the case n = 3 and
f = 1, where the broadcasting party is corrupt. Towards contradiction, let us assume an instance of
asynchronous BB tolerating f = n/3. Here, the adversary executes the asynchronous BB protocol,
but ensures that the communication between the two honest parties is delayed by a large amount
relative to the fast communication between itself and the individual honest parties. It then initializes
the BB protocol with input 0 towards one party and with input 1 towards the other honest party.

Since we have assumed a protocol tolerating f = n/3, both honest parties must terminate before
receiving any messages from each other, as a long delay cannot be distinguished from silence, and
communication with the corrupted broadcaster is fast. Thus, one honest party outputs 0, and the
other honest party outputs 1, contradicting agreement.
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Early examples of asynchronous agreement were achieved by Ben-Or [BO83] and Bracha [Bra84]. For
completeness, we note deterministic asynchronous BA is impossible requiring randomized agreement
algorithms [FLP85]. Efforts to advance the state-of-the-art have not subsided; the field has arguably
been reinvigorated by the advent of permissionless consensus protocols. From [DLS88], we restate;

Theorem 3.12. Asynchronous BA tolerates up to f < n/3.

Any asynchronous state-machine-replication protocol cannot contradict the corruption threshold
of Theorem 3.12, as any state-machine-replication trivially realizes the original, one-shot notion of
byzantine agreement in Definition 3.3.

We highlight the asynchronous PBFT protocol as the gold standard for asynchronous state-machine-
replication, a seminal work of Castro and Liskov [CL+99]. A dedicated server plays the role of a
leader, proposing a block of received client inputs. Corrupt leader behavior is detected by honest
servers, triggering a view-change sub-protocol, upon which a new view with another leader is initiated.

Recent BFT-SMR protocols Tendermint [BKM18] and Hotstuff [YMR+19] introduce rotating leaders,
eliminating expensive view-changes when the leader is corrupted; the rotating-leader paradigm is
achieved with additional overhead in comparison to the stable leader view.

Leader-based Consensus Since consensus protocols are leader-based, it is important to note that the
leader or primary can arbitrarily decide the ordering of each batch of committed inputs. Any biased
ordering or censoring of inputs remains undetectable if the primary runs honestly otherwise. Such
“dishonest” behaviour motivates the following notions of input fairness in authenticated consensus.

3.2 Input fairness in authenticated consensus.
In leader-based consensus, the leader has the power to (1) inject its own inputs, (2) observe all
submitted inputs prior to finalization, (3) censor inputs it receives and (4) decide on a final order of
the input batch committed to the log.

As we describe in §4.3.1, this power can be exploited by a rational adversary when implementing
economic applications on the replicated state machine. We first describe several folklore solutions
to achieve input fairness in the authenticated setting and highlight their shortcomings.

• Time-stamped inputs. Each node may sign its own inputs with the current local time-stamp,
requiring each finalized input batch to respect the chronological order of the respective time-
stamps. However, a leader colluding with another client can ensure that a malicious input is
signed with a (manipulated) time-stamp which can then be ordered before or after any other
observed input.

• Commit-and-reveal. All parties first individually commit their inputs, and wait until the
commitments are finalized. The commitments are then opened to reveal the inputs which
are logically ordered according to pre-determined canonical ordering. This approach suffers
from selective abort; the adversary can decide whether to reveal or abort after observing the
commitment openings of all other parties.

• Rotating leaders. At a cost of protocol complexity, rotating leaders can reduce the number of
leaders which exploit censoring and ordering powers, but no input fairness guarantees can be
made in any given round.

Several orthogonal notions of input fairness have been proposed in the setting of authenticated
consensus, which mitigate the power of the adversary to (1) observe the plaintext of honest user
inputs and (2) decide on any arbitrarily input ordering.
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1. Encrypt-and-reveal. Several lines of work [MXC+16, ACG+18] avoid selective abort from
commit-and-reveal by means of threshold encryption. Here, the secret key is distributed across
its members; clients encrypt their inputs to the threshold public key and decryption follows
from an interactive protocol by committee members holding the secret shared key material. If
the corruption threshold is respected, no malicious party can prevent the decryption of inputs.

Alternatively, several proposals realize encrypt-and-reveal by piggybacking on the presence of a
randomness beacon or agreement protocol (in the authenticated setting). In Fairblock [MGZ23],
the presence of a BLS-based randomness beacon is sufficient to realize identity-based-encryption
(IBE) [BF01]; the signature of a given round number that is released by the beacon committee
enables decryption of any message encrypted to that round number. McFly [DHMW22] enables
a similar notion of encrypt-and-reveal but only assumes the presence of a committee performing
authenticated consensus.

2. Receipt-order fairness. Recent works [KZGJ20, CMSZ22, Kur20] implement a fairness notion
based on the “receipt time” of client inputs. A naive implementation permits all members
of the consensus committee to broadcast their local view of received client inputs ordered by
receipt time, and then to apply a deterministic ordering algorithm over all “receipt-order-views”
received from committee members to arrive at a final, fair ordering of inputs. The notion of
γ-receipt-order fairness introduced by [KZGJ20] guarantees agreement on a relative ordering
between two inputs if observed by a γ fraction of nodes.

We note that protocols realizing receipt-order-fairness cannot protect against the adversary
controlling the network between clients and servers running agreement. Instead, it is generally
assumed in [KZGJ20, CMSZ22, Kur20] that the network between client and committee is not
adversarially controlled, restricting the meaningfulness of receipt-order fairness to a very specific
setting with a limited network adversary.

We emphasize that notions of input fairness in the authenticated setting do not trivially apply to the
permissionless setting, introduced in the next section. We highlight our contribution of realizing the
first encrypt-and-reveal scheme for permissionless consensus and refer to §3.4 for relevant background
and the FairPoS manuscript P6.
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3.3 Permissionless Consensus
In this section, we clarify the underlying assumptions of the permissionless setting, in which consensus
was previously considered impossible (§3.3.2), and provide an overview of the different branches
of permissionless consensus and their inherent trade-offs. In contrast to authenticated consensus,
known permisionless protocols are synchronous, as they are parameterized by worst-case network
delays and therefore do not achieve throughput of modern, asynchronous consensus systems in the
authenticated setting. The main branches of permissionless consensus protocols are;

• Nakamoto proof-of-work (§3.3.3)

• Nakamoto proof-of-stake (§3.3.4)

• Proof-of-stake + Byzantine Agreement (§3.3.5)

In section §3.4, we discuss input fairness for the different flavours of permissionless consensus to
motivate a key contribution in this thesis; to the best of our knowledge, FairPoS (P6) is the first
consensus protocol to achieve input fairness in form of encrypt-and-reveal in the permissionless
setting.

3.3.1 Permissionless setting
The permissionless setting describes a model of protocols executed on the public internet without
the presence or setup of trusted authorities to authenticate users; without identification, (1) sybil
entities can be generated arbitrarily and (2) the true number of participants remains unknown.
Furthermore, (3) nothing can be assumed about the reliability of participants in any protocol role;
they can disappear at any point during the protocol execution and must therefore be replaceable.

1. No authentication of parties.

2. Number of parties are unknown.

3. Player replaceability. Protocol participants are replaceable anytime.

Nakamoto consensus protocols (§3.3.3, §3.3.4) satisfy all criteria for the permissionless setting,
whereas Proof-of-stake + BA (§3.3.5) sacrifices (2) to achieve finality of agreement; such a protocol
instance must be parameterized by the number of online participants.

3.3.2 Impossibility of unauthenticated agreement
Prior to Bitcoin [Nak08], unauthenticated consensus was deemed impossible. We restate and simplify
following theorems from [BCL+05] and [PS17b] respectively.

Theorem 3.13. Unauthenticated agreement in synchrony is impossible.

Proof. (Sketch) Without authenticated communication, the adversary can trivially simulate any
protocol role as honest parties cannot distinguish honest and adversarial messages. Assuming a
protocol featuring a fixed set of roles, the adversary can split any honest set into disjoint subsets, each
running “independent” executions without honest majority. Thus, these subsets cannot agree.

Theorem 3.14. Unauthenticated agreement in asynchrony is impossible, even if the adversary does
not corrupt any parties.

Proof. (Sketch) In the asynchronous setting, the adversary can delay messages indefinitely; it splits
the honest parties into two camps and permits the network delay for messages sent within each
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camp to be very small. Messages sent between the honest camps are delayed “indefinitely”. The
two honest camps performing asynchronous agreement must terminate and output as “fast” as the
communication within a camp permits, as they are asynchronous protocol executions. If the two
honest camps receive different inputs, they will therefore output different values before any messages
between the two camps are delivered by the adversary, violating agreement.

These impossibility results are overcome by permissionless consensus protocols in the subsequent
section with assumptions such as honest majority of computational power or honest majority of
online coin-holders.

3.3.3 Nakamoto Proof-of-Work
As defined in §3.3.1, the permissionless setting assumes that the number of online parties participating
in the protocol be unknown. Bitcoin overcomes the impossibility of unauthenticated consensus
highlighted in §3.3.2 by means of assuming honest majority of computation or proof-of-work; here,
a participant must provably expend an expected amount of computation work in order to append a
valid input batch or block to a blockchain.

We defer to [GKL15, PSS17, Ren19, KRS18] for a full formalization of the Bitcoin consensus or
Nakamoto proof-of-work, but emphasize the key protocol properties required for realizing state
machine replication (Definition 3.1).

In Nakamoto proof-of-work, parties initialize their local view of the state machine to an agreed upon
genesis block. Throughout the protocol execution, each generated block containing user inputs
must unambiguously point to another block, resulting in blockchains rooted in genesis. Honest block
leaders (elected by means of proof-of-work) will always extend the longest chain in its local view,
which represents the canonical input or transaction history. Dishonest block leaders may extend any
(sub)chain of blocks, potentially resulting in chain forks; this is indistinguishable from forks from
simultaneous generation of honest blocks or forks resulting from inconsistency in local views caused
by delayed delivery of messages, slowing the propagation of new blocks across the network. The
security of Nakamoto consensus is over defined by structural properties of the local blocktree of
honest parties.

For an execution of Nakamoto consensus of duration T , we restate from [GKL15] widely adopted
notions of consistency (or common-prefix), chain quality and chain growth as security properties over
honest blocktree views.

Definition 3.15 (k-Common Prefix). With overwhelming probability (in T and k), at any point,
the longest chains of two honest players can differ only in the last k blocks. The shared longest chain
prefix is called k-common-prefix.

Definition 3.16 (µ-Chain Quality). With overwhelming probability (in T ), for any T consecutive
messages in any longest chain held by some honest player, the fraction of messages that were
“contributed by honest players” is at least µ.

Definition 3.17 (τ, s-Chain Growth). With overwhelming probability (in T ), at any point in the
execution, the longest chain of honest players grows by at least τ · s blocks in the last s rounds; τ is
called the chain-growth of the protocol.

Corollary 3.18. CP ∧ CQ ∧ CG =⇒ Consistency ∧ Liveness.

Proof. (Sketch) Chain growth (Def. 3.17) and quality (Def. 3.16) necessarily implies liveness, as
honest blocks are guaranteed to be appended to the common-prefix; k-common prefix (Def. 3.15)
implies consistency.
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Assuming equal distribution of computational power, let us denote the expected block arrival rate as
λ = n ·p, where n is the number of online parties and p the probability for a single party of generating
a valid block in each round. Further, let ∆ denote the maximum message delay in a synchronous
network model. Both λ and ∆ are protocol parameters which must be fixed as a function of the
honest mining fraction α > 1/2 for security (CP, CQ and CG) to hold in Nakamoto proof-of-work.

Theorem 3.19 (Nakamoto proof-of-work satisfies CP, CQ and CG). For any honest mining
fraction α > 1/2, there exists parameters λ and network delay ∆ such that Nakamoto proof-of-work
satisfies k-CP, CQ and CG with overwhelming probability in runtime T and k.

We reproduce Figure 3.1 from [DKT+20] which plots the security thresholds for nakamoto proof-
of-work established in the following works [GKL15, PSS17, KRS18, Ren19, DKT+20], which relate
α, λ and ∆ for a secure parameterization of Nakamoto PoW. Below we highlight the main proof

Figure 3.1: Security bounds for Nakamoto PoW from [GKL15, PSS17, KRS18, Ren19, DKT+20]
relate the adversarial computational fraction (1− α) to the block interval normalized by
network delay (1/(λ∆)).

techniques from aforementioned works based on (1) honest convergence opportunities and (2) private
double-spend attacks.

1. Convergence opportunities are a key proof technique deployed in [GKL15, PSS17, Ren19,
KRS18]. Let a convergence opportunity be convergeH = silence∆ :: uniqueBlockH :: silence∆,
where silence∆ denotes an event where no blocks are generated in period ∆, and uniqueBlockH
the discovery of a single honest block. Such an event guarantees that all honest users converge
on the longest chain in their local view following the first silence period of ∆, as it provides
sufficient time for honest parties to share local block tree views over the network. Then the
isolated honest block occurrence extends this longest chain and is also seen by all honest parties
following another silence period of ∆. Informally, such a convergence event can be leveraged to
demonstrate consistency, chain growth and chain quality without reasoning about adversarial
strategies. Assume k distinct occurrences of convergeH in the absence of adversarial blocks; this
implies k-consistency, quality and chain-growth for honest users. To break k-consistency, A
must interrupt each of the k occurrences of convergeH with an adversarial block. The works
above prove this does not occur with overwhelming probability in runtime T and k.

2. Private double spend attacks are proven in [DKT+20] to represent the worst adversarial
attack in Nakamoto consensus, and thus bounding the success probability of such attacks
implies bounding probability of violating security. Double spend attacks were conjectured in the
original Bitcoin whitepaper [Nak08] to represent the worst adversarial strategy, but this was not
formally proven. Thus, the security threshold for Nakamoto PoW demonstrated in [DKT+20]
and plotted in Figure 3.1 is optimal.

Nakamoto PoW is permissionless. Nakamoto PoW is a permissionless protocol (§3.3.1). (1) Parties
require no authentication; any party can contribute proof-of-work which is publicly verifiable. (2)
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The number of online parties is unknown; the protocol is parameterized by total online hash-rate,
implied by the block arrival rate λ. (3) Any party can contribute a single message (or block) and be
replaced by another online party thereafter.

Nakamoto PoW is synchronous. A secure Nakamoto-PoW protocol is parameterized by honest
hash-rate fraction α > 1/2, block arrival rate λ and maximum network delay ∆ (Theorem 3.19).
Since parameterizing Nakamoto PoW secure implies knowing ∆, the protocol is synchronous (§3.1.3).

Nakamoto PoW is not incentive compatible. As first shown in [ES18], there exist adversarial
strategies for parties executing Nakamoto PoW which would be preferrable to honest behaviour for a
economically rational parties. This is particularly challenging in the permissionless setting without
identities and reputation; specifying honest protocol behaviour which also represents the best choice
for rational parties is desirable, but remains an open problem in the design permissionless consensus
protocols. The Fruitchain protocol [PS17a] extends and improves Nakamoto PoW in this regard.
It achieves δ-approximate fairness for honest mining behaviour; here, an α honest fraction of
computational power receives (1− δ)α fraction of monetary reward.

3.3.4 Nakamoto Proof-of-Stake
Ouroborous [KRDO17] introduced the first Nakamoto Proof-of-Stake consensus protocol in the
permissionless setting. In proof-of-stake, each coin is granted an equal probability of being elected as
block leader in a given slot. The obvious advantage of such an approach is elimination of “wasted
compute” and implied energy consumption. Nakamoto PoS is similar to PoW in that honest parties
always extend the longest chain in their local blocktree view; thus, the security of Nakamoto PoS
can be defined over the same structural properties of local block trees of honest users, as formalized
in definitions 3.15, 3.16 and 3.17.

Leader election in Proof-of-stake requires each party to register a verification key for a verifiably
random function (VRF); this function behaves similar to a keyed pseudo-random function, but also
outputs a proof which allows the owner of the verification key to attest the validity of a VRF output
relative to its pre-image.

At each slot or protocol round, each online party, with its private key, computes a VRF on the
current block, parent block pointer and current round number, which outputs a pseudorandom value;
similarly to PoW, a VRF threshold parameter determines whether the output was “successful”; in
this case, the party is elected block leader and is permitted to extend a blockchain in its local view.

Nakamoto PoS assumes availability of stake Informally, Nakamoto PoS can be considered a
permissionless consensus protocol in a weaker form. In particular, joining the protocol execution
requires availabiltiy of “coin stake”; if no other party is willing to transfer or sell coins, then the
player replaceability property in §3.3.1 cannot hold.

Simulation attacks Since VRF evaluations are “free” and “immediate”, nothing prevents the
adversary from simulating an alternative protocol execution beginning from the genesis block,
indistinguishable from any other honest execution. This is possible because Nakamoto consensus
relies on the longest chain rule; any longest chain appearing in the local view will be adopted, even
if new and old chains diverge significantly. Recent works [DKT21] have been proposed to mitigate
such attacks in the permissionless setting with verifiable delay functions, imposing a temporal cost to
each VRF evaluation, thereby thwarting a simulation attack to produce a new longest chain, as the
production of the adversarial chain cannot outpace that of the honest one.
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3.3.5 Proof-of-Stake + Byzantine Agreement
Algorand [GHM+17] introduces an alternative permissionless consensus protocol which differs from
Nakamoto, longest chain variants, which we denote Proof-of-stake + Byzantine Agreement; instead
of electing block leaders in each round of the protocol, a fresh committee is elected to perform each
step of a synchronous Byzantine Agreement protocol; player replaceability (in §3.3.1) is achieved be
allowing users to emit a single message in each BA role, and then to go silent. Upon completion of
the agreement phase, the block of inputs is finalized; in contrast to Nakamoto consensus, finality
holds with probability 1 once agreement is completed. We briefly highlight the trade-off made to
achieve finality; namely, that the number of honest, online participants must be known in order to
ensure safety in Proof-of-Stake + BA, thereby violating condition (2) of the the permissionless setting
in §3.3.1.

Number of online parties is known. For simplicity, we assume a single online player for each staked
coin. Thus, for a number of n online staking parties, each of the n parties participates in committee
election with equal probability of success. We now demonstrate that the number of online parties
must be known to safely parameterize a PoS + BA protocol instance.

Note that the BA protocol in PoS+BA must be parameterized by the threshold of votes required for
agreement. For an expected committee size of τ and required honesty fraction h, let the number of
honest votes required for BA agreement be fixed at hτ .

Towards bounding the probability that the honesty threshold is maintained in any elected committee
throughout the execution, we first restate the probability of electing exactly τ members from a set of
n online parties below, where the probability of election for each party is given by p;

(
n

τ

)
pτ (1− p)n−τ

For the safety of the protocol, we consider the probability of the “catastrophic event” in which fewer
than hτ honest parties are elected to the committee to illustrate the dependency of secure protocol
parameterization on the number of online parties. Assuming hn honest online parties participating
committee election and election probability p = τ/n, the probability of fewer than hτ elected members
is given by the following probability F .

F =
∑

k<hτ

(
hn

k

)
( τ

n
)k(1− τ

n
)n−k

Note that ensuring a sufficiently low F requires fixing h, τ and n; thus, the number of online players
n must be known to securely parameterize Proof-of-Stake + BA. We refer to [GHM+17] (Appendix
B.2) for a detailed analysis of honest committee election in the setting of Proof-of-stake.

3.4 Input fairness in the permissionless setting
Since permissionless consensus protocols introduced in this section are all leader-based, we refer the
reader to Section 3.2 for an initial description of the (adversarial) leader powers and approaches
towards realizing input fairness in the authenticated setting.

Several challenges arise when attempting to establish notions of input fairness in the permissionless
setting where parties are unauthenticated and future role-assignment of parties is unknown (player-
replaceability). We highlight the challenges and our contribution FairPoS in P6.
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Encrypt-and-reveal with threshold encryption. Whilst threshold encryption committee can be
deployed in the authenticated setting to realize encrypt-and-reveal without selective abort (§3.2),
this becomes challenging in the permissionless setting; realizing threshold key generation and thresh-
old key encryption schemes with player-replaceability remains an open research question; recent
works [GHK+21, CDGK23] have established first theoretical foundations in this direction.

Encrypt-and-reveal with timed-release cryptography. A promising approach is to turn to timed-
release cryptography to implement encrypt-and-reveal in a permissionless setting. First introduced
in the form of time-lock puzzles [RSW96], timed-release cryptography permits any party to extract
the encrypted message by performing a fixed number of operations, which resist parallelization.
In [RSW96], the extraction of a message from a time-lock puzzle requires the extracting party to
perform squarings of a RSA group element in a group of unknown order to obtain the decryption
key. Timed commitments [BN00] ensure well-formedness of the extraction task generated by the
sender. Timed-release cryptography promises encrypt-and-reveal in the permissionless setting since
any party can extract the original message thereby denying the adversary any selective abort attacks
plaguing commit-and-reveal schemes (See P5). Formal security of time-lock puzzles and timed
commitments have been established for the sequential squaring assumption [KLX20] and in the UC
model [BDD+21].

We highlight challenges in timed-release cryptography in practice. Fundamentally, the parameterisa-
tion of timed-release cryptography to match physical time as intended by the sender naturally assumes
the existence and access to the state-of-the-art extraction machine that performs each sequential
operation in the shortest time possible; in practice, investment in specialized ASIC hardware is costly,
and does not preclude unknown or future computing advancements. Thus, relating the intended
timed-release duration to physical time in practice remains challenging. Alternative frameworks to
formalize this relation remains an open problem.

Nonetheless, if one is willing to accept the uncertainty in delay parameterisation, the state-of-the-art
in timed-release cryptography is Delay Encryption, first proposed by by De Feo et al. [BF21]; here,
clients to encrypt to a single session key in each round. The extraction process only needs to be
performed once for each round, thereby revealing the decryption key for all encrypted round inputs.
In contrast, naive usage of time-lock puzzles implies that participants must perform an extraction
process for each input submitted to the permissionless consensus protocol execution. The price paid
for this improvement in usability is complexity in cryptographic assumptions; delay encryption and
its related verifiable-delay-function (VDF) predecessor [DFMPS19] are based on supersingular elliptic
curves isogenenies, which are very memory intensive in practice.

Encrypt-and-reveal in permissionless consensus. In this thesis, we investigate the realization of
input fairness in form of encrypt-and-reveal with delay encryption in permissionless consensus. In
order to relieve clients from performing the costly extraction of delay encrypted inputs, we only
require parties participating in block leader election to perform this task, and to make extraction
keys public by including these in later blocks generated after encrypted inputs are finalized.

• Nakamoto consensus. In FairPoS P6, we realize a Nakamoto Proof-of-Stake protocol with input
fairness from encrypt-and-reveal with delay encryption. A key challenge in this work is to
overcome the network adversary’s ability to “delay” the initialization of honest key extraction
processes by deferring the broadcast of adversarial blocks containing delay encrypted inputs; in
contrast to standard Nakamoto consensus where elected honest leaders can choose to extend
any chain branch in their local view, honest leaders extracting decryption keys from prior
blocks need to have seen these “on-time”, so the decryption keys can be extracted by the
designated slot. FairPoS introduces a new protocol rule for Nakamoto PoS called the “longest
extendable chain selection” rule, which mitigates such synchronization attacks on honest delay
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extraction processes and restores the honest leader’s ability to extend other honest blocks,
thereby maintaining liveness and consistency properties despite the presence of a “stronger
adversary”.

We conjecture FairPoS can be adapted to the proof-of-work setting and consider it an interesting
extension for future work.

• Proof-of-stake + Byzantine Agreement. We briefly discuss applying encrypt-and-reveal with
delay encryption to the proof-of-stake & BA consensus introduced by Algorand [GHM+17].
Here, the same principle from FairPoS can be applied, tasking parties participating in leader
and committee election to post decryption keys after completing extraction, but since blocks
are finalized by a BA committee in each round, no block withholding attacks can be performed,
simplifying analysis.

In contrast to Nakamoto PoS (and by extension FairPoS), however, note that PoS & BA
inherently requires a very high number parties to participate in leader election to guarantee
honest BA committees in each round (§3.3.5); applying delay encryption to such protocols would
imply that all online participants are required to perform the expensive extraction of decryption
keys, even if the probability of getting elected is very low. This dramatically increases the cost
of participation, given the relatively rare event of obtaining block rewards in the PoS & BA
setting.

Thus, we argue that implementation of encrypt-and-release in the permissionless setting is best
motivated in Nakamoto Proof-of-Stake, where only an honest majority of online parties must be
assumed to perform the expensive key extraction.

Receipt-order-fairness in permissionless consensus. We note that receipt-order-fairness introduced
in [KZGJ20] was later extended to the permissionless setting in [KDK22]. We emphasize that the
notion of receipt-order-fairness implies a non-adversarial network between clients submitting inputs
and elected committee members performing consensus, thereby excluding any adversarially induced
receipt delays on inputs sent to nodes participating in consensus. In the spirit of the permissionless
setting, we argue that this is an overly optimistic assumption.
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This chapter provides background and motivation for the following research questions1;

RQ 1: What are formal semantics & desired safety properties of DeFi?

RQ 2: Can lending protocols be securely parameterized with automated formal verification?

RQ 3: What is the optimal front-running attack on AMM’s?

RQ 4: How can front-running in DeFi be mitigated?

Whilst Bitcoin [Nak08] introduced a limited scripting language to implement simple “spending
conditions” for individual coins, it was Ethereum [But13] that first introduced support for general-
purpose programs on the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). The EVM is an expressive stack-machine
and several high-level object-oriented programming languages have implemented which compile to
native EVM bytecode.

Such user-friendly smart contract programming languages opened the floodgates for an innovative
ecosystem of interoperable financial applications. In the EVM, each smart contract exposes user-
defined interfaces that support message-passing, allowing composition of smart contracts; to
facilitate contract composition across different applications, community-proposed smart contract
interface standards have emerged from the Ethereum Request for Comments (ERC) forums; notable
examples include standardized fungible token (ERC20) and non-fungible token (ERC721) interfaces.

The ecosystem built on standardized token interfaces that emerged in recent years is called Decen-
tralized Finance, or DeFi. We dedicate this chapter to providing background for the DeFi domain,
relevant to RQ 1-4 addressed by this thesis; DeFi applications feature similar functionalities as their
traditional finance counterparts, but generally achieve such goals with very different mechanisms -
we argue how these arise from the inherent constraints of building applications on permissionless
consensus in §4.1.

We outline key design features of automatic market makers (§4.2.2) and lending protocols (§4.2.3)
and detail how these are specifically designed to realize token exchanges and lending functionalities
in the permissionless setting (RQ 1,2). Here, we contribute the earliest formal modals of automatic
market makers (P1a/P1b) and lending protocols (P2); such executable specifications of DeFi permit
the formal investigation of structural and incentive properties (e.g. arbitrage and liquidation safety)
across different implementations. These models are amenable to automated formal verification; in P3,
we explore optimal parameterizations for lending protocols, to ensure liquidation safety. Here, our
formal lending protocol model from P2 is implemented in a statistical model-checking environment,
allowing the modelling of stochastic price behaviour and its affect on liquidations in lending protocols.

Another constraint on DeFi applications is the general lack of input fairness (§4.3.1), leading to
rampant front-running in DeFi (RQ 3,4); here, we present how such attacks represent a general tax
on the utility on consensus platforms for all users. We contribute the first optimal front-running
attack on constant-product automatic market makers in P4, a multi-layer sandwich attack on
all AMM action types; surprisingly, our results indicate that the redeem action type submitted by
honest liquidity providers are omitted from the optimal, adversarial strategy, as it does not contribute

1See Chapter 2 for an overview of research questions addressed by this thesis
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to the adversarial profit. This illustrates the challenge of incentive composition; the block leader
participating in layer 1 consensus is incentivized by layer 2 applications to order transactions in an
manner unintended by protocol designers.

A key feature of DeFi is atomic composition, illustrated in §4.2.4; this enables risk-free strategies and
flashloans, which are not possible in traditional finance, where settlement across market venues and
financial institutions is highly asynchronous. Finally, we also discuss open questions on long-running
notions of fairness due to a general lack of pre- and post-trade privacy in DeFi (§4.3.2); this challenge
is addressed in our contribution P9 in this thesis and motivated in §5.3.

4.1 Constraints on L2 applications
We highlight selected constraints specific to the setting of permissionless consensus;

Limited scalability. Permissionless consensus is necessarily synchronous (§3.3) and parameterized
by the worst-case network latency. This implies a bound on block sizes and frequency of block arrival,
limiting the throughput of such systems. Such constraints necessarily effect the design of the smart
contract virtual machine. In the EVM, smart contract execution is bounded by EVM Gas semantics,
which limits computation and state access in each transaction and block. Thus, financial applications
adapted to the DeFi environment have emerged with efficient designs to satisfy compute and storage
constraints. In §4.2.2, we highlight how automatic market makers efficiently realize token exchanges
with constant compute and storage overhead.

A secondary consequence of limited throughput is the limited composability of DeFi applications.
An update in a decentralized exchange updating the asset price may, ideally, trigger liquidation of
collateral present in other DeFi protocols; however, the cost of updating the state of both decentralized
exchange and all collateral positions in dependent contracts is potentially unbounded. In practice,
price updates and liquidations in lending protocols are de-coupled (see §4.2.3). Agents must be
incentivized to explicitly perform individual liquidations with dedicated transactions submitted to
the platform.

Incentivization. Public applications in Decentralized Finance are updated by signed transactions by
pseudonymous participants. Ordering of transactions is determined by anonymous servers running
leader-based consensus. Thus, both clients and block-generating servers must be incentivized to act
according to protocol: Automatic market makers (§4.2.2) rely on arbitrageurs to align the exchange
rate with the fair market rate. Lending protocols (§4.2.3) require liquidators to exchange lender
collateral to recover outstanding loans. Maldesigned or malcomposed incentives may cause arbitrage
and liquidations to fail or block-producers to censor, re-order and inject transactions to their benefit
(Section 4.3.1).

Lack of fairness. Interaction between clients and smart contracts is public. The lack of input
fairness (§3.4) incentivizes the block leader to inject its own transactions and generate an ordering to
front-run or sandwich honest transactions (RQ 3,4 and §4.3). We sketch such attacks in §4.3.1 and
how it reduces the utility of platforms for all users.
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4.2 Application archetypes
4.2.1 TradFi: Limit order books
We illustrate a traditional limit order book to motivate the design of automated market makers
intended for efficient execution in the setting of permissionless consensus protocols.

The task of trading financial assets is traditionally accomplished with limit order books (LOB). Let
such an application support the buying or selling of specific asset at a price denominated in a standard
numeraire currency; traders will submit limit orders, containing a buy or sell bit d ∈ {bid, sell}, a
price limit p, below (d = bid) or above (d = sell) which they are willing to execute the trade, and the
volume v or amount of the asset they wish to trade. A tradei authorized by Pi is the tuple (d, p, v).
We sketch the complexity overhead of performing a single trade at a venue with a limit order book
trade execution engine.

The limit order book maintains lists bids and sells containing unmatched trade orders sorted by price
limit; in the bids list, the bid order with the highest price limit is listed first, whereas in the sells list,
the sell order with the lowest price limit is located at the top. The difference in price limit between
the top of bids and sells lists is called the spread. Let the number of orders in bids and sells be m and
n respectively.

A new trade order entering the limit order book must be matched against the sorted list of trades in
the opposing direction. A (bid, p, v) order, for example, is matched against elements in sells, until
none of the volume v remains; in the worst case, the order volume may match against all orders in
sells, requiring O(n) matching operations, and still have remaining volume v′; in this case, (bid, p, v′)
must be inserted into bids, requiring O(m) complexity for insertion into a sorted list. Thus, the
worst-case complexity of performing a trade in a limit order book is O(m + n).

In the next section, we will see how trades can be performed with O(1) complexity in DeFi applications
called automated market makers .

4.2.2 DeFi: Automatic market makers
Automatic market makers (AMM) processes a trade with O(1) complexity by matching each trade
order with all the token reserves available in the AMM application.

Consider an AMM offering trades between asset pair (τ0, τ1), and holding token reserves (r0 : τ0, r1 :
τ1). Here, let swap(v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1) denote a user order authorizing to trade v0 units of τ0 for a
minimum of v1 units of τ1 in return. The AMM with reserve state (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) will always process
trade swap(v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1) if it satisfies the implemented AMM “strategy”, which is to maintain an
invariant over its reserves (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1). Ignoring trading fees for brevity, any trade updating AMM
reserves from (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) to (r0 + v0 : τ0, r1 − v0 : τ1), must satisfy

I(r0, r1) = I(r0 + v0, r1 − v1) (4.1)

for a constant function or swap invariant I : R+ × R+ → R+. Thus, AMM’s are also referred
to as constant function market makers (CFMM) in the literature. A commonly deployed
swap invariant is the constant product function I×(r0, r1) = r0 · r1. Concretely, executing a trade
swap(v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1) means computing v′

1 in

r0 · r1 = (r0 + v0) · (r1 − v′
1) (4.2)

and asserting that v′
1 ≥ v1, where v1 is the minimum amount of τ1 the user is willing to accept for the

trade; the swap order is invalid if this assertion fails. Thus, any trade order is evaluated in constant
time and storage with only a few arithmetic operations. This represents a significant improvement in
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execution cost when compared to limit order books with large lists of buy and sell orders, making
AMM’s suitable for deployment as smart contracts.

Constant functions. The swap invariant or constant function implemented in AMM’s is generally
convex and differentiable (smooth); this is satisfied by commonly implemented constant production
function I×(r0, r1) = r0 · r1. Given a submitted trade swap(v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1) executed on AMM state
(r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1), the amount of v′

1 : τ1 returned to the trader is determined by Eq. (4.2);

v′
1 = r1 −

r0 · r1
(r0 + v0) = r1 · v0

r0 + v0
⇐⇒ v′

1
v0

= r1
r0 + v0

(4.3)

We highlight two observations. (1) For v0 → 0, the exchange rate approaches v′
1/v0 = r1/r0; this is

called the marginal exchange rate. (2) For increasing v0, the amount v′
1 returned to the trader

decreases. Thus, the automated market making strategy of an AMM at state (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1)
implied by (1) and (2) is to offer an initial, marginal exchange rate of r1/r0, and to decrease the
exchange rate with increasing trade volume in favor of the AMM. Ideally, the marginal exchange rate
of the AMM should be fair, reflecting the wider market prices for traded assets; otherwise, the AMM
would be offering an exchange at an unprofitable rate for itself, or conversely, it would represent an
unattractive market venue for traders.

Arbitrage. The marginal exchange rate of an AMM aligns with external, fair asset prices by means
of interaction with rational arbitrageurs. As we formalize in P1a/P1b, the arbitrageur performs a
trade such that the marginal exchange rate is consistent with that of the fair market exchange rate;
informally, the optimal arbitrage strategy is found by increasing the trade volume, which causes the
exchange rate to deteriorate (Eq. (4.3)). The optimal trade volume is found when additional increase
in trade volume has a negative impact on arbitrage profit.

Note that financial trades are inherently zero-sum. A profit by a rational arbitrageur implies a loss
for the AMM; specifically, it implies a loss for liquidity providers who have provided token reserves
that are matched against trades. This is called impermanent loss and is incurred by liquidity
providers who deposit funds in an AMM, which then experiences hanges in fair asset exchange rates,
resulting in arbitrageurs re-aligning the composition of tokens.

Liquidity providers. A party which deposits funds to an AMM is called a liquidity provider and
agrees to the automated market making strategy implied by the constant function implemented by
the AMM. Thus far, we have omitted trading fees for simplicity, but in our formal AMM model
(P1a/P1b), the rational liquidity provider anticipates that the fees from trading will exceed any
effects from impermanent loss; note that impermanent loss can be avoided by liquidity providers by
actively repositioning their funds, avoiding impermanent loss induced by rebalancing via arbitrage.
The AMM implementation Uniswap V3 [AZS+21] permits liquidity providers to dedicate liquidity to
chosen price ranges, thereby mitigating impermanent loss but not eliminating it; it represents a more
expressive interface for liquidity providers and has been shown to be equivalent to limit order books
in this regard [MMR23]. Still, it can be observed empirically that most liquidity providers in Uniswap
V3 remain unsuccessful in rebalancing AMM funds and suffer impermanent loss nonetheless [HSW22].

We refer to P1a/P1b for a full formalization and analysis of AMM’s and its interfaces exposed to
traders and liquidity providers. We highlight a concurrent line of work that formalizes AMM states as
sets of permissible trades [AECB22, AAE+22, DRCA23]; the proposed “valid trade set” abstraction
conveniently allows for compositional modelling of AMM’s, since it avoids the need for an analytical
treatment of each specific AMM constant function implementation.
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4.2.3 DeFi: Lending protocols
Lending protocols (or “lending pools” in P2) intermediate between borrowers and lenders in the
DeFi environment, athough the dilineation between the two roles is not strict. Since participants are
pseudonymous and carry no identity or reputation, any loan must be collateralized in order to protect
against failure of repayment. A party depositing collateral is both borrower and lender; the collateral
itself is made available for borrowing in other loans, avoiding locked, “unproductive capital”. This may
appear to undermine the effectiveness of collateralization, but sufficient overcollateralization in
real-world lending protocols have shown impressive real-world resilience in recent years [GWPK20a].
We provide an intuition of the formal semantics of the lending protocol model introduced in P2 with
the following example execution.

Consider an initial state with two parties A and B, holding balances of 125 units of τ0 and 100 units
of τ1 respectively. For simplicity, we assume the prices of both assets to be equal P (τ0) = P (τ1).

A [ 125 : τ0 ] | B [ 100 : τ1 ]

Deposit. Both parties deposit funds to initialize a lending protocol and authorize A : dep(100 : τ0)
and B : dep(100 : τ1) respectively; each deposit of τ0 and τ1 also results in the minting of liquidity
tokens (“minted tokens” in P2), namely {τ0} and {τ1}, which are returned to the depositors; they
can be redeemed to withdraw the deposited tokens with additional interest, if the underlying funds
are loaned out to borrowers. The deposits initialize a lending protocol LP holding 100 : τ0 and
100 : τ1.

A [ 25 : τ0, 100 : {τ0} ] | B [ 100 : {τ1} ]

LP : (100 : τ0) | (100 : τ1)

We note that liquidity tokens {τ0} and {τ1} are transferable if the transfer does not result in the
sender becoming undercollateralized (See liquidation below).

Borrow. Having initialized the lending protocol, party B authorizes a borrow with B : bor(50 : τ0),
receiving 50 units of τ1, previously deposited to the lending protocol by party A; the loan extended
to B is recorded in the state of the lending protocol. Importantly, borrower B is able to receive the
loan of 50 units of τ0 because it holds liquidity shares consisting of 100 units of {τ1} that serve as
collateral; we assume a minimal collateralization factor of 2, which is the ratio of the collateral value
(100 : {τ1}) over the loan value (50 : τ0). Here, the collateral value of liquidity tokens is determined
by the value of the tokens it can be redeemed for (see redeem action below).

A [ 25 : τ0, 100 : {τ0} ] | B [ 50 : τ0, 100 : {τ1} ]

LP : (50 : τ0, {B : 50}) | (100 : τ1)

Since the collateralization factor of B is exactly 2, B’s entire balance of liquidity shares is now
non-transferable; otherwise, this would result in undercollateralization.

We now show that roles of borrowers and lenders are not clearly delineated; party A can also authorize
A : bor(25 : τ1), thereby utilizing its liquidity token balance of 100 : {τ1} as collateral. Thus, both A
and B are both lender and borrower in the resulting state.

A [ 25 : τ0, 25 : τ1, 100 : {τ0} ] | B [ 50 : τ0, 100 : {τ1} ]

LP : (50 : τ0, {B : 50}) | (75 : τ1, {A : 25})

Interest accrual. Over time or with increasing block height, interest accrues in all loans recorded
in the lending protocol. In our example, we apply a 20% interest to all outstanding loans taken
by both A and B. Recall, however, that the minimal collateralization of 2 was already previously
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reached by B; given the increase in loan amount, this interest accrual will result in B becoming
undercollateralized.

A [ 25 : τ0, 25 : τ1, 100 : {τ0} ] | B [ 50 : τ0, 100 : {τ1} ]

LP : (50 : τ0, {B : 60}) | (75 : τ1, {A : 30})

Note that smart contracts deployed to the EVM cannot automatically activate with each block height
increase. Thus, any interest accrual is computed lazily in implementations; the update of the loan
balances with interest is deferred to the next interaction between any party and the lending pool.

Liquidate. A borrower can become undercollateralized if interest continues to accrue without
repayment or if token prices fluctuate: in such a state, the undercollateralized borrower can be
liquidated by any party. In our example execution, A observes that B is undercollateralized and
authorizes A : liq(B, 25 : τ0, 30 : {τ1}), which repays 25 : τ0 of B’s outstanding loan. In return, A
obtains collateral from B, namely 30 : {τ1} which is directly deducted from B’s balance.

A [ 25 : τ1, 100 : {τ0}, 30 : {τ1} ] | B [ 50 : τ0, 70 : {τ1} ]

LP : (75 : τ0, {B : 35}) | (75 : τ1, {A : 30})

Note that the liquidating party obtains a discount on the collateral. This is to ensure that liquidations
are performed in a timely manner by incentivizing rational parties.

Redeem. Finally, we illustrate how liquidity tokens can be redeemed for the underlying tokens,
thereby extracting a profit accrued over time from interest. Here, party A authorizes A : rdm(30 : {τ1}),
thereby returning 30 : {τ1} for 33 : τ1 in return. Since A originally deposited 1 : τ1 for each liquidity
share 1 : {τ1}, the redeem action realizes a profit.

A [ 58 : τ1, 100 : {τ0} ] | B [ 50 : τ0, 70 : {τ1} ]

LP : (75 : τ0, {B : 35}) | (42 : τ1, {A : 30})

We note that the actual interest accrual in lending protocol implementations is a function of liquidity
utilization; namely, the ratio of deposited funds which have been loaned away. If the utilization
ratio is too high, there are no funds that can be redeemed, potentially weakening the incentivization
of liquidating agents, as the collateral may then become unredeemable. If the utilization ratio is too
low, no interest can accrue and parties have no incentivize to deposit funds into the lending protocol.
Thus, the interest function is designed to equilibriate between these two extremes by adjusting interest
rates to incentivize more deposits (higher interest rate) or more borrows (lower interest rate). We
refer to an overview of interest rate functions deployed by implementations in [GWPK20b] and to
our formal model in P2 for full lending protocol semantics and their security properties.

Liquidation safety. The security of loans extended to borrowers in lending protocols is contingent on
the possibility of recovering the loan in case the borrower’s collateralization falls below the minimum
threshold. Whilst the accrual of interest, applied in lock-step with chain growth, is predictable and
gradual, the prices of loaned and collateralized token assets can be volatile, resulting in sudden
undercollateralization of borrowing parties; we contribute a formal analysis to determine secure
parameterizations of lending protocols by means of a stochastic model checking framework in P3,
which allows the exploration of liquidation security for different price volatility regimes and liquidator
behaviour. Further, we refer to [PWXL21] for an empircal study on the security of liquidation in
real-world lending protocols.

On-chain prices & incentive composition. Lending protocols rely on price oracles to securely
compute collateralization ratios of borrowing parties. In practice, third parties (price oracles) are
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trusted to accurately post token prices to smart contracts which are then read by lending protocol
implementations during execution. In the spirit of the permissionless setting, it would seem preferable
to rely on prices implied by the marginal exchange rate of automatic market makers deployed to
the (on-chain) DeFi environment, but assessing fair token prices directly on AMM’s in decentralized
finance remains an open challenge. In particular, the liquidation incentive in lending protocols
motivates manipulations of AMM oracles in DeFi by means of large trades which perturb the price;
this price impact can then unlock liquidations exploited by the adversary for profit. Here, the
arbitrage incentive alone does not suffice to keep the AMM price aligned with global, fair token
prices when composed with the liquidation incentive of lending protocols.

This highlights an open challenge in DeFi to achieve secure composition of incentives, which in
isolation motivate intended behaviour, but in composition with external protocol incentives lead
to undesirable behaviour. In addition to composing poorly with AMM price oracles, the interest
incentive from lending protocols on deposited tokens also competes directly with the underlying
proof-of-stake consensus protocol, which rewards parties to stake coins and secure consensus with
staking incentives; here, the rational player will express a preference for depositing in the lending
protocol if the interest exceeds the staking reward, potentially weakening the security of the underlying
proof-of-stake consensus protocol. This phenomena was investigated in [Chi21] with agent based
simulations; a formal understanding of incentive composition remains an open problem of great
importance.

4.2.4 Atomic composition & Flash loans
In contrast to traditional finance, interactions with multiple venues in a DeFi ecosystem can be
performed within a single blockchain transaction, implying immediate or atomic settlement. More
generally, a signed transaction txId can authorize messages to multiple smart contract interfaces;
consider a txId that authorizes a sequence of calls to multiple contracts c1, ..., cn. Then, the txId
either succeeds to update the state from Γ to Γ′ by executing action1, ..., actionn or reverts entirely if
even a single of the actions does not execute successfully.

Γ txId−−→ Γ′ Γ txId:c1:action1−−−−−−−−→ · · · txId:cn:actionn−−−−−−−−−→ Γ′

Risk free strategies In practice, atomic composition of actions in the EVM environment is performed
by implementing a strategy in a user-deployed smart contract; let cusr denote such a contract instance.
When the user issues a transaction authorizing a call to cusr : exec, the evaluation thereof can issue
calls to external, DeFi contracts c1, c2, ... thereby executing the intended financial strategy:

Γ txId calls cusr:exec(cusr,v:τ)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ cusr asserts (cusr.bal>cusr.bal(Γ))−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Γ′
cusr calls c1:action1−−−−−−−−−−−→ cusr calls c2:action2−−−−−−−−−−−→ ···−→

Importantly, such a strategy can be implemented in risk-free fashion for the user, by ensuring that the
implementation of cusr : exec concludes with an assertion that the balance of cusr increases following
execution. If this assertion fails, the entire transaction txId is reverted and the state is reset to Γ.

Flashloans Since atomic composition permits risk free strategies in the DeFi environment, lending
funds to a party performing such strategy can also be realized in a risk free manner.

In the following execution sketch, a transaction txId authorizes a call to a flash loan contract cflashLn,
indicating the requested loan amount and a pointer to the user-deployed contract cusr implementing
the user’s financial strategy to deploy the borrowed tokens. The implementation of cflashLn : borr then
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transfers v : τ to cusr in a forwarded message to cusr : exec, permitting the user strategy to proceed
with the borrowed funds.

Γ txId calls cflashLn:borr(v:τ,cusr)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ cflashLn asserts (cflashLn.bal>cflashLn.bal(Γ))−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Γ′
cflashLn calls cuser:exec−−−−−−−−−−−−→

Importantly, once the function body implementing cusr : exec completes, the program evaluation then
returns to the remainder of cflashLn : borr, which finally asserts that the final contract balance exceeds
the initial balance at state Γ, thereby insuring repayment of the flashloan.

4.3 Notions of fairness in DeFi
4.3.1 Transaction ordering
As highlighted in §3.4, different notions of input fairness have been proposed in the permissionless
consensus setting; in practice, popular blockchain platforms such as Ethereum guarantee no input
fairness out-of-the-box; as a leader-based consensus protocol, the elected round leader can choose to
order, censor and inject transactions in each block. Given a set of pending transactions received
over the P2P gossip network, each block leader is incentivized to extract the maximum value from this
set of transactions with each block; this has been named Miner Extractable Value (MEV) and
formal definitions have been proposed in Clockwork finance [BDKJ21] and by Bartoletti et al. [BZ23].

Optimal MEV from AMM’s. We sketch how miner extractable value can be extracted from AMM
transactions by means of sandwich attacks. To illustrate such an attack, we first consider an
honest trace of trades performed by honest user A on an AMM in state (100 : τ0, 100 : τ1). Here, we
assume P (τ0) = P (τ1). In our initial, honest example, A authorizes the same swap twice, namely
two swap(15 : τ0, 10 : τ1) actions, which each trade 15 : τ0 for a minimum of 10 : τ1. Subsequently, A
restores the state of the AMM to its initial state by authorizing a swap in the opposing direction
swap(23 : τ1, 30 : τ0); since trading fees are omitted, A also restores its own initial balance after this
third and final trade. The execution is shown below and satisfies the constant product function
in Eq. (4.2).

(100 : τ0, 100 : τ1) | A[30 : τ0]
A:swap(15:τ0,10:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (115 : τ0, 87 : τ1) | A[15 : τ0, 13 : τ1]
A:swap(15:τ0,10:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (130 : τ0, 77 : τ1) | A[0 : τ0, 23 : τ1]
A:swap(23:τ1,30:τ0)−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (100 : τ0, 100 : τ1) | A[30 : τ0]

We highlight two key observations: (1) firstly, A receives a lesser exchange rate with the second trade,
even though the swap parameters of the first two trades are identical and (2) secondly, given that
prices of both token types are equal, the final trade by A is necessarily profitable.

We modify our initial, honest execution to obtain an optimal front-running sandwich attack
performed by malicious M on A’s authorized trade swap(23 : τ0, 30 : τ1); this sandwich attack
is obtained by simply allowing M to perform the first and final action from the previous honest,
execution. By observing the balance of M resulting from the attack and given P (τ0) = P (τ1), it is
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apparent that M achieves a profit of 5.

(100 : τ0, 100 : τ1) | A[30 : τ0] |M[15 : τ0, 10 : τ1]
M:swap(15:τ0,10:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (115 : τ0, 87 : τ1) | A[30 : τ0] |M[0 : τ0, 23 : τ1]
A:swap(15:τ0,10:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (130 : τ0, 77 : τ1) | A[15 : τ0, 10 : τ1] |M[0 : τ0, 23 : τ1]
M:swap(23:τ1,30:τ0)−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (100 : τ0, 100 : τ1) | A[15 : τ0, 10 : τ1] |M[30 : τ0, 0 : τ1]

We argue the optimality of the attack; (1) honest A receives the minimum amount of 10 : τ1 permitted
by its authorized trade limit. (2) the marginal exchange rate of the AMM in the final state is aligned
with the asset prices of τ0 and τ1, since P (τ1) = P (τ0) and the marginal exchange rate is 1; thus no
additional arbitrage can be extracted by M. Thus, the attack is optimal as there is no additional
value for the attacker to extract.

We contribute the first formalization of the optimal MEV attack for constant-product AMM’s in
P4; here, we intrduce an optimal MEV strategy named the Dagwood sandwich which considers
all AMM action types, namely swap, deposit and redeem. Surprisingly, the optimal attack never
includes honest redeem actions, as it does not contribute to the attackers profit. This may imply
difficulty to redeem liquidity from AMM’s in times of high blockchain fees or congestion.

MEV penalizes utility. Consider the sandwich attack illustrated previously; in absence of the
front-running adversary, let there be the honest user A that is intending to submit a single swap
transaction to be finalized in the blockchain; here, the demand for block-space is for one transaction
only. With the introduction of a front-running adversary M, the demand for block-space now increases
to three transactions; namely, the adversarial front-run and back-run transaction in addition to the
original honest transaction. The increased demand induced by the promise of front-running profits
naturally increases the market fees for transactions finalized on the blockchain, thereby reducing the
utility for all users, not just A who experiences a worsened exchange rate on its trade due to the
sandwich attack.

Input fairness mitigates MEV. We survey proposals to prevent front-running in P5 and refer to our
discussion of input fairness notions realizable in the permissionless (§3.4) and authenticated (§3.2)
settings. We contribute FairPoS P6 which formally guarantees the encrypt-and-reveal notion of input
fairness in permissionless consensus.

4.3.2 Pre- and Post-trade privacy
While input fairness may prevent front-running attacks formalized in P4, it does not guarantee
post-trade privacy; the trade order is merely blinded temporarily prior to execution. However, there
are trading strategies which require pre- and post-trade privacy; namely, both submitted trade orders
and their execution remain private. Consider the time-weighted-average-price strategy [WRA21];
here, the trader breaks a larger trade volume into smaller trades, which are periodically executed
to minimize price impact. In traditional finance, such strategies are executed at dark pool venues,
where the venue operator is trusted to keep order flow and execution private. Realizing this in the
DeFi setting requires a notion of privacy-preserving smart contracts currently available on protocols
such as Ethereum.

This motivates a key line of investigation of this thesis; pre- and post-trade privacy requires privacy-
preserving smart contracts where users can privately input parameters to the contract execution
and preserve privacy of their individual private state (and balances). We introduce this model
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of privacy-preserving smart contracts in §5.2 and propose the first practical realization thereof in
Eagle (P7), where private smart contract execution is performed in an outsourced secure multi-party
computation (MPC) setting; to achieve practical efficiency, all cryptographic overhead is moved
outside the costly MPC evaluation, leaving only the smart contract logic to be evaluated inside the
MPC protocol. Such a framework permits the implementation of dark pools in the decentralized
finance setting; dark pools are private trading venues in traditional finance which ensure that trades
can be executed privately, relying on a trusted venue operator to maintain the privacy of client trade
orders and execution.

Furthermore, we observe that even with privacy-preserving smart contracts, the classical design of
dark pools leak privacy, even when the dark pool venue operator is distributed with MPC. This
motivates the design of the first differentially private market mechanism in our work P8 that also
extends the classical notion of differential privacy to the trusted curator or MPC setting, where
individual, private outputs may be correlated. We refer to §5.3 for a discussion of differential privacy
in smart contract applications.
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This chapter provides background and motivation for the following research questions1;

RQ 6: Can privacy-preserving contracts be realized in a practical manner?

RQ 7: Can differentially-private markets be realized in the setting of Eagle?

RQ 8: What problems can privacy-enhancing techniques solve in finance?

Standard smart contracts, as those supported by the EVM platform, feature no privacy by default.
We have shown how this can lead to economic attacks in the §4.3.1 and P4; however, more generally
many internet application requires some form of privacy to be meaningful, thereby motivating the
investigation of meaningful computation over private states.

Informally, let the owner of a private state fragment in a smart contract be a user who has exclusive
knowledge or ability to access its current private state in “cleartext”. An owner cannot arbitrarily
modify its own private state; any update must adhere to the smart contract logic agreed upon apriori.
We argue that meaningful applications require the simultaneous update on private states of multiple
users, whilst maintaining the privacy of all private states following their updates. Achieving this
is goal non-trivial, motivating our work Eagle in P7 and our proposed differentially-private market
mechanisms in P8.

We provide an overview of current proposals to realize privacy-preserving smart contracts in Fig. 5.1
and organize the proposals to realize privacy-preserving smart contracts in the following two categories.

In §5.1, a single private states can only be updated by its owner in each smart contract state
update; this makes it challenging to apply contract logic over private states owned by separate
users, limiting its expressiveness. This is partially overcome in the privacy-preserving UTXO model
proposed by [BCG+20, XCZ+22, SCG+14].

In §5.2, the update of multiple private states is enabled with the introduction of the the contract
manager model, achieving higher expressiveness than in §5.1. Here, we highlight our contribution
Eagle (P7), the first practical and efficient privacy-preserving smart contract framework in this setting,
which extends the contract manager model by enabling long-running private contract execution,
where clients can conveniently submit private inputs and “receive” outputs whenever they come online
in a lazy fashion. In contrast to prior proposals, Eagle achieves its efficiency by moving expensive
cryptographic overhead outside the MPC evaluation, whilst achieving the security from private input
and output sub-protocols.

Note that even with privacy-preserving smart contracts permitting private inputs and privacy-
preserving state updates, private data from other users can trivially leak from the contract logic
itself; we propose the very first notions of differential privacy for smart contracts to address
this in §5.3 and refer to P8 for detailed definitions (§5.3.1), as well as our proposed “fuzzy order
matching” market mechanisms (§5.3.2) that satisfy these.

1See Chapter 2 for an overview of research questions addressed by this thesis
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Zkay Zexe Kachina Hawk zkHawk Eagle (P7)
State update single private state (§5.1) multiple private states (§5.2)
Contract logic public private public/(private)
User input private/public single private input multiple private inputs
User interaction concurrent non-concurrent concurrent round-based multi-round (& optional)
User funds private balance private balance and transfers
Security FHE ZK UC ZK UC MPC & ZK
Complexity FHE evaluation single prover ZK zkSNARK in MPC NIZK in MPC only contract logic in MPC

Figure 5.1: Overview of privacy-perserving smart contract proposals.

5.1 Update of single private states
Homomorphic encryption. Proposals Zkay [SBG+19], ZeeStar [SBBV22] and SmartFHE [SA21]
deploy homomorphic or fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) to permit smart contract computation
on encrypted data. In FHE, the holder of the public key can encrypt information, while only the
holder of the private key can decrypt; Given encrypted of data as well as the public key, anyone
can perform computations on the encrypted data and evaluate algorithms on encrypted inputs. For
example, given encryptions [x], [y], [z] of the values x, y, z, FHE allows to compute the encryption
[x · y + z] of x · y + z. In this setting, we consider the owner of the FHE key pair as the owner of the
encrypted private state stored on the blockchain.

Note that FHE computation can only be performed on data encrypted to the same public key. Thus,
each smart contract computation only updates individual private state fragments in isolation;
encrypted data of owner A cannot trivially be input to a computation on encrypted data of another
owner B that is encrypted under a different FHE key, making smart contract computation over
multiple, single-owner private states challenging.

Alternatively, proposals such as Penumbra [Pen23] require the FHE key pair to be generated by a
distributed key generation (DKG) committee; here, anybody can provide private inputs by encrypting
to the public key output by the DKG; computation is then performed over all encrypted inputs
resulting in a secret state fragment. Here, the notion of a “single owner private state” can no longer
be maintained; opening the private key material by the DKG committee following FHE computation
reveals the entire secret smart contract state to all parties.

Shared private states. Towards meaningful smart contract computation over multiple, single-owner
private states, the Unspent Transaction Output Model (UTXO) implemented by Zexe [BCG+20,
XCZ+22] extends the privacy cryptocurrency protocol Zcash [SCG+14] with smart contract func-
tionality. In the UTXO model, every state transition consumes previously “unspent” private state
fragments in cryptographic commitment form, and generates new private state fragments. In the
following example, we highlight that the privacy-preserving UTXO model leverages shared private
state fragments to achieve meaningful interaction between private states owned by separate users.

Let ⟨σi⟩ denote a private state fragment owned by party Pi ∈ P . Further, we assume an initial smart
contract state ⟨σa⟩ | ⟨σb⟩ where parties Pa and Pb are exclusive owners of their private states. Let
the smart contract state transition function be denoted F ; in this setting, each state transition is
performed over private states authorized by the owner of these private states.

In a first step, let party Pa authorize a state transition over the initial smart contract state. Thus,
Pa authorizes the “consumption” of single-owner private state σa, and provides input xa to the state
transition F , such that σab ← F (xa; σa). As a result, σa is removed from the smart contract state
and a new private state fragment σab is added to the updated contract state, shown below.

⟨σa⟩ | ⟨σb⟩
Pa authorizes F (xa;σa)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ⟨σb⟩ | ⟨σab⟩
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Here, private state σab is shared between parties Pa and Pb, meaning that this state is known and
can be spent by both Pa and Pb. Next, let party Pb authorize a state transition on both a private
state σb and the private state it shares with Pa, namely σab. The evaluation of the state transition
function over consumed state fragment σb and Pb’s input xb results in the creation of private state
σbc, now shared between Pb and Pc: namely, σbc ← F (xb; σb, σab).

⟨σb⟩ | ⟨σab⟩
Pb authorizes F (xb;σb,σab)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ⟨σbc⟩

Finally, party Pc authorizes a state transition, consuming σbc and outputting the final single-owner
state fragment σc.

⟨σbc⟩
Pc authorizes F (xc;σbc)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ⟨σc⟩

Thus, over the sequence of state transitions above, we have illustrated a smart contract update which
is performed over single-owner private state fragments σa and σb and resulted in the creation of
single-owner private state σc, thus enabling smart contracts over multiple, single-owner private state
fragments; here, each state transition is authorized by a party on private state fragments it (jointly)
owns. Inherent limitation in expressiveness remain, however; performing such a state update over
multiple, single-owner private states requires multiple authorization steps and cannot be achieved in
a single contract update (Section 5.2).

We briefly sketch how shared private state model is implemented and refer to [BCG+20, XCZ+22]
for details. Private states are realized as cryptographic commitments, generated by authorizing
clients in each state transition; these can be added to a cryptographic accumulator to break any
associations between creation and destruction of commitments. Consuming commitments previously
added to the accumulator requires a proof of membership and a public posting of a unique serial
number, preventing the re-use or double-spending of commitments. A state transition generating a
shared private state fragment requires that the authorizing client share the commitment opening
with the joint-owner of the new state fragment; thus, this assumes secure and private communication
between the two. Finally, an authorization is a valid non-interactive zero-knowledge proof, or
NIZK, that the authorizing party has knowledge of the private state(s) being consumed, and that
the newly created state commitment adheres to the transition logic F applied to consumed states
and a client-chosen input.

Input concurrency. The authors of Kachina [KKK21] highlight a lack of input concurrency in the
preceding shared private state model. Consider extending our shared private state model with public
state fragment σ. Let an initial contract state with private and public state fragments be updated by
the following two transitions governed by smart contract function F ;

⟨σa⟩ | ⟨σb⟩ | σ
Pa authorizes F (xa;σa,σ)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ⟨σb⟩ | ⟨σab⟩ | σ′ Pb authorizes F (xb;σb,σ′)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ⟨σab⟩ | ⟨σbc⟩ | σ′′

The validity of the execution above implies the following;

(a) (σab, σ′)← F (xa; σa, σ)

(b) (σbc, σ′′)← F (xb; σb, σ′)

Informally, let us assume that the two state updates are logically concurrent; namely,

(c) (σbc, σ′)← F (xb; σb, σ)

(d) (σab, σ′′)← F (xa; σa, σ′)

Thus, the reversed ordering of authorized transitions results in the same final contract state;

⟨σa⟩ | ⟨σb⟩ | σ
Pb authorizes F (xb;σb,σ)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ⟨σa⟩ | ⟨σbc⟩ | σ′ Pa authorizes F (xa;σa,σ′)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ⟨σab⟩ | ⟨σbc⟩ | σ′′
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However, even though our example shows logically concurrent transitions over private and public state
fragments, in practice, the NIZK proofs generated by Pa and Pb cannot be used in arbitrary order;
namely, a ZK proof of statement (a) above, for example, does not imply a valid proof of (d), as the
statement is proven over different public states (σ vs. σ′). Similarly, this holds for statement (b) and
(c). Since orderings of transactions finalized to the blockchain are unknown at the time of generating
transactions, authorized transactions may fail if they are interacting with public state fragments
commonly updated by users. This makes the implementation of applications in decentralized finance
challenging, as market applications are frequently updated by interactions with different clients.

In Kachina [KKK21], an alternative to the UTXO model is proposed for privacy-preserving smart
contracts. Here, each update is still authorized by a single user, thereby updating private state(s) as
well as a public one; input concurrency is achieved by introducing an oracle transcript model. A
key idea here is the following; instead of proving a relation over the public state fragment σ explicitly,
such as in statements (a-d) above, a statement over a valid interaction transcript T with a public
state oracle O(σ) is proven in zero-knowledge. If the same authorized state update is performed on
a different public state σ′, the zero-knowledge proof remains valid as long as the interaction with
O(σ′) returns the same transcript T , to which the zero-knowledge proof is bound. Thus, this enables
concurrency for input authorizations on private smart contract updates that are logically concurrent.
Kachina [KKK21] formalizes the oracle transcript model in the universal composability [Can01]
framework. We refer to their work for further details on the oracle transcript model.

5.2 Update of multiple private states
Contract manager model. Towards a model of updates over multiple, single-owner private states,
Hawk [KMS+16] proposes a “minimally trusted” contract manager; a corrupted contract manager
breaks privacy, but the integrity of smart contract updates is preserved. In this model, state transitions
occur in round-based interactions between users and contract manager, where clients are assumed
to have established secure and private communication channels with the contract manager. Thus,
such a model of privacy-preserving smart contracts is not permissionless (§3.3.1). Still, if this can
restriction can be accepted in practice, this model realizes a level of expressiveness unmatched by
other proposals.

In the contract manager model, each round consists of a input, evaluation and output phase, where
updates to all individual private state fragments is finalized on the blockchain authorized by the
contract manager. We illustrate the case for a non-reactive, single-shot contract execution consisting
of a single update over single-owner private states. In the input phase, let users Pa, Pb and Pc

provide private inputs and the cleartext of their private state to the contract manager, who computes
contract transition function F over private inputs and state during the evaluation phase;

(ya, yb, yc; σ′
a, σ′

b, σ′
c)← F (xa, xb, xc; σa, σb, σc) (5.1)

The contract manager computes both state updates and explicit output values which are privately
returned to each participant during the output phase; here, the contract manager M also authorizes
the update to private state fragments on the blockchain;

⟨σa⟩ | ⟨σb⟩ | ⟨σc⟩
M authorizes F (xa,xb,xc;σa,σb,σc)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ⟨σ′

a⟩ | ⟨σ′
b⟩ | ⟨σ′

c⟩

In Hawk [KMS+16], the contract manager authorization of such a privacy-preserving update to
individual private states requires it to generate a verifying zero-knowledge Succinct Argument of
Knowledge (zkSNARK) proof, attesting that the update of private states is faithful to a valid
evaluation of F over client inputs and their private states. Note that clients must also prove the
validity of their “private state” provided to the contract manager during the input phase, as only
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the owner can access the the current state of its private state fragment. Private state fragments
are implemented as in the UTXO model of [SCG+14, BCG+20, XCZ+22]; each round of interaction
with the contract manager consumes cryptographic commitments of private states and generates new
commitments, each binding an updated private state.

Distributed contract manager. A natural idea is to realize the contract manager by means of secure
multi-party computation (MPC), thereby preventing partial committee corruption from breaking
privacy; indeed, this is proposed in [KMS+16], but remains impractical due to the requirement for
the contract manager to generate a zkSNARK proof inside the MPC protocol itself; computation
performed in a MPC incurs a significant overhead, which is compounded by the need to compute
cryptographic primitives in addition to the smart contract logic itself. Recent work zkHawk [BCT21]
realizes the contract manager model with a relaxed proof obligation for the MPC committee
acting as the distributed contract manager; here, the contract manager is only required to prove that
no tokens were minted during the output phase, but the zero-knowledge proof is still computed inside
an MPC circuit, incurring the overhead of MPC computation.

Our contribution Eagle in P7 represents the first efficient realization of the distributed contract
manager with secure multi-party computation (MPC), which only evaluates the contract logic
inside the MPC protocol over private inputs and state. This is achieved by moving all other
cryptographic overhead outside the MPC computation; our proposed input protocol permits clients
to efficiently prove consistency between their inputs and private state during the input phase. The
output phase of Eagle guarantees that a fully corrupted MPC committee cannot arbitrarily mint
tokens on the blockchain, thereby preserving integrity of the underlying assets.

Eagle also extends the contract manager model with long-running, privacy-preserving smart contracts,
where a privacy-preserving smart contract is executed over multiple rounds in a reactive manner.
Here, clients can optionally choose to participate in a given round and then go offline - the outputs
and openings to the updated private state commitments are posted to the blockchain in “masked”
form, and thus can be collected and “unmasked” by clients whenever they come online. We establish
UC security [Can01] for the Eagle protocol, carefully composing our protocol from UC primitives
and demonstrating simulatability of our proposed ideal functionality. We argue that this opens up a
novel design space for cryptoeconomic applications, further extended in §5.3 and P8 with notions of
differential privacy adopted to this setting that also enable our proposed differentially private market
mechanisms.

Permissionless contract manager. We note that permissionless consensus has inspired a recent line
of work to investigate multi-party computation in the permissionless setting. Inspired by electing
parties to roles via “cryptographic sortion” introduced by Algorand [GHM+17], each party, upon
election to a protocol role, computes a single message to send and can then go offline. This has been
formalized as the “you-only-speak-once” (YOSO) setting in [GHK+21]; realizing general MPC in this
setting requires encrypting and securely forwarding secret-shared state to committee members elected
in the future [BGG+20, CDGK23]; achieving this in a practical manner remains an open research
question. MPC in the YOSO model would enable permissionless instantiation of the contract
manager model for privacy-preserving smart contracts.

5.3 Differential privacy in smart contracts.
Having established the contract manager model of privacy-preserving smart contracts, which securely
updates private states owned by individual participants, we observe that privacy leakage can still
occur trivially due to contract logic itself; consider the contract update function F in eq. 5.1, which is
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evaluated over private inputs and state and returns private outputs y1, ..., yn. Here, any single output
may trivially reveal information that the contract manager privately exchanged with parties. Even
though communication between a client and the trusted curator is private, the smart contract logic
itself may leak private data to computed outputs y1, ..., yn. In fact, in most meaningful smart contract
applications enabling economic coordination between participants, this is necessary. In this thesis,
we propose to mitigate such leakage by contributing a novel extension of differential privacy [DR+14]
to the setting of the trusted curator model. This represents a generalization of the contract manager
model of private smart contracts (P7). Towards achieving function privacy, we propose the first
market mechanisms which are differentially private in P8. To the best of our knowledge, we are the
first to consider differential privacy in such a setting, as classical differential privacy is defined to
protect a private data base from queries performed by an analyst; in the trusted curator model, we
must protect the entire client transcript from each round of client-curator interaction.

Our definitional framework for differential privacy in the trusted curator model extends directly to
secure multi-party computation (MPC), where the trusted curator is realized in a distributed
manner by interacting servers. The following definitions are relevant whenever function privacy is
required in MPC computation, and is likely of independent interest.

5.3.1 Definitions: differential privacy in the trusted curator model
We restate a selection of definitions from P8 to introduce our proposed notion of round-differential
privacy (Def. 5.3) in the trusted curator model.

The trusted curator model. We restate our model of computation in the trusted curator setting
from P8, which is consistent with the contract manager setting model except that any interaction
with a blockchain is not explicitly modelled; still, this is sufficient to capture all leakage caused by
the evaluated (contract) function. Interaction between clients and trusted curator occur in rounds;

1. Input phase All parties send their individual inputs to the trusted curator C, which obtains the
input set x1, ..., xn from clients P1, ..., Pn respectively.

2. Evaluation phase Upon receiving all inputs, the trusted curator locally computes a known
algorithm M over inputs received in the input phase: namely, y←M(x) where x = (x1, ..., xn)
and y = (y1, ..., yn). Further, curator C is assumed to have access to to randomness to evaluate
randomized algorithms.

3. Output phase The trusted curator privately sends each output element yi in y to client Pi, and
enters the input phase again.

The adversary A is defined such that it can corrupt up to n− 1 individual clients, but not the trusted
curator; the adversary decides the corrupted client input and observes the output received from the
trusted curator. We refer to P8 for a detailed discussion of of the trusted curator model.

Round-differential privacy. In the spirit of standard differential privacy (DP) [DR+14], we capture
a privacy notion for inputs and outputs each round, such that any “perturbation” in honest input or
output values are not “observable” in the input and output of the adversary. In other words, we wish
to “bound” the sensitivity of the adversarial transcript to any changes in the honest transcript; here,
let transcript simply denote the input and output from a given round.

Towards formal definitions, we first define neighbouring input vectors x ∼ x′ received by the trusted
curator to differ only in a single input xi received from the honest party Pi. Any change to a single
honest input element in x results in neighboring input vector x′. We limit the affect of such a change
on adversarial view corrupting up to n− 1 clients in a given round. Let M denote the function or
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mechanism evaluated by the trusted curator and MA(x) the output distribution(s) received by the
corrupted clients from an evaluation of M on inputs x.

Definition 5.1 ((ε, δ)-input-DP). For an evaluation of (ε, δ)-input differentially private algorithm
M in the trusted curator model over neighboring private input vectors x ∼ x′, the following must
hold for any adversarially observable output event SA.

Pr[ MA(x) ∈ SA ] ≤ exp(ε) · Pr[ MA(x′) ∈ SA ] + δ

In other words, the probability of any set of corrupted outputs observed by A should differ no more
than factor exp(ε) when an honest client applies any change to its input. With probability δ, the
mechanism is permitted to violate this guarantee; in practical terms, this can be interpreted as a
“slack” budget granted to the mechanism designer.

We emphasize that today’s prevalent market venues designed to preserve trader privacy do not satisfy
input-differential privacy. Here, we consider dark pools [CSTA19, dGCP+22] in traditional finance;
trade orders are privately submitted to the trusted venue operator, which then outputs the resulting
trade executions in private to clients. Note that this setting is consistent with that of the trusted
curator. We show how input-differential privacy is violated even by dark pools; assume a corrupted
client submitting a sell order observes that its trade order is executed. Any change in the honest
counter-party’s (privately submitted) buy order may cancel the matching of this order pair, observable
to adversary with probability 1, thereby violating Definition 5.1. We overcome this with a technique
named fuzzy matching in P8.

Next, we introduce correlated-output differential privacy to protect the honest output against
correlation with other corrupted client outputs.

Definition 5.2 ((ε, δ)-correlated-output-DP). For an evaluation of (ε, δ)-correlated output
differentially private algorithm M in the trusted curator model over fixed input vector x, the following
must hold for any adversarial output event SA and any honest output event Sh.

Pr[ MA(x) ∈ SA |Mh(x) ∈ Sh ] ≤ exp(ε) · Pr[ MA(x) ∈ SA |Mh(x) ̸∈ Sh ] + δ

In words, given a fixed set of inputs submitted to the trusted curator, with probability 1− δ, any
change to the honest output will, at most, affect the probability of an adversarial output event by
factor exp(ε). Note that outputs can vary despite fixing inputs, since input-differentially private
mechanisms are necessarily randomized.

We argue that achieving this notion of privacy is non-trivial in economic applications or smart
contracts, where outputs are necessarily correlated; here, the mechanism is often intended to “allocate”
resources or assets over all participating clients. An adversary corrupting n− 1 clients can trivially
infer funds privately output to the single honest client by just observing its own outputs, if the total
supply of funds is known. In our differentially private market mechanisms introduced in P8, this is
overcome by the temporary freezing of a bounded amount of funds provided by a liquidity provider.

Finally, we define round-differential privacy over both input- and correlated-output privacy.

Definition 5.3 (Round-DP). The evaluation of a mechanism that satisfies (εin, δin)-input-DP and
(εout, δout)-correlated-output-DP is (εin, δin)-(εout, δout)-round differentially private.

We refer to P8 for a generalization of round-differential privacy to the multi-round setting, where
clients perform multi-round interactions with the trusted curator (or contract manager).
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5 L2: Privacy in Cryptoeconomic Systems

5.3.2 Differentially private market mechanisms
In P8, we contribute round-differentially private (Def. 5.3) market mechanism designs, which improve
on traditional dark pools by providing formal privacy guarantees for the full client transcript. Such
privacy notions ensure pre-trade and post-trade privacy, enabling the fair execution of long-running
trade strategies (see §4.3.2), which otherwise cannot be formally guaranteed in traditional dark
pool venues. We restate a summary our market mechanism from P8, where we also contribute
MPC-friendly algorithms for our round-differentially private mechanism designs.

Input phase: Traders privately submit limit orders to the venue operator. Our auction mechanism
requires a market making liquidity provider to compensates for the noise added to trade matching.

Auction phase: A deterministic, optimal order matching is performed; such a matching will leak
the inclusion or exclusion of a single trade request in the outputs and is not differentially private. The
actual “trade”, “no-trade” outcome for each order is determined by sampling a Bernoulli distribution
biased towards the deterministically computed, optimal matching; however, since trades are filled or
not filled based on independently sampling trade outcomes, there is no guarantee that each executed
trade is matched with an equivalent volume in opposing direction; as such a liquidity deficit may
occur. Here, market makers make up for liquidity deficits. To prevent market makers from learning
about the traded volume of a single user (output privacy) from their updated liquidity balances, a
random, yet bounded amount of market maker liquidity is frozen to obtain (ε, δ)-correlated-output
differential privacy.

Output phase: Traders observe whether or not their order was fulfilled and liquidity providers
observe a noisy update to the liquidity balance. The trade output distribution is ε-indistinguishable
with respect to the inclusion or exclusion of a single submitted order. The liquidity balance distribution
is (ε, δ)-indistinguishable with respect to a single trade outcome.
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Abstract. Automated market makers (AMMs) are one of the most
prominent decentralized finance (DeFi) applications. They allow users
to exchange units of different types of crypto-assets, without the need to
find a counter-party. There are several implementations and models for
AMMs, featuring a variety of sophisticated economic mechanisms. We
present a theory of AMMs. The core of our theory is an abstract oper-
ational model of the interactions between users and AMMs, which can
be concretised by instantiating the economic mechanisms. We exploit
our theory to formally prove a set of fundamental properties of AMMs,
characterizing both structural and economic aspects. We do this by ab-
stracting from the actual economic mechanisms used in implementations
and identifying sufficient conditions which ensure the relevant properties.
Notably, we devise a general solution to the arbitrage problem, the main
game-theoretic foundation behind the economic mechanisms of AMMs.

1 Introduction

Decentralized finance (DeFi) is emerging as an alternative to the traditional
finance, boosted by blockchain-based crypto-tokens and smart contracts. One of
the main DeFi applications are Automated Market Makers (AMMs), which allow
users to exchange crypto-tokens of different types without the intermediation of
third parties. As of April 2021, the two AMM platforms leading by user activity,
Uniswap [14] and Curve Finance [5], alone hold $8.1B and $6.2B worth of tokens,
and process $1.5B and $210M worth of transactions daily [4, 12].

AMMs are inherently hard to design, implement and understand, since they
involve sophisticated economic incentive mechanisms. Although they generally
only expose a handful of callable functions, interactions with AMMs are sensitive
to transaction ordering [21,23,27,30]: thus, actors with the power to influence the
order of transactions in the blockchain may be incentivized to do so for profit or
to harm specific users. Thus, there exists a need for foundational work to devise
formal models of AMMs which allow the study of their fundamental properties,
transaction concurrency and the effect of economic incentives.

Current descriptions of AMMs are either economic models [17–19,24], which
focus on the efficacy of incentive design, or the actual implementations. While
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economic models are useful to understand the macroscopic financial aspects of
AMMs, they do not precisely describe the interactions between AMMs and their
users. Still, understanding these interactions is crucial to determine possible de-
viations from the expected behaviour. Implementations, instead, reflect the exact
behaviour of AMMs, but at a level of detail that hampers high-level understand-
ing and reasoning. Moreover, the rich variety of implementations, proposals and
models for AMMs, each featuring different sophisticated economic mechanisms,
makes it difficult to establish comparisons between AMM designs or to provide
a clear contour for the space of possible “well behaving” designs.

Contributions In this paper we address these challenges by developing a the-
ory of AMMs. The core of our theory is a formal model of AMMs (§2), based
on a thorough inspection of leading AMM implementations like Uniswap [13],
Curve [16], and Balancer [3], as well as existing models from the literature [1,30].
Our model precisely describes the interactions between users and AMMs, and
their main economic features. An original aspect of our model is that it is para-
metric with respect to the key economic mechanism — the swap invariant —
that algorithmically determines exchange rates between tokens. This makes our
model general enough to encompass the mainstream implementations and mod-
els of AMMs. With respect to economic models, our theory considers implemen-
tation details that are crucial to guarantee (efficient) computability in practice.
Our model features an executable semantics, which can support implementations
and analysis tools. As a matter of fact, an open-source Ocaml implementation
of our executable semantics is provided as a companion of this paper.3

Building upon our model, we prove a set of properties characterizing both
structural (§3) and economic (§4) aspects of AMMs. With respect to previous
works, which focus on specific economic mechanisms, all our results are para-
metric with respect to swap invariants. We identify indeed, for each property,
a set of conditions on swap invariants that are sufficient for the property to
hold. Our results include fundamental structural properties such as net worth
preservation (“value cannot be created/destroyed”), liquidity (“assets cannot be
frozen within an AMM”), and transaction concurrency (“two transactions can
be executed in any order”), as well as fundamental economic properties such
as incentive-consistency, which ensures an incentive feedback loop between de-
posits and swaps of tokens. Most notably, we generalize the formulation and the
solution to the so-called arbitrage problem, the main game-theoretic foundation
behind the economic aspects of AMMs. We show that users are incentivized to
perform actions that keep the swap rates aligned with the exchange rates given
by price oracles. Namely, if an AMM offers a better swap rate than the oracles’
exchange rate, rational users will perform swaps to narrow the gap. Further, we
show that, under certain conditions, deposits and swaps incentivize each other.

Overall, our theory encompasses and generalizes the main functional and eco-
nomic aspects of the mainstream AMM implementations, providing solid grounds
for the design of future AMMs.

3 https://github.com/blockchain-unica/defi-workbench
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2 A formal model of Automated Market Makers

We introduce a formal, operational model of AMMs, focussing on the common
features implemented by the main AMM platforms. We discuss in §6 the differ-
ences between these platforms and our model.

2.1 AMM states

Basics We assume a set of users A, ranged over by A,A′ , . . ., and a set of
token types T, ranged over by τ, τ ′, . . .. We denote with T0 ⊆ T a specific
subset of token types that we call initial (they include, e.g., native blockchain
tokens). The rest of the token types in T represent minted tokens, denoted as
pairs (τ, τ ′) of distinct token types, and which represent shares in an AMM. We
use v, v′, r, r′ to range over nonnegative real numbers (R+

0 ), and we write r : τ
to denote r units of token type τ. We denote with dom f the domain of a partial
map f . We model the wallet of a user A as a term A[σ], where the partial
map σ ∈ T ⇀ R+

0 represents A’s token holdings. We model an AMM as a
pair of the form (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1), representing the fact that the AMM is holding,
respectively, r0 and r1 units of token types τ0 and τ1.

States We formalise the interaction between users and AMMs as a labelled
transition system (LTS). Its labels T ,T′ , . . . represent blockchain transactions,
while the states Γ, Γ ′, . . . are compositions of wallets and AMMs:

A1[σ1] | · · · | An[σn] | (r1 : τ1, r
′
1 : τ ′1) | · · · | (rk : τk, r

′
k : τ ′k)

where all Ai are distinct, and for all i 6= j: τi 6= τ ′i (i.e., the token types in an
AMM are distinct), and (τi = τj ⇒ τ ′i 6= τ ′j) ∧ (τi = τ ′j ⇒ τ ′i 6= τj) (i.e., distinct
AMMs cannot hold exactly the same token types). Two AMMs can indeed have a
common token type τ, as in (r1 : τ1, r : τ), (r′ : τ, r′2 : τ ′2), thus enabling indirect
trades between token pairs not directly provided by any AMM. A state Γ is
initial when it only contains wallets with initial tokens. We treat states as sets
of terms (wallets/AMMs): hence, Γ and Γ ′ are equivalent when they contain the
same terms; for a term Q, we write Q ∈ Γ when Γ = Q | Γ ′, for some Γ ′.

Example 1. Figure 1 shows an execution trace in our model, that we will explain

in detail later in Example 5. We write Γ
T−→ Γ ′ for a state transition from Γ to

Γ ′, triggered by a transaction T. The first two states are initial, while the others
contain an AMM for a token pair (τ0, τ1). ut

Token supply We define the supply of a token type τ in a state Γ as the sum
of the balances of τ in all the wallets and the AMMs occurring in Γ. Formally:

splyτ(A[σ]) =

{
σ(τ) if τ ∈ domσ

0 otherwise
splyτ(r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) =

{
ri if τ = τi

0 otherwise

splyτ(Γ | Γ ′) = splyτ(Γ) + splyτ(Γ
′)
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A[70 : τ0, 80 : τ1] | B[30 : τ0]

A:xfer(B,10:τ1)−−−−−−−−−→ A[70 : τ0, 70 : τ1] | B[30 : τ0, 10 : τ1] (1)

A:dep(70:τ0,70:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−→ A[70 : (τ0, τ1)] | B[· · ·] | (70 : τ0, 70 : τ1) (2)

B:swapL(30:τ0,20:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ A[· · ·] | B[0 : τ0, 31 : τ1] | (100 : τ0, 49 : τ1) (3)

B:swapR(29:τ0,21:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ A[· · ·] | B[30 : τ0, 10 : τ1] | (70 : τ0, 70 : τ1) (4)

B:rdm(30:(τ0,τ1))−−−−−−−−−−−→ A[30 : τ0, 30 : τ1, 40 : (τ0, τ1)] | B[· · ·] | (40 : τ0, 40 : τ1) (5)

B:swapL(30:τ0,16:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ A[· · ·] | B[0 : τ0, 27 : τ1] | (70 : τ0, 23 : τ1) (6)

A:rdm(30:(τ0,τ1))−−−−−−−−−−−→ A[82 : τ0, 47 : τ1, 10 : (τ0, τ1)] | B[· · ·] | (18 : τ0, 6 : τ1) (7)

Fig. 1: Interactions between two users and an AMM.

Example 2. Consider the first state in Figure 1, Γ1 = A[70 : τ0, 80 : τ1] | B[30 : τ0].
We have that splyτ0(Γ1) = 70 + 30 = 100, while splyτ1(Γ1) = 80. Observe
that the supply of both token types remains constant in Figure 1; we will show
in Lemma 2 that the supply of initial token types is always preserved. ut

Token prices and net worth Assume that initial tokens are priced by a
global oracle P0 ∈ T0 → R+

0 . We then define the price Pτ(Γ) of a token τ ∈ T
(either initial or minted) in a state Γ inductively as follows:

Pτ(Γ) = P0(τ) if τ ∈ T0

P(τ0,τ1)(Γ) =
r0 · Pτ0(Γ) + r1 · Pτ1(Γ)

sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ)
if (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) ∈ Γ (8)

The main idea is that initial tokens are priced using directly the global oracle
while minted tokens are priced under the assumption that they can be redeemed.
Their price, hence, is obtained by (recursively) calculating the price of the tokens
that can be obtained by redeeming them (i.e. the proportions of the reserves r0
and r1 given the current supply). This intuition will be further formalized later
in Lemma 6.

Example 3. Let Γ7 = A[82 : τ0, 47 : τ1, 10 : (τ0, τ1)] | · · · be the final state in Fig-
ure 1. We have that sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ7) = 10. Assume that the prices of initial tokens

are P0(τ0) = 5 and P0(τ1) = 9. The price of the minted token (τ0, τ1) is hence:

P(τ0,τ1)(Γ7) =
1

10

(
18 · Pτ0(Γ7) + 6 · Pτ1(Γ7)

)
=

18

10
· 5 +

6

10
· 9 = 14.4 ut

We now define a key concept to understand the incentives for users to par-
ticipate in AMMs, namely the net worth of a user A in a state Γ:

WA(Γ) =

{∑
τ∈domσ σ(τ) · Pτ(Γ) if A[σ] ∈ Γ

0 otherwise
(9)
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The global net worth W (Γ) of a state Γ is the sum of the net worth in users’
wallets. The token units held in AMMs are not accounted for by W (Γ), because
their value is already recorded by minted tokens held in users’ wallets. Indeed,
the equality sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ) ·P(τ0,τ1)(Γ) = r0 ·Pτ0(Γ) + r1 ·Pτ1(Γ) between the net
value of a minted token and the value of the AMM is a direct consequence of
the definition of price in (8).

As we shall see later, one of the main goals of users is to maximize their net
worth. This can be achieved through different interactions with the AMM (e.g.,
by investing tokens or trading units of differently priced token types).

Example 4. Recall from Figure 1 the state Γ1 = A[70 : τ0, 80 : τ1] | B[30 : τ0],
where τ0 and τ1 are initial tokens. Assume again that the prices are P0(τ0) = 5
and P0(τ1) = 9. The users’ net worth in Γ1 are then:

WA(Γ1) = 70 · P0(τ0) + 80 · P0(τ1) = 1070 WB(Γ1) = 30 · P0(τ0) = 150

In Γ7 = A[82 : τ0, 47 : τ1, 10 : (τ0, τ1)] | B[0 : τ0, 27 : τ1] | (18 : τ0, 6 : τ1) we have:

WA(Γ7) = 82 · Pτ0(Γ7) + 47 · Pτ1(Γ7) + 10 · P(τ0,τ1)(Γ7) = 977

WB(Γ7) = 27 · Pτ1(Γ7) = 243

Note that the net worth of A has decreased w.r.t. the initial state, while the net
worth of B has increased. One may think that B has been more successful than
A, but this depends on the users’ goals. Note, e.g., that A holds 10 units of the
minted token (τ0, τ1), whose price may increase in the future. ut

2.2 AMM semantics

We now formally describe the interactions of the AMM that give rise to state
transitions. State transitions are triggered by the transactions in Table 1. We
formalise below their behaviour, but we give before an overview of our running
example from Figure 1.

Example 5. Figure 1 actually displays a sequence of transitions in the LTS of
our model. To keep the example simple, we have used there the constant product
swap invariant, which requires swap transactions to preserve the product between
the amounts of the two tokens in the AMM; further, we have assumed no fees.
In step (1), A transfers 10 : τ1 from her wallet to B’s. In step (2), A creates
a new AMM, depositing 70 : τ0 and 70 : τ1; in return, she receives 70 units of
the minted token (τ0, τ1). In step (3), B swaps 30 of his units of τ0 for at least
20 units of τ1. The actual amount of units of τ1 received by B is 21: indeed,
(70 + 30) · (70 − 21) = 70 · 70, hence 21 satisfies the constant product swap
invariant. In step (4), B reverses his prior action by swapping 21 of his units of
τ1 for at least 29 units of τ0. Here, the actual amount of units of τ1 received by
B is 30, which also satisfies the constant product swap invariant. In step (5), B
redeems 30 units of the minted token (τ0, τ1), accordingly reducing the funds in
the AMM. Note that the received tokens exhibit the same 1-to-1 ratio as in the
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A : xfer(B, v : τ) A transfers v : τ to B
A : dep(v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1) A deposits v0 : τ0 and v1 : τ1 to an AMM (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1),

receiving in return some units of the minted token (τ0, τ1)
A : swapL(v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1) A tranfers v0 : τ0 to an AMM (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1), receiving in

return at least v1 units of τ1
A : swapR(v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1) A tranfers v1 : τ1 to an AMM (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1), receiving in

return at least v0 units of τ0
A : rdm(v : τ) A redeems v units of minted token τ = (τ0, τ1) from an AMM

(r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1), receiving in return some units of τ0 and τ1
Table 1: AMM transactions.

initial deposit at step (2). In step (6), B swaps 30 of his units of τ0 for at least
16 units of τ1. Unlike in the previous swap at step (3), now the actual amount
of τ1 received by B is 17. Note that the implied swap rate between received τ1
units and sent τ0 units has deteriorated w.r.t. step (3), even if the pair (τ0, τ1)
had the same 1-to-1 ratio of funds. This is caused by the reduction in funds
resulting from A’s redeem action: thus, the swap rate is sensitive to both the
ratio of funds in the pair as well as their absolute balances, a key property of the
incentive mechanisms, as we shall see later in §4. Finally, in step (7) A performs
another redeem of 30 units of the minted token (τ0, τ1), thereby extracting 52
units of τ0 and 17 units of τ1 from the AMM. Note that the ratio of redeemed
tokens is no longer 1-to-1 as in the previous redeem action (5), as the prior left
swap has changed the ratio between the funds of τ0 and τ1 in the AMM. ut

We now formalise the transition rules. We use the standard notation σ{v/x} to
update a partial map σ at point x: namely, σ{v/x}(x) = v, while σ{v/x}(y) = σ(y)
for y 6= x. Given a partial map σ ∈ T ⇀ R+

0 , a token type τ ∈ T and a partial
operation ◦ ∈ R+

0 × R+
0 ⇀ R+

0 , we define the partial map σ ◦ v : τ as follows:

σ ◦ v : τ =

{
σ{σ(τ) ◦ v/τ} if τ ∈ domσ and σ(τ) ◦ v ∈ R+

0

σ{v/τ} if τ 6∈ domσ

Token transfer A user A can transfer some of her tokens to another user B,
provided that there are enough units of the token in A’s wallet. Formally:

σA(τ) ≥ v
A[σA ] | B[σB ] | Γ A:xfer(B,v:τ)−−−−−−−−→ A[σA − v : τ] | B[σB + v : τ] | Γ

[Xfer]

A consequence of this rule is that tokens (both initial and minted) are fungible,
i.e. individual units of the same token type are interchangeable. In particular,
amounts of tokens of the same type can be split into smaller parts, and two
amounts of tokens of the same type can be joined.

Deposit Any user can create an AMM for a token pair (τ0, τ1) provided that
such an AMM is not already present in the state. This is achieved by the trans-
action A : dep(v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1), through which A transfers v0 : τ0 and v1 : τ1 to
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the new AMM. In return for the deposit, A receives a certain positive amount
of units of a new token type (τ0, τ1), which is minted by the AMM. The exact
amount of units received is irrelevant. In our model we choose v0 but any other
choice would be valid. We formalise this behaviour by the rule:

σ(τi) ≥ vi > 0 (i ∈ {0, 1}) τ0 6= τ1 ( : τ0, : τ1), ( : τ1, : τ0) 6∈ Γ
A[σ] | Γ A:dep(v0:τ0,v1:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−→
A[σ − v0 : τ0 − v1 : τ1 + v0 : (τ0, τ1)] | (v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1) | Γ

[Dep0]

Once an AMM is created, any user can deposit tokens into it, as long as doing
so preserves the ratio of the token holdings in the AMM. When a user deposits
v0 : τ0 and v1 : τ1 to an existing AMM, it receives in return an amount of minted
tokens of type (τ0, τ1). This amount is the ratio between the deposited amount
v0 and the redeem rate of (τ0, τ1) in the current state Γ, i.e. the ratio between
the amount r0 of τ0 stored in the AMM, and the total supply sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ) of
the minted token in the state.

σ(τi) ≥ vi > 0 (i ∈ {0, 1}) r1v0 = r0v1 v = v0
r0
· sply(τ0,τ1)

(Γ)

Γ = A[σ] | (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) | Γ ′ A:dep(v0:τ0,v1:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−→
A[σ − v0 : τ0 − v1 : τ1 + v : (τ0, τ1)] | (r0 + v0 : τ0, r1 + v1 : τ1) | Γ ′

[Dep]

Note that the premise r1v0 = r0v1 ensures that the ratio between the holdings
of τ0 and τ1 in the AMM is preserved by the dep transaction, i.e.:

r1 + v1
r0 + v0

=
r1
r0

As we shall see in §4, users are incentivized to invest tokens into AMMs by
the fact that trading operations (i.e., swaps) are subject to a fee mechanism that
makes the redeem rate increase over time.

Swap As shown in step (3) and on of Example 5, users can increase their net
worth by swapping tokens. Any user A can swap units of τ0 in her wallet for units
of τ1 in an AMM (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) by firing a transaction A : swapL(v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1).
Here, v0 is the amount of τ0 transferred from A’s wallet to the AMM, while v1
is a lower bound on the amount of τ1 that A will receive in return. The actual
amount v is determined by a swap invariant I ∈ R+

0 × R+
0 → R+

0 , that must
hold between the amounts of τ0 and τ1 held in the AMM before and after the
swap. To determine v, the AMM requires a fraction 0 < φ ≤ 1 of v0; the rest is
considered as a fee (the parameter φ is the fee rate). Formally:

σ(τ0) ≥ v0 > 0 I(r0 + φ v0, r1 − v) = I(r0, r1) 0 < v1 ≤ v ≤ r1
A[σ] | (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) | Γ A:swapL(v0:τ0,v1:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
A[σ − v0 : τ0 + v : τ1] | (r0 + v0 : τ0, r1 − v : τ1) | Γ

[SwapL]

The effect of the fee is that the redeem rate of minted tokens increases;
intuitively, the AMM retains a portion of the swapped amounts, but the overall
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reserve is still distributed among all minted tokens, thereby ensuring liquidity
(as we shall formally establish liquidity later on in Lemma 4).

Although actual AMM implementations use a variety of different swap in-
variants, with the common aim to incentivize users to perform swaps, all these
invariants share a few common design choices. A crucial one is that there ex-
ists exactly one v which satisfies the equation in the premise of [SwapL]; further,
swapping 0 units of τ0 results in 0 units of τ1. Formally, for all r0, r1 > 0:

∀v ∈ R+
0 : ∃!v′ ∈ R+

0 : I(r0 + v, r1 − v′) = I(r0, r1) (10)

Hereafter, we assume that I always respects this condition. A common swap
invariant, implemented e.g. by Uniswap [13] and Mooniswap [7] (and also used
in Example 5), is the constant product invariant, which requires that the product
of the amounts of τ0 and τ1 in the AMM remains constant, i.e. I(r0, r1) = r0 ·r1.

The rule [SwapR] allows for swaps in the other direction:

σ(τ1) ≥ v1 > 0 I(r0 − v, r1 + φ v1) = I(r0, r1) 0 < v0 ≤ v ≤ r0
A[σ] | (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) | Γ A:swapR(v0:τ0,v1:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
A[σ + v : τ0 − v1 : τ1] | (r0 − v : τ0, r1 + v1 : τ1) | Γ

[SwapR]

where we assume that I enjoys the “right” version of the condition (10).
It is worth explaining why the swap transactions specify lower bounds for the

amount of return tokens, instead of an exact amount. In practice, when a user
emits a transaction, she cannot predict the exact state in which the transaction
will be actually committed. This makes it unfeasible to guess the exact amount
that will preserve the swap invariant: hence, users can only specify a lower bound
that they are willing to accept.

Redeem Any user can redeem units of a minted token (τ0, τ1), obtaining in
return units of the underlying tokens τ0 and τ1. The redeemable amounts are
determined by the redeem rate: each unit of (τ0, τ1) can be redeemed for equal
fractions of τ0 and τ1 remaining in the AMM:

σ(τ0, τ1) ≥ v > 0 v0 = v r0
sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ)

v1 = v r1
sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ)

Γ = A[σ] | (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) | Γ ′ A:rdm(v:(τ0,τ1))−−−−−−−−−−→
A[σ + v0 : τ0 + v1 : τ1 − v : (τ0, τ1)] | (r0 − v0 : τ0, r1 − v1 : τ1) | Γ ′

[Rdm]

Example 6. Figure 2 shows the evolution of the AMM token holdings result-
ing from the trace in Figure 1, presented with Example 5. Recall that we
have assumed a constant product swap invariant x · y = k, and no swap fees
(φ = 1). We refer to a state in Figure 1 by the action number preceding it: the
AMM (70 : τ0, 70 : τ1) in state (2) is shown in Figure 2. Subsequent left (3) and
right (4) swaps result in a traversal along k = 70 · 70 from (70 : τ0, 70 : τ1) to
(100 : τ0, 49 : τ1), and back as the swap invariant must hold for swap actions. The
redeem action (5) reduces the holdings of both tokens by the same factor to reach
(40 : τ0, 40 : τ1). A left swap (6) traverses k′ = 40 · 40 to reach (70 : τ0, 23 : τ1)
in state (6), which is then followed by another redeem (7) action, reducing both
token holdings proportionally to (18 : τ0, 6 : τ1).
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(40:τ0, 40:τ1)

(18:τ0, 6:τ1)

(70:τ0, 70:τ1)

(100:τ0, 49:τ1)

(70:τ0, 23:τ1)

τ0

τ1
x·y = k'

x·y = k''

x·y = k

Fig. 2: Evolution of balances of AMM (τ0, τ1) along the trace in Figure 1.

3 Structural properties of AMMs

We now establish some structural properties of AMMs, which do not depend on
the design of the economic mechanisms, i.e. on the choice of the swap invariant.
We denote with −→∗ the reflexive and transitive closure of −→. Given a finite
sequence of transactions λ = T1 · · ·Tk, we write Γ

λ−→ Γ ′ when Γ
T1−→ · · · Tk−−→ Γ ′.

We say that a state Γ is reachable if Γ0 −→∗ Γ for some initial Γ0. We denote
with type(T) the type of T (i.e., xfer, dep, . . .), with wal(T) the set of wallets
affected by T (e.g., wal(A : xfer(B, v : τ)) = {A,B}), and with tok(T) the set of
token types affected by T (e.g., tok(A : swapL(v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1)) = {τ0, τ1}).

First, we establish that the AMMs’ LTS is deterministic. Note that, in swap
rules, an unconstrained swap invariant I could admit different solutions to the
equation in the premise: determinism is ensured by condition (10), which we
assume to be true for all swap invariants.

Lemma 1 (Determinism). If Γ
T−→ Γ ′ and Γ

T−→ Γ ′′, then Γ ′ = Γ ′′.

We can lift the statement to sequences of transactions by using a simple
inductive argument. The same applies to other single-step results in this section.

Lemma 2 ensures that the supply of each initial token type τ is preserved
by transitions (of any type). Note that preservation does not hold for minted
tokens, as they can be created (by rule [Dep]) and destroyed (by rule [Rdm]).

Lemma 2. For all τ ∈ T0, if Γ −→ Γ ′ then splyτ(Γ) = splyτ(Γ
′).

Lemma 3 ensures that the global net worth is preserved by transactions,
whereas the user’s net worth is preserved only by redeems/deposits.

Lemma 3 (Preservation of net worth). Let Γ
T−→ Γ ′. Then, W (Γ) =

W (Γ ′). Further, if type(T) ∈ {dep, rdm} or A 6∈ wal(T), then WA(Γ) = WA(Γ ′).
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Lemma 4 ensures that funds cannot be frozen in an AMM, i.e. that users
can always redeem arbitrary amounts of the tokens deposited in an AMM.

Lemma 4 (Liquidity). Let Γ be a reachable state such that (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) ∈
Γ with r0 +r1 > 0. Then: (a) sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ) > 0; (b) for all r′0 ≤ r0, there exists
r′1 ≤ r1 such that Γ −→∗ (r′0 : τ0, r

′
1 : τ1) | · · · ; (c) for all r′1 ≤ r1, there exists

r′0 ≤ r0 such that Γ −→∗ (r′0 : τ0, r
′
1 : τ1) | · · · .

We now study the concurrency of transactions. Two finite sequences of trans-
actions λ0 and λ1 are observationally equivalent, in denoted λ0 ∼ λ1, when, for

all states Γ, if Γ
λ0−→ Γ0 and Γ

λ1−→ Γ1 then Γ0 = Γ1. We say that two distinct
transactions T,T′ are concurrent (denoted, T#T′) if TT′ ∼ T′T. Note that
this does not mean that T and T′ cannot disable each other as demanded by
stricter notions of concurrency. Lemma 5 provides sufficient conditions for two
transactions to be concurrent: intuitively, two non-swap transactions are always
concurrent, while swap transactions are concurrent with xfer transactions, and
with any transactions which do not affect the same token types.

Lemma 5. Two distinct transactions T0, T1 are concurrent if, for i ∈ {0, 1},
type(Ti) ∈ {swapL, swapR} implies tok(Ti)∩ tok(T1−i) = ∅ or type(T1−i) = xfer.

As we shall see later in §4, it is actually desirable, and crucial for the economic
mechanism of AMMs, that swap transactions interfere with other transactions
that trade the same token type.

The theory of Mazurkiewicz’s trace languages [26] allows us to lift Lemma 5
to sequences of transactions. Let R be a symmetric and irreflexive relation on
the set X of all transactions. The Mazurkiewicz equivalence ∼R is the least con-
gruence in the free monoid X∗ such that: ∀T,T′ ∈ X: TRT′ =⇒ TT′ ∼R T′T.
Theorem 1 states that the Mazurkiewicz equivalence constructed on the concur-
rency relation # is an observational equivalence.

Theorem 1 (Concurrent transactions can be reordered). ∼# ⊆ ∼.

A direct consequence of Theorem 1 is that we can transform a finite sequence
of transactions into an observationally equivalent one by repeatedly exchanging
adjacent concurrent transactions — provided that both sequences are executable
in the LTS. For example, sequences of A : rdm( ) transactions can be freely
reordered, resulting in the same, unique state. This is exploited in the follow-
ing lemma, which supports the inductive definition of the price of minted tokens
in (8): indeed, computing the net worth of a user A under that price definition
corresponds to making A first redeem all her minted tokens, and then summing
the price of the resulting initial tokens.

Lemma 6. For all states Γ and users A, let rdmA(Γ) be the unique state reached
from Γ by performing only A : rdm( ) actions, such that A’s wallet in rdmA(Γ),
only contains initial tokens. Then:

WA(Γ) =
∑
τ∈domσ σ(τ) · P0(τ) if A[σ] ∈ rdmA(Γ)
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Example 7. Recall from Example 4 that WA(Γ7) = 977. Assume that A performs
a further transaction to redeem all 10 units of (τ0, τ1) from her wallet. The
resulting state is Γ8 = A[100 : τ0, 53 : τ1] | · · · . We compute A’s net worth in that
state, using the oracle token prices: WA(Γ8) = 100 · P(τ0)(Γ7) + 53 · P(τ1)(Γ7) =
100 · 5 + 53 · 9 = 977, as correctly predicted by Lemma 6. ut

4 Properties of AMM incentives

We now study the incentive mechanisms of AMMs. We start in §4.1 by intro-
ducing a few notions of exchange rate, which are pivotal to understanding these
mechanisms. In §4.2 we devise general conditions on swap invariants, overall
named incentive-consistency, which guarantee that AMMs enjoy relevant eco-
nomic properties. In §4.3 we study solutions to the arbitrage problem, which is
the key to incentivize users to perform swap operations towards an ideal state
where the AMM’s exchange rates align with the exchange rates set by price ora-
cles. Finally, in §4.4 we study the incentives to swap and deposit larger amounts.

4.1 Exchange rates

The exchange rate between two token types is the number of units of one token
needed to buy one unit of the other token at the current price. We define Left
and Right versions of this notion, that reflect the direction of the exchange:

XLΓ(τ0, τ1) = Pτ0(Γ)/Pτ1(Γ) XRΓ(τ0, τ1) = Pτ1(Γ)/Pτ0(Γ) (11)

The swap rate between τ0 and τ1 upon a payment of vi : τi (for i ∈ {0, 1})
is the ratio between v and vi, where v is the received amount of τ1−i resulting
from a swap action on an AMM (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1). We first introduce an auxiliary
notion, parameterized over the balances r0 and r1, instead of the token types:

XLswap
φ (v0, r0, r1) = v/v0 if I(r0, r1) = I(r0 + φv0, r1 − v)

XRswap
φ (v1, r0, r1) = v/v1 if I(r0, r1) = I(r0 − v, r1 + φv1)

(12)

The swap rate is parameterized over the fee rate φ: the case where φ = 1 repre-
sents an ideal scenario with no fees: in this case, we write just XLswap(v0, r0, r1).
We define the swap rate in a state Γ such that (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) ∈ Γ as follows:

XLswap
Γ,φ (v0, τ0, τ1) = XLswap

φ (v0, r0, r1) XRswap
Γ,φ (v1, τ0, τ1) = XRswap

φ (v1, r0, r1)

We also define the redeem rate . The left version is:

XLrdm
Γ (τ0, τ1) = r0/sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ) if (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) ∈ Γ (13)

4.2 General properties of swap invariants

We now introduce a set of properties of swap invariants, called cumulatively
incentive-consistency , which overall incentivize users to interact with AMMs
by performing swap and deposit actions.
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Swap-rate continuity This property requires that, for all r0, r1 > 0:

lim
ε→0

XLswap(ε, r0, r1) = 1/ lim
ε→0

XRswap(ε, r0, r1) ∈ R+ (14)

Figure 3 (left) illustrates this property, displaying the points (x, y) which
satisfy the constant product invariant x · y = k. The left swap rate limit for the
constant product invariant and φ = 1 is limε→0 XL

swap(ε, r0, r1) = r1/r0, while
for the right swap we have limε→0 XR

swap(ε, r0, r1) = r0/r1. Coinciding left swap
limit and right swap limit inverse are illustrated as the slope of the product con-
stant curve at a selected point in Figure 3 (left). The constant product invariant
satisfies (14), i.e. it is swap-rate continuous.

x·y = ky

x

y

x

x·y = k

(r0, r1)

(r0', r1')

(r0, r1)

(r0', r1')

(c·r0, c·r1)

(r0, r1)

(r0'/c, r1'/c)

x·y = k'

y

x

x·y = k

Fig. 3: The constant product invariant I(x, y) = x · y is swap-rate-consistent
(left), demand-sensitive (center), non-depletable, funds-consistent (right) and
swap-rate consistent (right).

Demand-sensitivity A swap invariant is demand-sensitive if the swap rate
strictly decreases with demand. Formally, for all r0, r1, r

′
0, r
′
1 > 0:

I(r0, r1) = I(r′0, r
′
1) ∧ r′0 > r0 =⇒ lim

ε→0
XLswap

φ (ε, r0, r1) > lim
ε→0

XLswap
φ (ε, r′0, r

′
1)

(15)

We implicitly require that (15) and the subsequent properties stated for the
left version of an exchange rate also hold for the right version.

Figure 3 (center) depicts two points (r0, r1), (r′0, r
′
1) on the constant product

curve, which satisfy x · y = k for identical k. For the constant product invariant,
the left swap limit can be expressed as limε→0 XL

swap(ε, r0, r1) = φ · r1/r0. For
the given k and points in Figure 3 (center):

lim
ε→0

XLswap
φ (ε, r0, r1) = φ · k/r20 lim

ε→0
XLswap

φ (ε, r′0, r
′
1) = φ · k/r′0

2

Thus for r′0 > r0, limε→0 XL
swap
φ (ε, r0, r1) > limε→0 XL

swap
φ (ε, r′0, r

′
1): the constant

product invariant is demand-sensitive.
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Non-depletion This property ensures that the balance of tokens within an
AMM cannot be zeroed via swaps. Formally, I is non-depletable when, for all
r0, r1 > 0 and r′0, r

′
1 ≥ 0:

I(r0, r1) = I(r′0, r
′
1) =⇒ r′0, r

′
1 6= 0 (16)

Note that the constant product invariant trivially satisfies this property.

Funds-consistency Deposits to an AMM ensure higher swap rates for a given
input amount v, whereas redeems will reduce the swap rates for v. This behaviour
is formalized later on in Theorem 4, but is a consequence of the funds-consistency
property of the swap invariant. Formally, we require that for all r0, r1, r

′
0, r
′
1 > 0:

I(r0, r1) 6= I(r′0, r
′
1) ⇐⇒

∃!c ∈ R+ \ {1} : I(c · r′0, c · r′1) = I(r0, r1) ∧ I( r0c ,
r1
c ) = I(r′0, r

′
1)

(17)

Figure 3 (right) illustrates funds-consistency for the constant product invariant.
Here, r0 · r1 = k 6= k′ = r′0 · r′1. We observe that there exists a unique c > 0
in (c · r0) · (c · r1) = r′0 · r′1 = k′: namely, c =

√
(r′0 · r′1)/(r0 · r1). Conversely,

(r′0/c) · (r′1/c) = r0 · r1, which holds for the same value of c.

Swap-rate-consistency The design of AMMs aims to ensure that redeems
and deposits do not interfere with the alignment of the swap rate towards the
exchange rate. Since both deposits and redeems preserve the balance ratio of a
token pair, we require swap rate limits for all balances of a given ratio to be
constant. For all r0, r1, c > 0:

lim
ε→0

XLswap
φ (ε, r0, r1) = lim

ε→0
XLswap

φ (ε, c · r0, c · r1) (18)

Figure 3 (right) illustrates equal swap rate limits for given r0, r1 and c · r0, c · r1.
Here, limε→0 XL

swap(ε, r0, r1) = φ · r1/r0 = φ · (c · r1)/(c · r0) for c > 0.
Finally, the following lemma establishes that the constant product swap

invariant (the one used e.g. by Uniswap and Mooniswap) is indeed incentive-
consistent. We conjecture that the same is true for the swap invariants imple-
mented by the other mainstream AMM platforms.

Lemma 7. The constant product swap invariant is incentive-consistent.

4.3 The arbitrage game

We now study the incentive mechanisms of AMMs from a game-theoretic per-
spective. Indeed, AMMs can be seen as multi-player games where users collabo-
rate or compete to achieve possibly conflicting goals. In such games the allowed
moves of users are the interactions with other users and with AMMs, while their
goal is typically to increase their net worth.

The arbitrage problem is an interesting example of an AMM game since
it is directly linked to the incentive of swaps in a way that makes AMMs track
exchange rates. The arbitrage problem has been formalized for specific swap
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invariants, namely the weighted and constant product swap invariant [17,19]. We
generalize here the arbitrage problem to arbitrary swap invariants. We provide
sufficient conditions for the existence of solutions, and we link the solutions to
the expected relation between AMMs and exchange rates.

We model the arbitrage problem as a single-player, single-round game. The
initial game state is Γ0 = A[σ] | (r1 : τ0, r1 : τ1), where A is the only player. The
moves of A are all the possible transactions fired by A; we also consider doing
nothing as a possible move. The goal of A is to maximize her net worth, i.e.
to maximize WA(Γ) − WA(Γ0), where Γ is the state resulting from executing
the selected move. A solution to the game is a move that satisfies the goal, i.e.
one of the optimal moves. We further assume that A holds no minted tokens
containing (τ0, τ1) as a subterm (i.e., (τ0, τ1) itself, ((τ0, τ1), τ2), etc.). In this
way, any change in A’s net worth only depends on the exchange rate between τ0
and τ1, and on the transfer of value resulting from A’s move.

Before presenting the solution to the game we examine the potential candi-
dates for the solution. First, note that transfers are not valid solutions, as they
can only decrease A’s net worth. A second observation is that doing nothing,
depositing or redeeming do not alter A’s net worth (cf. Lemma 3). Hence, if
one of such moves is a solution, so are the other two. The only moves that may
affect A’s net worth are swaps. For a swap to be a solution to the game, it must,
first of all, result in a positive change of A’s net worth. This happens when the
swap rate is greater than the exchange rate. Theorem 2 presents the solution to
the game. Note that if swapL(v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1) is a solution, then for all v′1 ≤ v1,
also swapL(v0 : τ0, v

′
1 : τ1) is a solution. Without loss of generality, our statement

singles our the solution with the greatest v1 (similarly for the right swap).

Theorem 2. Let I be demand-sensitive and non-depletable, and let the initial
state of the game be Γ0 = A[σ] | (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1), with r0, r1 > 0. Let σ(τ0), σ(τ1)
be large enough to enable any needed swap. Then, the solution to the game is:

– A : swapL(v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1) if Γ0
A:swapL(v0:τ0,v1:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Γ, and:

(1) lim
ε→0

XLswap
Γ0,φ

(ε, τ0, τ1) > XLΓ0
(τ0, τ1)

(2) lim
ε→0

XLswap
φ (ε, r0 + φ · v0, r1 − v1) = XLΓ(τ0, τ1) where ∃! δ :

I(r0, r1) = I(r0 + φ · v0, r1 − v1) = I(r0 + φ · (v0 + ε), r1 − (v1 + δ))

– A : swapR(v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1) if Γ0
A:swapR(v0:τ0,v1:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Γ, and:

(1) lim
ε→0

XRswap
Γ0,φ

(ε, τ0, τ1) > XRΓ0
(τ0, τ1)

(2) lim
ε→0

XRswap
φ (ε, r0 − v0, r1 + φ · v1) = XRΓ(τ0, τ1) where ∃! δ :

I(r0, r1) = I(r0 − v0, r1 + φ · v1) = I(r0 − (v0 + δ), r1 + φ · (v1 + ε))

– do nothing (or do any deposit or redeem), otherwise.
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Intuitively, condition (1) requires that the swap rate for infinitesimal amounts is
greater than the exchange rate in the initial state; (2) requires that in the state
Γ reached by performing the move of the solution, the swap rate for infinitesimal
amounts tends to the exchange rate — thus achieving one of the main desiderata
on AMMs. Note that Γ is an equilibrium: no move from there can improve A’s
net worth, i.e. doing nothing is a solution for the arbitrage problem in Γ.

Note that for the swapL/swapR solutions, the swapped amounts are unique:
this is a consequence on the assumption (10). An implicit desideratum on these
solutions is that, given a specific instance of the swap invariant, they are effi-
ciently computable: this is the case, e.g., for the constant product invariant [17].

For φ = 1 we can observe by inspection of (14) that the do-nothing solution
for Theorem 2 only holds for:

lim
ε→0

XLswap
Γ0

(ε, τ0, τ1) = 1/ lim
ε→0

XRswap
Γ0

(ε, τ0, τ1) = XLΓ0(τ0, τ1) (19)

Thus, the solution to the game results in the AMM tracking global exchange
rates precisely: any infinitesimal deviation of the global exchange rate implies a
swap action in the arbitrage game.

The assumption that the players’ wallets are sufficiently large is common
in formulations of the arbitrage problem. We note that any rational agent is
incentivized to perform such a swap: the optimal solution to the arbitrage game
can thus be approximated by multiple users exchanging smaller swap amounts.
Furthermore, the availability of flash-loans [28, 29] can provide up-front funds,
and thus significantly reduce the balance requirements for arbitrage swaps.

Finally, we prove that a AMM deposits and redeems do not affect the solution
type of the arbitrage game. If the arbitrage solution prior to a deposit or redeem
is swapL, swapR or nothing, the arbitrage solution in the subsequent state should
remain of the same type.

Theorem 3. Let I be incentive-consistent. Let (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) ∈ Γ with r0, r1 >

0. If Γ
T−→ Γ ′, type(T) ∈ {dep, rdm}, then the arbitrage solutions in Γ and Γ ′

will have the same type or both be nothing.

In other words, the design of AMMs aims to ensure that deposits and redeems
do not interfere with the alignment of the swap rate towards the exchange rate.

Example 8. Consider the arbitrage game with player B and initial state Γ7 =
B[0 : τ0, 27 : τ1] | (18 : τ0, 6 : τ1) | · · · resulting after the last step in Figure 1.
Assuming the constant product invariant and no fees (i.e., φ = 1), we have that:

lim
ε→0

XLswap
Γ7

(ε, τ0, τ1) = r1/r0 = 6/18 < 5/9 = XLΓ7
(τ0, τ1)

lim
ε→0

XRswap
Γ7

(ε, τ0, τ1) = r0/r1 = 18/6 > 9/5 = XRΓ7
(τ0, τ1)

Hence, by Theorem 2 it follows that the optimal move is swapR(v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1),
for suitable v0 and v1. To find these values, we must solve for v0 and v1 the
equations in item (2) of Theorem 2, i.e.:

lim
ε→0

XRswap
φ (ε, r0 − v, r1 + v1) = XRΓ(τ0, τ1) I(r0, r1) = I(r0 − v0, r1 + v1)
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Solving these equations gives:

v1 =

√
5

9
· r0r1 − r1 ≈ 1.74 v0 =

r0v1
r1 + v1

≈ 4

By performing swapR(v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1) with these values from Γ7, we obtain:

Γ = B[4 : τ0, 25.26 : τ1] | (14 : τ0, 7.74 : τ1) | · · ·

This action maximizes B’s net worth: indeed, we have WB(Γ7) = 243 and
WB(Γ) = 247.6; any other action will result in a lower net worth for B. ut

4.4 Incentivizing deposits and swaps

Theorem 2 ensures that incentive-consistent AMMs incentivize swaps to align to
exchange rates. We now show that, under certain conditions, deposits and swaps
incentivize each other. The intuition is that larger amounts of tokens in an AMM
provide better swap rates, therefore attracting users interested in swaps. These
swaps, in turn, result in increased redeem rates, making the AMM attractive for
further deposits. Note that this behaviour relies on an underlying assumption
of our model, i.e. that exchange rates are stable: oracle prices are fixed. In the
wild, exchange rates can vary over time, possibly making the net worth of users
holding minted AMM tokens decrease: this phenomenon is commonly referred
to as impermanent loss [9].

The following theorem shows that deposits increase swap rates, hence incen-
tivizing swaps, whilst redeems have the opposite effect.

Theorem 4. Let I be incentive-consistent. Let Γ = (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) | · · · , with

r0, r1 > 0, and let Γ
A:`−−→ Γ ′. Then, for all v ∈ R+:

XLswap
Γ,φ (v, τ0, τ1) ◦XLswap

Γ ′,φ(v, τ0, τ1)

XRswap
Γ,φ (v, τ0, τ1) ◦XRswap

Γ ′,φ(v, τ0, τ1)
where ◦ =

{
< if ` = dep( : τ0, : τ1)

> if ` = rdm( : (τ0, τ1))

We now show that, under certain conditions, swaps incentivize deposits. In-
tuitively, swaps contribute to higher redeem rates, which increase the net wealth
of the holders of minted AMM tokens:

Theorem 5. Let I be incentive-consistent. Let Γ = (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) | · · · and
Γ −→∗ Γ ′, where Γ ′ = (r′0 : τ0, r

′
1 : τ1) | · · · . If r1/r0 = r′1/r

′
0 then:

XLrdm
Γ (τ0, τ1) ≤ XLrdm

Γ ′ (τ0, τ1) XRrdm
Γ (τ0, τ1) ≤ XRrdm

Γ ′ (τ0, τ1)

Recall that a user who deposits into an AMM (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) in state Γ
receives in return an amount of minted tokens. A consequence of Theorem 5
is that these minted tokens can be redeemed with a higher redeem rate in any
subsequent state Γ ′ which preserves the funds ratio r1/r0. Note that swaps
are the only actions that may affect the redeem rate along the run Γ −→∗ Γ ′.
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Therefore, performing swaps that eventually re-align the funds ratio to r1/r0
incentivizes deposits.

The condition of constant funds ratio in Theorem 5 is practically relevant.
For instance, for stable exchange rates, such as in the case of exchanges between
stable coins [6], the arbitrage game ensures stable fund ratios: users are hence
incentivized to provide funds, as the redeem rate is likely to increase over time.

5 Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to study AMMs abstracting
from the swap invariant. All works in literature consider concrete swap invari-
ants; most of them focus on the constant product, popularized by Uniswap [13].
The arbitrage problem for constant-product swap invariants has been formalized
in [17,19], which show that the solution can be efficiently computed, and suggest
that constant product AMMs accurately tend towards exchange rates. Our work
generalizes such results. Furthermore, as we have shown in §4.3 (19), the fee-rate
φ determines how much AMMs deviate from global exchange rates: higher fees,
however, also result in reduced swap amounts in arbitrage actions, negatively
affecting fee accrual. In [24], the optimal fee-rate that maximizes the fee accrual
for the depositing user is analytically derived.

A executable model of Uniswap [13] has been specified in [1] to analyze integer
rounding errors in the Uniswap implementation.

A few alternatives to the constant product invariant have been proposed.
Curve features a peculiar invariant [22] optimized for large swap volumes be-
tween stable coins, where the swap rate can support large amounts with small
sensitivity. To efficiently compute swap invariant, implementations perform nu-
merical approximations [15]. Should these approximations fail to converge, these
implementations still guarantee that the AMM remains liquid. We conjecture
that the invariants in [3, 22] are incentive-consistent. The work [25] proposes
a constant product invariant that is adjusted dynamically based on the oracle
price feed, thus reducing the need for arbitrage transactions, but at the cost of
lower fee accrual. AMMs with virtual balances have been proposed [2] and im-
plemented [7,8]. In these AMMs, the swap rate depends on past actions, besides
the current funds balances in the AMM. This, similarly to [25], aims to minimize
the need for arbitrage transactions to ensure the local AMM swap rate tends
towards the exchange rates.

Some implementations [3] generalise AMM pairs to n-tokens, allowing users
to swap any non-intersecting sets of token types. For example, the constant-
product invariant becomes I(r0, . . . , rn) = rw0

0 · . . . · rwnn where
∑n
i=0 w

i = 1.

6 Conclusions

We have proposed a theory of AMMs, featuring a model of their behaviour and
a formally proven set of fundamental properties, characterizing both structural
and economic aspects. Our theory is parametric w.r.t. platform-specific features
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(e.g., swap invariants), and it abstracts from implementation-specific features,
and from the features that are orthogonal to the core functionality of AMMs
(e.g., governance).

There are some differences between our model and the existing AMM plat-
forms. Uniswap implements flash-loans as part of the swap actions: namely, the
user can optionally borrow available pair funds [10] whilst returning these within
the same atomic group of actions. Further, Uniswap implements an exchange rate
oracle, allowing smart contracts to interpret (averages of) recent swap rates as
exchange rates [11]. Balancer [3] extends token pairs to token tuples: a user can
swap any two non-coinciding sets of supported tokens, such that the swap invari-
ant is maintained. In all AMM implementations, token balances are represented
as integers: consequently, they are subject to rounding errors [1]. AMM plat-
forms frequently implement a governance logic, which allow “governance token”
holders to coordinate changes to AMM fee-rates or swap invariant parameters.

AMM platforms like Uniswap [13] and Curve [22] have overtaken centralized
cryptocurrency markets in size and usage. On the one hand, a better under-
standing of AMM design in cases where AMMs host the majority of the token’s
global swap volume is critical [18]. It would be interesting to investigate how our
theory can be used to formally explain such behaviours. On the other hand, the
growth of AMMs is making them more attractive for malicious users. Current
research efforts [21, 23, 27, 30] are devoted to understanding vulnerabilities and
attacks, which we plan to investigate formally, exploiting our theory.

This paper, together with our work on formalizing another DeFi archetype
called lending pool [20], is the first step towards a general theory of DeFi. We
believe that a general theory encompassing interactions between different DeFi
archetypes is crucial to be able to reason about their structural, economic and
security aspects, as typical DeFi applications operate within a wider ecosystem,
composed by a set of collaborating or competing agents, which interact through
possibly separate execution environments.
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A Proofs

Proof of Lemma 1 Straightforward inspection of the rules in §2. ut

Proof of Lemma 2 We proceed by cases on the rule used in the last transition:
it is straightforward to check that, in all the rules, changes applied to initial
tokens cancel out. ut

Proof of Lemma 3 We first prove that the net worth of a user A, i.e. WA(Γ),
is preserved by transactions of type dep and rdm, or by transactions which do
not affect A’s wallet. More precisely, we prove that:

Γ
T−→ Γ ′ ∧ (type(T) ∈ {dep, rdm} ∨ A 6∈ wal(T)) =⇒ WA(Γ) = WA(Γ ′) (20)

We have the following cases:

– [Xfer]. Let C : xfer(B, v : τ) be the fired transaction. By hypothesis, it must
be A 6∈ wal(T) = {B,C}, hence the thesis follows by inspection of the rule.

– [Dep0]. Let B : dep(v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1) be the fired transaction. We have that:

Γ = B[σ] | Γ0

Γ ′ = B[σ − v0 : τ0 − v1 : τ1 + v0 : (τ0, τ1)] | (v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1) | Γ0

If B 6= A, then A’s net worth is unaffected. Otherwise, if B = A, then:

WA(Γ ′) = WA(Γ)− v0Pτ0(Γ)− v1Pτ1(Γ) + v0P(τ0,τ1)(Γ)

= WA(Γ)− v0Pτ0(Γ)− v1Pτ1(Γ) + v0
v0Pτ0(Γ) + v1Pτ1(Γ)

v0
= WA(Γ)

– [Dep]. Let B : dep(v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1) be the fired transaction. We have that:

Γ = B[σ] | (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) | Γ0

Γ ′ = B[σ − v0 : τ0 − v1 : τ1 + v : (τ0, τ1)] | (r0 + v0 : τ0, r1 + v1 : τ1) | Γ0

where v = (v0 · s)/r0), with s = sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ). If B 6= A, then A’s net worth
is unaffected. Otherwise, if B = A, then:

WA(Γ ′) = WA(Γ)− v0Pτ0(Γ)− v1Pτ1(Γ) + vP(τ0,τ1)(Γ)

= WA(Γ)− v0Pτ0(Γ)− v1Pτ1(Γ) + v
r0Pτ0(Γ) + r1Pτ1(Γ)

s

= WA(Γ)− v0Pτ0(Γ)− v1Pτ1(Γ) +
v0
r0

(
r0Pτ0(Γ) + r1Pτ1(Γ)

)

= WA(Γ)− v1Pτ1(Γ) +
v0
r0
r1Pτ1(Γ)

= WA(Γ)

where the last equality follows from the premise r1v0 = r0v1 of rule [Dep].
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– [SwapL]. Let B : swapL(v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1) be the fired transaction. By hypothesis,
it must be A 6∈ wal(T) = {B}. The thesis follows by inspection of the rule.

– [SwapR]. Similar to the previous case.

– [Rdm]. Let B : rdm(v : (τ0, τ1)) be the fired transaction. We have that:

Γ = B[σ] | (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) | Γ0

Γ ′ = B[σ + v0 : τ0 + v1 : τ1 − v : (τ0, τ1)] | (r0 − v0 : τ0, r1 − v1 : τ1) | Γ0

where v0 = (vr0)/s and v1 = (vr1)/s, with s = sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ). If B 6= A, then
A’s net worth is unaffected. Otherwise, if B = A, then:

WA(Γ ′) = WA(Γ) + v0Pτ0(Γ) + v1Pτ1(Γ)− vP(τ0,τ1)(Γ)

= WA(Γ) + v0Pτ0(Γ) + v1Pτ1(Γ)− vr0
s

Pτ0(Γ)− vr1
s

Pτ1(Γ)

= WA(Γ) +
vr0
s

Pτ0(Γ) +
vr1
s

Pτ1(Γ)− vr0
s

Pτ0(Γ)− vr1
s

Pτ1(Γ)

= WA(Γ) ut

We now prove that the global net worth is preserved by any transactions. First,
we recall the definition of global net worth. Let:

Γ = A1[σ1] | · · · | An[σn] | (r1 : τ1, r
′
1 : τ ′1) | · · · | (rk : τk, r

′
k : τ ′k)

The global net worth of Γ is defined as:

W (Γ) =
∑
i∈1..nWAi(Γ) (21)

We prove that:

Γ
T−→ Γ ′ =⇒ W (Γ) = W (Γ ′) (22)

We have the following cases:

– [Xfer]. A xfer transaction subtracts an amount of tokens from the wallet of
a user, and adds an equal amount of the same token type to the wallet of
another user. Therefore, it preserves the global net worth.

– [Dep0], [Dep], [Rdm]. These rules affect the number of tokens in AMMs, which
does not contribute to the global net worth, and the balances of users, which
are preserved (20). Therefore, the global net worth is preserved.

– [SwapL]. We have that:

Γ = A[σ] | (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) | Γ0

Γ ′ = A[σ − v0 : τ0 + v : τ1] | (r0 + v0 : τ0, r1 − v : τ1) | Γ0
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Note that splyτ0(Γ ′) = splyτ0(Γ), and splyτ(Γ
′) = splyτ(Γ). By (8), we have

that Pτ0(Γ ′) = Pτ0(Γ) Therefore:

W (Γ ′) = W (Γ0)− v0Pτ0(Γ ′) + vPτ1(Γ ′)

− sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ)P(τ0,τ1)(Γ) + sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ
′)P(τ0,τ1)(Γ

′)

= W (Γ0)− v0Pτ0(Γ) + vPτ1(Γ)

− sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ) ·
(
P(τ0,τ1)(Γ) + P(τ0,τ1)(Γ

′)
)

= W (Γ0)− v0Pτ0(Γ) + vPτ1(Γ)

− r0Pτ0(Γ) + r1Pτ1(Γ) + (r0 + v0)Pτ0(Γ) + (r1 − v)Pτ1(Γ)

= W (Γ)

– [SwapR]. Similar to the previous case. ut

Proof of Lemma 4 For item (a) we proceed by induction on the length of
the computation Γ0 −→∗ Γ, with Γ0 initial. The base case is trivial, since Γ0

contains no AMMs. For the inductive step, we must show that (a) is preserved
by single transitions. Assume that Γ satisfies (a), and that Γ −→ Γ ′. Assume that
Γ ′ contains an AMM (r′0 : τ0, r

′
1 : τ1) with r′0 + r′1 > 0, i.e. r′0 > 0 or r′1 > 0.

There are the following cases cases, depending on the rule used to infer Γ −→ Γ ′:

– [Xfer], [SwapL], [SwapR]. trivial, because these actions do not affect the supply
of minted tokens.

– [Dep0], [Dep]. trivial, because deposits increase the supply of minted tokens.

– [Rdm]. Assume that the state of the AMM in Γ is (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1). By contra-
diction, suppose that the [Rdm] action burns all the v = sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ) units
of the minted token. The rule premise requires v > 0, and it implies:

r′0 = r0 − v
r0

sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ)
= 0 r′1 = r1 − v

r1
sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ)

= 0

Therefore, we would have r′0 = r′1 = 0 — contradiction.

For item (b), we proceed by induction on the number of AMMs in the state.
The base case is trivial, since the premise of (b) is false. For the inductive step,
let Γ = (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) | Γ ′′ be a reachable state such that r0 + r1 > 0. Let
r′0 ≤ r0, and let v = sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ). By item (a) we have that v > 0. By the
induction hypothesis, there exists a sequence of transactions Γ ′′ −→∗ Γ1 where
users can redeem v : (τ0, τ1) from other AMMs. From Γ1, users can perform
another sequence of transactions Γ1 −→∗ Γ2 to transfer these units to the wallet
of a user, say A. Summing up, we have that Γ −→∗ (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) | Γ2. Now, let:

ṽ =
(r0 − r′0)

r0
sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ)
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Since ṽ < v, A can fire A : rdm(ṽ : (τ0, τ1)), obtaining, for some r′1 ≤ r1:

(r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) | Γ2 −→ Γ ′ =
(
r0 − ṽ

r0
sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ)

: τ0, r
′
1 : τ1

)
| · · ·

= (r′0 : τ0, r
′
1 : τ1) | · · ·

The proof of item (c) is similar. ut

Proof of Lemma 5 Let Γ
T0T1−−−→ Γ01 and Γ

T1T0−−−→ Γ10 with the following
intermediate states:

Γ
T0−→ Γ0

T1−→ Γ01 Γ
T1−→ Γ1

T0−→ Γ10

We have the following exhaustive cases on the type of the two transactions:

1. T0 = A0 : xfer(B0, v0 : τ0).
(a) T1 = A1 : xfer(B1, v1 : τ1). Straightforward from rule [Xfer].
(b) T1 = A1 : dep(v1 : τ1, v

′
1 : τ ′1). We have that:

Γ = A0[σA0
] | B0[σB0

] | Γ ′
Γ0 = A0[σA0

− v0 : τ0] | B0[σB0
+ v0 : τ0] | Γ ′

If A1 6= A0,B0, then the two transactions affect different part of the
state, so the thesis follows trivially. Otherwise, we have two subcases,
depending on whether [Dep0] or [Dep] was used.
If [Dep0] was used, then:

Γ1 = A1[σA1
− v1 : τ1 − v′1 : τ ′1 + v1 : (τ1, τ

′
1)] | (v1 : τ1, v

′
1 : τ ′1) | Γ ′

If A1 = A0, then σA0
= σA1

, and the thesis Γ01 = Γ10 follows by:

Γ01 = A0[σA0 − v0 : τ0 − v1 : τ1 − v′1 : τ ′1 + v1 : (τ1, τ
′
1)] |

B0[σB0 + v0 : τ0] | (v1 : τ1, v
′
1 : τ ′1) | Γ ′

Γ10 = A0[σA0 − v1 : τ1 − v′1 : τ ′1 + v1 : (τ1, τ
′
1)− v0 : τ0] |

B0[σB0 + v0 : τ0] | (v1 : τ1, v
′
1 : τ ′1) | Γ ′

If A1 = B0, then σB0 = σA1 , and the thesis Γ01 = Γ10 follows by:

Γ01 = A0[σA0
− v0 : τ0] |

B0[σB0
+ v0 : τ0 − v1 : τ1 − v′1 : τ ′1 + v1 : (τ1, τ

′
1)] | (v1 : τ1, v

′
1 : τ ′1) | Γ ′

Γ10 = A0[σA0
− v0 : τ0] |

B0[σB0
− v1 : τ1 − v′1 : τ ′1 + v1 : (τ1, τ

′
1) + v0 : τ0] | (v1 : τ1, v

′
1 : τ ′1) | Γ ′

The case where [Dep] was used is similar. In the following cases we omit
the detailed computation of the states as done here, and we appeal the
intuition to argue for the equivalence of the reached states.
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(c) T1 = A1 : swapL(v1 : τ1, v
′
1 : τ ′1). The equality of Γ01 and Γ10 follows

from the fact that neither the updated users’ balances nor the amounts
which update the AMM depend on the current state. In particular, the
swap invariant only depends on the values r1 and r′1.

(d) T1 = A1 : swapR(v1 : τ1, v
′
1 : τ ′1). Similar to the previous case.

(e) T1 = A1 : rdm(v1 : τ1). The thesis follows from the fact that the only
part of the state which affects the update of the users’ balances and the
AMM is the supply of the minted token, which is not affected by T0.

2. T0 = A0 : dep(v0 : τ0, v
′
0 : τ ′0).

(a) T1 = A1 : xfer(B1, v1 : τ1). Symmetric to case (1b).
(b) T1 = A1 : dep(v1 : τ1, v

′
1 : τ1). If (τ0, τ

′
0) 6= (τ1, τ

′
1), then the thesis is

straightforward. Otherwise, note that the amount of tokens minted by
the AMM only depends on the ratio between the amounts of τ0 and τ ′0
initially held by the AMM, and the values subsequently transferred to
the AMM by T0 and T1.

(c) T1 = A1 : swapL(v1 : τ1, v
′
1 : τ ′1). By hypothesis, {τ1, τ ′1} and {τ0, τ ′0}

are disjoint. The thesis is straightforward, because AMMs operating on
distinct token pairs do not interfere.

(d) T1 = A1 : swapR(v1 : τ1, v
′
1 : τ ′1). Similar to the previous case.

(e) T1 = A1 : rdm(v1 : τ1). If (τ0, τ
′
0) 6= (τ1, τ

′
1), then the thesis is straightfor-

ward. Otherwise, note that the amount of tokens minted by the AMM in
response of T0 only depends on the ratio between the amounts of τ0 and
τ ′0 initially held by the AMM, and the values transferred to the AMM
by T0. Similarly, the tokens paid by the AMM in response of T1 only
depend on the ratio between the amounts of τ0 and τ ′0 initially held by
the AMM, which are constrained to preserve the ratio, and the amount
deposited by T0. Then, the two transactions are concurrent.

3. T0 = A0 : rdm(v0 : τ0).
(a) T1 = A1 : xfer(B1, v1 : τ1). Symmetric to case (1e).
(b) T1 = A1 : dep(v1 : τ1, v

′
1 : τ ′1). Symmetric to case (2e).

(c) T1 = A1 : swapL(v1 : τ1, v
′
1 : τ ′1). By hypothesis, {τ1, τ ′1} and {τ0, τ ′0}

are disjoint. The thesis is straightforward, because AMMs operating on
distinct token pairs do not interfere.

(d) T1 = A1 : swapR(v1 : τ1, v
′
1 : τ ′1). Similar to the previous case.

(e) T1 = A1 : rdm(v1 : τ1). The tokens paid by the AMM in response of
T0 and T1 only depend on the ratio between the amounts of τ0 and τ ′0
initially held by the AMM, which are constrained to preserve the ratio.

4. T0 = A0 : swapL(v0 : τ0, v
′
0 : τ ′0). The only case not covered by the previous

one is when T1 = A1 : swapL(v1 : τ1, v
′
1 : τ ′1). By hypothesis, {τ1, τ ′1} and

{τ0, τ ′0} are disjoint. The thesis is straightforward, because AMMs operating
on distinct token pairs do not interfere.

5. T0 = A0 : swapR(v0 : τ0, v
′
0 : τ ′0). Similar to the previous case. ut

Lemma A.1 λ ∼ λ′ =⇒ ∀λ0, λ1 : λ0λλ1 ∼ λ0λ′λ1.
Proof. Direct from the fact that semantics of transactions is a function (Lemma 1),
and it only depends on the states after the execution of λ and λ′, which are equal
starting from any state Γ, since λ ∼ λ′.
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Proof of Theorem 1 By definition, ∼# is the least equivalence relation closed
under the following rules (where ε denotes the empty sequence):

ε ∼# ε
[0]

T ∼# T
[1]

T#T′

TT′ ∼# T′T
[2]

λ0 ∼# λ′0 λ1 ∼# λ′1
λ0λ1 ∼# λ′0λ

′
1

[3]

Let λ ∼# λ′. We have to show λ ∼ λ′. We proceed by induction on the rules
above. For rules [0] and [1], the thesis follows by reflexivity, since ∼ is an equiv-
alence relation. For rule [2], the thesis follows immediately by definition of the
concurrency relation #. For rule [3], first note that λ = λ0λ1 and λ′ = λ′0λ

′
1. By

the induction hypothesis it follows that:

λ0 ∼ λ′0 and λ1 ∼ λ′1
Therefore, by two applications of Lemma A.1:

λ = λ0λ1 ∼ λ0λ′1 ∼ λ′0λ′1 = λ′ ut

Proof of Lemma 6 Define the rank ‖τ‖ of a token τ inductively as follows:

‖τ‖ =

{
0 if τ ∈ T0

max{‖τ0‖, ‖τ1‖} if τ = (τ0, τ1)

and accordingly define the rank of A in Γ as:

‖Γ‖A =

{
max {‖τ‖ | τ ∈ domσ} if A[σ] ∈ Γ
0 otherwise

We proceed by induction on n = ‖Γ‖A . In the base case n = 0, A’s wallet in
Γ contains only initial tokens: here, rdmA(Γ) = Γ, so the thesis is immediate.
For the inductive case, let n > 0, and assume that the statement holds for all
n′ < n. Let τ1, . . . , τk be the tokens of rank n in A’s wallet A[σ]. Let:

Γ = Γ0
A:rdm(σ0(τ1):τ1)−−−−−−−−−−→ Γ1

A:rdm(σ1(τ2):τ2)−−−−−−−−−−→ · · · A:rdm(σk−1(τk):τk)−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Γk

where Γi = A[σi] | Γ ′i for all i < k. The rank of each token in A’s wallet in Γk is
strictly less then n. Therefore, by the induction hypothesis:

WA(Γk) =
∑
τ∈domσk

σk(τ) · P0(τ)

By Lemma 3, we have that WA(Γ0) = WA(Γk), from which the thesis follows. ut

Lemma A.2 Let I be swap-rate continuous. Then, for all v0, v1 and 0 < φ ≤ 1:

XLswap(v0, r0, r1) ≥ XLswap
φ (v0, r0, r1)

XRswap(v1, r0, r1) ≥ XRswap
φ (v1, r0, r1)
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Proof. For φ = 1 the statement holds trivially, since XLswap(ε, r0, r1) is a short-
hand for XLswap

φ=1(ε, r0, r1). So, let φ < 1. By (12), for any v0 we have that:

XLswap
φ (v0, r0, r1) =

vφ
v0

where ∃!vφ : I(r0, r1) = I(r0 + φv0, r1 − vφ) (23)

XLswap(v0, r0, r1) =
v

v0
where ∃!v : I(r0, r1) = I(r0 + v0, r1 − v) (24)

We show that v > vφ, from which the thesis follows. By (24), we have that the
left swap rate for input (1− φ)v0 on the AMM (r0 + φv0 : τ0, r1 − vφ : τ1) is:

XLswap((1− φ)v0, r0 + φv0, r1 − vφ) =
x

(1− φ)v0
(25)

where x is the unique value satisfying:

I(r0 + φv0, r1 − vφ) = I(r0 + φv0 + (1− φ)v0, r1 − vφ − x)

= I(r0 + v0, r1 − (vφ + x))

Since, by (23), I(r0 + φv0, r1 − vφ) = I(r0, r1), then x must satisfy:

I(r0 + v0, r1 − (vφ + x)) = I(r0, r1)

By (24), the unique solution y to the equation I(r0, r1) = I(r0 + v0, r1 − y) is
y = v. Therefore, is must be v = vφ +x, from which we obtain x = v− vφ. Since
I is swap-rate continuous, by (14) it follows that the swap rate (25) must be
positive, and so v − vφ > 0. The proof for the right swap rate is similar. ut

Proof of Theorem 2 Let Γ0 = A[σ] | (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1). The statement of
the theorem singles out three cases for the solutions of the arbitrage game:

(a) lim
ε→0

XLswap
φ (ε, r0, r1) > XLΓ0(τ0, τ1)

(b) lim
ε→0

XRswap
φ (ε, r0, r1) > XRΓ0

(τ0, τ1)

(c) otherwise

These cases are trivially exhaustive; we now show that they are also mutually
exclusive. Assume that condition (a) holds. By Lemma A.2, we have that:

∀ε > 0 : XLswap(ε, r0, r1) ≥ XLswap
φ (ε, r0, r1)

Therefore, by the limit inequality theorem and by (a):

lim
ε→0

XLswap(ε, r0, r1) ≥ lim
ε→0

XLswap
φ (ε, r0, r1) > XLΓ0(τ0, τ1)

Since I is swap-rate-continuous (14), this implies that:

1/ lim
ε→0

XRswap(ε, r0, r1) > XLΓ0(τ0, τ1)
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from which by (11) it follows that:

lim
ε→0

XRswap(ε, r0, r1) < XRΓ0
(τ0, τ1)

which contradicts condition (b). A similar argument can be used to show that
if condition (b) is true, then condition (a) is false. Therefore, the two conditions
are mutually exclusive.

Now, assume that case (a) applies. We prove that the solution prescribed
by Theorem 2 for this case is optimal. In order for the net worth of user A to
increase with a left swap, the following must hold:

WA(Γ)−WA(Γ0) = −v0 · P(τ0) + v0 ·XLswap
Γ0,φ

(v0, τ0, τ1) · P(τ1) > 0

XLswap
Γ0,φ

(v0, τ0, τ1) > P(τ0)/P(τ1)
(26)

Given case (a), there must exist a finite v0 which satisfies (26). Demand-
sensitivity (15) ensures that XLswap

Γ0,φ
(v0, τ0, τ1) decreases to zero with increasing

v0. To find optimal v0 which maximizes the user net worth, we consider the
behaviour of XLswap

Γ0,φ
(v0, τ0, τ1) = XLswap(v0, r0, r1) as v0 is increased by ∆ for

(r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) ∈ Γ0:

XLswap
φ (v0, r0, r1) = v

φ·v0 XLswap
φ (v0 +∆, r0, r1) = v+∆′

φ·(v0+∆)

where ∃!v,∆′ :

1 I(r0 + φ · v0, r1 − v) = 2 I(r0 + φ · (v0 +∆), r1 − v −∆′) = I(r0, r1)

(27)

From 1 and 2 and swap rate definition (12) we can infer:

XLswap
φ (∆, r0 + φ · v0, r1 − v) = ∆′/∆ (28)

For an incremental increase in swap amount v0 by ∆, the net wealth is
only further increased if ∆′/∆ > P(τ0)/P(τ1) (26). Due to demand-sensitivity,
this ratio is ever decreasing at higher values of v0. Thus, for optimal v0 in
XLswap

φ (v0, r0, r1):

limε→0 XL
swap
φ (ε, r0 + φ · v0, r1 − v) = XLΓ(τ0, τ1) (29)

Any infinitesmal increase in v0 no longer increases net wealth. We omit the proof
for case (b) as it follows that of (a).

To prove case (c), we observe that since neither (a) nor (b) hold, there exists
no swap which results in a net positive increase in net wealth. Thus, the strategy
of the user will be to perform no action at all. ut

Proof of Theorem 3 We demonstrate that the same cases in Theorem 2 apply

to both Γ, Γ ′ where Γ
T−→ Γ ′ and type(T) ∈ {dep, rdm}. For a Γ = (r0, τ0, r1, τ1) |

· · ·
– [Dep] maintains the ratio of holdings (τ0, τ1), such that Γ ′ = (c·r0, τ0, c·r1, τ1) |
· · · where c > 1
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– [Rdm] maintains the ratio of holdings (τ0, τ1), such that Γ ′ = (c′ · r0, τ0, c′ ·
r1, τ1) | · · · where

c′ = 1− v

sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ)
(30)

By SR-consistency (18), for c′′ > 0

lim
ε→0

XLswap
φ (ε, r0, r1) = lim

ε→0
XLswap

φ (ε, c′′ · r0, c′′ · r1) (31)

and since we have shown that the ratio of funds is preserved for either deposit
or redeem step,

lim
ε→0

XLswap
Γ,φ (ε, τ0, τ1) = lim

ε→0
XLswap

Γ ′,φ(ε, τ0, τ1) (32)

And similarly for the right swap rate limit. Thus the arbitrage solution type
will remain the same. ut

Proof of Theorem 4 By inspection of swap rate definition (17) and funds-
consistency (17).

For Γ
T−→ Γ ′ where type(T) ∈ {dep, rdm} and (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) ∈ Γ, we

demonstrate that (c · r0 : τ0, c · r1 : τ1) ∈ Γ ′, where c > 0.

– [Dep]. The balance of τ0, τ1 are increased by c > 0 and their ratio preserved.
– [Rdm]. The balance of τ0, τ1 after redeeming v units of (τ0, τ1) in (r0 : τ0, r1 :
τ1) | · · · are

r0 − v·r0
sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ)

, r1 − v·r1
sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ)

= r0 · (1− v
sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ)

), r1 · (1− v
sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ)

)
(33)

and thus the holdings are reduced by a factor 1 > c > 0 and their ratio is
preserved.

Next, consider a left swap performed in Γ = (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) | · · ·

XLswap
Γ,φ (v, τ0, τ1) =

r′1−r1
v where ∃!r′1 : I(r0, r1) = I(r0 + φ · v, r′1) (34)

Then, from funds-consistency (17), it follows that the swap invariant equality
above is preserved if we multiply lhs and rhs parameters of I with c > 0

I(c · r0, c · r1) = I(c · (r0 + φ · v), c · r′1) (35)

From this and the swap rate definition (12) we can infer the left swap rate for
input amount c · v performed in Γ ′ = (c · r0 : τ0, c · r1 : τ1) | · · ·

XLswap
Γ ′,φ(c · v, τ0, τ1) =

c·r′1−c·r1
c·v (36)
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Thus, XLswap
Γ,φ (v, τ0, τ1) = XLswap

Γ ′,φ(c · v, τ0, τ1). Here, we consider a change of the
swap amount in the rhs to v, so both input amounts are equal. Due to demand-

sensitivity (15), for a T = dep (c > 1) in Γ
T−→ Γ ′ this implies

XLswap
Γ,φ (v, τ0, τ1) < XLswap

Γ ′,φ(v, τ0, τ1)

as the input swap amount is reduced from c · v to v and conversely for T = rdm
and (1 > c > 0), where it is increased.

XLswap
Γ,φ (v, τ0, τ1) > XLswap

Γ ′,φ(v, τ0, τ1) ut

Proof of Theorem 5 Let I be incentive-consistent, and let:

Γ = (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) | · · · −→∗ (r′0 : τ0, r
′
1 : τ1) | · · · = Γ ′ where

r1
r0

=
r′1
r′0

(37)

We have to prove that:

XLrdm
Γ (τ0, τ1) ≤ XLrdm

Γ ′ (τ0, τ1) XRrdm
Γ (τ0, τ1) ≤ XRrdm

Γ ′ (τ0, τ1) (38)

We begin with some auxiliary definitions. Firstly, we define contours, i.e. sets of
pairs which fulfill a specific incentive-consistent swap invariant constraint:

ck = {(x, y) | I(x, y) = k} (39)

Next, for all R > 0 and for all states Γ = (x : τ0, y : τ1) | · · · we define the
projected left redeem rate in Γ as follows (the right version is similar):

XLrdm
Γ,R(τ0, τ1) = x′

sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ)

s.t. I(x′, R · x′) = I(r0, r1) for (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) ∈ Γ
(40)

Note that for a state Γi = (ri,0 : τ0, ri,1 : τ1) | · · · , the left redeem rate in Γi
equals to the projected left redeem rate when choosing R as the funds ratio, i.e.:

XLrdm
Γi,RΓi

(τ0, τ1) = XLrdm
Γi (τ0, τ1) if RΓi = ri,1/ri,0 (41)

Since for Γ →∗ Γ ′ in (37), the funds ratio in Γ, Γ ′ are equal (i.e., Rinit =
r1/r0 = r′1/r

′
0 = Rfinal), the redeem and projected redeem rates in Γ and Γ ′

coincide. So, to prove (38) it is sufficient to show that XLrdm
Γi,Rinit

(τ0, τ1) increases
at each step Γi = (ri,0 : τ0, ri,1 : τ1) | · · · → Γi+1 = (ri+1,0 : τ0, ri+1,1 : τ1) | · · ·
along the trace Γ →∗ Γ ′. We proceed to observe the evolution of the projected
redeem rate for each possible action.

– [Dep0]. This rule is not used in Γ →∗ Γ ′ since ( : τ0, : τ1) ∈ Γ.
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– [Rdm]/[Dep]. The evolution of the projected redeem rate is:

XLrdm
Γi,Rinit

(τ0, τ1) =
x′i

sply(τ0,τ1)(Γi)
1 I(ri,0, ri,1) = I(x′i, Rinit · x′i)

XLrdm
Γi+1,Rinit

(τ0, τ1) =
c·x′i

c·sply(τ0,τ1)(Γi+1)
2 I(c · ri,0, c · ri,1) = I(c · x′i, Rinit · c · x′i)

(42)
From [Dep]/[Rdm], ri+1,0, ri+1,1 = c · ri,0, c · ri,1 where c > 0, resulting in
the lhs of 2 . This can be inferred as follows: in [Dep] the holdings of τ0, τ1
are increased and their ratio preserved. In [Rdm], the holdings of τ0, τ1 after
redeeming v units of (τ0, τ1) in (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) | · · · are

r0 − v·r0
sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ)

, r1 − v·r1
sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ)

= r0 · (1− v
sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ)

), r1 · (1− v
sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ)

)
(43)

and thus their ratio is also preserved. The rhs of 2 in (42) is infered from
the funds-consistency property (17). If Rinit is defined in 1 , then 1 =⇒ 2 .
The projected redeem rate must therefore be maintained for a redeem or
deposit, because both numerator and denominator are scaled by the same
factor c.

– [SwapL]/[SwapR]. We interpret a swap action A : swapL(v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1) in Γi as
(1) a traversal from (ri,0, ri,1) to (r′i,0, r

′
i,1) = (ri,0 +φ · v0, ri,1− v) such that

I(ri,0, ri,1) = I(ri,0 + φ · v0, ri,1 − v) (44)

and (2) a subsequent traversal to (ri+1,0, ri+1,1) = (r′i,0 + (1 − φ) · v0, r′i,1)
in Γi+1 = (ri+1,0 : τ0, ri+1,1 : τ1) | · · · . Traversal (1) is within a contour ck,
where as traversal (2) occurs from ck to c′k where k 6= k′: we show this by
contradiction. If ck = c′k, then for traversal (2), the following would hold

I(r′i,0, r
′
i,1) = I(r′i,0 + (1− φ) · v0, r′i,1) (45)

and imply limε→∞XLswap(ε, r′i,0, r
′
i,1) = 0, violating SR-continuity (14), which

requires swap rate limits to be positive.
We now examine the pair (r′i,0−∆, r′i,1+∆′) ∈ ck, which has the same ratio as
RΓi+1

= ri+1,1/ri+1,0 following the swap action, where (ri+1,0, ri+1,1) ∈ ck′ .

RΓi+1
= 1

ri+1,1

ri+1,0
= 2

r′i,1−∆′
r′i,0+∆

= 3
ri+1,1−∆′
r′i,0+∆

s.t. I(r′i,0 −∆) = I(r′i,1 +∆′)
(46)

For 2 and 3 , we can equate r′i,1 and ri+1,1 because the funds of τ1 are
maintained in traversal (b). Comparing numerators and denominators in 1

and 3 , we can infer

ri+1,1 −∆′ < ri+1,1 r′i,0 +∆ < ri+1,0 (47)

Thus, c > 1 in (ri+1,0, ri+1,1) = c ·(r′i,0+∆, r′i,1−∆′), where (ri+1,0, ri+1,1) ∈
c′k and (r′i,0+∆, r′i,1−∆′) ∈ ck. From funds-consistency (17), we can infer that
for two pairs x, y ∈ ck and x′, y′ ∈ c′k where y′/x′ = y/x, then x′, y′ > x, y.
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Finally, we can compare projected redeem rates in Γi and Γi+1 when per-
forming a left swap step.

XLrdm
Γi,Rinit

(τ0, τ1) =
x′i

splyτ0,τ1 (Γi)
1 I(ri,0, ri,1) = I(x′i, Rinit · x′i)

XLrdm
Γi+1,Rinit

(τ0, τ1) =
x′i+1

splyτ0,τ1 (Γi)
2 I(ri+1,0, ri+1,1) = I(x′i+1, Rinit · x′i+1)

(48)
Since swap actions do not affect the supply of minted tokens, we only need
to relate x′i to x′i+1 to compare projected redeem rates in Γi and Γi+1. In 1

(x′i, Rinit · x′i) ∈ ck and in 2 (x′i+1, Rinit · x′i+1) ∈ c′k, so the former must be
strictly smaller than the latter. Thus

XLrdm
Γi,Rinit

(τ0, τ1) < XLrdm
Γi+1,Rinit

(τ0, τ1) (49)

Therefore, since the projected left redeem rate increases with each step and
coincides with the left redeem rate in Γ and Γ ′ of Theorem 5

XLrdm
Γ (τ0, τ1) ≤ XLrdm

Γ ′ (τ0, τ1) XRrdm
Γ (τ0, τ1) ≤ XRrdm

Γ ′ (τ0, τ1)

The proof for the right redeem rate follows similarly and is omitted. ut

B Constant product swap rate limit

For a left swap A : swapL(v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1) in Γ = (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) | · · · , the
following must hold for the constant product funds invariant

(r0 + φ · v0)(r1 − v) = r0 · r1 (50)

Thus for a given v0, the received amount v : τ1 must be

v = φ·r1·v0
r0+φ·v0 (51)

By definition, the right swap rate is simply v/v0, or

XLswap
Γ (v0, τ0, τ1) = φ·r1

r0+φ·v0 (52)

The right swap rate limit is thus

limε→0 XL
swap
Γ (ε, τ0, τ1) = φ·r1

r0
(53)
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σAτ ≥ v
A[σA ] | B[σB ] | Γ A:xfer(B,v:τ)−−−−−−−−→ A[σA − v : τ] | B[σB + v : τ] | Γ

[Xfer]

στi ≥ vi > 0 (i ∈ {0, 1}) τ0 6= τ1 ( : τ0, : τ1), ( : τ1, : τ0) 6∈ Γ
A[σ] | Γ A:dep(v0:τ0,v1:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−→
A[σ − v0 : τ0 − v1 : τ1 + v0 : (τ0, τ1)] | (v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1) | Γ

[Dep0]

στi ≥ vi > 0 (i ∈ {0, 1}) r1v0 = r0v1 v = v0
r0
· sply(τ0,τ1)

(Γ)

Γ = A[σ] | (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) | Γ ′ A:dep(v0:τ0,v1:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−→
A[σ − v0 : τ0 − v1 : τ1 + v : (τ0, τ1)] | (r0 + v0 : τ0, r1 + v1 : τ1) | Γ ′

[Dep]

στ0 ≥ v0 > 0 I(r0 + φ v0, r1 − v) = I(r0, r1) 0 < v1 ≤ v ≤ r1
A[σ] | (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) | Γ A:swapL(v0:τ0,v1:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
A[σ − v0 : τ0 + v : τ1] | (r0 + v0 : τ0, r1 − v : τ1) | Γ

[SwapL]

στ1 ≥ v1 > 0 I(r0 − v, r1 + φ v1) = I(r0, r1) 0 < v0 ≤ v ≤ r0
A[σ] | (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) | Γ A:swapR(v0:τ0,v1:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
A[σ + v : τ0 − v1 : τ1] | (r0 − v : τ0, r1 + v1 : τ1) | Γ

[SwapR]

σ(τ0, τ1) ≥ v > 0 v0 = v r0
sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ)

v1 = v r1
sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ)

Γ = A[σ] | (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) | Γ ′ A:rdm(v:(τ0,τ1))−−−−−−−−−−→
A[σ + v0 : τ0 + v1 : τ1 − v : (τ0, τ1)] | (r0 − v0 : τ0, r1 − v1 : τ1) | Γ ′

[Rdm]

Fig. 4: Operational semantics of AMMs.
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Abstract. Automated market makers (AMMs) are one of the most prominent decentral-
ized finance (DeFi) applications. AMMs allow users to trade different types of crypto-tokens,
without the need to find a counter-party. There are several implementations and models
for AMMs, featuring a variety of sophisticated economic mechanisms. We present a theory
of AMMs. The core of our theory is an abstract operational model of the interactions
between users and AMMs, which can be concretised by instantiating the economic mecha-
nisms. We exploit our theory to formally prove a set of fundamental properties of AMMs,
characterizing both structural and economic aspects. We do this by abstracting from the
actual economic mechanisms used in implementations, and identifying sufficient conditions
which ensure the relevant properties. Notably, we devise a general solution to the arbitrage
problem, the main game-theoretic foundation behind the economic mechanisms of AMMs.

1. Introduction

Decentralized finance (DeFi) is a software infrastructure, based on blockchains and smart
contracts, which allows users to create and trade crypto-tokens without the intermediation
of central authorities, unlike traditional finance [WPG+21,QZA+21]. Automated Market
Makers (AMMs) are one of the main DeFi archetypes: roughly, AMMs are decentralized
markets of crypto-tokens, providing users with three core operations: depositing crypto-
tokens to obtain shares in an AMM; the dual operation of redeeming shares in the AMM
for the underlying tokens; and swapping tokens of a given type for tokens of another type.
The amount of tokens received by a user upon a swap is algorithmically determined by the
AMM: roughly, this is the amount of tokens sent from the user to the AMM, times the swap
rate, which is computed by the AMM based on its internal state and the input amount.

Despite the apparent simplicity of these operations, AMMs manifest an emerging
behaviour, where users are incentivized to swap tokens to keep their swap rates aligned with
the exchange rate, i.e. the ratio between the prices of the exchanged tokens given by external
price oracles. Namely, if an AMM offers a better swap rate than the oracles’ exchange rate,
rational users will perform swaps to narrow the gap. Formally, the optimal strategy can be
seen as the solution of a game, called the arbitrage game. Executing the optimal strategy
closes the gap between AMM’s and oracles’ exchange rates, and in this sense AMMs offer
users exhange rates that align towards the external, global exchange rates.
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As of December 2022, the two AMM platforms leading by user activity, Uniswap and
Curve Finance, alone hold $3B and $4B worth of tokens, and process $1B and $250M
worth of transactions daily [uni22, cur22]. Although this massive adoption could suggest
that AMMs are a consolidated, well-understood technology, in practice their economic
mechanisms are inherently hard to design and implement. For instance, interactions with
AMMs are sensitive to transaction ordering attacks, where actors with the power to influence
the order of transactions in the blockchain can profit from an opportunistic behaviour,
causing detriment to other users. The relevance of attacks to AMMs is witnessed by the
proliferation of scientific literature on the topic [BCL22,ZQT+21,DGK+20,EMC20,QZG21].
Still, attacks to DeFi applications are not purely theoretical: indeed, there is a growing
history of DeFi incidents, which have caused losses exceeding $2.4B [def22] so far. These
issues witness a need for foundational work to devise formal theories of AMMs which allow
the understanding of their structural properties and of their economic incentive mechanisms.

Current descriptions of AMMs are either economic models [AKC+21, AC20, EAC21,
AEC20], which focus on the incentive mechanism alone, or concrete AMM implementations.
While economic models are useful to understand the macroscopic financial aspects of AMMs,
they do not precisely describe the interactions between AMMs and their users. Still, a
precise formalisation of these interactions is fundamental to understand the structural and
economic properties of AMMs, and to determine possible deviations from safe behaviour.
Implementations, instead, reflect the exact behaviour of AMMs, but at a level of detail that
hampers high-level understanding and reasoning. Moreover, the rich variety of implemen-
tations, proposals and models for AMMs, each featuring different economic mechanisms,
makes it difficult to compare AMM designs or to provide a clear contour for the space of
possible “well behaving” designs.

1.1. Contributions. In this paper we exploit techniques from concurrency theory to provide
a formal backbone for AMMs and to study their fundamental properties. More specifically,
our main contributions can be summarised as follows:

(1) We introduce a formal model of AMMs (section 2), which distils the common features of
leading AMM implementations like Uniswap [uni21], Curve [cur21b], and Balancer [bal19].
The core of our model is a transition system that describes the evolution of AMM states
resulting from the interaction between users and AMMs. A peculiar aspect of our model
is that it abstracts from the swap rate function, a key economic mechanism of AMMs,
which is used to determine the exchange rates between tokens.

(2) Building upon our model, in section 3 we define basic economic notions like token prices,
exchange rates, slippage, net worth, and gain. We compute the gain resulting from swap
actions (Lemma 3.2), and we establish a key relation between the gain of swap actions,
the swap rate and the exchange rate: a swap action has a strictly positive gain if and
only if the swap rate is strictly greater than the exchange rate between the swapped
tokens (Lemma 3.3). Both lemmata are instrumental to prove many subsequent results.

(3) In section 4 we establish a set of structural properties of AMMs. In particular, we
establish preservation results for the supply of tokens (Lemma 4.3) and for the global
net worth (Lemma 4.5). We show that assets cannot be frozen within AMMs, i.e. users
can always extract any amount of the token reserves deposited in AMMs (Lemma 4.8).
In Lemma 4.9 we investigate when transactions can be reordered without affecting
the resulting state. In Theorems 4.10 and 4.11 we study compositionality of deposit
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and redeem transactions: in particular, we establish that two deposit actions on the
same AMM can be merged in a single action (and similarly for two redeems), and
that the effect of deposits and redeem actions can be reverted by suitable transactions.
Remarkably, all the structural properties in section 4 do not depend on the choice of the
swap rate function.

(4) In section 5 we devise sufficient conditions on swap rate functions that induce good
behavioural properties of AMMs. These conditions allow us to extend to swap actions
the additivity and reversibility properties enjoyed by deposit and redeem actions (The-
orems 5.6 and 5.9), as well as to compute the gain of composed and reversed swaps
(Lemmata 5.7 and 5.10). We study the effect of deposits and redeems on the swap rate
and on the internal exchange rate (Lemma 5.13). We then study the properties of three
notable swap rate functions: the constant sum, the constant product, and the constant
mean.

(5) In section 6 we investigate the incentive mechanism of AMMs. We start by considering
the arbitrage problem, which requires to find the action which maximizes the gain of a
user. Performing such optimal action has the side effect of aligning the internal exchange
rate of the AMM to the external exchange rate given by token price oracles. This gives
one of the landmark economic properties of AMMs: assuming rational users, AMMs can
be seen as price oracles themselves [AC20]. Notably, while solutions to the arbitrage
problem are already known for specific swap rate functions, in Theorem 6.3 we generalize
the result to any swap rate function respecting the conditions given in section 5. We then
show that depositing tokens into AMMs incentivizes subsequent swaps (Theorem 6.6),
while redeeming tokens disincentivizes them (Theorem 6.9). Finally, in Theorems 6.8
and 6.10 we relate the solution of the arbitrage problem in the states before and after a
deposit or redeem action, and we compare their gains.

(6) In section 7 we discuss Maximal Extractable Value (MEV), a class of attacks where
miners exploit their power of dropping and reordering user transactions (and inserting
their own) to increase their gain to the detriment of users. These attacks are one of the
most carefully studied AMM phenomena, occuring widely in practice and frequently
making up the bulk of interactions with AMMs [QZG21]. The fact that our AMM model
can accurately express these attacks supports the coherence of our modelling choices
with respect to behaviour exhibited by actual AMM implementations.

(7) In section 8 we discuss some extensions to our basic AMM model to make it closer to
the implementation of Uniswap [uni21], and their impact on the results in the paper.

(8) As a byproduct, we provide an open-source Ocaml implementation of our executable
semantics as a companion of this paper.1

(9) We provide full proofs of all our statements in the Appendices.

1.2. Related Work. The work [AKC+21] proposed one of the first analyses of the incentive
mechanism of Uniswap. This analysis was then generalised in [AC20] to constant function
AMMs (CFMMs), where, for a pair of token types, the reserves r0, r1 before a swap and the
reserves r′0, r

′
1 after the swap must preserve the invariant f(r0, r1) = f(r′0, r

′
1), for a given

trading function f . Constant product AMMs, like Uniswap, are an instance of CFMMs,
where f(x, y) = xy. Both works study the arbitrage problem, for constant product AMMs
and CFMMs, respectively. The two works show that the solution can be efficiently computed,

1https://github.com/blockchain-unica/defi-workbench
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and suggest that constant product AMMs accurately report exchange rates. Our work
and [AC20] share a common goal, i.e. a theory of AMMs generalizing that of constant
product AMMs. However, the two approaches are quite different. The work [AC20] considers
a class of AMMs, i.e. CFMMs with a convex trading set, and studies the properties enjoyed
by AMMs under these assumptions. Instead, in this paper we devise a minimal set of
properties of the swap rate function which induce good behavioural properties of AMMs.
Notably, we find conditions on the swap rate function which ensure that a given swap
action maximizes the gain of the player (Theorem 6.3). Another difference is that the
AMM model in [AC20] describes the evolution of a single AMM, abstracting away the other
components of the state (i.e. the users and the other AMMs); instead, we model AMMs
as reactive systems, borrowing techniques from concurrency theory. While the approach
followed by [AC20] is still adequate to study problems that concern AMMs in isolation
(e.g., arbitrage), viewing AMMs as reactive systems allows us to study what happens when
many agents (users and AMMs) can interact. E.g., we are able to reason about Maximal
Extractable Value (section 7).

The work [DKP21] generalises the arbitrage problem to the setting where a swap between
two token types τ0 and τn can be obtained through a sequence of n intermediate swaps
between τi and τi+1, for 0 ≤ i < n. In practice, this represents the situation where users can
interact with different AMM platforms, each one providing its own set of token pairs. To
model this scenario, [DKP21] introduces exchange networks, i.e. multi-graphs where nodes
are tokens, and edges are AMMs which allow users to swap the two endpoint tokens. To
encompass different AMM platforms, each edge has its own price function, which determines
how many output tokens are paid for a given amount of input tokens. The authors show that,
under some conditions on the price functions (i.e., monotonicity, continuity, boundedness
and concavity), the arbitrage problem always admits a non-trivial solution. In the special
case of constant product AMMs, a closed formula for the solution is provided. Besides
arbitrage, [DKP21] also considers the optimal routing problem, i.e. finding a strategy to
maximize the amount of tokens τ1 received for at most a given amount of tokens τ0. Under
the same assumptions on the price function used for the arbitrage problem, the optimal
routing problem admits a solution. There are several differences between our approach and
that of [DKP21], besides the fact that we assume the same swap rate function for all AMMs,
and a graph instead of a multi-graph (i.e., we admit at most one AMM for each token pair).
A technical difference is that we assume that the amount y of output tokens received for
an amount x of input tokens is given by y = SX (x, r0, r1) · x, whereas [DKP21] defines this
amount as y = fr0,r1(x). This results in different structural properties for SX (x, r0, r1) and
f(x) in order to achieve the desired behavioural properties of AMMs. Having the AMM
reserves r0, r1 as parameters of our swap rate functions SX has a benefit, in that we can
express conditions which relate states before and after a transaction: this is what happens,
e.g., in the additivity, reversibility and homogeneity properties (Definitions 5.5, 5.8 and 5.11).
As a consequence of this choice, compared to [DKP21] our theory encompasses also deposit
and redeem actions, providing results that clarify how these actions interfere with swaps
(e.g., Theorems 6.6, 6.9, 6.8, and 6.10).

A few alternatives to constant product AMMs have been studied. Balancer [bal19]
generalizes the constant product function used by Uniswap to a constant (weighted geometric)
mean f(r1, · · · , rn) =

∏n
i=1 r

wi
i , where the weight wi reflects the relevance of a token τi in a

tuple of tokens (τ1, · · · , τn). This still fits within the CFMM setting of [AC20], thus inheriting
its results about solvability of the arbitrage problem [EAC21]. Curve [Ego19] features a hybrid
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of a constant sum and constant product function, optimized for large swap volumes between
stable coins, where the swap rate can support large amounts with small sensitivity. To
efficiently compute swap rates, implementations perform numerical approximations [cur21a].
Should these approximations fail to converge, these implementations still guarantee that
the AMM remains liquid. The work [KFG21] proposes a constant product invariant that is
adjusted dynamically based on the oracle price feed, thus reducing the need for arbitrage
transactions, but at the cost of lower fee accrual. AMMs with virtual balances have been
proposed [vir18] and implemented [moo20b,moo20a]. In these AMMs, the swap rate depends
on past actions, besides the current funds balances in the AMM. This, similarly to [KFG21],
aims to minimize the need for arbitrage transactions to ensure the local AMM swap rate
tends towards the exchange rates. Establishing whether these sophisticated swap rate
functions enjoy the properties in section 5 is an interesting open problem.

AMMs are well-known to suffer from transaction-ordering attacks, through which an
adversary with the power of influencing the order of transactions (e.g., a miner) can extract
value from user transactions. For instance, if the transaction pool contains a swap transaction
sent by user A, then a miner M can extract value from A’s swap through a transaction
“sandwich” constructed as follows. First, M front-runs A’s swap with its own swap, crafted
so that A’s swap decreases A’s net worth as much as possible. Then, M closes the sandwich
by appending another swap transaction which maximizes M’s gain, and finalises the whole
sandwich on the blockchain. In this way, A will always have a negative gain, which is
counterbalanced by a positive gain of M. This and other kinds of attacks have fostered the
research on adversarial and defensive strategies, and on empirical analyses of the impact of
attacks [BCL22,CAE22,ZQT+21,QZG21,DGK+20,EMC20]. For instance, the work [BCL22]
devises an optimal strategy through which an adversary can extract the maximal value
from users’ transactions (not only swaps, but also deposits and redeems), in the setting
of Uniswap-like AMMs. The swap-rate-agnostic approach pursued by this paper could be
exploited to generalise the attack of [BCL22] to AMMs beyond Uniswap.

A high-level survey on various AMM protocols is in [XVPC22].

Comparison with previous work. A preliminary version of this work was presented at
COORDINATION 2021 [BCL21b]. The current version substantially extends it, streamlining
the theory and providing additional results. A crucial difference between the two papers is
that, while in [BCL21b] the semantics of swap actions was parameterized by an invariant
between the old and the new token reserves, here we make the semantics parametric w.r.t.
the swap rate function SX . This leads to a substantial simplification of the conditions that
are put to obtain nice behavioural properties of swaps, and consequently of the corresponding
proofs. Among the new results w.r.t. [BCL21b], we mention in particular the additivity and
reversibility properties (Theorems 4.10, 4.11, 5.6, and 5.9), and the results that relate the
gain of swaps before and after deposit/redeem actions (Theorems 6.6, 6.9, 6.8, and 6.10).
Besides these extensions, the current paper includes a discussion of the constant sum and of
the constant mean swap rate functions, a new section on MEV attacks (see section 7), and
it provides detailed proofs for all its statements.
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2. A formal model of Automated Market Makers

We introduce a formal, operational model of AMMs, which focusses on the common operations
implemented by AMM platforms. In order to simplify the resulting theory, our model
abstracts from a few features that are often found in AMM implementations, like e.g. fees,
price updates, and guarded transactions. We discuss in §8 how to extend our model to make
it closer to the Uniswap protocol [uni21].

We introduce here some general notation. We denote by fx the application of a function
f to a value x (we use parentheses, e.g. f(x), to resolve ambiguities). We denote with dom f
the domain of f . We use the standard notation f{v/x} to update a partial map f at point x:
namely, f{v/x}(x) = v, while f{v/x}(y) = fy for y 6= x.

2.1. AMM basics.

Tokens. We assume a set T0 of atomic token types, which represent native cryptocur-
rencies and application-specific tokens. For instance, T0 may include ETH, the native
cryptocurrency of Ethereum, and WBTC, i.e. Bitcoins wrapped with the ERC20 interface
for Ethereum tokens. A minted token type is an unordered pair of distinct atomic token
types: if τ0 and τ1 are atomic token types and τ0 6= τ1, then the minted token type {τ0, τ1}
represents shares in an AMM holding reserves of τ0 and τ1. We denote by T1 the set of
minted token types. In our model, tokens are fungible, i.e. individual units of the same
type are interchangeable. This means that amounts of tokens of the same type can be split
into smaller parts, and two amounts of tokens of the same type can be joined. We use
v, v′, r, r′, x, x′ to range over nonnegative real numbers (R≥0). We write T for the universe
of all token types, i.e. T = T0 ∪ T1, and we use τ, τ ′, . . . to range over T. We write r : τ to
denote r units of a token of type τ, either atomic or minted.

Wallets and AMMs. We assume a set of users A, ranged over by A,A′ , . . . We model
the wallet of a user A as a term A[σ], where the finite partial map σ ∈ T ⇀ R≥0 represents
A’s token balance. We model an AMM holding reserves of r0 : τ0 and r1 : τ1 (with τ0 6= τ1)
as an unordered pair {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1}. Since the order of the token reserves in an AMM is
immaterial, the terms {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} and {r1 : τ1, r0 : τ0} denote exactly the same AMM.

States. We model the interaction between users and AMMs as a labelled transition system
(LTS). Its labels represent blockchain transactions, while the states Γ,Γ′,∆, . . . are finite
non-empty compositions of wallets and AMMs. Formally, states are terms of the form:

A1[σ1] | · · · | An[σn] | {r1 : τ1, r
′
1 : τ ′1} | · · · | {rk : τk, r

′
k : τ ′k}

and subject to the following conditions. For all i 6= j:

(1) Ai 6= Aj (each user has a single wallet);
(2) {τi, τ ′i} 6= {τj , τ ′j} (distinct AMMs cannot hold exactly the same token types).

Note that these conditions allow AMMs to have a common token type τ, e.g. as in
{r1 : τ1, r : τ}, {r′ : τ, r2 : τ2}, thus enabling indirect trades between token pairs not directly
provided by any AMM. A state is initial when it has no AMMs, and its wallets hold only
atomic tokens. We stipulate that the ordering of terms in a state is immaterial. Hence, we
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consider two states Γ and Γ′ to be equivalent when they contain the same terms (regardless
of their order). For a term Q and a state Γ, we write Q ∈ Γ when Γ = Q | Γ′, for some Γ′.

Transactions. State transitions are triggered by transactions T ,T′ , . . ., which can have
the following forms (where τ0 and τ1 are atomic tokens):

• A : dep(v0 : τ0, v1 :τ1). A deposits v0 : τ0 and v1 : τ1 to an AMM {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1}, receiving
in return some freshly-minted units of the token {τ0, τ1};
• A : swap(v, τ0, τ1). A tranfers v : τ0 to an AMM {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1}, receiving in return some

units of τ1, which are removed from the AMM;
• A : rdm(v : {τ0, τ1}). A redeems v units of the minted token {τ0, τ1}: this means that

some units of τ0 and τ1 are transferred from the AMM {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} to A’s wallet, and
that v units of {τ0, τ1} are burned.

We denote with type(T) the type of T (i.e., dep, swap, or rdm), with wal(T) the user
whose wallet is affected by T, and with tok(T) the set of token types affected by T. For
example, if T = A : swap(v, τ0, τ1), then type(T) = swap, wal(T) = A, and tok(T) = {τ0, τ1}.

Token supply. We use SΓτ to denote the supply of a token type τ in a state Γ, defined
as the sum of the reserves of τ in all the wallets and the AMMs in Γ. Formally, we define
SΓτ by induction on the structure of states as follows:

SA[σ]τ =

{
στ if τ ∈ domσ

0 otherwise
S{r0:τ0,r1:τ1}τ =

{
ri if τ = τi

0 otherwise
SΓ|Γ′τ = SΓτ + SΓ′τ

For example, let Γ = A[1 : τ0, 2 : {τ0, τ1}] | {3 : τ0, 4 : τ1} | {5 : τ0, 6 : τ2}. We have that
SΓτ0 = 9, SΓτ1 = 4, SΓτ2 = 6, while SΓτ = 0 for τ 6∈ {τ0, τ1, τ2}. Note that SΓτ is always
defined, since it is defined when Γ is an atomic term (wallet or AMM), and states Γ are
finite compositions of atomic terms.

2.2. AMM semantics. We now formalise the transition rules between states. We write

Γ
T−→ Γ′ for a state transition from Γ to Γ′, triggered by a transaction T. When Γ

T−→ Γ′

for some Γ′, we say that T is enabled in Γ. We denote with −→∗ the reflexive and transitive

closure of −→. Given a finite sequence of transactions λ = T1 · · ·Tk, we write Γ
λ−→ Γ′ when

Γ
T1−→ · · · Tk−→ Γ′, and in this case we say that λ is enabled in Γ. We say that a state Γ is

reachable if Γ0 −→∗ Γ for some initial Γ0. Hereafter, all the states mentioned in our results
are implicitly assumed to be reachable. Given a partial map σ ∈ T ⇀ R≥0, a token type
τ ∈ T and a partial operation ◦ ∈ R≥0 × R≥0 ⇀ R≥0 with ◦ ∈ {+,−}, we define the partial
map σ ◦ v : τ as follows:

σ ◦ v : τ =

{
σ{(στ) ◦ v/τ} if τ ∈ domσ and (στ) ◦ v ∈ R≥0

σ{v/τ} if τ 6∈ domσ and ◦ = +

These partial operations allow to increase/decrease the amount of tokens in a balance. For
instance, if σ = 5 : τ0, then σ + 1 : τ0 = 6 : τ0, and σ + 1 : τ1 = 5 : τ0, 1 : τ1.
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Deposit. Any user can create an AMM for two tokens τ0 and τ1, if such an AMM is not
already present in the state. This is achieved by the transaction A : dep(v0 : τ0, v1 :τ1),
through which A transfers v0 : τ0 and v1 : τ1 to the new AMM. In return for the deposit, A
receives a certain positive amount of units of a new token type {τ0, τ1}, which is minted by
the AMM.2 We formalise this behaviour by the rule:

στi ≥ vi > 0 (i ∈ {0, 1}) SΓ{τ0, τ1} = 0

A[σ] | Γ A:dep(v0:τ0,v1:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−→
A[σ − v0 : τ0 − v1 : τ1 + v0 : {τ0, τ1}] | {v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1} | Γ

[Dep0]

Note that the premise SΓ{τ0, τ1} = 0 implies that τ0, τ1 are distinct atomic tokens, since
otherwise {τ0, τ1} would not be a minted token. If Γ is reachable, then this premise also
implies that Γ does not contain an AMM for the token pair τ0, τ1.

Once an AMM is created, any user can deposit tokens into it — as long as doing so
preserves the ratio of the token reserves in the AMM. When a user deposits v0 : τ0 and
v1 : τ1 to an existing AMM, it receives in return an amount of minted tokens of type {τ0, τ1}.
This amount is the ratio between the deposited amount v0 and the redeem rate of {τ0, τ1}
in the current state Γ, which is defined as follows for i ∈ {0, 1}:

RX i
Γ(τ0, τ1) =

ri
SΓ{τ0, τ1}

if {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} ∈ Γ (2.1)

The effect of a deposit transaction on the state is then formalised by the following rule:

στi ≥ vi > 0 (i ∈ {0, 1}) vi = v · RX i
Γ(τ0, τ1)

Γ = A[σ] | {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} | ∆
A:dep(v0:τ0,v1:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−→

A[σ − v0 : τ0 − v1 : τ1 + v : {τ0, τ1}] | {r0 + v0 : τ0, r1 + v1 : τ1} | ∆

[Dep]

We anticipate that the premises of the [Dep] rule ensure that deposits preserve some key
quantities across state transitions, namely:

• the ratio between the reserves of τ0 and τ1 in the AMM (see Lemma 4.4(a)). This ratio is
always defined, since the reserves of a token in an AMM cannot be zeroed (see Lemma 4.2);
• the net worth of the user performing the action (see Lemma 4.5). In particular, the value

of the minted tokens {τ0, τ1} received by the user upon a deposit is equal to the value of
the tokens τ0, τ1 transferred to the AMM;
• the internal exchange rate of the AMM (see Lemma 5.12). This preservation property

holds for a relevant class of swap rate functions, called homogeneous (see Definition 5.11).

Redeem. Any user can redeem units of a minted token {τ0, τ1}, obtaining in return units
of the underlying atomic tokens τ0 and τ1. Their actual amounts are determined by the
redeem rate: the idea is that each unit of the minted token {τ0, τ1} can be redeemed for
equal fractions of τ0 and τ1 remaining in the AMM:

σ{τ0, τ1} ≥ v > 0 v < SΓ{τ0, τ1} vi = v · RX i
Γ(τ0, τ1) (i ∈ {0, 1})

Γ = A[σ] | {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} | ∆
A:rdm(v:{τ0,τ1})−−−−−−−−−−→

A[σ + v0 : τ0 + v1 : τ1 − v : {τ0, τ1}] | {r0 − v0 : τ0, r1 − v1 : τ1} | ∆

[Rdm]

2The actual amount of received units is irrelevant. Here we choose v0, but any other choice would be valid.
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Note that the premise v < SΓ{τ0, τ1} ensures that the reserves are not depleted, i.e. vi < ri.
Similarly to the [Dep] rule, the premises of [Rdm] ensure that:

• the net worth of the user performing the action is preserved (i.e., the net worth of burnt
minted tokens is equal to that of the tokens received by A);
• the internal exchange rate of the AMM is unaffected by the transition, if the swap rate

function is homogeneous.

Swap. Any user A can swap v units of τ0 in her wallet for some units of τ1 in an AMM
{r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} through the transaction A : swap(v, τ0, τ1). Symmetrically, A can swap v of
her units of τ1 for units of τ0 in the AMM through a transaction A : swap(v, τ1, τ0). The
swap rate SX (x, r0, r1) determines the amount of output tokens τ1 that a user receives
upon an amount of x input tokens τ0 in an AMM {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1}.

στ0 ≥ x y = x · SX (x, r0, r1) < r1

A[σ] | {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} | Γ
A:swap(x,τ0,τ1)−−−−−−−−−→

A[σ − x : τ0 + y : τ1] | {r0 + x : τ0, r1 − y : τ1} | Γ

[Swap]

The swap rate function is a parameter of our model: we will discuss in §5 some desiderata
for this function, and the behavioural properties they induce on the AMM semantics. As an
instance, we consider below the constant product swap rate [rva18], which is used in
mainstream AMM implementations, like e.g. in Uniswap v2 [uni21], Mooniswap [moo20a]
and SushiSwap [sus21]. We will use this swap rate function in all the examples in this paper.

Definition 2.1 (Constant product swap rate). The constant product swap rate function is:

SX (x, r0, r1) =
r1

r0 + x

The constant product swap rate ensures that, if an AMM {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} evolves into
{r0 + x : τ0, r1 − y : τ1} upon a swap, then the product between the reserves is preserved:

(r0 + x)(r1 − y) = (r0 + x)
(
r1 − x ·

r1

r0 + x

)
= r0r1

Overall, the behaviour of the transition rules discussed above highlights some landmark
properties of AMMs, namely:

• since neither deposits nor redeems affect the net worth of the users performing them, the
only way for users to increase their net worth is to perform swaps. Since, as we will see in
Lemma 4.5, the global net worth is constant, this means that increasing ones’ net worth
results in a decrease of someone else’s net worth;
• the internal exchange rate of an AMM is affected only by swap actions (provided that

the swap rate function is homogeneous). This is a natural behaviour, because swaps
reflect the value of tokens perceived by users. We will show later in §5 that the constant
sum/product/mean swap rate functions are homogeneous.

Example 2.2. Figure 1 shows a computation in our model. We discuss below the effect of
the fired transactions, showing in Figure 2 the evolution of the token reserves in the AMM:

(1) A : dep(70 : τ0, 70 :τ1). Starting from an initial state, A creates a new AMM, depositing
70 : τ0 and 70 : τ1. In return, A receives 70 units of the minted token {τ0, τ1}.
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A[70 : τ0, 70 : τ1] | B[30 : τ0, 10 : τ1]

A:dep(70:τ0,70:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−→ A[70 : {τ0, τ1}] | B[30 : τ0, 10 : τ1] | {70 : τ0, 70 : τ1}
B:swap(30,τ0,τ1)−−−−−−−−−−→ A[70 : {τ0, τ1}] | B[0 : τ0, 31 : τ1] | {100 : τ0, 49 : τ1}
B:swap(21,τ1,τ0)−−−−−−−−−−→ A[70 : {τ0, τ1}] | B[30 : τ0, 10 : τ1] | {70 : τ0, 70 : τ1}

A:rdm(30:{τ0,τ1})−−−−−−−−−−−→ A[30 : τ0, 30 : τ1, 40 : {τ0, τ1}] | B[30 : τ0, 10 : τ1] | {40 : τ0, 40 : τ1}
B:swap(30,τ0,τ1)−−−−−−−−−−→ A[30 : τ0, 30 : τ1, 40 : {τ0, τ1}] | B[0 : τ0, 27 : τ1] | {70 : τ0, 23 : τ1}

A:rdm(30:{τ0,τ1})−−−−−−−−−−−→ A[82 : τ0, 47 : τ1, 10 : {τ0, τ1}] | B[0 : τ0, 27 : τ1] | {18 : τ0, 6 : τ1}

Figure 1: Interactions between two users and an AMM.

(2) B : swap(30, τ0, τ1). B swaps 30 units of τ0 for an amount y of units of τ1 determined
by the swap rate. Since we are assuming the constant product swap rate, we obtain
y = 30 · 70/70+30 = 21. This swap rate function ensures that swaps preserve the product
between the token reserves in the AMM: in Figure 2, we show indeed that the swap results
in a traversal along the curve k = 70 · 70 from {70 : τ0, 70 : τ1} to {100 : τ0, 49 : τ1}.

(3) B : swap(21, τ1, τ0). B reverses the effect of his previous action by swapping 21 units of
τ1 for y = 21 · 100/49+21 = 30 of τ0. Figure 2 shows that the swap results in a traversal
from {100 : τ0, 49 : τ1} to {70 : τ0, 70 : τ1} along the curve k = 70 · 70.

(4) B : rdm(30 : {τ0, τ1}). B redeems 30 units of the minted token {τ0, τ1}, accordingly
reducing the token reserves in the AMM to {40 : τ0, 40 : τ1}. Note that the received
tokens exhibit the same 1-to-1 ratio as after the initial deposit.

(5) B : swap(30, τ0, τ1). B swaps 30 units of τ0, receiving y = 30 · 40/40+30 ≈ 17 units of τ1.
Note that the swap rate, i.e. 40/40+30 ≈ 0.57, has decreased w.r.t. the first swap, i.e.
70/70+30 = 0.7, even though the AMM has the same 1-to-1 reserves ratio. This is caused
by the reduction in reserves occurred after A’s redeem action: thus, the swap rate is
sensitive not only to the ratio of reserves in the AMM, but also on their actual values.

(6) A : rdm(30 : {τ0, τ1}). A redeems 30 units of the minted token {τ0, τ1}, thereby extracting
52 units of τ0 and 17 units of τ1 from the AMM. Note that the ratio of redeemed tokens
is no longer 1-to-1 as in the previous redeem action, as the prior swap has changed the
ratio between the funds of τ0 and τ1 in the AMM.

Finally, observe that the supply of both τ0 and τ1 remains constant. We will show in
Lemma 4.3 that the supply of atomic token types is always preserved. �

3. Prices, exchange rates and net worth

In this section we introduce some economic notions which are pivotal for understanding the
economic mechanisms of AMMs.

Token prices and exchange rates. We assume an external oracle that prices atomic
tokens. Formally, we model this oracle as a function P : T0 → R>0, assuming that the prices
given by the oracle are constant along executions (see subsection 8.2 for a discussion about
dynamic price updates). While the prices of atomic tokens are constant, that of minted
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(40:τ0, 40:τ1)

(18:τ0, 6:τ1)

(70:τ0, 70:τ1)

(100:τ0, 49:τ1)

(70:τ0, 23:τ1)

τ0

τ1
x·y = k'

x·y = k''

x·y = k

Figure 2: Evolution of reserves of AMM (τ0, τ1) along the trace in Figure 1.

tokens may vary at run-time as a function of the state. More precisely, the price PΓ{τ0, τ1}
of a minted token {τ0, τ1} depends both on the supply of the minted token in the users’
wallets and on the reserves of τ0 and τ1 in the AMM:

PΓ{τ0, τ1} =
r0 · Pτ0 + r1 · Pτ1

SΓ{τ0, τ1}
if {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} ∈ Γ (3.1)

For uniformity, we define PΓτ = Pτ when τ ∈ T0. Lemma 4.2 will ensure that r0, r1 > 0
and SΓ{τ0, τ1} > 0 in every reachable state Γ containing an AMM for the token pair τ0, τ1.
Therefore, the price of the token {τ0, τ1} is always defined and positive in reachable states.

The idea underlying Equation (3.1) is that the price of one unit of minted token must
be equal to the value of the atomic tokens that can be obtained by redeeming the minted
token. Indeed, by rule [Rdm] and Equation (2.1) we have that:

PΓ{τ0, τ1} =
r0

SΓ{τ0, τ1}
Pτ0 +

r1

SΓ{τ0, τ1}
Pτ1 = RX 0

Γ(τ0, τ1) · Pτ0 + RX 1
Γ(τ0, τ1) · Pτ1

which substantiates our desideratum. This intuition will be formalized later in Lemma 4.6.
The exchange rate X(τ0, τ1) between atomic token types τ0 and τ1 is the number of

units of τ1 that one can buy with 1 unit of τ0 at the price given by the external oracle:

X(τ0, τ1) =
Pτ0

Pτ1
(3.2)

Hence, assuming an exchange at the prices of the external oracle, a user paying x units
of τ0 would receive x ·X(τ0, τ1) units of τ1.

Note that the exchange rate between two token types only depends on external oracles,
neglecting the state of AMMs. However, AMMs themselves can act as (decentralised) price
oracles [AC20], since they induce an exchange rate based on the effect of swaps in the current
state. More precisely, the internal exchange rate XΓ(τ0, τ1) between two atomic token
types τ0 and τ1 in a state Γ is the limit of the swap rate function as x approaches 0: 3

XΓ(τ0, τ1) = lim
x→0

SX (x, r0, r1) if {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} (3.3)

3This notion is also dubbed as marginal price [AC20] or spot exchange rate [XVPC22] in literature.
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The intuition is similar to that in Equation (3.2): a user swapping x units of τ0 for τ1

through the AMM (for x very small) would expect to receive x ·XΓ(τ0, τ1) units of τ1. We
will see later in section 6 that rational users will perform actions that align the internal
exchange rate to the one given by external oracles.

Slippage measures the discrepancy between the internal exchange rate and the actual
ratio between the amounts of output and input tokens obtained upon the swap [XVPC22]:

∆XΓ(x, τ0, τ1) =
XΓ(τ0, τ1)

SX (x, r0, r1)
− 1 if {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} (3.4)

Ideally, slippage should disadvantage large trades, i.e. trying to obtain a larger amount
of tokens with a swap should make them more expensive, increasing the slippage. We will
compute in sections 5.6-5.8 the internal exchange rate and the slippage of some common
AMMs.

Example 3.1. Let Γ = A[82 : τ0, 47 : τ1, 10 : {τ0, τ1}] | {18 : τ0, 6 : τ1} | B[· · ·] be the final
state of the computation in Figure 1. We have that SΓ{τ0, τ1} = 10, since only A’s wallet
contains units of the minted token. Assume that the prices of atomic tokens are Pτ0 = 5
and Pτ1 = 9. The price of the minted token {τ0, τ1} is then:

PΓ{τ0, τ1} =
18 · Pτ0 + 6 · Pτ1

10
=

18 · 5 + 6 · 9
10

= 14.4

The exchange rate between the two tokens is:

X(τ0, τ1) =
Pτ0

Pτ1
=

5

9
= 0.55

which means that to buy 1 unit of τ0, one needs 0.55 units of τ1. Note instead that the
internal exchange rate is:

XΓ(τ0, τ1) = lim
x→0

SX (x, 18, 6) =
6

18
≈ 0.33

We will see in Example 6.5 that the discrepancy between internal and oracle exchange rate
can by exploited by users to increase their gain. The slippage of a swap(x, τ0, τ1) is:

∆XΓ(x, τ0, τ1) =
XΓ(τ0, τ1)

SX (x, 18, 6)
− 1 =

x

18

from which we can see that the slippage grows with the input amount x. �

Net worth and gain. The net worth of a user A is a measure of A’s wealth in tokens
(both atomic and minted). Formally, we define the net worth of A in a state Γ as:

WA(Γ) =

{∑
τ∈domσ στ · PΓτ if A[σ] ∈ Γ

0 otherwise
(3.5)

Note that WA(Γ) ∈ R≥0, since balances σ are finite maps, and PΓτ is always defined.
The global net worth W (Γ) in a state Γ is the sum of the net worth in users’ wallets.

Note that the token reserves in AMMs are not accounted for by W (Γ), because their value
is already recorded by minted tokens held in users’ wallets. Indeed, the equality:

SΓ{τ0, τ1} · PΓ{τ0, τ1} = r0 · Pτ0 + r1 · Pτ1
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between the net worth of a minted token and the value of the AMM is a direct consequence
of the definition of price in Equation (3.1).

We denote by GA(Γ, λ) the gain of user A upon performing a sequence of transactions
λ enabled in state Γ (if λ is not enabled in Γ, we stipulate that the gain is zero):

GA(Γ, λ) = WA(Γ′)−WA(Γ) if Γ
λ−→ Γ′ (3.6)

To maximize their gain, users can perform different interactions with the AMM, e.g., by
investing tokens or trading units of differently priced token types.

The following lemma quantifies the gain of users upon firing a swap transaction. Note
that this quantification does not depend on any of the properties of the swap rate function
introduced later on in section 5: actually, it holds for any swap rate function.

Lemma 3.2 (Swap gain). Let Γ = {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} | ∆, and let T = A : swap(x, τ0, τ1) be
enabled in Γ. Then:

GA(Γ,T) = x ·
(
SX (x, r0, r1)Pτ1 − Pτ0

)
·
(

1− σA{τ0, τ1}
SΓ{τ0, τ1}

)
if A[σA ] ∈ Γ

GB(Γ,T) = −x ·
(
SX (x, r0, r1)Pτ1 − Pτ0

)
· σB{τ0, τ1}

SΓ{τ0, τ1}
if B[σB ] ∈ Γ, B 6= A

A direct consequence of Lemma 3.2 is that if A performs a swap between τ0 and τ1 and
she holds all the units of the minted token {τ0, τ1}, then her gain will be zero. Further, A
maximizes her gain when she has no minted tokens of type {τ0, τ1}. The lemma also implies
that if the user performing the swap has a positive gain, then all the users who hold units of
{τ0, τ1} will have a negative gain.

The following lemma states that a swap transaction on an AMM {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} has a
strictly positive gain if and only if the swap rate is strictly greater than the oracle exchange
rate between τ0 and τ1. This holds for any swap rate function, under the condition that the
user who performs the swap has no minted tokens of type {τ0, τ1}.

Lemma 3.3 (Swap rate vs. exchange rate). Let Γ = A[σ] | {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} | ∆ be such that
σ{τ0, τ1} = 0, and let T = A : swap(x, τ0, τ1) be enabled in Γ. Then:

GA(Γ,T) ◦ 0 ⇐⇒ SX (x, r0, r1) ◦X(τ0, τ1) for ◦ ∈ {<,=, >}

Example 3.4. Let Γ0 = A[70 : τ0, 70 : τ1] | B[30 : τ0, 10 : τ1] be the initial state of the
computation in Figure 1. Let Pτ0 = 5 and Pτ1 = 9. The users’ net worth in Γ0 and in the
final state Γ = A[82 : τ0, 47 : τ1, 10 : {τ0, τ1}] | B[0 : τ0, 27 : τ1] | {18 : τ0, 6 : τ1} is as follows:

WA(Γ0) = 70 · Pτ0 + 70 · Pτ1 = 980 WB(Γ0) = 30 · Pτ0 + 10 · Pτ1 = 240

WA(Γ) = 82 · Pτ0 + 47 · Pτ1 + 10 · PΓ{τ0, τ1} = 977 WB(Γ) = 27 · Pτ1 = 243

Note that A’s net worth of has decreased w.r.t. the initial state, while that of B has increased:
indeed, the gain of A upon the sequence of transactions λ is GA(Γ, λ) = 977− 980 = −3,
while that of B is GB(Γ, λ) = 243−240 = 3. One may think that B has been more successful
than A, but this depends on the users’ goals. Note, e.g., that A holds 10 units of the minted
token {τ0, τ1}, whose price may increase in the future. �
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4. Structural properties of AMMs

We now establish some structural properties of AMMs, which do not depend on the design
of the economic mechanisms, i.e. on the choice of the swap rate function. These structural
properties are the basis for AMM interactions that occur in the wild, and that cumulatively
give rise to complex emerging behaviours like arbitrage and MEV. Hence, establishing these
structural properties is a preliminary sanity check for our AMM model. We will provide
further support for the coherence between our model and actual AMMs by showing that
the above-mentioned complex behaviours are expressible in our model (see section 6 and
section 7).

First, we establish that the AMMs’ transition system is deterministic. This follows from
the fact that, given a state Γ and a transaction T, there is at most one applicable rule.
Note that determinism is a crucial property for blockchains, since it ensures that all the
nodes in the blockchain network are able to reconstruct a common state from a sequence of
transactions. Therefore, it makes sense that determinism holds also for our AMM model.

Lemma 4.1 (Determinism). If Γ
T−→ Γ′ and Γ

T−→ Γ′′, then Γ′ = Γ′′.

We can lift the statement to sequences of transactions by using a simple inductive
argument. The same applies to other single-step results in this section.

Lemma 4.2 ensures that the reserves in an AMM cannot be zeroed, and that the same
holds for the units of any minted token. Summing up, this ensures that the price of any
minted token is always defined and positive.

Lemma 4.2 (Non depletion). For all states Γ, if {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} ∈ Γ then:

(a) ri > 0, for i ∈ {0, 1};
(b) SΓ{τ0, τ1} > 0.

4.1. Preservation properties. Lemma 4.3 ensures that transactions preserve the supply
of atomic tokens. Minted tokens, instead, are preserved only by swap transactions, since
deposit and redeem transactions, respectively, create and destroy minted tokens. This fact
will be instrumental to prove the preservation of the net worth (see Lemma 4.5).

Lemma 4.3 (Preservation of token supply). Let Γ
T−→ Γ′. Then:

(a) for all τ ∈ T0, SΓτ = SΓ′τ
(b) if type(T) = swap, then for all τ ∈ T1, SΓτ = SΓ′τ

Lemma 4.4 states that deposit and redeem transactions preserve the reserves ratio in
AMMs, the redeem rate, and the price of minted tokens. These preservation properties will
be exploited later on to determine the solution to the arbitrage game after deposits and
redeems (see Theorems 6.8 and 6.10).

Lemma 4.4 (Preservation upon deposits/redeems). Let Γ
T−→ Γ′, with {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} ∈ Γ.

If type(T) ∈ {dep, rdm}, then:

(a) if {r′0 : τ0, r
′
1 : τ1} ∈ Γ′, then r1/r0 = r′1/r′0

(b) RX i
Γ(τ0, τ1) = RX i

Γ′(τ0, τ1), for i ∈ {0, 1}
(c) PΓ{τ0, τ1} = PΓ′{τ0, τ1}
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Lemma 4.5 ensures that transactions (of any type) preserve the global net worth, whereas
the net worth of individual users is preserved only by redeem and deposit transactions. A
direct consequence of this preservation result is that users can increase their net worth only
by performing swaps: Indeed, we will find in Theorem 6.3 that the solution of the arbitrage
game only contains swap transactions. Furthermore, if a user has a positive gain, then some
other user must have a loss.

Lemma 4.5 (Preservation of net worth). Let Γ
T−→ Γ′. Then:

(a) if type(T) 6= swap then, for all A: WA(Γ) = WA(Γ′)
(b) W (Γ) = W (Γ′)

The following lemma, which is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.5(a), supports the
definition of the price of minted tokens in Equation (3.1): indeed, computing the net worth
of a user A under that price definition corresponds to making A first redeem all her minted
tokens, and then summing the price of the resulting atomic tokens.

Lemma 4.6. Let Γ
λ−→ Γ′, where λ contains only rdm actions of A. If A[σ] ∈ Γ′ and

domσ ∩ T1 = ∅, then:

WA(Γ) =
∑

τ∈domσ

στ · Pτ

Example 4.7. Let Γ = A[82 : τ0, 47 : τ1, 10 : {τ0, τ1}] | {27 : τ0, 9 : τ1} | B[5 : {τ0, τ1}], and
let Pτ0 = 5 and Pτ1 = 9. We have that PΓ{τ0, τ1} = 14.4, and WA(Γ) = 977. Assume
that A performs a transaction from Γ to redeem all 10 units of {τ0, τ1} in her wallet. The
resulting state is Γ′ = A[100 : τ0, 53 : τ1] | {9 : τ0, 3 : τ1} | · · · . We compute A’s net worth in
Γ′ using the oracle token prices:

WA(Γ′) = 100 · Pτ0 + 53 · Pτ1 = 100 · 5 + 53 · 9 = 977

which is coherent with the net worth predicted by Lemma 4.6. �

4.2. Liquidity. Lemma 4.8 ensures that funds cannot be frozen in an AMM, i.e. that users
can always redeem arbitrary amounts of the tokens deposited in an AMM, as long as the
reserves are not zeroed. Note that, since {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} = {r1 : τ1, r0 : τ0}, the statement
also holds when swapping r0 with r1.

Lemma 4.8 (Liquidity). Let Γ be such that {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} ∈ Γ. Then, for all r′0 < r0, there

exist r′1 < r1, Γ′ and λ only containing rdm transactions such that Γ
λ−→ {r′0 : τ0, r

′
1 : τ1} | Γ′.

4.3. Reordering of transactions. In general, given two transactions T0 and T1 and a state
Γ, executing T0T1 or T1T0 from Γ yields different states. However, under some conditions it
is possible to invert the order of the two transactions, preserving the resulting state. This is
always the case, e.g., of two transactions which operate on disjoint sets of tokens. Lemma 4.9
establishes sufficient conditions for preserving the state upon reordering. Besides the case
cited before, this is always possible if both transactions are deposits, or if they are bot
redeems (case (a) of the statement). Note that, in these cases, the assumption that T0T1

is enabled in Γ implies that also T1T0 is such. This is no longer true when one of the two
transactions is a deposit and the other one is a redeem. For instance, if T1 redeems the
minted tokens obtained upon a deposit T0, then T1 may not be enabled in Γ because there
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are not enough minted tokens in the user’s wallet. Therefore, case (b) of the statement uses
the additional hypothesis that also T1T0 is enabled in Γ.

Lemma 4.9 (Reordering of transactions). Let Γ
T0T1−−−→ Γ01. Then:

(a) if tok(T0) ∩ tok(T1) = ∅ or type(T0) = type(T1) ∈ {dep, rdm}, then Γ
T1T0−−−→ Γ01;

(b) otherwise, if type(T0), type(T1) 6= swap and Γ
T1T0−−−→ Γ10, then Γ01 = Γ10.

As we shall see in section 6, it is actually desirable, and crucial for the economic
mechanism of AMMs, that swaps interfere with other transactions that trade the same token
type.

4.4. Additivity of deposit and redeem actions. Deposit and redeem actions satisfy an
additivity property: if a user performs two successive deposits (resp. redeems) on an AMM,
then the same result can be obtained through a single deposit (resp. redeem). Instead, swap
actions are not additive, in general: we will study sufficient conditions for the additivity of
swap actions in section 5 (see Theorem 5.6).

Theorem 4.10 (Additivity). Let Γ
T0−→ Γ0

T1−→ Γ1. Then:

(1) if T0 = A : dep(v0 : τ0, v1 :τ1) and T1 = A : dep(v′0 : τ0, v
′
1 :τ1), then:

Γ
A:dep(v0+v′0:τ0,v′1+v′1:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Γ1

(2) if T0 = A : rdm(v : τ) and T1 = A : rdm(v′ : τ), then:

Γ
A:rdm(v+v′:τ)−−−−−−−−−→ Γ1

4.5. Reversibility of deposit and redeem actions. The following theorem establishes
that deposit and redeem transactions are reversible: more precisely, the effect of a deposit
action can be reverted by a redeem action, and vice versa, the effect of a redeem action
can be reverted by a deposit action. The only exception is a deposit action that creates an
AMM, through the rule [Dep0]. Swap actions are not reversible, in general: we will study
sufficient conditions for their reversibility in section 5 (see Theorem 5.9).

Theorem 4.11 (Reversibility). Let Γ
T−→ Γ′, where type(T) ∈ {dep, rdm} and for all τ ∈ T1,

if SΓτ = 0 then SΓ′τ = 0. Then there exists T−1 such that Γ′
T−1

−−→ Γ.

In general, the study of reversible computation models, which dates back to [Ben73],
is an active area of research, which has led to a wide range of applications in software
systems [MSG+20]. In particular, the reversibility of AMM actions has useful consequences
on their behaviour. For instance, it guarantees that, starting from a “stable” state where
no arbitrage is possible, after any transaction it is possible to return to the stable state.
More in general, if the swap rate function satisfies the conditions of section 5 that ensure
the additivity and reversibility also for swap actions, then for any sequence of transactions:

Γ0
T1−→ Γ1

T2−→ · · ·Γn
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it is possible to fire another transaction and return to the state Γ0. Indeed, by additivity we
obtain that the effect of the sequence T1 · · ·Tn can be emulated by a single transaction T,
and then reversibility ensures that T can be reversed, i.e.:

Γ0
T−→ Γn

T−1

−−→ Γ0

5. The swap rate function

In the previous section we have established some key structural properties of deposit and
redeem actions, e.g. their additivity and reversibility. In general, these properties do not
hold for swap actions: it is easy to find swap rate functions SX ∈ R3

≥0 → R≥0 that make
these properties false. Throughout this section we introduce some general properties of swap
rate functions, and we discuss the properties they induce on the behaviour of AMMs. In
sections 5.6-5.8 we then discuss the properties enjoyed by the swap rate functions used in
some concrete AMM implementations. Coherently with these implementations, we assume
that a swap rate function is defined and non-negative for all x > 0, and that the internal
exchange rate (i.e., the limit of SX for x leading to 0, see (3.3)) is always defined.

5.1. Output-boundedness. Output boundedness guarantees that an AMM has always
enough output tokens τ1 to send to the user who performs a swap(x, τ0, τ1).

Definition 5.1 (Output-boundedness). A swap rate function SX is output-bounded when,
for all x, r0, r1 such that x ≥ 0 and r0, r1 > 0:

x · SX (x, r0, r1) < r1

The following lemma establishes sufficient conditions for a swap action to be enabled.

Lemma 5.2. Let T = A : swap(x, τ0, τ1), and let A[σ] ∈ Γ. If SΓ{τ0, τ1} > 0, σ(τ0) ≥ x
and SX is output-bounded, then T is enabled in Γ.

5.2. Monotonicity. Consider a transaction A : swap(x, τ0, τ1) on an AMM {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1}.
Without making any assumptions on the swap rate function, there is no relation between
the effect of this transaction and that of a swap where the parameters have been varied.
Monotonicity, instead, ensures that there exists a meaninful relation: the swap rate increases
if we decrease the input amount x or the reserves of τ0, and if we increase the reserves of
τ1. The intuition is that lower reserves of τ0 in the AMM make the x : τ0 paid by A more
“valuable” for the AMM, hence the AMM will output more units of τ1 for the same input
amount. Increasing the reserves of τ1 in the AMM (keeping those of τ0 unaltered) produces
the same effect. Monotonicity on x also ensures that the internal exchange rate of the AMM
is defined, for each token pair.

Definition 5.3 (Monotonicity). A swap rate function SX is monotonic when:

x′ ≤ x, r′0 ≤ r0, r1 ≤ r′1 =⇒ SX (x, r0, r1) ≤ SX (x′, r′0, r
′
1)

Further, SX is strictly monotonic when, for i ∈ {0, 1, 2} and Ci ∈ {<,≤}:
x′ C0 x, r

′
0 C1 r0, r1 C2 r

′
1 =⇒ SX (x, r0, r1) C3 SX (x′, r′0, r

′
1)
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where:

C3 =

{
≤ if Ci =≤ for i ∈ {0, 1, 2}
< otherwise

Note that strict monotonicity trivially implies monotonicity. The following lemma relates
monotonicity of the swap rate function with the gain of swap transactions, concretising the
intuition given before from the point of view of A’s gain.

Lemma 5.4. Let Γ = {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} | ∆ and Γ′ = {r′0 : τ0, r
′
1 : τ1} | ∆, with r′0 ≤ r0 and

r1 ≤ r′1, and let T = A : swap(x, τ0, τ1) be enabled in Γ and in Γ′. If SX is monotonic, then
GA(Γ,T) ≤ GA(Γ′,T).

5.3. Additivity. To extend the additivity property of Theorem 4.10 to swap actions, we
must require that the swap rate function is additive.

Definition 5.5 (Additivity). A swap rate function SX is additive when:

α = SX (x, r0, r1), β = SX (y, r0 + x, r1 − αx) =⇒ SX (x+ y, r0, r1) =
αx+ βy

x+ y

The idea here is that a user fires a swap transaction (say, T0) with input amount x in a
state Γ, and then in the state reached after firing T0, she fires another swap transaction
(say, T1) with input amount y on the same AMM. The definition of additivity requires that
the swap rate of a swap transaction with input amount x+ y in Γ is in a given relation with
the swap rates computed for T0 and T1 and with the input amounts x and y. Theorem 5.6
states that if this relation holds, then a single swap with input amount x+ y in Γ produces
exactly the same effect of performing first T0 and then T1. Then, Lemma 5.7 allows us to
compute the gain of this transaction as the sum of the gains of T0 and T1.

Theorem 5.6 (Additivity of swap). Let Γ
T0−→ Γ0

T1−→ Γ1, with Ti = A : swap(xi, τ0, τ1) for
i ∈ {0, 1}. If SX is additive, then:

Γ
A:swap(x0+x1,τ0,τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Γ1

Lemma 5.7 (Additivity of swap gain). Let T(x) = A : swap(x, τ0, τ1), and let Γ
T(x0)−−−→ Γ′.

If SX is output-bounded and additive, then:

GA(Γ,T(x0 + x1)) = GA(Γ,T(x0)) + GA(Γ′,T(x1))

5.4. Reversibility. The reversibility property in Theorem 4.11 states that the effect of
deposit and redeem transactions can be reverted. We now devise a property of swap rate
functions that give the same guarantee for swap transactions.

Definition 5.8 (Reversibility). A swap rate function SX is reversible when:

α = SX (x, r0, r1) =⇒ SX (αx, r1 − αx, r0 + x) =
1

α
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Consider now a state Γ = {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} | ∆, and let α = limx→0 SX (x, r0, r1) be the
internal exchange between τ0 and τ1 in Γ. If the swap rate function is reversible, then:

lim
x→0

SX (x, r1, r0) = lim
x→0

SX (αx, r1 − αx, r0 + x) = lim
x→0

1

α
=

1

α

from which we obtain:

XΓ(τ1, τ0) =
1

XΓ(τ0, τ1)
(5.1)

The intuition of Definition 5.8 is that, to reverse the effect of a swap transaction T that
pays x : τ0 to receive y : τ1, one must fire a swap transaction T−1 that pays y : τ1 to receive
x : τ0. Of course, this results in the same AMM state that we had before performing T.
Writing α for the swap rate SX (x, r0, r1), the [Swap] rule fixes y = αx. Hence, assuming that
in the initial state the AMM has reserves r0 : τ0 and r1 : τ1, after performing T its reserves
will be r0 + x : τ0 and r1 − αx : τ1. In this state, requiring that the swap rate for an input
of y : τ1 is 1

α (as done by Definition 5.8) implies that the AMM outputs x : τ0, reverting the
reserves of the AMM to the initial values.

The following theorem formalises the intuition above, establishing that, when the swap
rate function is reversible, swap transactions are reversible. Together with Theorem 4.11, all
the AMM actions are reversible under this hypothesis.

Theorem 5.9 (Reversibility of swap). Let T = A : swap(x, τ0, τ1), and let Γ
T−→ Γ′. If SX

is reversible, then there exists T−1 such that Γ′
T−1

−−→ Γ.

Lemma 5.10 allows us to compute the gain of the reverse transaction T−1 in the state
reached after performing T as a function of the gain of T. As expected by preservation of
the global net worth, the gain of T−1 is the opposite of that of T.

Lemma 5.10. Let T = A : swap(x, τ0, τ1), and let Γ
T−→ Γ′. If SX is reversible, then

GA(Γ,T) = −GA(Γ′,T−1).

5.5. Homogeneity. A swap rate function is homogeneous when the swap rate is not affected
by a linear scaling of the three parameters. Homogeneity is useful to relate the swap rate
before and after deposit or redeem transactions, since their effect is a linear scaling of the
AMM reserves. Lemma 5.12 establishes one the the landmark properties of AMMs we have
anticipated in section 2: when the swap rate function is homogeneous, deposits and redeems
do not affect the internal swap rate.

Definition 5.11 (Homogeneity). A swap rate function SX is homogeneous when, for a > 0:

SX (ax, ar0, ar1) = SX (x, r0, r1)

Lemma 5.12 (Preservation of internal exchange rate upon deposits/redeems). Let Γ
T−→ Γ′,

where tok(T) = {τ0, τ1} and type(T) ∈ {dep, rdm}. If SX is homogeneous, then:

XΓ(τ0, τ1) = XΓ′(τ0, τ1)

The following lemma shows that deposits increase swap rates, whilst redeems have the
opposite effect. Dually, deposits decrease the slippage, while redeems increase it. In section 6
we will exploit this fact to show that deposits incentivize swaps, while redeems disincentivize
them (see Theorems 6.6 and 6.9).
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Lemma 5.13. Let Γ
T−→ Γ′, where {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} ∈ Γ, {r′0 : τ0, r

′
1 : τ1} ∈ Γ′ and tok(T) =

{τ0, τ1}. If SX is homogeneous and strictly monotonic, then for all x > 0:

(a) type(T) = dep =⇒ SX (x, r0, r1) < SX (x, r′0, r
′
1) and ∆XΓ(x, τ0, τ1) > ∆XΓ′(x, τ0, τ1)

(b) type(T) = rdm =⇒ SX (x, r0, r1) > SX (x, r′0, r
′
1) and ∆XΓ(x, τ0, τ1) < ∆XΓ′(x, τ0, τ1)

It is easy to find swap rate functions that violate the properties discussed before:
for instance SX (x, r0, r1) = 1/x violates output-boundedness, additivity, reversibility and
homogeneity. In the rest of the section we discuss some notable swap rate functions, used in
actual AMM implementations, showing that they satisfy most of our properties.

5.6. Constant sum swap rate. The constant sum function mandates the sum of the token
reserves in an AMM to remain constant, i.e. r0 + r1 = k, where the constant k is fixed upon
the first deposit in the AMM.

Theorem 5.14 (Constant sum swap rate). The constant sum swap rate function:

SX (x, r0, r1) = 1

is monotonic, reversible, additive, and homogeneous. Furthermore, its internal swap rate
and its slippage are given by:

XΓ(τ0, τ1) = 1 ∆XΓ(x, τ0, τ1) = 0

Note that the constant sum function is not output-bounded, since the output amount
may exceed the reserves of the output token. A positive aspect of constant sum AMMs is
that they do not suffer from slippage. With constant sum AMMs, the internal exchange rate
is always 1, and so there is zero slippage (see Equations (3.3) and (3.4)). A negative aspect
is that constant sum AMMs do not allow the token reserves to grow unboundedly: indeed,
the bound is fixed with the first deposit. This makes constant sum AMMs unsuitable for
scenarios where one wants the liquidity of the AMM to increase over time, and to incentivise
users to deposit through minted tokens. When the oracle and internal exchange rates are not
aligned (i.e., when the prices of the two tokens are different), then rational users will drain
the reserves of the most expensive token type held by the AMM. Despite these drawbacks,
the constant sum swap rate is suitable situations where the two token types in the AMM are
supposed to be equally prices, like for stablecoins. This is the case e.g. for mStable [mSt20].

5.7. Constant product swap rate. The constant product swap rate function (introduced
before in Definition 2.1) enjoys all the properties discussed previously in this section.4

Theorem 5.15 (Constant product). The constant product swap rate function is output-
bounded, strictly monotonic, reversible, additive, and homogeneous. Furthermore, its internal
swap rate and its slippage are given by:

XΓ(τ0, τ1) =
r1

r0
∆XΓ(x, τ0, τ1) =

x

r0

Compared to the constant sum swap rate, a point in favour of the constant product is
output-boundedness, which allows users to add unbounded liquidity to the AMM. A point
against is slippage, which grows linearly with the amount of the input token. Therefore,
when the internal exchange rate is aligned with the oracle’s, users are disincentivised from

4The existence of other classes of swap rate functions enjoying all the six properties is an open question.
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performing large swaps. The most prominent AMM platform adopting the constant product
is Uniswap v2 [uni21]. Curve [cur20] uses a hybrid swap rate function, which approximates
a constant sum for an interval of input values x, and behaves as a constant product outside
the interval. In this way, it achieves a small slippage within the interval, at the same time
allowing unbounded liquidity thanks to output-boundedness.

5.8. Constant mean swap rate. The constant mean swap rate function generalises the
constant product by associating weights w0, w1 ∈ R>0 to the token types held by the AMM,
so to preserve the following equality:

rw0
0 rw1

1 = (r0 + x)w0(r1 + y)w1 where y = x · SX (x, r0, r1)

The following theorem shows that the constant mean function enjoys most of the
properties of the constant product, except reversibility.

Theorem 5.16 (Constant mean swap rate). The constant mean swap rate function:

SX (x, r0, r1) =
r1

x

(
1−

( r0

r0 + x

)w0
w1

)

is output-bounded, monotonic, additive, and homogeneous. Furthermore, its internal swap
rate and its slippage are given by:

XΓ(τ0, τ1) =
r1w0

r0w1
∆XΓ(x, τ0, τ1) =

xw0

r0w1

(
1−

(
r0

r0+x

)w0
w1

) − 1

The most prominent AMM plaform using the constant mean swap rate is Balancer [bal19].
Users fix the weights w0, w1 of token types when an AMM is created; once fixed, these
weights cannot be changed. The constant product swap rate can be seen as the special case
of the constant mean where the two weights are equal.

6. The economic mechanism of AMMs

AMMs can be seen as games where users compete to increase their net worth. We now study
the incentive mechanisms of AMMs from a game-theoretic perspective.

6.1. Arbitrage. The arbitrage game is a single-player, single-round game, where the
player can perform a single move on a given AMM pair τ0, τ1 in order to maximize her
gain. The initial game states have the form Γ0 = A[σ] | {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} | ∆, where A is the
player; the moves of A are all the possible transactions that can be fired by A (we also
consider doing nothing as a possible move). More formally, a move is a sequence λ such
that either λ = ε (the empty sequence), or λ = T with wal(T) = A. The goal of A is to
maximize her gain GA(Γ0, λ) on the AMM pair τ0, τ1. A solution to the game is a move λ
that satisfies such goal. We study the arbitrage game under the assumption that A holds
no minted tokens {τ0, τ1}. In this way, by Lemma 3.2, A’s gain only depends on the input
amount of A’s swap, on the reserves of τ0 and τ1 in the AMM, and on their prices. In
practice, AMM users are logically partitioned in two groups, e.g. liquidity providers (who
perform deposits and redeems) and traders (who perform swaps), so basically here we are
considering the arbitrage game from the traders’ point of view. We further assume that A’s
balance is enough to allow A to perform the optimal swap. This is a common assumption
in formulations of the arbitrage game: in practice, this can be achieved by borrowing the
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needed amount of the input token from a lending pool via a flash-loan [QZLG21,WWL+20].
Theorem 6.3 shows that a rational agent is incentivized to perform a swap to realign the
internal and the oracle’s exchange rate. The optimal solution to the arbitrage game can be
approximated by multiple users who swap smaller amounts than the optimal one.

Before devising a solution to the arbitrage game, we examine the potential candidates
for the solution. Observe that doing nothing (i.e., λ = ε) has clearly zero gain, as well as
depositing or redeeming, as established by Lemma 4.5. Hence, if one of such moves is a
solution, so are the other two: without loss of generality, we assume that A’s move will be
λ = ε when there is no strategy which allows A to increase her gain.

We first show in Lemma 6.2 that, if a swap with input τ0 and output τ1 has a positive
gain, then a swap with input τ1 and output τ0 will have a negative gain, whatever input
amount is chosen. This holds whenever the swap rate function is monotonic and reversible.
Lemma 6.1 is instrumental to prove Lemma 6.2, as it finds the needed relation between the
swap rate function and the exchange rate. Passing from this relation to the gain of the swap
transaction is obtained by means of Lemma 3.3.

Lemma 6.1. If SX is strictly monotonic and reversible, then for all x > 0:

SX (x, r0, r1) ≥ X(τ0, τ1) =⇒ ∀y > 0. SX (y, r1, r0) < X(τ1, τ0)

Lemma 6.2 (Unique direction for swap gain). Let Γ = A[σ] | {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} | ∆ be such
that σ{τ0, τ1} = 0, and let Td(x) = A : swap(x, τd, τ1−d), for x > 0 and d ∈ {0, 1}. If SX is
output-bounded, strictly monotonic and reversible, then for all y > 0 such that στ1−d ≥ y:

GA(Γ,Td(x)) > 0 =⇒ GA(Γ,T1−d(y)) < 0

Theorem 6.3 devises a general solution to the arbitrage game, determining the swap
transaction that maximizes A’s gain. This is the transaction A : swap(x0, τ0, τ1) such that,
in the state Γ′ reached after performing it from the initial state, the internal exchange rate
between τ0 and τ1 is aligned to the oracle’s exchange rate. By Lemma 3.3, no move from
Γ′ can increase A’s gain, i.e. the solution for the arbitrage game in Γ′ is to do nothing.
Lemma 6.2 guarantees that swaps in the other direction are not solutions, since they decrease
A’s gain. Note that if the internal exchange rate is already aligned to the oracle’s, or if A
has not enough balance to perform the optimal swap, then the solution to the arbitrage
problem is to do nothing.

Theorem 6.3 (Arbitrage). Let Γ = A[σ] | {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} | ∆ be such that σ{τ0, τ1} = 0.
For all x > 0, let T(x) = A : swap(x, τ0, τ1). Let x0 be such that:

XΓ′(τ0, τ1) = X(τ0, τ1) where Γ
T(x0)−−−→ Γ′ (6.1)

If SX is output-bounded, strictly monotonic, additive and reversible, then:

∀x 6= x0 : GA(Γ,T(x0)) > GA(Γ,T(x))

Furthermore, if an x0 satisfying Equation (6.1) exists, it is unique.

An implicit desideratum on these solutions is that, given a specific instance of the swap
rate function, they are efficiently computable: this is the case, e.g., for the constant product,
for which Lemma 6.4 finds a closed formula for the arbitrage solution.

Lemma 6.4 (Arbitrage and constant product). Let Γ = A[σ] | {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1}, and let:

x0 =

√
Pτ1

Pτ0
r0r1 − r0 (6.2)
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If SX is the constant product swap rate and x0 > 0, then A : swap(x0, τ0, τ1) is the solution
to the arbitrage game in Γ.

Example 6.5. Consider an initial state Γ = A[σ] | {18 : τ0, 6 : τ1} | ∆. Assuming the
constant product swap rate, and Pτ0 = 3, Pτ1 = 4, we have that:

XΓ(τ0, τ1) = 6/18 < 3/4 = X(τ0, τ1)

XΓ(τ1, τ0) = 18/6 > 4/3 = X(τ1, τ0)

By Theorem 6.3 it follows that the solution to the arbitrage game is T(x) = A : swap(x, τ1, τ0),
for suitable x. By Lemma 6.4, we find that the optimal input value is:

x1 =

√
3

4
· 18 · 6− 6 = 3

and the corresponding output value is x1 · SX (x1, 6, 18) = 6. We then obtain:

Γ
T(x1)−−−→ Γ′ = A[σ − 3 : τ1 + 6 : τ0] | {12 : τ0, 9 : τ1}

This action maximizes A’s gain GA(Γ,T(x1)) = WA(Γ′)−WA(Γ) = 6Pτ0 − 3Pτ1 = 6. Any
other action would result in a lower gain for A. Note that the internal exchange rate in Γ′ is
aligned to the oracle’s: XΓ′(τ0, τ1) = 9/12 = 3/4 = X(τ0, τ1). �

6.2. Swaps after deposits. We show in Theorem 6.6 that deposits incentivise swaps.
Namely, if a user B performs a deposit on an AMM for the token pair τ0, τ1, and then a
different user A performs a swap in the resulting state, then A’s gain is increased w.r.t. the
gain that she would have obtained by performing the same transaction before B’s deposit.
The intuition is that larger amounts of tokens in an AMM provide decrease the slippage,
therefore attracting users interested in swaps.

Theorem 6.6 (Swap after deposit). Let Tswap and Tdep be two transactions such that
wal(Tswap) = A 6= wal(Tdep) and, for ` ∈ {swap, dep}, type(T`) = ` and tok(T`) = {τ0, τ1}.
Let Γ be such that both Tswap and TdepTswap are enabled in Γ. If the swap rate function is
homogeneous and strictly monotonic, then:

GA(Γ,TdepTswap) > GA(Γ,Tswap)

Example 6.7. Let Γ = A[5 : τ0] | {5 : τ0, 10 : τ1} | ∆, let Tdep = B : dep(40 : τ0, 80 :τ1), and
let Tswap = A : swap(5, τ0, τ1). Assuming the constant product swap rate, we have that:

Γ
Tswap−−−→ Γs = A[5 : τ1] | {10 : τ0, 5 : τ1} | ∆

Γ
Tdep−−→ Γd = A[5 : τ0] | {45 : τ0, 90 : τ1} | ∆′

Tswap−−−→ Γds = A[9 : τ1] | {50 : τ0, 81 : τ1} | ∆′

Now, assuming Pτ0 = 1 and Pτ1 = 1, we have the following gains for A:

GA(Γ,TdepTswap) = 4 > 0 = GA(Γ,Tswap)

as correctly predicted by Theorem 6.6. Note that in the state Γ before the deposit, A has
zero gain from her swap, while the same transaction has a positive gain after the deposit. �

Theorem 6.8 finds the solution of the arbitrage game after a deposit of another user.
More precisely, let λ be the solution in Γ, and let λ′ be the solution in the state Γ′ reached
after a deposit. If λ is empty, then also λ′ is such. If λ is a swap with input τ0 and output
τ1, then also λ′ is such (but for the input amount).
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Theorem 6.8 (Arbitrage after deposit). Let Γ = A[σ] | {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} | ∆, and let:

Γ
B:dep(v0:τ0,v1:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−→ Γd where Γd = A[σ′] | {r′0 : τ0, r

′
1 : τ1} | ∆′ and B 6= A

Let λ and λd be the solutions of the arbitrage game in Γ and in Γd, respectively. If SX is
output-bounded, strictly monotonic, additive, reversible, and homogeneous, then:

(1) if λ = A : swap(x, τ0, τ1), then

λd = A : swap(ax, τ0, τ1) GA(Γd, λd) = aGA(Γ, λ) where a =
r1 + v1

r1

(2) if λ = ε, then λd = ε.

6.3. Swaps after redeems. We now study swaps and arbitrage after redeems. Conversely
to what we have shown before in Theorem 6.6, we find that redeems disincentivise swaps
(Theorem 6.9). Similarly to Theorem 6.8, if the solution to the arbitrage game in a state
Γ is a swap, then after a redeem in Γ the solution is still a swap which only differs in the
input amount (Theorem 6.10).

Theorem 6.9 (Swap after redeem). Let Tswap and Trdm be two transactions such that
wal(Tswap) = A 6= wal(Trdm) and, for ` ∈ {swap, rdm}, type(T`) = ` and tok(T`) = {τ0, τ1}.
Let Γ be such that both Tswap and TrdmTswap are enabled in Γ. If the swap rate function is
homogeneous and strictly monotonic, then:

GA(Γ,TrdmTswap) < GA(Γ,Tswap)

Theorem 6.10 (Arbitrage after redeem). Let Γ = A[σ] | {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} | ∆, and let:

Γ
B:rdm(v:{τ0,τ1})−−−−−−−−−−→ Γd where Γd = A[σ′] | {r′0 : τ0, r

′
1 : τ1} | ∆′ and B 6= A

Let λ and λd be the solutions of the arbitrage game in Γ and in Γd, respectively. If SX is
output-bounded, strictly monotonic, additive, reversible, and homogeneous, then:

(1) if λ = A : swap(x, τ0, τ1), then

λd = A : swap(ax, τ0, τ1) GA(Γd, λd) = aGA(Γ, λ) where a = 1− v

SΓ{τ0, τ1}
(2) if λ = ε, then λd = ε.

7. Maximal extractable value

Maximal Extractable Value (MEV) refers to a class of attacks to smart contracts where
miners/validators exploit their power to reorder, drop or insert transactions in a block to
“extract” value from the mempool (i.e., the set of transactions sent to the blockchain network,
but not appearing yet in a block). Empirical research has shown that AMMs are routinely
targeted by MEV attacks [DGK+20,QZG21,ZQC+21,ZQT+21], and indeed recent versions of
the Ethereum protocol implementation include a MEV extraction mechanism [mev22]. This
has negative effects on AMM users, as well as on transaction fees and network congestion.

We show that our AMM model makes it possible to faithfully express MEV attacks.
Consider a constant product AMM for two token types τ0, τ1 with the same price, e.g.
Pτ0 = Pτ1 = 1, and consider a state:

Γ = M[· · ·] | A[50 : τ0] | {10 : τ0, 10 : τ1} | · · ·
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where we use A to impersonate a honest user, and M for a miner, acting as an adversary.
By Lemma 3.3 we know that the AMM is in equilibrium in Γ, because, for each x > 0:

SX (x, 10, 10) =
10

10 + x
< 1 = X(τ0, τ1)

Therefore, neither a miner nor any other user can increase their net worth in Γ.
Assume now that A sends the transaction TA = A : swap(50, τ0, τ1) to the blockchain

network. Before being included in a block, TA is added to the mempool, from where miners
gather transactions to construct blocks. Any miner owning enough token units can increase
their gain by firing A’s transaction within a sandwich of M’s swaps. For instance, assume
that M’s wallet is M[40 : τ0, 1 : τ1]. Then M can construct a block:

λ = M : swap(40, τ0, τ1) TA M : swap(9, τ1, τ0)

We have that Γ
λ−→ Γ′, where:

Γ
M:swap(40,τ0,τ1)−−−−−−−−−−→ M[0 : τ0, 9 : τ1] | A[50 : τ0] | {50 : τ0, 2 : τ1} | · · ·
A:swap(50,τ0,τ1)−−−−−−−−−−→ M[0 : τ0, 9 : τ1] | A[0 : τ0, 1 : τ1] | {100 : τ0, 1 : τ1} | · · ·
M:swap(9,τ1,τ0)−−−−−−−−−−→ M[90 : τ0, 0 : τ1] | A[0 : τ0, 1 : τ1] | {10 : τ0, 10 : τ1} | · · · = Γ′

This results in a positive gain for M, since:

GM(Γ, λ) = WM(Γ′)−WM(Γ) = 90 · Pτ0 − (40 · Pτ0 + 1 · Pτ1) = 49

GA(Γ, λ) = WA(Γ′)−WA(Γ) = 1 · Pτ1 − 50 · Pτ0 = −49

Summing up, M has managed to extract value from A’s transaction in the mempool,
improving her gain to the detriment of A’s net worth.

The mechanism of guarded transactions, which allows users to specify a lower bound to
the amount of tokens outputted upon a swap (see section 8), is a partial countermeasure
against MEV attacks. For instance, in the scenario above A could have sent a guarded
transaction T′A = A : swap(50 : τ0, 8.3 : τ1), which would have ensured A to receive at
least 8.3 : τ1 upon the swap. This would have neutralised the sandwich attack described
before, since after the first M’s transaction, T′A is no longer valid. Even though guarded
transactions mitigate the issue of not knowing the state where one’s transaction will be fired,
they are not a complete defence against MEV attacks. Indeed, in [BCL22] it is shown that
adversaries can craft sandwiches that extract value from any non-empty mempool of swap
and dep (guarded) transactions. Further analyses the effect of MEV on constant-function
AMMs are developed in [KDC22]. Several approaches to prevent MEV attacks are discussed
in [HW22,ByCD+21].

8. Variants of the basic model

Our AMM model abstracts from implementation-specific features, and from the features
that are orthogonal to the core functionality of AMMs (e.g., governance). We discuss below
some extensions and variants of our model to make it closer to actual implementations, and
their impact on our theory.
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8.1. Fees. In actual AMM implementations, the swap rate — and consequently, the seman-
tics of [Swap] actions — also depends on a trading fee 1− φ. For instance, incorporating this
fee in the constant product swap rate function is usually done as follows:

SX φ(x, r0, r1) =
φ r1

r0 + φx
where φ ∈ [0, 1]

In this case, when the trading fee is zero (i.e., φ = 1), the swap rate preserves the product
between AMM reserves; a higher fee, instead, results in reduced amounts of output tokens
received from swap actions. Intuitively, the AMM retains a portion of the swapped amounts,
but the overall reserves are still distributed among all minted tokens, thereby increasing the
redeem rate of minted tokens. The structural properties in section 4 are not affected by
swap fees.

8.2. Price updates. An underlying assumption of our model is that the price of atomic
tokens is constant, and consequently that exchange rates are stable. In the wild, prices and
exchange rates can vary over time, possibly making the net worth of users holding minted
tokens decrease — a phenomenon commonly referred to as impermanent loss [imp20].

Introducing price updates in our AMM model is straightforward: it suffices to extend
states Γ with price oracles, parameterize with Γ the exchange rate X, and extend the
AMM semantics with a rule to non-deterministically update token prices. Most of the
structural properties in section 4 would not be affected by this extension: the exceptions
are determinism (Lemma 4.1) and net worth preservation (Lemma 4.5(b), while part (a)
would still be true for deposits and redeems). Technically, also the properties about swaps
and incentives in section 5 and section 6 are preserved, although this happens because most
of these properties assume sequences of deposits, redeems and swaps. If we allow these
actions to be interleaved with price updates, some properties no longer hold: notably, the
optimality of the solution λ to the arbitrage problem (Theorem 6.3) is lost if λ is front-run
by a price update that alters the exchange rates, since this affects the condition provided by
Theorem 6.3.

In practice, the assumption of constant exchange rates assumed by Theorem 6.3 may
hold in the case of exchanges between stable coins [mak20]. Here, arbitrage ensures the
alignment between swap rates and exchange rates, so users are hence incentivized to provide
liquidity to AMMs, as the redeem rate is likely to increase over time.

8.3. Guarded transactions. The semantics of AMMs in section 2 defines how the state
evolves upon transactions. In practice, when a user emits a transaction, she cannot predict
the exact state in which it will be actually committed. This may lead to unexpected or
unwanted behaviours. For instance, the gain of a swap transaction sent by A may be
reduced if the transaction is front-run by a redeem transaction sent by B, as established by
Theorem 6.9. The problem here is that redeems decrease the swap rate (by Lemma 5.13),
and consequently the amount of output tokens received by A. As a partial countermeasure
to this issue, Uniswap allows users to specify a lower bound ymin to the amount of received
tokens. In our model, we could formalise this behaviour by amending the [Swap] rule as
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follows:
στ0 ≥ x > 0 y = x · SX (x, r0, r1) ymin ≤ y < r1

A[σ] | {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} | Γ
A:swap(x:τ0,ymin:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

A[σ − x : τ0 + y : τ1] | {r0 + x : τ0, r1 − y : τ1} | Γ

[Swap]

Similar countermeasures apply to [Rdm] and [Dep] rules. For redeems, the user can enforce
lower bounds vmin

0 , vmin
1 on the amount of received tokens τ0, τ1 as follows:

σ{τ0, τ1} ≥ v > 0 v < SΓ{τ0, τ1} vi = v · RX i
Γ(τ0, τ1) vmin

i ≤ vi
Γ = A[σ] | {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} | Γ′

A:rdm(v:{τ0,τ1},vmin
0 :τ0,vmin

1 :τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
A[σ + v0 : τ0 + v1 : τ1 − v : {τ0, τ1}] | {r0 − v0 : τ0, r1 − v1 : τ1} | Γ′

[Rdm]

Amending the [Dep] rule is more complex, since here we must define ranges for the deposited
amounts v0, v1, and we must preserve the ratio between the AMM reserves. A possible way
to achieve this behaviour is the following rule:

στi ≥ vi > 0 v = vi
RX i

Γ (τ0,τ1)
(v0, v1) =

{
(vmax

0 , vmax
0 · r1r0 ) if vmin

1 ≤ vmax
0 · r1r0 ≤ v

max
1

(vmax
1 · r0r1 , v

max
1 ) if vmin

0 ≤ vmax
1 · r0r1 ≤ v

max
0

Γ = A[σ] | {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} | Γ′
A:dep(vmin

0 ,vmax
0 :τ0,vmin

1 ,vmax
1 :τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

A[σ − v0 : τ0 − v1 : τ1 + v : {τ0, τ1}] | {r0 + v0 : τ0, r1 + v1 : τ1} | Γ′

[Dep]

These amendments, which are coherent with Uniswap implementation [uni21], preserve
all the properties, both structural and economic, established in the previous sections, modulo
a restatement of the properties which have transactions in their hypotheses. For instance, in
Theorem 6.8, the scaling factor a will be computed on the actual deposited value, rather
than on the parameter of the transaction. Note that, although the new rules can disable
some transactions which were enabled with the rules in section 2, this does not affect the
transactions reordering result (Lemma 4.9).

8.4. Other variants. There are further differences between our model and the existing
AMM platforms, that could be accounted for in extensions of our model. Uniswap implements
flash-loans as part of the swap actions: namely, the user can optionally borrow available
pair funds [uni20a] whilst returning these within the same atomic group of actions. Further,
Uniswap implements an exchange rate oracle, allowing smart contracts to interpret (averages
of) recent swap rates as exchange rates [uni20b]. Balancer [bal19] extends token pairs to
token tuples : a user can swap any two non-coinciding sets of supported tokens, such that the
swap rate is maintained. In all AMM implementations, token balances are represented as
integers: consequently, they are subject to rounding errors [rva18]. AMM platforms frequently
implement a governance logic, which allow “governance token” holders to coordinate changes
to AMM fee-rates or swap rate parameters.

9. Conclusions

We have proposed a theory of AMMs, which encompasses and generalizes the main functional
and economic aspects of the mainstream AMM implementations, providing solid grounds
for the design of future AMMs.
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The core of our theory is a formal model of AMMs (section 2), based on a thorough
inspection of leading AMM implementations like Uniswap [uni21], Curve [cur21b], and
Balancer [bal19]. An original aspect of our model is that it is parametric with respect to
the key economic mechanism — the swap rate function — that algorithmically determines
exchange rates between tokens. Our model features an executable semantics, which can
support future implementations and analysis tools; an open-source implementation of our
semantics is available as a companion of this paper.

Building upon our model, we prove a set of properties characterizing both structural
(section 4) and economic (section 3, section 6) aspects of AMMs. Structural properties
include, e.g., that value cannot be created or destroyed (Lemma 4.5), that tokens cannot be
frozen within an AMM (Lemma 4.8) and that some sequences of transactions can be reordered
without affecting their semantics (Lemma 4.9). Concerning the economic properties, we
address the arbitrage problem, the main game-theoretic foundation behind the economic
incentives of AMMs. Theorem 6.3 provides sufficient conditions for the existence of solutions,
and links the solutions to the expected relation between internal exchange rate and oracle’s
exchange rate. We show that deposits incentivize swaps, while redeems have the opposite
effect. With respect to previous works, which focus on specific economic mechanisms, all
our results are parametric with respect to the swap rate function. We identify indeed, for
each property, a set of conditions on swap rate functions that are sufficient for the property
to hold (section 5).

AMM platforms like Uniswap [uni21] and Curve [Ego19] have overtaken centralized
cryptocurrency markets in size and usage. On the one hand, a better understanding of
AMM design in cases where AMMs host the majority of the token’s global swap volume is
critical [AEC20]. On the other hand, the growth of AMMs is making them more attractive
for malicious users, even if it is difficult to exactly quantify the effect of attacks.

This paper, together with our work on formalizing another DeFi archetype called
lending pool [BCL21a], is the first step towards a general theory of DeFi [BCL21c]. We
believe that a general theory encompassing interactions between different DeFi archetypes is
crucial to be able to reason about their structural, economic and security aspects, as typical
DeFi applications operate within a wider ecosystem, composed by a set of collaborating or
competing agents, which interact through possibly separate execution environments.
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Appendix A. Proofs for Section 3

Proof of Lemma 3.2. Let Γ and T be as in the hypotheses, let Γ
T−→ Γ′, and let

y = x · SX (x, r0, r1). By definition of gain (Equation 3.6), we have that:

GA(Γ,T) = WA(Γ′)−WA(Γ)

By definition of net worth (Equation 3.5), we have that:

WA(Γ) = σA(τ0) · Pτ0 + σA(τ1) · Pτ1

+ σA{τ0, τ1} ·
r0 · Pτ0 + r1 · Pτ1

SΓ{τ0, τ1}
+
∑

τ 6∈{τ0,τ1,{τ0,τ1}} σA(τ) · PΓτ

WA(Γ′) = (σA(τ0)− x) · Pτ0 + (σA(τ1) + y) · Pτ1

+ σA{τ0, τ1} ·
(r0 + x) · Pτ0 + (r1 − y) · Pτ1

SΓ′{τ0, τ1}
+
∑

τ 6∈{τ0,τ1,{τ0,τ1}} σA(τ) · PΓ′τ

Since SΓ{τ0, τ1} = SΓ′{τ0, τ1} and PΓτ = PΓ′τ for all τ 6= {τ0, τ1}:

WA(Γ′)−WA(Γ) = y · Pτ1 − x · Pτ0 + σA{τ0, τ1}
x · Pτ0 − y · Pτ1

SΓ{τ0, τ1}

=
(
y · Pτ1 − x · Pτ0

)(
1− σA{τ0, τ1}

SΓ{τ0, τ1}
)

= x ·
(
SX (x, r0, r1)Pτ1 − Pτ0

)(
1− σA{τ0, τ1}

SΓ{τ0, τ1}
)

Using similar calculations, for B 6= A, we obtain:

GB(Γ,T) = σB{τ0, τ1}
x · Pτ0 − y · Pτ1

SΓ{τ0, τ1}

Proof of Lemma 3.3. Let y = x · SX (x, r0, r1). Since σ{τ0, τ1} = 0, by Lemma 3.2 we
have that:

GA(Γ,T) ◦ 0 ⇐⇒ y Pτ1 − x Pτ0 ◦ 0

⇐⇒ y

x
◦ Pτ0

Pτ1

⇐⇒ SX (x, r0, r1) ◦X(τ0, τ1)

Appendix B. Proofs for Section 4

Proof of Lemma 4.1. Straightforward inspection of the rules [Dep0], [Dep], [Rdm], [Swap]

in section 2.
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Proof of Lemma 4.2. For item (a), we proceed by induction on the length of a computation
Γ0 −→∗ Γ, where Γ0 is initial. The base case (computation of zero steps) is trivial, since
initial states does not contain AMMs. For the inductive case, note that rule [Dep0] requires
that the initial reserves of an AMM are strictly greater than zero. The rules that decrease
the token reserves in AMMs, i.e. [Rdm] and [Swap], have premises that ensure that the reserves
cannot be zeroed.

For item (b), we proceed by induction on the length of a computation Γ0 −→∗ Γ, where
Γ0 is initial. The base case is trivial, since initial states do not contain AMMs. For the
inductive case, we assume that Γ satisfies the property, and we prove that it is preserved
by a transition Γ −→ Γ′. Assume that Γ′ contains an AMM {r′0 : τ0, r

′
1 : τ1}. By item ((a)),

r′0 > 0 and r′1 > 0. There are the following cases, depending on the rule used to infer Γ −→ Γ′:

• [Dep0], [Dep]. Trivial, because deposits can only increase the supply of minted tokens.
• [Swap]. Trivial, because swap actions do not affect the supply of minted tokens.
• [Rdm]. Assume that {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} ∈ Γ. By contradiction, suppose that the [Rdm] action

burns all the supply of the minted token, i.e. it burns v = SΓ{τ0, τ1} units. The rule
premise requires v > 0, and it implies:

r′0 = r0 − v
r0

SΓ{τ0, τ1}
= 0 r′1 = r1 − v

r1

SΓ{τ0, τ1}
= 0

Therefore, we would have r′0 = r′1 = 0 — contradiction.

Proof of Lemma 4.3. By cases on the rule used in the transition Γ
T−→ Γ′. It is straight-

forward to check that, in all the rules, the changes applied to atomic tokens cancel out.
Further, the [Swap] rule does not affect the supply of minted tokens.

Proof of Lemma 4.4. Let Γ
T−→ Γ′, where {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} ∈ Γ and {r′0 : τ0, r

′
1 : τ ′1} ∈ Γ′.

If T = A : dep(v0 : τ0, v1 :τ1), then by the [Dep] rule it must be r′i = ri + vi for i ∈ {0, 1}.
Furthermore, by the premises of [Dep], we obtain:

r1v0 = r1v · RX 0
Γ(τ0, τ1) = v · r0r1

SΓ{τ0, τ1}
= r0v · RX 1

Γ(τ0, τ1) = r0v1

Therefore:

r1 + v1

r0 + v0
=

( r0v1
v0

) + v1

r0 + v0
=

r0v1 + v0v1

(r0 + v0)v0
=

(r0 + v0)v1

(r0 + v0)v0
=

v1

v0
=

r1

r0
(B.1)

If T = A : rdm(v : {τ0, τ1}), then by rule [Rdm] it must be, for i ∈ {0, 1}:

r′i = ri − vi = ri − vRX i
Γ(τ0, τ1) = ri − v

ri
SΓ{τ0, τ1}

Therefore, since SΓ{τ0, τ1} = SΓ′{τ0, τ1}+ v:

r1 − v1

r0 − v0
=

r1 − v r1
SΓ{τ0,τ1}

r0 − v r0
SΓ{τ0,τ1}

=
r1(SΓ′{τ0, τ1}+ v)− vr1

r0(SΓ′{τ0, τ1}+ v)− vr0
=

r1

r0
(B.2)

Summing up, (B.1) and (B.2) give item (a).
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For item (b), if T = A : dep(v0 : τ0, v1 :τ1), then by the [Dep] rule it must be r′i = ri + vi for
i ∈ {0, 1}, and SΓ′{τ0, τ1} = SΓ{τ0, τ1}+ vi

ri
SΓ{τ0, τ1}. Therefore:

RX i
Γ′(τ0, τ1) =

ri + vi
SΓ′{τ0, τ1}

=
ri + vi

SΓ{τ0, τ1}(1 + vi
ri

)
=

(ri + vi)ri
SΓ{τ0, τ1}(ri + vi)

= RX i
Γ(τ0, τ1)

Otherwise, if T = A : rdm(v : {τ0, τ1}), then by rule [Rdm] it must be, for i ∈ {0, 1}:
r′i = ri − vi = ri − vRX i

Γ(τ0, τ1) = ri − v
ri

SΓ{τ0, τ1}
Therefore:

RX i
Γ′(τ0, τ1) =

ri − vi
SΓ{τ0, τ1} − v

=
ri − v ri

SΓ{τ0,τ1}
SΓ{τ0, τ1} − v

=
riSΓ{τ0, τ1} − vri

(SΓ{τ0, τ1} − v)SΓ{τ0, τ1}
=

ri
SΓ{τ0, τ1}

= RX i
Γ(τ0, τ1)

For item (c), if T = A : dep(v0 : τ0, v1 :τ1), we have that:

PΓ′{τ0, τ1} =
r′0 · Pτ0 + r′1 · Pτ1

SΓ′{τ0, τ1}
by Equation (3.1)

=
(1 + v0

r0
) · r0 · Pτ0 + (1 + v1

r1
) · r1 · Pτ1

SΓ{τ0, τ1}+ vi
ri

SΓ{τ0, τ1}

=
(1 + vi

ri
) · r0 · Pτ0 + (1 + vi

ri
) · r1 · Pτ1(

1 + vi
ri

)
· SΓ{τ0, τ1}

since v0
r0

= v1
r1

= PΓ{τ0, τ1} by Equation (3.1)

The proof for the case T = A : rdm(v : {τ0, τ1}) is similar.

Proof of Lemma 4.5. Let Γ
T−→ Γ′. We first prove item (a). Depending on the rule used

to fire the transition, we have the following cases:

• [Dep0]. Let T = B : dep(v0 : τ0, v1 :τ1). We have that:

Γ = B[σ] | Γ0

Γ′ = B[σ − v0 : τ0 − v1 : τ1 + v0 : {τ0, τ1}] | {v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1} | Γ0

If B 6= A, then A’s net worth is unaffected. Otherwise, if B = A, then:

WA(Γ′) = WA(Γ)− v0Pτ0 − v1Pτ1 + v0PΓ{τ0, τ1}

= WA(Γ)− v0Pτ0 − v1Pτ1 + v0
v0Pτ0 + v1Pτ1

v0
by Equation (3.1)

= WA(Γ)

• [Dep]. Let T = B : dep(v0 : τ0, v1 :τ1). We have that:

Γ = B[σ] | {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} | Γ0

Γ′ = B[σ − v0 : τ0 − v1 : τ1 + v : {τ0, τ1}] | {r0 + v0 : τ0, r1 + v1 : τ1} | Γ0

where:

v =
v0 · SΓ{τ0, τ1}

r0
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If B 6= A, then A’s net worth is unaffected (note that the value of minted tokens in A’s
wallet is preserved by deposits, by Lemma 4.4(c)). Otherwise, if B = A, then:

WA(Γ′) = WA(Γ)− v0Pτ0 − v1Pτ1 + vPΓ{τ0, τ1}

= WA(Γ)− v0Pτ0 − v1Pτ1 + v
r0Pτ0 + r1Pτ1

SΓ{τ0, τ1}
by Equation (3.1)

= WA(Γ)− v0Pτ0 − v1Pτ1 +
v0

r0

(
r0Pτ0 + r1Pτ1

)

= WA(Γ)− v1Pτ1 +
v0

r0
r1Pτ1

= WA(Γ) since r1v0 = r0v1

• [Swap]. This case cannot happen, since we are assuming type(T) 6= swap.
• [Rdm]. Let T = B : rdm(v : {τ0, τ1}). We have that:

Γ = B[σ] | {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} | Γ0

Γ′ = B[σ + v0 : τ0 + v1 : τ1 − v : {τ0, τ1}] | {r0 − v0 : τ0, r1 − v1 : τ1} | Γ0

where:

v0 =
v · r0

s
v1 =

v · r1

s
s = SΓ{τ0, τ1}

If B 6= A, then A’s net worth is unaffected (note that the value of minted tokens in A’s
wallet is preserved by redeems, by Lemma 4.4(c)). Otherwise, if B = A, then:

WA(Γ′) = WA(Γ) + v0Pτ0 + v1Pτ1 − vPΓ{τ0, τ1}
= WA(Γ) + v0Pτ0 + v1Pτ1 −

v · r0

s
Pτ0 −

v · r1

s
Pτ1

= WA(Γ) +
v · r0

s
Pτ0 +

v · r1

s
Pτ1 −

v · r0

s
Pτ0 −

v · r1

s
Pτ1

= WA(Γ)

We now prove item (b), i.e. that the global net worth is preserved by any transactions. First,
we recall from section 3 the definition of global net worth. Let:

Γ = A1[σ1] | · · · | An[σn] | {r1 : τ1, r
′
1 : τ ′1} | · · · | {rk : τk, r

′
k : τ ′k}

Then, the global net worth of Γ is:

W (Γ) =
n∑

i=1

WAi
(Γ)

We have the following cases:

• [Dep0], [Dep], [Rdm]. These rules affect the token reserves in AMMs, which do not contribute
to the global net worth, and the balances of users, which we know to be preserved.
Therefore, the global net worth is preserved.
• [Swap]. Let A : swap(v, τ0, τ1) be the fired transaction. We have that:

Γ = A[σ] | {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} | Γ0

Γ′ = A[σ − v : τ0 + v′ : τ1] | {r0 + v : τ0, r1 − v′ : τ1} | Γ0

The global net worth in Γ′ can be computed in terms of the global net worth in Γ, by
removing the value of the v : τ0 paid by A to the AMM, adding the value of the v1 : τ1
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obtained by A through the swap, and then adding the difference between the value of the
minted tokens in Γ′ and in Γ, i.e.:

SΓ′{τ0, τ1}PΓ′{τ0, τ1} − SΓ{τ0, τ1}PΓ{τ0, τ1}

By Lemma 4.3, we have that SΓ′{τ0, τ1} = SΓ{τ0, τ1}. Therefore:

W (Γ′) = W (Γ)− vPτ0 + v′Pτ1 + SΓ{τ0, τ1}
(
PΓ′{τ0, τ1} − PΓ{τ0, τ1}

)

= W (Γ)− vPτ0 + v′Pτ1

+ SΓ{τ0, τ1} ·
(r0Pτ0 + r1Pτ1 + vPτ0 − v′Pτ1

SΓ{τ0, τ1}
− r0Pτ0 + r1Pτ1

SΓ{τ0, τ1}
)

= W (Γ)

Proof of Lemma 4.6. Direct consequence of Lemma 4.5(a) and of the hypothesis that A
does not hold minted tokens in Γ′.

Proof of Lemma 4.8. Let Γ0 = {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} | ∆0 be a reachable state. We define below
a procedure to construct a sequence of transitions:

Γ0 T1−→ · · · Tn−−→ Γn where Γn = {ri0 : τ0, r
i
1 : τ1} | ∆n

By Lemma 4.2, we have that ri0 > 0, ri1 > 0, and SΓi{τ0, τ1} > 0 for all i. At step i:

(1) Let x = ri0 − r′0 be the amount of τ0 that users must redeem from the AMM, and let:

v =
x

ri0
SΓi{τ0, τ1}

(2) if there exists some A[σ] ∈ Γi such that σ({τ0, τ1}) ≥ v, then A can fire A : rdm(v : {τ0, τ1}),
obtaining, for some r′1 ≤ r1:

{ri0 : τ0, r
i
1 : τ1} | ∆i −→ Γ′ =

{
ri0 − v

ri0
SΓi{τ0, τ1}

, r′1 : τ1

}
| · · ·

= {r′0 : τ0, r
′
1 : τ1} | · · ·

(3) otherwise, pick an A[σ] ∈ Γi such that σ({τ0, τ1}) = v′ ≥ 0, fire A : rdm(v′ : {τ0, τ1}).
Note that the procedure always terminates: since SΓi{τ0, τ1} > 0 for all i, either step (2)

or (3) can be performed; further, the number of performed transactions is bounded by the
number of users, which is finite.
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Proof of Lemma 4.9. Assume that Γ
T0−→ Γ0

T1−→ Γ01. We have the following exhaustive
cases on the type of the transactions T0 and T1:

(1) T0 = A0 : dep(v0 : τ0, v
′
0 :τ ′0).

(a) T1 = A1 : dep(v1 : τ1, v
′
1 :τ1). Both transactions are dep, so we are in case (a) of

the statement. If {τ0, τ
′
0} 6= {τ1, τ

′
1}, then the thesis is straightforward, since T0,T1

operate on different AMMs. Otherwise, let:

a0 = 1 + v0
r0

m0 = v0
r0

SΓ{τ0, τ1} a01 = 1 + v1
a0r0

m01 = v1
a0r0

SΓ0{τ0, τ1}

a1 = 1 + v1
r0

m1 = v1
r0

SΓ{τ0, τ1} a10 = 1 + v0
a1r0

m10 = v0
a1r0

SΓ1{τ0, τ1}
We have that:

A[σ] | {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} | ∆
T0−→ A[σ − v0 : τ0 − v′0 : τ1 +m0 : {τ0, τ1}] | {a0r0 : τ0, a0r1 : τ1} | ∆
T1−→ A[σ − (v0 + v1) : τ0 − (v′0 + v′1) : τ1 + (m0 +m01) : {τ0, τ1}] |
{a01a0r0 : τ0, a01a0r1 : τ1} | ∆

Inverting the two transactions, we obtain:

A[σ] | {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} | ∆
T1−→ A[σ − v1 : τ0 − v′1 : τ1 +m1 : {τ0, τ1}] | {a1r0 : τ0, a1r1 : τ1} | ∆
T0−→ A[σ1 − (v0 + v1) : τ0 − (v′0 + v′1) : τ1 + (m1 +m10) : {τ0, τ1}] |
{a10a1r0 : τ0, a10a1r1 : τ1} | ∆

We have that a01a0 = a10a1, since:

a10a1 =
(
1 + v0

a1r0

)
a1 =

a1r0 + v0

r0
=

(
1 + v1

r0

)
r0 + v0

r0
=
r0 + v0 + v1

r0

a01a0 =
(
1 + v1

a0r0

)
a0 =

a0r0 + v1

r0
=

(
1 + v0

r0

)
r0 + v1

r0
=
r0 + v0 + v1

r0

Furthermore, we have that m0 +m01 = m1 +m10, since:

m10 +m1 =
v0v1 + a1r0v1 + r0v0

a1r2
0

SΓ{τ0, τ1}

=
v0v1 + v1(r0 + v1) + r0v0

(r0 + v1)r0
SΓ{τ0, τ1}

=
(v0 + v1)(r0 + v1)

(r0 + v1)r0
SΓ{τ0, τ1} =

v0 + v1

r0
SΓ{τ0, τ1}

m01 +m0 =
v0v1 + a0r0v0 + r0v1

a0r2
0

SΓ{τ0, τ1}

=
v0v1 + v0(r0 + v0) + r0v1

(r0 + v0)r0
SΓ{τ0, τ1}

=
(v0 + v1)(r0 + v0)

(r0 + v0)r0
SΓ{τ0, τ1} =

v0 + v1

r0
SΓ{τ0, τ1}

Summing up, we have shown that Γ01 = Γ10.
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(b) T1 = A1 : swap(v1, τ1, τ
′
1). Then, we are in case (a) of the statement, with tok(T0)

disjoint from tok(T1). The thesis is straightforward by analysis of the rules.
(c) T1 = A1 : rdm(v1 : {τ1, τ

′
1}). There are two subcases. If we are in case (a), then

T0,T1 operate on different AMMs, and so the thesis is straightforward. Otherwise,
if we are in case (b) of the statement, by hypothesis we know that T1T0 is enabled
in Γ, leading to a state Γ10. If {τ0, τ

′
0} 6= {τ1, τ

′
1}, then the thesis is straightforward.

Otherwise, the proof is done by computing the states Γ01 and Γ10 and showing they
are equal, similarly to what we have done in case (1a).

(2) T0 = A0 : rdm(v0 : {τ0, τ
′
0}).

(a) T1 = A1 : dep(v1 : τ1, v
′
1 :τ ′1). Symmetric to case (1c).

(b) T1 = A1 : swap(v1, τ1, τ
′
1). Then, we are in case (a) of the statement, where {τ1, τ

′
1}

and {τ0, τ
′
0} are disjoint. Then, the thesis is straightforward.

(c) T1 = A1 : rdm(v1 : {τ1, τ
′
1}). Then, we are in case (a) of the statement. If tok(T0)

is disjoint from tok(T1), then the thesis is straightforward. Otherwise, note that
the tokens paid by the AMM in response of T0 and T1 only depend on the ratio
between the amounts of τ0 and τ ′0 initially held by the AMM, which are constrained
to preserve the ratio.

(3) T0 = A0 : swap(v0, τ0, τ
′
0). The only case not covered by the previous items is when

T1 = A1 : swap(v1, τ1, τ
′
1). Then, we are in case (a) of the statement, where {τ1, τ

′
1} and

{τ0, τ
′
0} are disjoint. The thesis is straightforward.

Proof of Theorem 4.10. For item 1, there are two cases, depending on whether T0 is
fired through rule [Dep0] or [Dep]. If T0 is fired through rule [Dep], let Γ = {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} | ∆.
We have that:

Γ0 = {r0 + v0 : τ0, r1 + v1 : τ1} | ∆0 r1v0 = r0v1 (B.3)

Γ1 = {(r0 + v0) + v′0 : τ0, (r1 + v1) + v′1 : τ1} | ∆1 (r1 + v1)v′0 = (r0 + v0)v′1 (B.4)

We must just check that the premises for firing A : dep(v0 + v′0 : τ0, v
′
1 + v′1 :τ1) are satisfied:

r1(v0 + v′0) = r1v0 + r1v
′
0

= r0v1 + r1v
′
0 by (B.3)

= r0v1 + r1

(r0 + v0

r1 + v1

)
v′1 by (B.4)

= r0v1 + r1
r0

r1
v′1 by (B.1)

= r0(v1 + v′1)

The case where T0 is fired through rule [Dep0] is similar:

Γ0 = {v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1} | ∆0

Γ1 = {v0 + v′0 : τ0, v1 + v′1 : τ1} | ∆1 v1v
′
0 = v0v

′
1

The premises of [Dep0] when firing A : dep(v0 + v′0 : τ0, v
′
1 + v′1 :τ1) are trivially satisfied,

hence the thesis follows.
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For item 2, let Γ = {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} | ∆ let τ = {τ0, τ1}, and let s = SΓτ. By rule [Rdm],
we have that:

Γ0 = {r0 − v0 : τ0, r1 − v1 : τ1} | ∆0 vi = v · ri
s

(B.5)

Γ1 = {(r0 − v0)− v′0 : τ0, (r1 − v1)− v′1 : τ1} | ∆1 v′i = v′ · ri − vi
s− v (B.6)

Therefore, for i ∈ {0, 1}, we have that:

ri − vi − v′i = ri − v ·
ri
s
− v′ · ri − v ·

ri
s

s− v by (B.5), (B.6)

= ri − v ·
ri(s− v)

s(s− v)
− v′ · sri − v · ri

s(s− v)

= ri −
vri(s− v) + v′(sri − vri)

s(s− v)

= ri −
vri(s− v) + v′ri(s− v)

s(s− v)

= ri − (v + v′) · ri
s

from which the thesis follows.

Proof of Theorem 4.11. By cases on the rule used to deduce Γ
T−→ Γ′. The premise that

SΓτ = 0 implies SΓ′τ = 0 excludes the case [Dep0], so we have two cases:

• [Dep]. We have that A : dep(v0 : τ0, v1 :τ1), Γ = A[σ] | {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} | ∆, and:

Γ′ = A[σ − v0 : τ0 − v1 : τ1 + v : {τ0, τ1}] | {r0 + v0 : τ0, r1 + v1 : τ1} | ∆
= A[σ′] | {r′0 : τ0, r

′
1 : τ1} | ∆

where v = vi
ri
· s, with s = SΓ{τ0, τ1}. Let T−1 = A : rdm(v : {τ0, τ1}). We have that:

Γ′
T−1

−−→ A[σ′ + v′0 : τ0 + v′1 : τ1 − v : {τ0, τ1}] | {r′0 − v′0 : τ0, r
′
1 − v′1 : τ1} | ∆ = Γ′′

where, for i ∈ {0, 1} and s′ = SΓ{τ0, τ1} = s+ v:

v′i = v · r
′
i

s′
= v · ri + vi

s+ v
=
(vi
ri
· s
)
· ri + vi

s+
(
vi
ri
· s
) =

vis(ri + vi)

ris+ vis
= vi

Since vi = v′i for i ∈ {0, 1}, we conclude that Γ′′ = Γ.
• [Rdm]. We have that T = A : rdm(v : {τ0, τ1}), Γ = A[σ] | {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} | ∆, and:

Γ′ = A[σ + v0 : τ0 + v1 : τ1 − v : {τ0, τ1}] | {r0 − v0 : τ0, r1 − v1 : τ1} | ∆
= A[σ′] | {r′0 : τ0, r

′
1 : τ1} | ∆

where vi = v · ris , for i ∈ {0, 1} and s = SΓ{τ0, τ1}. Let T−1 = A : dep(v0 : τ0, v1 :τ1). We
have that:

Γ′
T−1

−−→ A[σ′ − v0 : τ0 − v1 : τ1 + v′ : {τ0, τ1}] | {r′0 + v0 : τ0, r
′
1 + v1 : τ1} | ∆ = Γ′′
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where v′ = vi
r′i
· s′, with s′ = SΓ′{τ0, τ1} = s− v. We have that:

v′ =
vi
r′i
· s′ = v · ris

ri − v · ris
· (s− v) =

v · ri
sri − vri

· (s− v) =
v

s− v · (s− v) = v

Since v′ = v, we conclude that Γ′′ = Γ.

Appendix C. Proofs for Section 5

Proof of Lemma 5.2. The condition SΓ{τ0, τ1} > 0 ensures that Γ contains an AMM for
the pair τ0, τ1. The premise σ(τ0) ≥ x ensures that A has enough units of the input token
τ0. Output-boundedness implies the premise x · SX (x, r0, r1) < r1 of [Swap].

Proof of Lemma 5.4. Straightforward by Definition 5.3 and Lemma 3.2.

Proof of Theorem 5.6. Let Γ = {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} | ∆. We have that:

Γ0 = {r0 + x0 : τ0, r1 − y0 : τ1} | ∆0 y0 = x0 · SX (x0, r0, r1)

Γ1 = {r0 + x0 + x1 : τ0, r1 − y0 − y1 : τ1} | ∆1 y1 = x1 · SX (x1, r0 + x0, r1 − y0)

Since SX is additive, we have that:

SX (x0 + x1, r0, r1) =
y0 + y1

x0 + x1

Therefore, rule [Swap] gives the thesis:

Γ
A:swap(x0+x1,τ0,τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ {r0 + x0 + x1 : τ0, r1 − (y0 + y1) : τ1} | ∆1

Proof of Lemma 5.7. Since SX is output-bounded, then by Lemma 5.2, T(x0) and
T(x0 + x1) are enabled in Γ, and T(x1) is enabled in Γ′. Let:

α = SX (x0, r0, r1) β = SX (x1, r0 + x0, r1 − αx0)

By additivity of SX (Definition 5.5), we have that:

γ = SX (x0 + x1, r0, r1) =
αx0 + βx1

x0 + x1
(C.1)

Therefore:

GA(Γ,T(x0 + x1))−GA(Γ,T(x0))

= γ(x0 + x1)Pτ1 − (x0 + x1)Pτ0 − αx0Pτ1 + x0Pτ0 (Lemma 3.2)

=
(
(γ(x0 + x1)− αx0

)
Pτ1 − x1Pτ0

=
(
αx0 + βx1 − αx0)

)
Pτ1 − x1Pτ0 (Equation C.1)

= βx1Pτ1 − x1Pτ0

= GA(Γ′,T(x1)) (Lemma 3.2)
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Proof of Theorem 5.9. Let Γ = {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} | ∆, and let y = x · SX (x, r0, r1). By the
[Swap] rule, there exists ∆′ such that:

Γ′ = {r0 + x : τ0, r1 − y : τ1} | ∆′

Let T−1 = A : swap(y, τ1, τ0), and let x′ = y · SX (y, r1 − y, r0 + x). For some ∆′′, we have:

Γ′
T−1

−−→ {r0 + x− x′ : τ0, r1 − y + y : τ1} | ∆′′

By reversibility of the swap rate, we have that:

y

x
= SX (x, r0, r1) =⇒ SX (y, r1 − y, r0 + x) =

x

y

from which we obtain that:

x′ = y · SX (y, r1 − y, r0 + x) = y · x
y

= x

from which we obtain the thesis.

Proof of Lemma 5.10. Straightforward from the definition of gain and from Theorem 5.9.

Proof of Lemma 5.12. Let {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} ∈ Γ, {r′0 : τ0, r
′
1 : τ1} ∈ Γ′, and let a = r′0/r0.

We have that:

XΓ(τ0, τ1) = lim
x→0

SX (x, r0, r1) by Equation (3.3)

= lim
x→0

SX (ax, ar0, ar1) since SX is homogeneous

= lim
x→0

SX (ax, r′0, r
′
1) by Lemma 4.4(a)

= XΓ′(τ0, τ1) by Equation (3.3)

Proof of Lemma 5.13. For item (a), let T = A : dep(v0 : τ0, v1 :τ1). By rule [Dep],
r′i = ri + vi for i ∈ {0, 1}, with r0v1 = r1v0. By Lemma 4.4(a), r0+v0/r1+v1 = r0/r1. Then:

r0 + v0 =
r1 + v1

r1
r0 = a r0 r1 + v1 =

r1 + v1

r1
r1 = a r1 where a = r1+v1

r1

Therefore:

SX (x, r′0, r
′
1) = SX (x, ar0, ar1)

= SX (xa , r0, r1) (homogeneity)

> SX (x, r0, r1) (strict monotonicity, a > 1 =⇒ x
a < x)

The thesis ∆XΓ(x, τ0, τ1) > ∆XΓ′(x, τ0, τ1) follows from this inequality and Lemma 5.12.
For item (b), let T = A : rdm(v : {τ0, τ1}). By rule [Rdm], for i ∈ {0, 1}:

r′i = ri − vi = ri − v
ri

SΓ{τ0, τ1}
= a ri where a = 1− v

SΓ{τ0,τ1}
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Therefore:

SX (x, r′0, r
′
1) = SX (x, ar0, ar1)

= SX (xa , r0, r1) (homogeneity)

< SX (x, r0, r1) (strict monotonicity, a < 1 =⇒ x
a < x)

The thesis ∆XΓ(x, τ0, τ1) < ∆XΓ′(x, τ0, τ1) follows from this inequality and Lemma 5.12.

Proof of Theorem 5.15. For output-boundedness, let x > 0 and r0, r1 > 0. We have that:

SX (x, r0, r1) =
r1

r0 + x
<
r1

x

For monotonicity, Let x′ ≤ x, r′0 ≤ r0 and r1 ≤ r′1. We have that:

SX (x′, r′0, r
′
1) =

r′1
r′0 + x′

≥ r1

r0 + x
= SX (x, r0, r1)

The proof for strict monotonicity is similar.
For additivity, by Definition 2.1 we have that:

α = SX (x, r0, r1) =
r1

r0 + x

β = SX (y, r0 + x, r1 − αx) =
r1 − αx
r0 + x+ y

=
r0r1

(r0 + x)(r0 + x+ y)

Therefore:

αx+ βy

x+ y
=

1

x+ y

( r1x

r0 + x
+

r0r1y

(r0 + x)(r0 + x+ y)

)

=
1

x+ y

r0r1x+ r1x
2 + r1xy + r0r1y

(r0 + x)(r0 + x+ y)

=
r1(r0 + x)(x+ y)

(x+ y)(r0 + x)(r0 + x+ y)

=
r1

r0 + x+ y

= SX (x+ y, r0, r1)

For reversibility, let α = SX (x, r0, r1). By Definition 2.1, we have that:

SX (αx, r1 − αx, r0 + x) =
r0 + x

(r1 − αx) + αx
=

r0 + x

r1
=
( r1

r0 + x

)−1
=

1

α

For homogeneity, we have that:

SX (ax, ar0, ar1) =
ar1

ar0 + ax
=

r1

r0 + x
= SX (x, r0, r1)

The computations of the internal exchange rate and of the slippage are straightforward.
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Proof of Theorem 5.16. Output-boundedness, monotonicity and homogeneity are straight-
forward. For additivity, by Definition 5.16 we have that:

α = SX (x, r0, r1) =
r1

x

(
1−

( r0

r0 + x

)w0
w1

)

β = SX (y, r0 + x, r1 − αx) =
r1 − αx

y

(
1−

( r0 + x

r0 + x+ y

)w0
w1

)

Therefore:

αx+ βy

x+ y
=

1

x+ y

(
αx+ (r1 − αx)

(
1−

( r0 + x

r0 + x+ y

)w0
w1

))

=
1

x+ y

(
r1 − r1

( r0 + x

r0 + x+ y

)w0
w1 + r1

(
1−

( r0

r0 + x

)w0
w1

)( r0 + x

r0 + x+ y

)w0
w1

)

=
1

x+ y

(
r1 − r1

( r0

r0 + x

)w0
w1

( r0 + x

r0 + x+ y

)w0
w1

)

=
r1

x+ y

(
1−

( r0

r0 + x+ y

)w0
w1

)

= SX (x+ y, r0, r1)

Appendix D. Proofs for Section 6

Proof of Lemma 6.1. Assume that SX (x, r0, r1) ≥ X(τ0, τ1). Let α(z) = SX (z, r1, r0).
We have that:

SX (y, r1, r0) < lim
z→0

SX (z, r1, r0) (strict monotonicity)

= lim
z→0

1

SX (α(z) · z, r0 − α(z) · z, r1 + z)
(reversibility)

<
1

SX (x, r0, r1)
(strict monotonicity)

≤ 1

X(τ0, τ1)
(hypothesis)

= X(τ1, τ0) (def. of X)

where in the second application of strict monotonicity, we have exploited the (asymptotic)
inequalities α(z) · z < x (where limz→0 α(z) · z = 0 follows from the existence of the internal
exchange rate), r0 − α(z) · z < r0, and r1 + z > r1.

Proof of Lemma 6.2. Let y > 0. Assume that GA(Γ,Td(x)) > 0. Then, Td(x) is enabled
in Γ, and so by Lemma 3.3, we have that SX (x, rd, r1−d) > X(τd, τ1−d). Then, by Lemma 6.1
it follows that SX (y, r1−d, rd) < X(τ1−d, τd). Since στ1−d ≥ y and SX is output-bounded,
then Lemma 5.2 implies that T1−d(y) is enabled in Γ. By using again Lemma 3.3, concluding
that GA(Γ,T1−d(y)) < 0.
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Proof of Theorem 6.3. Let x0 and Γ′ be as in the hypotheses, i.e.:

Γ
T(x0)−−−→ Γ′ = A[σ′] | {r0 + x0 : τ0, r1 − αx0 : τ1} | ∆ where

α = SX (x0, r0, r1)
XΓ′(τ0, τ1) = X(τ0, τ1)

We have two cases, depending on whether x > x0 or x < x0.

• If x > x0, let x1 > 0 be such that x = x0 + x1. Since SX is output-bounded and additive,
then by Lemma 5.7:

GA(Γ,T(x)) = GA(Γ,T(x0)) + GA(Γ′,T(x1)) (D.1)

We have that:

SX (x1, r0 + x0, r1 − αx0) < lim
z→0

SX (z, r0 + x0, r1 − αx0) (strict monotonicity)

= XΓ′(τ0, τ1) def. XΓ′

= X(τ0, τ1) (hypothesis)

Then, by Lemma 3.3 we obtain GA(Γ′,T(x1)) < 0. By Equation (D.1), we conclude that
GA(Γ,T(x)) < GA(Γ,T(x0)).
• If x < x0, let x1 > 0 be such that x0 = x + x1. Since SX is output-bounded, then by

Lemma 5.2, T(x0) and T(x) are enabled in Γ, and T(x1) is enabled in the state Γ1 reached
after performing T(x1), i.e.:

Γ
T(x)−−−→ Γ1

T(x1)−−−→ Γ′

Since SX is output-bounded and additive, then by Lemma 5.7:

GA(Γ,T(x0)) = GA(Γ,T(x)) + GA(Γ1,T(x1))

Since SX is reversible, then by Theorem 5.9, T(x1) has an inverse, which has the form
T−1(x1) = A : swap(y1, τ1, τ0) for some y1 > 0. Then, by Lemma 5.10, GA(Γ1,T(x1)) =
−GA(Γ′,T−1(y1)), therefore:

GA(Γ,T(x0)) = GA(Γ,T(x))−GA(Γ′,T−1(y1)) (D.2)

We have that:

SX (y1, r1 − αx0, r0 + x0) < lim
z→0

SX (z, r1 − αx0, r0 + x0) (strict monotonicity)

= XΓ′(τ1, τ0) def. XΓ′

=
1

XΓ′(τ0, τ1)
(Equation (5.1))

=
1

X(τ0, τ1)
(hypothesis)

= X(τ1, τ0) (def. X)

Then, by Lemma 3.3 we obtain GA(Γ′,T−1(y1)) < 0. By Equation (D.2), we conclude
that GA(Γ,T(x)) < GA(Γ,T(x0)).

For uniqueness, by contradiction assume that there exists x1 6= x0 satisfying Equa-
tion (6.1). Then, it should be GA(Γ,T(x1)) > GA(Γ,T(x0)) — contradiction.
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Proof of Lemma 6.4. Let Γ
T−→ Γ′ = A[σ′] | {r0 + x0 : τ0, r1 − x0 · SX (x0, r0, r1) : τ1}. We

have that:

XΓ′(τ0, τ1) =
r1 − x0 · SX (x0, r0, r1)

r0 + x0
by Theorem 5.15

=
r1 − x0 · r1

r0+x0

r0 + x0
by Definition 2.1

=
r0r1

(r0 + x0)2

=
r0r1

Pτ1
Pτ0

r0r1

by Equation (6.2)

= X(τ0, τ1) by Equation (3.2)

The thesis follows from Theorem 6.3.

Proof of Theorem 6.6. Let:

Γ = A[σ] | {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} | ∆
Tdep−−→ Γ′ = A[σ′] | {r′0 : τ0, r

′
1 : τ1} | ∆′

The hypothesis wal(Tswap) = A 6= wal(Trdm) means that the user who performs the deposit
is not A, hence the deposit does not affect the number of minted tokens in A’s wallet. Then:

GA(Γ,TdepTswap)

= GA(Γ′,Tswap)

= x ·
(
SX (x, r′0, r

′
1)Pτ1 − Pτ0

)
·
(

1− σ′{τ0, τ1}
SΓ′{τ0, τ1}

)
(Lemma 3.2)

> x ·
(
SX (x, r0, r1)Pτ1 − Pτ0

)
·
(

1− σ′{τ0, τ1}
SΓ′{τ0, τ1}

)
(Lemma 5.13(a))

= x ·
(
SX (x, r0, r1)Pτ1 − Pτ0

)
·
(

1− σ{τ0, τ1}
SΓ′{τ0, τ1}

)
(σ′{τ0, τ1} = σ{τ0, τ1})

> x ·
(
SX (x, r0, r1)Pτ1 − Pτ0

)
·
(

1− σ{τ0, τ1}
SΓ{τ0, τ1}

)
(SΓ′{τ0, τ1} > SΓ{τ0, τ1})

= GA(Γ,Tswap)

Proof of Theorem 6.8. Let Γ and Γd be as in the statement. By rule [Dep], r′i = ri + vi
for i ∈ {0, 1}. By Lemma 4.4(a), we have that r0+v0/r1+v1 = r0/r1. Then:

r′0 = r0 + v0 =
r1 + v1

r1
r0 = a r0 r′1 = r1 + v1 =

r1 + v1

r1
r1 = a r1 where a =

r1 + v1

r1

For item (1), assume that λ = A : swap(x, τ0, τ1) is a solution to the arbitrage game in Γ.
By Theorem 6.3, it must be:

XΓs(τ0, τ1) = X(τ0, τ1) where Γ
λ−→ Γs (D.3)
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Let x′ = ax, let T′ = A : swap(x′, τ0, τ1), and let Γd
T′−→ Γds. We have that:

XΓds
(τ0, τ1)

= lim
z→0

SX (z, r′0 + x′, r′1 − x′ · SX (x′, r′0, r
′
1))

= lim
z→0

SX (z, ar0 + ax, ar1 − ax · SX (ax, ar0, ar1))

= lim
z→0

SX (z, ar0 + ax, ar1 − ax · SX (x, r0, r1)) (homogeneity)

= lim
z→0

SX (z, r0 + x, r1 − x · SX (x, r0, r1)) (homogeneity)

= XΓs(τ0, τ1) (def. XΓs)

= X(τ0, τ1) (Equation (D.3))

Therefore, Theorem 6.3 implies that T′ is a solution to the arbitrage game in Γd. We compute
the gain of T′ in Γd as follows:

GA(Γd,T
′) = x′ ·

(
SX (x′, r′0, r

′
1)Pτ1 − Pτ0

)

= ax ·
(
SX (ax, ar0, ar1)Pτ1 − Pτ0

)

= ax ·
(
SX (x, r0, r1)Pτ1 − Pτ0

)
(homogeneity)

= aGA(Γ,T)

For item (2), assume that ε is a solution to the arbitrage game in Γ. By contradiction,
assume that λd = A : swap(x′, τ0, τ1) is a solution in Γd. By Theorem 6.3, it must be:

XΓds
(τ0, τ1) = X(τ0, τ1) (D.4)

The chain of equations above shows that XΓds
(τ0, τ1) = XΓs(τ0, τ1). By Equation (D.4), this

implies that XΓds
(τ0, τ1) = X(τ0, τ1). Hence, by Theorem 6.3, ε cannot be a solution to the

arbitrage game in Γ — contradiction.

Proof of Theorem 6.9. Let:

Γ = A[σ] | {r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1} | ∆ Trdm−−−→ Γ′ = A[σ′] | {r′0 : τ0, r
′
1 : τ1} | ∆′

The hypothesis wal(Tswap) = A 6= wal(Trdm) means that the user who performs the redeem
is not A, hence the redeem does not affect the number of minted tokens in A’s wallet. Then:

GA(Γ,TrdmTswap)

= GA(Γ′,Tswap)

= x ·
(
SX (x, r′0, r

′
1)Pτ1 − Pτ0

)
·
(

1− σ′{τ0, τ1}
SΓ′{τ0, τ1}

)
(Lemma 3.2)

< x ·
(
SX (x, r0, r1)Pτ1 − Pτ0

)
·
(

1− σ′{τ0, τ1}
SΓ′{τ0, τ1}

)
(Lemma 5.13(b))

= x ·
(
SX (x, r0, r1)Pτ1 − Pτ0

)
·
(

1− σ{τ0, τ1}
SΓ′{τ0, τ1}

)
(σ′{τ0, τ1} = σ{τ0, τ1})

< x ·
(
SX (x, r0, r1)Pτ1 − Pτ0

)
·
(

1− σ{τ0, τ1}
SΓ{τ0, τ1}

)
(SΓ′{τ0, τ1} < SΓ{τ0, τ1})

= GA(Γ,Tswap)
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Proof of Theorem 6.10. Let Γ and Γd be as in the statement. By rule [Rdm], it must be,
for i ∈ {0, 1}:
r′i = ri− vi = ri− vRX i

Γ(τ0, τ1) = ri− v
ri

SΓ{τ0, τ1}
= ari where a = 1− v

SΓ{τ0, τ1}
The rest of the proof follows exactly that of Theorem 6.8.

This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution License. To view a copy of this
license, visit https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ or send a letter to Creative
Commons, 171 Second St, Suite 300, San Francisco, CA 94105, USA, or Eisenacher Strasse 2,
10777 Berlin, Germany
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SoK: Lending Pools in Decentralized Finance

Massimo Bartoletti1, James Hsin-yu Chiang2, Alberto Lluch Lafuente2

1 Università degli Studi di Cagliari, Cagliari, Italy
2 Technical University of Denmark, DTU Compute, Copenhagen, Denmark

Abstract. Lending pools are decentralized applications which allow mu-
tually untrusted users to lend and borrow crypto-assets. These applica-
tions feature complex, highly parametric incentive mechanisms to equi-
librate the loan market. This complexity makes the behaviour of lending
pools difficult to understand and to predict: indeed, ineffective incentives
and attacks could potentially lead to emergent unwanted behaviours.
Reasoning about lending pools is made even harder by the lack of ex-
ecutable models of their behaviour: to precisely understand how users
interact with lending pools, eventually one has to inspect their implemen-
tations, where the incentive mechanisms are intertwined with low-level
implementation details. Further, the variety of existing implementations
makes it difficult to distill the common aspects of lending pools. We sys-
tematize the existing knowledge about lending pools, leveraging a new
formal model of interactions with users, which reflects the archetypal
features of mainstream implementations. This enables us to prove some
general properties of lending pools, such as the correct handling of funds,
and to precisely describe vulnerabilities and attacks. We also discuss the
role of lending pools in the broader context of decentralized finance.

1 Introduction

The emergence of permissionless, public blockchains has given birth to an entire
ecosystem of crypto-tokens representing digital assets. Facilitated and acceler-
ated by smart contracts and standardized token interfaces [1], these so-called
decentralized finance (DeFi) applications promise an open alternative to the tra-
ditional financial system. One of the main DeFi applications are lending pools,
which incentivize users to lend some of their crypto-assets to borrowers. Unlike
in traditional finance, all the parameters of a loan, like its interests, maturity
periods or token prices, are determined by a smart contract, which also includes
mechanisms to incentivize honest behaviour (e.g., loans are eventually repaid),
economic growth and stability. Existing lending pool platforms are already han-
dling large volumes of crypto-assets: as of writing, the two main platforms cur-
rently hold $1.7B [17] and $1.4B [5] worth of tokens in their smart contracts.

Lending pools are inherently hard to design. Besides the typical difficulty
of implementing secure smart contracts [2–4, 35], lending pools feature complex
economic incentive mechanisms, which make it difficult to understand when a
lending pool actually achieves the economic goals it was designed for. As a
matter of fact, a recent failure of the oracle price feed used by the Compound
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lending pool platform led to $100M of collateral being (incorrectly) liquidated
[19]. Indeed, most current literature in DeFi is devoted to study the economic
impact of these incentive mechanisms [39,40,46–48,50].

The problem is made even more complex by the absence of abstract oper-
ational descriptions of the behaviour of lending pools. Current descriptions are
either high-level economic models [46, 47, 50], or the actual implementations.
While, on the one hand, economic models are useful to understand the macro-
scopic financial aspects of lending pools, on the other hand they do not precisely
describe the interactions between a lending pool and its users. Still, understand-
ing these interactions is crucial to determine if a lending pool is vulnerable to
attacks where some users deviate from the expected behaviour. Implementations,
instead, reflect the exact actual behaviour, but at a level of detail that makes
high-level understanding and reasoning unfeasible.

Contributions This paper presents a systematic analysis of the behaviour of
lending pools, of their properties, vulnerabilities, and of the related literature.
Based on a thorough inspection of the implementations of the two main lending
pool platforms, Compound [16] and Aave [8], we synthesise a formal, operational
model of the interactions between users and lending pools, encompassing their
incentive mechanisms. More specifically, our contributions are:

1. a formal model of lending pools, which precisely describes their interactions
as transitions of a state machine. Our model captures all the typical trans-
actions of lending pools, and all the main economic features, like collateral-
ization, exchange rates, token price, and interest accrual (Section 3);

2. the formalization and proof of fundamental behavioural properties of lending
pools, which were informally stated in literature, and are expected to be
satisfied by any implementation (Section 4);

3. the formalization of relevant properties of the incentive mechanisms of lend-
ing pools, and a discussion of their vulnerabilities and attacks (Section 5);

4. a thorough discussion on the interplay between lending pools and other DeFi
archetypes, like stable coins and automatic market makers (Section 6).

Overall, our contributions help address the aforementioned challenges in the
design of lending pools. Firstly, our formal model provides a precise understand-
ing of the behaviour of lending pools, abstracting from low-level implementation
details. Our model is faithful to mainstream lending pool implementations like
Compound [16] and Aave [8]; still, for the sake of clarity, we have introduced
high-level abstractions over low-level details: we discuss the differences between
our model and the actual lending pool platforms in Section 7. Secondly, our for-
malisation of the properties of the incentive mechanisms of lending pools makes
it easier to understand and analyse their vulnerabilities and attacks. In this
regard, our model is directly amenable for its interpretation as an executable
specification, thus paving the way for automated analysis techniques, which may
include mechanised proofs of contract properties and agent-based simulations of
lending pools and other DeFi contracts.
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2 Background

Lending pools (in short, LPs) are financial applications which create a market of
loans of crypto-assets, providing incentive mechanisms to equilibrate the market.
We now overview the main features of LPs; a glossary of LP terms is in Table 1.

Users can lend assets to a LP by transferring tokens from their accounts to
the LP. In return, they receive a claim, represented as tokens minted by the LP,
which can later be redeemed for an equal or increased amount of tokens, of the
same token type of the original deposit. Lending is incentivized by interest or fees:
the depositor speculates that the claim will be redeemable for a value greater
than that of the original deposit. Users can redeem claims by transferring minted
tokens to the LP, which pays back the original tokens (with accrued interest) to
the redeemer, simultaneously burning the minted tokens. However, redeeming
claims is not always possible, as the LP could not have a sufficient balance of
the original tokens, as these may have been lent to other users.

User initiate a loan by borrowing tokens deposited to a LP. To incentivise
users to eventually repay the loan, borrowing requires to provide a collateral.
Collaterals can be either tokens deposited to the LP when the loan is initiated,
and locked for the whole loan duration, or they can be tokens held by the bor-
rower but seizable by the LP when a user fails to repay a loan. An unpaid loan of
A can be liquidated by B, who pays (part of) A’s loan in return for a discounted
amount of A’s collateral. For this to be possible, the value of the collateral must
be greater than that of the loan. To incentivize deposits, loans accrue interest,
which increase a user’s loan amount by the interest rate.

Token A digital representation of some asset, transferable between users.

Token type A set of tokens. Tokens of a given type are interchangeable (or fungible),
whereas tokens of different token types are not.

Native token The default token type of a blockchain (e.g., ETH for Ethereum).

Token price The price of a token type τ is the amount of units of a given native crypto-
currency (or fiat currency) needed to buy one unit of τ.

Exchange rate Given two token types τ and τ ′, the ratio τ/τ ′ at which a user can ex-
change units of token type τ ′ for units of τ in a blockchain interaction.

Lender A user who transfers units of a token type in return for a claim on a full
repayment in the future, which may include additional fees or interest.

Claim A right to token units in the future. Claims are represented as tokens,
which are minted and destroyed as claims are created and redeemed.

Minting Creation of tokens performed by the LP upon deposits.

Borrower A user who wishes to obtain a loan of token type τ. The borrower is
required to hold collateral of another token τ ′ to secure the loan.

Collateral A user balance of tokens which can be seized if the user does not ade-
quately repay a loan.

Collateralization The ratio of deposited collateral value over the borrower’s total loan value.

Liquidation When the collateralization of user A falls below a minimum threshold it
is undercollateralized: here, a user B can repay a fraction of A’s loan, in
return for a discounted amount of A’s collateral seized by B.

Interest rate The rate of loan growth when accruing interest.

Table 1: Glossary of financial terms used in Lending Pools.
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3 Lending pools

In this section we introduce a formal, operational model of lending pools. We do
this incrementally, starting from a basic model of blockchains, on top of which
we will specify the behaviour lending pools.

3.1 A basic model of blockchains

We assume a set of users A, ranged over by A,A′ , . . ., and a set of token types
T, ranged over by τ, τ ′, . . .. We denote with Tf ⊆ T the subset of tokens types
that can be freely transferred between users, only assuming a sufficient balance
of the sender (Tf includes e.g. the native blockchain tokens).

We render blockchain states as partial maps σ ∈ A ⇀ (T ⇀ Q+), where σA
represents A’s token balance (a partial map from token types to nonnegative
rational numbers). Hereafter, we abbreviate σA as σA . We use the standard
notation f{v/x} to update a partial map f at point x: namely, f{v/x}(x) = v,
while f{v/x}(y) = f(y) for y 6= x.

Given a partial map f ∈ T ⇀ Q+, a token type τ ∈ T and a partial binary
operation ◦ ∈ Q+ × Q+ ⇀ Q+, we define the partial map f ◦ v : τ as follows:

f ◦ v : τ =

{
f{f(τ) ◦ v/τ} if τ ∈ dom f and f(τ) ◦ v is defined

f{v/τ} if τ 6∈ dom f
(1)

We adopt the notation v : τ to denote v units of token τ throughout the paper.
We model the interaction between users and the blockchain as a state tran-

sition system, with labels ` which represent transactions. Our basic model has
only one kind of transaction, TrfA(B, v : τ), which represents the transfer of v : τ
from A to B. Its effect on the state is specified by the following rule:

1 σA(τ) ≥ v 2 τ ∈ Tf 3 σ′A = σA − v : τ 4 σ′B = σB + v : τ

σ
TrfA (B,v:τ)−−−−−−−→ σ{σ′

A/A}{σ′
B/B}

[Trf]

We decorate rule preconditions with circled numbers, e.g. 1 , to simplify their
reference in the text. Rule [Trf] states that the transfer is permitted whenever
the sender has a sufficient balance 1 , and the transferred token type is free 2 .

3.2 Lending pool states

We now extend our basic blockchain model with lending pools, focussing on
the common features implemented by the main platforms. We make our model
parametric w.r.t. platform-specific features, like e.g. interest rate models, and
we abstract from some advanced features, like e.g. governance (see Section 7 for
a discussion on the differences between our model and the existing platforms).

We model states Γ as terms of the form σ | π | p, where σ is the token
balance of users, π is the lending pool state, and p ∈ Tf → Q+ models an oracle
who prices the free tokens. Lending pool states π are triples (πf , πl, πm), where:
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DepA(v : τ) A deposits v units of a free token τ, receiving minted tokens
BorA(v : τ) A borrows v units of free token τ
Int All loans accrue interest
RepA(v : τ) A repays v units on A’s loan in τ
RdmA(v : τ) A redeems v units of minted τ, receives deposited tokens
LiqA(B, v : τ, v′ : τ ′) A repays v units of B’s loan in τ, seizing v′ : τ ′ from B
MtrfA(B, v : τ) A transfers v units of minted τ to B
TrfA(B, v : τ) A transfers v units of free τ to B

Table 2: Lending pool actions.

Actions
σA σB πf πl B πm p

τ0 τ1 τ ′
0 τ ′

1 τ0 τ1 τ ′
1 τ0 τ1 τ0 τ0 τ1 τ0 τ1

0. Initial State 100 – – – – 50 – – – – – – 1 1
1. DepA (50 : τ0) 50 – 50 – – 50 – 50 – – τ ′

0:50 – 1 1

2. DepB (50 : τ1) 50 – 50 – – 0 50 50 50 – τ ′
0:50 τ ′

1:50 1 1

3. BorB (30 : τ0) 50 – 50 – 30 0 50 20 50 30 τ ′
0:50 τ ′

1:50 1 1
4. Int 50 – 50 – 30 0 50 20 50 34 τ ′

0:50 τ ′
1:50 1 1

5. RepB (5 : τ0) 50 – 50 – 25 0 50 25 50 29 τ ′
0:50 τ ′

1:50 1 1

6. Px 50 – 50 – 25 0 50 25 50 29 τ ′
0:50 τ ′

1:50 1.3 1
7. LiqA (B, 13 : τ0, 19 : τ ′

1) 37 – 50 19 25 0 31 38 50 16 τ ′
0:50 τ ′

1:50 1.3 1

8. RdmA (10 : τ ′
0) 48 – 40 19 25 0 31 27 50 16 τ ′

0:40 τ ′
1:50 1.3 1

Table 3: Interactions between two users and a lending pool.

– πf ∈ Tf ⇀ Q+ records the balance of free token types deposited in the LP;
– πl ∈ A ⇀ (Tf ⇀ Q+) records the amount and type of tokens lent to users;
– πm ∈ Tf ⇀ ((T \ Tf)× Q+) records the amount of tokens minted by the LP

upon deposits. Namely, πm(τ) = (τ ′, n) means that n units of a token type
τ ′, minted by the LP to represent claims of deposited tokens of type τ, are
currently held by users. We require that different free tokens are associated
to different minted tokens:

πm(τ1) = (τ ′, n1) ∧ πm(τ2) = (τ ′, n2) =⇒ τ1 = τ2 (2)

We denote with Tπ the set of tokens minted by a LP in state π. For a minted
token τ ′ ∈ Tπ , we denote with uπ(τ ′) the underlying free token. Formally:

Tπ = {fst(πm(τ)) | τ ∈ Tf} uπ(τ ′) = τ if fst(πm(τ)) = τ ′ (3)

Note that (2) ensures that uπ(τ ′1) 6= uπ(τ ′2) when τ ′1 6= τ ′2. We say that a state
σ | π | p is initial if πf , πl, πm have empty domain, and domσA ⊆ Tf for all A.

3.3 An overview of lending pools behaviour

Lending pools support several actions, summarized in Table 2. Before formalizing
their behaviour, we give some intuition through an example involving two users
A and B (see Table 3). A and B start by depositing 50 units of free tokens τ0
and τ1, for which they receive equal amounts of freshly minted tokens τ ′0 and τ ′1.
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Next, B borrows 30 : τ0. Here, the 50 minted tokens of type τ ′1 in B’s balance
serve as collateral for the loan. The collateralization of B is the ratio between
the value of B’s balance of τ ′1 and the value of B’s loan of τ0 (the value of
a token balance is the product between the number of units of the token and
its price). Assuming a minimum collateralization threshold of Cmin = 1.5 and
equal token prices for τ0 and τ1, B could borrow up to 33 units of τ1, given the
collateral of 50 : τ ′1. Nonetheless, B decides to leave some margin to manage
future price volatility and the accrual of interest, which can both negatively
affect collateralization. In action 4, interest accrues on the loan made by B.
Here, the interest rate is 12%, so B’s loan amount grows from 30 to 34 units of
τ1. In action 5, B repays 5 units of τ0 to reduce the risk of becoming liquidated,
which can occur when B’s collateralization falls below the threshold Cmin = 1.5.

Despite this effort, the price is updated in action 6, such that p(τ0) increases
by 30% relative to p(τ1), thereby decreasing the relative value of B’s collateral to
B’s loan. As a result, the collateralization of B drops below the threshold Cmin . In
action 7, A liquidates 13 : τ0 of B’s loan, restoring B’s collateralization to Cmin ,
and simultaneously seizing 19 : τ ′1 from B’s balance. The exchange of 13 : τ0
for 19 : τ ′1 implies a liquidation discount, which ensures that the liquidation is
profitable for the user performing it.

In action 8, A then redeems 10 : τ ′0, receiving 11 : τ0 in exchange. Here, each
unit of τ ′0 is now exchanged for more than 1 unit of τ0, due to accrued interest.

3.4 Lending pool transitions

We now present the full set of rules which formalize the behaviour of lending
pools. To illustrate them, we provide an extended running example (Tables 4–9).

Deposit A user A can deposit v units of a token τ by performing the transaction
DepA(v : τ), provided that the balance is sufficient 1 . In return, A receives v′

units of a token τ ′ minted by the LP. Upon the first deposit of τ, the LP creates a
fresh (non-free) token type τ ′ 2 ; freshness ensures that condition (2) is preserved
by the new state. For further deposits of τ, the LP mints new units of τ ′. In both
cases, the amount of minted units of τ ′ are recorded in the πm component of the
state 5 . Note that premises 2 and 5 require that τ must be a free token type.
The amount v′ 3 is the ratio between the deposited amount v and the exchange
rate ERπ(τ) between τ and τ ′, defined in (4).

1 σA(τ) ≥ v 2 τ ′ :=

{
fresh 6∈ Tf if τ 6∈ domπm

πm(τ) otherwise
3 v′ := v/ERπ (τ)

4 π′f := πf + v : τ 5 π′m :=

{
πm{(τ ′,v′)/τ} if τ 6∈ domπm

πm{(τ ′,v′′+v′)/τ} if πm(τ) = (τ ′, v′′)

σ | π | p
DepA (v:τ)
−−−−−−→ σ{σA − v:τ + v′:τ ′/A} | (π′f , πl, π′m) | p

[Dep]

The main idea of the exchange rate is that, while initially there is a 1/1
correspondence between minted and deposited tokens, when interest is accrued
this relation changes to the benefit of lenders. For a free token τ, the exchange
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Table 4: Running example: deposit actions

Actions
σA σB σC πf πm

τ0 τ1 τ ′
0 τ1 τ0 τ2 τ ′

0 τ ′
2 τ2 τ ′

2 τ0 τ1 τ2 τ0 τ1 τ2
0. Initial state 100 300 - - 50 50 - - 100 - - - - - - -
1. DepA (100 : τ0) 0 300 100 - 50 50 - - 100 - 100 - - τ ′

0:100 - -

2. DepA (150 : τ1) 0 150 100 150 50 50 - - 100 - 100 150 - τ ′
0:100 τ ′

1:150 -

3. DepB (50 : τ0) 0 150 100 150 0 50 50 - 100 - 150 150 - τ ′
0:150 τ ′

1:150 -

4. DepB (50 : τ2) 0 150 100 150 0 0 50 50 100 - 150 150 50 τ ′
0:150 τ ′

1:150 τ ′
2:50

5. DepC (100 : τ2) 0 150 100 150 0 0 50 50 0 100 150 150 150 τ ′
0:150 τ ′

1:150 τ ′
2:50

rate ERπ(τ) represents the share of deposited units of τ over the units of the
associated minted tokens. If any loans remain pending, not all minted tokens
can be redeemed, as only a fraction of the deposited free tokens remain in the
LP balance. Formally:

ERπ(τ) =
πf (τ) +

∑
A(πl A) τ

snd(πm(τ))
if πf (τ) > 0 ERπ(τ) = 1 if πf (τ) = 0 (4)

where we assume that the items A for which πl A or (πl A)τ are undefined do not
contribute to the summation (we will adopt this convention through the paper).

Table 4 exemplifies users depositing funds to the LP. In transaction 1, A de-
posits 100 units of τ0. Since this is the first deposit of τ, the LP mints exactly 100
units of a fresh token type, say τ ′0, and transfers these units to A. In transaction
2, A deposits 150 units of τ1; similarly to the previous case, A receives 150 units
of a fresh token type τ ′1. In transaction 3, B deposits 50 units of τ0. Since τ0
was already deposited, the LP mints 50 units of the existing token type τ ′0, and
transfers them to B. Finally, in transactions 4 and 5 B and C deposit units of
τ2; after that, the balances of tokens τ0, τ1, τ2 in the LP total 150 units.

Borrow Any user can borrow units of a free token type τ from the LP, provided
that the LP has a sufficient balance of τ 1 , and that the user has enough
minted tokens to use as collateral 4 . More specifically, we require that the
collateralization of the user is above a constant threshold Cmin > 1.

1 πf (τ) ≥ v > 0 2 fA =

{
πlA + v : τ if A ∈ domπl

{v/τ} otherwise

3 π′ := (πf − v : τ, πl{fA/A}, πm) 4 Cσ|π′|p(A) ≥ Cmin

σ | π | p BorA (v:τ)−−−−−−→ σ{σA+v:τ/A} | π′ | p
[Bor]

To define the collateralization of users, we introduce a few auxiliary notions. The
value V l(A) of A’s loans is the sum (over all free token types τ) of the value of
τ-tokens lent to A (the value is the product between token amount and price).
For instance, if A has borrowed only 10 tokens of type τ, and the price of 1 : τ
is 2 : τn, then the value of A’s loan is 20 : τn. Formally:

V lΓ(A) =
∑
τ∈Tf

(πl A)τ · p(τ) if Γ = σ | π | p (5)
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Table 5: Running example: borrow actions

Actions
σB σC

πl πf p CΓB C
τ0 τ1 τ2 τ ′

0 τ ′
1 τ0 τ1 τ2 τ

′
2 τ1 τ0 τ1 τ0 τ1 τ2 τ0 τ1 τ2 B C

5. DepC (100 : τ2) 0 - 0 50 50 - - 0 100 - - - 150 150 150 1 1 1 - -

6. BorB (50 : τ1) 0 50 0 50 50 - - 0 100 50 - - 150 100 150 1 1 1 2.0 -
7. BorC (30 : τ0) 0 50 0 50 50 30 - 0 100 50 30 - 120 100 150 1 1 1 2.0 3.3
8. BorC (30 : τ1) 0 50 0 50 50 30 30 0 100 50 30 30 120 70 150 1 1 1 2.0 1.7

The value V m(A) of minted tokens held by A is the summation (over all
minted token types τ) of the value of A’s balance of minted tokens. To determine
the value of a minted token τ ′, its price is equated to that of the underlying free
token τ, as minted tokens do not exist in the domain of p:

V mΓ (A) =
∑
τ∈T\Tf

σA(τ) · ERπ(uπ(τ)) · p(uπ(τ)) if Γ = σ | π | p (6)

The collateralization of a user is the ratio of the value of minted to lent tokens:

CΓ(A) = V mΓ (A) / V lΓ(A) (7)

We exemplify Bor transactions in Table 5. Users B and C borrow amounts
of τ0 and τ1 at steps 6–8, keeping their collateralization above Cmin , which is
assumed to be 1.5. C’s collateralization decreases from 3.3 to 1.7 upon step 8:
this is due to the increase in V l(C), whilst V m(C) remains constant at 100.

As we have seen, user collateralization depends on the amount of minted
tokens he possesses, the amount of tokens, and the price of all tokens involved.
Therefore, collateralization is potentially sensitive to all actions that can affect
those values. This includes both interest accrual and changes in token prices
(which are unpredictable). Borrowers must therefore maintain a safety margin
in order to protect against potential liquidation.

Interest Accrual Interest accrual models the periodic application of interest
to loan amounts and can be executed in any state. The action applies a token-
specific interest Iπ(τ) to each loan, updating the πl mapping for all users.

π′l(A) := f ′A if A ∈ domπl, where f ′A(τ) := (Iπ(τ) + 1) · (πl A)τ if τ ∈ dom (πlA)

σ | π | p Int−→ σ | (πf , π′l, πm) | p
[Int]

Existing lending pool platforms deploy different algorithmic interest rate
models [47]. We leave our model parametric w.r.t. interest rates, and only require
that the interest rate is positive, a property that all models in [47] satisfy:

Iπ(τ) > 0 (8)

We extend our running example with three interest updates in Table 6, re-
sulting in the increase of all loan amounts. Each subsequent execution of Int
decreases the collateralization of users B and C, since the V l of both borrowers
increases as interest is applied (7).
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Table 6: Running example: interest accrual

Actions
πl Iπ p CΓB C

τ1 τ0 τ1 τ0 τ1 τ2 τ0 τ1 τ2 B C
8. BorC (30 : τ1) 50 30 30 2.0% 5.3% 0% 1 1 1 2.00 1.67
9. Int 53 31 32 2.1% 5.5% 0% 1 1 1 1.89 1.59
10. Int 56 32 34 2.1% 5.6% 0% 1 1 1 1.79 1.52
11. Int 59 33 36 2.2% 5.8% 0% 1 1 1 1.69 1.45

Table 7: Running example: repay actions

Actions
σA σB σC πf

πl CΓB C
τ0 τ1 τ ′

0 τ ′
1 τ0 τ1 τ ′

2 τ ′
0 τ ′

2 τ0 τ1 τ2 τ ′
2 τ ′

0 τ ′
1 τ ′

2 τ1 τ0 τ1 B C
11. Int 0 150 100 150 0 50 0 50 50 30 30 0 100 120 70 150 59 33 36 1.7 1.5
12. RepC (15 : τ0) 0 150 100 150 0 50 0 50 50 15 30 0 100 135 70 150 59 18 36 1.7 1.9

Repay A user with a loan can repay part of it by executing a Rep transaction:

1 σA(τ) ≥ v > 0 2 (πl A) τ ≥ v 3 π′l = πl{πlA−v:τ/A}

σ | π | p
RepA (v:τ)
−−−−−−→ σ{σA−v:τ/A} | (πf + v : τ, π′l, πm) | p

[Rep]

This increases the collateralization of the repaying user, as V l is reduced (7).
Users must always maintain a sufficient collateralization, to cope with adverse
effects of interest accruals and price updates.

In Table 7, C is suffering from low collateralization after the last interest
accrual in transaction 11. Here, CΓ(C) is equal to Cmin = 1.5. The subsequent
repayment of 15 units of τ0 increases C’s collateralization back to 1.9.

Redeem A user without any loans can redeem minted tokens τ 1 for the
underlying tokens if enough units of uπ(τ) remain in the LP 2 . A user with a
non-zero loan amount of any token can only redeem minted tokens such that the
resulting collateralization is not below Cmin 3 . This constraint does not apply
to users without loans, as minted tokens are not used as collateral.

1 σA(τ) ≥ v > 0 v′ := v · ERπ(uπ(τ)) 2 πf (uπ(τ)) ≥ v′

3 (∃τ ′.(πlA)τ ′ > 0)⇒ Cσ′|π′|p(A) ≥ Cmin σ′A := σA − v : τ + v′ : uπ(τ)

π′f := πf − v′ : uπ(τ) π′m := πm{(τ,v′′−v)/uπ (τ)} where (τ, v′′) := πm(uπ(τ))

σ | π | p RdmA (v:τ)−−−−−−→ σ{σ′
A/A} | (π′f , πl, π′m) | p

[Rdm]

We exemplify Rdm transactions in Table 8. From Table 7, B has a non-
zero loan amount, hence he can only redeem 11 : τ ′2 before his collateralization
decreases to Cmin = 1.5, at which B cannot further redeem. Since A has no
loans, she can redeem as many tokens τ ′0 as the LP balance permits. For A’s
redeeming of 50 : τ ′0 for 51 : τ0 the exchange rate is > 1, because of the accrued
interest during the prior execution of Int. By contrast, the exchange rate for B is
1, as no loan exists on τ ′2, and thus no interest was accrued. The tokens τ ′2 and
τ ′0 returned to the LP by B and A are burnt and subtracted from πm.
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Table 8: Running example: redeem actions

Actions
σA σB πf πm CΓ

τ0 τ1 τ ′
0 τ ′

1 τ0 τ1 τ2 τ ′
0 τ ′

2 τ0 τ1 τ2 τ0 τ1 τ2 B C
12. RepC (15 : τ0) 0 150 100 150 0 50 0 50 50 135 70 150 τ ′

0:150 τ ′
1:150 τ ′

2:150 1.7 1.9

13. RdmB (11 : τ ′
2) 0 150 100 150 0 50 11 50 39 135 70 139 τ ′

0:150 τ ′
1:150 τ ′

2:139 1.5 1.9
14. RdmA (50 : τ ′

0) 51 150 50 150 0 50 11 50 39 84 70 139 τ ′
0:100 τ ′

1:150 τ ′
2:139 1.5 1.9

Liquidation When the collateralization of a user B is below the threshold Cmin

6 , another user A can liquidate part of B’s loan 8 , in return for a discounted
amount of minted tokens seized from B 10 . A can execute Liq if it has enough
balance to repay a fraction of the lent token 1 , and if B has a sufficient balance
of seizable, minted tokens 4 . The maximum seizable amount is bounded by 4

or the resulting collateralization of B 7 , which cannot exceed Cmin . After this
threshold, B’s collateralization is restored, and B is no longer liquidatable.

1 σA(τ) ≥ v 2 (πl B) τ ≥ v 3 τ ′ ∈ Tπ
4 σB(τ ′) ≥ v′ 5 v′ = v · p(τ)

p(uπ (τ ′)) · rliq
6 Cσ|π|p(B) < Cmin 7 Cσ′|π′|p(B) ≤ Cmin

8 π′l := πl B − v : τ 9 σ′A := σA − v : τ + v′ : τ ′ 10 σ′B := σB − v′ : τ ′

σ | π | p
LiqA (B,v:τ,v′:τ ′)
−−−−−−−−−−→ σ{σ′

A/A}{σ′
B/B} | (πf , π′l, πm) | p

[Liq]

For the execution of Liq, where v : τ and v′ : τ ′ are repaid and seized amounts
respectively, the constraint on v and v′ is given in 5 , where:

Cmin > rliq > 1 (9)

The constraint rliq > 1 implies a discount applied to the seized amount received
by the liquidator, as more value is received than repaid:

For the liquidations in Table 9, we set rliq = 1.1. After the price update
in action 15, both B and C are undercollateralized. C is liquidated by A in
transaction 16, which restores CΓ(C) to 1.5. By contrast, CΓ(B) is 0.9 after the
price update. Subsequent liquidations by A seize units of both τ ′0 and τ ′2 until B’s
balance of minted tokens is empty. However, B still has a loan amount of 11 : τ1,
which is unrecoverable. Both B and potential liquidators have no incentive to
repay or liquidate given the lack of collateral.

Table 9: Running example: liquidation actions

Actions
σA σB σC πf

πl p CΓB C
τ0 τ1 τ ′

0 τ ′
1 τ ′

2 τ0 τ1 τ2 τ ′
0 τ ′

2 τ0 τ1 τ2 τ ′
2 τ0 τ1 τ2 τ1 τ0 τ1 τ0, τ1 τ2 B C

15. Px 51 150 50 150 - 0 50 11 50 39 15 30 0 100 84 70 139 59 18 36 1 1.7 0.9 1.3
16. LiqA (C, 27 : τ1, 50 : τ ′

2) 51 123 50 150 50 0 50 11 50 39 15 30 0 50 84 97 139 59 18 9 1 1.7 0.9 1.5

17. LiqA (B, 27 : τ1, 50 : τ ′
0) 51 96 100 150 50 0 50 11 0 39 15 30 0 50 84 124 139 32 18 9 1 1.7 0.7 1.5

18. LiqA (B, 21 : τ1, 39 : τ ′
2) 51 75 100 150 89 0 50 11 0 0 15 30 0 50 84 145 139 11 18 9 1 1.7 0 1.5
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Transfer of minted tokens Minted tokens can be transferred between users.
Unlike free tokens transfers (rule [Trf] at page 4), this requires that the sender
retains a collateralization level above Cmin .

σA(τ) ≥ v τ ∈ Tπ σ′ = σ{σA−v:τ/A}{σB+v:τ/B} Cσ′|π|p(A) ≥ Cmin

σ | π | p MtrfA (B,v:τ)−−−−−−−−→ σ′ | π | p
[Mtrf]

Price updates Finally, the price oracle can be updated non-deterministically:

σ | π | p Px−→ σ | π | p′ [Px]

4 Fundamental properties of lending pools

We now establish some fundamental properties of lending pools. These properties
hold for all reachable states, i.e. states Γ such that Γ0 −→∗ Γ for some initial Γ0.

The first property states that the component πm of the state correctly records
the balance of all minted tokens held by users. This is formalized by Lemma 1.

Lemma 1. Let σ | π | p be a reachable state. For all τ ∈ Tπ :

∑
A σA(τ) = snd(πm(uπ(τ))) (10)

Another crucial property is that the exchange rate of a minted token must either
strictly increase, when users are borrowing the underlying token, or remain stable
otherwise. This guarantees a depositor that her deposit will grow.

Lemma 2. Let σ | π | p be a reachable state, let σ | π | p `−→ σ′ | π′ | p′, and let
τ ∈ Tπ . Then: (a) if ` = Int and ∃A : (πl A) τ > 0, then ERπ(τ) < ERπ′(τ);
(b) otherwise, ERπ(τ) = ERπ′(τ).

As a direct consequence of Lemma 2 we have that, in any computation, the
exchange rate of any token type is increasing.

We also establish a preservation property of the supply of any free token τ,
i.e. the sum of all user balances and lending balance of τ:

splyΓ(τ) = πf (τ) +
∑

A σA(τ) if Γ = σ | π | p (11)

Lemma 3 establishes that the supply of any free token is constant.

Lemma 3. Let Γ0 −→∗ Γ, for Γ0 initial. For all τ ∈ Tf : splyΓ0
(τ) = splyΓ(τ).

While the supply of an LP remains constant, users act to increase their own
share. We define the net worth WΓ (A) as the value of the amount of tokens in
A’s wallet or lent by A, minus the value of A’s loans. Formally, if Γ = σ | π | p:

WΓ (A) =
∑
τ∈Tf

(
σA(τ) + σA(fst(πm(τ)) · ERπ(τ)− (πl A τ)

)
· p(τ)
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The net worth of a user can be increased in short or long sequences of transitions.
In general, there is no winning strategy (in the game-theoretic sense) for a single
user that wants to increase her net worth, unless she can control price updates:
actually, with just one price update the net worth of any user can be reduced
to 0. However, under certain conditions, winning strategies can be found. We
consider first a simple 1-player game where a user can choose her next action to
improve her net worth in the next state. Here, liquidation is the only action by
an honest user A that increases her net worth in just one transition.

Lemma 4. Let Γ be a reachable state and Γ
`−→ Γ ′ with ` = A(· · · ). Then:

(a) WΓ (A) > WΓ ′(A) if ` = LiqA(· · · ); (b) WΓ (A) = WΓ ′(A) otherwise.

Since this is the winning strategy for all users, but liquidations may be limited
by loan or collateral amounts, an adversary who has the power to drop or re-
order transactions can potentially monopolize liquidations for itself. We refer to
Section 6 for additional discussion of such attacks.

We now consider a slightly extended game, where A guesses that the next

(adversarial) action is going to be `, resulting in Γ0
`−→ Γ1 but can still perform

an action `′ before `, resulting in Γ0
`′−→ Γ ′0

`−→ Γ ′1. The goal of A is to choose `′

such that WΓ ′
1
(A) > WΓ1

(A). We show that if ` = Int, i.e. A is expecting interest
accrual to happen next, her choice is limited to deposits, repays and liquidations.

Lemma 5. Let Γ0 be a reachable state, and let Γ0
`−→ Γ1 and Γ0

`′−→ Γ ′0
`−→ Γ ′1 be

such that ` = Int and `′ = A(· · · ). Then: (a) WΓ ′
1
(A) ≥ WΓ1

(A) if `′ is one of
LiqA(· · · ) or DepA(· · · ) or RepA(· · · ); (b) WΓ ′

1
(A) ≤WΓ1(A) otherwise.

Overall, Lemmas 4 and 5 determine the set of actions to consider (together
with their parameter) to maximize improvements in short-term net worth.

5 Lending pool safety, vulnerabilities and attacks

We discuss further properties of lending pools, focusing on potential risks which
could lead to unsecured loans or exploitations by malicious actors. In particular,
we focus on user collateralization and the availability of free token funds in lend-
ing pools (utilization). In the case where these can be targeted by an attacker,
the motivation is to limit the lending pool functionality (denial-of-service) or
cause the victim to incur losses, which in some cases may imply a gain for the
attacker. We restrict our attention to attacker models where the attacker has
the ability to perform some of the actions of the LP model, or even update the
price oracle. More powerful attackers that can drop or reorder transactions are
discussed in Section 6.

5.1 Collateralization bounds and risks

The lending pool design assumes that loans are secured by collateral: liquidations
thereof are incentivised in order to recover loans should the borrowing users fail
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to repay. However, collateral liquidation is exposed to risks. Firstly, the incentive
to liquidate is only effective, if the liquidator values the seized collateral higher
than the value of the repaid loan amount, implying a profit. Secondly, large
fluctuations in token price may reduce the relative value of the collateral such
that the loan becomes partially unrecoverable. Furthermore, an attacker with
the ability to update token prices can force users to become undercollateralized
and then seize the collateral of victims without repaying any loans.

LP-minted token risk The lending pool must determine the appropriate lev-
els of collateralization based on token prices given by the price oracle. However,
the value of LP-minted tokens is indeterminable since they are not featured in
dom (p). The definition of collateralization in eq. (7) values units of LP-minted
tokens at the same price as their underlying counterpart, as do lending pool
implementations [10, 21]. However, since LP-minted tokens represent claims on
free tokens, which are only redeemable if sufficient funds remain in the lending
pool ( 2 in [RDM]), it is possible that users value minted tokens at a lower price
than their underlying counterparts when LP-minted tokens cannot be redeemed
during times of low lending pool funds (utilization). Lending pool designs do not
account for this and thus run the risk of incorrectly pricing LP-minted tokens
and collateral.

Safe collateralization Assuming a correct valuation of LP-minted tokens, un-
dercollateralized loans should be swiftly liquidated, given the incentivization pro-
vided by the liquidation discount. Furthermore, the user collateral value should
be high enough, such that the user’s loan amount is sufficiently repaid by liquida-
tions to recover the user collateralization back to Cmin . Therefore, we introduce
two notions of safe collateralization.

Inspired by [48], we say that a LP state is ε-collateralization safe when the
ratio of the loan value of undercollateralized accounts to the total loan value of
the lending pool is below the threshold ε:

∑
CΓ (A)<Cmin

V lΓ(A)
∑

A V
l
Γ(A)

≤ ε (12)

If the liquidation incentive is effective, a value below ε should not persist, as users
are quick to execute liquidations. The efficiency of lending pool liquidations has
been studied in [50]. We note that sufficiently large volumes of seized collateral
which are immediately sold on external markets may delay further liquidations,
as investigated in [46], due to the external market’s finite capacity to absorb
such a sell-off.

However, ε-collateralization safety does not account for undercollateralized
loans which are non-recoverable, as previously illustrated in the example of Ta-
ble 9. The set of non-recoverable, undercollateralized accounts are those with
a collateralization below rliq. The non-recoverable loan value of an account is
given by V nrl

Γ . It represents the remaining loan value of a user A should it be
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fully liquidated, such that no further collateral can be seized.

V nrl
Γ (A) =

{
V lΓ(A)− VmΓ (A)

rliq
iff CΓ(A) < rliq

0 otherwise
(13)

Equation (13) illustrates that for the case where an account collateralization is
below rliq, the discounted value of the collateral can no longer equal or exceed
the remaining loan value, a consequence of (7) and (9). We say that a LP state
is strongly ε-collateralization safe when the fraction of the total loan value of a
lending pool which is not recoverable is below ε:

∑
A V

nrl
Γ (A)∑

A V
l
Γ(A)

≤ ε (14)

The condition (14) is actually stronger than (12), i.e. if a state is strongly
ε-collateralization safe, then it is also ε-collateralization safe. Given equal denom-
inators of (12) and (14), this is a consequence of comparing numerators: here, it
can be observed that the numerator of (12) is greater than that of (14), as V lΓ(A)

is necessarily greater than V nrl
Γ (A) by definition and the set {A | CΓ(A) < Cmin}

is a superset of {A | CΓ(A) < rliq} (13).
Strong price volatility is a risk to ε-collateralization safety, as a sharp drop

in price can immediately reduce a previously sufficiently collateralized user to
become undercollateralized below the threshold of Cmin : such an immediate
drop leaves the user with no opportunity to maintain its collateralization with
repayments.

Attacks on safe collateralization Malicious agents which can perform price
updates can therefore influence the evolution of the LP to lead it to a state that
is not ε-collateralization safe or strongly ε-collateralization safe.

For example, a malicious agent controlling the price oracle could act as fol-
lows. First, she would perform price updates to push any account collateraliza-
tion below Cmin , such that it becomes undercollateralized. The attacker can then
perform liquidations on these accounts and benefit from the discount resulting
from both the price update and rliq. The attacker has maximized her profits by
updating p such that V lΓ(B) in (7) is zero, where B is an account under attack.
In this case, LiqA(B, v : τ, v′ : τ ′) can be performed with v = 0, and repeated
liquidations can be executed to seize the full balance of B’s LP-tokens.

As a matter of fact, a recent failure of the oracle price feed utilized by the
Compound lending pool implementation lead to $100M of collateral being (in-
correctly) liquidated [19]: though it is unclear whether this was an intentional
exploit, it illustrates the feasibility of such a price oracle attack.

5.2 Utilization bounds and risks

The notion of utilization plays a fundamental role in the incentive model of
lending pools as explained in [47]. As a matter of fact, it is often used as a key
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parameter of interest rate models in implementations [11,22] and literature [47].
The utilization of a token type in a lending pool is the fraction of previously
deposited funds currently lent to borrowing users. Formally:

Uπ(τ) =

∑
A(πl A) τ

πf (τ) +
∑

A(πl A) τ
(15)

Over- and under-utilization The value of Uπ(τ) ranges between 0 and 1.
We say that τ is under-utilized if its utilization is 0 and over-utilized when it
is 1. We say that an LP state is under(over)-utilized if there is at least one
under(over)-utilized token.

Under-utilization occurs when some units of τ have been deposited, but not
lent to any user. This implies that action Int does not increase the loan value of
any account, so that the exchange rate of τ in (4) remains constant, thereby not
resulting in any gain for lenders.

On the other hand, over-utilization occurs when some users have borrowed τ,
but the lending pool has no deposited funds of τ. In this case users can neither
borrow or redeem.

Under- and over-utilization are not desirable and should be avoided. An op-
timal utilization rate eq. (15) of a free token type τ strikes a balance between the
competing objectives of interest maximization and the ability for users to borrow
or redeem tokens of type τ ′ = fst(πm(τ)). In particular, the lending pool interest
rate models described in [47] intend to incentivize actions of both borrowers and
lenders to discover a utilization equilibrium between under- and over-utilization.
Informally, this is achieved with interest rate models which rise and fall with
utilization: increasing utilization and interest rates incentivize deposits and re-
payment of loans. Decreasing utilization and interest rates incentivize redeems
and additional loan borrowing.

We proceed to discuss under- and overutilization attacks: here, we note that
the former is weaker than the latter, as funds can still be safely recovered in a
case of underutilization.

Under-utilization attacks Under-utilization can be achieved by a group of
malicious users interested in reducing interest accrual for depositors or discourag-
ing borrowing of a token τ. Here, the attacker can temporarily reduce utilization
by repaying large amounts of loans, though the effectiveness of this approach
will depend on the amounts of τ repaid by the attacker, as a lowered utilization
can also reduce the interest rate (in certain models [47]), thereby incentivizing
additional borrowing. An attacker which can update the price oracle can lower
the collateralization of borrowers arbitrarily, thereby incentivizing repayments
and liquidations to target lower utilization of specific tokens.

Over-utilization attacks Over-utilization could be achieved by a group of
malicious users interested in preventing redeems or borrows of τ. The malicious
users can do this by redeeming all units of τ while avoiding loans to be repaid
or liquidated. We illustrate an over-utilization attack in Table 10. Here, users A
and C initially hold the entire supply of τ0 in their balances. A colludes with B
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Actions
σA σA σC πf πl B πm Uπ

τ0 τ ′
0 τ0 τ1 τ ′

1 τ0 τ ′
0 τ0 τ1 τ0 τ0 τ1 τ0 τ1

0. Initial State 100 – – 100 – 50 – – – – – – – –
1. DepA (100 : τ0) 0 100 – 100 – 50 100 – – τ ′

0:100 – 0 –

2. DepB (100 : τ1) 0 100 – 0 100 50 100 100 – τ ′
0:100 τ ′

1:100 0 0

3. BorB (50 : τ0) 0 100 50 0 100 50 50 100 50 τ ′
0:100 τ ′

1:100 0.5 0
4. DepC (50 : τ0) 0 100 50 0 100 0 50 100 100 50 τ ′

0:150 τ ′
1:100 0.3 0

5. RdmA (100 : τ ′
0) 100 0 50 0 100 0 50 0 100 50 τ ′

0:50 τ ′
1:100 1.0 0

Table 10: Over-utilization attack.

to steal C’s balance of τ0: in actions 0-2, both A and B deposit units of 100 : τ0
and 100 : τ1 respectively. B utilizes her balance of 100 : τ ′1 as collateral to borrow
50 : τ0 from the lending pool in action 3. At this point, A and B are acting as
lender and borrower of τ0, for which the utilization is 0.5. C, having observed an
opportunity to earn interest on τ0 decides to deposit 50 : τ0 in action 4. However,
user A still has a balance of redeemable 100 : τ ′0, which she redeems in action 5.
Now, users A and B have removed all units of τ0 from the lending pool, pushing
the utilization of τ0 to 1 and preventing C from redeeming her funds. Of course,
user B cannot redeem his balance of τ ′1 since her loan has not been repaid, but
this can be considered the cost of the attack.

6 DeFi archetypes: lending pools and beyond

We now discuss the interplay between lending pools and other DeFi applications,
like algorithmic stable coins, automatic market makers, margin trading and flash
loans, which are all predominantly deployed on the Ethereum blockchain [38].

Lending pools The emergent behaviour of lending pools in times of high price
volatility is examined in [46] by simulation of a lending pool liquidation model.
Here, a large price drop can cause many accounts to become undercollateralized:
assuming liquidators sell off collateral at an external market for units of the
repaid token type, the authors suggest that limited market demand for collateral
tokens may prevent liquidations from being executed, thereby posing a risk to
ε-collateralization safety as we have defined in eqs. (12) and (14).

Lending pool behaviour at the user level is modelled in [48], which sim-
ulates agents interacting with the Compound implementation to examine the
evolution of liquidatable and undercollateralized debt, notions similar to (strong)
ε-collateralization safety (12) (14). [39,40] examine the competition for user de-
posits between staking in proof-of-stake systems and lending pools: in the case
where lending pools are believed to be more profitable, users may shift deposits
away from the staking contract of the underlying consensus protocol towards
lending pools, thereby endangering the security of the system.

Lending pool interest rate behaviour is examined in [47], where empirical
behaviour of interest rate models in Compound [22], Aave [11] and dYdX [25]
are analyzed. In particular, the authors observe a statistically significant coupling
in interest rates between deployed lending pools, suggesting that the dynamic
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interest models are effective in discovering a global interest rate equilibrium for
a given token. Our formal model is parameterized by the interest rate, that must
always be positive (8): since this property holds for all interest rate functions
in [47], our model can be instantiated with them.

Algorithmic stable coins MakerDAO [27] is the leading algorithmic stable
coin and is credited with being one of the earliest DeFi projects. It incorporates
several features found in lending pools, such as deposits, minting, and collater-
alization. Users are incentivized to interact with the smart contract to mint or
redeem DAI tokens. This, in turn, adjusts the supply of DAI such that a stable
value against the reference price (e.g USD) is maintained. Synthetic tokens are
similar to algorithmic stable coins but may track an asset price such as gold or
other real-world assets. Reference asset prices are determined by price oracles.

The authors of [49] introduce a taxonomy for various price stabilization mech-
anisms, providing insight into the functionality of such contracts. [46] uncovers
a vulnerability in the governance design of MakerDAO, allowing an attacker to
utilize flash loans to steal funds from the contract. The empirical performance
of MakerDAO’s oracles is studied in [45], which also proposes alternate price
feed aggregation models to improve oracle accuracy. Finally, [42] investigates
the optimal bidding strategy for collateral liquidators in MakerDAO, which is
executed by through user auctions.

Stable coins which track prices of real-world currencies (e.g. USD) exhibit a
price stability useful for lending pools: users with stable collateral or loan values
have a lower likelihood of suddently becoming undercollateralized.

Automatic market makers Leading automatic market makers Uniswap [31]
and Curve Finance [23] hold $1.6B [30] and $1.5B [23] worth of tokens and feature
an estimated $320M [30] and $36M [23] worth of token exchange transactions
every day. An automatic market maker (AMM) is organized in token pairs (τ, τ ′),
which users can interact with to exchange units of τ for τ ′ or vice-versa. AMM’s
do not match opposing actions of buyers and sellers: users simply exchange
tokens with a AMM pair, where the exchange rate is determined algorithmically
as a function of the AMM pair balance. Hence, the dynamic exchange rate of an
AMM token pair is affected with each user interaction.

The work in [33] investigates alternative, algorithmic exchange rate models
and defines the user arbitrage problem, where a profit-seeking agent must deter-
mine the optimal set of AMM pairs (with differing exchange rates) to interact
with: given such arbitrage opportunities will be exploited by rational users, it
is expected that exchange rates across AMM’s remain consistent. AMM price
models can fail: The constant product exchange rate model implemented by
Uniswap [31] and Curve [24] is simple, but can theoretically reach a state where
the the exchange rate is arbitrarily high. [54] proposes bounded exchange rate
models to address this.

[32] suggests that AMM’s track global average token prices effectively. As
such, AMM’s can inform price oracles: such oracles, however, only update price
information with each new block [29] computed from time-weighted price av-
erages of AMM pairs over the past block interval. This increases the cost of
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manipulating prices of the oracle, as the manipulated price must be sustained
over a period of time. We note that lending pool implementations do not rely
on oracles which derive prices from AMM states.

AMM’s suffer from front-running, where an attacking user observes the vic-
tim’s announced, yet unconfirmed token exchange transaction, and sequences its
own transaction prior to that of the victim. A front-running attack on an AMM
user takes advantage of the change in exchange rate resulting from the victim’s
token exchange, who ends up paying a higher price, as illustrated in [55]. Front-
running of smart contracts is investigated more generally in [44]: mitigations
such as commit-and-reveal schemes are proposed, which come with an increased
cost for user-contract interactions. In the context of AMM’s, [41] introduces the
notion of gas auctions, where adversarial users compete to front-run a given
AMM exchange transaction by outbidding each others transaction fee.

We note that similar attacks can be modeled with an attacker that can drop
or reorder transactions in our lending pool model. Such an attacker can trivially
defer attempts of a borrower to repay a loan: subsequent interest accrual will
eventually cause the user to become undercollateralized, so that the attacker can
liquidate the victim. Such an attacker can also monopolize all liquidations for
herself, preventing other users from executing such an action: [41] suggests that
miners may be incentivized to perform such attacks due to gain resulting from
liquidation discounts.

Margin trading An important use case of lending pools are leveraged long
or short positions initiated by users, also referred to as margin trading. In a
leveraged long position of τ against τ ′, the user speculates that the price of the
former will increase against the price of the latter: a user borrows τ ′ at a lending
pool against collateral deposited in τ, and then exchanges the borrowed units of
τ ′ back to τ at a token exchange or an AMM. The user will now earn an amplified
profit if the price of τ appreciates relative to τ ′, since both the borrowed balance
and redeemable collateral in τ appreciates in value whilst only the loan repayable
with τ ′ decreases in value. A leveraged short position simply reverses the token
types. Margin trading contracts such as bZx Fulcrum [13] combine lending and
AMM functionalities to offer margin trades through a single smart contract.
However, since such margin trading contracts perform large token exchanges
at external AMM’s, attackers can use such actions to manipulate AMM prices,
as shown in [51]. Furthermore, the scope of such attacks is magnified when
performed with flash loans.

Flash loans Any smart contract holding balances of tokens can expose flash
loan functionality to users: here, a user can borrow and return a loan within a
single atomic transaction group. Informally, we describe an atomic transaction
group as an a sequence of actions from a single user, which must execute to com-
pletion or not execute at all. Atomic transaction groups can be implemented in
Ethereum by user-defined smart contracts [7], but can also be supported explic-
itly, such as in Algorand [36]. As such, flash loans are guaranteed to be repaid or
not executed at all. The work in [53] introduces an initial framework to identify
flash loan transactions on the Ethereum blockchain for an analysis of their in-
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tended use-cases, which include arbitrage transactions, account liquidations (in
lending pools or stable coins) and attacks on smart contracts. We note that our
model can be easily extended to encompass flash loan semantics.

Flash loans have been utilized in recent attacks in DeFi contracts [51] [14] [26]
[28] [12]. The flashloan attack on bZx Fulcrum described in [51] involves sending
the borrowed tokens to a margin trading contract, which, in turn, initiates a
large token exchange at an external AMM: here, the large amount of exchanged
tokens causes a significant shift in dynamic AMM exchange rate, which rep-
resents an arbitrage opportunity exploited by the attacker in several execution
steps involving other contracts. Flash loans provide attackers with access to very
large token values to initiate attacks.

7 Conclusions

We have provided a systematization of knowledge on lending pools and their role
in DeFi, by leveraging a new model which enables formal definitions of lending
pool properties, vulnerabilities, and attacks. This work represents a first step
towards the rigorous analysis of DeFi contracts, improving existing literature
with a precise executable semantics of interactions beween users and LPs.

Differences between our model and LP implementations We have syn-
thesised our model from informal descriptions in the literature and actual imple-
mentation and documentation of lending pools Compound [22] and Aave [11]. To
distill a usable, succinct model we have abstracted away some implementation
details, that could be incorporated in the model at the cost of a more complex
presentation. We discuss here some of the main abstractions we made.

The original implementations of Compound and Aave gave administrators
control over the economic parameters of the LP, i.e. Cmin , rliq, and the interest
rate function. This made administrators of such early versions privileged users,
who could in principle prevent honest depositors, borrowers and liquidators from
withdrawing funds. A Compound administrator, for example, can replace ap-
plication logic which computes collateralization and authorizes supported to-
kens [15]. Later versions of these platforms have introduced governance tokens
(respectively, COMP and AAVE), which are allocated to initial investors or to LP
users, who earn units of such tokens upon each interaction. Governance tokens
allow holders to propose, vote for, and apply changes in economic parameters,
including interest rate functions. By contrast, our model assumes that economic
parameters are fixed, and omits governance tokens.

In implementations, adding a new token type to the LP must be authorized
by the governance mechanisms. By contrast, in our model any user can add a
new token type to the LP by just performing the first deposit of tokens of that
type. Implementations also allow administrators or governance to assign weights
to each token type. This is intended to adjust collateralization and liquidation
thresholds Cmin and rliq for the predicted price volatility of token types present
in a user’s loan and collateral. Further, implementations require users to pay
fees upon actions. These fees are accumulated in a reserve controlled by the
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governance mechanisms of the LP, and intended to act as a buffer in case of
unforeseen events. Our model does not feature token-specific weights and fees.

User liquidations in implementations are limited to repay a maximum frac-
tion of the loan amount [6,18]. However, this implementation constraint can be
bypassed by a user employing multiple accounts, so we omit it in our model.

Lending pool platforms implement the update of interest accrual in a lazy
fashion: since smart contracts cannot trigger transactions, periodic interest ac-
crual would rely on a trusted user to reliably perform such actions, introducing
a source of corruption. Therefore, interest accrual is performed whenever a user
performs an action which requires up-to-date loan amounts. Here, the interest
rate in implementations is not recomputed for each time period. Instead, a single
interest rate is applied to the period since the last interest accrual [9,20] in order
to reduce the cost of execution, leading to inaccuracies in loan interest.

Comparison with other LP models There are few models of lending pools
in the literature. The liquidation model of [46] is meant to simulate interac-
tions between lending pool liquidations and token exchange markets in times of
high price volatility. Unlike in our presented model, [46] performs liquidations
in aggregate, and it omits individual user actions. The interest rate functions
of [47] formalize various interest rate strategies used by LP implementations,
and can be seen as complementary to our work. Indeed, even if we did not
incorporate such functions directly in our model (for brevity), they could be
easily included as instances of Iπ(τ) in rule [Int]. The work [50] introduces a LP
state model, which is instantiated with historical user transactions observable in
the Compound implementation deployed on Ethereum. The model abstraction
facilitates the observation of state effects of each interaction, and investigates
the (historical) latency of user liquidations following the undercollateralization
of borrowing accounts. Aforementioned work prioritizes high-level analysis over
model fidelity: indeed, the lending pool properties and attacks we present are a
direct consequence of the precision in our lending pool semantics.

Future work Our model already allows us to formally establish properties of
LPs (Section 4), and to precisely describe potential attacks to LPs as sequences
of user actions (Section 5). This paves the way for future automatic analyses
of LPs, which could exploit e.g., model checking or automated theorem prov-
ing tools. Following the same approach we used in Section 3, we could devise
formal models of other DeFi archetypes, like e.g. stable coins, automatic mar-
ket makers, and flash loans. In this perspective, it would be possible to extend
the scope of analysis techniques to attacks that exploit the interplay between
different archetypes, which so far have been found manually by adversaries, as
documented in [51]. A complementary line of research is the design of domain-
specific languages for DeFi contracts, in the spirit of the works [34,37,43,52] on
languages for financial derivatives. By leveraging primitives specifically tailored
to DeFi, these languages could simplify the task of analysing DeFi contracts:
actually, this task is overwhelmingly complex for current LP implementations,
which amount to thousands of lines of Solidity code.
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A Supplementary material

Proof of Lemma 1

The proof is by induction on the length of the trace from an initial state to
the state σ | π | p. The base case is when σ | π | p is an initial configuration.
Then, (10) trivially holds since Tπ is empty. Now assume as induction hypothesis
that (10) holds for a reachable configuration Γ. We can show that the equation

also holds for all configurations Γ ′ such that Γ
`−→ Γ ′ by considering all possible

cases for `. First note, that there are a number of cases where the state com-
ponents involved in (10) are not affected at all. These are: TrfA(B, v : τ), Px,
Int, BorA(v : τ), and RepA(v : τ). If ` is DepA(v : τ) or RdmA(v : τ) we note that
the transition will increase and decrease both sides of (10) equally. Last, if ` is
LiqA(B, v : τ, v′ : τ ′) or MtrfA(B, v : τ) the sum in the lhs of (10) is kept constant
(minted tokens are just transferred from one user to another one) and the rhs is
not affected. ut

Proof of Lemma 2

We show that for a single transition σ | π | p `−→ σ′ | π′ | p′ the following holds:

(a) ERπ(τ) < ERπ′(τ), if ` = Int and ∃A : (πl A) τ > 0
(b) ERπ(τ) = ERπ′(τ), otherwise.

Part (a) is easy to see, since the execution of Int strictly increases the existing
loans on τ which are used in the numerator of the first case in (4), without
affecting the denominator.

For part (b) there are a number of cases where the state components involved
in ER are not affected at all. These are: Int (if 6 ∃A : (πl A) τ > 0), TrfA(B, v : τ),
Px, and MtrfA(B, v : τ). If ` is BorA(v : τ), RepA(v : τ), or LiqA(B, v : τ0, τ1) we
note that the transition will increase and decrease the summands in the numera-
tor of the first case in (4) equally. Last, If ` is DepA(v : τ) or RdmA(v : τ) we note
that the transition will increase and decrease the numerator and denominator of
the first case in (4) in quantities proportional to ERπ . ut

Proof of Lemma 3

The proof is by induction on the length of the trace σ | π | p −→∗ σ′ | π′ | p′. The
base case is when σ | π | p = σ′ | π′ | p′. Then the lemma trivially holds since
splyσ,π(τ) = splyσ′,π′(τ). Now, assume as induction hypothesis that the lemma
holds for all executions of length n. We show that it also holds for executions

of length n + 1. In particular we show that for a single transition σ | π | p
`−→

σ′ | π′ | p′ token supplies remain constant by considering all possible cases for
`, where state components of Equation (11) are affected. These are: DepA(v : τ),
BorA(v : τ), RdmA(v : τ) and LiqA(B, v : τ, v′ : τ ′). If ` is DepA(v : τ), BorA(v : τ)
or LiqA(B, v : τ, v′ : τ ′), changes applied to σA(τ) and πf (τ) in Equation (11)
cancel out. If ` is RdmA(v : τ), the same is true for user balance and lending
pool balance of token uπ(τ). ut
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Proof of Lemma 4

By inspecting the formalization of the transitions it is easy to see which actions
can increase or decrease in just one transition the net worth of a user on a specific
token or in total, and to which extent. Indeed is is easy to see that the only
actions that can modify the total net worth of a user A are Int, TrfA(B, v : τ),
MtrfA(B, v : τ), Px and LiqA(B, v : τ, v′ : τ ′). Only the latter uses an action of
the form A(. . . ). The rest of the actions of the form A(. . . ) are DepA(v : τ),
BorA(v : τ), RepA(v : τ), and RdmA(v : τ). Inspecting their effect on wallets and
loans we can notice that they simply exchange tokens in a way that keeps the
net worth constant: DepA(v : τ) and RdmA(v : τ) simply swap amounts of free
tokens and corresponding minted tokens proportionally to the exchange rate,
while BorA(v : τ) and RepA(v : τ) simply move exact amounts of free tokens
between wallets and loans. ut

Proof of Lemma 5

The main idea is that interest accrual affects net worth by increasing the share
of deposited tokens (on which there is at least one non-empty loan) and in-
creasing loan amounts. The only actions that increase a user’s deposits are
DepA(v : τ) and LiqA(B, v : τ, v′ : τ ′), while the only action that decreases loans
is RepA(v : τ). ut
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Abstract. Decentralised Finance (DeFi) applications constitute an en-
tire financial ecosystem deployed on blockchains. Such applications are
based on complex protocols and incentive mechanisms whose financial
safety is hard to determine. Besides, their adoption is rapidly growing,
hence imperilling an increasingly higher amount of assets. Therefore,
accurate formalisation and verification of DeFi applications is essential
to assess their safety. We have developed a tool for the formal analysis
of one of the most widespread DeFi applications: Lending Pools (LP).
This was achieved by leveraging an existing formal model for LPs, the
Maude verification environment and the MultiVeStA statistical analyser.
The tool supports several analyses including reachability analysis, LTL
model checking and statistical model checking. In this paper we show
how the tool can be used to analyse several parameters of LPs that are
fundamental to assess and predict their behaviour. In particular, we use
statistical analysis to search for threshold and reward parameters that
minimize the risk of unrecoverable loans.

1 Introduction

Financial trading has recently shifted to virtual markets, platforms entirely reg-
ulated and controlled by novel protocols. Decentralised Finance (DeFi) [34] ap-
plications are deployed on blockchains like Ethereum [34,12], which offer dis-
tributed infrastructures to execute smart contracts [18] without intermediaries.
DeFi has recently been employed by a growing community of users. As of April
2022, the growth of the capital locked by DeFi applications has increased almost

? Corresponding author.
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10 times in the last two years: from approximately $9.78bn, on 1 April 2020,
to over $83.51bn, on 1 April 2022 [29]. Even assuming the security guarantees
ensured by the underlying blockchain, DeFi smart contracts have several vulner-
abilities latent in their design [30,36]. Given the considerable amount of funds
daily exchanged on DeFi platforms [1,16], even minor design flaws could deter-
mine massive and intolerable losses [21]. Notwithstanding the increasing interest
of several research groups in this area [9,5,2,32,4,19], the complexity of DeFi
protocols yields new interesting research problems. Formal verification of these
systems is crucial, in order to ensure their correctness and security.

The verification tool proposed in this paper simulates and analyses Lending
Pools (LPs), one of the most popular DeFi applications, whose two main features
are lending and borrowing assets, to support various financial practices, includ-
ing margin trading. Our verification tool is based on the formal model of LPs
proposed in [6]. Such model encompasses the behaviour of the most widespread
LPs, namely Aave [10] and Compound [24].

We craft an operational specification of the LP model of [6] in Maude [15],
a specification language which is particularly suitable for highly concurrent sys-
tems such as LPs. Additionally, Maude provides a very extensive environment
for both simulating and verifying the properties of the specified models. Given
the complexity of the modelled systems, the analyses techniques offered by the
Maude environment are not sufficient. Specifically, since the system may evolve
by following an infinite number of execution paths, the traditional model check-
ing methods result in being either ineffective or unviable. Therefore, the Maude-
based LP simulator has been extended to support statistical analyses. This has
been achieved by integrating the simulator with the MultiVeStA statistical anal-
yser proposed in [31] and recently redesigned to focus on analyses of interest for
of economical agent-based models [33]. The tool offers analysis techniques from
the family of statistical model checking [3]. These statistical analyses, despite
producing less accurate results, allow to observe the quantitative behaviour of
large instances of the model, offering statistically-reliable results. In the case of
lending pools, this approach allows to estimate parameters of the model so to
increase its safety. Specifically, an essential safety property of the model is that
the value of non-repayable loans is low.

This paper is based on the work done in [25] and proposes a Maude-based
LP simulator (Section 3) capable of conducting several analyses of lending pools
including LTL model checking and statistical analysis. The tool is open source
and available at [26]. Additionally, the study showcases the usage of the tool by
answering a still non-investigated research question, aiming at an enhancement
of the analysed platforms’ safety. In particular, the statistical analysis presented
in Section 4 shows that a choice of the parameters used to instantiate the LP
model reduces the amount of non-repayable loans.
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2 Lending Pools and Price Models

Lending Pools. Lending Pools [35] are a class of DeFi applications which
allow users to lend and borrow cryptoassets. At the time of writing, LPs are
the most used DeFi applications, with the majority of them being deployed on
Ethereum [29]. Deposited funds are pooled and lent on-demand to borrowers,
only if they possess enough collateral (i.e. only if their account is overcollater-
ized). As blockchains typically do not provide strong identities, but pseudonyms
[12], users’ actions are difficult to be regulated under a jurisdiction, which makes
collateralization the main protection mechanism against adversarial behaviours
[27]: an agent can only borrow a quantity of tokens worth less than the amount
of collateral they deposited. This mechanism and others (e.g. interest rates) is
in place in order to incentivize borrowers to repay their loans.

We now recall details of the lending pools model in [6]. The basic components
of the model are agents and cryptoassets. LP agents are the rational entities
taking part in the protocol. Contrarily, LP cryptoassets are token types, each
representing a different virtual currency. The model distinguishes two classes
of token types: free tokens and minted tokens, denoted respectively by the sets
Tf = {τi}i∈[1..k] and Tm = {τ ′i}i∈[1..k], where k is the number of cryptocurrencies
available on the pool. The difference between these classes of token types is that
free tokens have a value established by external markets, whereas minted tokens
are assets coined by the protocol, hence holding value only in a specific LP
environment. In other words, minted tokens are loyalty credits held by the agents
actively joining the protocol. In fact, minted tokens are granted by the protocol
to the agents in return for free tokens, hence each minted token τ ′ corresponds
to a free token τ , also called its underlying token. We denote by T the set of all
token types, i.e. T = Tf ∪ Tm.

Given agents and assets, the LP model yields as a transition system where
each state Γ is of the form Γ = σ | π | p:

1. The wallets function σ : A → (T → R+
0 ) stores each agent’s balance of

tokens. For instance, the wallet of an agent A is expressed by the partial
function σA, and the balance of its τ -typed tokens by σA(τ).

2. The pool component π is a triple (πf , πl, πm). It is composed by three partial
functions: πf : Tf → R+

0 storing the amount of free tokens deposited in the
pool, πl : A → (Tf → R+

0 ) memorising the loans each agent owes to the pool
and πm : Tf → (Tm × R+

0 ) keeping track of the minted tokens (also called
the collateral or credits) purchased from the pool.

3. The price function p : dom(πf ) → R+
0 stores the price of each free token

available in the pool.

Given a partial map f , we denote by f{v/x} the point-wise update of f at
the point x to the value v. In order to add and remove tokens in the functions
defined above, a partial binary operation ◦ : R+

0 × R+
0 → R+

0 , such as addition,
is extended to them. Given a partial map f : T → R+

0 , a token type τ ∈ T and
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a value v ∈ R+
0 , the partial map f ◦ v : τ is defined as

f ◦ v : τ =

{
f{f(τ) ◦ v/τ} if τ ∈ dom(f) and f(τ) ◦ v is defined

f{v/τ} if τ /∈ dom(f)

In order to describe the model evolution, some additional definitions shall be
given. The following LP components may rely on the whole state Γ , or some of
its components. This dependency is indicated by the means of subscripts. For
instance, writing FX means that F depends on the X component of the state.

The functions V lΓ and V mΓ define, respectively, value of tokens lent to a given
agent, and the value of minted tokens owned by a given agent:

V lΓ (A) =
∑

τ∈Tf
(πl(A))(τ) · p(τ) V mΓ (A) =

∑

τ ′∈Tm
σA(τ ′) · ERπ(τ ′, τ) · p(τ)

where ERπ(τ ′, τ) is the exchange rate of minted tokens (see Section 3.1 of [6]).
The collateralization of an agent A is defined as CΓ (A) = VmΓ (A)/V lΓ (A). This

is an essential indicator of agents’ lending safety: in fact, a collateralization below
a given threshold (Cmin) entails an agent to be liquidated and hence to incur in
a financial loss, as detailed later.

The behaviour of agents interacting with a lending pool is formalized as a set
of rewriting rules, which define transitions between states. Such transitions are

written as Γ
rA(z

n)−−−−→ Γ ′, where Γ is the starting state, Γ ′ is the target state, and
rA(zn) is the action (fired by A) which triggers the state transition. Actions have
the form rA(zn), where r is the action name, and zn is an n-tuple of parameters.

The main actions of lending pools are informally summarised in Table 1. Since
the focus in this paper is on liquidations as one of the key incentive mechanisms,
we will provide the details for such action only. Figure 1 provides a formal
description of the rule. The essential preconditions to understand the rule are

4 , 8 , 9 , 10 and 11 .

1 τ ′ ∈ Tm 2 σA(τ̂) ≥ v 3 πl(B)(τ̂) ·Maxliq ≥ v
4 v′ = v · p(τ̂)

p(τ)
· rliq 5 σB (τ ′) ≥ v′ 6 π′

f = πf + v : τ̂

7 π′
l = πl{πl (B)− v : τ̂ /B} 8 σ′

A = σA − v : τ̂ + v′ : τ ′ 9 σ′
B = σB − v′ : τ ′

10 Cσ|π|p(B) < Cmin 11 Cσ′|π′|p(B) ≤ Cmin

σ | π | p LiqA(B,v:τ̂ ,τ ′)−−−−−−−−−→ σ{σ′
A/A}{σ′

B/B} | (π′
f , π

′
l, πm) | p

Fig. 1: The rule for liquidation.

3 The amount of repayable loan is limited by a percentage factor Maxliq, as
done in Aave [11] and Compound [28].
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DepA(v : τ) A deposits v free-tokens of type τ from its wallet to the pool. Subse-
quently, the pool coins v′ units of τ ′, with v′ computed so to incen-
tivize deposits only if the LP is lacking free tokens.

RdmA(v : τ ′) A redeems v units of the minted token τ ′, as long as A’s collateraliza-
tion is greater than a threshold (Cmin) and LP holds enough tokens
of type τ ′.

BorA(v : τ) A borrows v units of a free token τ , assuming it has enough collateral.
RepA(v : τ) A repays v units of its loan in the free token τ to the LP.
LiqA(B , v : τ̂ , τ ′) A (liquidator) liquidates a variable amount of B ’s (borrower’s)

minted tokens τ ′, by paying v units of free tokens τ̂ . Notably, τ̂ ∈ Tf
is in general different from τ , the underlying token of τ ′ ∈ Tm. This
action can be executed only if the B ’s collateralization is below Cmin,
meaning B is undercollaterized.

Int The LP contract accrues interest on the existing loans. This disin-
centivizes borrowers from postponing their loans repayment.

Price Token prices are updated according to a given price evolution model.

Table 1: Summary of some of the lending pools actions from [6].

4 computes the reward for the liquidating agent. This is based on the liquidated
amount v and the reward factor rliq. The idea is that A, by repaying part
of B ’s loan, is reducing the likelihood of the protocol to become illiquid.
This behaviour is incentivized by the platform by setting the aforementioned
reward to a value strictly higher than 1. A common value for rliq is 1.1.

8 , 9 update the involved agents’ wallets, A repays v units of B ’s loan in τ̂ and is
compensated with v′ units of τ ′

10 ensures that the rule is executable only if B ’s collateralization is less than
Cmin, which is often set to 1.5. This rule is the reason why agents’ collater-
alization should be at least Cmin, so to avert the risk of being liquidated and
incurring in the loss of the liquidation reward rliq.

11 prevents A from seizing a higher collateral amount than the one required for
B to be considered safe (i.e. CΓ (B) ≥ Cmin).

Figure 2 illustrates the transition system for a simple running example, where
three liquidate actions are executed. The figure shows six possible traces all orig-
inating from Γ0 and having Γ3,1 as final state. Each state in the figure is defined
by a row in Table 2. Additionally, transitions, namely Liq actions performed by
D , are indicated by different colours depending on the liquidated borrower in
both the transition system and the table. Notably, assuming Cmin = 1.5 and
rliq = 1.1, all borrowers in Γ0, A,B and C , are undercollaterized. Specifically, A
is marginally undercollaterized since CΓ0

(A) = 1.25 > 1.1 = rliq, while B and C
are strongly undercollaterized, being both CΓ0

(B) and CΓ0
(C) below 1.1. This

allows D to seize the entire B and C ′s collateral, as evident from Γ3,1 in Table 2.
Contrarily A’s collateralization is restored to Cmin.
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Fig. 2: Example transition system.

As an example, consider transition Γ0
LiqD (B,91:τ1,τ

′
0)−−−−−−−−−−−→ Γ1,2. Agent D repays

91 units of τ1, seizing 91 · rliq ≈ 100 units of τ ′0 from agent B . This also affects
π, in a way that the funds in τ1 are incremented by 91 units, as illustrated
by πf (τ1), while B ’s loan is decremented by 91 units, as shown by πl(B)(τ1).
Contrarily, πm is not modified by the transaction, as the 100 units of minted
tokens τ ′0 are simply transferred from B ’s wallet to D ’s one.

Fig. 3: GBM components.

Stock Market Price Modelling
We use the geometric Brownian mo-
tion (GBM) to define a predictive
model for price evolution based on
past stock market trends. A GBM
is a continuous-time stochastic pro-

cess Pt = P0·exp
[(
µ− σ2

2

)
t+ σWt

]
.

The two constants µ and σ are re-
spectively called drift and volatility,
whereas Wt is a random variable fol-
lowing a Weiner process, i.e. a process
Wt = ε

√
dt satisfying the following

properties: (i) ε ∼ N(0, 1) and (ii) for
any given pair (t0, t

′
0), Wt0 and Wt′0

are independent. In other words, a Wt

is the component yielding the stochas-
tic behaviour of a GBM. The geometric Brownian motion as a whole can be

viewed as the harmonic result of its two components [20]: (i) the drift
(
µ− σ2

2

)
t

and (ii) the volatility σWt. The effects of the two components on the resulting
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Γ πf
πl σA σB σC σD CΓA B C

τ1 τ1 τ1 τ1 τ1 τ ′0 τ1 τ ′0 τ1 τ ′0 τ1 τ ′0 τ ′1 A B C

Γ i0 195 80 100 125 80 100 100 100 125 100 500 0 500 1.25 1 0.8

Γ1,1 245 30 100 125 80 45 100 100 125 100 450 55 500 1.5 1 0.8

Γ1,2 286 80 9 125 80 100 100 0 125 100 410 100 500 1.25 0 0.8

Γ1,3 286 80 100 34 80 100 100 100 125 0 410 100 500 1.25 1 0

Γ2,1 336 30 9 125 80 45 100 0 125 100 359 155 500 1.5 0 0.8

Γ2,2 336 30 100 34 80 45 100 100 125 0 359 155 500 1.5 1 0

Γ2,3 377 80 9 34 80 100 100 0 125 0 318 200 500 1.25 0 0

Γ3,1 427 30 9 34 80 45 100 0 125 0 268 255 500 1.5 0 0

Table 2: States of the transition system in Figure 2. For simplicity, the price
function p is assumed to be constant such that p(τ0) = p(τ1) = 1 in every state.
The values of the LP parameters are Cmin = 1.5, rliq = 1.1 and Maxliq = 1.

process is shown in Figure 3. The drift component defines the trend of the re-
sulting process, whereas the volatility component is a measure of the randomly
sampled shocks. Intuitively, this signifies that negative values for µ yield to a
downward prediction trend, whereas positive ones to a growth. Oppositely, the
higher the σ is, the more significantly the prices predictions change. Ususall, µ
and σ are estimated based on the daily log returns of the targeted stock mar-
ket [17,20]. Given the closing prices of two consecutive trading days C1 and C2,
the log return w.r.t. the second trading day is defined as ln(C2)− ln(C1).

3 An LP Simulator for Liquidating Agents

We now lay the foundations for tackling a significant research problem for LPs:
finding optimal Cmin and rliq parameters. This is achieved by instantiating the
LP simulator to conduct statistical analyses of the model. The simulator com-
prises: the Maude specification of LPs [26]; a strategy for automating the be-
haviour of rational liquidators (Section 3.1); and a price evolution model for the
three most widely employed cryptocurrencies (Section 3.2).

3.1 A Fully-automated Liquidating Strategy

This section introduces a liquidating strategy causing the LP protocol to possibly
reach unsafe states, where loans are not guaranteed to be repaid. We first give an
intuitive understanding of aggressive liquidating behaviours, and then describe
the proposed liquidating strategy.

The impact of liquidations on collateralization Liquidate actions involve
two agents: a liquidator, i.e. as an agent with enough tokens to fire liquidate
actions, and a borrower with a collateralization below the threshold Cmin.
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Liquidators have a fundamental role in the financial safety of LPs, as they
supply free tokens whenever the pool is lacking them. On the other hand, ex-
cessively zealous liquidators could be harmful to the system, since they could
disincentivize undercollaterized borrowers to repay their loans. This is exem-
plified in Figure 4, where all the liquidating scenarios are outlined. The figure
illustrates the agents’ collateralization, detailing the outcomes of liquidate ac-
tions in every possible (non-trivial) state. The scenarios are also captured by the
running example in Figure 2.

Fig. 4: Liquidation scenarios

Firstly, the three dashed lines in the figure
correspond to the liquidation parameters spe-
cific to the instantiated pool. Their labels rep-
resent the respective line slopes. The line la-
belled 1 depicts the scenarios where the collat-
eral value equals the loan value. Consequently,
it can be intended as the loan repayment in-
centivizing threshold, i.e. the collateralization
value below which borrowing agents should be
considered to be disincentivized in repaying
their loans as their outstanding loan debt ex-
ceeds their collateral in value. These residual
loans are also called non-recoverable.

Additionally, the three points indicate the
initial collateralization of three liquidated bor-
rowers. Each liquidation action is illustrated
by a solid line drawn from CΓ (I ) to CΓ ′(I ) for I ∈ {A,B ,C}. Liquidations
entail a decrease in the liquidated user’s collateralization by a linear factor pro-
portional to rliq and ultimately determined by the liquidator. Note that the
liquidation actions described in the figure follow the semantics of the liquidate
action, as the resulting loan value must be greater than zero and the final col-
lateralization must be at most Cmin.

It is worth observing that the liquidations in the figure can be achieved by
applying only one action if and only if two conditions hold. Firstly, the liquida-
tor invests enough liquidity to seize the entire seizable collateral. Secondly, the
liquidated borrower does not diversify the type of the loan. If either the first
condition or the second does not hold, then the liquidations illustrated in the
figure can be achieved uniquely by performing several liquidate actions on the
borrower. This is frequently the case in the major LP implementations (Com-
pound and Aave). In fact, these prevent the whole seizable collateral amount to
be atomically liquidated, by setting Maxliq which is variable in Compound [28]
and constant (equals to 0.5) in Aave [11]. Our model includes the parameter
Maxliq as a constant following Aave, but it could be extended to a variable one.

The proposed liquidating strategy As shown in Figure 4, the collateraliza-
tion of A is re-established, whereas liquidations cause B and C to lose their entire
collateral, disincentivizing them from repaying the loans. In light of this fact, a
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relevant research question is whether there exists an optimal pair (Cmin, rliq)
such that the number of non-recoverable loans is minimal.

It is worth to observe that, ideally, the closer rliq is to 1, the more the col-
lateralization of a loan can drop and still be recoverable by liquidation. Thus
a rliq marginally greater than 1 is optimal in our model, since it would lead
to the strongest recovery of user collateralization during liquidation. However,
actual platforms deviate from such ideally optimal rliq as the costs incurred by
liquidators to execute actions have to be compensated by a suitable discount
rliq on the purchase of minted tokens from the liquidated borrowers. In order to
investigate the effects of choices rliq and Cmin, we propose a strategy attempting
to reproduce a rational behaviour for liquidators. The employed strategy sim-
ulates a rational behaviour where liquidators repay the entire borrowers’ loan.
The rationality of the behaviour we are going to study is based on the following
key observations:

1. Fast liquidations have the advantage of restoring liquidity whenever the bor-
rowers have collateralization slightly above rliq (see agent A in Figure 4).

2. On the other hand, fast liquidations may generate non-recoverable loans
whenever the borrowers have collateralization slightly below rliq (as for
agents B and C in Figure 4).

3. Price fluctuations can change the scenario between (1) and (2). For example,
it could raise the collateralization of borrowers to rliq allowing the liquidators
to effectively restore the agents’ collateralization to Cmin, so that it would
be convenient to delay liquidations.

The strategy used to implement the liquidator behaviour selects the liquidate
input parameters, so to maximise the value of seized collateral. Specifically, given
a liquidator L, the strategy computes the remaining four parameters of Liq: the
borrower’s agent identifier (Br ), the amount of loan to be repaid (vr), the type
of the asset to be repaid (τ̂r) and the one of the asset to be seized (τ ′r). Because
of space constraints, we refer to [25] for a detailed account of the strategy.

3.2 Price Modelling

This section describes the price model employed to predict cryptocurrencies
prices, based on historical data. We start with an overview of the price model
to motivate its adoption. Afterwards, we present the three model instantiation
scenarios used in the subsequent statistical analysis.

Predicting cryptocurrency prices The cryptoassets prices are derived from a
statistical model representative of the past price behaviour based on the GBM.
A GBM is instantiated by two parameters drift and volatility which can be
estimated from the currency historical data. This makes the GBM the ideal
stochastic process for modelling stock prices based on their past evolution [17].

Aiming at stress-testing the LP protocol and inspired by [19], we have de-
signed three different scenarios, each comprising a pair of price trends. In prac-
tice, each scenario simulates the evolution of prices of a given collateral and loan
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assets, in a way that respectively when the former declines, the latter increases.
In fact, assuming that each borrower B0 owes a loan in only one asset type τl
and similarly holds collateral of only one asset type τm, such a model for prices
necessarily causes some borrowers to become undercollaterized, as shown in (1).

CΓ (B0 ) =
V mΓ (B0 )

V lΓ (B0 )

p(τm)→0 p(τl)→V−−−−−−−−−−−−→ 0,with V � 0 (1)

More precisely, prices modelling is achieved by opportunely gathering the
data used to estimate the parameters (drift and volatility) for generating a
growing, decreasing or relatively constant GBM process. In the literature, daily
closing prices of stock markets are used since their samples generally tend to
be normal, which allows to employ the GBM generic formula. Ultimately, since
prices’ predictions pairs should variate in a way that they simultaneously display
an opposite behaviour, it is necessary to correlate them, as shown in [20].

Prices model instantiation Given a collateral asset τm and a loan asset τl,
the three prices evolution pairs are shown in Table 3.

Scenario τm τl p(τm) p(τl)

ETH-WBTC ETH WBTC Declining Increasing

ETH-USDC ETH USDC Declining Constant

USDC-WBTC USDC WBTC Constant Increasing

Table 3: The three implemented prices evolution scenarios

The choice of the cryptocurrencies in the table is motivated by their closing
price historical evolution in three different trimesters (shown in the Appendix,
Figure 9). By using those samples, it is possible to simulate the desired trends
indicated in the columns named p(τm) and p(τl). This is achieved by estimating
the expected price returns (µ) and the price volatility (σ), which are utilised
as the drift and volatility instantiating the resulting GBM. The two parameters
are estimated according to [20]. The drift µ is simply obtained by computing
the mean over the closing prices. Contrarily, σ is calculated as σ = s√

T
, where

T = 91
365 , s indicates the standard deviation of the log returns and

√
T is the

annualisation constant.

The selected sampling time span (91 days, i.e. a trimester) is motivated by
the fact that cryptoassets are subject to sudden fluctuations and, even though
short samples might not be representative of the entire population, this is a
consolidated practice [20]. Besides, the resulting price predictions span over the
same time frames, as each price model instantiation produces 91 prices predic-
tions, as illustrated in Section 3.2. Notably, the selected cryptocurrencies (ETH,
USDC and WBTC) were among the four-most-utilised assets on the Compound
market [16] at the moment of writing. Lastly, the selected closing price samples
are suitable, since the derived log returns distributions tend to be normal.
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Currency µ σ P0 (usd)
ETH -0.012 0.12 3269.08

USDC -7.84E-5 0.005 0.99
WBTC 0.012 0.094 57260.0

Fig. 5: GBM parameters

Figure 5 shows an estimation of
the GBM parameters ( obtained from
the close prices in the Appendix,
Figure 9), by the previously dis-
cussed methodology. The parameters
are then utilised to instantiate the six
GBM processes (each for price evolution), simulating the scenarios in Table 3.
Finally, the asset initial price P0 is a constant set to the actual price in USD of
each asset on May 5th, 2021.

Expected price predictions We have used the MultiVeStA statistical ana-
lyzer to examine the prices predictions generated by the GBM in each of the
scenarios explained in Section 3.2. The details are provided in the appendix (
Figure 10), and show the normalised trend of the price scenarios, discussed in
Section 3.2. The figures in the appendix show that the expected behaviour, ex-
pressed in Table 3 is obtained in all the considered scenarios. Additionally, in
Figures 10a and 10c prices predictions are strongly correlated as it is expected.
In fact, the GBMs pairs were instantiated as negatively correlated processes ac-
cordingly to [20], Section 14.5. Contrarily, Figure 10b shows less correlated prices
predictions. This is probably due to the fact that the computation was bounded
to execute maximum 5, 010 simulations. In fact, from experimental evidence, the
approximation seem to converge at a very slow speed.

4 Statistical Analysis of Liquidation Scenarios

We have experimented with the LP model simulator described in Section 3 in
order to answer the question: given a specific scenario, what is the impact of the
pair of LP parameters Cmin and rliq?

We have considered scenarios generated by four factors. First, the liquidator
logic defined in Section 3.1, determines immediate and quick liquidations, caus-
ing a significant financial loss to the liquidated party. Secondly, the agent to be
liquidated is selected so to maximise the value of seized collateral, which is the
most beneficial and rational option for liquidators. Thirdly, liquidators are as-
sumed to hold an unbounded amount of resources, which allows them to repeat
liquidations as long as there exists an undercollaterized agent. Finally, cryp-
toasset prices evolve following a trend aimed at causing borrowers to suddenly
become undercollaterized.

Fig. 6: Distribution of collateralization
in initial configurations.

We recall that the effect of the pair
Cmin and rliq we are looking for is one
that minimises the number of under-
collaterized borrowers. We have ex-
plored the space of choices for the pair
by executing MultiVeStA experiments
for all Cmin ranging, with step 0.1,
from 1.2 to 1.5 and rliq ranging from
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1.1 to Cmin − 0.1. These ranges were
selected based on the values typically
assigned to these parameters in the
actual implementations: Cmin = 1.5
and rliq = 1.1 [6].

On these premises, we first illus-
trate the LP model initial configura-
tions used for the subsequent exper-
imentation. Next, we present the re-
sults of the performed experiments.

Initial configurations The initial configurations were designed to test the re-
sistance of different borrowers’ collateralization to becoming unrecoverable, when
subject to repeated liquidations. Since the intention is to observe the model be-
haviour under three price models (Section 3.2), three different initial configura-
tions are produced, each having a different price for collateral and loan assets.
All the configurations share the same amount and types of agents. Specifically,
a generic initial configuration comprises ten borrowers having collateralization
ranging from 1.0 to 2.0, with step 0.1. This is depicted in Figure 6, where bi
represents the generic borrower Bi ’s collateralization (CΓ i(Bi)), for Γ i initial
configuration. Additionally, an arbitrary number of liquidators (three) are added
to each configuration.

Experimental results The results discussed here were obtained by performing
MultiVeStA experiments of the LP simulator. Specifically, the inputs to the tool
are: the LP simulator discussed in Section 3, a MultiQuaTEx property to express
the desired measure to be estimated (the expected collateralization value at each
liquidation round for each borrower), and a pair of statistical parameters defining
the confidence interval (CI) of interest: the maximum confidence interval width δ
and the confidence level α = 0.05 which provides 95% statistical confidence that
the estimated value is in the confidence interval. For each property, MultiVeStA
will generate enough simulation to meet the required CI.

Figure 7 shows the per-borrower collateralization for varying liquidation
rounds and choices of Cmin and rliq in the eth-wbtc prices scenario, with a fixed
rliq = 1.1. In this scenario, one can see that undercollaterized agents have a very
different behaviour than overcollaterized ones. Specifically, the undercollaterized
agents undergo very serious liquidations, which often lead them to unrecover-
ability, as their collateralization converges to a constant below Cmin. Contrarily,
overcollaterized agents do not incur in severe financial losses.

Additionally, our experiments (presented in detail in the Appendix, Fig-
ures 11a to 11c) show that the Cmin and rliq having the least negative effects on
undercollaterized balances is Cmin = 1.5, rliq = 1.1. This is also quantitatively
confirmed by the numbers in Figure 8. Intuitively, this is a consequence of the
fact that when Cmin = 1.5 and rliq = 1.1 the collateralization of each agent b1
to b5 is higher on average than for any other Cmin and rliq pairs. As a result, the
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Fig. 7: Per-borrower collateralization (b1 to b10) in the ETH-WBTC prices sce-
nario, for varying liquidation rounds and CMin-Rliq choices.

number of unrecoverable loans, the ones held by agents whose collateralization
is below 1, is minimised.

Price scenario (CMin-Rliq)

(1.5-1.1) (1.4-1.1) (1.3-1.1)
ETH-WBTC 0.7115 0.6518 0.6137
ETH-USDC 0.7106 0.6583 0.6231
USDC-WBTC 0.8381 0.7739 0.7299

Fig. 8: Minimum average CΓ (B1 )

Finally, our experiments (pre-
sented in detail in the Appendix,
Figures 12a to 12c) show that
overcollaterized borrowers could
still incur in liquidations, in case
the prices abruptly change as in
the prices scenario ETH-WBTC.
Differently, in the other scenarios,
employing the stable coin USDC, overcollaterized agents are, on average, rarely
liquidated.

5 Related Works

Verification of DeFi applications is a fairly recent research area where several
techniques have been applied. We focus our discussion on works devoted to
formal modelling and reasoning of DeFi applications, which typically follow two
parallel directions: verification of the model properties [9,5,2,32], and statistical
analysis of the model variables [4,14,22,13,19].

The work in [9] is one of the first addressing formal verification of smart con-
tract properties. Their study combines a game-theoretic approach with proba-
bilistic model checking, ultimately validating their results with the model checker
PRISM [23]. Another example of research in this direction is Tolmach et al. [32]
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which developed the first multi-pools model and verified invariant properties
initially formulated by [8]. Finally, [2] proposed a very relevant study on smart
contracts, by modelling not only the contracts and the agents’ behaviour but
also the underlying blockchain using the BIP framework [7] and statistical model
checking (as we do). The work in [2] employs statistical methods too. However,
in their case, statistics is useful to estimate unknown variables of the analysed
model, hence deriving desirable properties. The quantitative variables estimation
is also achieved by performing Monte-Carlo simulations, with a more closely look
at the behaviours displayed by agents [14]. In fact, most of this research in this
line [22,13,4] bases its results on Agent-Based Simulations, which is employed
to stress test the actual smart contracts implementations being executed on
a “custom-built Ethereum virtual machine that is written in C++” [22]. This
research direction, although suggesting promising results, is not ultimately sup-
ported by strong statistical guarantees, since the number of Monte Carlo simu-
lations performed to run their analyses is arbitrarily chosen and not backed by a
formal justification [22,19]. Nonetheless, a work relevant to ours is the analysis
conducted in [22] on the Compound protocol scalability in face of high stock mar-
ket prices volatility. Similarly to our work, their analysis models the prices by the
use of the GBM. However, their data collection and analysis methodologies are
very different. In fact, they do not sample entire historical periods as illustrated
in Section 3.2 for estimating prices volatility. Contrarily, they simply evaluate
the minimum and maximum volatility values ever observed and instantiate the
GBM for different prices volatilities so to simulate several market environments.
Finally, the prices model in Section 3.2 has been mostly inspired by [19]. Sim-
ilarly to [22], they stress-test an LP model, not a specific implementation, by
using the same price model explained in Section 3.2. Nonetheless, a remarkable
difference is that they instantiate the predictions of the collateral and loan assets
pairs with three different correlation parameters. We assume instead predictions
of prices pairs to be strongly negatively correlated (ρ = −1), in order to simulate
the worst-case scenario. Additionally, we reproduced [19]’s environment by using
historical data of three different real cryptoassets on the market.

6 Conclusions

We have presented a tool for the analysis of lending pools, an archetypal DeFi
application. Overall the tool consists of (i) an accurate LP simulator based on
the model of [6] which can support both the study of vulnerabilities and attacks
of LPs; (ii) a model checker capable of doing simple reachability analysis and
verifying whether LTL properties hold of specific configurations; and (iii) a tool
for statistical analysis backed by the statistical model checker MultiVeStA. In
this paper, we have focused on (iii) and we have shown how to use it to optimize
the LP parameters under specific scenarios. Details on (i) and (ii) as well as fur-
ther examples, including reproduction of price oracle attacks using reachability
analysis and LTL model checking are available in [25].
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Future research supported by the developed tool could include the formal-
ization of further attacks and properties of the model. Specifically, one could
study resistance to illiquidity, as suggested by [22], or the behaviour of multi-
pools configurations, each offering different market opportunities to agents, as
proposed by [35] and partially developed in [32].
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(a) 13/01/2018-14/04/2018

(b) 01/01/2020-01/04/2020

(c) 24/11/2020-23/02/2021

Fig. 9: Trimester closing prices, collected from CoinGecko APIs
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 10: Prices predictions produced, for each scenario in Table 3, by GBMs
instantiated with the parameters in Figure 5.
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(a) Scenario: eth-wbtc.

(b) Scenario: eth-usdc.

(c) Scenario: usdc-wbtc.

Fig. 11: Per-borrower collateralization (b1 to b5) in the three prices scenarios,
for varying CMin-rliq choices.
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(a) Scenario: eth-wbtc.

(b) Scenario: eth-usdc.

(c) Scenario: usdc-wbtc.

Fig. 12: Per-borrower collateralization (b3 to b7) in the three prices scenarios,
for varying CMin-rliq choices.
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Abstract. Automated Market Makers (AMMs) are decentralized ap-
plications that allow users to exchange crypto-tokens without the need
for a matching exchange order. AMMs are one of the most successful
DeFi use cases: indeed, major AMM platforms process a daily volume
of transactions worth USD billions. Despite their popularity, AMMs are
well-known to suffer from transaction-ordering issues: adversaries can
influence the ordering of user transactions, and possibly front-run them
with their own, to extract value from AMMs, to the detriment of users.
We devise an effective procedure to construct a strategy through which
an adversary can maximize the value extracted from user transactions.

Keywords: miner extractable value, front-running, decentralized finance

1 Introduction

Decentralized finance (DeFi) is emerging as an alternative to traditional finance,
boosted by blockchains, crypto-tokens and smart contracts [17]. Automated Mar-
ket Makers (AMMs) — one of the main DeFi applications — allow users to ex-
change crypto-tokens without the need to find another party wanting to partic-
ipate in the exchange. Major AMM platforms like e.g. Uniswap, Curve Finance,
and SushiSwap, hold dozens of billions of USD and process hundreds of millions
worth of transactions daily [8,1,5].

AMMs are sensitive to transaction-ordering attacks, where adversaries who
can influence the ordering of transactions in the blockchain exploit this power
to extract value from user transactions [13,15,16,20]. We illustrate this kind of
attacks through a minimal example. Assume a Uniswap-like AMM holding 100
units of a crypto-token τ0 and 100 units of another token τ1, and assume that
both tokens have the same price in the reference currency (say, USD 1,000). Now,
suppose that user A wants to swap 20 units of τ0 in her wallet for at least 15
units of τ1. This requires to append to the blockchain a transaction of the form
A : swap0(20 : τ0, 15 : τ1), where the prefix A indicates the wallet involved in the
transaction, swap is the called AMM function, and the superscript 0 indicates the
swap direction, i.e. deposit 20 : τ0 to receive back at least 15 : τ1 (a superscript
1 would indicate the opposite direction). In a constant-product AMM platform
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like Uniswap, the actual amount of τ1 transferred to A must be such that the
product between the AMM reserves remains constant before and after a swap.

Now, suppose that an adversary M (possibly a miner) observes A’s transac-
tion in the txpool, and appends to the blockchain the following sandwich:

M : swap0(5.9 : τ0, 5.5 : τ1) A : swap0(20 : τ0, 15 : τ1) M : swap1(25.9 : τ0, 20.6 : τ1)

where the last transaction is in the opposite direction, i.e. M sends 20.6 : τ1 to
receive at least 25.9 : τ0. As a result, A only yields the minimum amount of
15 : τ1 in return for 20 : τ0. This implies that USD 5,000 have been gained by M
and lost by A. This has been called Miner Extractable Value (MEV) [13].

Recent works study this and other kinds of attacks to AMMs [13,16,19,20]:
however, all these approaches are preeminently empirical, as they focus on the
definition of heuristics to extract value from AMMs, and on their evaluation
in the wild. To the best of our knowledge, a general solution to obtain optimal
MEV is still missing, even in the special case of constant-product AMMs.

To exemplify a case where prior approaches fail to extract optimal MEV,
consider the following set of user transactions, containing a swap of τ0 for τ1, a
deposit of units of τ0 and τ1, and a redeem of units of minted (liquidity) tokens:

{ A : swap0(40 : τ0, 35 : τ1), A : dep(30 : τ0, 40 : τ1), A : rdm(10 : (τ0, τ1)) }

Here, both the swap and the dep transactions would be rejected. For instance,
the constant-product invariant dictates that 40 : τ0 sent by the user swap in the
initial AMM state (100 : τ0, 100 : τ1) will return exactly 28.6 : τ1; since the swap
transaction requires 35 : τ1, it would be discarded. The known heuristics here fail
to extract any value. Even considering only the swap, the sandwich would not be
profitable for M, since it requires the same direction for M’s and A’s swap (offer
τ0 to obtain τ1), making A’s swap not enabled. Further, the known heuristics
only operate on swap actions, neglecting user deposits and redeems. This paper
proposes a layered construction to extract the maximum value from all user
transactions, through a multi-layer sandwich that we call Dagwood sandwich. In
our example, M’s strategy would be to fire the following three-layer sandwich:

M : swap1(11 : τ0, 13 : τ1) A : swap0(40 : τ0, 35 : τ1)

M : swap1(42 : τ0, 38 : τ1) A : dep(30 : τ0, 40 : τ1)

M : swap0(18 : τ0, 21 : τ1)

The first transaction is a swap in the opposite direction (i.e., pay τ1 to get τ0)
w.r.t. the subsequent user swap, unlike in the classical sandwich heuristic. M’s
second swap enables A’s deposit; the final swap is an arbitrage move [9]. The
user redeem is dropped, since it would negatively contribute to M’s profit. By
firing the transaction sequence above, M can extract approx. USD 5,700 from
A, improving over swap-only attacks, that would only extract USD 5,000.

Contributions To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to formalise
the MEV game for AMMs (Section 3), and the first to effectively construct
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optimal solutions which attack all types of transactions supported by constant-
product AMMs (Section 4). We discuss in Section 6 the applicability of our
technique in the wild. The proofs of our statements are in Appendix A.

2 Automated Market Makers

We assume a set T0 of atomic token types (ranged over by τ, τ ′, . . .), repre-
senting native cryptocurrencies and application-specific tokens. We denote by
T1 = T0×T0 the set of minted token types, representing shares in AMMs. In
our model, tokens are fungible, i.e. individual units of the same type are inter-
changeable. In particular, amounts of tokens of the same type can be split into
smaller parts, and two amounts of tokens of the same type can be joined. We
use v, v′, r, r′ to range over nonnegative real numbers (R+

0 ), and we write r : τ
to denote r units of token type τ ∈ T = T0 ∪ T1.

We model the wallet of a user A as a term A[σ], where the partial map
σ ∈ T ⇀ R+

0 represents A’s token holdings, and write A[ ] if the wallet balance
is clear from context. We denote with dom (σ) the domain of σ. An AMM is a
pair of the form (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1), representing the fact that the AMM is holding
r0 units of τ0 and r1 units of τ1. We denote by resτ0,τ1(Γ) the reserves of τ0 and
τ1 in Γ, i.e. resτ0,τ1(Γ) = (r0, r1) if (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) is in Γ.

A state is a composition of wallets and AMMs, represented as a term:

A1[σ1] | · · · | An[σn] | (r1 : τ1, r
′
1 : τ ′1) | · · · | (rk : τk, r

′
k : τ ′k)

where: (i) all Ai are distinct, (ii) the token types in an AMM are distinct, and
(iii) distinct AMMs cannot hold exactly the same token types. Note that two
AMMs can have a common token type τ, as in (r1 : τ1, r : τ) | (r′ : τ, r2 : τ2),
thus enabling indirect trades between token pairs not directly provided by any
AMM. We use Γ, Γ ′, . . . to range over states. For a base term Q (either wallet
or AMM), we write Q ∈ Γ when Γ = Q | Γ ′, for some Γ ′, where we assume that
two states are equivalent when they contain the same base terms.

We define the supply of a token type τ in a state Γ as the sum of the balances
of τ in all the wallets and the AMMs occurring in Γ. Formally:

splyτ(A[σ]) =

{
σ(τ) if τ ∈ dom (σ)

0 otherwise
splyτ(r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) =

{
ri if τ = τi

0 otherwise

and the supply of τ in Γ | Γ ′ is the summation splyτ(Γ) + splyτ(Γ
′).

We model the interaction between users and AMMs as a transition system
between states. A transition Γ T−−→ Γ ′ represents the evolution of the state Γ
into Γ ′ upon the execution of the transaction T. The possible transactions are:

– A : dep(v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1), which allows A to deposit v0 : τ0 and v1 : τ1 to an
AMM, receiving in return units of the minted token (τ0, τ1).

– A : swapd(v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1) with d ∈ {0, 1}, which allows A to swap tokens,
i.e. transfer vd : τd to an AMM, and receive in return at least v1−d : τ1−d.
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– A : rdm(v : τ), which allows to A redeem v units of minted token τ = (τ0, τ1)
from an AMM, receiving in return units of the atomic tokens τ0 and τ1.

We now formalise the one-step relation T−−→ through rewriting rules, inspired
by [9]. We use the standard notation σ{v/x} to update a partial map σ at point
x: namely, σ{v/x}(x) = v, while σ{v/x}(y) = σ(y) for y 6= x. For a partial map
σ ∈ T ⇀ R+

0 , a token type τ ∈ T and a partial operation ◦ ∈ R+
0 × R+

0 ⇀ R+
0 ,

we define the partial map σ ◦ v : τ (updating τ’s balance in σ by v) as follows:

σ ◦ v : τ =

{
σ{σ(τ) ◦ v/τ} if τ ∈ domσ and σ(τ) ◦ v ∈ R+

0

σ{v/τ} if τ 6∈ domσ

Deposit Any user can create an AMM for a token pair (τ0, τ1), provided that
such an AMM is not already present in the state. This is achieved by the trans-
action A : dep(v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1), through which A transfers v0 : τ0 and v1 : τ1 to
the new AMM. In return, A receives an amount of units of a new token type
(τ0, τ1), which is minted by the AMM. We formalise this behaviour by the rule:

σ(τi) ≥ vi > 0 (i ∈ {0, 1}) τ0 6= τ1 τ0, τ1 ∈ T0 ( : τ0, : τ1), ( : τ1, : τ0) 6∈ Γ
A[σ] | Γ A:dep(v0:τ0,v1:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−→ A[σ − v0 : τ0 − v1 : τ1 + v0 : (τ0, τ1)] | (v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1) | Γ

[Dep0]

Once an AMM is created, any user can deposit tokens into it, as long as
doing so preserves the ratio of the token holdings in the AMM. When a user
deposits v0 : τ0 and v1 : τ1 to an existing AMM, it receives in return an amount
of minted tokens of type (τ0, τ1). This amount is the ratio between the deposited
amount v0 and the redeem rate of (τ0, τ1) in the current state Γ. This redeem
rate is the ratio between the amount r0 of τ0 stored in the AMM, and the total
supply sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ) of the minted token in the state.

σ(τi) ≥ vi > 0 (i ∈ {0, 1}) r1v0 = r0v1 v = v0
r0
· sply(τ0,τ1)

(Γ)

Γ = A[σ] | (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) | Γ ′ A:dep(v0:τ0,v1:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−→
A[σ − v0 : τ0 − v1 : τ1 + v : (τ0, τ1)] | (r0 + v0 : τ0, r1 + v1 : τ1) | Γ ′

[Dep]

The premise r1v0 = r0v1 ensures that the ratio between the reserves of τ0 and
τ1 in the AMM is preserved, i.e. r1+v1/r0+v0 = r1/r0.

Swap Any user A can swap units of τ0 in her wallet for units of τ1 in an AMM
(r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1), or vice versa swap units of τ1 in the wallet for units of τ0 in
the AMM. This is achieved by the transaction A : swapd(v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1), where
d ∈ {0, 1} is the swap direction. If d = 0 (“left” swap), then v0 is the amount
of τ0 transferred from A’s wallet to the AMM, while v1 is a lower bound on the
amount of τ1 that A will receive in return. Conversely, if d = 1 (“right” swap),
then v1 is the amount of τ1 transferred from A’s wallet, and v0 is a lower bound
on the received amount of τ0. The actual amount v of received units of τ1−d must
satisfy the constant-product invariant [18], as in Uniswap [7], SushiSwap [6]
and other common AMMs implementations:

r0 · r1 = (rd + vd) · (r1−d − v)
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Formally, for d ∈ {0, 1} we define:

σ(τd) ≥ vd > 0 v =
r1−d·vd
rd+vd

0 < v1−d ≤ v

A[σ] | (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) | Γ A:swapd(v0:τ0,v1:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
A[σ − vd : τd + v : τ1−d] | (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) + vd : τd − v : τ1−d | Γ

[Swap]

where we define the update of the units of τ in an AMM, for ◦ ∈ {+,−}, as:

(r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) ◦ v : τ =

{
(r0 ◦ v : τ0, r1 : τ1) if τ = τ0 and r0 ◦ v ∈ R+

0

(r0 : τ0, r1 ◦ v : τ1) if τ = τ1 and r1 ◦ v ∈ R+
0

Redeem Users can redeem units of a minted token (τ0, τ1) for units of the
underlying atomic tokens τ0 and τ1. Each unit of (τ0, τ1) can be redeemed for
equal fractions of τ0 and τ1 remaining in the AMM:

σ(τ0, τ1) ≥ v > 0 v0 = v r0
sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ)

v1 = v r1
sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ)

Γ = A[σ] | (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) | Γ ′ A:rdm(v:(τ0,τ1))−−−−−−−−−−→
A[σ + v0 : τ0 + v1 : τ1 − v : (τ0, τ1)] | (r0 − v0 : τ0, r1 − v1 : τ1) | Γ ′

[Rdm]

A key property of the transition system is determinism, i.e. if Γ T−−→ Γ ′ and
Γ T−−→ Γ ′′, then the states Γ ′ and Γ ′′ are equivalent. We denote with type(T)
the type of T (i.e., dep, swap, rdm), and with usr(T) the user issuing T. For
a sequence of transactions λ = T1 · · ·Tn, we write Γ λ−−→ Γ ′ whenever there
exist intermediate states Γ1, . . . Γn−1 such that Γ T1−−−→ Γ1

T2−−−→ · · · Tn−1−−−−→
Γn−1 Tn−−−→ Γ ′. When this happens, we say that λ is enabled in Γ, or just Γ λ−−→.
A state Γ is reachable if there exist some Γ0 only containing wallets with atomic
tokens and some λ such that Γ0

λ−−→ Γ.

3 The MEV game

The model in the previous section defines how the state of AMMs and wallets
evolves upon a sequence of transactions, but it does not specify how this sequence
is formed. We specify this as a single-player, single-round game where the only
player is an adversary M who attempts to maximize its MEV. Accordingly, we
call this the MEV game . The initial state of the game is given by a reachable
state Γ (not including M’s wallet) and by a finite multiset X of user transactions,
representing the pool of pending transactions (also called txpool). The moves
of M are pairs (σ, λ), where σ is M’s initial balance, and λ is a sequence formed
by (part of) the transactions in X, and by any number of M’s transactions. We
require that the sequence λ in a move is enabled in Γ. The MEV game assumes
the following (see Section 6 for a discussion thereof):

1. Users balances in Γ are sufficiently high to not interfere with the validity of
any specific ordering of actions in X.

2. The balance σ of M does not include minted tokens.
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3. The length of the sequence λ is unbounded.
4. Prices of atomic tokens are fixed throughout the game execution.

Besides the above, some further assumptions are implied by our AMM model:

5. AMMs only hold atomic tokens (this is a consequence of [Dep0]).
6. Swap actions do not require fees (this is a consequence of [Swap]).
7. There are no transaction fees.
8. Interval constraints on received token amounts are modelled in swaps only.

A solution to the game is a move that maximizes M’s gain, i.e. the change in M’s
net worth after performing the sequence λ from Γ. Intuitively, the net worth of a
user is the overall value of tokens in her wallet. To define it, we need to associate
a price to each token. We assume that the prices of atomic tokens are given
by an oracle P ∈ T0 → R+

0 : naturally, the MEV game solution will need to be
recomputed should the price of atomic tokens be updated. The price PΓ(τ0, τ1)
of a minted token (τ0, τ1) in a state Γ is defined as follows:

PΓ(τ0, τ1) =
r0 · P(τ0) + r1 · P(τ1)

sply(τ0,τ1)(Γ)
if resτ0,τ1(Γ) = (r0, r1) (1)

Minted tokens are priced such that the net worth of a user is preserved
when she deposits or redeems minted tokens in her wallet. We assume that the
reserves in an AMM are never reduced to zero in an execution, in order to
preserve equality of minted token prices between two states with equal reserves,
thereby facilitating proofs and analysis. While our semantics of AMMs allows
reserves to be emptied, we note that this does not occur in practice, as it would
halt the operation of the respective AMM pair. We define the net worth of a
user A in a state Γ such that A[σ] ∈ Γ as follows:

WA(Γ) =
∑
τ∈dom (σ) σ(τ) · PΓ(τ) (2)

and we denote by GA(Γ, λ) the gain of user A upon performing a sequence of
transactions λ enabled in state Γ (if λ is not enabled, the gain is zero):

GA(Γ, λ) = WA(Γ ′)−WA(Γ) if Γ
λ−→ Γ ′ (3)

A rational player is a player which, for all initial states (Γ,X) of the game,
always chooses a move (σ, λ) that maximizes the function GM(M[x] | Γ, y) on
variables x and y. We define the miner extractable value in (Γ,X) as the gain
obtained by a rational player by applying such a solution (σ, λ), i.e.:

MEV (Γ,X) = GM(M[σ] | Γ, λ)

Lemma 1 states that firing transactions preserves the global net worth, i.e.
the gains of some users are balanced by equal overall losses of other users.

Lemma 1.
∑

A GA(Γ,T) = 0.
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By using a simple inductive argument, we can extend Lemma 1 to sequences
of transactions: if Γ λ−−→ Γ ′, then the summation of the gains GA(Γ, λ) over
all users (including M) is 0. Hence, the MEV game is zero-sum. The following
lemma ensures that deposit and redeem actions do not directly affect the net
worth of the user who performs them.

Lemma 2. If type(T) ∈ {dep, rdm}, then Gusr(T)(Γ,T) = 0.

Finally, we note that prices of a minted token in two states are equal if the
reserve ratio in the two states are as well.

Lemma 3. Let Γ λ−−→ Γ ′, and let resτ0,τ1(Γ) = (r0, r1), resτ0,τ1(Γ ′) = (r′0, r
′
1).

Then, PΓ(τ0, τ1) = PΓ ′(τ0, τ1) if and only if r0/r1 = r′0/r
′
1.

4 Solving the MEV game

By Lemma 1, a move which minimizes the gain of all users but M must maximize
M’s gain, and therefore is a solution to the MEV game. More formally, we have:

Corollary 1. GM(Γ, λ) is maximized iff GA(Γ, λ) is minimized for all A 6= M.

The net worth WA of a user A can be decomposed in two parts: W 0
A , which

accounts for the atomic tokens, and W 1
A , which accounts for the minted tokens:

W 0
A(Γ) =

∑
τ∈T0

σA(τ) · P(τ) W 1
A(Γ) =

∑
τ∈T1

σA(τ) · PΓ(τ) (4)

This provides M with two levers to reduce the users’ gain: token balances,
and the price of minted tokens. To use the first lever, M needs to exploit user
actions in the txpool X of the MEV game. For the second lever, since the prices of
atomic tokens (τ ∈ T0) are fixed, M can only influence the price of minted tokens
(τ ∈ T1). This can be achieved by performing actions on the respective AMMs.

In the rest of the section we devise an optimal strategy to exploit these two
levers. Intuitively, our strategy constructs a multi-layer Dagwood Sandwich3,
containing an inner layer for each exploitable user action in X, which M front-
runs by a swap transaction to enable it (if necessary), and a final layer of
swaps by M to minimize the prices of all minted tokens.

The construction of the final layer of the Dagwood sandwich is shown in §4.1,
while the construction of the inner layers is presented in §4.2.

4.1 Price minimization

Lemma 4 below states that, in any state, M can minimize the price of a minted
token by using a single swap, at most. In particular, this minimization can always
be performed in the final layer of the Dagwood sandwich.

3 We name it after Dagwood Bumstead, a comic strip character who is often illustrated
while producing enormous multi-layer sandwiches.
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Lemma 4. There exists a function Pmin such that if M[σ] | Γ →∗ M[σ′] | Γ ′
then: (i) PΓ ′(τ0, τ1) ≥ Pmin

Γ (τ0, τ1); (ii) there exist σ′′ and λ consisting at most of
a swap by M such that M[σ′′] | Γ ′ λ−−→ M[ ] | Γ ′′ and PΓ ′′(τ0, τ1) = Pmin

Γ (τ0, τ1).

In order to construct the swap transaction which minimizes the price of a
minted token (τ0, τ1) in Γ, we need some auxiliary definitions. For each swap
direction d ∈ {0, 1}, we define the canonical swap values as:

wdd(τ0, τ1, Γ) =
√

P(τ1−d)
P(τd)

· r0 · r1 − rd wd1−d(τ0, τ1, Γ) =
r1−d · wdd(τ0, τ1, Γ)

rd + wdd(τ0, τ1, Γ)

Intuitively, wdd is the amount of tokens deposited in a swap of direction d:
it is defined such that, after the swap, the AMM reaches an equilibrium, where
the ratio of the AMM reserves is equal to the (inverse) ratio of the token prices.
Instead, wd1−d is the amount of tokens received after the swap, i.e. it is the unique
value for which the swap invariant is satisfied.

If both w0
0(τ0, τ1, Γ) ≤ 0 and w1

1(τ0, τ1, Γ) ≤ 0, then the price of the minted
token (τ0, τ1) is already minimized. Otherwise, if wdd(τ0, τ1, Γ) > 0 for some d
(and there may exist at most one d for which this holds), then we define the
price minimization transaction Xd(τ0, τ1, Γ) as:

M : swapd(wd0(τ0, τ1, Γ) : τ0, w
d
1(τ0, τ1, Γ) : τ1 ) (5)

Theorem 1 constructs the final layer of the Dagwood sandwich. We show that
this layer is the solution of the MEV game on an empty txpool. This is because
if M cannot leverage user transactions, the solution is just to minimize the price
of all minted tokens. The solution is obtained by sequencing price minimization
transactions on all AMMs. Since the price of a minted token is a function of the
reserves of the corresponding AMM, this can be done in any order.

Theorem 1. Let Γ = ‖ i∈I(ri,0 : τi,0, ri,1 : τi,1) | Γw, where Γw only contains
wallets. For all j ∈ I and d ∈ {0, 1}, let vdj = wdd(τj,0, τj,1, Γ), and let:

σj =

{
vdj : τj,d if vdj > 0

0 if v0j , v
1
j ≤ 0

λj =

{
Xd(τj,0, τj,1, Γ) if vdj > 0

ε if v0j , v
1
j ≤ 0

Then, (σ1 · · ·σn, λ1 · · ·λn) is a solution to the game (Γ,X) for an empty X.

4.2 Constructing the inner layers

Consider a solution (σ, λ) to the game (A[σA ] | Γ,X), and let:

M[σ] | A[σA ] | Γ λ−−→ M[σ′] | A[σ′A ] | Γ ′

By decomposing the net worth as in (4), we find that A’s gain for λ is:

GA(M[σ] | A[σA ] | Γ, λ) = W 0
A(Γ ′)−W 0

A(Γ) +W 1
A(Γ ′)−W 1

A(Γ)

=
∑

τ∈T0

(
σ′A(τ)− σA(τ)

)
· P(τ) +

∑

τ∈T1

(
σ′A(τ) · PΓ ′(τ)− σA(τ) · PΓ(τ)

)
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Since λ is a solution, by Lemma 4 we can replace PΓ ′(τ) with Pmin
Γ (τ):

=
∑

τ∈T0

(
σ′A(τ)− σA(τ)

)
· P(τ) +

∑

τ∈T1

(
σ′A(τ) · Pmin

Γ (τ)− σA(τ) · PΓ(τ)
)

(6)

Note that all token prices in (6) are already defined in state Γ. Thus, A’s gain
can be minimized by considering only the effect on the token balance σ′A , which
we can rewrite as σA +∆0 +∆1 + · · · where ∆i is the effect on user A’s balance
induced by the i’th transaction in λ: this transaction is necessarily one initially
authorized by A. We will show that ∆i is fixed for any user transaction when
executed in an inner solution layer: the position of an inner layer in solution λ
does not affect its optimality.

The following theorem states that solutions to the MEV game can be con-
structed incrementally, by layering the local solutions for each individual trans-
action in the txpool. Intuitively, we choose a transaction T from X, we solve the
game for (Γ, [T]), we compute the state Γ ′ obtained by executing this solution,
and we inductively solve the game in the (Γ ′,X′), where X′ is X minus T.

Theorem 2. With respect to the MEV game in (Γ,X):

1. If X is empty, the solution is the final layer constructed for (Γ, []) in §4.1.

2. Otherwise, if X = [T] + X′ , let (σ, λ) be the inner layer constructed for
(Γ, [T]), let M[σ] | Γ λ−−→ M[ ] | Γ ′, and let (σ′, λ′) be the solution for (Γ ′,X′).
Then, the solution to (Γ,X) is (σ + σ′, λλ′).

We now describe how to define the inner layers of the Dagwood sandwich, i.e.
the base case of the inductive construction given by Theorem 2. Each inner layer
includes a user transaction from the txpool, possibly front-run by M such that
executing the layer leads the user’s net worth to a local minimum. We define
below the construction of these inner layers for each transaction type.

Swap inner layer Swap actions only affect the balance of atomic tokens. To
minimize the gain of A after a swap, M must make A receive exactly the minimum
amount of requested tokens. The effect of the swap on A’s atomic net worth is:

W 0
A(Γ ′)−W 0

A(Γ) = −vd · P(τd) + v1−d · P(τ1−d) if Γ
A:swapd(v0:τ0,v1:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Γ ′

If the change in A’s atomic net worth is negative, A’s transaction is included
in the layer. Although this transaction minimizes A’s atomic net worth, it si-
multaneously affects the price of the minted token (τ0, τ1). This is not an issue,
since the final layer of the Dagwood sandwich minimizes the prices of all minted
tokens. Thus, the change of minted token prices due to the swap inner layer
will not affect the user gain in the full Dagwood sandwich, as evident from (6).
Note that the amount of tokens exchanged in a swap is chosen by the user, so the
actual position of the layer in the Dagwood sandwich is immaterial (Theorem 2).
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We now define the transaction used by M to front-run A’s swap, ensuring that
A receives the least amount of tokens from the swap. For Γ = (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) | · · ·
and T = A : swapdA (v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1), let the swap front-run reserves be:

SFrdA
(τ0, τ1, Γ,T) =

∣∣∣
√
v20 · v21 + 4 · v0 · v1 · r0 · r1

∣∣∣− v0 · v1
2 · v1−dA

SFr1−dA
(τ0, τ1, Γ,T) =

r0 · r1
SFrdA

(τ0, τ1, Γ,T)

These values define the reserves of (τ0, τ1) in the state Γ ′ reached from M[σ] | Γ
with M’s transaction. Intuitively, if the swap front-run reserves do not coincide
with the reserves r0, r1 in Γ, then M’s transaction is needed to enable A’s swap.
We define the swap front-run direction dM as:

dM =

{
dA if SFrdA

(τ0, τ1, Γ,T) > rdA

1− dA if SFr1−dA
(τ0, τ1, Γ,T) > r1−dA

We define the swap front-run values (i.e., the parameters of M’s swap) as:

SFwdM
(τ0, τ1, Γ,T) =

{
SFrdA

(τ0, τ1, Γ,T)− rdA
if dM = dA

rdA
− SFrdA

(τ0, τ1, Γ,T) if dM = 1− dA

SFw1−dM
(τ0, τ1, Γ,T) =

{
r1−dM

− SFr1−dM
(τ0, τ1, Γ,T) if dM = dA

SFr1−dM
(τ0, τ1, Γ,T)− r1−dM

if dM = 1− dM

(7)

We combine these values to craft the swap front-run transaction :

SFX(τ0, τ1, Γ,T) = M : swapdM (SFw0(τ0, τ1, Γ,T) : τ0,SFw1(τ0, τ1, Γ,T) : τ1)

The inner layer is included in the Dagwood sandwich if it reduces A’s net
worth, i.e. if −vd · P(τd) + v1−d · P(τ1−d) < 0. The swap front-run transaction
is omitted if the reserves in Γ coincide with the swap front-run reserves. The
balance of M in the (local) game solution is SFwdM

(τ0, τ1, Γ,T) : τdM
. Note

that, the amount of tokens exchanged by the swapping user in (6) is fixed by
(−vd ,+v1−d), and the effect of a swap inner layer does not depend on its position
along the Dagwood sandwich (Theorem 2).

Example 1. We recast our first example in §1 as a MEV game, assuming a txpool
X = {A : swap0(40 : τ0, 35 : τ1)}. The initial state is Γ = (100 : τ0, 100 : τ1) | Γw,
where Γw is made of user wallets, among which A[40 : τ0], and P(τ0) = P(τ1) =
1, 000. We construct the Dagwood sandwich. Since A’s swap yields a reduction
in A’s atomic net worth, 35 · P(τ1)− 40 · P(τ0) = −5, 000, then A’s transaction
is included in the inner layer. To check if A’s swap must be front-run by M, we
first compute the swap front-run reserves:

SFr0(τ0, τ1,T, Γ) =

√
402 · 352 + 4 · 40 · 35 · 1002 − 40 · 35

2 · 35
≈ 88.8

SFr1(τ0, τ1,T, Γ) =
1002

89
≈ 112.7
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Since these values differ from the reserves in the initial game state, M must front-
run A’s transaction. The direction dM of M’s swap is 1, as SFr1(τ0, τ1, Γ,T) > r1.
The swap front-run values (7) are given by:

SFw0(τ0, τ1, Γ,T) = 100− 88.8 ≈ 11.2 SFw1(τ0, τ1, Γ,T) = 112.7− 100 ≈ 12.7

Therefore, the swap inner layer is made of two transactions:

M : swap1(11.2 : τ0, 12.7 : τ1) A : swap0(40 : τ0, 35 : τ1)

and M’s balance of the (local) game solution is 12.7 : τ1. To construct the final
layer, we consider the state Γ ′′ = (128.8 : τ0, 77.7 : τ1) | · · · , shown in Figure 1.
In Γ ′′, the canonical swap values are given by:

w1
0(τ0, τ1, Γ

′′) =
128.8 · 22.3

77.7 + 22.3
≈ 28.7

w1
1(τ0, τ1, Γ

′′) =
√

1
1 · 128.8 · 77.7− 77.7 ≈ 22.3

Since w1
1(τ0, τ1, Γ

′′) > 1, the direction d of the price minimization swap is 1.
Therefore, the final layer is made of a single swap on the pair (τ0, τ1):

M : swap1(28.7 : τ0, 22.3 : τ1))

where M’s required balance is 22.3 : τ1. Summing up, the Dagwood sandwich is
constructed by appending the final layer to the inner layer, and M’s required
balance is σ = 12.7 : τ1 + 22.3 : τ1 = 35 : τ1. The MEV obtained by M through
the Dagwood sandwich is (11.2−12.7) ·1, 000+(28.7−22.3) ·1, 000 ≈ 5, 000. ut

Deposit inner layer By Lemma 2, deposits preserve the user’s net worth.
Thus, executing T = A : dep(v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1) in Γ does not bring any gain to A:

GA(Γ,T) = −v0 · P(τ0)− v1 · P(τ1) + v · PΓ(τ0, τ1) = 0 (8)

where v is the amount of minted tokens (τ0, τ1) given to A upon the deposit.
By Lemma 4, PΓ(τ0, τ1) ≥ Pmin

Γ (τ0, τ1). By using this inequality in (8), we have:

− v0 · P(τ0)− v1 · P(τ1) + v · Pmin
Γ (τ0, τ1) ≤ 0

⇐⇒ v · Pmin
Γ (τ0, τ1) ≤ v0 · P(τ0) + v1 · P(τ1)

M[35 : τ1] | Γ = (100 : τ0, 100 : τ1) | · · ·
SFX (τ0,τ1,Γ,T)−−−−−−−−−−→ M[11.2 : τ0, 22.3 : τ1] | Γ ′ = (88.8 : τ0, 112.7 : τ1) | · · ·

T=A:swap0(40:τ0,35:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ M[11.2 : τ0, 22.3 : τ1] | Γ ′′ = (128.8 : τ0, 77.7 : τ1) | · · ·
X (τ0,τ1,Γ

′′)−−−−−−−−→ M[40 : τ0, 0 : τ1] | Γ ′′′ = (100 : τ0, 100 : τ1) | · · ·

Fig. 1. A Dagwood sandwich exploiting a single user swap.
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By (6) it follows that including T in a game solution λ reduces A’s net
worth, since the decrease of A’s net worth in atomic tokens is not always offset
by the increase of net worth in minted tokens. Additionally, the minted token
price PΓ(τ0, τ1) in (8) when the user deposit occurs is determined by deposit
parameters v0, v1 alone: let Γ →∗ Γ ′ be such that the given user deposit T is
enabled in both Γ and Γ ′. By [Dep], this implies v0/v1 = r0/r1 = r′0/r

′
1 where

(r0, r1) = resτ0,τ1(Γ) and (r′0, r
′
1) = resτ0,τ1(Γ ′). Then, by Lemma 3, PΓ(τ0, τ1) =

PΓ ′(τ0, τ1), as the reserve ratios in Γ and Γ ′ are equal. Thus, the amount of
minted tokens v received by the depositing user in (6) is fixed by (v0, v1), and
the effect of a deposit inner layer does not depend on its position along the
Dagwood sandwich (Theorem 2).

Similarly to the construction of the swap inner layer, M may need to front-run
transaction T = A : dep(v0 : τ0, v1 : τ1) to enable it. For Γ = (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1) | · · · ,
we define the deposit front-run reserves as:

DFr0(τ0, τ1, Γ,T) =
∣∣∣
√
v0/v1 · r0 · r1

∣∣∣ DFr1(τ0, τ1, Γ,T) =
∣∣∣
√
v1/v0 · r0 · r1

∣∣∣

which satisfy DFr0(τ0, τ1, Γ,T) · v1 = DFr1(τ0, τ1, Γ,T) · v0, as required by [Dep].
Given a swap direction dM , we define the deposit front-run values as:

DFwdM
(τ0, τ1, Γ,T) = DFrdM

(τ0, τ1, Γ,T)− rdM

DFw1−dM
(τ0, τ1, Γ,T) = r1−dM

− DFr1−dM
(τ0, τ1, Γ,T)

If DFwdM
(τ0, τ1, Γ,T) > 0 and DFw1−dM

(τ0, τ1, Γ,T) > 0 holds for a swap direc-
tion dM , then we define the deposit front-run transaction as:

DFX(τ0, τ1, Γ,T) = M : swapdM (DFw0(τ0, τ1, Γ,T) : τ0,DFw1(τ0, τ1, Γ,T) : τ1)

If the reserve ratio in the initial state does not coincide with the ratio of deposited
funds, i.e. v0/v1 6= r0/r1, then the deposit inner layer is DFX(τ0, τ1, Γ,T) T, and
the balance required by M is DFwdM

(τ0, τ1, Γ,T) : τdM
. Otherwise, the deposit

inner layer is made just by T, and the required balance is zero.

Redeem inner layer By Lemma 2, redeem actions preserve the user’s net
worth, i.e. A’s gain is zero when firing T = A : rdm(v : (τ0, τ1)) in Γ:

GA(Γ,T) = −v · PΓ(τ0, τ1) + v0 · P(τ0) + v1 · P(τ1) = 0

Unlike for the deposit inner layer, redeem transactions increase the users’
gain when executed in the game solution. This is apparent when substituting in
the above equation PΓ(τ0, τ1) = Pmin

Γ (τ0, τ1) (as per Lemma 4) to express the
user gain contribution (6) of the redeem action.

−v · Pmin
Γ (τ0, τ1) + v0 · P(τ0) + v1 · P(τ1) ≥ 0

Therefore, user redeem actions always reduce M’s gain, and so they are not
included in the solution. Therefore, the redeem inner layer is always empty.
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M[18 : τ0, 50.5 : τ1] | Γ = (100 : τ0, 100 : τ1) | · · ·
SFX (τ0,τ1,Γ,T)−−−−−−−−−−→ M[29.3 : τ0, 37.8 : τ1] | Γ ′ = (88.8 : τ0, 112.7 : τ1) | · · ·

T=A:swap0(40:τ0,35:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ M[29.3 : τ0, 37.8 : τ1] | Γ ′′ = (128.8 : τ0, 77.7 : τ1) | · · ·
DFX (τ0,τ1,Γ

′′,T′)−−−−−−−−−−−→ M[71.4 : τ0, 0 : τ1] | Γ ′′′ = (86.6 : τ0, 115.5 : τ1) | · · ·
T′=A:dep(30:τ0,40:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ M[71.4 : τ0, 0 : τ1] | Γ ′′′′ = (116.6 : τ0, 155.5 : τ1) | · · ·

X (τ0,τ1,Γ
′′′′)−−−−−−−−−→ M[53.4 : τ0, 20.8 : τ1] | (134.6 : τ0, 134.6 : τ1) | · · ·

Fig. 2. A Dagwood sandwich exploiting a user swap, deposit and redeem (dropped).

Example 2. We now recast the full example in Section 1 as a MEV game, con-
sidering all three user transactions in the txpool:

X = { A : swap0(40 : τ0, 35 : τ1) , A : dep(30 : τ1, 40 : τ1) , A : rdm(10 : (τ0, τ1)) }

The game solution is shown in Figure 2: note that we can reuse the swap inner
layer from Example 1, since the initial state and user swap action are identical.
Thus, we continue by constructing the deposit inner layer for user deposit T′ in
state Γ ′′ = (128.8 : τ0, 77.7 : τ1). Here, the deposit front-run reserves are:

DFr0(τ0, τ1, Γ
′′,T′) =

∣∣∣
√

30/40 · 128.8 · 77.7
∣∣∣ = 86.6

DFr1(τ0, τ1, Γ
′′,T′) =

∣∣∣
√

40/30 · 128.8 · 77.7
∣∣∣ = 115.5

Since the ratio of the deposit front-run reserves does not coincide with the reserve
ratio in Γ ′′ (86.6/115.5 6= 128.8/77.7), the deposit front-run by M is necessary to
enable the user deposit action. By choosing a swap direction dM = 1, we obtain
the positive deposit front-run values, which confirm the choice of the direction:

DFw0(τ0, τ1, Γ
′′,T′) = 128.8−86.6 ≈ 42.2 DFw1(τ0, τ1, Γ

′′,T′) = 115.5−77.7 ≈ 37.8

Therefore, M’s deposit front-run transaction is:

DFX(τ0, τ1, Γ
′′,T′) = M : swap1(42.2 : τ0, 37.8 : τ1)

which requires a balance σ(τ1) ≥ 37.8. The deposit inner layer is obtained by
prepending this transaction to A’s deposit. The redeem inner layer is empty, as
shown before. By (5), the final layer to minimize the price of minted tokens is:

M : swap1(18.0 : τ0, 20.8 : τ1)

Summing up, the full Dagwood sandwich (see also Figure 2) is:

SFX(τ0, τ1, Γ,T) T DFX(τ0, τ1, Γ
′′,T′) T′ X(τ0, τ1, Γ

′′′′)
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which requires an initial balance σ = {18.0 : τ0, 12.7 + 37.8 : τ1} by M. By
inspection of the Dagwood sandwich execution in Figure 2, it can be seen that
the miner has obtained a gain of approximately 5,700. ut

5 Related work

Daian et al. [13] study the effect of transaction reordering obtained through pri-
ority gas auctions. These are games between users who compete to include a
bundle of transactions in the next block, bidding on transaction fees to incen-
tivize miners to include their own bundle. Notably, [13] finds empirical evidence
of the fact that the gain derived from transaction reorderings in decentralized
exchanges (DEX) exceeds the gain given by block rewards and transaction fees
in Ethereum. The same work also proposes a game model of priority gas auc-
tions, showing a Nash equilibrium for players to take turns bidding, compatibly
with behavior observed in the wild on Ethereum. Our mining game differs from
that in [13], since we assume a greedy adversary wanting to maximize its gain
at the expense of all the other users, exploiting arbitrages on AMMs.

Zhou et al. [20] provide a theoretical framework to study the front-running
on AMMs. Two sandwich heuristics are studied: the front-run & back-run swap
sandwich, and the novel front-run redeem & back-run swap and deposit. The
swap semantics used in [20] is simplified, compared to ours, since no minimum
amount of received tokens is enforced by the AMM, users only perform swaps
and hold no minted tokens (depositing and swapping agents are decoupled).
Further, extractable value from arbitrage is considered separately. In comparison,
we emphasize that we propose a solution to attack all main user action types
offered by leading AMMs, thereby extracting value from user submitted swaps
and deposits. Our model also accurately model minted tokens: their value is
dynamically affected by miner and user swaps during the execution of the attack.
Thus, our game solution extracts the maximum value in a more concrete setting,
considering the victim transactions of both aforementioned attacks in [20], and
leaving no arbitrage opportunities unexploited.

More general ordering and injection of transactions by a rational agent is
generally referred to as front-running. Eskandari et al. [15] provide a taxonomy
for various front-running attacks in blockchain applications and networks. This
taxonomy is expanded in [16] with liquidations, sandwich attacks and arbitrage
actions between DEX.

Some works investigate the problem of detecting front-running attacks on
public blockchains. For example, in [16], Qin et al. introduce front-running de-
tection heuristics which are deployed to empirically study the presence of such
attacks on public DeFi applications. On the other hand, various fair ordering
schemes have been proposed to mitigate front-running or exploitation of miner-
extractable value. However, simple commit-and-reveal schemes still leak infor-
mation such as account balances. Breidenbach et al. [11] propose “submarine
commitments”, which rely on k-anonymity to prevent any leaks from user com-
mitments. Baum et al. [10] introduce a order-book based DEX which delegates
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the matching of orders to an out-sourced, off-chain multi-party computation
committee. Private user orders are not revealed to other participants, such that
no front-running can occur in each privately-computed order matching round.
Ciampi et al. [12] introduce a market maker protocol in which the strictly sequen-
tial trade history between an off-chain market maker and traders are verifiable as
a hash-chain. Any subsequent reordering by the AMM is publicly provable: col-
lateral from the market maker incentivizes honest, fair-ordering behaviour. Such
work aims to provide alternative, front-running resistant designs with AMM-like
functionality. In contrast, our work is intended to formalize the behaviour of
current, mainstream AMMs in the presence of a rational adversary.

The DeFi community is developing tools to enable agents to extract value
from smart contracts: e.g., flashbots [2] is a project aiming to develop Ethereum
implementations which support transaction bundles: Rather than front-running
individual transactions by adjusting their fees, an agent can communicate a
sequence or bundle of transactions to the miner, asking its inclusion in the next
block. Our game solutions could be implemented to solve for such bundles.

6 Conclusions

We have addressed the problem of adversaries extracting value from AMMs inter-
actions to the detriment of users. We have constructed an optimal strategy that
adversaries can use to extract value from AMMs, focussing on the widespread
class of constant-product AMMs. Our results apply to any adversary with the
power to reorder, drop or insert transactions: besides miners, this includes roll-
up aggregators, like e.g. Optimism and StarkWare [3,4]. Notably, our work shows
that it is possible to extract value from all types of AMM transactions, while
previous works focus on extracting value from token swaps, only.

In practice, value is also extracted from AMMs by colluding mining and
non-mining agents: for the Ethereum blockchain, agents can send transaction
bundles [2] to mining pools for block inclusion, in return for a fee. Our tech-
nique naturally applies to this setting, where the actions of the miner are simply
replaced by actions by the agent submitting the transaction bundle.

We now discuss the simplifying assumptions (1-8) listed in Section 3. (1)
User balances do not limit the order in which transactions in the txpool can be
executed. In practice, in some cases it would be possible to perform a sequence of
actions by exploiting the funds received from previous actions. We leave ordering
constraints imposed by limited wallet balances for future work. (2) The adversary
holds no minted tokens prior to executing the game solution. Yet, the adversary
can exploit an (unbounded) initial balance of atomic tokens to acquire minted
tokens as part of the game solution by performing deposits. The optimality of
the Dagwood sandwich illustrates that this is not necessary. (3) The size of the
Dagwood sandwich is unbounded. In practice, a typical block of transactions will
include other transactions besides those directed to AMMs, and so the adversary
can find enough space for its sandwiches by dropping non-AMM transactions.
During times of block-congestion, a constraint on the length of the Dagwood
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sandwich will apply: we conjecture that solving such an optimization is NP-
hard, and regard this as an relevant question for future work. (4) Prices of atomic
tokens are fixed for the duration of the game: the Dagwood sandwich will need to
be recomputed should prices change. (5) AMMs only hold atomic tokens. This is
common in practice, but we note that extending the mining game to account for
arbitrary nesting of minted tokens by AMM pairs is an interesting direction of
future research. (6) No AMM swap fees and (7) no transaction fees are modelled:
the adversary’s gain resulting from the Dagwood sandwich is an upper bound
to profitability as fees tend to zero. Yet, fees affect this gain, so they should be
taken into account to construct an optimal strategy. Furthermore, transaction
fees may make it convenient for a miner to include user redeem transactions in
the sandwich, while these are never exploited by our strategy. (8) Besides fees,
we abstract from the intervals that users can express to constrain the amount
of tokens received upon deposits and redeems (we only model these constraints
for swaps). This is left for future work.

In this paper we have considered AMMs which implement the constant-
product swap invariant, like e.g. Uniswap and SushiSwap. A relevant research
question is how to solve the MEV game under different swap invariants, e.g. those
used by Curve Finance and SushiSwap. Uniform frameworks which address this
problem have been proposed in [14,9] where swap invariants are abstracted as
functions subject to a given set of constraints.
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A Proofs

Lemma 1.
∑

A GA(Γ,T) = 0.

Proof. Follows from Lemma 3 (preservation of net worth) in [9].

Lemma 2. If type(T) ∈ {dep, rdm}, then Gusr(T)(Γ,T) = 0.

Proof. Follows from Lemma 3 (preservation of net worth) in [9].

Lemma 3. Let Γ λ−−→ Γ ′, and let resτ0,τ1(Γ) = (r0, r1), resτ0,τ1(Γ ′) = (r′0, r
′
1).

Then, PΓ(τ0, τ1) = PΓ ′(τ0, τ1) if and only if r0/r1 = r′0/r
′
1.

Proof. Let the projected minted token price of (τ0, τ1) at reserve ratio R > 0 in
state Γ be defined as:

PR
Γ (τ0, τ1) =

r′0
splyΓ(τ0, τ1)

· P(τ0) +
r′1

splyΓ(τ0, τ1)
· P(τ1)

where for the projected reserves (r′0, r
′
1), both r′0 · r′1 = r0 · r1 and R = r′0/r

′
1

hold. Thus, the projected minted token price can be rewritten entirely in terms
of token reserves and supply in Γ and projected ratio R:

PR
Γ (τ0, τ1) =

√
r0 · r1 ·R

splyΓ(τ0, τ1)
· P(τ0) +

√
r0 · r1/R

splyΓ(τ0, τ1)
· P(τ1) (9)

We note that from (9) and (1) it follows that

PR
Γ (τ0, τ1) = PΓ(τ0, τ1) if

resτ0,τ1(Γ) = (r0, r1)
R = r0/r1

(10)

Alternatively, the projected minted token price in a given state Γ can be inter-
preted as the minted token price in Γ ′ of execution M[σ] | Γ →T M[ ] | Γ ′ where
T is a miner swap action and the reserve ratio r′0/r

′
1 = R holds in Γ ′ but not

in Γ. By definition then, there exists σ and swap T for any reachable state Γ
and R > 0, such that M[σ] | Γ →T M[ ] | Γ ′ and PR

Γ (τ0, τ1) = PΓ ′(τ0, τ1) if
R 6= r0/r1.

We prove Lemma 3 by showing that for any R, the projected minted token
price of a pair remains constant for any execution. Thus, if in two states Γ, Γ ′

along an execution the AMM pair reserve ratios both equal R = r0/r1 = r′0/r
′
1,

prices must also be equal, thereby proving the lemma.

PR
Γ (τ0, τ1) = PR

Γ ′(τ0, τ1) = PΓ(τ0, τ1) = PΓ ′(τ0, τ1) (11)

We prove that the projected minted token price remains constant for any execu-
tion by induction.
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Base case: empty For an empty step, the projected minted token price re-
mains constant (trivially).

Induction step: deposit/redeem For a deposit or redeem execution Γn →T Γn+1

the following must hold for c > 0 by definition of [Dep] and [Rdm]

(c · rn0 , c · rn1 ) = (rn+1
0 , rn+1

1 ) c · splyΓn(τ0, τ1) = splyΓn+1
(τ0, τ1)

Thus, we can write the projected minted token price in Γn+1 in terms of reserves
and token supply in Γn, such that the equality is apparent.

PR
Γn+1

(τ0, τ1) =

√
c2 · rn0 · rn1 ·R

c · splyΓn(τ0, τ1)
· P(τ0) +

√
c2 · rn0 · rn1 /R

c · splyΓn(τ0, τ1)
· P(τ1)

=

√
rn0 · rn1 ·R

splyΓn(τ0, τ1)
· P(τ0) +

√
rn0 · rn1 /R

splyΓn(τ0, τ1)
· P(τ1) = PR

Γn(τ0, τ1)

Induction step: swap For a swap execution Γn →T Γn+1 both the supply of
minted tokens and the reserve product is maintained by definition of Swap

rn0 · rn1 = rn+1
0 · rn+1

1 splyΓn(τ0, τ1) = splyΓn+1
(τ0, τ1)

Again, we can express the projected minted token price in Γn+1 in terms of
reserves and token supply in Γn to illustrate the equality.

PR
Γn+1

(τ0, τ1) =

√
rn0 · rn1 ·R

splyΓn(τ0, τ1)
· P(τ0) +

√
rn0 · rn1 /R

splyΓn(τ0, τ1)
· P(τ1) = PR

Γn(τ0, τ1)

Thus, we have shown that the projected minted token price remains constant
for all executions. Therefore, (11) holds, proving the lemma. ut
Lemma 4. There exists a function Pmin such that if M[σ] | Γ →∗ M[σ′] | Γ ′
then: (i) PΓ ′(τ0, τ1) ≥ Pmin

Γ (τ0, τ1); (ii) there exist σ′′ and λ consisting at most of
a swap by M such that M[σ′′] | Γ ′ λ−−→ M[ ] | Γ ′′ and PΓ ′′(τ0, τ1) = Pmin

Γ (τ0, τ1).

Proof. lma:price-minimum The proof reuses the definition of the projected minted
token price (9) defined in the proof of Lemma 3: there, we showed that the pro-
jected minted token price for any given reserve ratio R > 0 remains constant for
all executions. Thus, by definition (9), the projected minted token price in Γ for
all R > 0 is the minted token price range which can be achieved by executing a
swap in any reachable state Γ.

To find Pmin
Γ (τ0, τ1), we first determine the R for which PR

Γ (τ0, τ1) is mini-
mized in any reachable state Γ.

∂

∂R
PR
Γ (τ0, τ1) =

√
rn0 · rn1

2 · splyΓn(τ0, τ1) ·
√
R
·P(τ0)−

√
rn0 · rn1

2 · splyΓn(τ0, τ1) ·
√
R ·R

·P(τ1)

Setting the expression above as equal to zero and then solving for R = Rmin we
obtain

Rmin =
r0
r1

=
P(τ1)

P(τ0)
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Further, we have determined the projected minted token price minimum since
the second derivative is positive

∂2

∂R2
PR
Γ (τ0, τ1) = −

√
rn0 · rn1

4 · splyΓn(τ0, τ1) ·
√
R ·R

+
3 ·
√
rn0 · rn1

4 · splyΓn(τ0, τ1) ·
√
R ·R2

= −
√
rn0 · rn1

4 · splyΓn(τ0, τ1) ·
√

P(τ1)
P(τ0)

· P(τ1)
P(τ0)2

+
3 ·
√
rn0 · rn1

4 · splyΓn(τ0, τ1) ·
√

P(τ1)
P(τ0)

· P(τ1)
P(τ0)2

=
2 ·
√
rn0 · rn1

4 · splyΓn(τ0, τ1) ·
√

P(τ1)
P(τ0)

· P(τ1)
P(τ0)2

> 0

Thus, the function Pmin
Γ (τ0, τ1) is given as

Pmin
Γ (τ0, τ1) = P

P(τ1)/P(τ0)
Γ (τ0, τ1)

By definition of the project minted token price, a swap exists such that the
projected price for reserve ratio R is achieved in the resulting state if the reserve
ratio in Γ is not equal to R. Otherwise the reserve ratio must equal R, and
thus the empty step achieves the projected price trivially. We have shown that
PR
Γ (τ0, τ1) ≥ Pmin

Γ (τ0, τ1) for any R > 0, thereby proving the lemma. ut

Theorem 1. Let Γ = ‖ i∈I(ri,0 : τi,0, ri,1 : τi,1) | Γw, where Γw only contains
wallets. For all j ∈ I and d ∈ {0, 1}, let vdj = wdd(τj,0, τj,1, Γ), and let:

σj =

{
vdj : τj,d if vdj > 0

0 if v0j , v
1
j ≤ 0

λj =

{
Xd(τj,0, τj,1, Γ) if vdj > 0

ε if v0j , v
1
j ≤ 0

Then, (σ1 · · ·σn, λ1 · · ·λn) is a solution to the game (Γ,X) for an empty X.

Proof. Theorem 1 states that the solution to (Γ, []) can be greedily constructed
from canonical swaps for each AMM pair in Γ, thereby minimizing the prices
of all minted tokens and net worth of users whilst maximizing the gain for the
miner.

We prove the lemma by showing that the price minimization swap (5) for a
pair (τ0, τ1) minimizes the respective minted token price. Since all AMM actions
affect single pair reserves only, the miner can minimize the minted token price
in any order, thereby proving the lemma.

To prove that the price minimization swap minimizes the minted token price
of a pair, we show that it updates the pair reserve ratio to r0/r1 = P(τ1)/P(τ0),
which, as shown in the proof of Lemma 4, minimizes the price for all executions.

Case: d = 0 We assume the canonical swap direction to be d = 0. By definition
of the canonical swap values at page 8, we have:

w0
0(τ0, τ1, Γ) =

√
P(τ1)
P(τ0)

· r0 · r1 − r0
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w0
1(τ0, τ1, Γ) =

r1 · w0
0(τ0, τ1, Γ)

r0 + w0
0(τ0, τ1, Γ)

=
r1 ·

√
P(τ1)
P(τ0)

· r0 · r1 − r0 · r1
√

P(τ1)
P(τ0)

· r0 · r1
Further, the reserve product invariant must hold before and after the price min-
imization swap in direction d = 0. We show that this holds:

(r0+w0
0(τ0, τ1, Γ))·(r1−w0

1(τ0, τ1, Γ)) =
√

P(τ1)
P(τ0)

· r0 · r1 ·
r0 · r1√

P(τ1)
P(τ0)

· r0 · r1
= r0 ·r1

Finally, we can show that the resulting reserve ratio following the price mini-
mization swap is indeed P(τ1)/P(τ0), thereby minimizing the minted token price
(see proof of Lemma 4).

r0 + w0
0(τ0, τ1, Γ)

r1 − w0
1(τ0, τ1, Γ)

=

√
P(τ1)
P(τ0)

· r0 · r1
r0·r1√

P(τ1)
P(τ0)

·r0·r1

=

P(τ1)
P(τ0)

· r0 · r1
r0 · r1

=
P(τ1)

P(τ0)

Case: d = 1 Follows similarly and is omitted for brevity. ut

Theorem 2. With respect to the MEV game in (Γ,X):

1. If X is empty, the solution is the final layer constructed for (Γ, []) in §4.1.
2. Otherwise, if X = [T] + X′ , let (σ, λ) be the inner layer constructed for

(Γ, [T]), let M[σ] | Γ λ−−→ M[ ] | Γ ′, and let (σ′, λ′) be the solution for (Γ ′,X′).
Then, the solution to (Γ,X) is (σ + σ′, λλ′).

Proof. We restate the user gain (6) from the execution of a game solution fol-
lowing Lemma 4.

GA(M[σ] | A[σA ] | Γ, λ)

=
∑
τ∈T0

σ′A(τ) · P(τ)− σA(τ) · P(τ) +
∑
τ∈T1

σ′A(τ) · Pmin
Γ (τ)− σA(τ) · PΓ(τ)

Here, the prices are either of atomic (PΓ(τ)), or minted tokens (PΓ(τ) and
Pmin
Γ (τ)), all determined in the initial state Γ. Thus, the exploitation of indi-

vidual user actions by the miner is decided on the action’s effect the user token
balance only.

We prove Theorem 2 by showing that the ”inner layer” for each user action
type are optimal when constructed in any order from the submitted user actions
in X.

Swap-inner-layer Firsty, we show that the swap front-run by the miner will al-
ways minimize the amount of tokens received by the user. Let T = A : swap0(v0 :
τ0, v1 : τ1) where dA = 0 and

M[ ] | Γ SFX (τ0,τ0,Γ,T)−−−−−−−−−−→ M[ ] | Γ ′ T−→ M[ ] | Γ ′′
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If the execution of user swap T results in the minimal received output amount
v1 for A, then for resτ0,τ1(Γ) = (r0, r1), resτ0,τ1(Γ ′) = (r′0, r

′
1) and resτ0,τ1(Γ ′′) =

(r′0 + v0, r
′
1 − v1) the reserve product invariant must hold by definition of [Swap].

(r′0 + v0) · (r′1 − v1) = r′0 · r′1 = r0 · r1
Solving for r′0, we can rewrite as:

(r′0 + v0) · ( r0·r1r′0
− v1) = r0 · r1

r0 · r1 − v0 · r′0 + v0·r0·r1
r′0

− v0 · v1 = r0 · r1
v1 · r′02 + v0 · v1 · r′0 − v0 · r0 · r1 = 0

The determinant to the quadratic equation is

D = v20 · v21 + 4 · v0 · v1 · r0 · r1
Thus we can solve for positive reserves r′0, r

′
1 in state Γ ′ expressed in terms of

the swap parameters (v0, v1) and reserves r0, r1 in initial state Γ, which coincide
with definitions of the swap front-run reserves for dA = 0 (the case dA = 1 is
omitted for brevity).

r′0 =
−v0 · v1 +

√
v20 · v21 + 4 · v0 · v1 · r0 · r1

2 · v1
r′1 =

r0 · r1
r′0

If (r0, r1) = (r′0, r
′
1), then clearly no swap front-run is required. Otherwise, the

direction of the swap front-run depends on the value of r′0, r
′
1. For r′0 > r0 and

r′1 < r0, the swap-front run direction dM = 0 is implied. For r′0 > r0 and r′1 < r0,
dM = 1. The swap front-run values (7) follow from the difference between initial
and swap front-run reserves.

Since the swap front-run always enables the user swap such that the the
minimum output amount is returned, this implies that the effect on the user
token balance when executing the solution (6) is solely determined by user swap
parameters (v0, v1): it is not affected by its position in the full solution, enabling
the greedy construction of the swap-inner-layer in Theorem 2.

The optimality of the swap-inner-layer can be easily shown: For our assumed
user swap direction dA = 0, if −v0 · P(τ0) + v1 · P(τ1) < 0 holds, then the
contribution to the user gain (6) must be negative, and furthermore, since by
definition of [Swap], v1 is the minimum amount the user can receive, the swap-
inner-layer must be optimal.

If −v0 · P(τ0) + v1 · P(τ1) ≥ 0, then the swap-inner-layer will be (0, ε), since
there the user swap can never reduce the user gain in any game solution. We
omit the case dA = 1 for brevity.

Deposit-inner-layer The optimality of the deposit-inner-layer follows from
Section 4.2.

Redeem-inner-layer The optimality of the redeem-inner-layer (0, ε) follows
from Section 4.2. ut
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Abstract. Front-running is the malicious, and often illegal, act of both
manipulating the order of pending trades and injecting additional trades
to make a profit at the cost of other users. In decentralized finance
(DeFi), front-running strategies exploit both public knowledge of user
trades from transactions pending on the network and the miner’s abil-
ity to determine the final transaction order. Given the financial loss and
increased transaction load resulting from adversarial front-running in de-
centralized finance, novel cryptographic protocols have been proposed to
mitigate such attacks in the permission-less blockchain setting. We sys-
tematize and discuss the state-of-the-art of front-running mitigation in
decentralized finance, and illustrate remaining attacks and open chal-
lenges.

1 Introduction

labelsec:introduction

Specific instances of front-running in decentralized finance (DeFi) were first
quantified by Daian et al. [18] and systematized by Eskandari et al. [23]. Besides
imposing a financial penalty on honest users, front-running can also degrade
the performance of blockchain networks, as recently observed on the Avalanche
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blockchain [3]. In order to evaluate the efficacy of front-running mitigation tech-
niques, we first formulate the set of adversarial powers which permit front-
running strategies to be exploited: concretely, if users submit their intended
interaction to a pool of pending transactions, the front-running adversary has
the ability to:

1. Append pending transactions to the blockchain.
2. Infer user intentions from pending transactions and blockchain state.

In this work, we describe common front-running attacks (§2) and assess three
front-running mitigation categories (§3) for their isolated and combined effi-
cacy in neutralizing front-running (Figure 1). We introduce a speculative sand-
wich attack on input batching techniques (§3.2), which can be mitigated with
private user balances and secret input stores (§3.3).

Adversarial power §3 Mitigation

1. Transaction sequencing
§3.1 Fair ordering

§3.2 Batching of blinded inputs
Commit & reveal

2. Inference of user intent
Input aggregation

§3.3 Private user balances & secret input store

Fig. 1. Overview of mitigation techniques

Fair ordering (§3.1), implemented at the consensus protocol layer, ensures
that the local receipt-order of gossiped transactions seen by a node is consistent
with the final transaction ordering in the blockchain. We observe that fair or-
dering effectively mitigates the miner’s ability to freely sequence transactions,
but introduces a front-running adversary which rushes the network.

User balance & input store

Public Private, secret

Batching of

blinded inputs

Commit & reveal Speculative

Sandwich Attacks

Taint of user balances

Input aggregation -

Fig. 2. Efficacy: batching of blinded inputs.

Batching of blinded inputs (§3.2) replaces the sequential model of DeFi
interaction with a round-based one, where user inputs are blinded in each round
to ensure input independence, thereby thwarting front-running strategies that
rely on prior knowledge of other users’ intentions. However, if user balances
are public, the input may still be partially inferred when the valid user’s in-
put space is constrained by its balance: here, we contribute a novel, speculative
front-running attack that exploits the direction of an automated market maker
(AMM) swap, leaked from the victim’s public balance. Furthermore, we highlight
differences between commit & reveal and input aggregation approaches to batch-
ing of blinded inputs (Figure 2). In commit & reveal schemes, user inputs are
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revealed individually : Although front-running in the specific round is no longer
possible, they necessarily leak information about the subsequent balance-update
for each participating user, even if the user balances are private. If the taint of
private balances is sufficiently strong, this can allow the front-running adversary
to infer the users future inputs (e.g. the intended AMM swap direction).

Private user balances (§3.3) are thus necessary to prevent the leakage of
the valid user input space from balances and application state. Although DeFi
state must generally remain public to retain its utility [2], we show that it is
necessary to shield certain fragments thereof which explicitly reveal future user
intent. Secret input stores (§3.3) protect inputs that are evaluated by the
application after a time delay [46] or, in the case of order books, whenever a
match with other user inputs [24,7] can be found.

2 Front-running attacks

AMM sandwich: We briefly summarize the functionality of constant product
AMM’s, namely, a liquidity pool holding token balances, r0 and r1, of two differ-
ent token types, τ0 and τ1 respectively, s.t. r0 · r1 is always constant when swaps
are being carried out between τ0 and τ1. A user swaps units of τ0 for units of
τ1 by authorizing a left swap action SL(v : τ0, w : τ1). Here, the user is sending
v : τ0 to the AMM in return for at least w : τ1 (swap limit). For this left swap to
be valid, the product of the reserves must be maintained. Thus, the following re-
lation between initial and updated reserves must hold: r0 ·r1 = (r0+v) ·(r1−w′),
where w′ ≥ w and w′ represents the units of τ1 that the user actually gets. We
refer w as the swap limit. A right swap of SR(v : τ0, w : τ1) follows similarly: the
user sends w : τ1 for at least v : τ0 in return such that r0 · r1 = (r0−v′) · (r1 +w)
and v′ ≥ v where v′ represents the units of τ0 received. Constant product AMM’s
exhibit slippage: subsequent swaps in the same direction exhibit decreasing ex-
change rates.

User swaps can be “sandwiched”, exploiting slippage for the gain of the
attacker. Consider a left swap A : SL(vA : τ0,wA : τ1) submitted by user A. A
front-run swap by attacker M in the same direction reduces the exchange rate
for the subsequent victim swap: a final back-run swap by M in the opposing
direction then profits from an improved exchange rate.

M : SL(vfM : τ0,w
f
M : τ1) A : SL(vA : τ0,wA : τ1) M : SR(vbM : τ0,w

b
M : τ1)

Optimal front-run (vfM,w
f
M) and back-run (vbM,w

b
M) parameters are a function of

the victim’s swap, inferred from the pending victim transaction gossiped across
the network [5].

We illustrate a step-wise execution of a sandwich in Figure 3 and introduce
notation for user and AMM state proposed in [4] for this purpose. The wallet of
A is modelled as the term A[vi : τ0, ..., vn : τn], where v0, ..., vn are the respective
balances of token types τ0, ..., τn. The state of an AMM holding token types τ0
and τ1 is given by its reserve balances (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1). Thus, we express the
system state as a composition of wallets and reserve balances.

A[v : τ] | (r0 : τ0, r1 : τ1)
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Let the initial AMM balance be (100 : τ0, 100 : τ1). User A wishes to perform
the swap A : SL(15 : τ0, 10 : τ1). For simplicity, we assume unit values of τ0
and τ1 to be equal: given the ratio of AMM reserves is 1, there is no arbitrage
opportunity to be exploited [4]. If A’s order is executed immediately, A receives
13 : τ1 for the 15 : τ0 it sends to the AMM. Instead, however, if the user
swap is sandwiched by attacker M (Figure 3), A only obtains the minimum
amount 10 : τ1, implying a reduction of 3 : τ1. Note that the reserve product

A[15 : τ0] | M[15 : τ0, 10 : τ1] | (100 : τ0, 100 : τ1)

M:SL(15:τ0,13:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−→ A[15 : τ0] | M[23 : τ1] | (115 : τ0, 87 : τ1)

A:SL(15:τ0,10:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−→ A[10 : τ1] | M[23 : τ1] | (130 : τ0, 77 : τ1)

M:SR(30:τ0,23:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−→ A[10 : τ1] | M[30 : τ0] | (100 : τ0, 100 : τ1)

Fig. 3. Sandwich attack

is maintained at each execution step and that the sandwich execution preserves
the initial reserve ratio: the attack leaves no arbitrage opportunity unexploited.
The attacker M’s profit of 5 units of τ0 (or τ1) is optimal [5]: A receives the
minimum amount possible, namely its swap limit.

Scheduled AMM sandwich: For certain AMM variants, the knowledge of
the user’s intent to perform a swap can be directly inferred from the blockchain
state. Paradigm [46] propose scheduled AMM swaps, or more generally, scheduled
inputs. Let A : SL(15 : τ0, 10 : τ1, r) be a swap that is not executed immediately,
but scheduled for evaluation together with the first user-AMM interaction fol-
lowing blockchain round r, thus requiring no further interaction from A. Since
scheduled orders are stored in the AMM smart contract and evaluated at the
beginning of a known round, the sandwich attack strategy can be exploited, al-
beit over two block rounds [46]: the front-run is sequenced at the end of round
r and the back-run as the first newly submitted swap of round r + 1.

Generalized front-run attacks: In decentralized finance, actions exist which
are profitable for the authorizing user, but which can also be performed by any
other agent with a sufficient balance. In the permissionless blockchain setting,
generalized front-runners, a term coined by Daian [38], are automated agents that
identify profitable, pending transactions, which can be authorized by any user,
and simply replicate these with their own account, thereby depriving the original
transaction submitter of it’s profit. Since the security of DeFi applications rely
on rational agents to solve for profitable arbitrage [48,45,21] and liquidation [41]
strategies, the presence of generalized front-running threatens to restrict such
opportunities to agents colluding with miners.
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3 Mitigation categories

3.1 Fair ordering

A recent line of research [34,30,31] has formalized an intuitive notion of γ-receipt-
order-fairness: given two distinct transactions tx and tx′ broadcast by users,
receipt-order-fairness of a consensus protocol ensures that tx will be finalized
prior to tx′ if a γ fraction of network nodes receives tx prior to tx′. However,
Kelkar et al. [30] show that even if all nodes agree on the relative order in
which any pair of transactions were first observed at the gossip stage, a global
transaction ordering of all transactions consistent with the local view of pair-wise
orderings is not always possible (Condorcet Paradox). Instead, a weaker notion
of γ-batch-order-fairness is realized in [31], where tx will be sequenced prior to
or in the same block as tx′ if a γ node fraction receives tx first.

Front-running despite fair ordering: Although order fairness removes the
miner or round leader’s privilege to sequence transactions, it assumes that users
have secure channels to servers participating in consensus: in practice, however,
public blockchains rely on gossip networks to propagate pending transactions.
Here, the rushing network adversary can control the receipt-order of transactions
for each consensus node, thereby rendering the notion of γ-batch-order-fairness
meaningless. In practice, such a network adversary model may be excessively
strong: whereas in the standard setting the miner or round leader incurs no
additional cost for front-running victims, a non-trivial communication cost is
now imposed on the rushing adversary. Still, since order-fairness clearly can-
not eliminate front-running attacks in the (realistic) gossip-network setting, the
motivation for stronger front-running mitigation properties remains.

3.2 Batching of blinded inputs

Batching of blinded inputs is a technique to ensure 1) the independence between
user inputs and 2) the prevention of any adversarial sequencing of inputs. Inter-
actions occur in rounds: in each, inputs are committed during the input-phase,
followed by an output phase where the application state is updated after evalu-
ating user inputs with valid parameters. The collection of inputs can occur in a
smart contract or by a committee executing a cryptographic protocol which au-
thorizes the distribution of funds from a smart contract in the output phase. The
update of the application state following each round can result from the evalu-
ation of valid inputs in randomized order or an application-specific aggregation
thereof: for example, a subset of submitted AMM swaps can be aggregated into
a single resulting swap. In batching of blinded inputs, we distinguish between
commit & reveal and input aggregation (fig. 4). Both schemes commit in-
puts in the input-phase of each round, thereby ensuring input independence.
However, while input aggregation keeps the users’ input private indefinitely,
commit & reveal schemes leak individual user inputs when commitments are
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Input

independence

Input

privacy

Open

challenges

Commit & reveal

Hash commitments* - - Output bias

Timed commitments* • - Delay parameters

Threshold encryption** • - Honest majority

Secure multi-party

computation**

• - Honest majority

Input aggregation
• • Abort penalty

Homomorphic encryption** • • Efficiency

Fig. 4. Batching of blinded inputs sent to a smart contract* or committee**

opened, thereby offering no input privacy by definition. Input privacy is nec-
essary to prevent front-running in subsequent interaction rounds: past inputs
leak information about updates to private balances (§3.3), which in turn can be
exploited by front-runners, as balances constrain the valid user input space.

Past user inputs
reveal−−−→ Private user balances

reveal−−−→ Future user inputs

In contrast, input aggregation only outputs the application state update: for
aggregated AMM swaps, only reserve updates are revealed, and updates to user
balances remain private, if private balances are supported. Naturally, input ag-
gregation can only offer input privacy up to the input batch size.

Commit & reveal: Although hash commitments collected by a smart contract
may appear to be an obvious approach to implement the commit & reveal func-
tionality, they suffer from output bias, as the adversary can selectively refrain
from opening its commitment.

Time-lock puzzles [42] or timed commitments [11] generated by users and
sent to a smart contract promise to eliminate output bias, since the adversary’s
commitment can be force-opened after a delay, guaranteeing the inclusion of its
input in the output-phase. However, in the worst case, each user time-locked
input must be solved separately by a constant number of squaring operations
in a randomly sampled group, potentially rendering the approach impractical
for larger batches of time-locked inputs [32]. Burdges and De Feo [14] propose
a novel delay encryption notion and construction, which promises encryption
of many inputs to a randomly sampled session key. Thus, all delay-encrypted
inputs of a given batch can be decrypted after a single extraction process. Delay
encryption [14] is constructed from isogeny-based cryptography, a recent and
less-well studied class cryptographic assumptions. Finally, it remains an open
challenge to match delay cryptography parameters to real-world delays which
depend on assumed gate speeds used in practice.

Threshold encryption [22] can realize a commit & reveal scheme with the
assumption of an honest majority committee holding trapdoor information of
the encrypted inputs [44]. In each round, a key pair is produced by the execution
of a distributed key generation (DKG) protocol and the public is opened, with
which users encrypt their inputs in the given round. A subsequent opening of
the corresponding secret key by the threshold committee enables the decryption
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of all inputs of the given round. However, should an encrypted user input fail to
be finalized in the block-chain in a given round due to network congestion, the
user’s intent will be made public after the secret key is revealed for the given
round without the user action being executed. Given this leakage, the front-
running adversary may now anticipate the re-submission of the same user input
in the next round.

Secure multi-party computation [47,27] (MPC) has been proposed [36,1] to
realize a commit & reveal functionality with guaranteed input reveal in an anony-
mous fashion, also formalized as anonymous committed broadcast (ACB) in [1].
The anonymization of inputs is achieved by random shuffling of user inputs in
an efficient manner. Here, honest majority MPC protocols [8,19] are favoured, as
the output is guaranteed as long as the honest majority assumption holds true.
To implement a DeFi application with MPC, an MPC-controlled smart contract
is required, to which users send their funds prior to each round.

MPC
servers

Smart
contract

Users

3a. Authorization

2. Private Intent 1. Funds in

3b. Funds out

In the output phase of each MPC round, funds in the smart contract are redis-
tributed to users according to the output(s) of the MPC execution. In practice,
users can safely delegate the MPC execution to a group of servers [1].

Input aggregation: Naturally, MPC can realize any aggregation function over
private user inputs, and in some instances in an efficient manner. Given the
emphasis on the privacy of inputs, dishonest majority MPC protocols [15,10,20]
are favoured, which ensure that private inputs can never be obtained by the
adversary as long as a single participant remains honest. Informal proposals to
implement AMM instances in a dishonest majority MPC have been proposed
by Li et al. [35]. Although dishonest majority MPC can be aborted by a single
dishonest party, a recent line of research [33,6,7] has realized an efficient set
of protocols that identify and financially punish the aborting adversary. This
achieves a weaker notion of fairness as the rational adversary is incentivized to
never abort. Still, the penalty must exceed the financial option value of aborting
in order to be effective: given that inputs are private, it remains an open research
question on how to size financial penalties for identifiable abort in MPC.

Penumbra [40] proposes the use of homomorpic encryption to realize the se-
cure aggregation of homomorphically encrypted AMM swap orders. The aggre-
gated swap is then decrypted to reveal the updated AMM reserves. User balances
are implemented with private coins (see §3.3), thus the privacy of the inputs are
only dependent on the batch size. We note the non-trivial complexity of aggre-
gating a batch of encrypted AMM swaps with swap limit constraints: efficient
secure multi-party computation with fully homomorphic encryption schemes re-
mains an open research problem [26]. In [40], consensus validators are proposed
to perform the secure computation, consolidating MPC and consensus layers.
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Speculative sandwich w/public user balances: We illustrate that batch-
ing of blinded inputs alone is not sufficient to prevent front-running attacks.
Instead, speculative AMM sandwich attacks are possible in blinded input batch-
ing schemes as long as the direction of the victim swap is known by the adversary.
This can be inferred from public user balances, as detailed in the subsequent ex-
ample. Such speculative sandwich attacks on batched inputs also assume that
the adversary in the permissionless setting can “isolate” a single victim’s input
in a given round, such that only front-run and victim transactions remain: we
argue that each batching round has participant limits due to gas constraints or
number of clients that MPC servers can support. Thus, the adversary can oc-
cupy any arbitrary number of user slots per round and provide invalid inputs5

on slots not dedicated to the front-running swap.

Round r Round r+1

M : SL(vfM : τ0,w
f
M : τ1) A : SL(vA : τ0,wA : τ1) M : SR(vbM : τ0,w

b
M : τ1)

Fig. 5. Speculative sandwich

In this speculative attack, we assume that private AMM swaps in each
blinded input batch are evaluated in a random order, as proposed in [35,1].
The front-running M can only speculate on achieving the correct order to ex-
ecute the sandwich. Since balances are public, M can observe that A’s balance
of τ1 is zero: thus, A’s submitted swap to the AMM (τ0, τ1) must be in the left
direction. M submits the front-run swap in the same direction as the victim in
the initial round r.

In the optimistic case shown in Figure 5, M’s front-run swap is evaluated prior
to the victim swap (in round r), thus enabling M to position the profitable back-
run swap in round r + 1, where all other users are prevented from submitting
inputs. M’s front-run parameters can be chosen such that the front-run swap
simply does not execute should the front-run not be ordered prior to the victim
swap in round r, thereby aborting the attack. We refer to Appendix A for the
proof that this speculative sandwich is rational for the attacker.

An execution of a speculative sandwich is shown in Figures 6 and 7: here,
adversary M observes victim A’s interaction with an AMM which batches blinded
inputs. A has a public balance of 20 : τ0 only, allowing M to infer that A can only
perform a left swap from τ0 to τ1 with an input amount of at most 20 : τ0. The
attack strategy is executed over two subsequent rounds beginning in the initial
state shown in Figure 6, where we assume unit values of τ0 and τ1 are equal.

In the first round r, M submits the front-run swap in the same direction as
the victim’s, with arbitrarily chosen input amount 7 : τ0. The minimum output
amount or swap limit of the front-run is then is chosen to be 6.5 : τ1 such that
(100 + 7) · (100 − 6.5) = 1002 holds: thus, if the front-run were executed in the

5 e.g. AMM swap parameters which cannot be executed in the current AMM state.
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A[20 : τ0] | M[7 : τ0, 15 : τ1] | (100 : τ0, 100 : τ1)

Round r
M:SL(7:τ0,6.5:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−→ A[20 : τ0] | M[21.5 : τ1] | (107 : τ0, 93.5 : τ1)
A:SL(15:τ0,10:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−→ A[5 : τ0, 11.5 : τ1] | M[21.5 : τ1] | (122 : τ0, 82 : τ1)

Round r + 1
M:SR(22:τ0,18:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−→ A[5 : τ0, 11.5 : τ1] | M[22 : τ0, 3.5 : τ1] | (100 : τ0, 100 : τ1)

Fig. 6. Successful speculative sandwich

initial state, M would receive exactly its swap limit. Since all other user orders
(other than the victim swap of A) are suppressed, there is a probability of 0.5
that the front-run is randomly evaluated before the victim’s swap, as shown in
Figure 6. The back-run swap of M in the opposing direction then follows in the
subsequent round with probability 1, since M suppresses all user actions other
than its own back-run. Assuming equal unit value of both token types, the attack
profit for M is 3.5.

Should the front-run ordering fail (Figure 7), then M’s front-run parame-
ters are chosen such that the front-run swap will not execute, resulting in an
abort of the speculative sandwich attack. This is due to the chosen front-run
parameters: following the execution step of A’s swap in Figure 7, the constant
product invariant can only hold if M receives 5 : τ1 for the 7 : τ0 it sends:
(115 + 7)× (87− 5) = 1002. However, this contradicts M swap limit of 6.5 : τ1,
such that the front-run cannot execute in the state following A’s swap. M can
still perform a back-run in round r+ 1, thereby restoring the initial reserve ratio
and extracting an arbitrage profit of 2, which is less than in the successful spec-
ulative sandwich execution in Figure 6. Still, the speculative sandwich attack is
always profitable, as shown in Appendix A.

A[20 : τ0] | M[7 : τ0, 15 : τ1] | (100 : τ0, 100 : τ1)

Round r
A:SL(15:τ0,10:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−→ A[5 : τ0, 13 : τ1] | M[7 : τ0, 15 : τ1] | (115 : τ0, 87 : τ1)
M:((((

(
SL(7:τ0,6.5:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−→ A[5 : τ0, 13 : τ1] | M[7 : τ0, 15 : τ1] | (115 : τ0, 87 : τ1)

Round r + 1
M:SR(15:τ0,13:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−→ A[5 : τ0, 13 : τ1] | M[22 : τ0, 2 : τ1] | (100 : τ0, 100 : τ1)

Fig. 7. Aborted speculative sandwich

Importantly, if victim A’s swap direction were unknown, M would have to
guess the direction of the front-running swap. An incorrect guess can result in a
loss for M as shown in Appendix B. Thus, we argue that private user balances are
necessary for batching of blinded inputs to be effective. Furthermore, for sched-
uled AMM orders introduced in [46], private user balances remain insufficient if
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scheduled orders are stored in public smart contracts: we sketch a speculative
sandwich attack on publicly scheduled swaps in Appendix C. Finally, we note
that hash-based commit & reveal schemes permit speculative sandwich attacks
even when user balances are private, as the adversary can selectively reveal the
appropriate sandwich strategy which matches on the swap first revealed by the
victim (Appendix D).

3.3 Private & secret state

As argued in §3.2, both the aggregation of blinded inputs and use of private bal-
ances and secret input stores is necessary to mitigate front-running in the current
and future rounds. Whilst it may be possible to maintain the entire DeFi ap-
plication state secretly in an MPC instance in order to prevent front-running,
this will naturally reduce its utility to users in the permissionless setting. No-
tably, Angeris et al. [2,16] argue that both marginal price and validity of a given
AMM swap order must be queryable for an AMM interaction to be meaningful.
Therefore, we restrict our study of secret state in DeFi applications to user in-
put stores [46,24], which maintain submitted inputs until they are evaluated or
executed at a later point in time.

Private user balances: Private block-chain currencies and tokens have been
realized with zero-knowledge proof systems: confidential transactions [37] shield
output amounts with efficient zero-knowledge range proofs [13], thereby ensur-
ing that newly created output values do not exceed those spent by the same
transaction. Confidential transactions only shield output amounts: a transaction
graph connecting outputs can still be inferred from public transactions on the
block-chain, permitting coin taint to propagate downstream.

Z-cash [43] style decentralized anonymous payment (DAP) schemes break
such public links between outputs, as well-formed relations between new and
spent outputs are not revealed but publicly verifiable with SNARK [28,25,39,9,29]
zero-knowledge proofs. DAP schemes have also been proposed for DeFi func-
tionality in Manta [17], but here front-running is not mitigated, since the AMM
reserve state is public and swap inputs are not batched. Even though swap pa-
rameters are blinded in Manta, each individual swap execution results in a public
update of AMM reserves. Thus, the affect of each swap on the current AMM
reserves is known, leaking exchanged amounts and permitting sandwich attack
strategies.

Importantly, when implementing input batching (Figure 4) with secure com-
putation and block-chains supporting private user balances, zero-knowledge proofs
must be generated inside the MPC instance in order to update private user
balances. Doing so efficiently in MPC or even fully homomorphic encryption
remains on open research question.

Finally, Submarine commitments [12] propose that users can rely on k-
anonymity alone to privately commit funds during the input-phase without the
use of private balances. Here, users commit value to an k-anonymized address
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which can only be withdrawn by a specific smart contract after the address is
revealed together with the input by the user.

Secret input stores: We note that shielded scheduled AMM swaps [46] or long-
running order lists [24] cannot be maintained by encryption alone: encryption
of a scheduled swap by a user implies its decryption at a later stage, requiring
repeated user interaction, and thus defeating the purpose of scheduled inputs.
Alternatively, a decryption by an honest majority committee implies that the
round or block-height of the input schedule is known. Instead, we suggest a
long-running MPC instance to realize secret input stores in decentralized fi-
nance. Here, stored inputs are secret shared across MPC servers: in each round,
both newly submitted inputs and secretly stored inputs are secretly evaluated to-
gether to update the application state, neither being visible to the front-running
adversary.
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A Formalization: speculative sandwich

We formalize the example attack trace introduced in Figure 5 and prove that
the attack strategy is either profitable or cost-neutral for the attacker. Again,
we assume unit value of τ0, τ1 to be equal, and the initial AMM reserve state to
be (r : τ0, r : τ1): in this state, there is no arbitrage opportunity to be exploited,
simplifying our analysis. We omit both AMM and transaction fees.

The victim A swap direction is left, inferred by M from A’s public balance of
vinitA : τ0 (A holds no units of τ1). The attack strategy is as follows:

1. Round r: Front-run victim with M : SL(vfM : τ0,w
f
M : τ1) such that

(r + vfM) · (r − wf
M) = r2 (1)

2. Round r + 1: Back-run victim in opposing direction to reestablish initial
AMM reserve ratio, or if attacker balance is insufficient, back-run with largest
amount available to attacker M.

We must show that this strategy is always profitable (when the victim swap
direction can be inferred by the attacker). We note that there are several variables
beyond the attackers control. The ordering of both front-run and victim swap
in round r is random. Thus the desired ”front-run” ordering of the victim swap
in round r may not succeed (the sandwich is unsuccessful if the victim swap
precedes attacker front-run swap). Furthermore, the victim swap parameters can
be arbitrarily chosen, so that the victim swap may not be enabled or execute in
a given sequence. Thus, we must exhaustively demonstrate the profitability of
the attacker strategy for all possible cases:

1) Successful sandwich & enabled victim swap
2) Successful sandwich & disabled victim swap
3) Unsuccessful sandwich & enabled victim swap
4) Unsuccessful sandwich & disabled victim swap

Case 1: (Successful sandwich & enabled victim swap): We illustrate the symbolic
execution of the attack trace below in terms of initial balances, chosen swap
parameters and exchanged amounts.

0 A[vinitA : τ0] | M[vinitM : τ0,w
init
M : τ1] | (r : τ0, r : τ1)

Round r
M:SL(vfM:τ0,w

f
M:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−→ 1 A[vinitA : τ0] | M[vinitM − vfM : τ0,w

init
M + wf

M : τ1] | (r + vfM : τ0, r − wf
M : τ1)

A:SL(vA:τ0,wA:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−→ 2 A[vinitA − vA : τ0,w
′
A : τ1] | M[vinitM − vfM : τ0,w

init
M + wf

M : τ1] |
(r + vfM + vA : τ0, r − wf

M − w′
A : τ1)

Round r + 1
M:SR(vbM:τ0,w

b
M:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−−→ 3 A[vinitA − vA : τ0,w

′
A : τ1] | M[vinitM − vfM + vbM

′
: τ0,w

init
M + wf

M − wb
M : τ1] |

(r + vfM + vA − vbM
′

: τ0, r − wf
M − w′

A + wb
M : τ1)
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We show that the attack is profitable. For τ0 and τ1 of equal unit value, the net
change in value exchanged by M must be positive. Thus, we must prove

profitM = −vfM + wf
M − wb

M + vbM
′
> 0 (2)

Note that the amounts exchanged in the front-run are equal to the front-run
parameters (vfM,w

f
M), as they are chosen such that (1) holds. We consider the

sub-case (a) in which the attacker M has sufficient balance to perform the
back-run swap such that the AMM reserves are restored to the original state
and the sub-case (b) in which the attacker initially has no balance of τ1 to
perform the back-run: winit

M = 0. Here, the funds of τ1 required to execute the
back-run are received entirely in the front-run execution.

For sub-case (a), we rewrite (2) in terms of independently chosen param-
eters vfM, vA (the attacker only knows the victim swap direction) and initial
reserve amounts r. The reserves of the AMM are restored to the initial state
in final state 3 : summing all step changes to the reserves across the sandwich
execution yields

r + vfM + vA − vbM
′

= r r − wf
M − w′A + wb

M = r

vfM + vA − vbM
′

= 0 − wf
M − w′A + wb

M = 0

or

vbM
′

= vfM + vA wb
M = wf

M + w′A

Inserting RHS of equations above into our proof obligation (2) yields

profitM = −��vfM +��v
f
M + vA +��w

f
M −��w

f
M − w′A >

? 0

vA − w′A >
? 0 (3)

To evaluate whether this inequality holds, we must solve for w′A in terms of
vA and vfM chosen independently by the victim and adversary respectively. We
exploit the constant reserve product invariant which holds for across the entire
execution.

(r + vfM) · (r − wf
M) = r2 (front-run swap)

(r + vfM + vA) · (r − wf
M − w′A) = r2 (victim swap)

We can derive r − wf
M = r2

r+vfM
from the first equation, and substitute the RHS

for r − wf
M in the second equation to obtain

(r + vfM + vA) · ( r2

r + vfM
− w′A) = r2
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Solving for w′A ...

w′A =
r2

r + vfM
− r2

r + vfM + vA

=
r2(r + vfM + vA)− r2(r + vfM)

(r + vfM)(r + vfM + vA)

=
r2

r2 + (2vfM + vA)r + (vfM)2 + vAvfM
· vA

and substituting the RHS for w′A in the proof obligation in (3) finally yields

profitM = (1− r2

r2 + (2vfM + vA)r + (vfM)2 + vAvfM
) · vA > 0 (4)

The fraction expression above is less than 1 for any choice of positive vfM and vA
as the numerator is smaller than the denominator. The attacker profit is thus
positive and increases with vM, justifying the front-run swap by M.

Next, we consider the sub-case (b), where the attacker initially has no
balance of τ1, and restate the profit of attacker for the reader’s convenience.

profitM = −vfM + wf
M − wb

M + vbM
′
>? 0

We assume initial attacker balance in winit
M : τ1 to be 0 : τ1, so that all the

amount of τ1 available for the back-run in state 2 is received in the front-run:
thus, substituting wb

M = wf
M into the equation above yields

profitM = −vfM + vbM
′
>? 0 (5)

To prove this inequality, we solve for vbM
′

in terms of vfM and vA chosen indepen-
dently by the victim and adversary respectively and initial reserves amounts r.
We exploit the constant reserve product invariant which holds throughout the
execution.

(r + vfM) · (r − wf
M) = r2 (Front-run)

(r + vfM + vA) · (r − wf
M − w′A) = r2 (Victim swap)

(r + vfM + vA − vbM
′
) · (r − wf

M − w′A + wb
M) = r2 (Back-run)

Since wf
M = wb

M is assumed in sub-case (b), the 3rd equation (back-run) yields

vbM
′

= r + vfM + vA −
r2

r − w′A
(6)

From the 2nd equation (victim swap), we solve for w′A in terms of independent
parameters vfM, vA and r

w′A = r − wf
M −

r2

r + vfM + vA
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From the 1st equation (front-run) wf
M =

r·vfM
r+vfM

, so we can rewrite the above as

w′A = r − r · vfM
r + vfM

− r2

r + vfM + vA
=

r2

r + vfM
− r2

r + vfM + vA
=

r2 · vA
(r + vfM)(r + vfM + vA)

r − w′A =
r(r + vfM)(r + vfM + vA)− r2 · vA

(r + vfM)(r + vfM + vA)

Substituting the RHS above for r−w′A in the denominator expression of (6) and

then substituting the RHS of (6) for vbM
′

in (5) yields

profitM = −��vfM + r +��v
f
M + vA −

r2(r + vfM)(r + vfM + vA)

r(r + vfM)(r + vfM + vA)− r2 · vA

= vA −
r3vA

r(r + vfM)(r + vfM + vA)− r2 · vA

= (1− r2vA
(r + vfM)(r + vfM + vA)− r · vA

) · vA

= (1− r2

r2 + 2vfMr + (vfM)2 + vAvfM
) · vA (7)

The attacker profit is positive but strictly less than the gain (4) obtained in
sub-case (a).

Case 2 (Successful sandwich & disabled victim swap): Should the victim swap
not execute in round r, then M can simply revert the state of the AMM with a
back-run in the round r+ 1 with the same parameter values as in the front-run.

0 A[vinitA : τ0] | M[vinitA : τ0,w
init
A : τ1] | (r : τ0, r : τ1)

Round r
M:SL(vfM:τ0,w

f
M:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−→ 1 A[vinitA : τ0] | M[vinitM − vfM : τ0,w

init
M + wf

M : τ1] | (r + vfM : τ0, r − wf
M : τ1)

A:((((
((

SL(vA:τ0,wA:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−→ 2 A[vinitA : τ0] | M[vinitM − vfM : τ0,w
init
M + wf

M : τ1] | (r + vfM : τ0, r − wf
M : τ1)

Round r + 1
M:SR(vfM:τ0,w

f
M:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−−→ 3 A[vinitA : τ0] | M[vinitM : τ0,w

init
M : τ1] | (r : τ0, r : τ1)

The attack execution is trivially cost-neutral for M.

Case 3 (Failed sandwich & enabled victim swap): We must show that the at-
tacker front-run must be disabled assuming the attacker parameters are chosen
as described in the attack strategy. Further, we can demonstrate that the back-
run by the attacker is profitable.
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0 A[vinitA : τ0] | M[vinitM : τ0,w
init
M : τ1] | (r : τ0, r : τ1)

Round r
A:SL(vA:τ0,wA:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−→ 1 A[vinitA − vA : τ0,w

′
A : τ1] | M[vinitM : τ0,w

init
M : τ1] | (r + vA : τ0, r − w′

A : τ1)

M:((((
((

SL(vfM:τ0,w
f
M:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−→ 2 A[vinitA − vA : τ0,w

′
A : τ1] | M[vinitM : τ0,w

init
M : τ1] | (r + vA : τ0, r − w′

A : τ1)

Round r + 1
M:SR(vbM:τ0,w

b
M:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−−→ 3 A[vinitA − vA : τ0,w

′
A : τ1] | M[vinitM + vbM

′
: τ0,w

init
M − wb

M : τ1] | (r : τ0, r : τ1)

As described in step (1) of attack strategy, M’s front-run parameters are chosen
such that

(r + vfM) · (r − wf
M) = r2

wf
M =

r · vfM
r + vfM

(8)

Thus, the front-run swap is only enabled if the received amount is equal or
greater to wf

M shown above. Note, that this doesn’t hold if the front-run is
executed in state 1 of case (3) following the enabled victim swap. We prove this
by contradiction: assume that the front-run executes following the victim swap,
then the constant reserve product invariant must hold.

(r + vA) · (r − w′A) = r2 (Victim swap)

(r + vA + vfM) · (r − w′A − wf
M

′
) = r2 (Front-run)

We solve for (r − w′A) in the first equation and insert into the second equation
to obtain

(r + vA + vfM) · ( r2

r + vA
− wf

M

′
) = r2

Further, we solve for wf
M

′
in terms of r, vA and vfM

r2

r + vA
− wf

M

′
=

r2

(r + vA + vfM)

wf
M

′
=

r2

r + vA
− r2

r + vA + vfM
=

r2 · vfM
(r + vA) · (r + vA + vfM)

=
r

r + vA
· r · vfM

(r + vA + vfM)

Comparing with wf
M in (8), we can infer the following inequality

wf
M

′
< wf

M

which cannot hold in a valid execution by definition of swaps: a user cannot
receive less than the chosen swap limit. Thus, the front-run cannot be enabled
in state 1 of case (3).

Next, we prove the profitability of the back-run. Assuming a sufficient balance
of the attacker to revert the effect of the victim swap, the swap parameters of
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the back-run can be chosen to reverse the affects of victim swap on the AMM
reserves, which M observes following the output-phase of round r: namely, vbM =
vA and wb

M = wA
′. We insert these into the reserve product invariant from the

victim swap

(r + vA) · (r − wA
′) = r2 (Victim swap)

to obtain

(r + vbM) · (r − wb
M) = r2

wb
M =

r

r + vbM
· vbM

wb
M < vbM

For equal unit value of both token types, this is clearly profitable, as M receives
more value (vbM) as it sends (wb

M). If attacker has no balance of τ1 it simply omits
the back-run and the attack is aborted, resulting in a cost-neutral execution for
the attacker.

Case 4 (Failed sandwich & disabled victim swap): As in case (2) - should the
victim swap not execute in round r, then M can simply revert the state of the
AMM with a back-run in the round r + 1

0 A[vinitA : τ0] | M[vinitA : τ0,w
init
A : τ1] | (r : τ0, r : τ1)

Round r
A:((((

((
SL(vA:τ0,wA:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−→ 1 A[vinitA : τ0] | M[vinitM : τ0,w

init
M : τ1] | (r : τ0, r : τ1)

M:SL(vfM:τ0,w
f
M:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−→ 2 A[vinitA : τ0] | M[vinitM − vfM : τ0,w

init
M + wf

M : τ1] | (r + vfM : τ0, r − wf
M : τ1)

Round r + 1
M:SR(vfM:τ0,w

f
M:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−−→ 3 A[vinitA : τ0] | M[vinitM : τ0,w

init
M : τ1] | (r : τ0, r : τ1)

The attack execution is trivially cost-neutral for M.

B Speculative sandwich with private user balances

Importantly, when performing the speculative AMM swap attack as shown in A,
the direction of the victim swap must be known. If user balances are private, M
will have to guess the direction of the front-running swap. However, this is not
a profitable strategy: an incorrect guess can result in a loss for M as shown in
the trivial example execution below.
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A[10 : τ0, 10 : τ1] | M[7 : τ0, 15 : τ1] | (100 : τ0, 100 : τ1)

Round r
M:SL(7:τ0,6.5:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−→ A[10 : τ0, 10 : τ1] | M[21.5 : τ1] | (107 : τ0, 93.5 : τ1)

A:SR(17:τ0,6.5:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−→ A[7 : τ0, 3.5 : τ1] | M[21.5 : τ1] | (100 : τ0, 100 : τ1)

Again, assuming equal unit value of τ0 and τ1, M realizes a loss of 7+15−21.5 =
0.5. No back-run swap is possible that extracts any arbitrage value given that
the reserve ratio is already consistent with the assumption that unit values of
τ0 and τ1 are equal [4]. Thus, speculative sandwich attacks are only rational if
the victim swap direction can be inferred, motivating the need for private user
balances.

C Example: speculative sandwich of scheduled swap

We illustrate an example of a sandwich of a scheduled swap. Such an attack
can be exploited despite the batching of blinded user inputs §3.2, as long as
input schedules remain public. Let A : SL(20 : τ0, 15 : τ1, r) be a swap action
that is scheduled to execute as soon as possible following block-chain round
r, thus requiring no further interaction from the user. Further, let the set of
scheduled swap orders be captured in a publicly observable state fragment, i.e.
Γ = [ A : SL(15 : τ0, 10 : τ1, r) ]. In practice, such a scheduled swap order will be
evaluated prior to the first swap order in round r + 1, so that it is not possible
for the adversary to place a front-run swap before it in round r + 1.

However, the sandwich attack can still be executed by an adversary which
prevents honest users from submitting swap. The adversary simply submits the
front-run to round r, and the back-run to round r + 1, whilst suppressing all
other user inputs.

A[15 : τ0] | M[15 : τ0, 10 : τ1] | (100 : τ0, 100 : τ1) | Γ
Round r

M:SL(15:τ0,13:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−→ A[15 : τ0] | M[23 : τ1] | (115 : τ0, 87 : τ1) | Γ
Round r + 1

A:SL(15:τ0,10:τ1,r)−−−−−−−−−−−→ A[10 : τ1] | M[23 : τ1] | (130 : τ0, 77 : τ1) |
Γ \ [A : SL(15 : τ0, 10 : τ1), r ]

M:SR(30:τ0,23:τ1)−−−−−−−−−−−→ A[10 : τ1] | M[30 : τ0] | (100 : τ0, 100 : τ1) |
Γ \ [A : SL(15 : τ0, 10 : τ1, r) ]

We emphasize that scheduled swap orders do not require the submitting user
A to participate in the round it is scheduled: it is evaluated automatically by
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the application. Furthermore, since the victim’s swap parameters are public, the
front-run and back-run parameters can be chosen to optimize M’s profit.

D Speculative sandwich in hash-based commit & reveal
schemes

As shown in Appendix A, the speculative sandwich attack is rational as long as
the direction of the victim swap is known. Hash-based commit & reveal schemes
suffer from selective output by the adversary (fig. 4), permitting a speculative
attack to succeed even if the swap direction cannot be inferred from public user
balances. Here the attacker simply commits two front-run swaps of opposing
directions in the same round as the victim swap, whilst suppressing other user
inputs. In the output-phase, the adversary learns the direction of the victim swap
before having to open its own commitments and selectively opens the front-run
of the same direction as the victim swap, whilst refraining from opening the
other front-run swap. The back-run is then executed as in Appendix A.
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Abstract. We present “FairPoS”, the first blockchain protocol that
achieves input fairness with adaptive security. Here, we introduce a novel
notion of “input fairness”: the adversary cannot learn the plain-text of
any finalized client input before it is included in a block in the chain’s
common-prefix. Should input fairness hold, input ordering attacks which
depend on the knowledge of plain-text of client inputs are thwarted. In
FairPoS, input fairness with adaptive security is achieved by means of
the delay encryption scheme of DeFeo et al. [9], a recent cryptographic
primitive related to time-lock puzzles, allowing all client inputs in a given
round to be encrypted under the same key, which can only be extracted
after enough time has elapsed. In contrast, alternative proposals that
prevent input order attacks by encrypting user inputs are not adaptively
secure as they rely on small static committees to perform distributed
key generation and threshold decryption for efficiency’s sake. Such small
committees are easily corrupted by an adaptive adversary with a corrup-
tion budget applicable over a large set of participants in a permissionless
blockchain system. The key extraction task in delay encryption can, in
principle, be performed by any party and is secure upon adaptive cor-
ruption, as no secret key material is learned. However, the key extraction
requires highly specialized hardware in practice. Thus, FairPoS requires
resource-rich, staking parties to insert extracted keys to blocks which en-
ables light-clients to decrypt past inputs. Note that naive application of
key extraction can result in chain stalls lasting the entire key extraction
period. In FairPoS, this is addressed by a novel longest-extendable-chain
rule. We formally prove that FairPoS achieves input fairness and the
original security of Ouroborous Praos against an adaptive adversary.

1 Introduction

Blockchain protocols permit the elected leader of each round to produce a block
containing an ordered list of transactions chosen by its leader. This ordering
privilege is exploited in front-running [12], where adversarial inputs can be in-
terleaved with honest inputs to extract financial value from the honest victim in
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applications such as automatic market makers [4]. Such behaviour financially pe-
nalizes the honest user, but also generates excess demand for block-space since
front-running attacks [4] always require additional inputs from the adversary,
thereby inflicting block congestion, as acutely observed on Avalanche [2].

We introduce FairPoS which achieves a novel notion of input fairness whilst
retaining the asymptotic security of Ouroborous Praos [13]. Informally, input
fairness ensures that the plain-text content of any finalized input (in the common-
prefix) could not have been observed by the adversary prior to its finalization.
FairPoS achieves this by encrypting inputs with a delay encryption scheme by
DeFeo et al. [9], which is similar to time-lock puzzles [28], but allows all client
inputs of a given round to be encrypted under the same key, thereby requiring
only a single key extraction for each block. The extraction procedure to recover
the decryption key is parameterized to run in at least time d, and can be be
performed by any party with access to specialized hardware to perform extrac-
tions in d time. This preserves adaptive-security, as no relevant key material is
learned upon corruption of an honest party.

Still, it is not practical for light-clients or non-staking parties to perform key
extraction. Firstly, we expect only resource-rich participants to have access to
the specialized hardware [1] necessary to perform extractions in exactly d time.
Secondly, any party joining the protocol would need to perform key extractions
for all blocks beginning from genesis, which becomes increasingly impractical at
higher chain lengths. In FairPoS, staking parties must insert the extracted keys
from past inputs into blocks within a fixed schedule, thus ensuring decryption
keys are made publicly available in lock-step with chain growth. We note that
adversarial delay of blocks propagation can impede chain growth if honest parties
cannot finish key extractions on time due to delayed arrival. In FairPoS, such
attacks are addressed with a novel longest-extractable-chain rule, which asserts
a notion of timeliness on the arrival of blocks, ensuring that honest leaders can
complete the key extraction on schedule.

Comparison to related work. Recent proposals achieve a similar notion with
distributed key generation and threshold encryption committees [5,26,27], where
a small subset of protocol participants jointly generate a public key, to which
user inputs are encrypted in each round. Inputs are subsequently decrypted by
the same committee when the inputs are finalized. This approach is not secure
against an adaptive adversary, unlike the underlying permissionless blockchains.

Protocols such as Bitcoin [16] and Ouroborous Praos [13] achieve security
against an adversary that can adaptively corrupt parties in a large participant
set as the protocol execution progresses; performing any additional interactive
cryptographic protocol over such a large set of intermittently available parties is
not practical, so instead, committees assigned to the protocol task can be elected
from the larger global set of parties executing the blockchain protocol [18]. For
the interactive task of performing distributed key generation and threshold de-
cryption, however, the adaptive adversary can easily identify the active commit-
tee parties once the first protocol message is sent. Upon corruption it will learn
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secret key material, which cannot be erased by parties as it must be maintained
as interactive protocol state5.

Another line of research [23,22,21,10] proposes a notion of fair input ordering.
A block leader will order inputs based on their order of arrival. However, fair
ordering is only meaningful in a setting with a secure connection between client
and round leaders: in a peer-to-peer gossip network setting common in massively
distributed permissionless blockchain protocols, the receipt-order of messages is
adversarially controlled, rendering the notion of fair ordering highly impractical.
A secure connection with the next block leader implies public knowledge of its
identity, contradicting adaptive security again.

Overview. In Section 2, we introduce Delay Encryption and an abstract model
of an Ouroborous Praos execution (δ-PoS). In Section 3, we then define our pro-
posed notion of Input Fairness and extend the PoS model with delay encryption
and a novel “longest-extendable-chain” selection rule to obtain a formal model of
FairPoS. In Section 4, we prove that FairPoS achieves input fairness whilst main-
taining the asymptotic security of Ouroborous Praos (PoS) against an adaptive
adversary. Proofs of stated theorems and lemmas are provided in Appendix D.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Delay Encryption

The delay encryption (DE) scheme by De Feo et al. [9] consists of the following
four algorithms: A global DE.Setup parameterized with a security parameter
λ ∈ {0, 1}∗ and delay parameter d generates public encryption (DE.pk) and
extraction (DE.ek) keys. In each round, a public session id ∈ {0, 1}∗ is sampled,
and DE.Encaps can be used to generate a pair (c, k) of a ciphertext c and a key
k corresponding to id and the encryption key DE.pk. The DE.Extract algorithm
runs in at least d time, and returns a session key idk, with which the DE.Decaps
algorithm can compute a key k from ciphertext c for all (c, k) generated with
the same session id and public paramaters from a given setup.

1. DE.Setup(λ, d)→ (DE.ek,DE.pk)
2. DE.Encaps(DE.pk, id)→ (c, k)
3. DE.Extract(DE.ek, id)→ idk
4. DE.Decaps(DE.pk, id, idk, c)→ k

Delay encryption is an isogeny-based delay protocol, and similar to [14] is built
from isogeny walks in graphs of pairing friendly supersingular elliptic curves.
In implementations [14], such isogeny evaluations occupy memory space in the
terabytes. Parties performing Extract are expected to deploy specialized FPGA
hardware [1] in order to achieved the parameterized extraction time.

5 We note a line of work which achieves adaptive security in large scale cryptographic
protocols via anonymous committees [7,19,11,17,15]. However, the efficiency of such
approaches remains impractical. We consider this as an orthogonal line of research.
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2.2 Longest-chain PoS model and security

We present a model of longest-chain proof-of-stake protocols, formalized by the
Ouroborous line of work [25,13,3] and subsequent improvements [8,24]. We adopt
modelling approach in [25,13,3,24], where the PoS protocol is modelled by two
orthogonal components: the first describes the leader election process and the
second part models the views of blockchain trees which result from a protocol
execution induced by a given leader schedule.

Idealized leader elections. Time in PoS is divided into units named slots,
each capturing the duration of a single protocol round. In a given round, a
party with relative stake α ∈ (0, 1] becomes a slot leader for a given slot with
probability

ϕ(α) = 1− (1− f)α

where parameter active slot coefficient f is the probability that a leader holding
all stake will be elected leader in given slot: importantly, ϕ(α) is maintained
even if share α is split amongst multiple, virtual parties (eq. 2 in [13]). Let a
characteristic string w be defined as a sequence of leader election results, where
an election result at slot t is defined as follows.

wt =





0 a single honest leader

1 multiple honest leaders / adversarial leader

⊥ no leader

In PoS [13], leader election is modelled by sampling characteristic strings from
an idealized, dominant distribution Df

α that is strictly more adversarial than the
true setting where the adaptive adversary corrupts up to (1 − α) of the stake
during the protocol execution (Theorem 8 in [13]). Thus, any security that holds
in PoS executions induced by characteristic strings sampled from Df

α must also
hold in the true protocol execution against an adaptive adversary dynamically
corrupting up to 1− α stake.

Definition 1 (Dominant distribution Df
α (Definition 11 in [13])). For an

adaptive adversary corrupting up to 1−α stake fraction and active slot coefficient
f ∈ [0, 1), the dominant distribution Df

α is defined by the following probabilities:

p⊥ = 1− f p0 = ϕ(α) · (1− f) p1 = 1− p⊥ − p1 (1)

Definition 2 (Blocks, chains, trees and branches). A block B = (sl, st, d, ldr)
generated at slot sl contains state st ∈ {0, 1}∗, data d ∈ {0, 1}∗ and party ldr
that generated B and was the leader of slot sl. A chain is a sequence of blocks
B0, ..., Bn associated with a strictly increasing sequence of slots, where B0 is the
genesis block, and the state of Bi is H(Bi−1), H(·) denoting a collision-resistant
hash function. We write C.tip to denote the block at the tip of chain C and Cj to
denote a block B ∈ C such that B.sl = j. If such a block does not exist, Cj = ⊥.
Let C⌈k denote the chain obtained from C by removing the last k blocks. Multiple
chains form a tree if their blocks share state. A branch B in a tree T is a chain
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which ends with a leaf block. We write C ⪯ B to indicate C is a prefix of B. When
quantifying over all chains in a tree, ∀C ∈ T , we quantify over all prefixes of all
tree branches. Let len(C) denote the number of blocks in chain C.

δ-PoS execution model

The evolution of a PoS execution state Γt =
(
{T (i),m(i)}i∈H, T A)

in a single

protocol round Γt
wt+1−−−→ Γt+1 induced by environment Z, adversary A and char-

acteristic string w occurs as follows.

For local tree views {T (i)}i∈H and T A:

T0. T (i)
0 consists of the genesis block.

T1. If wt+1 = 0, a single honest party runs Extend on the longest chain C in
T (i), upon which the extended chain is added to T (i) and T A.

T2. At any time during the round, adversary A may:
a) Run Extend on a chain in T A for slot t+ 1 if wt+1 = 1, upon which the

updated chain is added to T A.
b) Update any honest tree view T (i) with a chain from T A or an honest

message queue {m(i)}i∈H (see M2).

For honest message queues {m(i)}i∈H:

M1. For a chain C′ extended by honest party i during the round (T2), the entry
(C′,H) is added to local message queue m(i).

M2. At any time during the round, adversary A may deliver a chain from an entry
(C,P) ∈m(i) to a subset of honest users I ⊆ H:
a) The entry (C,P) in m(i) is updated to (C,P ′), where P ′ = P\I.
b) Each (C,P) ∈ m(i) must be delivered to all honest parties H by slot
C.sl+ δ, and is removed from m(i) when delivery is completed.

Extend. To extend C, the party i generates B = (t + 1, H(C.tip), d, i) containing
an ordering of inputs d = {ini}i∈[m] provided by Z for slot t.

Fig. 1. δ-PoS model induced by environment Z and characteristic string w.

A model of δ-PoS exections. As in [16,25,13,3], we model the execution
of PoS initiated upon the activation of an environment Z, which spawns both
honest parties H and an adversary A. Upon each activation by the environment,
each party executes the protocol according to Figure 1, which precisely mod-
els the adversarial powers to influence the round-wise evolution of block tree
structures in the local view parties as the full PoS protocol in [13], but omits
details such as block proofs, signatures or individual leader election procedures
such as evaluation of verifiable random functions. A given characteristic string w
induces executions of our δ-PoS model that generate local tree structures iden-
tical to those resulting from a full PoS [13] protocol execution that induces a
leader election sequence consistent with w and activates the same parties and
adversarial actions.
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Let the protocol execution state Γt in slot t, consist of honest party states,
including the local block tree view T (i) and the outbound message queue m(i)

for each honest party i ∈ H. Further, let Γt include the blockchain tree view T A
of the adversary.

Γt =
(
{T (i),m(i)}i∈H, T A

)
(2)

The outbound message queue m(i) = {(C,P), ...} in Γt is the set of broadcast,
yet undelivered chains previously sent by honest party i. For each entry (C,P) ∈
m(i), C was initially broadcast and added to the local message queue at slot
C.sl ≤ t. Each entry in m(i) consists of a chain C and honest party subset
P ⊂ H, which has yet to receive the message. A is required to deliver all honestly
broadcast chains with a delay of no more than δ slots. The model executes round-
wise beginning from initial state Γ0, where the tree views of all parties consist
only of the genesis block.

In each round from slot t to t+1, the leader is implied by by wt+1 ∈ {0, 1,⊥}.
For a uniquely honest slot, the environment Z is permitted to activate any honest
party to extend the longest chain in its local view, where the inputs for insertion
in the block are provided by Z. We interpret wslot = 1 as a strictly adversarial
slot, since the adversary could affect the structure of local trees views in the same
way as multiple honest leaders: namely, by producing multiple blocks associated
with the same slot.

PoS Security. The seminal work on formalizing the Bitcoin backbone pro-
tocol [16] proved liveness and persistence of longest-chain proof-of-work (PoW)
protocols in terms of common-prefix, chain growth and chain quality properties,
which are also achieved for PoS in Ouroboros Praos [13]. We restate these below
and formally prove them for FairPoS in Section 4.

Definition 3 (Common prefix, k-CP; with parameter k ∈ N). The chains
C1, C2 possessed by two honest parties at the onset of the slots t1 < t2 are such

that C⌈k1 ⪯ C2 , where C⌈k1 denotes the chain C⌈k1 obtained by removing the last k
blocks from C1, and ⪯ denotes the prefix relation.

Definition 4 (Chain growth, (τ, s)-CG; with parameter τ ∈ (0, 1] and
s ∈ N). Consider the chains C1, C2 possessed by two honest parties at the
onset of two slots t1, t2 with t2 at least s slots ahead of t1. Then it holds that
len(C2)− len(C1) ≥ τ · s. We call τ the speed coefficient.

Definition 5 (Chain quality, (µ, k)-CQ; with parameters µ ∈ (0, 1] and
k ∈ N). Consider any portion of length at least k of the chain possessed by
an honest party at the onset of a round; the ratio of blocks originating from the
adversary is at most 1− µ. We call µ the chain quality coefficient.

3 The FairPoS protocol

We introduce the FairPoS model in parts. In Section 3.1, we formally define
a novel notion of input fairness, for clients sending transactions to a FairPoS
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execution. In order for an encrypted input to reach the k-common-prefix, the
duration implied by the delay parameter d must be sufficiently long.

In Section 3.2, we introduce the formal model of FairPoS, which extends δ-PoS
with key extraction and a novel longest-extractable-chain selection rule. Here, en-
crypted inputs are generated as in Section 3.1 and given by the environment Z
to parties executing the protocol. We first describe a naive application of key
extraction, demonstrating adversarial chain stalls up to d− 1 slots, thereby mo-
tivating the design of the longest-extendable-chain selection rule in the FairPoS
model, which mitigates such adversarial impedance and ensures honest chain
growth independent of chosen delay encryption parameter d.

A security analysis of FairPoS follows in Section 4, where the precise rela-
tionship between input fairness, chain growth, common-prefix and chain quality
properties is formalized.

3.1 Input fairness & input encryption

Definition 6 (Input fairness, IF). Consider the chain C possessed by an hon-
est party at the onset of a round, where k-CP holds true. Input fairness holds
if for all blocks B ∈ C⌈k: 1. the adversary cannot decrypt an encrypted input
in B before B is in the common-prefix; 2. encrypted inputs in B are eventually
decrypted by all honest parties.

Input fairness is conditioned on k-common-prefix property in FairPoS. Intuitively,
the extraction delay d in FairPoSmust be parameterized, such that the encrypted
input can reach the common-prefix before d time passes. For simplicity, we de-
note d as time in slots. Note that input fairness permits an encrypted input to
not become finalized and decrypted by the adversary: we argue this outcome is
acceptable as the client transaction is not executed and thus cannot be exploited
in any input ordering attacks. This is consistent with [5,26,27].

We sketch the input encryption procedure for FairPoS shown in Figure 2,
where the environment Z provides the plain-text input for a party to encrypt
and sign. For a block B, inputs are encrypted to a session id which is set to the
chain tip that B is extending, such that id = C.tip and C.tip = B.st. To ensure
that a slot leader cannot insert an encrypted input to a later block, potentially
deferring its insertion until the key extraction is completed, we ensure that the
input is bound to a child block of C.tip with a signature.

In the adaptive corruption setting, we deploy an efficient key evolving signa-
ture scheme (KES) [6,20] as used in [13]. Such schemes evolve secret key material
forward with each signature, thereby erasing any information that could be used
to generate verifying signatures of past rounds (See Definition 10). An adaptive
adversary could always corrupt a user who has just broadcast a newly delay
encrypted and signed input; with static key material only, the adversary would
learn the signature key and generate verifying signatures of the delay encrypted
input to insert it into a block, potentially after decrypting the encrypted input.

For public verification of such signatures, we assume the presence of logical
accounts for all parties, each associated with a public signature verification key
inferred from the chain tip.
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FairPoS input encryption procedure

Let KES = (Gen,Sign,Verify,Update) and SKE = (Gen, Enc,Dec) denote a key evolv-
ing signature scheme and a symmetric-key encryption scheme. Let the genesis block
of a chain contain a delay encryption parameter DE.pk and a chain tip imply ac-
count keys {KES.vki}i∈[n].

Gen: Upon (Gen), set (sk, vk)← Gen(1k, T ), return vk.

Sign: Upon (Sign, C, in)
1. Let id = C.tip. Assert vk ∈ accts(C.tip). Set pk← DE.pk(C0)
2. Compute (c, k)← DE.Encaps(pk, id).
3. Encrypt input with key k: m← SKE.Enck(in).
4. Generate σ ← KES.Signsk(c |m | id).
5. Set sk← Update(KES.sk), thereby erasing signing previous key.
6. Return (c,m, σ).

Fig. 2. Input encryption in FairPoS

3.2 The (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS protocol

A key contribution of FairPoS is to achieve security that is independent of the cho-
sen delay encryption parameter d. Towards this, we reintroduce ∆-monotonicity
from [13], which states that an honest chain tip can always be extended by the
first honest leader following ∆ slots, a key property required to realize security
in longest-chain proof-of-stake.

Definition 7 (∆-Monotonicity, from [13]). Let T =
⋃

i∈H T (i) be an honest
tree rooted in genesis resulting from an execution of protocol π in a δ-synchronous
network: it consists of all chains broadcast by honest parties. Further, let depth(i)
denote the length of the chain extended by the uniquely honest leader of slot i.
T exhibits the ∆-monotonicity property if

For all uniquely honest slots (i, j) s.t. j ≥ i+∆ : depth(j) > depth(i)

In PoS executed in a δ-synchronous setting , δ-monotonicity is trivially achieved:
any honest block tip must arrive in the view of other honest party after δ slots,
and is thus considered as a chain candidate for extension by any honest leader
applying the longest chain selection rule.

Towards achieving ∆-monotonicity when extending PoS with key extraction
with delay d, such that d can independently be parameterized from ∆, we first il-
lustrate a naive key extraction application where this is not achieved to motivate
the final FairPoS design.

Here, we must introduce a formal notion of receipt delay, which, informally,
quantifies how far a local key extraction process is “behind schedule” due to
adversarial delays.

Definition 8 (Receipt delay). Let r(i)(B) : B → Z0 be the delay in slots
between B.sl and the local arrival of block B from the view of the party (i). If B
is an empty-block (⊥), we define the receipt delay to be ⊥.
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When the extraction window is defined as a slot interval preceding genesis, where
slot indices are “negative”, let the receipt delay is defined as⊥. We allow a receipt
delay of ⊥ to be interpreted as a receipt delay of 0.

Naive key extraction causing honest chain stall. Let an extraction sched-
ule be defined as D = d+ δ, where d is the delay encryption parameter in slots,
and δ be the maximum network delay δ. We initially assume a leader election
sequence with no empty slots.

For an honest leader of slot t extending chain C (according to the longest-
chain rule), let Ct−D denotes the block in C with a key extraction due in the
honest block of slot t extending C. In order to ensure that current and future
slot leaders can extend a chain C, the following must hold.

1. The honest slot leader must receive Ct−D on time (latest at slot t−D + δ).
2. The honest slot leader must ensure that blocks in C, which are extracted by

future honest leaders, must also arrive on time, e.g. (Ct−D+1, ..., Ct−1).

w =

Local view of honest party (a) Local view of honest party (b)

w =

w =

0 1 1 0

0 1 1

0

C1 C2 C3 C4

C1 C2

C1

1

Max. receipt delay:
1 slot

Leader: (a)

w =

w =

w =

0 1 1 0

0 1 1

0

C1 C2

C1

1

Receipt delay: 1 slot2 slots

w = 0 1 1 0 0
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

2 slots Leader: (b)

x

Ext. Schedule (D) = d + δ = 2+1

Fig. 3. Example: Naive application of key extraction

Let the maximum network delay of a single slot be δ = 1 in Figure 3. Consider
honest party (a)’s view shown in the figure below, who is the leader of slot 4.
Party (a) asserts that:

1. It can extract C1 by slot C4 given extraction schedule D = 2 + 1 = 3.
2. Blocks C2 and C3 were received in party (a)’s view with a receipt delay of no

more than δ = 1 slot.

Recall, condition (2) is intended to ensure that future honest leaders will be able
to perform extractions of C2, C3 on time. However, the adversarial blocks C2,3
are only forwarded to party (a) with the maximally permitted delay δ = 1, who
then rebroadcasts (see M1 in Figure 1) to other honest parties:

A C2,3−−→ P(a)
C2,3−−→ {Pi}i∈H (3)

This inflicts an additional receipt delay on C2,3 in the view of other honest
parties, such as party (b), the leader of slot 5. In the view of party (b),

1. It cannot extract C2 by slot 5 as the extraction of C2 is only 1/3 complete.
2. Blocks C3 and C4 were received in party (b)’s view with a receipt delay that

exceeds 1 slot.
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Thus, we have a honest chain stall: any honest party other than party (a) cannot
extend honest chain tip C4 until slot 6, inflicting a chain stall of d− 1.

Key extraction and longest-extendable-chains. We provide an informal
overview to key extraction in FairPoS. Consider the view of honest party (a)
shown in Figure 4, who is the leader of slot t. Let the protocol be executed in a
1-synchronous setting. Honest party (a), considering the extension of the chain
C, asserts the following:

1. It has completed the extraction of blocks in the extraction window with an
extraction schedule D = 12 slots.

2. All blocks in the chain with pending extractions must have been received in
party (a)’s view with maximum receipt delays shown in Figure 4.

Local view of honest party (a)

Local view of honest party (b)

Leader of slot t: (a)

3. Δ-WindowExt-Win.

w =

Max. receipt delay:
2. Δ-Window 1. Δ-Window 0. Δ-Window

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

Leader of
slot t+Δ: (b)

Ext-Window

w =

Max. receipt delay:
3. Δ-Window 2. Δ-Window

234345456
1. Δ-Window

123 012

2343454 123 012

0. Δ-Window

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0

Ext. Schedule (D) = d + 4δ = 8 + 4

Fig. 4. Key extraction in (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS

Maximally permitted receipt delays are specific to each ∆-window, which divides
the D slots of the extraction schedule. For the n’th ∆-window, the maximum
permitted receipt delay is n ·δ = n ·1 for the first slot to the right of the window.
Each subsequent slot in the n’th window is permitted an additional receipt delay
of 1 slot. Observe that ∆-monotonicity holds for ∆=3: consider party (b), which
is the leader of slot t+∆ = t+3. Even if the adversary can induce an additional
receipt delay of δ = 1 in the view of party (b) as shown in Figure 4, party (b)
will be able to assert conditions (1) and (2) above. This is because each block in
the n’th ∆-window of party (a) is now in the n+ 1’th ∆-window of party (b)’s
view and is permitted an additional delay of δ = 1.

Extraction window. We define an extraction window as the the slots for
which associated blocks have key extractions that are due in the current slot.
This accounts for the possibility of a gap between the chain tip and the current
slot, where no extracted keys could have been inserted.

Let the FairPoS protocol be parameterized with extraction schedule D. We
define gap2tip(t, C) as the number of empty slots between slot t and C.tip.sl.

gap2tip(t, C) = t− tip(C).sl for t > tip(C).sl
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Then, the extraction window of current slot t and chain C with extraction sched-
ule D can be defined as the range of slots, which are at least D slots in the past
and are associated with blocks in C without key extractions already inserted in
C due to the absence of blocks.

extWinD(t, C) = (t−D − gap2tip(t, C) : t−D ] (4)

Extendable chains. Let (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS be parameterized by delay encryp-
tion parameter d > 0, maximum network delay δ ≥ 0 and desired monotonicity
parameter ∆ > δ (Definition 7), such that d divides ∆ − δ. If this holds, then
we can define n, the number of ∆-windows which divide extraction schedule D.

D = n∆ where n = d/(∆− δ) s.t. n ∈ Z (5)

The delay extraction schedule D can be expanded to D = n∆ = d+ nδ, as the
right equality is implied by n = d/(∆− δ) from Equation 5.

We define the m’th “∆-window” of current slot t as the following interval,
consistent with Figure 4.

∆WinD(t,m) = (t− (m+ 1)∆ : t−m∆] for m ∈ [0 :
D

∆
) (6)

We formalize chain extendability. A chain C is extendable by leader of slot t
with local receipt delay view r(i) if the conditions 1 and 2 in Equation 7 hold.

ext(t, C, r(i)) =
{
1 1 ∧ 2

0 otherwise

1 ∀m ∈ [0 : D
∆ ) : ∀j ∈ ∆WinD(t,m) : r(i)(Cj) ≤ mδ + (t−m∆− j)

2 ∀j ∈ extWinD(t, C) : r(i)(Cj) ≤ D
∆δ + (t−D − j)

(7)

Observe that extendability holds for the respective chain in the view of parties (a)
and (b) in Figure 4 .

Theorem 1. (∆-Monotonicity of FairPoS) Every protocol execution of (d, δ,∆)-
FairPoS results in an honest tree T that exhibits the ∆-monotonicity property.

Longest-extendable-chain selection. In FairPoS, an honest slot leader choses
to extend the longest extendable chain in its local tree view T (i).

maxExtChain(t, T (i), r(i)) = argmax
C∈T (i):ext(t,C,r(i))

len(C) (8)

The formal model of (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS is stated in Figure 5, which extends the
δ-PoS in Figure 1 with the longest-extendable-chain selection rule, key extrac-
tions and the insertion of delay encrypted inputs, generated by the procedure
in Figure 2. The protocol execution state of (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS is extended with
local receipt delays:

Γt =
(
{T (i),m(i),r(i)}i∈H, T A

)
(9)
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(d, δ,∆)-FairPoS execution model

The evolution of a (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS execution state Γt =
(
{T (i),m(i),r(i)}i∈H, T A)

in a single execution round induced by environment Z, adversary A and character-
istic string w adheres to T1-T3 and M1-M2 of PoS execution model (Figure 1)
with the following differences:

T2’ differs from T2 of PoS in the following:
- Longest-extendable-chain selection replaces longest-chain-selection.
- Extend’ procedure replaces Extend for honest parties and A.
The receipt delays {r(i)}i ∈ H in Γt evolve as follows:

R1: For each chain C delivered to honest party i by A at slot t+1: for each newly
seen block Cj ∈ C, party i records r(i)(Cj)← t+ 1− Cj .sl.

Each honest party and the adversary must perform:

E1: In each round, exactly a single Extract step on each block in its local view for
which key extraction is pending.

Extend’: Party i generates B = (t,H(C.tip), dext|dins, Pi), where:
- dext = (idk, idk′, ...) are extractions of blocks in C associated with extWinD(t, C).
- dins = {(cj ,mj , σj)}j∈[n] is an ordering of encrypted inputs from Z for slot t.
When party i receives dins, it asserts for id = C.tip and each entry in dins:
- ∃vkj ∈ accts(C.tip) : 1← KES.Verifyvkj ((cj |mj |id), σj).

Then, the party adds C′ = C|B to its local view.

Fig. 5. FairPoS execution

Views in initial state Γ0 contain a genesis block which includes public parameters
DE.pk,DE.ek. Importantly, we require the adversary A and each honest party
to perform exactly one extraction step for each pending key extraction in each
round of the execution. Thus, no party or adversary gains a time advantage in
extracting session keys from blocks (See E1 in Figure 5).

4 FairPoS security

4.1 Common-prefix in FairPoS

Demonstrating k-common-prefix in FairPoS is accomplished by formally relating
the tree views generated in an execution of (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS with those that
could have resulted from δ-PoS.

Let the honest tree of protocol execution state Γt =
(
{T (i),m(i),r(i)}i∈H, T A

)

be given be the union of honest tree views at slot t:

T H(Γt) =
⋃

i∈H
T (i) (10)

In the analysis of PoS [13,24], the branching structure of the honest tree informs
us about events where a local chain was abandoned for a longer, alternative
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branch according to the longest chain selection rule. Informally, the common-
prefix property is violated if the k-common-prefix shared between prior and
newly adopted chains if their shared prefix is “too short”. We begin our analysis
with the (viable) branches which could have been adopted by honest parties in
the first place.

Viable branches in PoS. A viable branch B in a tree T must exceed all
honest chains-tips generated more than δ slots prior to B.tip.slot in length: this
property arises from the honest application of the longest chain rule. The honest
leader of B.tip.slot must have received any honest chain-tips generated δ slots
prior and considered them as alternative candidates for extension. Therefore, the
resulting, viable branch B must exceed these in length. For branch B ∈ T , we
formalize this set of alternative chain candidates as

altChnsδ(B, T ) = { C ⊆ T | C.tip.ldr ∈ H ∧ B.tip.sl > C.tip.sl+ δ } (11)

For a PoS protocol execution state Γt =
(
{T (i),m(i)}i∈H, T A

)
, the set of well-

formed, viable branches is formalized as the set of branches with lengths exceed-
ing their honest, alternative chains.

viableBranchesPoSδ (Γt) = {∀B ∈ T H(Γt) | len(B) > argmax
C ∈ altChnsδ(B,T H(Γt))

len(C) }

(12)

Viable chains in FairPoS. The notion of viable branches must be strength-
ened for FairPoS since the longest-extendable-chain rule introduces additional
constraints for the adoption of a chain in the local honest tree view. Let the
extendable prefix of a branch B in the view of honest parties at slot t be defined
as the “longest extendable prefix” of a branch.

extPrefix(t,B, {r(i)}i∈H) = argmax
C⪯B : ∃i∈H : ext(t,C,r(i))

len(C) (13)

For a (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS state, let the set of viable chains be defined as the extend-
able prefixes (Equation 13) of branches in the honest tree with lengths which
exceed those of its alternative chains (Equation 11) generated ∆ slots prior:
by the ∆-monotonicity property (Theorem 1), these chains must have been ex-
tendable by the leader that generated the respective prefix and considered as
candidates for extension.

viableChainsFairPoS∆ (Γt) = { C ⊆ T H(Γt) | ∃B ∈ T H(Γt) : C = extPrefix(t,B, {r(i)}i∈H)

∧ len(C) > argmax
C′ ∈ altChns∆(C,T H(Γt))

len(C′) }

(14)

We restate the divergence notion from [13,24] which formally describes the mag-
nitude of branching caused by the switching between viable chains.

Definition 9 (Divergence). For two chains C1 and C2, define their divergence
to be the quantity

div(C1, C2) = min(len(C1), len(C2))− len(C1 ∩ C2)
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where C1 ∩ C2 denotes the common prefix of C1 and C2. We extend this notion
of divergence to the protocol execution state Γ resulting from the execution of
protocol π induced by characteristic w in the δ-synchronous setting: here, the
maximum divergence over any two viable chains is quantified.

divπδ (Γ ) = maxC1,C2∈viableBranchesπδ (Γ )div(C1, C2)

Finally, we define the divergence of a characteristic string w to be the maximum
divergence observable over all states which could have resulting from protocol
executions induced by w. More formally, let execπδ (Γ0, w) denote all possible ex-
ecutions of π beginning with state Γ0 which could have been induced by w in
δ-synchronous network. Then the divergence of a characteristic string w is de-
fined as:

divπδ (w) = maxΓ∈reachableπδ (Γ0,w)div
π
δ (Γ )

where reachableπδ (Γ0, w) = {Γ | ∃λ ∈ execπδ (Γ0, w) : Γ0
λ−→ Γ}

(15)

For PoS, the probability that that the divergence exceeds k-blocks over an
execution of R, is given by the following theorem from [13].

Theorem 2. (PoS Divergence, Theorem 4 in [13]) Let active slot coefficient
f ∈ (0, 1] and α be such that α(1 − f)∆ = (1 + ϵ)/2 for some ϵ > 0. Fur-
ther, let w be a string drawn from {0, 1,⊥}R according to Df

α. Then we have
Prw←$Df

α
[divPoS∆ (w) ≥ k] ≤ exp(ln(R)−Ω(k −∆)).

Towards demonstrating k-common prefix in FairPoS, we first present a cen-
tral theorem, which states that for all executions of (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS in the δ-
synchronous setting, there exists an execution of PoS in the ∆-synchronous set-
ting, such that viable chains of the d, δ,∆-FairPoS honest tree are equivalent (≡)
to the viable branches of the PoS honest tree: here, we define the equivalence of
chains such that only their structural properties are considered, formally stated
in Definition 11.

Theorem 3. (Equivalent trees) For any (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS execution λ in-
duced by a charactistic string w ∈ {0, 1,⊥}∗, Γ0 →λ Γ , there exists a ∆-PoS
execution λ′ induced by same w, Γ ′0 →λ′

Γ ′, such that the viable chains in Γ
are equivalent to the viable branches in Γ ′.

∀w ∈ {0, 1,⊥}∗ : ∀λ ∈ execFairPoSδ (Γ0, w), Γ0
λ−→ Γ : ∃λ′ ∈ execPoS∆ (Γ ′

0, w), Γ0
λ′
−→ Γ ′ :

viableChainsFairPoSδ (Γ ) ≡ viableBranchesPoS∆ (Γ ′)

Since divergence is defined over viable chains and viable branches, we can
infer Corollary 1 from Theorem 3.

Corollary 1. ∀w ∈ {0, 1,⊥}∗ : divFairPoSδ (w) ≤ divPoS∆ (w)

This allows us to infer k-common-prefix from bounding the probability of the
event divPoS∆ (w) > k for w ←$ Df

α in PoS [13].
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Theorem 4. (k-Common prefix in FairPoS) Let A be an an adaptive ad-
versary against the protocol (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS that corrupts up to (1 − α) stake,
where α be such that α(1− f)∆ = (1 + ϵ)/2 for active slot coefficient f ∈ (0, 1]
and some ϵ > 0. The probability that A makes the protocol violate the k-common-
prefix property in a δ-synchronous environment throughout a period of R slots is
no more than exp(lnR+∆−Ω(k)).

4.2 Chain growth, chain quality and input fairness

Both chain growth and chain quality of FairPoS can be derived from∆-monotonicity
of FairPoS (Theorem 1) and probabilities bounding security failure from PoS [13].

Theorem 5. ((τ, s)-Chain growth in (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS) Let A be an an
adaptive adversary against the protocol (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS that corrupts up to
(1−α) stake, where α be such that α(1−f)∆ = (1+ϵ)/2 for active slot coefficient
f ∈ (0, 1] and some ϵ > 0. Then the probability thatAmakes the protocol violate
the chain growth property with parameters s ≥ 4∆ and τ = cα/4 throughout
a period of R slots, is no more than exp(−cαs/(20∆) + lnR∆+O(1)), where c
denotes the constant c := c(f,∆) = f(1− f)∆.

Theorem 6. ((µ, k)-Chain quality in (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS) Let A be an an
adaptive adversary against the protocol (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS that corrupts up to
(1 − α) stake, where α be such that α(1 − f)∆ = (1 + ϵ)/2 for active slot
coefficient f ∈ (0, 1] and some ϵ > 0. Then the probability that A makes FairPoS
violate the chain quality property with parameters k and µ = 1/k throughout a
period of R slots, is no more than exp(lnR−Ω(k)).

Input fairness is obtained from chain growth, common prefix and chain qual-
ity. Informally, given time d and chain growth rate τ , we can determine common-
prefix and chain quality parameters such that a decrypted input must have suf-
ficient time (d slots) to reach finalization or lie in an abandoned chain.

Lemma 1. (Input fairness from CG, CP and CQ in (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS) If
for an execution of (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS, (τ, d)-chain growth, (dτ(τ−δ/(∆−δ))−1)-
common prefix, and (1/(D+1), D+1)-chain quality hold, whereD = d∆/(∆−δ),
then input fairness is implied.

Theorem 7. (Input fairness in (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS) Let A be an an adaptive
adversary against the protocol (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS that corrupts up to (1−α) stake,
where α be such that α(1− f)∆ = (1 + ϵ)/2 for active slot coefficient f ∈ (0, 1]
and some ϵ > 0. Then, the probability that A makes the FairPoS violate the
input fairness property falls exponentially with d.

We refer to Appendix C for a discussion of (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS security for
specific parameterizations of d, δ,∆.
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5 Conclusion

We contribute FairPoS, the first longest-chain, proof-of-stake protocol achieving
input fairness against an adaptive adversary. When adopting the leader election
procedure from Ouroborous Praos [13] or one that induces leader sequences (i.e.
characteristic strings) consistent with the dominant distribution (Definition 1),
FairPoS achieves input fairness in addition to the common-prefix, chain-growth
and chain-quality properties of PoS [13]. We note that Kiayas et al. [24] pro-
vide tighter bounds for k-common prefix in PoS. Applying this updated analysis
framework to security of FairPoS is planned as future work.
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A Key evolving signature schemes

We present the formal definitions of key evolving signature scheme of [6,20]

Definition 10. A key evolving signature scheme KES = (Gen,Sign,Verify,Update)
is a tuple of algorithms such that:

1. Gen(1k, T ) is a probabilistic key generation algorithm that takes as input a
security parameter 1k and the total number of periods T , outputting a key
pair (KES.sk1,KES.vk), where KES.vk is the verification key and KES.sk1 is
the initial signing key (we assume that the period j to which a signing key
KES.skj corresponds is encoded in the signing key itself).

2. SignKES.skj (m) is a probabilistic signing algorithm that takes as input a secret
key KES.skj for the time period j ≤ T and a message m, outputting a sig-
nature σj on m for time period j (we assume that the period j for which a
signature σj was generated is encoded in the signature itself).

3. VerifyKES.vk(m,σj) is a deterministic verification algorithm that takes as input
a public key KES.vk, a message m and a signature σj, outputting 1 if σj is a
valid signature on message m for time period j and 0 otherwise.

4. Update(KES.skj) is a probabilistic secret key update algorithm that takes as
input a secret key KES.skj for the current time period j and outputs a new
secret key KES.skj+1 for time period j+1. We define KES.skT+1 as the empty
string and set it as the output of Update(KES.skT ).

Correctness: for every key pair (KES.sk1,KES.vk)← Gen(1k, T ), every message
m and every time period j ≤ T , VerifyKES.vk(m,SignKES.skj (m)) = 1.

B Chain equivalence

Definition 11 (Equivalence ≡). Two chains C0 and C1 are equivalent, C0 ≡
C1, if C′0 = C′1, where C′ is obtained from C with the following procedure:
- Let C = (B0, ..., BR) and set B′0 ← (0, ϵ, ϵ, 0), C′ ← B′0,
- For k ∈ [1, R]:
- B′k ← (Bk.sl, H(B′k−1), ϵ, Bk.ldr )
- C′ ← C′|B′k

We lift this definition of equivalence to chain sets (or trees), where each chain in
one set has exactly one equivalent chain in the other.

C Protocol parameterizations

We illustrate parameterizations of (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS in Table 1 for discussion. Ob-
serve that (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS can be parameterized with any d, δ and ∆ such that
Equation 5 holds. Delay parameter d can always be parameterized sufficiently
long for any k-common prefix, since the probability that k-common prefix is
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violated falls exponentially with decreasing parameter ∆, which is chosen inde-
pendently of d.

Note that a smaller ∆ will increase security, as the ∆-monotonicity property
will ensure faster honest chain growth. The extractions schedule D is a function
of d, δ and ∆ (Equation 5). Then, let the difference between the extraction
schedule and delay parameter “D−d ” be interpreted as the “time gap” between
the moment session keys are extracted by parties and the slot when these will
appear on chain. A shorter “D− d ” interval implies that light-clients which are
not performing key extractions will observe the chain-state sooner, as decryption
keys are posted to the chain within a shorter time period.

d δ ∆ n D D − d

30 6 8 15 120 90

60 6 8 30 240 180

60 6 21 4 84 24

90 6 21 6 126 36

Table 1. Parameterizations of (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS

We observe following trade-offs in Table 1: for a smaller ∆, which increases
the security of FairPoS, we obtain a larger D− d, implying a larger lag in chain-
state observability for non-extracting parties. This is intuitive, as a shorter ∆
parameter implies that honest parties must “converge” sooner on extendable
chains. This is achieved by permitting additional “slack” or “D − d ” in the
extraction schedule. We argue that this is necessary trade-off which can be ac-
ceptable in practice, as parties which need to decrypt inputs as soon as possible
are likely to perform key extractions (e.g. DeFi market arbitrageurs). Even at
larger “D − d ” intervals, key extraction remains critical for practicality: newly
joining parties will immediately obtain keys to decrypt the entire input history
beginning from genesis from the blockchain itself.

D Proofs

Theorem 1. (∆-Monotonicity of FairPoS) Every protocol execution of (d, δ,∆)-
FairPoS results in an honest tree T that exhibits the ∆-monotonicity property.

Proof (Theorem 1). ∆-monotonicity holds if every chain-tip that is honestly
generated at slot i iconsidered a candidate for extension by the first honest leader
at or following slot i+∆. In other words, the proof obligation is to demonstrate
honest chain extendability (Equation 7) holds for every honest chain-tip, ∆ slots
following its generation. We prove this by induction:

Base case (Genesis). The genesis block at slot 0 is trivially extendable at
any slot sl ≥ ∆. Recall that we permit negative chain indices, e.g. C−j for
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j ∈ Z, which denote “empty blocks”, for which the local receipt delay r(i)(C−j)
is always ⊥, and by the definition of receipt delay (Definition 8) is interpreted as
0. Thus, when extending genesis, every “empty block” in the extraction window
and the “m”th ∆-window will not violate the receipt delay bounds imposed by
the extendable-chain criteria in Equation 7.

Inductive case (Slot i). A chain C honestly extended at slot i must fulfill the
receipt delay constraints in Equation 7 in the view of the slot leader. This honest
leader will have rebroadcast every block in C upon arrival: thus, in the worst case,
all other honest parties will have received blocks in C with an additional receipt
delay of δ slots compared to the leader of slot i. The following must hold for C
in the view of any honest leader of slot j ≥ i+∆:

- For m ∈ [0 : n): each block of C in the “m”-th ∆-window (Equation 6) in
the view of leader of slot i is now in the “m+ 1”-th ∆-window in the view of
the honest leader of slot j, it is permitted an additional worst-case additional
delay of δ by the extendable chain definition (Equation 7).

- Blocks in the “n−1”th window of C in the view of leader i are in the extraction
window of leader of slot j, and are also permitted an additional worst-case
delay of δ (Equation 7).

⊓⊔

Theorem 3. (Equivalent trees) For any (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS execution λ in-
duced by a charactistic string w ∈ {0, 1,⊥}∗, Γ0 →λ Γ , there exists a ∆-PoS
execution λ′ induced by same w, Γ ′0 →λ′

Γ ′, such that the viable chains in Γ
are equivalent to the viable branches in Γ ′.

∀w ∈ {0, 1,⊥}∗ : ∀λ ∈ execFairPoSδ (Γ0, w), Γ0
λ−→ Γ : ∃λ′ ∈ execPoS∆ (Γ ′

0, w), Γ0
λ′
−→ Γ ′ :

viableChainsFairPoSδ (Γ ) ≡ viableBranchesPoS∆ (Γ ′)

Proof (Theorem 3). Let execπδ (Γ,wt) denote all possible single round executions
of π in a δ-synchronous setting induced by wt ∈ {0, 1,⊥} at slot t, beginning
with protocol state Γ . Further, we define the honest extendable tree of FairPoS
state Γt as the union of the extendable prefixes (Equation 13) of all tree branches
in the view of honest parties.

T Hext(Γt) =
⋃

C∈T H : ∃B∈T H : C=extPrefix(t,B,{r(i)}i∈H)

C

For a FairPoS state Γt and PoS state Γ ′t where T Hext(Γt) ≡ T H(Γ ′t ) we observe
that viable branches of Γt and viable chains of Γ ′t converge by definition.

viableChainsFairPoSδ (Γt) ≡ viableBranchesPoS∆ (Γ ′t )

We prove the theorem round-wise, by induction.
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Base step (0→ 1). For the first round executed on the genesis block (slot 0)
and given a characterstic string w we must prove:

∀ r ∈ execFairPoSδ (Γ0, w1) , Γ0
r−→ Γ1 : ∃ r′ ∈ execPoS∆ (Γ ′0, w1) , Γ

′
0

r′−→ Γ ′1
T Hext(Γ1) ≡ T H(Γ ′1)

(16)

We describe the translation from r to r′. If w1 is honest, then the elected honest
parties will generate a block extending genesis in the rounds of both protocols
(genesis is immediately extendable, as no key extractions are due in the block
associated at slot 1). If w1 is dishonest, then whatever the blocks the adversary
generates in r is performed by the adversary in r′: resulting extendable honest
tree in Γ1 and honest tree in Γ ′1 must be equivalent.

Induction step (t→ t+ 1). We must prove

∀ r ∈ execFairPoSδ (Γt, wt+1) , Γt
r−→ Γt+1 : ∃ r′ ∈ execPoS∆ (Γ ′t , wt+1) , Γ

′
t

r′−→ Γ ′t+1

T Hext(Γt+1) ≡ T H(Γ ′t+1)
(17)

By induction hypothesis it holds that this holds that T Hext(Γt) ≡ T H(Γ ′t ). For
any honest or adversarial action in round r, we illustrate the respective action
in round r′, before arguing the equivalence of extendable honest trees in Γt+1

and honest trees in Γ ′t+1.
Honest actions in FairPoS round r are also performed in PoS round r′:

H1 If wt+1 is a uniquely honest slot, the longest (extendable) chains will be
equivalent in the honest party’s view, and the honest leader(s) will extend the
equivalent chains of both protocol executions in rounds r and r′ respectively.
(By induction hypothesis, the the honest extendable tree in Γt is equivalent
to the honest tree in Γ ′t ). A newly extended chain from honest party i is
added to the message queue m(i) and T A in both r and r′.

Adversarial actions include dishonest block generation (T2 in Figure 1) and the
delivery of messages (M2 in Figure 1). The translation of adversarial actions
from r round to the r′ is described.

A1 If the adversary adds dishonest blocks to T A at any adversarial slot t′ ≤ t+1
in the round r, this action is performed in r′ round.

A2 If the adversary delivers a C with adversarial chain tip from T A to T (i) in r:
a. If C is extendable by party i in state Γt+1 following r, A delivers equivalent
C′ from T A ′ to T (i)′ in the r′ round: C, C′ must both exist in the adversarial
tree views in states Γt, Γ

′
t due to A1.

b. Else if C remains unextendable in state Γt+1 by party i, equivalent C′ is
not added to the equivalent honest tree T (i)′ in r′.

A3 If the adversary delivers a chain C from message queue m(i) to an honest
tree view T (i) in r:
a. If C is extendable by party i in state Γt+1 following r, A delivers equivalent
C′ to T (i)′ in the r′ round.
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b Else if C is not extendable by party i in state Γt+1, its equivalent C′ is not
added to the honest tree in round r′: since ∆ > δ, it is always possible for
A defer an honest chain delivery for a longer delay in PoS (∆-synchrony)
than in the ∆PoS (δ-synchrony) execution.

A4 If any C ∈ T (i) in an honest tree view becomes extendable in slot t + 1
following round r in the view of party i.
a. If C and equivalent C′ feature an honest chain tip it must be present

in an honest message queue m(j)′ of the PoS execution (H1) and will be
delivered to party i in round r′. An honest chain tip in a FairPoS execution
can remain unextendable for up to ∆ slots (Theorem 1), which is exactly
the maximum message delay permitted for messages in m(j)′ in the PoS
∆-synchronous setting.

b. If C and equivalent C′ feature an adversarial chain tip, C′ cannot be in
an honest tree view nor an honest message queue in the PoS execution
prior to slot t + 1: A2 requires an adversarial chain tip in FairPoS to be
extendable before it is introduced to an honest tree in PoS. Instead, any
C′ with adversarial tip must be in T A, T A ′ of both executions (A1) at
the beginning of the round, and C′ can therefore still be delivered to T (i)′

from T A ′ by the adversary in round r′.

The extendable honest tree in Γt+1 and honest tree in Γ ′t+1 must be equivalent
since for an addition of a newly extendable chain (A2(a), A3(a), A4) to the
honest tree in FairPoS round r, the equivalent chain in PoS is added to the
honest tree in round r′. ⊓⊔
Theorem 4. (k-Common prefix in FairPoS) Let A be an an adaptive ad-
versary against the protocol (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS that corrupts up to (1 − α) stake,
where α be such that α(1− f)∆ = (1 + ϵ)/2 for active slot coefficient f ∈ (0, 1]
and some ϵ > 0. The probability that A makes the protocol violate the k-common-
prefix property in a δ-synchronous environment throughout a period of R slots is
no more than exp(lnR+∆−Ω(k)).

Proof. (Theorem 4) Let w be drawn from dominant distribution Df
α (Equa-

tion 1), with honest stake α and parameter f satisfying α(1− f)∆ = (1 + ϵ)/2
for some ϵ > 0. From Corollary 1 and Theorem 2 we infer the following:

Pr
w←Df

α

[divFairPoSδ (w) ≥ k] ≤ Pr
w←Df

α

[divPoS∆ (w) ≥ k] ≤ exp(lnR+∆−Ω(k)) (18)

From Corollary 1, divFairPoSδ (w) ≥ k =⇒ divPoS∆ (w) ≥ k, implying the left
equality in Equation 18. The right inequality is inferred from Theorem 2.

Theorem 5. ((τ, s)-Chain growth in (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS) Let A be an an
adaptive adversary against the protocol (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS that corrupts up to
(1−α) stake, where α be such that α(1−f)∆ = (1+ϵ)/2 for active slot coefficient
f ∈ (0, 1] and some ϵ > 0. Then the probability thatAmakes the protocol violate
the chain growth property with parameters s ≥ 4∆ and τ = cα/4 throughout
a period of R slots, is no more than exp(−cαs/(20∆) + lnR∆+O(1)), where c
denotes the constant c := c(f,∆) = f(1− f)∆.
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Proof (Theorem 5). The proof of chain-growth in FairPoS closely follows that of
Ouroborous Praos, as both analyses assume the dominant distribution (Defini-
tion 1) to model leader elections during protocol executions. Thus, we reproduce
the main proof argument of Theorem 6 in [13] for the convenience of the reader,
and refer to [13] for the derivation of the exact probability bounds, which are
directly inferred from the dominant distribution.

Recall that the definition of chain growth requires that if the longest chain
possessed by an honest party at the onset of some slot sl1 is C1, and the longest
chain possessed by a (potentially different) honest party at the onset of slot
sl2 ≥ sl1 + s is C2, then len(C2)− len(C1) ≥ τs.

Let a uniquely honest slot (0) be ∆-right-isolated if it is followed with ∆
consequent slots which are empty (⊥). Let C be a chain with a tip that is
generated in a ∆-right-isolated uniquely honest slot. Then the next slot leader
will necessarily consider C candidate for extension since

- Chain C must be have arrived in the view of all honest parties after δ slots in
a δ-synchronous setting, where δ < ∆ (Equation 5).

- Chain C must be extractable after ∆ slots (Theorem 1).

Thus, in the view of all honest parties, chain C must be a candidate for extension
according to the longest-extractable-chain rule (Equation 8) in FairPoS.

Now, let ŝl1, ..., ŝlh be the increasing sequence of all ∆-right-isolated uniquely
honest slots among the slots in T := {sl1 +∆, sl1 +∆+ 1, ..., sl2 −∆}. Observe

that since ŝl1 ≥ sl1 +∆, the leader of ŝl1 will append a block to a chain that is
at least as long as C1, since C1 will be known to him and will be considered in
the longest-extractable-chain selection rule. Therefore, the chain that the leader
of ŝl1 diffuses will be at least 1 block longer than C1. Analogously, the leader of
every ŝli will diffuse a chain that is at least 1 block longer than the chain diffused
by the leader of ŝli−1 since ŝli−1 is ∆-right-isolated. Finally, the chain diffused
by the leader of ŝlh will be known to all parties at slot sl2 and hence len(C2) will
be at least as long as this chain. It follows that len(C2)− len(C1) ≥ h.

It remains to bound the number h of ∆-right-isolated uniquely honest slots
among the slots with indices in T . To make our notation more flexible, let HT (x)
denote the number of∆-right-isolated uniquely honest slots among the slots from
T in x ∈ {0, 1,⊥}R. From Theorem 6 in [13] we have for c = f(1−∆)∆:

Pr
x←Df

α

[HT (x) < cαs/4] = ∆ · e− cα(s−3∆)
20∆

Applying the union bound over R slots, we conclude that the probability that
there is a chain growth violation with parameters s and τ = cα/4 is no more
than

R∆ exp(−cα(s− 3∆)/(20∆)) = exp(−cα(s− 3∆)/(20∆) + lnR∆)

⊓⊔
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Theorem 6. ((µ, k)-Chain quality in (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS) Let A be an an
adaptive adversary against the protocol (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS that corrupts up to
(1 − α) stake, where α be such that α(1 − f)∆ = (1 + ϵ)/2 for active slot
coefficient f ∈ (0, 1] and some ϵ > 0. Then the probability that A makes FairPoS
violate the chain quality property with parameters k and µ = 1/k throughout a
period of R slots, is no more than exp(lnR−Ω(k)).

Proof (Theorem 6). The proof of chain-growth in FairPoS closely follows that
of Ouroborous Praos, as both analyses assume the dominant distribution (Def-
inition 1) to model leader elections during protocol executions. Thus, for the
convenience of the reader, we restate and adapt Lemma 4 in [13] and its main
proof argument, from which Theorem 6 follows.

Lemma 2. (Adapted from Lemma 4 in [13]) Let k,∆ ∈ N and ϵ ∈ (0, 1). Let
A be an adaptive adversary against the protocol (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS corrupting up
to (1− α) stake for some α > 0 satisfying α(1− f)∆ = (1 + ϵ)/2. Let B1, ..., Bk

be a sequence of consecutive blocks in a chain C possessed by an honest party.
Then at least one block Bi was created in a ∆-right-isolated uniquely honest slot,
except with probability exp(−Ω(k)).

For convenience, let us call a slot good if it is∆-right-isolated uniquely honest,
and bad if it is neither empty nor good. Moreover, we call a block good (resp.
bad) if it comes from a good (resp. bad) slot.

Towards contradiction, assume that all blocks B1, ..., Bk are bad. Let G1

denote the latest good block preceding B1 in C, and G2 the earliest good block
appearing after Bk in C (or the last block of C, if there is no good one). Note
that all blocks between G1 and G2 are bad.

Let ŝl1 (resp. ŝl2) denote the good slot in which G1 (resp. G2) was created (if

G2 is not good, let ŝl2 be the current slot). Denote by T the continuous sequence

of slots between ŝl1 and ŝl2, excluding ŝl1 and including ŝl2. As we argued in the
proof of Theorem 5, in each good slot in T the (unique) leader creates a block
that has depth increased by at least 1 compared to the block from the previous
good slot. Therefore, we have depth(G2) ≥ depth(G1)+g, where g is the number
of good slots in T . However, in chain C we have depth(G2) ≤ depth(G1) + b,
where b is the number of bad slots in the same sequence T . These two conditions
can only be satisfied at the same time if g ≤ b, we will now show that this is
very unlikely.

We can bound Prx←$Df
α
[g(x) ≤ b(x)] as follows: we know that α(1 − f)∆ =

(1+ϵ)/2 and this implies that good slots are sampled with higher probability than
bad slots. Therefore, Prx←$Df

α
[g(x) ≤ b(x)] falls exponentially with k. Lemma 2

directly implies Theorem 6. ⊓⊔

Lemma 1. (Input fairness from CG, CP and CQ in (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS) If
for an execution of (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS, (τ, d)-chain growth, (dτ(τ−δ/(∆−δ))−1)-
common prefix, and (1/(D+1), D+1)-chain quality hold, whereD = d∆/(∆−δ),
then input fairness is implied.
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Proof (Lemma 1). The proof requires us to infer input fairness from chain
growth and common-prefix parameters as stated in the Lemma 1.

More informally, we frame the proof obligation as follows. At the onset of a
given slot t, we are given a time budget of ∼ d slots, and must show that chain-
growth will result in the sufficient growth in the length of the chain possessed
by any honest party, such that for any encrypted input inserted at a block in
slot t, it will reach the k-common-prefix within the given time budget, unless it
becomes part of an abandoned branch.

Let C be the chain extended by an honest party at honest slot t. For simplicity,
let us first assume that all slots are uniquely honest. An adversary begins the
extraction of id = C.tip at the onset of its generation. Then, there remains d− 1
slots between the encryption of the input at slot t and its decryption, since the
input at t is encrypted with the parent block as session id. A chain growth rate
of τ implies that the longest chain possessed by any honest party after d − 1
time must increase by k = τ(d− 1). Thus, in this naive scenario, input fairness
would be implied by (τ, d)-CG and (τ(d− 1))-CP.

In the case that slots are not all uniquely honest, the adversary must be
permitted a head-start in extracting the session key idk from any block: let us
denote this the time advantage, which comes from two properties of the chain
possessed by the honest user at the onset of slot t:

1. Leading empty slots between C.tip.sl and current slot t. These empty slots
represent a head-start the adversary has in decrypting inputs inserted in a
child block of h(C.tip) generated at slot t.

2. Leading adversarial block span in C including C.tip, allowing it to generate
blocks immediately after the extraction period d instead of waiting the full
extraction schedule D = d + nδ, as an honest party would. In the worst
case, such a adversarial block span always leads up to C.tip, which is also
adversarially generated, permitting the adversary an additional head-start
in decrypting inputs.

For the (1) leading empty slots, the (τ, d)-CG property gives us the maximum
number of slots in d, in which no blocks were generated for C, namely d(1 −
τ). For the (2) leading adversarial block span, we quantify the time advantage
gained from the leading adversarial block span as follows: for everyD consecutive
adversarial blocks, the adversary gains an additional nδ time advantage, since
it does not have to wait the entire extraction schedule D = d + nδ, where
n = D/∆ = d/(∆ − δ). Note that we are granted (1/(D + 1), D + 1)-chain
quality in Lemma 1, where D = n∆ = d∆/(n− δ) as in Equation 5. We assume
the worst case, namely, that all D slots leading up to t are indeed adversarial,
and thus permit the adversary the maximum possible extraction time-advantage
of nδ slots.

Thus the total time advantage in producing the adversarial block C.tip ob-
tained from (1) and (2) is given by tadv = d(1−τ)+nδ = d(1−τ+δ/(∆−δ)). Thus
we require a contracted common prefix parameter k = τ(d−tadv)−1, in order for
the honest input at slot t to either reach the common prefix before the adversary
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(with time advantage) can complete the key extraction of id = h(C.tip), or not
join the common prefix at all. Rewriting gives us k = dτ(τ − δ/(∆− δ))− 1 ⊓⊔

Theorem 7. (Input fairness in (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS) Let A be an an adaptive
adversary against the protocol (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS that corrupts up to (1−α) stake,
where α be such that α(1− f)∆ = (1 + ϵ)/2 for active slot coefficient f ∈ (0, 1]
and some ϵ > 0. Then, the probability that A makes the FairPoS violate the
input fairness property falls exponentially with d.

Proof (Theorem 7). With Lemma 1 we obtain input fairness from (τ, d)-CG and
(dτ(τ − δ/(∆− δ))− 1)-CP. Further, for an execution of (d, δ,∆)-FairPoS for R
slots,

- (τ, d)-CG with parameters d ≥ 4∆ and τ = cα/4 is violated with probability
no more than exp(−dαc/(20∆)+ lnR∆+O(1)), where c denotes the constant
c := c(f,∆) = f(1− f)∆ (Theorem 5).

- k-CP with parameter k = dτ(τ − δ/(∆ − δ)) − 1 is violated with probability
no more than exp(lnR+∆−Ω(k)) (Theorem 4).

- (1/(D + 1), D + 1)-CQ with parameter D = d∆/(∆ − δ) is violated with
probability no more than exp(lnR+Ω(D)) (Theorem 6).

Probabilities above decline exponentially with increasing d. ⊓⊔
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Abstract. The proliferation of Decentralised Finance (DeFi) and De-
centralised Autonomous Organisations (DAO), which in current form
are exposed to front-running of token transactions and proposal voting,
demonstrate the need to shield user inputs and internal state from the
parties executing smart contracts. In this work we present “Eagle”, an
efficient UC-secure protocol which efficiently realises a notion of privacy
preserving smart contracts where both the amounts of tokens and the
auxiliary data given as input to a contract are kept private from all par-
ties but the one providing the input. Prior proposals realizing privacy pre-
serving smart contracts on public, permissionless blockchains generally
offer a limited contract functionality or require a trusted third party to
manage private inputs and state. We achieve our results through a com-
bination of secure multi-party computation (MPC) and zero-knowledge
proofs on Pedersen commitments. Although other approaches leverage
MPC in this setting, these incur impractical computational overheads
by requiring the computation of cryptographic primitives within MPC.
Our solution achieves security without the need of any cryptographic
primitives to be computed inside the MPC instance and only require a
constant amount of exponentiations per client input.

1 Introduction

Ethereum introduced the first implementation of Turing-complete smart con-
tracts for blockchains, widely adopted for financial and contracting applications
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since its introduction in 2015. Smart contracts offer auditability and correctness
guarantees, and as a consequence expose both their state and any submitted in-
puts to all participants of the blockchain network. This lack of privacy not only
leaks user data but also gives rise to concrete attacks. For example, current De-
centralised Finance (DeFi) and Decentralised Autonomous Organisations (DAO)
are vulnerable to front-running [27] in token transactions and proposal voting.
This motivates the need to shield user inputs and internal contract state from
the very parties who execute smart contracts in a decentralized environment.

Challenges. Hawk [44] introduced the first notion of general-purpose privacy
preserving smart contracts, which required users to privately submit both input
strings and confidential balances to a trusted contract manager. Upon evaluation
of the contract over private inputs, the contract manager settles the confidential
outputs to a confidential ledger, proving in zero knowledge that these outputs
have been obtained according to the contract’s instructions. Importantly, in order
to accommodate real-world applications such as DeFi or DAO’s, we must extend
the Hawk notion of confidential contracts as follows:

1. Distribute the role of the trusted third party in an efficient manner, avoiding
a single point of failure without significantly sacrificing performance.

2. Only require clients to be online during a short input phase; as in the standard
client-blockchain interaction model, clients only broadcast signed inputs.

3. Allow privacy preserving smart contracts to be long-running applications over
indefinite rounds, as is the case in standard, public smart contracts.

Our Contributions. In this work we present “Eagle”, a Universally Com-
posable [20] protocol for achieving efficient privacy preserving smart contracts,
which handles all the three challenges explained above: (1) is achieved by evaluat-
ing the contract’s instructions via an outsourced secure multi-party computation
(MPC) protocol [37], where clients provide private inputs and servers execute
the bulk of the protocol to compute a function on these inputs without learning
them. We use a MPC protocol, known as insured MPC, which allows a pub-
lic verifier to identify servers aborting at the output phase, so that cheating
servers can be identified and financially punished, incentivizing fairness (i.e. if a
server gets the output, all servers/clients also get it) [7]. That is, by combining
outsourced and insured MPC we get a protocol where client computation and
interaction is independent of the circuit computed in MPC and where reliability
is incentivized and security is obtained as long as only a single MPC is honest.
(2) is accomplished with a novel input protocol which pre-processes data nec-
essary for the servers to generate private outputs (e.g. token amounts) that are
posted directly to the public ledger but can only be read by specific clients. (2)
facilitates (3), realized by a reactive version of our MPC protocol, which main-
tains a secret off-chain state over multiple rounds. Here, we contribute a model
of long-running, privacy preserving contracts, which at the onset of each round
accepts new inputs from any subset of clients. At the end of each round, clients
get public outputs and servers keep a secret internal state, allowing evaluation
to take place in a continuous, multi-round fashion, even if clients are offline (2).
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Applications. Several general applications for privacy preserving smart con-
tracts have already been proposed. Auctions: can be realized securely on-chain
with privacy preserving smart contracts, as auctions implemented without pri-
vacy are vulnerable to front-running (miners can trivially observe individual bids
posted to the ledger). Identity management: Decentralized Identity (DID)
management considers the setting where user-attributes are posted to a ledger,
in a certified, yet hidden manner. DID implemented with privacy preserving
smart contracts enables proofs and computations on private identity attributes,
facilitating their integration with blockchain applications. KYC Mixing: We
can construct a privacy preserving smart contract to realize a mixer that enforces
Anti Money Laundering (AML) policies. For example, such a mixer could use
DID to integrate Know Your Customer (KYC) information to either limit user
permissions or the quantity of mixed tokens allowed per month. Side-chains:
The MPC servers alone could be considered a privacy preserving side-chain.
Multiple sets of MPC servers could work together with a single smart contract
to realize a privacy preserving sharding scheme on any layer 1 chain with Turing
complete smart contracts. AMMs and DeFi via Cross-chain contracts: Us-
ing ideas of P2DEX [9], we show that the MPC servers can interact with smart
contracts on many different ledgers. Hence, privacy preserving smart contracts
can work across multiple ledgers and different native tokens. This realizes cross-
chain, front-running resistant automated market makers (AMMs) with strong
privacy guarantees. We discuss these applications in more detail in Appendix F.

Fig. 1: Outline of our protocol for confi-
dential contracts. The wrapping and in-
teraction of functionalities are shown.

Our Techniques. We sketch our
protocol in Fig. 1. This only con-
siders execution of a single instance
of a privacy preserving smart con-
tract for simplicity. We discuss the
multi-round setting in Sec. E where
computations are executed contin-
uesly with different sets of clients.
We assume a set of clients C and
MPC servers P, both interacting with
a ledger functionality FLedger. The
ledger hosts two deployed smart con-
tract instances: XCLedger maintains a
confidential ledger and is extended
with XLock, which locks and redis-
tributes confidential balances, out-
put and jointly signed, by the MPC
servers. Concretely our protocol runs the following phases:

Init Before any execution, the servers setup the system by sampling a threshold
signature key pair and provide sufficient collateral for the insured MPC execu-
tion, and setup smart contact XLock, administered by the distributed signature
key. We note that in the multi-round setting this only needs to be executed once
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for the specific set of MPC servers, and is thus independent of the clients and
the amount of computations that will get carried out later.

Enroll When a privacy preserving smart contract is to be executed, each
client who wish to participate transfers confidential tokens to XCLedger which
they wish to use as input to the confidential smart contract CContract. The
client then gives any auxiliary input, along with the opening information to the
commitment containing their confidential balance v, to the insured MPC func-
tionality FIdent from Fig. 6, extended with a secure client input interface (See
Appendix B.1). Each client constructs an appropriate amount of “mask” com-
mitments; one for each round of confidential contract computation, for which
they wish their input to be used. A masking commitment is simply a commit-
ment to a random value.

Verify input The servers validate the input received from the clients using
outsourced MPC, and ensure that XLock has also received the appropriate con-
fidential tokens. The servers and the clients also execute a proof to ensure that
the opening information supplied by clients are indeed valid for the confidential
token commitments. They do this following a standard Σ-protocol where each
client commits to a random commitment a and servers select a random chal-
lenge γ and ask the client to open com(c) = com(a) ⊕ (γ � com(v)). Similarly
the servers use MPC to securely open [c] = [a] + γ · [v] and check consistency4.

Evaluate After the checks are completed the servers evaluate the circuit ex-
pressing the private smart contract CContract, using insured MPC. For the
clients who are supposed to get output from this round of computation, shares of
messages and randomness for a new commitment for each client are computed,
and blinded with the “masking” values the clients provided during Enroll. If
this goes well, the servers distributedly sign a message saying that they have
reached this stage and post it to XLock.

Open For clients that receive output after this round of computation the
servers open the masked output. They publish these values and sign them, as
part of the transcript of the current round execution, and post this to XLock.
Note that XLock can generate the output coins in commitment form, due to the
homomorphism of the commitments and since it obtained the mask commit-
ments from the clients in Enroll. XLock can then transfer the new confidential
tokens back to the client’s address. We show an extension to our protocol (Sec-
tion E) that ensures no token minting can occur even if all servers are corrupted.

Withdraw Based on the masks they constructed, the clients who are sup-
posed to receive outputs can compute the coin commitment openings from their
masked outputs signed and posted to XLock by servers during Open.

Abort In case a server stops responding or acts maliciously, an honest server
can request the entering of an abort phase. Any server can do this, either by

4 In our full protocol we optimize this by batching client input checks.
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submitting a proof that the malicious server sent wrong information or by re-
questing missing information from the accused servers. At this point the accused
malicious server has a constant amount of time left to prove to the smart con-
tract that they did not abort, by submitting the message that the accusing server
claims they didn’t get. If they don’t, they will have their collateral revoked and
it will be shared among the honest servers and clients, and the contract state will
roll back one round, i.e. to the contract state preceding Evaluate. Concretely
XLock will refund the clients their input funds, plus a compensation obtained
from the cheating servers’ collateral.

Related Works. A long line of work realizes notions of privacy preserv-
ing smart contracts that sacrifice privacy [44,61,38,48,41,62,60,24] or flexibil-
ity [15,16]. Zexe [15] extends the ZCash model of confidential transactions to
enable Bitcoin Script-like stateless privacy preserving smart contracts support-
ing only very simple logic. Zether [16] implements confidential transactions on
top of Ethereum, allowing for very simple privacy preserving applications (e.g.
auctions). Zkay [61] allows for computing on encrypted private inputs by means
of keeping data encryption on the blockchain, and using NIZKs to validate that
any updates done to the encrypted is carried out correctly. Follow-up work,
Zeestar [60] uses additively homomorphic encryption to allow for limited private
computation on data from multiple owners, without them having to share their
private data with each other. Secret Network [62] and Ekiden [24] implement
general purpose contracts but rely on notoriously vulnerable trusted execution
environments (e.g. Intel SGX [51]) for privacy and correctness. Arbitrum [38]
relies on a full quorum of parties (the servers in our setting) being honest to
achieve privacy for general purpose contracts. Finally, Kachina [41] subsumes
these approaches with a framework based on state oracles [48] that yields pri-
vacy preserving smart contracts, where either flexibility is limited (i.e. contract
state is only updated by one client’s private input at a time) or privacy is com-
promised (i.e. a trusted third party must learn clients’ private inputs in order
to update the state). The ideal functionality of Kachina is designed to permit
input concurrency, allowing honest inputs to be finalized on a global ledger in
a different order as their generation; the Kachina protocol requires private in-
puts to be accompanied with NIZKs proving a valid update of the private state
fragment. Here, the NIZKs are not bound to a specific, public contract state
and thus remain valid even if the public contract state observed by the user was
updated by another user input in the meantime.

Combining MPC with blockchain based cryptocurrencies and smart contracts
has been investigated in a long line of works [1,2,12,46,45,47,43,25,13,11,31,7,9,8]
aiming at achieving fairness in the dishonest majority setting via financial pun-
ishments. The core idea of these works is having all parties, who execute the
MPC protocol, provide a collateral deposit, which is taken from them in case
they are caught cheating. Thus incentivizing honest behavior. However, this ap-
proach publicly reveals the amount of collateral deposited by each party, which
falls short of achieving our notion of privacy preserving smart contracts, where
both auxiliary data and the amount of tokens given as input to the contract
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must remain private. Notice that revealing the deposit amount is an issue in ap-
plications where this amount is directly related to the client’s private input, e.g.
in sealed-bid auctions, where the collateral deposit must be equal to at least the
client’s private bid. An auction protocol using collateral deposits with private
amounts was proposed in [32] but it cannot be generalized to other tasks.

Hawk [44, App. G] does suggest to use MPC to achieve a decentralized con-
fidential smart contracts on both token amount and auxiliary input. However,
Hawk works in the ZCash model and thus their MPC solution would require the
computation of SNARKs to realize the ZCash transactions, within the MPC cir-
cuit. Although it has been shown [53,39] that integrating NIZKs with MPC can
be done without degrading performance too much, there is still a performance
hit. Since the construction of a single ZCash transaction SNARK still takes a
non-negligible amount of time plain, this would naturally be inefficient to realize
in MPC, as MPC is orders of magnitude slower than regular computation. Fur-
thermore, they need all users to take part in the MPC computation. zkHawk [4]
improves upon this, by forgoing the need of doing SNARKs in MPC, but still
require all users taking part in a confidential smart contract to facilitate an
MPC computation which must compute Schnorr style ZKPs on Pedersen com-
mitments to the bit-decomposition of the amount of coins each of them hold.
While V-zkHawk [5] forgoes the need of proofs of the bit-decomposed commit-
ments, they replace it with the computation of commitments in a larger fields
and a signature, in MPC instead. While more efficient, this approach would still
require MPC over a large domain and contributes non-negligible overhead.

In Appendix A we further discuss related works.

2 Preliminaries

Let y←$F (x) denote running the randomized algorithm F with input x and im-
plicit randomness, and obtaining output y. Similarly, y ← F (x) is used for a de-
terministic algorithm. For a set X , let x←$X denote x chosen uniformly at ran-
dom from X . s denotes the computational and κ the statistical security parame-
ter. Let [x ] denote secret x maintained in an MPC instance:

Table 1: Notation.

P The set of servers.
C The set of clients.
n Number of servers n = |P|.
m Number of clients; m = |C|.
l Number of bits representing balances.
z Number of input/output per client.
κ Computational security parameter.
s Statistical security parameter.

F An ideal functionality.
Π A protocol.
L A ledger map indexed by vk.
X A smart contract program.

g A smart contract in circuit form.
vk A public key for signature verification.
x A client input.
y A client output.
v̄ A token balance.
v̄max The maximum permitted balance.
v̄max A vector of the maximum permitted balance.

we lift the [ · ] notation to any object that
can be encoded over secrets securely in-
put to an MPC scheme, e.g. [ g ], where
g is an arithmetic circuit over field F. We
use a group G where the discrete log prob-
lem is hard, and which is a source group of
pairing scheme. For simplicity we assume
|G| = |F| = p. Unless noted otherwise we
use log to denote the logarithm to base
2, rounded up. We use v̄max to denote the
maximum amount of tokens we want to
represent and say l = log(v̄max). For sim-
plicity, we assume |C| · v̄max < |G|, where
C is the set of participating clients. We
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denote set {1, 2, . . . , n} by [n] and vectors
by bold faced Latin letters, e.g. v,w.

2.1 Security Model and Building Blocks

We analyse our results in the the (Global) Universal Composability or (G)UC
framework [21,23]. We consider static malicious adversaries. Our protocols work
in a synchronous communication setting, which is modelled by assuming par-
ties have access to a global clock ideal functionality FClock as seen in multiple
works [3,40,43]. The core component of our protocols is publicly verifiable MPC
with cheater identification in the output phase, which is modelled as an ideal
functionality FIdent, which can be realized as described by Baum et al. [7,9]. This
functionality produces a proof that either a certain output was obtained after the
MPC or that a certain party has misbehaved in the output phase, while cheat-
ing before the output phase causes an abort without cheater identification. We
further extend this functionality to handle reactive computation [30,29] and an
outsourced computation with inputs provided by clients and computation done
by servers [37,28]. Moreover, we use Pedersen Commitments [54], digital signa-
tures represented by an ideal functionality FSig as in [22], threshold signatures
represented by an ideal functionality FTSig as defined by Baum et al. [9] and non-
interactive zero knowledge proofs represented by FNIZK as defined by Groth [36].
Further discussion on our security model and building blocks is presented in
Appendix B.

2.2 Ledgers & Smart Contracts

We model a ledger functionality FLedger in Appendix C.1 featuring a smart con-
tract virtual machine which is adapted from an authenticated, public bulletin
board functionality, an approach adopted from the work of Baum et al. [7,9].
For this work, we emphasize accurate modelling of confidential balances, which
are implemented on a public ledger, and omit the full consensus details in our
UC model, similar to previous works [43,3].

Token universe. FLedger supports a token universe consisting of t token types:
T = (τ1, ..., τt). A ledger in FLedger maintains a map from signature verification
key to balances of each token type: L : {0, 1}∗ → Zt. We write v̄ = (v1, ..., vt)
for a balance over all supported token types. In addition to balances associated
to signature verification keys, FLedger also maintains token balances for each
deployed smart contract instance. The ledger functionality enforces the preser-
vation of token supplies over T.

Overview of smart contracts. In this work, we present smart contracts as
human-readable programs and assume the presence of a compiler which trans-
lates program X to a valid circuit T and initial state γinit. The following smart
contract programs are deployed in the protocol which realizes the proposed con-
fidential contract functionality FCContract.
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- XCLedger (Figure 11) describes a smart contract which implements a confiden-
tial token wrapper for each token in T supported on the base ledger FLedger.

- XLock (Figure 14) is an extension to XCLedger. It permits the locking and redis-
tribution of confidential balances authorized by verifying threshold signatures
generated by the servers (via global functionality FTSig).

- XCollateral (Figure 15) accepts collateral deposits from servers, which upon being
identified as cheating parties lose their collateral to clients.

2.3 Confidential ledgers from FLedger

We briefly describe a confidential ledger functionality FCLedger, presented in full
detail in Appendix C.2, that can be implemented from a hybrid FLedger function-
ality, enabling both confidential balances and the confidential transfer of default
tokens types T exposed by the underlying public ledger FLedger. This modeling
choice maximizes the generality of our construction, as it can be implemented
on any standard ledger and a basic smart contract machine.

Confidential ledger. Confidential coins in FCLedger are identifiable by a unique
public id, and a confidential balance v̄ over T, as in [55]. Each confidential token
is publicly associated with an account verification key vk, owned by a party
that generated it with GenAcct. A confidential transfer consumes two input
coins (id1, id2) with confidential balances (v̄1, v̄2) and mints fresh output coins
(id′1, id

′
2) with confidential balances (v̄′1, v̄

′
2), such that (v̄1 + v̄2 = v̄′1 + v̄′2). Here,

coin id′1 is now held by the owner of the receiving account, who also learns the
confidential amount v̄′1.

Functionality FCLedger exposes Mint and Redeem interfaces: a mint activa-
tion locks a public amount of tokens T and generates a fresh confidential token
of the same balance. Conversely, a redeem activation will release the balance of
a confidential coin back to the public ledger.

Realizing a confidential ledger. A confidential token is realized in proto-
col ΠCLedger described in full detail in Appendix D.1 with Pedersen Commit-
ments [54]. Let g, g1, ..., gt, h denote generators of group G of safe prime order
p, such that si in gi = gsi and w in h = gw are given by FSetup (parameterized
with g ∈ G) that publicly outputs g1, ..., gt, h. The commitment to a balance
v̄ = (v1, ..., vt) over tokens T with blinding r is com(v̄, r) = gv̄hr = gv11 ...gvtt h

r.
Pedersen commitments are additively homomorphic: com(v̄1, r1)◦com(v̄2, r2) =
com(v̄1 + v̄2, r1 + r2). Thus, during a confidential transfer, the sum equality be-
tween consumed input and freshly constructed output coin commitments holds
if total token balances are preserved and r′1 and r′2 are correlated such that
r1 + r2 = r′1 + r′2.

com(v̄1, r1) ◦ com(v̄1, r1) = com(v̄′1, r
′
1) ◦ com(v̄′2, r

′
2) (1)

However, since the equality above holds for any v̄1 + v̄2 ≡ v̄′1 + v̄′2 mod p
and correlated r′1, r

′
2, an additional p units of each token in T can be minted:
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v̄1 + v̄2 + p ≡ v̄′1 + v̄′2 mod p. Thus, each confidential token is associated with
NIZK π which proves R(c; v̄, r) = {c = com(v̄, r) ∧ v̄ ≤ v̄max = 2l − 1}, such
that such wrap-around never occurs undetected.

We note that ΠCLedger in itself affords a fully decentralized layer 2 confiden-
tial token transfer solution, since it is independent of the MPC servers. Thus
allowing client’s to send a receive confidential tokens in a peer-to-peer manner.
This is needed to prevent leakage of exchange orders after-the-fact by analysing
client’s non-confidential tokens given as input and withdrawn as output from a
privacy preserving smart contract execution. By allowing the privacy preserving
smart contract executions to integrate in a greater payment ecosystem reason-
ably ensures that it is possible to hide token inputs and outputs from a privacy
preserving smart contract execution by using them for confidential payment,
similar to other confidential token systems.

We present a protocol ΠCLedger which GUC-realizes FCLedger in Appendix D.1,
where we also prove the following statement:

Theorem 1. Protocol ΠCLedger GUC-realizes functionality FCLedger in the FClock,
FLedger, FNIZK, FSetup, FSig-hybrid model against any PPT-adversary corrupting
any minority of committee Q.

3 Confidential contracts

We present our formal model of confidential contracts. We assume m clients
{C1, . . . , Cm} and servers {P1, . . . , Pn} that interact with FCContract, which ex-
tends FCLedger. For simplicity of presentation, we first present a single-round
confidential contract functionality in Figure 2, and subsequently illustrate how
it is easily extended to a multi-round contract functionality where clients can
selectively choose to participate in specific rounds.

The choice of modelling FCContract as an extension of FCLedger arises from
the relation between underlying protocols: confidential coins in ΠCLedger that are
committed to a confidential contract evaluation must be locked and subsequently
replaced by a new set of output coins reflecting a new distribution of balances,
determined by ΠCContract. However, this requires verification operations over the
homomorphic commitment representation of coins in ΠCLedger, which are not
exposed by FCLedger.

We provide a brief sketch of the interface exposed by FCLedger. Upon initial-
ization with an arithmetic circuit g encoding only the contract logic, users can
enroll, specifying input string x and a confidential coin to input, identified by its
id. Upon a completed Enroll, the functionality is prompted by servers to evaluate
circuit g on both client input strings, interpreted as numerical values, and input
balances, with checks to ensure g does not mint tokens. FCLedger permits clients
to withdraw anytime to retrieve the private output string and output balance.
FCContract permits the simulator to abort and indicate cheating servers, which
are then penalized by the functionality.

Model of confidential contracts. Unlike public smart contracts deployed to
FLedger, an instance of FIdent permits the computation of any arithmetic circuit
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Functionality FCContract, extends FCLedger

FCContract interacts with clients C = {C1, ..., Cm} and servers P = {P1, ..., Pn}.
The functionality exposes interfaces and and accesses the state of FCLedger. It is pa-
rameterized with max. circuit depth dT , and collateral balance v̄coll.

Init: On (Init, sid, g) from Pi ∈ P forward messages to S. If S continues.
1. Run GenAcct and Init procedures on FCLedger.
2. Assert that g is a circuit and that depth(g) ≤ dT , store g.
3. Assert vk ∈ K[Pi] and L[vk] ≥ v̄coll.
4. Set L[vk]← L[vk]− v̄coll.

- If all servers have successfully called Init, set state to enroll, tick FClock.

Enroll: Upon input (Enroll, sid, x, id, vk) from client Cj ∈ C,
1. Assert vk ∈ K[Cj ] and 〈id, v̄〉 ∈ L[vk].
2. Forward (Enroll, sid, id, vk) to S, if S aborts, run Abort. Otherwise, continue.
3. Assert state is in enroll and ∃〈id, v̄〉 ∈ LConf[vk]: then remove 〈id, v̄〉.
4. Store input (xj , v̄j).

- If all clients have successfully called Enroll, tick FClock.

Execute: Upon input (Execute, sid) from Pi ∈ P,
1. If Execute received from all P and FClock ticked since state update to enroll,

forward (Execute, sid) to S and wait for Ok or Abort. If Ok, continue.
a. Evaluate circuit g over current user inputs {(xj , v̄j)}j∈[m] and client state.
c. Store client states {(yj , w̄j)}j∈[m] read from output gates of g.

- Assert
∑
j∈[m] v̄j =

∑
j∈[m] w̄j . Tick FClock.

2. Forward (Evaluate, sid) to S and wait for Ok or Abort.
- If Ok returned, set state to evaluated and tick FClock.

3. Send (Output, sid, {yj , w̄j}j∈[m]) to S and wait for Ok or Abort.
- If S aborts, it provides cheating server set J , run Abort with J .

4. For j ∈ [m], get a unique id′j from S, and set LConf[vkj ]← LConf[vkj ]∪ {〈id′j , w̄j〉}.
5. Set state to enroll and tick FClock.

Withdraw: Upon (Withdraw, sid) from Cj ∈ C, obtain newly stored outputs since
last Withdraw by Cj ∈ C . Return ((yj,1, 〈id′j,1, w̄j,1〉), ..., (yj,l, 〈id′j,l, w̄j,l〉)).

Abort: Tick FClock,
a. If state is enroll, return server and client funds: update L, LConf.
b. Else if state in evaluated, obtain cheating servers J from S:

- If J 6= ∅, reimburse clients C and honest servers P\J , then
distribute J ’s collateral amongst C: update L, LConf accordingly.

- Else if J = ∅, obtain {(yj , v̄j)}j∈[m] from last evaluation of circuit g.
- For Cj ∈ C′, sample idj ←$F and set LConf[vkj ]← LConf[vkj ] ∪ {〈idj , v̄j〉}.
- Return collateral for all P: update L accordingly.

c. Terminate.

Fig. 2: Functionality for Confidential Contracts

on both private and public inputs. We model a confidential contract as an arith-
metic circuit over a field Fp consistent with the domain that FIdent is realized
with. A well-formed confidential contract permits the writing of both numerical
and financial inputs from each client to its input gates. Further, we enforce a
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maximum circuit depth dT prior to the circuit evaluation to bound the rounds
of interaction in the MPC instance.

(
([ y1 ], [ w̄1 ]), ..., ([ ym ], [ w̄m ])

)
← evalg

(
([x1 ], [ v̄1 ])...., ([xm ], [ v̄m ]))

Upon confidential evaluation of a contract circuit g with well-formed depth and
gates, the following assertion must be performed at each run-time over confiden-
tial inputs and outputs of evaluated g: namely, that token supplies have been
preserved. ∑

i∈[m]

[ v̄i ] =?
∑

i∈[m]

[ w̄i ] (2)

One-round client-server interaction. Upon providing inputs to a confiden-
tial contract execution, clients can go off-line and retrieve confidential outputs
with Withdraw at any later point in time.

Collateral. Our need for collateral follows the same logic as in Insured MPC [7].
The collateral contract incentivizes the servers to continue to participate in the
privacy preserving smart contract computation, and behave honestly as they
would otherwise suffer a financial loss. While the underlying maliciously secure
MPC system will ensure that a server acting maliciously will cause an abort ex-
cept with negligible probability, such an abort the adversary might have learned
the output of the computation. This can in some situations have high value.
Thus we require each server to give as collateral, strictly more than the max-
imum value they could gain from learning the output of a privacy preserving
computation.

3.1 Realizing the confidential contract functionality

Overview of Protocol. Having provided a high-level overview of the protocol
phase in Section 1, we now proceed to detail the individual protocol phases for
the single-round privacy preserving smart contract execution and refer to Ap-
pendix D.2 for the full protocol description and UC-security proof, and to Sec. E
for an outline of the multi-round protocol.

Setup of contracts. Servers deploy instances of XLock[XCLedger], XCollateral on
FLedger. Since wrapper XLock extends XCLedger, both are deployed and initialized as
a single contract instance on FLedger with shared contract id (cnLock) and shared
state such as the confidential ledger (LConf). Here, the function of XLock is to lock
the confidential coins of clients input to the confidential contract evaluation, and
to replace these with a new confidential distribution according to result of the
contract evaluation. Further, XLock is initialized with a threshold signature ver-
ification key vkTSig, jointly generated by all servers via FTSig: whenever servers
agree on a new status of the contract evaluation in FIdent, this agreement can
be settled in XLock with a threshold signature jointly generated via global func-
tionality FTSig. XCollateral is parameterized by cnLock and is activated each time
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FClock progresses: it obtains collateral from all participating servers. It observes
any recorded cheating servers J stored in the state of contract instance cnLock

and enforces penalties accordingly.

Client enrollment. Clients interact with XLock to enroll a confidential coin it
controls to the contract evaluation, and send both the coin commitment opening
and numerical input x to an instance of FIdent. Enrolled coins are removed from
the confidential ledger LConf maintained by X CLedger and moved to a dedicated
ledger LLock for funds committed to a pending MPC computation in FIdent.

Clients must also commit to a output mask during enrollment, which enables
the subsequent redistribution of confidential coins without client interaction in
the output phase of the contract evaluation. Here each client with confidential
coin input c and numerical input x performs the following:
- Samples ŷ←$F as a numerical output mask and sends to FIdent.
- Samples ŵ←$F|T|, ŝ←$F, and computes mask commitment ĉ← com(ŵ, ŝ).
- Sends mask commitment ĉ to XLock on FLedger.
- Sends mask commitment openings (ŵ, ŝ) of ĉ to FIdent.
Here clients can also give any auxiliary input, x, needed for the privacy preserving
smart contract computation.

Client

XLock FIdent

Server

c (v̄′, r̄′)

c
?
= com(v̄′,r̄′)

(v̄′(i),r̄′(i))c

Input verification. Upon enrollment of clients,
servers must verify that the confidential coin c
and mask commitment ĉ sent to XLock are con-
sistent with their respective openings (v̄, r̄) and
(v̂, r̂) sent to FIdent during enrollment. For sim-
plicity of presentation, we illustrate the batched
input verification of input confidential coins and
their openings assuming a token universe size of
|T| = 1, such that c = gv̄hr̄. Input verification for output masks ĉ and their
openings submitted to FIdent follow similarly.

Each server obtains both confidential coin c from XLock and additive shares
of submitted openings thereof from FIdent, namely (v̄′ (i), r̄′ (i)). We write v̄′ (i) =
(v̄+ε)(i) and similarly for r̄′ (i), where the ε denotes the error or discrepancy that
the adversary can introduce to v̄. We employ a standard technique of evaluating
a random linear combination over client inputs to verify consistency.

1. Servers jointly sample γ, α, β←$F and open γ.

2. Each server locally computes the following on the inputs from m clients.

- v̄
′(i)
lin = α(i) + γ v̄

′(i)
1 + ... + γm v̄

′(i)
m and r

′(i)
lin = β(i) + γ r

′(i)
1 + ... + γm r

′(i)
m

- Subsequently, it sends v̄
′(i)
lin and v̄

′(i)
lin to all other servers.

3. Each server locally reconstructs v̄′lin =
∏
i∈[n] v̄

′(i)
lin and r′lin =

∏
i∈[n] r

′(i)
lin

4. Servers locally verify:
∏
i∈[n] g

α(i)

hβ
(i) ∏

j∈[m] c
γj

j
?
= gv̄

′
linhr

′
lin

Note that v̄
′ (i)
lin and r

′ (i)
lin are shares held by servers and do not reveal the values

of user inputs. We write v̄′lin = α+γ (v̄1 +εv̄1)+ ... +γm (v̄m+εv̄m) and similarly
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for r′lin to expose ε’s introduced by the adversary. If ε values are committed to
by the adversary before α, β, γ are sampled, we can interpret v̄′lin − v̄lin = 0 and
r′lin−rlin = 0 as m - degree polynomials with coefficients chosen by the adversary
that are later evaluated at some random coordinate γ: since verification step
(4) implies exactly these assertions, the probability for an undetected non-zero
error is therefore m/|G|, where m is the number of polynomial roots, by the
Schwartz-Zippel Lemma.

Execute. Servers call the Evaluate interface on FIdent to evaluate circuit g
with input gates set to client inputs.

([x1 ], [ ŷ1 ], [ v̄1 ], [ r1 ], [ ŵ1 ], [ ŝ1 ]), ..., ([xm ], [ ŷm ], [ v̄m ], [ rm ], [ ŵm ], [ ŝm ])

Upon secure evaluation, outputs in form of numerical values and balances are
written to the output gates of g:

(
([ y1 ], [ w̄1 ]), ..., ([ ym ], [ w̄m ])

)
. Before masking

these for opening, the servers then perform a confidential consistency check to
ensure the preservation of tokens as shown in Equation (2).

Masked output values are obtained by applying the masking values input
by users, [ y′j ] = [ yj ] + [ ŷj ] and similarly for balances, [ w̄′j ] = [ w̄j ] + [ ŵj ]
and generating a joint signature σvkTSig

(evaled) via FTSig, that is sent to XLock

on FLedger. Upon verification, the XLock contract updates the state of protocol
execution, reflecting completion of the Execute phase.

Open. Servers run Optimistic Reveal in FIdent to open masked numerical
outputs and balances

(
(y′1, w̄

′
1), ..., (y′m, w̄

′
m)
)
. Should all servers agree on the

successful completion of the contract evaluation, they jointly sign all masked
outputs and send these to XLock (on FLedger), which then computes the unmasked
confidential coins for clients with the newly computed distribution as follows.
Given the masked output balance w̄′ from FIdent and the coin mask ĉ sampled
by a client in Enroll, contract XLock computes

(a) The masked confidential coin: cout ′ ← gw̄′
h0

(b) The unmasked confidential coin: cout ← cout ′ · ĉ−1

We rewrite (b) as cout = gw̄′−ŵh−ŝ = com(w̄,−ŝ) to expose the unmasking of
the output coin without any knowledge of the final balance. XLock subsequently
stores unmasked output coin cout in the confidential ledger in XCLedger, thereby
settling the output balance distribution read from output gates of contract circuit
g. Should XLock successfully verify the signed outputs, XCollateral will infer from
the state of XLock the completion of a successful round and return the deposited
collateral to the servers.

Withdraw. Upon a successful Open, the output of the confidential contract
evaluation has completed. Each client can obtain their masked output (y′, w̄′)
from XLock and newly minted cout from XCLedger anytime following a successful ex-
ecution of a contract evaluation. Let ŷ and (ŵ, ŝ) be the output masks generated
by the client in Enroll. The withdrawing client obtains

(a) The numerical output: y ← y′ − ŷ
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(b) The opening of the output coin: (w̄, s)← (w̄′ − ŵ,−ŝ)
Thus, their the tokens are still confidential and that clients can transfer or redeem
these using ΠCLedger in Fig. 10.

Abort. If the protocol aborts prior to the completion of the Execute phase,
client funds are simply returned by XLock and collateral deposited to XCollateral

is returned. If servers have agreed upon the completion of Execute, honest
servers can interact with FIdent to either (a) obtain shares that are verifiable and
enable reconstruction of the output or (b) identify cheating servers (Figure 7).
Thus, XLock as a registered public verifier, can identify cheating servers by either
verifying shares with FIdent, or obtaining the identities of servers J that refuse
to participate in revealing their shares and allowing their verification. Cheating
servers lose their collateral held by XCollateral which is redistributed to clients.

We present the full protocol ΠCContract which GUC-realizes FCContract in Ap-
pendix D.2 and prove the following statement.

Theorem 2. ΠCContract[ΠCLedger] realizes FCContract[FCLedger] in the FClock, FIdent,
FLedger, FNIZK, FSetup, FSig, FTSig-hybrid model against any PPT-adversary cor-
rupting at most n− 1 of the n servers P statically and any minority of Q.

4 Efficiency

We note that since previous works focus on using zero knowledge proofs and
a trusted contract manager, we refrain from directly comparing our efficiency
to their works. The closest previous works to ours is the Hawk family [44,4,5].
Unfortunately neither of the works provide an efficiency analysis, making it
hard to provide a meaningful comparison. However, we note they all require
computation of cryptographic primitives (commitments and ZKPs) in MPC.
Thus requiring strictly more MPC computation, along with a larger (and hence)
slower field of computation, as this field is needed to facilitate computational
security of the cryptographic primitives they compute in MPC. In the following
analysis, we assume Bulletproofs for range proofs and standard Fiat-Shamir
Schnorr proofs of knowledge of exponents using elliptic curves. Although neither
of these are UC-secure since knowledge extraction requires rewinding, there is
evidence [34] that these techniques can be made non-malleable in the algebraic
group model. Hence, for the purpose of efficiency we believe it is reasonable to
forgo the formal UC security in this section. We use BLS threshold signatures
and for simplicity we assume the size of the group used for BLS and commitments
is the same, although it will in practice be slightly larger for BLS.

We outline the amount of heavy computations needed for our core protocol
in Table 2, except what is needed by the underlying MPC computation com-
puting the contract circuit g, reflecting the privacy preserving smart contract
CContract. Concretely we count the amount of group exponentiations when as-
suming that the Pedersen commitments are realized using elliptic curves, along
with pairings assuming BLS [14] has been used for realizing distributed sig-
natures. The table only contains the complexity of executing one instance of
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Init Execution Abort

User exp 2 2 0

Server exp 2 + 2(n− 1) 6|C|+ 2 0

pair 0 n− 1 0

mult 0 z|C| 0

SC comp. exp 0 2|C|z |C|
pair 0 2 0

SC call space #G elem. 3 |C|z O(n|C|z)
Comm. #G elem. O(n) O(n2 · z · |C|) O(n2 · z · |C|)

Table 2: Complexity of our protocol when executing one CContract, excluding the
computation of contract circuit g in MPC. We assume |C|z > s for statistical security
parameter s, where z is the amount of input/output for each client in the set of clients
C, including the hidden token amount. n = |P| is the amount of servers and mult
denotes the number of multiplications in MPC.

CContract, but we note that execution of multiple contracts is slightly sublin-
ear in the complexity of a single execution. The Abort column illustrates the
additional overhead associated with a cheating party.

Mint ConfTransfer Redeem

User 4 O(log(v̄max) · log(log(v̄max))) 3

SC comp. 3 O(log(v̄max)) 3

SC space 3 2 log(v̄max) + 10 4

Table 3: Complexity of CLedger in group exponentiation and amount of group elements
stored, when v̄max is the maximum amount of allowed tokens (Recall |C| · v̄max < |G|).

When it comes to our confidential token layer, we outline the complexity in
Table 3. We note that the constant in the complexity of Confidential Transfer
reflects two range proofs over log(|G|/2), under the assumption that BulletProofs
are used [17]. Although if the domain of the token amounts is further limited
from G to v̄max < |G|/|C| then they can be reduced to range proofs of [0; v̄max−1]
and thus complexity O(v̄max · log(v̄max)).

In both tables the amount of smart contract space is only what needs to be
submitted. The persistent space use needed is only 3+3|C| group elements, if we
assume that the storage used when posting to XLock in evaluate and open gets
overwritten the next time the servers call these methods.

The round complexity for all steps of both the confidential token layer pro-
tocols and our core protocol is constant, assuming g has constant multiplicative
depth. Otherwise, the computation of g dominates the round complexity.
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A Extended related work

Privacy preserving transactions. The notion of confidential tokens was first
proposed by Maxwell in [50], and subsequently formalized in [55]. Here, balances
are concealed in additively homomorophic Pedersen commitments [54]. A valid
transfer consumes and produces new commitments and is accompanied by a non-
interactive range-proof [17] that each newly coin balance is below a threshold
preventing the minting of tokens. Thus, if input and output commitments sum
up, the ledger can verify that the coin supply was preserved. ZCash [10] breaks
any relation between spent and newly minted tokens with general zkSNARK’s
proving both balance ranges and that confidential input coins have not previ-
ously been spent. Subsequent works [19] have improved on the complexity of
NIZK’s required. Zether [16] proposes a scheme which can be implemented on
any public ledger with EVM-like smart contract machine, encrypting user bal-
ances with additive Elgamal encryption: importantly, for smaller balance ranges,
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this scheme permits the receiver to obtain the opening of privately received coins
by brute-forcing an discrete-logarithm. Thus, unlike in other schemes, a sender
does not need forward the private coin opening to the receiver. A weaker notion
of privacy is achieved by Monero [57,52], which offers k-anonymity for senders.

Privacy preserving smart contracts. Hawk [44] introduces a general notion
of smart contract evaluation over private individual inputs resulting in private
individual outputs. The contract is evaluated over private numerical and private
financial values, and is settled on a confidential ledger. Correctness and privacy
is archived through the use of non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs. Thus, each
party learns nothing about the inputs or outputs of other parties, other than
what is implied by its own numerical and financial output. Although the notion
of privacy here is limited to ledger and inter-party privacy, as a trusted third
party is still required to carry out the private computation. This is quite dif-
ferent from what we normally consider private in the cryptographic community.
Hence continuous research has been carried out, trying to remove this trusted
third party, although it seems to require expensive, general non-interactive-zero-
knowledge (NIZK) proofs to be computed inside the MPC function evaluation to
permit private settlement on a confidential ledger. A recent line of work has by
Banerjee et al. [4,5] contributes concrete efficiency improvements in realizing the
private smart contract notion of Hawk by distributing the trusted party using
MPC and by reducing the complexity of NIZK’s which are computed inside the
MPC. Recently, Kanjalkar et al. [39] present an optimized ZK protocol to be
proven inside MPC.

Zexe [15] extends the ZCash model of private transactions with a private,
state-less contract model. Bitcoin Script-like contracts are hidden, as are con-
tract inputs, enabling limited contracting functionality with privacy. Further-
more, Zexe requires the execution of a trusted setup phase for each application.
However, this need was removed in the follow-up VeriZexe [63].

A notion of smart contracts with data privacy is proposed in zkay [61]. Here,
private data is encrypted on the blockchain, and NIZKs are used to prove that
any modifications are done correctly. Follow-up work, Zeestar [60] uses additively
homomorphic encryption to allow for limited private computation on data from
multiple owners, without them having to share their private data with each
other. SmartFHE [59] on the other hand uses FHE and NIZKPs construct a
blockchain with support for privacy preserving transactions and general privacy
preserving smart contracts. Their idea is to have each user setup an FHE scheme
associated with their account. Every time they use the tokens in their account,
they use the FHE scheme to perform the needed computation on their tokens and
any auxiliary input and prove in zero-knowledge this was done correctly, before
posting everything to the blockchain, for verification by a miner. Unfortunately
this is rather inefficient, as simply validating a private transactions takes a miner
more than 9 seconds. Furthermore, to compute fully private smart contracts with
inputs from multiple parties they are required to expand their encrypted input
to be encrypted under all public keys of the clients giving input to the smart
contract. Thus requiring online interaction between all the clients with relevant
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data to the computation. Furthermore, in general this line of work does not
explicitly provide privacy between contract participants, as a party which holds
the encryption key can trivially observe the contract evaluation in the clear.

Fair MPC with public ledgers. We describe two closely related lines of
work that integrate MPC protocols with a ledger functionality to achieve (1)
fair MPC protocols, which identify and penalize cheating parties and (2) private
smart contracts executed inside a MPC instance which finalize the confidential
outcome on the ledger.

The first works to utilize the Bitcoin ledger to achieve fairness in lottery
games was introduced in [1,2], where cheating parties can abort upon learning
the output first but incur a financial penalty without requiring a trusted party
to arbitrate. This notion of output fairness was generalized to any secure func-
tion evaluation by Bentov et al. [12] and to the reactive setting [46]. Subsequent
works improve the efficiency of output fairness [45,47,13,11,31], culminating in
Insured MPC [7], which formulates a UC-secure MPC functionality with identi-
fiable aborts. Another line of work [43,25] focuses on stronger notions of fairness,
identifying aborting parties’ prior to the output phase.

P2DEX. At ANCS 2021 Baum et al. [9] introduced P2DEX, which extends In-
sured MPC [7] by allowing for cross-chain communication and privacy preserving
smart contract computation. Although their privacy preservation only involves
auxiliary input, and not the token amounts. Their idea is to first have user send
the tokens to a burner address, generated in a distributed manner by a set of
servers. These servers then run an Insured MPC protocol which computes a pri-
vate smart contract based on auxiliary input privately given by the users. Based
on the result, appropriate amount of tokens can be transferred from the burner
addresses to the users by having the servers threshold sign these transactions.
The authors use this to make a system for decentralized cross-chain exchange,
preventing both miner and operator front-running.

B Extended preliminaries

A model of smart contracts. FLedger parses authenticated messages which
can authorize the deployment and activation of smart contracts, each modelled
with a state transition function encoded as an arithmetic circuit T of maximum
depth dT , thereby enforcing a notion of bounded termination. Each contract
maintains a public state fragment γ ∈ {0, 1}∗ that is updated by circuit T upon
the evaluation of each authenticated CallContract message. Each contract
also maintains a balance w̄ of T. We sketch the evaluation of a smart contract
call with parameters cn, fn, x, v̄ authorized by signature verification key vk:

- Contract identifier cn selects the contract instance for evaluation.

- Function selector fn is an input that identifies the contract interface being
evaluated, facilitating the logical separation of contract descriptions.
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- Input string x ∈ {0, 1}∗ denotes parameters input to circuit T : it is logically
evaluated by the contract interface selected by fn.

- Token balance v̄ is provided to the contract call and is subtracted from the
ledger entry associated with verification key vk.

The circuit T associated with contract instance cn is then evaluated on input
(ν | γ | w̄ | cn, fn, x, v̄, vk), where ν denotes FClock round at the time of the call,
and γ denotes the contract state stored by FLedger. Upon completed evaluation
of T , FLedger reads the encoding of a state transition L|γ|w̄ →ts L′|γ′|w̄′ from
the output gates of evaluated T , thereby updating ledger, contract state and
contract balance. Here, FLedger asserts token supplies over T are preserved and
that non-calling account balances cannot decrease from applying update ts.

We note the presence of call-back gates permitted in contract circuits de-
ployed to FLedger, related to a UC-modelling technicality described in more detail
in Appendix C.1. Concretely, these gates permit the UC functionality FLedger to
forward verification calls to hybrid functionalities FIdent and FRNIZK via an honest
majority committee Q. Thus, in the hybrid FIdent, FRNIZK-setting, the simulator
maintains the ability to equivocate and efficiently extract inputs from dishonest
parties.

Pedersen commitments. Let g, h denote random generators of G such
that nobody knows the discrete logarithm of h base g, i.e., a value w such
that gw = h. The Pedersen commitment scheme [54] to an s ∈ Zp is ob-
tained by sampling t←$Zp and computing com(s, t) = gsht. Hence, the com-
mitment com(s, t) is a value uniformly distributed in G and opening the com-
mitment requires to reveal the values of s and t. The Pedersen commitments
are additively homomorphic, i.e., starting from the commitment to s1 ∈ Zp
and s2 ∈ Zp, it is possible to compute a commitment to s1 + s2 ∈ Zp, i.e.,
com(s1, t1) ◦ com(s2, t2) = com(s+ 1 + s2, t1 + t2).

(Global) Universal Composability. In this work, the (Global) Universal
Composability or (G)UC framework [21,23] is used to analyze security. Due to
space constraints, we refer interested readers to the aforementioned works for
more details. We generally use F to denote an ideal functionality and Π for a
protocol. We implicitly assume private and authenticated channel between each
pair of parties.

Several functionalities in this work allow public verifiability. Following Badertscher
et al. [3] we dynamically allow the construction of a set of verifiers V through
register and de-register commands. The adversary, S will always be allowed to
obtain the list of registered verifiers. Concretely we implicitly assume all func-
tionalities with public verifiability include the following interfaces (which are
omitted in the concrete boxes for simplicity):

Register: Upon receiving (Register, sid) from some verifier Vi, set V ← V∪Vi
and return (Registered, sid,Vi) to Vi.
Deregister: Upon receiving (Deregister,sid) from some verifier Vi, set V = V\Vi
and return (Deregistered, sid,Vi) to Vi.
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Is Registered: Upon receiving (Is-Registered, sid) from Vi, return
(Is-Registered, sid, b) to Vi, where b = 1 if Vi ∈ V and b = 0 otherwise.

Get Registered: Upon receiving (Get-Registered, sid) from the ideal ad-
versary S, the functionality returns (Get-Registered, sid,V) to S. The above
instructions can also be used by other functionalities to register as a verifier of
a publicly verifiable functionality.

Global clock. As some parts of our work are inherently synchronous, we model
rounds using a global clock functionality FClock as in [3,40,43]. In Fig. 3 we show
the global UC clock functionality, FClock, we need, taken verbatim from the work
of Baum et al. [9]. We note that in the real execution all parties will send messages
to, and receive them, from FClock. Whereas in the simulated case only the ideal
functionality, other global functionalities as well as the corrupted parties will
do so. Throughout this work, we will write “update FClock” as a short-hand for
“send (Update, sid) to FClock”.

Functionality FClock

FClock is parameterized by a variable ν, sets P,F of parties and functionalities re-
spectively. It keeps a Boolean variable dJ for each J ∈ P ∪F , a counter ν as well as
an additional variable u. All dJ , ν and u are initialized as 0.

Clock update: Upon receiving a message (Update) from J ∈ P ∪ F :
1. Set dJ = 1.
2. If dF = 1 for all F ∈ F and dP = 1 for all honest P ∈ P, then set u← 1 if it is 0.

Clock read: Upon receiving a message (Read) from any entity:
1. If u = 1 then first send (Tick, sid) to S. Next set ν ← ν + 1, reset dJ to 0 for all

J ∈ P ∪ F and reset u to 0.
2. Answer the entity with (Read, ν).

Fig. 3: Global UC functionality FClock for the clock.

Signatures. We will implicitly assume access to a global digital signature
ideal functionality FSig as defined in [22] (where it is also shown any EUF-
CMA signature scheme realizes it), which is used for signing transactions to a
ledger. We also use a global UC secure threshold signature scheme which offers
identifiable abort. We denote this functionality FTSig and define it in Fig. 4
(which is taken verbatim from the work of Baum et al. [9]). The functionality
allows a set of n parties to collaboratively sign a message m, and allows the
adversary to corrupt up to n− 1 parties without being able to forge signatures.
That is, we assume the full-threshold setting. Thus its behaviour matches that of
FSig, although it additionally allows S to choose the string of shares that later get
combined into a signature. Although under the constraint that S has to choose
both the signature shares and the actual signature, σ, together. Although this
allows S to always make a valid signature, it is never allowed to make an invalid
signature in an honest execution of Share Generation. Based on the signature
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shares, the parties can learn σ from Share Combination, although if parties
have been cheating in Shares Generation they will be exposed during Share
Combination. We observe that the choice of shares binds S to a certain set of
dishonest parties. Note that by assuming both FSig and FTSig to be global UC
functionalities, it allows other UC functionalities, both local and global, to verify
signatures on them. This becomes essential to allow interaction with our, global,
ledger functionalities.

Functionality FTSig

FTSig is parameterized with an ideal adversary S, a set of signers P and functionalities
F , a verifiers V (which automatically contains P and F) and a set of corrupted signers
I ⊂ P. FTSig has two internal lists Sh and Sig.

Key Generation: Upon receiving a message (keygen) from each Pi ∈ P or
a functionality Fj ∈ F hand (keygen) to the adversary S. Upon receiv-
ing (verificationkey)vk from S, if (·, vk) was not recorded yet then output
(verificationkey)vk to each Pi ∈ P (or to Fj), and record the pair (P, vk).
If vk was recorded before then output (Abort) to S and stop.

Share Generation: Upon receiving a message (sign)m, vk from all honest par-
ties or a functionality Fj ∈ F send (sign)m to S. Upon receiving
(signature)m, ρ, σ, J, f from S, verify that

– no entry (m, ρ, J ′, vk′) with J ′ 6= J is recorded in Sh, and
– no entry (m,σ, vk, 0) is recorded in Sig if J = ∅.

If either is, then output an error message to S and halt. Else, let f ′ = 1 if J = ∅
and f ′ = f otherwise, record the entry (m, ρ, J, vk) in Sh, (m,σ, vk, f ′) in Sig

and return (shares)m, ρ.
Share Combination: Upon receiving a message (combine)m, ρ, vk from any party

in P or functionality Fj ∈ F , find (m, ρ, J, vk) in Sh and (m,σ, vk, b) in Sig. If
J 6= ∅ then return (Failure)J . If J = ∅ return (combined)m,σ, vk. If no entry
could be found in Sh and Sig then return (Not−Generated).

Signature Verification: Upon receiving a message (verify)m,σ, vk′ from some
entity in V, hand (verify)m,σ, vk′ to S. Upon receiving (verified)m,φ from S
do:

1. If vk′ = vk and (m,σ, vk, 1) ∈ Sig, then set f = 1.
2. Else, if vk′ = vk and (m,σ′, vk, 1) 6∈ Sig for any σ′, then set f = 0 and record

the entry (m,σ, vk, 0) in Sig.
3. Else, if there is an entry (m,σ, vk′, f ′) ∈ Sig recorded, then let f = f ′.
4. Else, let f = φ and record the entry (m,σ, vk′, φ) in Sig.

Return (verified)m, f .

Fig. 4: Global UC functionality FTSig for Threshold Signatures.

Non-interactive zero-knowledge. We us non-interactive zero-knowledge
arguments of knowledge, allowing any party to construct a proof that can later
be validated by any verifier. We model this in the same way as done by Groth et
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al. [36] and formally define the functionality FNIZK for this in Fig. 5 in Sec. B.
The functionality FNIZK allows any party to prove in zero knowledge that they
know a witness w for a public statement x such that (x,w) ∈ R for a NP relation
R.

Functionality FRNIZK

FNIZK interacts with parties P = {P1, ..., Pn} and simulator S and is parameterized
with relation R.

Proof: On input (Prove, sid, x, w) from party P , ignore if (x,w) 6∈ R. Send
(Prove, x) to S and wait for answer (Proof, π). Upon receiving the answer store
(x, π) and send (Proof, sid, π) to P .

Verification: On input (Verify, sid, x, π) from V, check whether (x, π) is stored. If
not send (verify, x, π) to S and wait for an answer (Witness, w). Upon receiving
the answer, check whether (x,w) ∈ R and in that case, store (x, π). If (x, π) has been
stored, return (Verification, sid, 1) to V, else return (Verification, sid, 0).

Fig. 5: UC functionality FNIZK for Non-interactive Zero-Knowledge

MPC. Secure Multi-Party Computation (MPC) allows a set of mutually dis-
trusting P = {P1, . . . , Pn} to compute any efficiently commutable function
f(x1, . . . , xn) = (y1, . . . , yn) where each party Pi supplied private input xi and
received private output yi. MPC guarantees that the only thing known to party
Pi after the computation is xi and yi. Multiple security and computational mod-
els exist for this, but in this paper we will assume the arithmetic black box model,
where computation is a directed acyclic graph of arithmetic operations over a
finite field F, where |F| = p ≥ 2s. We assume the UC-security against a static,
active/malicious adversary, who can corrupt up to n − 1 parties and who may
cause an abort at any point in the computation. We assume an MPC scheme,
which is reactive, meaning that it is possible to compute f(·) ,and depending on
the output, compute some other function f ′(·) on the same input as f(·). This
model can for example be realized by the SPDZ protocol [30]. For simplicity we
will assume the bracket-notation, where the function to be computed is specified
by arithmetic operations on hidden variables. Concretely we assume [·] expresses
a value hidden in MPC and on which arithmetic computations can be carried
out. I.e. [x] · [y] + [z], expresses the computation x · y + z of values x, y, z ∈ F.

Outsourced MPC. Typically MPC in the setting we need require a non-
constant amount of rounds of communication between all pairs of parties (de-
pended on the function to compute). If we have many parties supplying input this
can become prohibitively expensive. For this reason we introduce another model
of MPC known as outsourced MPC. Jakobsen et al. [37] shows how to use infor-
mation theoretic operation in conjunction with any MPC scheme as described
above, to allow a large set of clients C = {C1, . . . , Cm} to supply private input
to an MPC computation, executed by a small set of servers P = {P1, . . . , Pn},
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and receive private output. Crucially the clients only need to execute a few
lightweight operations, bounded by their amount of inputs and outputs, and
only need to communicate with the servers in a constant amount of rounds.

Insured MPC. It has been shown [26] that it is impossible to achieve fair-
ness in MPC when more than n/2 of the parties are corrupted. By fairness we
mean that if one party learns their output of the computation, so does the rest
of the parties. This is a problem since the party learning the output may be
malicious and thus maybe abort the protocol based on what they learned. Baum
et al. [7] show how to incentivize the completion of an MPC protocol, in a pub-
lic verifiable manner, through financial incentives enforced on a public ledger.
Specifically they showed this is possible to do, based on any MPC scheme fitting
the model discussed above. We combine this incentivized notion of MPC with
the outsourced notion of MPC in the functionality FIdent. Concretely this spec-
ifies an out-sourced MPC functionality where clients C = {C1, . . . , Cm} supply
private input that is computed on in MPC by the servers P = {P1, . . . , Pn} and
where the output of the computation is verifiably shared between the servers in
such a manner that the shares can verified by an external verifier V after the
completion of the protocol to identify any potential malicious behaviour. We
refer to appendix B.1 for a detailed description of FIdent and its interaction with
servers and clients.

B.1 Publicly Verifiable MPC Functionality FIdent

We adopt FIdent from [7,9] but include the following extensions to its interface.
Firstly, when realizing FIdent with a reactive MPC scheme such as [30,29], we
can amend FIdent with a reactive interface as in FOnline from [29], exposing arith-
metic operations over secret values, each identified with a unique vid , which are
selectively input or output to the parties.

In addition to a reactive interface, we permit clients to securely input values
to FIdent. This is realized with the secure client input protocol from [37], which
permits MPC servers to verify the linear MAC of the client input inside a reactive
MPC instance. We wrap this secure client input protocol inside FIdent (as in the
security proof of [37]) to obtain an input interface which can be called by clients.

Theorem 3. Functionality FIdent (in Figure 6) can be realized by a reactive
secure computation scheme permitting linear operations for free and the secure
client input protocol from [37].

Proof. (Proof sketch) The original, non-interactive FIdent functionality from [7]
can be extended with a reactive interface when realized with a reactive MPC
scheme [30,29] with minor adaptations of the UC-proof in [7]. The secure client
input protocol of [37] is information-theoretically secure, and can be instantiated
with any MPC scheme with free linear operations, including [30,29], thereby
realizing reactive and client input interfaces of FIdent in Figure 6.
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Functionality FIdent

For each session, FIdent interacts with servers P = {P1, . . . ,Pn}, clients C =
{C1, . . . , Cm} and also provides an interface to register external verifiers V. S provides
a set IP ⊂ [n] of corrupt parties and IC ⊆ [m] of corrupt clients. FIdent only interacts
with P, C,V and Sa of the respective session sid.

Init: Upon first (Init, sid) by all parties in P set rev, ver, ref← ∅.
Input: Upon first (Input, sid, x) by Cj , forward (Input, sid, Cj) to S. If S continues,
FIdent samples vid , stores (vid , x) and returns (Input, sid, Cj , vid ) to all P.

Evaluate: Upon first (Eval, sid, g, vid 1, ..., vid p) by all parties P, if (vid 1, ..., vid p)
have been stored internally:
1. Compute xp+1, ..., xp+q ← g(x1, ..., xp), sample vid p+1, ..., vid p+q.
2. Store (vid p+1, xp+1), ..., (vid p+q, xp+q), return (vid p+1, ..., vid p+q) to all parties.

Get Shares: Upon first (GetShare, sid, vid ) by Pi ∈ P and if (vid , x) is stored:

1. For Pi ∈ IP , let S provide s
(i)
vid ∈ F. For Pi ∈ IP , let s

(i)
vid

$← F s.t. x =
∑
i∈[n] s

(i)
vid .

2. Return (Share, sid, vid , s
(i)
vid ) to Pi.

Open with identifiable abort: All interfaces below are specific to a (vid , ·).
Share: Upon first (Share, sid, vid ) by Pi ∈ P and if (vid , x) is stored, sample
shares as in Get Shares if not previously done and and store locally.

Optimistic Reveal: Upon (Optimist-Open, sid, vid ) by each honest Pi and if
Share for (vid , x) was run, then send (Output, sid, vid , x) to S. If S continues,
send (Output, sid, vid , x) to each honest Pi, otherwise send (Output, sid, vid ,⊥).

Reveal: Upon (Reveal, sid, vid ) by Pi, if i 6∈ rev[vid ] send (vid , i, s
(i)
vid ) to S.

1. If S continues, set rev[vid ]← rev[vid ] ∪ {i}, send (Reveal, sid, i, s
(i)
vid ) to all P.

2. Else if S sends (Reveal-Not-Ok, sid, vid , i, J) with J ⊆ IP , J 6= ∅,
send (Reveal-Fail, sid, vid , i) to all P and set ref[vid ]← ref[vid ] ∪ J .

Test Reveal: Upon (Test-Reveal, sid, vid ) from a party in P ∪ V
1. If ref[vid ] 6= ∅, return (Reveal-Fail, sid, vid , ref[vid ])
2. Otherwise return (Reveal-Fail, sid, vid , [n] \ rev[vid ]).

Allow Verify: Upon (Start-Verify, sid, vid , i) from party Pi ∈ P set ver[vid ]←
ver[vid ] ∪ {i}. If ver[vid ] = [n] then deactivate all interfaces for vid except Test
Reveal and Verify.

Verify: Upon (Verify, sid, vid , z(1), . . . , z(n)) by Vi ∈ V with z(j) ∈ F:
1. If ver[vid ] 6= [n] then return (Verify-Fail, sid, vid , [n] \ ver[vid ]).
2. Else if ver[vid ] = [n] and rev[vid ] 6= [n], send to Vi what Test Reveal sends.

3. Else set ws← {j ∈ [n] | z(j) 6= s
(j)
vid } and return (Open-Fail, sid, vid , ws).

a Throughout Init, Input, Evaluate and (Get) Share, S can at any point abort,
upon which FIdent:rct sends (Abort,⊥) to all parties and terminates.

Fig. 6: UC functionality FIdent for reactive MPC with Publicly Verifiable Output.

Identifiable aborts during the output phase. We provide an overview of
the execution of a generic protocol π in the FIdent-hybrid setting, where π can
either obtain the output of an MPC secure evaluation on private client inputs
performed by an FIdent instance, or identify cheating parties.
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Fig. 7: Output phase of FIdent with verifiable output.

Following the secure evaluation on the client inputs, honest parties of π per-
form the following. Upon sending Optimistic Reveal to Fident, honest parties
will either (2a) obtain the output y = (y1, ..., ym), where yi denotes the out-
put for client Ci ∈ C, or (2b) only the adversary obtains y. In either state
(2a)/(2b), the honest parties of π can always reach a state of FIdent via Reveal
and Allow Verify, in which either (4a) shares s(i) for each server Pi ∈ P are
received by all parties, that are verifiable by by V and from which y =

∑
i∈[n] s

(i)

can be reconstructed, or (3b)/(4b) the verifier V can identify cheating servers.
The interfaces of FIdent exposed to the public verifier V are central to the

arbitration of an abort in protocol π. Here, a smart contract playing the role
of public verifier V can identify the set of cheating servers therefore enforce a
financial penalty agreed upon prior to the adversary learning y.

C Ledger Functionalities

C.1 Public ledger functionality

In Figure 8 we describe the ideal functionality FLedger. It reflects a general public
ledger, with the support for transfers of tokens through signatures, along with
Turing complete smart contracts, modeled as arithmetic circuits over F. It re-
quires access to the global UC functionalities of FClock, for a notion of rounds,
and F(T)Sig for signature validation.

Beyond its authenticated bulletin board functionality, on which it is based,
FLedger parses all the newly received, signed messages and updates its public
state accordingly on the first activation of each FClock round. In addition to
authenticated messages, we define its public state to include a public ledger over
a default token universe, maintaining balances associated with each signature
verification key observed in the authenticated message list. Furthermore, FLedger

will maintain public state of smart contracts instances, each deployed with a
transition function encoded as arithmetic circuits.

Interaction with UC functionalities. We permit smart contracts deployed
to FLedger to pass messages to external UC functionalities. This is required in or-
der for a smart contract instance to evaluate the verification of proofs generated
by a FRNIZK instance or shares output by FIdent. Interaction in the GUC model
is permitted for global functionality FLedger and other global UC functionalities,
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Functionality FLedger

FLedger interacts with global functionalities FClock, FSig, FTSig. It is parameterized by
a token universe T = {τ0, ..., τt} and maintains public ledger state L : {0, 1}∗ → Z|T|,
public contract states Γ : Z → {0, 1}∗ and a contract counter ctr ∈ Z. FLedger has
an initially empty list M of messages posted to the authenticated bulletin board.
Further, it interacts with committee parties Q = {Q1, ..., Qq}.
Upon each activation FLedger first sends a message (Read, sid) to FClock. If ν has
changed since the last call to FClock, then it parses all messages in M′ ←M\Mread

in listed order as follows:

Init: Upon parsing ((Init, sid,Linit), vk) ∈ M′, set L ← Linit, deactivate the parsing
of Init messages and activate parsing of Transfer,Deploy,Call messages.

Transfer: Upon parsing ((Transfer, sid, v̄, vkrcv), vk) ∈ M′, assert L[vk] ≥ v̄. Set
L[vkrcv]← L[vkrcv] + v̄ and L[vk]← L[vk]− v̄.

Deploy Contract: Upon parsing ((Deploy, sid, γ, T ), vk) ∈M′, parse initial state
γ ∈ {0, 1}∗ and T as an arithmetic circuit over F of maximum depth dT . Update
Γ ← Γ ∪ {(cn = ctr, (γ, 0̄, T ))} and contract id counter ctr← ctr + 1.

Call Contract: Upon parsing ((Call, sid, (cn, fn, x, v̄)), vk) ∈M′, assert L[vk] ≥ v̄.
Read FClock round ν, obtain contract state, balances and circuit (γ, w̄, T ) ← Γ [cn]
and evaluate circuit T on inputs (ν | γ | w̄ | cn, fn, x, v̄ | vk), which outputs an encoding
of a state transition ts, L | γ | w̄→ts L′ | γ′ | w̄′, updating ledger, contract state and
balance.
1. T is permitted “callback” gates which specify:

a. Fragments of state L | Γ to read during evaluation of T .
b. External functionality F and message m to send:

- Forward (ExtCall, sid,F,m) to all Q who output this forwarded message.
- Upon (CallBack, sid, ret) from each Q, write replies to call-back gate;

the majority response from Q is read by the circuit upon continuation.
2. On completed evaluation of T , assert:

a. Preservation of tokens: w̄ +
∑

vk∈dom(L) L[vk] = w̄′ +
∑

vk∈dom(L) L′[vk]

b. No outflow from non-calling accts: ∀vk′ ∈ dom(L), vk′ 6= vk : L′[vk′] ≥ L[vk′].
3. Set L ← L′ and Γ [cn]← (γ′, w̄′, T ).

After parsing M′, it sets Mread ←M and sends (Update, sid) to FClock.

Post: Upon receiving (Post, sid,m, vk, σ) from some entity contact the instance of
FSig or FTSig belonging to vk. If σ verifies for m and vk then send (Post, sid,m, vk, σ)
to S and append (m, vk) to the list M.

Read: Upon receiving (Read, sid) from some entity, return M.

Fig. 8: Functionality FLedger for Public Ledger and Smart Contracts.

such as FClock. However, lifting the model of FIdent or FRNIZK to global functional-
ities greatly complicates the definition of any functionality realized in the FIdent,
FRNIZK-hybrid setting, as the simulator can no longer equivocate outputs from
FIdent without simulating its internal state as a hybrid functionality, and extrac-
tion of a global FRNIZK would imply a realization by less efficient constructions.
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Although we do not model consensus details with FLedger, we argue that such
a protocol must ultimately realized in the presence of an honest majority com-
mittee. Thus, we adopt this assumption with an honest-majority committee of
dummy parties Q = {Q1, ..., Qq} interacting with FLedger, that forward verifi-
cation calls between FLedger and the environment Z. Concretely, we permit the
deployed contract circuits to feature call-back gates, which indicate an external
functionality and message (F,m) that is forwarded to Q by FLedger.

- Upon receiving (ExtCall, sid,F,m) from FLedger, an honest party in Q then
returns this message to Z and waits for a response.

- Upon input (CallBack, sid,F, ret) from Z to the same party Q ∈ Q, it
forwards this message to FLedger, which writes the majority response to the
call-back gate.

The utility of forwarding (F,m) to the environment via dummy parties Q be-
comes immediate in the F, FLedger-hybrid setting: here, the parties in the roles
of Q, upon receiving (ExtCall, sid,F,m) from FLedger will call hybrid func-
tionality F with message m, and return the response to FLedger. If Q maintains
an honest majority, we obtain correctness of the verification replies returned to
FLedger. We emphasize that this is a necessary modelling artifact arising from the
constraints of the GUC-framework: in actual realizations we argue the parties in
Q are the same parties which jointly realize the underlying ledger functionality
as mining or staking parties.

C.2 Confidential ledger functionality

In Fig. 9 we describe the confidential token ledger functionality, FCLedger we
require in our main construction. FCLedger. It assume access to the FLedger func-
tionality in Fig. 8.

D Protocols

We detail the various protocol realizations of our scheme and their supporting
smart contract programs.

D.1 Protocol realizing FCLedger

In Fig. 10 we show how to realize our confidential token functionality FCLedger

from Fig. 9 on any Turing complete ledger, with the help of the smart contract
XCLedger of Fig. 11.

Theorem 1. Protocol ΠCLedger GUC-realizes functionality FCLedger in the FClock,
FLedger, FNIZK, FSetup, FSig-hybrid model against any PPT-adversary corrupting
any minority of committee Q.
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Functionality FCLedger

FCLedger interacts with parties C = {C1, ..., Cp}. It is parameterized with token uni-
verse T and max. balance v̄max ∈ Z|T| and maintains public ledgers L and LConf, where
LConf maps account keys to confidential coins with hidden balances. The functionality
is registered at global FClock.

Public ledger states are updated at the beginning of each clock round. On each
activation, FCLedger reads FClock and if ν is increased since the last activation, sets
L ← L′, LConf ← L′Conf. Initially, only GenAcct and Init interfaces are activated.

GenAcct: Upon (GenAcct, sid) from C, forward (GenAcct, sid, C) to S. Upon
obtaining fresh vk from S, set K[C]← K[C] ∪ {vk}. Return (AcctKey, sid, vk).

Init: Upon receiving (InitLedger, sid,LInit, vk) from any Ci ∈ C, forward to S. Set
L′ ← LInit and deactivate Init and activate all other interfaces.

Transfer: Upon (Transfer, v̄, vkrcv, vk) from C,
- Assert vk ∈ K[C] and forward message (Transfer, v̄, vkrcv, vk) to S.
- If L′[vk] ≥ v̄, set L′[vkrcv]← L′[vkrcv] + v̄ and L′[vk]← L′[vk]− v̄.

Mint: Upon (Mint, sid, v̄, vk) from C,
1. Assert L′[vk] ≥ v̄ and forward (Mint, sid, v̄, vk) to S and wait for id from S.
2. Set L′Conf[vk]← L′Conf[vk]∪{〈id, v̄〉} & L′[vk]← L′[vk]−v̄, return (Minted, sid, id).

Confidential Transfer: Upon (ConfTfr, sid, vkrcv, id1, id2, v̄
′
1, v̄
′
2) from C,

1. Assert ∃vk ∈ K[C] : 〈idi, v̄i〉 ∈ L′Conf[vk] for i ∈ {1, 2}.
2. Assert v̄1 + v̄2 = v̄′1 + v̄′2 and v̄i ≤ v̄max for i ∈ {1, 2}.
3. Forward (ConfTfr, sid, vkrcv, id1, id2) to S, and wait for (id′1, id

′
2).

4. For i ∈ {1, 2}:
- Set L′Conf[vk]← L′Conf[vk] \ {〈id1, v̄1〉, 〈id2, v̄2〉} ∪ {〈id′2, v̄′2〉}
- Set L′Conf[vkrcv]← L′Conf[vkrcv] ∪ {〈id′1, v̄′1〉}.

5. If vkrcv ∈ K[C′] s.t. C′ ∈ I, send (〈id′1, v̄′1〉) to S. Return (Change, sid, id′2).

Confidential Receive: Upon (ConfRcv, sid) from C,
- Return (Received, sid, (vk1, 〈id1, v̄1〉), ..., (vkl, 〈idl, v̄l〉)), containing coins sent to
C since the last call, where vki ∈ K[C] for i ∈ [l]

Redeem: Upon (ConfRdm, sid, id) from C,
1. Assert ∃vk ∈ K[C] : 〈id, v̄〉 ∈ L′Conf[vk].
2. Remove 〈id, v̄〉 from L′Conf[vk] and set L′[vk]← L′[vk] + v̄.
3. Send (ConfRdm, sid, 〈id, v̄〉, vk) to S.

GetLedger: Upon (GetLedger, sid), compute sanitized L′′Conf such that coin bal-
ances are removed from LConf. Return L, L′′Conf.

Fig. 9: Functionality FCLedger for Confidential Ledgers.

Proof (Proof of Theorem 1). We construct a simulator S that interacts with A,
hybrid functionalities FLedger, FNIZK and global functionalities FClock, FSig such
that FCLedger ◦ S ≈ ΠCLedger ◦ A for any PPT environment Z.

Concretely, to create an interaction indistinguishable from a protocol tran-
script in the composed setting, we construct a simulator S that generates valid
messages for global FLedger from simulated honest client activations and extracts
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inputs from dishonest messages and forwards these to ideal functionality FCLedger.
This ensures consistency of A’s view of FLedger with the state of FCLedger during
the simulated protocol execution.

On an honest GenAcct input, S generates a fresh signature verification
key for the honest client from FSig, which it stores. For any subsequent honest
input to FCLedger which is forwarded to S, the simulator can generate and post
verifying messages global functionality FLedger.

For honest InitLedger, Transfer inputs, generating verifying messages to
post on FLedger is trivial for S, as it generates and stores signature verification
keys for honest clients. On observing dishonest InitLedger, Transfer mes-
sages on FLedger and asserting that they are accepted by XCLedger, the simulator
can extract all dishonest inputs to forward to FCLedger, as these messages are
posted to FLedger in cleartext.

On an honest Mint input, S must generate and send a verifying Call mes-
sage to FLedger with the minted amount v̄ which activates the deployed XCLedger

contract instance to mint a fresh confidential token. Since S simulates protocol
messages from honest clients, it can generate a valid commitment for XCLedger

itself and store its opening (v̄, r). With the commitment opening, it obtains
a verifying NIZK via FRNIZK proving R(v̄, c; r) = {c = gv̄hr}. For a dishonest
mint message observed on FLedger by S, the simulator trivially extracts inputs
for FCLedger: both minted amount and minting account key in the Call mes-
sage sent to activate minting in the XCLedger contract instance are observable in
cleartext on FLedger.

On an honest ConfTransfer input, S generates valid coin commitments
and rangeproofs for a call activating ConfTrfr on the XCLedger contract in-
stance deployed to FLedger. For an honest sender and honest recipient, S needs
to generate output coin commitments that are consistent with the chosen input
coins for the simulated protocol. Here, S always possesses the openings of the
input coin commitments:

- Coins previously received from an honest sender were generated by S with ar-
bitrary openings previously generated by S: since S does not learn the trans-
fer amount for confidential transfer between honest users, it generates output
coins commitments with arbitrary balances, such that the product equality of
input and output commitments holds: gv̄1hr1gv̄2hr2 = gv̄′

1hr
′
1gv̄′

2hr
′
2 . How-

ever, since simulated setup functionality FSetup samples s←$Fp and outputs
h = gs, coins generated by S can later be equivocated to any value.

- Coins previously received from a dishonest sender feature openings sent di-
rectly to the receiving honest client simulated by S in the simulated protocol.

Thus, for an honest confidential transfer sending coins to another honest party, S
generates output coin commitments with arbitrary chosen coin balances, stores
their openings and obtains verifying rangeproofs via FRNIZK. For an honest sender
and dishonest recipient, S learns the transferred amount from FCLedger, and
can generate output coin commitments with correct balances and post these
to FLedger (with equivocation of the input coin commitments if necessary). Then,
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it forwards the coin openings as a simulated protocol message to the dishonest
recipient.

Finally for a dishonest sender and dishonest recipient S can extract open-
ings for all coins generated by the dishonest sender since they all have associ-
ated NIZK’s obtained by sending valid coin openings to the simulated FRNIZK

instance. Thus, the simulator can forward the transferred amounts to FCLedger.
For a dishonest sender and honest recipient, the simulated honest recipient ob-
tains transferred coin commitment opening as a protocol message, allowing S to
forward this input to FCLedger.

On an honest ConfReceive, the simulator must have previously provided
inputs to FCLedger for confidential transfers initiated by dishonest parties, as
previously described. On a dishonest confidential receive, S will have previously
sent the openings of the honestly sent coins to the dishonest recipient as a
protocol message, in addition to having generated valid coins and rangeproofs
observable on FLedger.

On an honest ConfRedeem, if the redeemed coin was originally sent by a
dishonest user, S must have also received its opening as a protocol message ,
as it simulates the role of the honest user in the protocol execution. Otherwise,
the redeemed coin must have been sent by an honest user, and can thus be
equivocated by S. Thus, with the equivocated coin opening, S can produce a
verifying NIZK for the honest redeem action in the simulated protocol view. On
a dishonest redeem, S observes the redeemed value publicly on FLedger, and can
thus forward this input to FCLedger.

As long as the majority of parties in Q are honest, verification responses from
FRNIZK are interpreted correctly by the call-back gate on XCLedger. Thus, the public
state of LConf on XCLedger observed in the simulated protocol view is consistent
with the confidential ledger maintained by FCLedger.

Finally, we note that the updates to ledger states induced by client activations
are applied at the beginning of each FClock round in both global FLedger and ideal
functionality FCLedger. ut

D.2 Protocol realizing FCContract

ΠCContract[ΠCLedger ]

FNIZK FSetup
FLedger

(Global)

FSig

(Global)
FIdent

FTSig

(Global)

FClock

(Global)

In Fig. 12 and 13 we show how to realize our privacy preserving smart con-
tract functionality FCContract from Fig. 2 on any Turing complete ledger, with
the help of a smart contract with code of XLock of Fig. 14 to manage confiden-
tial tokens and XCollateral of Fig. 15 to manage underlying collateral. Note that
ΠCContract extends ΠCLedger, and similarly that contract XLock extends XCLedger.
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Theorem 2. ΠCContract[ΠCLedger] realizes FCContract[FCLedger] in the FClock, FIdent,
FLedger, FNIZK, FSetup, FSig, FTSig-hybrid model against any PPT-adversary cor-
rupting at most n− 1 of the n servers P statically and any minority of Q.

Proof. (Theorem 2) We construct a simulator S that interacts with A, hybrid
functionalities FIdent, FNIZK, and global functionalities FClock, FLedger, FSig, FTSig

such that FCLedger ◦ S ≈ ΠCLedger ◦ A for any PPT environment Z.

Upon an honest Init, the simulator S simulates the roles of the honest parties
in the simulated protocol execution, and jointly generates a threshold signature
verification key with the dishonest parties via FTSig. It simulates GenAcct and
InitLedger as in FCLedger. As S generates the signature verification key for each
honest server, it can call FSig and generate verifying messages for the simulated
honest server to post on global FLedger, observable by A. Since ΠCContract extends
ΠCLedger, S signs messages that initialize contracts XLock[XCLedger] and XCollateral,
and can authorize collateral deposits to the contract instance XCollateral on FLedger.

Upon an honest Enroll, the simulator is forwarded the input client coin
identifier and account verification key. S simulates the honest party by generating
output masks for which it samples the random openings. Then it determines valid
openings for the honest input coin:

- If the honest input coin was previously transferred by a dishonest party, sim-
ulator S can extract its opening from the NIZK range-proof generated via
simulated hybrid FRNIZK.

- If the honest input coin was previously transferred by an honest party, S must
have generated the openings itself (See simulator of FCLedger).

In either case, the simulator sends valid openings of both honest input coins and
mask commitments to hybrid FIdent.

Subsequently, the simulator can simulate a consistent protocol execution of
Verify input which only aborts if A provides inputs to simulated hybrid FIdent

that are inconsistent with the input coin and mask commitments sent to XLock

on simulated FLedgerVM. It simulates the batched sigma protocol to check input
consistency in the simulated execution of Verify input in ΠCContract. Inconsis-
tency of inputs must arise from cheating by A and results in an abort. As shown
in Section 3.1, the probability that the simulated protocol aborts due to incon-
sistent inputs whilst the ideal functionality continues is negligible in the group
order of the Pedersen commitment scheme.

Upon an honest Evaluate and its successful completion, the simulator will
jointly sign eval via FTSig with the dishonest parties.

Upon an honest Open, the simulator first observes what FCContract outputs,
and then will modify the state of the simulated FIdent instance, such that the
adversary in the simulated protocol observes the masked outputs consistent with
what FCContract outputs.

Upon an honest Withdraw, the simulator does nothing. At each FClock

round during the simulated protocol execution, if the adversary aborts, S will
forward an abort to FCContract. If a dishonest party cheats during the Open phase
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of the simulated protocol execution it will be identified by the simulated FIdent

instance, and its identity is forwarded to FCContract by S.
S simulates the honest parties of committee Q in the simulated protocol exe-

cution. As long as the majority of parties in Q are honest, verification responses
from FIdent are interpreted correctly by the call-back gate on XLock, permitting
the cheating parties in the simulated protocol execution to be correctly identified
during an abort. ut

E Confidential contract extensions

Multi-round confidential contracts. We now demonstrate how our default
model of confidential contracts, shown in previous sections, can be extended to a
multi-round model, where clients can provide fresh inputs and obtain continuous
outputs in a long-running confidential blockchain application.

This is facilitated by our model of confidential contracts, which does not
require server-client interaction beyond the Open phase, along with the reactive
interface of our MPC functionality (Appendix B.1), which permits the selective
opening of secrets and indefinite number of circuit evaluations on stored secret
values. This allows the set of MPC servers to keep an internal secret shared
state, off-chain. Furthermore, since we use outsourced MPC [37] and rely on a
reactive MPC scheme, any multi-round computation can simply be considered a
single reactive computation, with interleaved input and output. In fact, clients at
most hold a state dependent on their own input and expected outputs through
out execution of MPC. Thus whatever confidential state is needed, the MPC
servers will simply store this secretly, and collectively, throughout the multiple
computations of the private smart contracts with different clients giving input
and receiving output.

Consider one confidential contract execution and let, without loss of gen-
erality, the confidential state of a client be a tuple consisting of a numerical
value and balance: [ sj ] = ([ yi ], [ w̄i ]). Further, let the confidential contract
state be defined over all confidential client states st = ([s1], ..., [sm]), which is
stored from the previous contract evaluation round or given as the initial confi-
dential contract state. We define a confidential contract state transition that
consumes a fresh set of confidential contract inputs stin = ([sin

1 ], ..., [sin
m]) =

(([xin
1 ], [ v̄in

1 ]), ..., ([xin
m ], [ v̄in

m ])), such that the the current contract circuit g is
evaluated over both st and stin to obtain a new confidential state st′ and an
encoding of the updated circuit g′ to be evaluated in the next round.

(
[ g′ ], [ s′1 ], ..., [ s′m ]

)
← evalg

(
[sin

1 ], ..., [sin
m], [ s1 ], ...., [ sm ]

)

Upon successful completion of a round evaluation, circuit g′ will be securely
opened, stored and evaluated by the servers in the following round. Each client
can retrieve its new state by executing Withdraw.

However, the set of clients wishing to give input to a confidential contract
evaluation might not always be the same. Thus we now argue a simple extension
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to our FCContract model to permit clients can selectively participate in the Enroll
phase of a round, or to skip a given round by ticking the FClock after calling a
Skip Round interface.

We propose an output budget for each client corresponding to the number of
unused, pre-processed output masks: in each round, a client will receive a masked
output which can be retrieved from the contract XLock on FLedger, regardless
whether it provides a new input and participates in Enroll: masked outputs for
a specific client are generated in each round until its pre-processed output masks
have been consumed. The evaluation of the confidential contract in each round
is still evaluated over all clients and their secret state st = ([s1], ..., [sm]), even
if only a subset have provided fresh inputs for a round. A client Skip implies
evaluating the contract circuit over default input values.

Each participation in an Enroll phase of a round permits a client to re-
store its depleted output budget, by generating masks in commitment form and
inputting their openings to the MPC instance, which are subsequently verified
for consistency in the Verify Input protocol phase. Each output mask can be
associated with a fee paid to the servers executing the MPC: once all output bud-
gets (and associated output masks) are consumed, the multi-round confidential
contract can terminate safely.

We observe, that this approach also implies that the expensive Init phase
only needs to be carried out once, assuming the set of MPC servers don’t change
and no server actively cheats (i.e. causes the execution of the abort phase to an
extend where a malicious server is identified at the smart contract level). Thus,
servers only need to setup threshold keys, smart contracts and collateral once,
but naturally need to reevaluate this setup in case a server is confirmed to cheat
and penalized.

Mitigation of token minting. Under full server corruption, it is possible
for the adversary to mint confidential balances beyond the supply of underlying
tokens wrapped by FCLedger. This is because in our default protocol ΠCContract

shown in Figure 12, any output coin distribution accompanied by a verifying
threshold signature (via FTSig) will be accepted by XLock; no coin sum-checks or
range-proofs enforce the preservation of confidential token supplies (See Equa-
tion 1). This is not publicly detectable, even if XLock implemented a product
consistency check over input and output coins with correlated commitment ran-
domness,

∏
j∈[m] cj =

∏
j∈[m] c

out
j , as hidden balances can exceed v̄max = 2l − 1,

and p additional units of each token type can be minted.

There are several ways in which this can be mitigated. If we accept client
interaction during the output phase, then the client can simply retrieve their
output commitments as part of the protocol and subsequently generate range-
proofs and a zero-sum proof over input and output coins and post this to the
smart contract XLock. The smart contract can then validate these proofs and
thus ensure that no tokens have been minted or destroyed as part of the pri-
vate smart contract execution. Unfortunately, this also allows a single malicious
client to abort the execution and goes against our goal of minimizing client in-
teraction. Instead we suggest an approach based on bit-decomposition of token
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amounts, along with the masks. Based on the decomposition, the zero-sum prop-
erty of input and output coin commitments (Equation 1) is ensured by a proof to
XLock, constructed by the servers without the need for computing cryptographic
primitives inside the MPC circuit.

More concretely, in the following we show an extension of ΠCContract that
prevents the minting of tokens under full server corruption, at the cost of a
constant-factor increase in communication complexity. This is based on the bit
decomposition approach as in Banerjee et al. [4], but greatly improves on the pro-
tocol efficiency by not requiring any NIZK’s and commitments to be generated
inside the MPC circuit.

Let l be the number of bits such that each coin balance does not exceed
v̄max ≤ 2l − 1. In the Enroll phase, clients each generate bit a commitment
pair (c0 = com(b0, s0), c1 = com(b1, s1)) for each bit position k ∈ [l], such that
bi = 0 ∧ bi−1 = 1 for random i←$ {0, 1}. Let π denote the bit permutation
sampled by the client for the bit position k ∈ [l], such that:

π(k) =

{
0 bk,0 = 0 ∧ bk,1 = 1

1 bk,0 = 1 ∧ bk,1 = 0

This permutation on the individual bits is later used to mask the bit-decomposed
output. Commitment pairs are posted to FLedger, together with an efficient sigma
proof that commitments are to bit values [35], incurring an additional commu-
nication complexity logarithmic in the size of the commitment group order.

During the Enroll phase, users input the opening to these bit commitment
pair in the permuted order:

([ v̄ ], [ r̄ ], {([ b0,k ], [ s0,k ], [ b1,k ], [ s1,k ])}k∈[l])

where cin = (v̄, r̄) is the opening to the confidential input coin, and each tuple
(b0,k, s0,k, b1,k, s1,k) is the opening to the k’th bit commitment pair with per-
muted bit ordering. We adopt a well-formedness check on bits input to FIdent

from [33]: servers assert for each k ∈ [l] bit position, that one of [ bk,0 ], [ bk,1 ]
holds the value 1 and the other holds the value 0. Concretely, for bit pair
([ b0 ], [ b1 ]), servers jointly sample and open α, β, γ, ←$F, and compute:

[ t ] = α · ([ b0 ] · [ b0 ]− [ b0 ]) + β · ([ b1 ] · [ b1 ]− [ b1 ]) + γ · ([ b0 ] · [ b1 ])

[ t′ ] = ([ b0 ] + [ b1 ])

Upon securely opening t and t′, servers assert that t = 0 ∧ t′ = 1. Consistency
between all commitments and their openings input to FIdent are verified during
Verify input phase by the servers.

Importantly, the financial output of a client is output in bit-decomposed form,
where individual bits are permuted in the ordering as chosen by the clients.

(b′1, ..., b
′
l)
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Let (b1, ..., bl) denote the true bit-decomposition of a clients output balance.
Then b′k = bk if π(k) = 0 and is bit permuted otherwise, where π denotes the
permutation chosen by the client in the enroll phase.

For contract XLock to generate the client output coin from bit commitments
submitted during Enroll, it computes.

cout =
∏

k∈[l]

c2
k

k,i where i = b′k ∈ {0, 1}

Here, note that b′k is interpreted as selector for bit commitment pair (ck,0, ck,1) for
bit position k. As both b′k = i and the bit message of ck,i are permuted by π(k),
the hidden balance of cout is unmasked. Given the generation of output coins
from l bit balance representations, confidential output balances are bounded by
2l − 1 = v̄max.

It remains to prove consistency between input and output commitments to
XLock to ensure no token minting occurred. For this, servers compute the commit-
ment randomness for each client output coin and the difference in commitment
randomness between the input and output coins.

[ sout ] =
∑

k∈[l]

2k · [ sk,i ] where i = b′k ∈ {0, 1} [ r̄diff ] =
∑

j∈[m]

[ r̄in,j ]− [ sout,j ]

Servers locally compute hr̄
(i)
diff over the local share value of [ r̄diff ] and send it to

all other servers. Each server then reconstructs hr̄diff and verifies that sum of
confidential input and output balances must be equal and that no tokens are
minted (balance over-flow is mitigated by bounding output balances by 2l − 1).

∏

j∈[m]

cin,j = hr̄diff ·
∏

j∈[m]

cout,j

We outline the overhead of this approach to prevent malicious minting when

Table 4: Complexity of the per user overhead by using the stand-alone token minting
mitigation approach.

Exponentiation MPC mult.

User 6 · l 0

Server 8 · l + 1 42.5 · l + 15

Comm. #Gelem. O(n · l) O(n2 · l)

all servers are corrupted in Tab. 4, when assuming that Schnorr proofs are added
for each commitment to allow extraction (though not in UC) and when using
the work of Reistad and Toft [56] to do the needed bit decomposition in MPC.
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F Applications

In this section we briefly outline some interesting application which privacy
preserving smart contracts can help facilitate, along with our scheme can be
used to provide privacy preserving side-chains and how it can be extended to
allow for privacy preserving cross-chain smart contracts.

F.1 Privacy preserving applications

Several general applications for privacy preserving smart contracts have already
been suggested in previous works. We briefly outline some of these here.

Auctions Auctions of digital goods, or digital deeds linked to physical goods,
can be constructed simpler and more efficiently than with non-privacy preserving
smart contracts. Our solution could be used to implement first and second price
auctions securely and privately. Concretely confidential tokens reflecting the
maximum bid each user should be transferred to a privacy preserving smart
contract along with the good for sale. The smart contract then compares the
bids and transfers ownership of the good and handles the payment and refunding,
according to code of the smart contract being executed in MPC.

Identity management Decentralized Identity (DID) management is the idea
that, by using blockchains, users remain in charge over how their private at-
tributes (certified by an appropriate authority) are used online. Multiple schemes
for this has been suggested such as Sovrin [42] or CanDID [49]. However, these
schemes generally only consider leveraging the blockchain for storing user’s at-
tribute information. However, using privacy preserving smart contracts would
allow integration of user-certified attributes in both the web 2 and web 3 space.
Concretely the users could give their hidden certified attributes as input the
privacy preserving smart contract, which can validate them privately and use
the content of these attributes to affect its business logic. For example the at-
tributes can be used to decide the price of an NFT or to validate whether a user
is privilege enough to execute certain commands of the contract.
Mixer Our structure can naturally be extended to allow for a mixing func-
tionality. While several other technologies exist for this, we observe that doing
this in MPC allows several advantages that can prevent the mixing to be used
for money laundering. Concretely we could imagine that KYC (Know Your Cus-
tomer) information linked to the users’ blockchain address must be given and
privately validated against deny-lists, to prevent criminals using this service.
Even if deny-lists are not in use, linking to an actual identity could also be lever-
aged to allow a given user to only get privacy on the first x amount of tokens
they mix, and after that, information on the token amount will become public.

F.2 Anonymous side-chain

Our solution could also be used to construct privacy preserving side-chains.
When no server is trying to cheat, there is technically no need for the MPC
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servers to post anything related to the specific clients and their input to the
blockchain, after the evaluation phase. Thus the MPC servers can alone realize
a privacy preserving side-chain where they in MPC hold the opening information
to the commitments of hidden tokens. Thus users can request transfers to other
users in this side-chain, if the servers just use the MPC scheme to keep track
of how many tokens each user has. At certain intervals, each user can then just
decide to get paid back whatever they hold in the side-chain, by the execution
of the open and withdraw phases. This can be used to enhance the anonymity of
hidden transfers, since now only the MPC servers know the transaction graph,
and yet they do not know the transaction amounts. An interesting observation
with this case is also that the side-chain will be faster and cheaper to use than
the underlying layer 1 blockchain, since it will only be managed by the MPC
servers.

F.3 Cross-chain Exchange

In section we will discuss how to use the ideas of P2DEX [9] to make our scheme
capable of doing confidential computation and transactions across multiple layer
1 blockchains.

Decentralized exchanges. When it comes to decentralized exchange, multiple
approaches exist but generally fall into one of the following families:

P2P Two parties, each with tokens on a chain the other decide, agree on doing
an exchange with a certain exchange rate. This is for example the approach used
in hash-proofs [58]. This unfortunately requires multiple rounds of on-chain
interaction, fees, not to mention the issue of having parties find each other.
Exchange chain A chain contains wrapped tokens pegged to their native
counterparts through holding smart contracts on all the native chains. This
allows to reduce the cross-chain exchange problem to an on-chain problem, as-
suming the problem of inter-chain communication has been solved. With an
exchange chain in place there are multiple ways of facilitating exchanges, since
now the problem is reduced same-chain exchange: Order book: In the order
book approach all orders (e.g. limit orders) are written to the chain and then
matched and carried out by a smart contract. Unfortunately this inherently
front-running by miners. AMM: An AMM is basically a liquidity holding smart
contract, allowing exchange between two different tokens. The smart contract
then facilitates exchange between tokens of type A and B, with an exchange
rate that ensure that the product of the amount of tokens in the contract, re-
mains constant. Unfortunately AMMs are highly susceptible to front-running by
miners, since orders and exchange rates will be known to miners before they get
carried out.

While these approaches solve some issues related to decentralized exchange none
of these are unfortunately a silver bullet for users who desire both ease of use,
decentralization and front-running resistance [6].
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P2DEX. P2DEX [9] is a different system for achieving cross chain exchange,
although it can be considered a special case of the order book approach. It uses
a set of outsourced MPC servers [28,37] who threshold control burner addresses,
where the clients transfer the tokens they wish to exchange, to compute order
matching based on private input of clients. The servers then use the threshold
keys for these addresses to send money out of these burner addresses to the
intended recipients.

Adding cross-chain functionality. Like our work, P2DEX also use a set of
MPC servers to compute on client’s private input. But unlike P2DEX we don’t
use burner addresses, but instead a holding smart contract Lock, administered
by a single distributed signing key. But we note that the P2DEX approach will
also work with the smart contract based approach. Thus by simply having Lock
smart contracts instantiated on multiple blockchains, with different administra-
tion keys, these can form the same purpose as the burner addresses in P2DEX.
Concretely this can be realized by simply having each client provide a confi-
dential token commitment on each chain they expect to receive some tokens.
Note that such a commitment can be of 0 tokens. The MPC servers will then
validate all the confidential tokens given to Lock on each of the different chains,
through the verify input phase. Then one, unified privacy preserving smart con-
tract ConfContract will be executed, which will yield new commitments for each
of the relevant clients on each chain. The clients can then use withdraw in Lock on
each of the different chains to finish the computation and get their confidential
tokens on the relevant chains.

This approach could of course also be combined with the mixer idea above,
allowing for cross-chain mixers with selective levels of privacy depending on the
amounts mixed by a given user.

Doing cross-chain exchange on hidden tokens also has the advantage of allow-
ing parties, with very large amounts of tokens, to carry out an exchange in a slow
and continues manner, thus preventing sudden exchange fluctuations. In fact, our
system could enforce an upper bound on the amount of tokens to exchange in
one round, and automatically split up large orders so they get completed over
multiple rounds, instead of just one.

Security. The overall security of this approach follows from P2DEX, although
we will also argue that intuitively there is nothing non-trivial to simulation if we
adjust our ideal functionalities and protocol to follow this approach. Basically
where there is formal cryptography to be proven is in the integration between
the different ideal functionalities, in particular when ensuring consistency be-
tween the input to outsourced MPC and the commitments transferred to the
holding contract. However, using our scheme across multiple chains make no dif-
ference in this. The only modelling difference is simply that the ideal blockchain
functionalities can no be considered to “wrap” different instances of the same
functionality (thus reflecting multiple chains). Such a wrap inherently does not
affect secure insofar that it does not contain any logical loopholes.
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F.4 Future work

While we construct and prove UC-secure a scheme for decentralized privacy
preserving smart contracts, we believe there are multiple paths for future work
to explore. An immediate interesting path is to implement and benchmark the
system for some of the applications we have discussed. For example, a better
formalization of the cross-chain approach, along with an investigation of MPC
friendly algorithms for fair matching of exchange orders could allow the realiza-
tion of a highly secure and private decentralized exchange. For such applications
it also becomes important to investigate, the logic of how to use the collateral to
punish malicious parties in case they cheat. In particular such that no rational
party will end up with a skewed or perverse incentives. In relation to this, it
would be interesting to investigate how to integrate Pedersen commitments with
MPC in an efficient way, without requiring the MPC computation domain to be
the same as the Pedersen message space. This could have a great affect on the
efficiency if the MPC computation domain is significantly smaller than 256 bit.
Currently we require the sharing the opening information of commitments to
happen in a P2P manner, off-chain, when transferring hidden tokens. It would
be interesting to investigate how to implement hidden tokens in a way that does
not require client-to-client communication when doing transfers, while working
with the rest our protocol. In relation to this, other ways the overall usability
of our system could also be improved is constructing a protocol leveraging other
existing results to allow stateless clients. For example through some notion of
password authenticated distributed secret sharing [18]. In continuation of this,
investigating how to prevent the use of user-supplied masks for each round of
execution private smart contract computation, would also give a great impact
on the usability of our solution.
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Protocol ΠCLedger

ΠCLedger is run by clients C and committee Q. The protocol runs in the presence of
FLedger, FRNIZK, FSig instances. Initially, only accept inputs GenAcct and InitLedger.

GenAcct: Upon (GenAcct, sid), obtain fresh vk from FSig. Set key store to K ←
K ∪ {vk}, and return (NewAcct, sid, vk).

InitLedger: Upon (InitLedger, sid,LInit, vk), client C parses LInit as a map from a
set of signature keys to token balances G 7→ (T 7→ Z) and asserts vk ∈ K.
1. C initializes FLedger with Q and signs m = (Init, sid,LInit) via FSig with key vk.

Send (Post, sid,m, vk, σvk(m)) to FLedger.
2. C compiles XCLedger to initial contract state and circuit (γ, T ). Sign m =

(Deploy, sid, γ, T, vk) via FSig with vk, and send (Post, sid,m, vk, σvk(m)) to
FLedger. Ignore further InitLedger inputs and accept all other inputs.

Transfer: Upon (Transfer, v̄, vkrcv, vk), obtain L from GetLedger procedure. As-
sert vk ∈ K and L[vk] ≥ v̄. Sign m = (Transfer, sid, v̄, vkrcv) via FSig with key vk
and send (Post, sid,m, vk, σvk(m)) to FLedger.

Mint: On (Mint, sid, v̄, vk), client C,
1. Assert vk ∈ K, obtain state L, Γ from FLedger and assert L[vk] ≥ v.
2. Sample r←$F, compute c ← com(v̄, r) and obtain string π from FRNIZK where
R(c, v̄; r) = {c = com(v̄, r)}.

3. Sign (Call, sid, (cn, f(Mint), (c, π), v̄)) via FSig with vk and post to FLedger.
4. Set wallet W[vk]←W[vk] ∪ {〈id = c, (v̄, r)〉} and return (Minted, sid, id).

ConfTransfer: On (ConfTrfr, sid, Crcv, vkrcv, {idi, v̄′i}i∈{1,2}), client C:
1. Assert ∃vksrc ∈ dom(W) : (idi, (v̄i, ri)) ∈ W[vksrc], v̄1 + v̄2 = v̄′1 + v̄′2, v̄′i ≤ v̄max.
2. For i ∈ {1, 2}, sample r′i ←$F such that

∑
i∈{1,2} r

′
i =

∑
i∈{1,2} ri and compute

c′i = com(v̄′i, r
′
i) and πi via FRNIZK that proves R(c′i; v̄

′
i, r
′
i) = {v̄′i ≤ v̄max}

3. Sign and post (Call, sid, (cn, f(ConfTransfer), x, 0t), vksrc) to FLedger, where
x = ({ci, c′i, πi}i∈{1,2}, vkrcv).

4. Send (ConfTrfr, sid, v̄′1, r
′
1, vksrc) to Crcv, which stores it.

5. Set W[vksrc]←W[vksrc] ∪ (id′2 = c′2, (v̄
′
2, r
′
2)) and return (Change, sid, id′2).

ConfReceive: On (ConfReceive, sid) client C:
1. For vk ∈ dom(W), retrieve {(v̄i, ri, vki)}i∈[l] received from clients since the last

ConfReceive input and LConf from FLedger.
2. For (v̄, r, vk) ∈ {(v̄, r, vki)}i∈[l], compute c = com(v̄, r) and assert c ∈ LConf[vk].

- If satisfied, add (id = c, (v̄, r)) to W[vk].
3. Returns (Received, (vk1, 〈id1, v̄1〉), ..., (vkl, 〈id′l, v̄′l〉)) for l′ received transfers.

Redeem: On (ConfRdm, sid, id) client C,
1. If ∃(vk, v̄, r) : (id, (v̄, r)) ∈ W[vk], where id = com(v̄, r).
2. Compute π via FRNIZK which proves R(c, v̄; r) = {c = com(v̄, r)}.
3. Sign and post (Call, sid, (cn, f(Redeem), (v̄, c, π), 0̄), vk) to FLedger.

GetLedger: Upon (GetLedger, sid), client C obtains (L, Γ ) and contract id
cn from FLedger, reads (γ,w, T ) ← Γ [cn], and parses γ as (LConf, m̄). C outputs
(Ledger, sid,L,LConf).

ExtCall: Upon (ExtCall, sid,F,m) received from FLedger, party Q ∈ Q forwards
m to hybrid instance F and waits. Upon response ret from F, party Q forwards
(CallBack, sid, ret) to FLedger.

Fig. 10: Protocol ΠCLedger UC-securely realizing FCLedger
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Program XCLedger

On input (ν | γ | w̄ | cn, fn, x, v̄ | vk), parses function selector fn and execute function
routine with input string x ∈ {0, 1}∗, parsed according to function descriptions below.
Further, parse contract state γ as LConf, where LConf : Gvrk → {Gcom, ...}. XCLedger is
parameterized with committee Q.

Mint: parse x as (c, π) where c ∈ G and π ∈ {0, 1}∗.
1. Send call to Q with msg for FRNIZK to verify that π proves R(v̄, c; r) = {c = gv̄hr}.
2. Set LConf[vk]← LConf[vk] ∪ {c}, w̄← w̄ + v̄ and L[vk]← L[vk]− v̄.
3. Output updated (L, γ′ = LConf, w̄).

ConfTransfer: parse x as (c1, c2, c
′
1, c
′
2, π1, π2, vkrcv) where ci, c

′
i ∈ G, πi ∈ {0, 1}∗

for i ∈ {1, 2} and vkrcv ∈ G.
1. Assert {c1, c2} ∈ LConf[vk] and that c1 · c2 = c′1 · c′2 holds.
2. Send call to Q with msg for FRNIZK to verify ∀i ∈ {1, 2}: πi proves R(c′i; v̄

′
i, r
′
i) =

{v̄′i ≤ v̄max ∧ c′i = gv̄′
ihr

′
i}.

3. Set LConf[vk]← LConf[vk]\{c1, c2} ∪ {c′2} and LConf[vkrcv]← LConf[vkrcv] ∪ {c′1}.
4. Output updated (L, γ′ = LConf, w̄).

Redeem: parse x as (v̄, c, π), c ∈ G and π ∈ {0, 1}∗.
1. Assert c ∈ LConf[vk] and w̄ ≥ v̄.
2. Send call to Q with msg for FRNIZK to verify π proves R(v̄, c; r) = {c = gv̄hr}.
3. Set LConf[vk]← LConf[vk]\{c}, w̄← w̄ − v̄.
4. Output updated (L, γ′ = LConf, w̄).

Fig. 11: The smart contract code XCLedger for confidential tokens.
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I/II: Protocol ΠCContract, extends ΠCLedger

All clients and servers are registered with FClock.

Init: On (Init, sid, g) server P ∈ P,
1. Runs GenAcct in ΠCLedger to generate signature verification key vk, sends to P.
2. Runs InitLedger in ΠCLedger to initialize FLedger; here, P ∈ P obtains fresh vk.
3. Jointly samples key vkTSig via FTSig with P.
4. Deploys XLock[XCLedger] and XCollateral to FLedger.

a. Obtains contract instance id’s cnLock = cnCLedger and cnColl from FLedger.
b. Signs and sends (Call, sid, (cnLock, f(Init), (vkTSig), 0|T|), vk) to FLedger.
c. Sends (Call, sid, (cnColl, f(Deposit), (vkTSig), v̄Coll), vk) to FLedger.

5. Initializes FIdent, asserts circuit depth of depth(g) ≤ dT and stores it.
6. Updates FClock.

Enroll: Upon input (Enroll, sid, x, id, vk), client C ∈ C:
1. Asserts ∃(id, (v̄, r̄)) ∈ W[vk] and cnLock, cnColl are in enroll/coll.
2. Generate output masks:

a. Samples and stores ŷ, ŵ = (ŵ1, ..., ŵ|T|), r̂←$F.
b. Computes and stores ĉ← com(ŵ, ŝ).

3. Sends client input and output masks (x, (v̄, r̄), (ŵ, ŝ)) to FIdent.
4. Sends (Call, sid, (cnLock, f(Enroll), (c = com(v̄, r̄), ĉ), 0̄), vk) to FLedger.
5. Removes (id, (v̄, r̄)) from W[vk] and updates FClock.

Verify input: Upon input (Execute, sid), if FClock has progressed since last activa-
tion and cnLock, cnColl are in enrolled and coll respectively, server Pi ∈ P performs:
1. Pi obtains client input coins and masks {(c1, ĉ1), ..., (cm, ĉm)} from FLedger.
2. For verification of client inputs {(v̄j , r̄j , cj,)}j∈[m], Pi performs:

a. Servers interact with FIdent and call following interfaces:
- Evaluate: [ ā ], [ b̄ ], [ γ ]← rand()a

- Open γ ← [ γ ].

- Get Shares: ā(i) = (ā
(i)
1 , ..., ā

(i)

|T|), b̄
(i), {v̄(i)

j = (v̄
(i)
j,1, ..., v̄

(i)

j,|T|), r̄
(i)
j }j∈[m]

a. Local computation of the following and sends resulting shares to all P:
- c̄

(i)
a,b ← com(ā(i), b̄(i)), v̄

(i)′
t ← ā

(i)
t +

∑
j∈[m] v̄

(i)
j,t (γ

(i))j for t ∈ [|T|]
- r̄(i)′ ← b̄(i) +

∑
j∈[m] r̄

(i)
j (γ(i))j

b. Each Pi reconstructs (v̄′ = v̄′1, ..., v̄
′
|T|, r̄

′), from shares and

- Asserts:
∏
i∈[n] c̄

(i)
a,b ·

∏
j∈[m](cj,in)γ

j

= gv̄′
hr̄

′

3. Servers repeats for the batch verification of client masks {(ŵj , ŝj , ĉj)}j∈[m].
4. Server Pi updates FClock.

a e.g. XOR circuit evaluated on random inputs.

Fig. 12: Part 1 - Protocol ΠCContract UC-securely realizing FCContract.
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II/II: Protocol ΠCContract, extends ΠCLedger

Evaluate: After verify input and if FClock has progressed, cnLock is in enrolled, each
server Pi ∈ P performs:
1. It interacts with following interfaces of FIdent.

a. Runs Evaluate on circuit g with secret client inputs {(xj , v̄j)}j∈[m].
b. Runs Evaluate to apply masks over output gate values of circuit g:

- For each j ∈ [m]: ([ y′j ], [ w̄′j ])← ([ yj ], [ w̄j ]) + ([ ŷj ], [ ŵj ])
c. Runs Share for obtain shares of {([ y′j ], [ w̄′j ])}j∈[m] from FIdent.

2. Jointly signs σvkTSig (eval) with P via FTSig: if FTSig aborts, runs abort.
3. Sends (Call, sid, (cnLock, f(Lock), (σvkTSig (eval)), 0̄), vk) to FLedger, updates FClock.

Open: Upon running evaluate and FClock has progressed, each server Pi ∈ P:
1. Runs Optimistic Reveal in FIdent for masked outputs mout = {(y′j , w̄′j)}j∈[m].
2. Jointly signs sig = σvkTSig (mout) via FTSig: if abort is returned, run abort.
3. Sends (Call, sid, (cnLock, f(Settle), (mout, sig), 0̄), vk) to FLedger, updates FClock.

Withdraw: Upon (Withdraw, sid), each client Cj ∈ C performs:
1. Retrieves all masked outputs {(y′j,1, w̄′j,1), ..., (y′j,l, w̄

′
j,l)} added to cnLock on FLedger

since last withdraw activation.
2. For each retrieved masked output, reads corresponding mask values (ŷj , ŵj , ŝj)

stored locally and computes yj = y′j − ŷj , w̄j ← (w̄′j − ŵj).
- Samples id′j and set W[vkj ]←W[vkj ] ∪ {(id′j , (w̄j ,−ŝj))}.

3. Returns (yj,1, 〈id′j,1, w̄j,1〉), ..., (yj,l, 〈id′j,l, w̄j,l〉).

Abort: Upon receiving (Abort, sid), each Pi ∈ P ticks FClock:
1. If cnLock is in state enroll or enrolled,

signs and sends (Call, sid, (cnLock, f(Abort), {0, 0̄}j∈[m]), 0̄), vk) to FLedger.
2. Else if cnLock is in state lock, run Reveal and Allow Verify with FIdent.

- If FIdent returns cheating servers J
signs and sends (Call, sid, (cnLock, f(Abort), {0, 0̄}j∈[m]), 0̄), vk) to FLedger.

- Else server Pi obtains {y(i)
j , w̄

(i)
j }j∈[m] from Reveal, signs and

sends (Call, sid, (cnLock, f(Abort), {y(i)
j , w̄

(i)
j }j∈[m]), 0̄), vk) to FLedger

3. Updates FClock and terminates.

Fig. 13: Part 2 - Protocol ΠCContract UC-securely realizing FCContract.
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Program XLock, extends XCLedger

On input (ν | γ | w̄ | cn, fn, x, v̄, vk), XLock parses γ as (LConf,LLock,M,J , st), where
LLock is a ledger of locked coins, M is a map of account verification keys to coin
commitment masks, J is set of cheating servers and st ∈ {enroll, enrolled, lock}
captures the phase the confidential coin lock is currently in.

Init lock: parse x as vkTSig, set state to enroll.

Enroll: parse x as (c, ĉ) ∈ Gcom ×Gcom.
1. Assert state is enroll and c ∈ LConf[vk]. Set LLock[vk]← LLock[vk]∪{c}, LConf[vk]←
LConf[vk]\ {c} and M[vk]← ĉ.

2. If round ν has progressed since last state transition to enroll,
set st to enrolled. Return updated (L, γ′ = (LConf,LLock,M, J , st), w̄).

Evaluated: parse x as σvkTSig (eval) ∈ {0, 1}∗.
1. Assert state st is enrolled, verify σvkTSig (eval) via FTSig.
2. If no abort is returned and two FClock rounds (observed via ν) have progressed

since last state transition to enrolled: set st to lock.
3. Return updated (L, γ′ = (LConf,LLock,M, J , st), w̄).

Settle: parse x as σvkLock ({yj , v̄j}j∈[m]).
1. Assert state is lock, verify σvkLock ({yj , v̄j}j∈[m]) via FTSig.
2. If no abort is returned and FClock round has progressed, run payout({v̄j}j∈[m]).

Abort: parse x as {y(i)
j , v̄

(i)
j }j∈[m].

1. If state is enroll or enrolled, run reimburse.
2. Else if state is lock,

- Send (Test-Reveal, sid) and (Verify, sid, {y(i)
j , v̄

(i)
j }j∈[m]) to FIdent.

- If no abort is returned and FClock round has progressed, reconstruct {v̄j}j∈[m]

when all shares received from P and run payout({v̄j}j∈[m]).
- Else if abort is returned from FIdent or shares are missing, record cheating servers
J and run reimburse(J ).

payout({v̄j}j∈[m]): for each Cj ’s output v̄j ∈ {v̄j}j∈[m],
1. LConf[vkj ] ← LConf[vkj ] ∪ {cj · ĉ−1

j }, where cj = gv̄jh0, ĉj = M[vkj ]. LLock ← ∅,
M← ∅. Return updated (L, γ′ = (LConf,LLock,M, J , enroll), w̄).

reimburse(J ): for vk ∈ dom(LLock),
1. Set LConf[vk]← LConf[vk] ∪ LLock[vk].
2. Set LLock ← ∅,M← ∅. Return updated (L, γ′ = (LConf,LLock,M, J , enroll), w̄).

Fig. 14: The smart contract code XLock for extended confidential token function-
ality.
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Program XCollateral

Parameterized by signature verification keys {vk1, ..., vkn} associated with servers
P = {P1, ..., Pn}, contract identifier cnLock and collateral threshold v̄coll.

Deposit collateral:
1. Assert local state is deposit, cnLock state is enroll, and v̄in ≥ v̄coll.
2. If collateral received by accounts associated with vk for i ∈ [n], set state to coll.

Round activation: If FClock round has progressed since update to coll.
1. If cnLock is in deposit, return collateral and set state to deposit.
2. Else if cnLock is in abort with cheating J ⊆ P, distribute J ’s collateral to C′.

Return collateral of honest servers. Set state to deposit.

Fig. 15: The smart contract code XCollateral.
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Abstract
We present the first differentially private market mechanisms that formally mitigate information
leakage from all trading activity of a user, and instantiate it with an MPC engine, with the goal of
mitigating front-running and protecting the privacy of long-running strategies in both traditional
dark pools and decentralized finance.

Towards this goal, we first extend the notion of differential privacy to the setting of n clients
and a trusted curator; in each round, clients provide private inputs during the input phase, upon
which the trusted curator evaluates a function over submitted inputs. Then, the trusted curator
outputs private outputs to each client. We propose round-differential privacy to protect the honest
client transcript from leaking to the output of corrupted clients; here, protecting client inputs as not
sufficient, as round-differential privacy must also protect against correlations between honest and
adversarial outputs; in fact, this leakage between outputs is common in economic functionalities
which allocate resources across participants. To the best of our knowledge, this setting was not
previously considered by the differential privacy community and may be of independent interest.

We show that traditional market mechanisms in the dark-pool setting do not satisfy round-
differential privacy and thus cannot formally guarantee pre- and post-trade privacy; a matched
order by a corrupted client always reveals the presence of an opposing order, potentially that of the
honest client. In response, we propose novel, round-differentially private market mechanisms which
guarantee both pre- and post-trade privacy for the trader by satisfying round-differential privacy in
the trusted curator model. To achieve round-differential privacy, fuzzy order matching is performed;
this ensures privacy for the honest party, but also requires a privacy-preserving liquidity provider
mechanism to compensate for the potential liquidity mismatch, as orders are no longer guaranteed to
execute pairwise. We propose application-specific secure multi-party computation (MPC) protocols
to realize our proposed market mechanisms and implement these in the Scale-Mamba Framework
using Shamir Secret Sharing based MPC. We demonstrate practical trading throughput with minimal
overhead induced by differential privacy sub-routines.

Keywords and phrases Differential Privacy, Secure Multi-party Computation, Dark Pools, Decent-
ralized Finance

1 Introduction

The term front-running originates from the notion of “getting in front” of pending trades.
A party anticipating a large buy order may purchase the same asset first, as the pending
large buy order will likely drive up the price of the asset; the front-running party can then
sell the asset at a higher price following the execution of the large buy order. Front-running
occurs whenever submitted trade orders that have yet to be executed are observable by the
front-running adversary. In traditional finance, the presence of pending orders may be public
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or inferred from market order books. In decentralized finance, pending transactions are
publicly gossiped across a peer-to-peer network. In both settings, front-running is prevalent.

In traditional finance, Dark Pool venues [23] promise the private execution of trades.
Here, clients submit private orders to the venue operator, who then computes the execution
of trades without leaking pending orders submitted by clients; pre-trade privacy ensures
that pending orders remain private, whilst post-trade privacy protects the privacy of
the trade execution. Yet, we observe that post-trade privacy guarantees are impossible in
classical order-matching algorithms; a trade execution always implies a counter-party, thus
revealing the presence of another trade in the opposing direction (Lemmas 4 and 6). In
venues with low trade volume, such inferences may lead to practical attacks.

This motivates our investigation of market mechanisms with formal, differential privacy
guarantees for the entire transcript of interactions between trader and dark pool venue. We
propose the following main contributions.

(1) Round-differential privacy. We formalize a novel notion of round-differential privacy
(Def. 7) applicable to the trusted curator model (Sec. 3); here, a set of clients interact with
a trusted curator over private and secure communication channels. Interaction between n

clients and curator occurs round-wise, where the adversary can corrupt up to n− 1 clients,
and thereby inject inputs and observe outputs received by corrupted clients from the curator;
the trusted curator evaluates a mechanism M(x) over all privately submitted client inputs
(x = (x1, ..., xn)) and returns private outputs to each client (y = (y1, ..., yn)) resulting from
the evaluation of M. This stands in contrast to the classic setting of differential privacy
where an analyst submits a query evaluated on a private database and the query result is not
protected. Thus, our notion of round-differential privacy consists of two related properties.

Input-differential privacy (Def. 3) ensures that the privacy of submitted inputs in each
interaction round with the trusted curator is protected. This implies that the sensitivity of
the corrupted output distribution to any change in the honest input is bounded by chosen
security parameters.

Correlated-output-differential privacy (Def. 7) protects honest outputs from being inferred
by corrupted, correlated outputs; in many economic applications, all outputs are correlated,
as they may represent an allocation of assets or resources; if the total aggregate funds output
is known, an adversary corrupting n− 1 clients can trivially infer the funds privately output
to the single honest client by observing its own outputs.

Round-differential privacy permits trader to execute long-running strategies in a privacy-
preserving manner. A common strategy is the Time-weighted Average Price (TWAP)1 trade,
where a larger trade volume is scheduled as smaller trades over time to minimize price
impact. If the periodic execution of such smaller trades is detected early, the remaining trade
schedule can be anticipated and front-run. Such leakage is prevented with round-differential
privacy; each submitted trade and subsequent trade execution remains (differentially) private.

(2) Fuzzy order matching. We propose round-differentially private market mechanisms in
the trusted curator model which improve on traditional dark pools designs by enabling the
fair execution of long-running trade strategies. Below, we provide a high-level description
applicable to both of our proposed fair market mechanisms DP-volume-match (Sections 4.1
and 5.1) and DP-double-auction (Sections 4.2 and 5.2);

Input phase: Traders privately submit limit orders2 to the venue operator. Our auction

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time-weighted_average_price
2 In the DeFi setting, confidential ledger deposits accompany each trade order as in [4].
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mechanism requires a market making liquidity provider to compensate for the noise added to
trade matching.

Auction phase: A deterministic, optimal order matching is performed; such a matching
will leak the inclusion or exclusion of a single trade request in the outputs and is not
differentially private. The actual “trade”, “no-trade” outcome for each order is determined
by sampling a Bernoulli distribution biased towards the deterministically computed, optimal
matching; we call this fuzzy order matching. However, since trades are filled or not filled
based on independently sampling trade outcomes, there is no guarantee that each executed
trade is matched with an equivalent volume in opposing direction; therefore, a liquidity
deficit may occur. Here, market makers make up for liquidity deficits. To prevent market
makers from learning about the traded volume of a single user (output privacy) from their
updated liquidity balances, a random, yet bounded amount of market maker liquidity is
frozen to obtain (ε, δ)-correlated-output differential privacy3.

Output phase: Traders observe whether or not their order was fulfilled and market
makers observe a noisy update to the liquidity balance. The trade output distribution is
ε-indistinguishable with respect to the inclusion or exclusion of a single submitted order. The
liquidity balance distribution is (ε, δ)-indistinguishable with respect to a single trade outcome.

(3) Practical fuzzy order matching in MPC. We propose custom MPC protocols for efficient
execution of DP-volume-match (Sec. 5.1) and DP-double-auction (Sec. 5.2), and implement
these in the Scale-Mamba framework [3] with Shamir Secret Sharing based MPC; history has
shown that dark pool venue operators frequently exploit confidential order flow information
[18, 19, 17], thus motivating us to demonstrate practical feasibility of distributing round-
differential private market mechanisms across MPC committees in lieu of a trusted operator.

Finally, we emphasize that our fair market mechanism designs are applicable to both
traditional dark pool venue operators and decentralized finance. Our fair markets can be
instantiated in privacy-preserving smart contract frameworks realized by a MPC committee
and privacy-preserving ledger, most recently demonstrated by Baum et al. in [4] with
minimal complexity overhead; here, trade execution is settled in private on a public ledger.

1.1 Related Work
Differentially private markets. Chitra et al. [10] propose a Uniform Random Execution
algorithm which permutes and splits submitted trades in a randomized manner. We note
that [10] does not offer output or post-trade privacy; all executed trades are seen by the
adversary. Thus, this approach does not contribute to our goal of protecting the privacy of
long-running trader strategies performed over multiple rounds.

Dark pool markets. Recent proposals [6, 7, 11, 12] have convincingly demonstrated that the
role distribution of the dark pool operator can be instantiated in practice with multi-party
computation (MPC) to prevent abuse of private order information. Still, these works also
do not consider the entirety of information flow leaking from all honest trader activity; (1)
adversarial outputs reveal information about privately submitted honest inputs (Lemma 4)
and (2) outputs are correlated, such that an adversary also obtains information about honest
outputs (Lemma 6). In the decentralized finance setting, homomorphic encryption has been

3 We note that the frozen liquidity is returned to the market makers following n auction periods, where n
is sufficiently large to prevent front-running in practice.
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proposed to aggregate orders obliviously [22]; however, since all inputs are encrypted to the
same public key, any subsequent decryption to reveal the aggregated order will leak privacy
of any single trade, if all but one client has been corrupted.

Differential privacy and MPC. Whilst differentially private mechanisms have been implemen-
ted in MPC, these works do not consider privacy over the full, individual transcript in the
trusted curator model (§3), where clients submit private inputs and receive private outputs.
Instead, the MPC output is a single query result computed over inputs from a private
database. Here, the returned query is not considered private. The main use-case is generating
differentially private machine learning models over private data with MPC [20, 1, 24, 21].

2 Preliminaries

Differential privacy. Differential privacy was introduced in [13] as a technique for quantifying
the privacy guarantees of a mechanism. A central concept is the definition of neighbouring
datasets which are denoted x ∼ x′. Intuitively, this definition is used to capture the
information we want to protect. Typically x and x′ are identical except for the data about
one individual. We formally define neighbouring inputs in our setting of the trusted curator
in Section 3. Differential privacy is a restriction on how much the output distribution of a
mechanism can change between any neighbouring input datasets.

▶ Definition 1 ((ε, δ)-DP). A randomized mechanism M satisfies (ε, δ)-differential privacy
if for all pairs of neighbouring datasets x ∼ x′ and all sets of outputs S we have:

Pr[M(x) ∈ S] ≤ exp(ε) · Pr[M(x′) ∈ S] + δ

Multi-party computation. Multi-party computation is a cryptographic technique that allows
a set of n mistrustful parties to calculate a function of their own private inputs without
revealing them. We consider an MPC protocol based on Shamir secret sharing, where a
secret value s is shared by giving each party i the evaluation f(i) of a polynomial f of degree
t and coefficients in Fp such that f(0) = s. The protocol assumes a honest majority, i.e.,
t < n/2, and it is actively secure with a abort, meaning that a malicious party deviating
from the protocol is caught with overwhelming probability and the honest parties abort
the protocol when this happens. In this work, we use Scale-Mamba [3], a framework that
implements various MPC protocols in the preprocessing model. In this methodology, the
computation has a preprocessing phase where input independent data is generated. This
data is then used in the input dependent online phase, where the desired computation over
private inputs is performed.

3 Differential privacy in the trusted curator model

3.1 The trusted curator
We first define our proposed notions of privacy in the “trusted curator” model, which can
then seamlessly be applied to the setting of secure multi-party computation. The trusted
curator C interacts with parties P1, ..., Pn, which are assumed to have established private,
authenticated communication links with the trusted curator. Interaction proceeds in rounds,
each consisting of the following phases.

1. Input phase All parties send their individual inputs to the trusted curator C, which
obtains the input set x1, ..., xn from parties P1, ..., Pn respectively.
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2. Evaluation phase Upon receiving all inputs, the trusted curator locally computes a
known algorithm M over inputs received in the input phase: namely, y←M(x) where
x = (x1, ..., xn) and y = (y1, ..., yn). Further, curator C is assumed to have access to to
randomness to evaluate randomized algorithms.

3. Output phase The trusted curator privately sends each output element yi in y to party
Pi, and enters the input phase again.

Client corruption. The adversary A can statically corrupt up to n− 1 clients, upon which it
decides what inputs the corrupted clients submits in each interaction round. The adversary
observes the output for each corrupted client returned from the trusted curator, but cannot
corrupt the curator itself. We denote the adversarial output view from a round evaluating
mechanism M on round inputs x as MA(x).

Public outputs. We permit the trusted curator to also return public outputs; these are
considered part of the adversarial output view MA(x).

Privacy against the network adversary. We assume that the physical presence of a party in
each round is observable by the network adversary. Since obfuscating the active participation
across the network may be challenging, we assume parties to be physically online and to
participate in each round, but permit them to submit dummy inputs, allowing for passive
participation and obfuscating the logical presence of a party in a given round. Without
dummy inputs, the physical presence of a party will always leak the presence of a logical
input contributed by a party to the computation by the trusted curator; in the setting of
privacy-preserving markets, for example, the network adversary would learn that a party is
submitting some trade in a given round.

Further, we assume that parties can anonymously submit inputs to the trusted curator via
techniques such as mixnets [9, 8], thereby hiding their identity from the network adversary.
In practice, parties can delegate the physical interaction with the trusted curator model in
each round to trusted servers, and only need to come online when they wish to forward a
valid, non-dummy input.

3.2 Differential privacy for inputs
In the standard setting of differential privacy, an analyst performs a query on a private
database and the result of the query is released to the analyst; a differentially private query
bounds how much the analyst output distribution changes, upon editing an entry in the
private database.

We adapt the classic notion of differential privacy to the setting of the trusted curator.
Instead of protecting private database entries, we first wish to protect inputs submitted by
honest clients. Thus, the following definition of neighbouring input vectors follows directly
from the standard definition of neighbouring databases under the add/remove relation in the
classic setting.

▶ Definition 2 (neighboring input vectors). Let input vectors x = (x1, ..., xn) and x′ =
(x′

1, ..., x′
n) of equal length be such that the following holds true;

∃i ∈ [n] : xj = x′
j for all j ̸= i

For a randomized algorithm M evaluated on input vector x, let MA(x) = {Yj}j∈A denote
output distributions observed by corrupted clients. Then, the following definition follows
directly from the standard notion [14] of differential privacy where we consider the input
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vector as the private database on which the query M is performed and the adversary obtains
the output view MA(x) of all corrupted parties.

▶ Definition 3 ((ε, δ)-input-DP). For an evaluation of (ε, δ)-input differentially private
algorithm M in the trusted curator model over neighboring private input vectors x ∼ x′, the
following must hold for any adversarially observable output event SA.

Pr[ MA(x) ∈ SA ] ≤ exp(ε) · Pr[ MA(x′) ∈ SA ] + δ

As we will see in Section 3.3, input-differential privacy is necessary, but insufficient
to protect both in- and output of an honest client in the trusted curator round. Whilst
Definition 3 protects the privacy of a user input, it does not not guarantee that the honest
output remains private. This motivates correlated-output differential privacy, introduced
in subsequent section Section 3.3. Again, the standard setting of differential privacy does
not consider the privacy of the query output, as there is only a single query result which is
released publicly or to the adversarial analyst.

▶ Lemma 4. Dark Pools violate (ε, δ)-input differential privacy.

Proof. (Sketch) A dark pool venue operator can be idealized as a trusted curator which
privately receives trade orders from clients. Upon evaluating the market algorithm in private,
it privately outputs trade executions to clients. Assume the corrupted client submitting a
sell order observes that its trade order is executed. Any change in the honest counter-party’s
privately submitted buy order may cancel the matching of this order pair, observable to
adversary with probability 1, thereby violating Definition 3. ◀

Adversarially chosen inputs Note that input differential privacy in Definition 3 naturally
protects against chosen input attacks; informally, such an attack permits the adversary to
change its inputs and observe induced effects on its output distributions to learn something
about honest inputs. However, note that (ε, δ)-input-DP applies equal privacy guarantees
to any input submitted to the trusted curator. Thus, for an appropriately chosen privacy
parameters, a chosen input attack on (ε, δ)-input-DP mechanism will not reveal meaningful
information to the adversary, as its chosen input perturbation will not induce a sufficiently
observable effect on its output distributions.

3.3 Differential privacy for correlated outputs
In contrast to prior work, where a single output is returned from a differentially-private
mechanism, we must protect the privacy of outputs that are returned from trusted curator
model to individual clients over private channels. Even if input-differential privacy protects
honest inputs, the individual outputs returned to clients may still be strongly correlated,
potentially allowing honest outputs to be inferred from corrupted ones.

▶ Definition 5 ((ε, δ)-correlated-output-DP). For an evaluation of (ε, δ)-correlated output
differentially private algorithm M in the trusted curator model over fixed input vector x, the
following must hold for any adversarial output event SA and any honest output event Sh.

Pr[ MA(x) ∈ SA |Mh(x) ∈ Sh ] ≤ exp(ε) · Pr[ MA(x) ∈ SA |Mh(x) ̸∈ Sh ] + δ

Definition 5 is interpreted as follows; for any set of inputs and two different honest output
events (Mi(x) ∈ Si vs. Mi(x) ̸∈ Si), the output distribution of the adversary remains
(ε, δ)-similar. In other words, any change in the honest output can only have a bounded
effect on the adversarially observable output.
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We highlight an immediate consequence of Definition 5 for economic applications; a
correlated-output-DP mechanism cannot distribute funds to all clients where the sum of
output funds is known or public; an adversary corrupting n− 1 clients can trivially infer the
funds privately output to the single honest client by just observing its own outputs. Thus;

▶ Lemma 6. Economic mechanisms evaluated in the trusted curator model which allocate a
fixed supply of “assets” over client outputs violate (ε, δ)-correlated output differential privacy.

Overcoming this is not straight-forwards, as a financial application cannot be allowed to
arbitrarily mint or create funds out of thin air. We overcome these constraints by performing
fuzzy matching of orders and temporarily freezing funds to achieve correlated-output differ-
ential privacy in DP-volume-match (Section 4.1) and DP-double-auction (Section 4.2).

Applications with correlated outputs. We argue there exist many applications in the trusted
curator setting which require correlated outputs; most related to this work are economic
applications which govern the private allocation of finite resources, which include auctions,
markets, financial derivatives and other economic contracts.

3.4 Single-round & Multi-round privacy
Since (ε, δ)-input-DP and (ε, δ)-correlated-output-DP protect different parts of the honest
round transcript, we must formally consider two separate privacy budgets which are consumed
with each interaction round in the trusted curator model. We define differential privacy for
each interaction round with the trusted curator as follows.

▶ Definition 7 (Round-DP). The evaluation of a mechanism that satisfies (εin, δin)-input-DP
and (εout, δout)-correlated-output-DP is (εin, δin)-(εout, δout)-round differentially private.

Definition 7 implies that the privacy of input and outputs may be parameterized independ-
ently. Indeed, this permits the trade-off between utility and privacy for different parts of the
honest transcript to be decided separately; the input to an evaluation round may require a
higher degree of privacy than the returned output or vice versa.

Multi-round privacy In standard differential privacy protecting a private database, m

instances of (ε, δ)-differentially private queries taken together are (ε1 + ... + εm, δ1 + ... + δm)
differentially private. However, in the trusted curator model, the curator accepts fresh inputs
in each interaction round, allowing us to consider each round input as disjoint, private data.
We define multi-round-differential privacy as the sensitivity of the adversarial output view
over m rounds to a change in a single input of a single round r ∈ [m].

▶ Definition 8 (m-round-DP). Let the adversarial output view over m interaction rounds
between n-clients and the trusted curator be given as MA

1 (x1), ... , MA
m(xm). Then, we define

this m-round transcript as;

MA
mul(x̄) = (MA

1 (x1), ... , MA
m(xm)) where x̄ = (x1, ... , xm)

Multi-round inputs x̄ and x̄′ are neighboring, if there exists unique round j ∈ [m], such
that xj ∈ x̄ and x′

j ∈ x̄′ are neighbouring (Definition 2) and xk = x′
k for all other rounds

k ̸= j. Then, let we denote an m-round output event for the adversarial and honest client as
SA

mul = SA
1 , ...,SA

m and Sh
mul = Sh

1 , ...,Sh
m respectively.

The m-round interaction is (εin, δin)-(εout, δout)-m-round differentially private if for neigh-
bouring x̄ and x̄′, any adversarial m-round event SA

mul and honest m-round event Sh
mul, the
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following holds;

Pr[ MA
mul(x̄) ∈ SA

mul ]
≤ exp(εin) · Pr[ MA

mul(x̄′) ∈ SA
mul ] + δin (a)

Pr[ MA
mul(x̄) ∈ SA

mul |Mh
mul(x̄) ∈ Sh

mul ]
≤ exp(εout) · Pr[ MA

mul(x̄) ∈ SA
mul |Mh

mul(x̄) ̸∈ Sh
mul ] + δout (b)

Concretely, m-round-DP bounds the sensitivity of the adversarial output distribution over
m-rounds to both (a) a change in the honest users input in the round j ∈ [m] round and (b)
a change in the honest users output in round j ∈ [m].

The following theorem relates single-round-DP (def. 7) with m-round-DP (def. 8).

▶ Theorem 9 (m-round composition). Let there be m consecutive interaction rounds
with n clients and the trusted curator. In each round, the trusted curator evaluate round-
specific algorithms M1, ..., Mm that are (εin

1 , δin
1 )-(εout

1 , δout
1 ) , ... , (εin

m, δin
m)-(εout

m , δout
m ) round

differentially private and evaluated on round-specific input vectors x1, ... , xm, each consisting
of |xj | = n elements. Then, the m-round evaluation is

(max
j∈[m]

εin
j , max

j∈[m]
δin

j )− (max
j∈[m]

εout
j , max

j∈[m]
δout

j )

m-round differentially private.

Proof. (Theorem 9) In an m-round interaction with n clients and the trusted curator
evaluating round-specific algorithms M1, ..., Mm, clients provide fresh set of inputs xj in
each round j ∈ [m]. Definition 8 bounds the sensitivity of the full, adversarial output over
m-rounds to any change in (a) honest input or (b) honest output in a single round j ∈ [m].
However, each evaluation of Mi is independent; in each round, the curator only computes on
freshly submitted inputs only. Thus, any change in adversarial output distribution induced
by (a) or (b) will be only be observable in round j of the adversarial transcript.

Since Mj for round j ∈ [m] is (εin
j , δin

j )-(εout
j , δout

j )-round differentially private, it follows
that each algorithm Mj for any round j ∈ [m] is also

(εin
max, δin

max) - (εout
max, δout

max) = (max
j∈[m]

εin
j , max

j∈[m]
δin

j ) - (max
j∈[m]

εout
j , max

j∈[m]
δout

j )

round differentially private. Then, m-round differentially privacy (Definition 8) is satisfied,
since a change to (a) an honest input or (b) output in round j ∈ [m] will induce an (a)
(εin

max, δin
max) or (b) (εout

max, δout
max) bounded effect on adversarial output MA

j in round j only. ◀

4 Fuzzy Order Matching

We propose round-differentially-private, periodic market mechanisms in the trusted curator
model for (1) volume matching of orders, where a batch of buy and sell orders are matched at
a given exchange rate determined at an external reference market, and (2) double auctions,
where buy and sell orders also feature price limits, such that a clearing price must first be
computed for each round before orders can be matched. Following a gentle introduction, each
algorithm is formally proven to satisfy round-differential-privacy introduced in Definition 7.

To realize any meaningful notion of privacy in practice, we distribute the trusted curator
by means of secure multi-party computation (MPC). The overhead added the use of MPC
can, however, result in a prohibitively low order throughput when evaluating a naively built
algorithm. Thus, to obtain market mechanisms with efficiency suitable for real-world use, our
proposed MPC algorithms in Section 5 are designed to avoid expensive MPC operations.
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4.1 Differentially Private Volume Matching
In volume matching, the exchange rate is pre-determined by an external reference rate. A
trader only chooses to submit a sell, buy or to abstain from the round with a dummy order.

We introduce a (εin, 0)-(εout, δout) round-differentially private volume matching algorithm
named DP-Volume-match, overcoming the privacy limitations of the traditional dark pool
setting, where a matching of buy and sell orders implies leaking an order execution to the
counter-party trade and violating both input- and correlated-output differential privacy
(Lemmas 4 and 6). We overcome this privacy hurdle in classical order matching with two
randomized sub-routines;

[1] Fuzzy order matching. In the first phase of DP-volume-match, orders are matched
in a “fuzzy” manner; following a preliminary, deterministic matching step which maximizes
number of trades, each final trade output (trade/no-trade) is sampled independently from a
distribution parameterized by εin and biased towards the preliminary matching result; we
adapt this technique from the standard randomized response mechanism [14], that is both
(εin, 0)-input and (0, 0)-correlated output differentially private; the latter property arises
naturally from the independent sampling of outputs which occurs in randomized response.
Randomized, fuzzy matching of orders also implies that the final aggregate exchange of
tokens may not sum to zero; in any given round, the total buy volume may not equal the
total sell volume.

[1] Liquidity compensation. We therefore introduce a liquidity provider, which
compensates for the in mismatch between buy and sell volume; to ensure that the (corrupt)
liquidity provider’s output is correlated-output differentially private, a randomized amount
of its liquidity is frozen; the differential privacy guarantees of DP-volume-match hold over m

rounds until the frozen funds are returned to the liquidity provider. We argue that in practice,
it is acceptable to guarantee multi-round privacy for a bounded number of rounds. We detail
the different steps of DP-volume-match next and refer to the full algorithm implemented in
MPC in Figure 3 for details.

1. Fuzzy order matching
a. Deterministic matching
b. Randomized response over matches

2. Liquidity compensation
a. Liquidity compensation for sampled trades
b. Randomized liquidity freezing

DP-Volume-match orders. Let a valid, privately submitted trade order be the tuple (b, s, id),
where b and s represent buy and sell bits respectively, and id is the trader identifier. Thus,
let (b, s) ∈ [(1, 0), (0, 1), (0, 0)] represent a buy, sell and dummy order respectively. We fix
buy and sell unit volumes such that a single sell and buy order always match.

[1a] Deterministic matching (L2 in Figure 3). Let the number of orders sent to the trusted
curator by n clients be x = {(b, s, id1), ..., (b, s, idn)}. Then, the maximum possible number
of matches between buy (b, s) = (1, 0) and sell (b, s) = (0, 1) orders is computed, which is
simply the smaller of the number of buy b and sell s orders. Let the result of the deterministic
matching phase be the bit array match = (match1, ..., matchn), where bit matchi indicates if
the i’th submitted order was matched (1) or not (0). Once the total number of preliminary
matched pairs is computed, they are assigned randomly to the non-dummy orders; dummy
orders are never matched.
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[1b] Randomized response over matches (L5 in Figure 3). Here, we apply the standard
randomized response mechanism [14] to determine whether a trade or no-trade is returned to
the trader who submitted a valid trade order; for each bit in array match where matchi = 1,
the probability of the final tradei bit equaling 1 or 0 is given by;

Pr[ tradei = 1 |matchi = 1 ] = eε(1 + eε)−1 (1)
Pr[ tradei = 0 |matchi = 1 ] = (1 + eε)−1

Conversely, for each bit matchi = 0 in match and party i did not submit a dummy order, the
probability of the final tradei outcome being sampled as 1 or 0 is given by;

Pr[ tradei = 1 |matchi = 0 ] = (1 + eε)−1 (2)
Pr[ tradei = 0 |matchi = 0 ] = eε(1 + eε)−1

Thus, for parties submitting valid, non-dummy trades, the final trading results in array
trade = [trade1, ..., traden] is obtained from independently sampling from distributions Eq. 1
or 2 according to the match array from the deterministic matching subroutine [1a].

Trader outputs are given by the array y = [(bout
1 , sout

1 , id1), ..., (bout
n , sout

n , idn)], where each
entry ((bout

i , sout
i , idi)) returned to party i indicates whether a buy ((bout

i , sout
i ) = (1, 0)), sell

((bout
i , sout

i ) = (0, 1)) or no trade ((bout
i , sout

i ) = (0, 0)) was executed; y is determined from
input vector x and final trade outcome vector trade = [trade1, ..., traden] from step [2b],

We emphasize that a trade can only be executed if a non-dummy order was submitted
at the beginning of the round, and in the same direction (sell or buy) as intended by the
trader. Dummy orders always return ((bout, sout) = (0, 0)) as output; the fuzzy matching is
only applied to valid, non-dummy orders only, and thus the trading “interface” remains the
same as in traditional volume matching algorithms.

[2a] Liquidity compensation for sampled trades (L6 in Figure 3). Fuzzy matching of orders
via randomized response implies that trades output from step [1b] in DP-volume-match do not
match precisely; for the output vector y = [(bout

1 , sout
1 , id1), ..., (bout

n , sout
n , idn)], the following

can occur;
∑

i∈[n]

sout
i ̸=

∑

i∈[n]

bout
i

Since sells and buys may not cancel out, we introduce the presence of a liquidity provider,
which compensates for this mismatch in traded liquidity. Then, the amount of the numeraire
asset (∆0) and risky asset (∆1) provided (∆j∈{0,1} < 0) or received (∆j∈{0,1} > 0) by the
liquidity provider is given as;

∆0 = −
( ∑

i∈[n]

sout
i − bout

i

)
∆1 =

( ∑

i∈[n]

sout
i − bout

i

)
(3)

The liquidity providers compensates for this liquidity imbalance resulting from fuzzy
matching; its initial balances (xliq

0 , xliq
1 ) are updated to (xliq

0 + ∆0, xliq
1 + ∆1); however, note

that any change in the honest user’s trade execution will affect ∆0, ∆1 with probability 1,
observable by the corrupted liquidity provider and violating correlated-output differential
privacy (Definition 5); relaxing the correlation between the final exchange of assets and the
update in funds observed by the liquidity provider can only imply the minting or removal of
funds in the round outputs.
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We propose a compromise, which is a randomized mechanism to freeze liquidity, protect-
ing the privacy of traders for the m-round duration that the liquidity remains frozen. Our
algorithm DP-volume-match refrains from minting, preserving the integrity of the underlying
asset types.

[2b] Randomized liquidity freezing (L8 in Figure 3). The liquidity provider inputs reserves
(xliq

0 , xliq
1 ) of numeraire and risky asset pair (τ0, τ1) to a given round, and is returned updated

reserve balances (yliq
0 , yliq

1 ) = (xliq
0 + ∆0 − ρ0, xliq

1 + ∆1 − ρ1), where (ρ0, ρ1) is the volume of
(τ0, τ1) frozen in the given round. In practice, we assume that frozen amounts are eventually
returned to the liquidity provider after m rounds, where m is chosen to be sufficiently long
to protect a trading strategy executed over multiple rounds.

We describe the distribution from which (ρ0, ρ1) are sampled, given by probability mass
function Pfrz in Equation (4); this distribution is parameterized by a maximum amount of
frozen liquidity ρmax

t ≥ 1 for t ∈ {0, 1} in the round, and correlated-output differential privacy
parameters εout, δout.

∀t ∈ {0, 1} : (4)

Pfrz(ρt) =





(1−
√

1− δ)/2 · exp(εout · ρt) ρt ∈ [ 0 : ⌈ρmax−1
2 ⌉ ]

(1−
√

1− δ)/2 · exp(εout · (ρmax
t − ρt)) ρt ∈ [ ⌈ρmax−1

2 ⌉+ 1 : ρmax ]
0 otherwise

The sensitivity of ρ0 + ∆0 and ρ1 + ∆1 to the execution of a single trade is ±1. Distribution
frz allocates probability mass across multiples of unit trade volume; neighbouring freezing
events ρt and ρt ± 1 are allocated probabilities which differ by factor exp(εout). Since we
limit the amount of frozen tokens to the range [0 : ρmax

t ], we must accept a non-zero δout

probability of violating (εout)-correlated-output differential privacy (See Lemma 12).
Parameterization of Pfrz. The freeze distribution is paramaterized by (εout, δout) and

ρmax
0 and ρmax, but we note that these parameters cannot be chosen independently. For total

probability mass in Equation (4) must sum to 1, parameters (εout, δout) and ρmax
t must satisfy

the following relation, which follows directly from the aggregate probability mass of Pfrz.
∑

ρt

Pfrz(ρt) =
∑

ρt∈L
(1−

√
1− δ)/2 · exp(ε · ρt) +

∑

ρt∈R
(1−

√
1− δ)/2 · exp(ε · (ρmax − ρt)) = 1

where L =[ 0 : ⌈ρ
max − 1

2 ⌉ ] R = [ ⌈ρ
max − 1

2 ⌉+ 1 : ρmax ]

▶ Theorem 10. DP-Volume-matching is (εin, δin)-(εout, δout)-m-round differentially private.

Proof. (Theorem 10) Follows from Lemma 11 and Lemma 12, stated and proven below, for
the m rounds during which frozen liquidity provider reserves are secretly frozen. ◀

▶ Lemma 11. DP-Volume-matching is (ε, δ)-input differentially private.

Proof. (Lemma 11) Let x, x′ be neighboring vectors of trade orders (Definition 2) submitted
to the DP-volume matching algorithm. Note that the number of submitted orders n is always
even, thus unique pairs can be formed for all submitted orders, such that some pairs will be
in opposing directions and matched during the [1a] determinstic matching phase; for such a
pair at index pair (h, j), where h ̸= j, the matching bits output from [1a] for trade orders
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h, j will be matchh = matchj = 1. Since they are in opposing directions, (bi, si) = (1, 0), and
(bj , sj) = (0, 1).

We observe that any change in an input can, in the worst case, increment, or decrement
the number of matched order pairs in opposing direction output from [1a] of DP-volume
match; in case (a), the honest user changes the direction of its trade order, thus potentially
leaving the previously matched order unmatched. in case (b) the honest user changes its
order to or from a dummy-order. Here, the impact on the counter-party order is the same.
Thus, the sensitivity of the deterministic matching [1a] outcome match = [match1, ..., matchn]
to a change from x to x′ is a flip in both bits of pair matchh and matchj (h ̸= j). We argue
input-differential privacy for transcript of traders and liquidity provider separately.

For the adversarial trader output view, we must argue that the probability of any
trade outcome is at most (ε, δ)-sensitive to the change in the honest traders order; note,
that the adversary corrupting all but the honest trader will observe a change in output
distribution for one of the corrupted parties; let this party index be j. Then, recall, a flip in
the deterministic matching outcome matchj from [1a] implies a change in distribution (eq.
1, 2) from which tradej is sampled in randomized response step [1b] of DP-volume match.
Thus, the following holds for the trade output view of the adversary;

∏

i∈A

Pr[ tradei = bi | x ]
Pr[ tradei = bi | x′ ] = Pr[ tradej = bj | x ]

Pr[ tradej = bj | x′ ] = eε · (1 + eε)
(1 + eε) = eε

Here, the first equality holds, since only tradej at a single adversarial index is affected by the
honest input change; all other corrupted outputs observe the same distribution. The second
equality follows directly from eq. 1 & 2.

For the adversarial liquidity provider output view, it suffices to argue that liquidity
mismatch (∆0, ∆1) defined in eq. 3 and determined in step [2a] of DP-volume-match preserves
(ε, δ)-input differential privacy; any post-processing preserves this property, including the
liquidity freezing sub-routine [2b] in DP-volume match.

Consider our pair (matchh, matchj) again, which sees both bits flipped upon a change
in the single change in input (x → x′). Recall that ∆0, ∆1 indicate the liquidity required
to compensate for unmatched orders in trade = [trade1, ..., traden] sampled in step [1b] of
DP-volume match. ∆0 and ∆1 are incremented/decremented when an (un)matched pair
(matchh, matchj) ∈ {(1, 1), (0, 0)} in [1a] obtains a sampled outcome in [1b] such that only
one of the two orders is executed, e.g. (tradeh, tradej) ∈ {(0, 1), (1, 0)}. ∆0 and ∆1 are not
incremented/decremented in the case of (tradeh, tradej) ∈ {(0, 0), (1, 1)}, as no additional
liquidity imbalance is contributed by order pair (h, j). Thus, we are interested in events
where order pair (h, j) do (not) contribute to the liquidity imbalance ∆0, ∆1.

The event probabilities of (tradeh, tradej) sampled in [1b] conditioned on input vector x,
which induces (matchh, matchj) = (1, 1) in step [1a] are given by,

Pr[ (tradei, tradej) = (0, 0) | x ] = (1 + eε)−1(1 + eε)−1

Pr[ (tradei, tradej) = (0, 1) | x ] = (1 + eε)−1eε(1 + eε)−1

Pr[ (tradei, tradej) = (1, 0) | x ] = eε(1 + eε)−1(1 + eε)−1

Pr[ (tradei, tradej) = (1, 1) | x ] = eε(1 + eε)−1eε(1 + eε)−1

and the probabilities of the same events conditioned on input vector x′, which induces
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(matchh, matchj) = (0, 0) in step [1a] are given by

Pr[ (tradei, tradej) = (0, 0) | x′ ] = eε(1 + eε)−1eε(1 + eε)−1

Pr[ (tradei, tradej) = (0, 1) | x′ ] = eε(1 + eε)−1(1 + eε)−1

Pr[ (tradei, tradej) = (1, 0) | x′ ] = (1 + eε)−1eε(1 + eε)−1

Pr[ (tradei, tradej) = (1, 1) | x′ ] = (1 + eε)−1(1 + eε)−1

Thus, the event probability where pair (h, j) contributes no liquidity imbalance to ∆0, ∆1 is
not sensitive to an change in input.

Pr[ (tradei, tradej) ∈ {(1, 1), (0, 0)} | x ]
Pr[ (tradei, tradej) ∈ {(1, 1), (0, 0)} | x′ ] = 1 ≤ exp(ε)

Further, the event probability where pair (h, j) does contribute liquidity imbalance in a
specific direction to ∆0, ∆1 is also not sensitive to a change in input.

Pr[ (tradei, tradej) = (1, 0) | x ]
Pr[ (tradei, tradej) = (1, 0) | x′ ] = Pr[ (tradei, tradej) = (0, 1) | x ]

Pr[ (tradei, tradej) = (0, 1) | x′ ] = 1 ≤ exp(ε)

◀

▶ Lemma 12. DP-Volume-matching is ε, δ-correlated-output differentially private.

Proof. (Lemma 12) As per Definition 5, we must demonstrate that adversary output event
probabilities is ε, δ-sensitive to a change in the honest user’s output; the adversarial output
view is composed of corrupted trader outputs and the view of the corrupted liquidity provider.

Note that inputs are fixed in correlated-output differential privacy. Thus, the output
match = [match1, ..., matchn] of deterministic matching in step [1a] remains unaffected; the
distribution of trader outputs also remain unchanged in step [1b]. Correlated-output differ-
ential privacy holds trivially for the adversarial trader output view.

The corrupted liquidity provider provides reserves (xliq
0 , xliq

1 ) to compensate for
liquidity mismatch (∆0, ∆1 in eq. 3) resulting from randomized response in step [1b]. The
sensitivity of ∆0, ∆1 to a change in the honest users trade output sampled in the randomized
response step [1b] of DP-volume match is |1| for both ∆0 and ∆1, as the trade outcome for
pair (tradeh, tradej) ∈ {(1, 1), (0, 0)} is changed to (tradeh, tradej) ∈ {(1, 0), (0, 1)} or vice
versa.

Consider the output event that the liquidity provider observes, namely that its reserves
are updated to (yliq

0 , yliq
1 ) =

(
xliq

0 + ∆0 − ρ0 , xliq
1 + ∆1 − ρ1

)
following the liquidity freezing

step [2b] of DP-volume-match. We analyze how the probability of a given event or reserve
update observed by the liquidity provider is affected by the change of the honest output,
which induces (∆0, ∆)→ (∆0± 1, ∆∓ 1) in step [2a]. If the liquidity amount frozen is in step
[2b] is incremented/decremented in the opposing direction, namely (ρ0, ρ1)→ (ρ0∓ 1, ρ1± 1),
the observed reserve update remains unchanged. We express following two events which are
indistinguishable by the adversary;

(a) (yliq
0 , yliq

1 ) =
(
xliq

0 + ∆0 − ρ0 , xliq
1 + ∆1 − ρ1

)

(b) (yliq
0 , yliq

1 ) =
(
xliq

0 + (∆0 ± 1)− (ρ0 ∓ 1) , xliq
1 + (∆1 ∓ 1)− (ρ0 ± 1)

)

Then, we relate the probabilities of these two events for liquidity freezing range (0 : ρmax);

∀ρ0, ρ1 ∈ (0 : ρmax) : (5)
Pr[

(
xliq

0 + ∆0 − ρ0 , xliq
1 + ∆1 − ρ1

)
]

Pr[
(
xliq

0 + (∆0 ± 1)− (ρ0 ∓ 1) , xliq
1 + (∆1 ∓ 1)− (ρ0 ± 1)

)
]
≤ exp(ε) (6)
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The inequality holds, because sampling probabilities for ρt and ρt± 1 differs by eε, as defined
in Pfrz (eq. 4). However, it does not hold for ρt ∈ {0, ρmax

t }; here, the probability of sampling
ρt ± 1 can be 0, violating correlated-output differential privacy. Concretely, observe for
Pfrz in eq. 4, Pr[ρt = 0− 1] = Pr[ρt = max + 1] = 0. We show that the probability of that
ρt ∈ {0, ρmax} for any t ∈ {0, 1} is bounded by δ.

Consider the probability that ρt ∈ {0, ρmax} is sampled is Pfrz(0) + Pfrz(ρmax) (eq. 4).
Then, the probability that neither of the sampled frozen amounts equals {0, ρmax} is given
below;

Pr[ ρ0, ρ1 ̸∈ {0, ρmax} ] =
(
1− (Pfrz(0) + Pfrz(ρmax))

)2 (7)

=
(
1− (1−

√
1− δ

2 + 1−
√

1− δ

2 )
)2

=
(
1− (1−

√
1− δ)

)2

=
(√

1− δ
)2 = 1− δ

◀

4.2 Differentially Private Double Auctions
We propose a (εin, 0)-(εout, δout)-round differentially private double auction algorithm, called
DP-double-auction for the trusted curator setting. Here, we introduce an initial sub-routine
to compute a (εin, 0)-input-differentially private clearing price from trade orders input to
the round. Subsequently, the DP-volume-match (§4.1) is performed on the subset of trade
orders with price limits consistent with the clearing price.

For each round, we assume a discrete price range r = [r1, ..., rl]; here, the discrete price
maximizing the number of order matches is initially selected; to preserve input differential
privacy, a subsequent exponential mechanism is applied to determine the publicly output
clearing price.

DP-double-auction orders. Inputs submitted to DP-double-auction are in form x =
[(w1, dir1, id1), ..., (wn, dirn, idn)], where each valid trade order (wi, diri, idi), contains a bit
wij in array wi = [wi1, ..., wil] that indicates whether user i is willing to buy (diri = 0) or
sell (diri = 1) at price rj ∈ r.

Differentially private clearing price. In spirit of the differentially private mechanisms in-
troduce thus far, DP-double-auction first computes a deterministic clearing price, and then
applies a randomized, differentially private mechanism to determine the final, (εin, δin)-input-
differentially private clearing price. For each discrete price index j ∈ [l], we aggregate trade
orders willing to sell or buy at price rj ∈ r. Let Sj denote all sell orders willing to sell at price
rj ∈ [r] and Bj denote all buy orders willing to buy at price rj ∈ [r]. Then, the number of
matched pairs at price rj is given by uj = min(Bj , Sj), resulting in ux = {u1, ..., uj}. Here,
we interpret (ux : Z≤l → Z≤n/2) as the utility function for sampling the final clearing
price with the exponential mechanism.

Exponential mechanism. The exponential mechanism first introduced by McSherry and
Talwar [16], realizes a probability distribution over a range of events, for which the mechanism
designer can express a utility score function ux applicable to each event; thus, events can
be allocated probability mass proportional to exp

(
ε · ux(r)/(2∆u)

)
, where ∆u denotes the

sensitivity of the utility function to a change to a single round input. In other words, the
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mechanism designer can influence the probability distribution over events by indicating which
have higher utility.

In DP-double-auction, the senstivity of ux(j) at any discrete price index j ∈ [l] is simply
1; thus ∆u = 1. A change in an honest input from valid to a dummy order affects at most
one match per price, as does a change to the price limit of the order. Therefore,

∆u = max
j∈[l]

max
x,x′
| ux(j)− ux′(j) |≤ 1

Then, the probability distribution over which the clearing price is sampled is given by the
exponential mechanism parameterized by utility function ux determined by submitted trade
orders x. Thus, the probability of each discrete price rj ∈ r is given by;

Pr[j] = exp(ε · ux(j)/2)∑
j∈[|r|] exp(ε · ux(j)/2) (8)

Since the exponential mechanism is (εin
1 , 0)-differentially private over all inputs ([16]), we

consume εin
1 of our input privacy budget when outputting the clearing price computed over x,

leaving another εin
2 for the subsequent DP-volume-match at price r, such that εin = εin

1 + εin
2 .

DP-Volume matching at clearing price. We subsequently apply DP-volume-match from
Section 4.1 at sampled clearing price from the preceding exponential mechanism step,
returning the trade outputs from DP-volume-match privately to each trading client and frozen
liquidity amounts to the liquidity provider.

▶ Theorem 13. DP-double auction is (εin, δin)-(εout, δout)-m-round differentially private.

Proof. (Theorem 13) DP-double auction receives private trade orders and subsequently
releases (1) a public clearing price r ∈ r from an (εin

1 )-input-differentially private exponential
mechanism, and (2) private trade outputs to each of the n clients from a (εin

2 , 0)-(εout, δout)-
round-differentially private DP-volume-match mechanism.

To establish round-differential privacy, we must argue correlated-output differential privacy
for (1). This holds trivially, as trader outputs are determined by the DP-volume matching
subroutine, where all trade outcomes are sampled independently from the clearing price.
Thus, DP-double auction is (εin

1 + εin
2 , δin)-(εout, δout)-round differentially private. m-round

differential privacy is implied as long as liquidity frozen in each DP-volume-match execution
remains secretly locked. ◀

5 Fuzzy Order Matching with MPC

To obtain a fair market in practice, we instantiate the trusted curator with a set of MPC
parties who execute the market mechanisms described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 using an MPC
protocol. In this section, we present a formal description of the proposed market mechanisms,
as well as some textual explanation for the steps of the algorithms where some care is required
to ensure the efficiency of the MPC execution.

5.1 DP-Volume matching with MPC
The formal description of the volume matching algorithm is presented in Figures 2 and 3.
Note that both the order format and the InputCheckVM protocol in Figure 2, as well as the
first 3 steps of the MatchVol protocol in Figure 3 are identical to the ones in the Bucket
Match algorithm from [11].
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Randomness sampling. The randomness required for both the randomized matching
response and the frozen liquidity is independent of the input orders, and can thus be generated
ahead of time by running the procedure NoiseGen in Figure 3 together with the preprocessing
phase of the MPC algorithm. The sampling, described in Figure 1, is performed using the
inverse transform sampling method, similarly to what is proposed in [15]. To sample a
random value from a distribution given by probability mass function P , we start by taking
the corresponding cumulative distribution function, FX(x) =

∑
xi≤x P (X = xi). We then

sample a secret shared value ⟨z⟩ ∈ (0, 1] uniformly at random, which can be derived from a
randomly generated integer as shown in [15]. The desired distribution can now be obtained
by taking the first x such that FX(x) is greater or equal to ⟨z⟩.

Sample: On input P , the probability distribution of a discrete random variable X that may
take k different values x1, ...xk:

1. Sample ⟨z⟩ ∈ (0, 1] uniformly at random.
2. For all i: Fi ←

∑i

j=1 P (X = xj)
3. For all i: ⟨ci⟩ ← (Fi ≥ ⟨z⟩).
4. For all i: ci ← Open(⟨ci⟩).
5. Return xj for the lowest j such that cj = 1.

Figure 1 Randomness sampling with MPC.

Input format check. Since the orders are secret shared among the MPC parties, a
format verification step is required. I.e., we need to check that every order i is such that
(bi, si) ∈ {(1, 0), (0, 1), (0, 0)}. To do so, we run the InputCheckVM protocol in Figure 2,
where orders without the correct format are rejected.

InputCheckVM: On input x′ = [x′
1, ..., x′

n], where x′
i = (⟨bi⟩, ⟨si⟩, ⟨idi⟩) and bi, si, idi ∈ Fp:

Check validity of inputs bits: (0, 0) ∨ (0, 1) ∨ (1, 0).
1. Sample αi, βi, γi uniformly at random.
2. ⟨ti⟩ ← αi · (⟨bi⟩ · ⟨bi⟩ − ⟨bi⟩) + βi · (⟨si⟩ · ⟨si⟩ − ⟨si⟩) + γi · (⟨bi⟩ · ⟨si⟩)
3. ti ← Open(⟨ti⟩)
4. If ti = 0 then add x′

i to a list x, otherwise reject x′
i.

5. Return x.

Figure 2 Input correctness check for the volume matching (from [11], Figure 3).

Fuzzy order matching. To achieve the desired differential privacy guarantees, we
avoid revealing any of the secret shared values throughout the computation. This is unlike
the Bucket Match mechanism from [11], where the direction with the most total volume
was revealed, and the matching procedure was simplified by opening successful orders as
soon as they were matched. As a result, we obtain a more complex procedure, described in
GetMatches in Figure 3. Here, we calculate the cumulative total volume for each i and for
each direction, thus obtaining ⟨σb

i ⟩ and ⟨σs
i ⟩ (note that we need to perform the calculations

in both directions to hide which direction has more total volume). We then compare ⟨u⟩
(the total matched volume in each direction) with the cumulative volume at each index i,
and accept every order i until ⟨u⟩ is exceeded. A randomized response over the matches is
obtained by using the randomness ⟨πi⟩ sampled during the preprocessing.

Liquidity compensation This phase of the algorithm is identical to the protocol in the
clear as described in Section 4.1, except that we are now operating over secret shared values.
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NoiseGen: Use Sample from Figure 1 to compute the noise for steps 5 and 9:
- For all i: ⟨πi⟩ ← Sample(Prr) (def. in Eq. 1).
- ⟨ρ0⟩, ⟨ρ1⟩ ← Sample(Pfrz) (def. in Eq. 4)

MatchVol: On input x′, xliq, submitted by (P trd
1 , ...,P trd

n ) and P liq, respectively, where x′ =
[x′

1, ..., x′
n], x′

i = (⟨bi⟩, ⟨si⟩, ⟨idi⟩), xliq = (⟨xliq
0 ⟩, ⟨xliq

1 ⟩) and bi, si, idi, xliq
0 , xliq

1 ∈ Fp:
1. Let x← InputCheckVM(x′)

Step [1a] Deterministic matching of buy & sell orders
2. For all i: ⟨B⟩ ← ⟨B⟩+ ⟨bi⟩, and ⟨S⟩ ← ⟨S⟩+ ⟨si⟩
3. Let ⟨c⟩ ← (⟨S⟩ > ⟨B⟩) and ⟨u⟩ ← ⟨c⟩ · ⟨B⟩+ (1− ⟨c⟩) · ⟨S⟩.
4. match← GetMatches(x, ⟨c⟩, ⟨u⟩, ⟨B⟩, ⟨S⟩)

Step [1b] Randomized response over order matches
5. For all i:

- Let ⟨tradei⟩ ← ⟨πi⟩ · ⟨matchi⟩+ (1− ⟨πi⟩) · (1− ⟨matchi⟩)
- Let ⟨bout

i ⟩ ← ⟨si⟩ · ⟨tradei⟩+ ⟨bi⟩ · (1− ⟨tradei⟩)
- Let ⟨sout

i ⟩ ← ⟨bi⟩ · ⟨tradei⟩+ ⟨si⟩ · (1− ⟨tradei⟩)
- Add yi = (⟨bout

i ⟩, ⟨sout
i ⟩, ⟨idi⟩) to the output list y.

Step [2a] Liquidity compensation for sampled trades
6. For all i: ⟨ob⟩ ← ⟨ob⟩+ ⟨bout

i ⟩, and ⟨os⟩ ← ⟨os⟩+ ⟨sout
i ⟩

7. Let ⟨∆0⟩ ← (⟨os⟩ − ⟨ob⟩) and ⟨∆1⟩ ← −⟨∆0⟩
Step [2b] Randomized liquidity freezing

8. yliq = (⟨yliq
0 ⟩, ⟨yliq

1 ⟩)← (⟨yliq
0 ⟩+ ⟨∆0⟩ − ⟨ρ0⟩ , ⟨yliq

1 ⟩+ ⟨∆1⟩ − ⟨ρ1⟩)
9. FreezeLiq(⟨ρ0⟩, ⟨ρ1⟩), return y = [y1, ..., yn], yliq to (P trd

1 , ...,P trd
n ) and P liq, respectively.

Subroutines invoked by MatchVolume

GetMatches: On input (x, ⟨c⟩, ⟨u⟩, ⟨B⟩, ⟨S⟩):
1. For all i: ⟨bigi⟩ ← ⟨c⟩ · ⟨si⟩+ (1− ⟨c⟩) · ⟨bi⟩.
2. For all i, let ⟨σb

i ⟩ ←
∑i

h=1⟨bh⟩ and ⟨σs
i ⟩ ←

∑i

h=1⟨sh⟩.
3. For all i, let ⟨σ′

i⟩ ← ⟨c⟩ · ⟨σs
i ⟩+ (1− ⟨c⟩) · ⟨σb

i ⟩
4. For all i, let ⟨match′

i⟩ ← (⟨σ′
i⟩ ≤ ⟨u⟩) · ⟨bigi⟩

5. For all i: ⟨matchi⟩ ← (1− ⟨c⟩) · ⟨si⟩+ ⟨c⟩ · ⟨bi⟩+ ⟨match′
i⟩

6. Return match = [⟨match1⟩, ..., ⟨matchn⟩]
FreezeLiq: On input (⟨ρ0⟩, ⟨ρ1⟩):

1. Update (⟨ρfrz
0 ⟩, ⟨ρfrz

1 ⟩)← (⟨ρfrz
0 ⟩, ⟨ρfrz

1 ⟩) + (⟨ρ0⟩, ⟨ρ1⟩).

Figure 3 ε, δ-DP unit volume matching with MPC

5.2 DP double auction with MPC
The formal description of the double auction algorithm is presented in Figures 4 and 5.

Input format check. The correctness of the inputs is verified by the procedure
InputCheckDA in Figure 4, which checks that ⟨diri⟩ as well as every ⟨wij⟩ are bits and rejects
order i if that is not the case. For the orders in the correct format, this procedure additionally
converts ⟨wij⟩ and ⟨diri⟩ into a sequence of pairs (⟨bij⟩, ⟨sij⟩), where ⟨bij⟩ and ⟨sij⟩ represents
whether order i is a buy, sell or a dummy for price j (i.e., ⟨bij⟩ and ⟨sij⟩ have the same
meaning as in Section 5.1, but are now associated with a specific price rj).
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InputCheckDA: On input x′ = [x′
1, ..., x′

n], where x′
i = (wi, ⟨diri⟩, ⟨idi⟩), wi = [⟨wi1⟩, ..., ⟨wil⟩]

and wij , diri, idi ∈ Fp:
Check all inputs are bits.

1. For all j: αij ← FRand().
2. βi ← FRand().
3. ⟨ti⟩ ← αi1 · (⟨wi1⟩ · ⟨wi1⟩ − ⟨wi1⟩) + ... + αil · (⟨wil⟩ · ⟨wil⟩ − ⟨wil⟩)
4. ⟨ti⟩ ← ⟨ti⟩+ βi · (⟨diri⟩ · ⟨diri⟩ − ⟨diri⟩)
5. ti ← Open(⟨ti⟩)
6. If ti ̸= 0 then reject x′

i. Otherwise, continue to the next step.
7. For all j, let ⟨bij⟩ = ⟨wij⟩ · (1− ⟨diri⟩) and ⟨sij⟩ = ⟨wij⟩ · ⟨diri⟩.
8. Add xi = (⟨bi1⟩, ⟨si1⟩, ..., ⟨bil⟩, ⟨sil⟩, ⟨idi⟩) to a list x.
9. Return x.

Figure 4 Input correctness check for the double auction.

Exponential mechanism. We obliviously determine how many orders can be matched
at each price point by calculating ⟨uj⟩ for each price rj the same way as ⟨u⟩ was calculated
in the volume matching protocol. The exponential mechanism can now be used to select
the best trading price. The probability Pr[j] associated with price point rj depends on the
corresponding utility value ⟨uj⟩, and since the utility must remain private, the calculated
probabilities Pr[j] will also be secret shared values. While this does not affect the sampling
procedure (the algorithm in Figure 1 remains unchanged if the probability mass function is
private), computing each Pr[j] will require the expensive evaluation of a secure exponentiation.

To avoid exponentiation and efficiently compute the selection probabilities with MPC, we
use the techniques proposed in [5]. Firstly, instead of considering the selection probabilities
as given in Eq. 8, we reduce the complexity by calculating unnormalized probabilities ⟨Wj⟩
(called weights), where ⟨Wj⟩ = exp(ε · ⟨uj⟩/2). The clearing price sampling can later be
performed using these weights by multiplying ⟨z⟩ with

∑l
j=1 exp(ε · ⟨uj⟩/2), as shown in the

SampleWeight procedure in Figure 5. Secondly, there are two possible solutions for computing
the weights according to the value of ε (note that ε is public and fixed beforehand):

(i) For ε = 2·ln(2), we get ⟨Wj⟩ = 2⟨uj⟩. This value can be directly written as (⟨0⟩, ⟨0⟩, ⟨2⟩, ⟨uj⟩)
by using the floating-point notation introduced in [2]. With this notation, a secret
shared floating-point value ⟨f⟩ is represented as a tuple (⟨s⟩, ⟨o⟩, ⟨v⟩, ⟨p⟩) with f =
(1− 2 · s) · (1− o) · v · 2p, where s is the sign bit (set to 1 when f is negative), o is the
zero bit (set to 1 when f is zero), v is the mantissa and p the exponent.

(ii) For ε = 2 · ln(2)/2d, where d ∈ Z, we get ⟨Wj⟩ = 2⟨uj⟩/2d = 2⌊⟨uj⟩/2d⌋ · 2(⟨uj⟩ mod 2d)/2d .
The weight ⟨Wj⟩ can thus be obtained by calculating the exponentiation with base 2
on the integer part of ⟨uj⟩/2d, and multiplying it by a corrective term 2(⟨uj⟩ mod 2d)/2d

which takes one out of 2d possible values depending on uj . The 2d possible terms are
publicly pre-computed and the correct one is obliviously selected using ⟨uj⟩.

There is an additional procedure in [5] for calculating the weights for arbitrary values of
ε. This procedure relies on the decomposability of the considered utility function, meaning
that clients can locally calculate the weights associated with their own inputs and these can
later be combined to obtain a correct global weight using MPC. Since our utility function is
not decomposable, this method is not applicable. An alternative for computing the weights
for arbitrary ε would be to first publicly calculate all the possible weights according to the
amount of submitted orders, and then obliviously select the correct weight for each price
point. This would however imply several secure comparisons and become inefficient for large
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amounts of submitted orders and available price points. It is therefore preferable to choose ε

according to the formats in (i) or (ii), which already provide considerable flexibility.

FindPrice: On input x′, xliq, submitted by (P trd
1 , ...,P trd

n ) and P liq, respectively, where
x′ = [x′

1, ..., x′
n], x′

i = (wi, ⟨diri⟩, ⟨idi⟩), wi = [⟨wi1⟩, ..., ⟨wil⟩], xliq = (⟨xliq
0 ⟩, ⟨xliq

1 ⟩) and
wij , diri, idi, xliq

0 , xliq
1 ∈ Fp, as well as a list of prices r = [r1, ..., rl]:

1. Let x← InputCheckDA(x′)
Determine best price & call volume matching algorithm

2. For all j: ⟨Bj⟩ ← ⟨Bj⟩+ ⟨b1j⟩+ ... + ⟨bnj⟩, and ⟨Sj⟩ ← ⟨Sj⟩+ ⟨s1j⟩+ ... + ⟨snj⟩.
3. For all j, let ⟨cj⟩ ← (⟨Sj⟩ > ⟨Bj⟩) and ⟨uj⟩ ← ⟨cj⟩ · ⟨Bj⟩+ (1− ⟨cj⟩) · ⟨Sj⟩.
4. Calculate weights ⟨W1⟩, ..., ⟨Wl⟩ using Algorithm 3 from [5] on input ⟨u1⟩, ..., ⟨ul⟩.
5. R← SampleWeight(⟨W1⟩, ..., ⟨Wl⟩).
6. Set xmatch

i = [⟨biR⟩, ⟨siR⟩, ⟨idi⟩]
7. Execute MatchVol from Figure 3 from step 4 with inputs xmatch = [xmatch

1 , ..., xmatch
n ], xliq, ⟨cR⟩

and ⟨uR⟩.
Subroutine invoked by FindPrice

SampleWeight: On input a list of weights ⟨W1⟩, ..., ⟨Wl⟩ associated with prices r1, ..., rl:
1. For all j: ⟨Fj⟩ ←

∑j

h=1⟨Wh⟩
2. Sample ⟨z′⟩ ∈ (0, 1] uniformly at random and let ⟨z⟩ ← ⟨z′⟩ · ⟨Fl⟩.
3. For all j: ⟨cj⟩ ← (⟨Fj⟩ ≥ ⟨z⟩).
4. For all j: cj ← Open(⟨cj⟩).
5. Return rj for the lowest j such that cj = 1.

Figure 5 ε, δ-DP unit double auction with MPC

After a price is selected, we can run the volume matching algorithm in Figure 3, starting
from step 4 of the MatchVol procedure. Note that since we do not know which orders accept
the selected price, every order submitted to the double auction will also be considered when
subsequently executing the volume matching. Orders that did not accept the select price
will appear as dummies during the matching.

5.3 Experiments
To benchmark the performance of our MPC algorithms, we implemented and executed them
using Scale-Mamba [3] with Shamir secret sharing between 3 parties. All the parties are run
on identical machines with an Intel i-9900 CPU and 128GB of RAM. The ping time between
all the machines is 1.003 ms.
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Abstract. Financial applications have historically required strong se-
curity guarantees. These can be achieved in a digital world via crypto-
graphic tools but have traditionally been employed to provide authen-
ticity and privacy for data exchanged between clients and financial in-
stitutions over insecure networks (e.g. the Internet). However, the re-
cent advent of cryptocurrencies and smart contract platforms, based on
blockchains, allowed financial transactions to be carried out over a pub-
lic ledger, instead of keeping such transactions exclusive to private in-
stitutions. This introduced a new challenge: Allowing any third party to
verify the validity of financial operations by means of public records on a
blockchain, while keeping sensitive data private. Advanced cryptographic
techniques such as Zero Knowledge (ZK) proofs rose to prominence as
a solution to this challenge, allowing for the owner of sensitive infor-
mation (e.g. the identities of users involved in an operation) to provide
unforgeable evidence that a certain operation has been correctly exe-
cuted without revealing said sensitive data. Moreover, once the Fintech
community discovered the power of such advanced techniques, it also
became clear that performing arbitrary computation on private data by
means of secure Multiparty Computation (MPC), and related techniques
like Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE), would allow more powerful
financial applications, also in traditional finance, involving sensitive data
from multiple sources.

In this survey, we present an overview of the main Privacy-Enhancing
Technologies (PETs) available in the state of the art of current advanced
cryptographic research and how they can be used to address challenges
in both traditional and decentralized finance. In particular, we consider
the following classes of applications: 1. Identity Management, KYC &
AML; 2. Legal; 3. Digital Asset Custody; and 4. Markets & Settlement.
We examine how ZK proofs, MPC and related PETs have been used
to tackle challenges in each of these applications. Finally, we propose

⋆ Part of the work are supported by Partisia. Any opinions, findings and conclusions
or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the author and do not
necessarily reflect the views of Partisia.

⋆⋆ This work was carried while working at Protocol Labs.
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future applications of PETs as Fintech solutions to currently unsolved
issues. While we present a broad overview, we focus mainly on those
applications that require privacy preserving computation on data from
multiple parties.

1 Introduction

Modern Cryptography and Traditional Finance. Due to their sensitive nature,
financial applications require strong security guarantees. Clearly, it is necessary
to ensure authenticity and integrity of any financial operation, i.e. guaranteeing
that the operation has been ordered by an entity authorized to do so and that
this order has not been tampered with. Moreover, it is also necessary to achieve
privacy, i.e. preventing attackers from obtaining sensitive information related
to financial operations (e.g. the identities of entities involved in a transaction
and/or the value of that transaction). In the digital realm, these security guar-
antees can be achieved even in the presence of powerful adversaries who control
communication networks (e.g. the Internet) by means of digital signatures (to
ensure authenticity) and encryption (to ensure privacy).

A Decentralized Conundrum: The meteoric rise of decentralized financial ap-
plications based on cryptocurrencies and smart contracts hosted on blockchain
platforms brought to light a whole new set of challenges. While traditional finan-
cial applications are hosted and executed by financial institutions in a central-
ized manner, the decentralized nature of blockchain-based applications requires
all operations to be verifiable by third parties by means of publicly available
records. If only simple cryptographic primitives are employed, this means that
sensitive data that was once internally handled by financial institutions must
now be exposed on the blockchain in order to perform a financial application.
For example, Bitcoin requires revealing the sender and the receiver of a financial
token that is transferred, so that a transfer transaction is considered valid if and
only if the rightful owner of the token signs it.

Privacy-Enhancing Technologies (PETs) to the Rescue: While sacrificing privacy
to achieve decentralization may be acceptable in some situations, most finan-
cial operations involving companies and private citizens cannot be conducted in
this manner due to a number of reasons (e.g. protecting business interests and
complying to local/international regulations). In order to solve this issue, the
cryptocurrency community turned to Privacy-Enhancing Technologies (PETs)
that allow for achieving the same authenticity and privacy guarantees as in tra-
ditional centralized financial applications while providing the public verifiability
guarantees needed in decentralized blockchain platforms. In particular, many
of the first proposals towards this goal involved using a technology called Zero
Knowledge (ZK) proof systems: a method that allows the owner of sensitive data
to prove a statement about this data without having to reveal it. For example,
in the token transfer transaction example, a ZK proof allows a user to prove
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that an “encrypted” transfer transaction has been signed by the rightful owner
of the token, without revealing neither the owner’s nor the receiver’s identity.

From Decentralized to Traditional Finance: The vast usefulness of advanced
PETs in blockchain applications also sparked an interest in deploying similar
solutions for traditional financial applications. The aforementioned ZK proof
technology has also been used in innovative solutions to the Know Your Client
(KYC) and Anti Money Laundering (AML) problems commonly encountered
in the banking industry. As in the case of privacy preserving cryptocurrency
transactions, in many scenarios an entity wants to prove that they comply with
KYC/AML regulations without revealing their identity nor their sensitive data.
For example, a client can prove to a third party service provider that their
identity has been verified by their bank and that they are authorized to use a
certain service and perform operations up to a certain financial volume, while
keeping their identity, and other attributes (e.g. the list of operations they are
allowed to perform) private.

PETs for the Masses - or - From ZK to MPC: The ZK proof technology lends
itself extremely well to applications that require a single entity to publicly prove
a statement about its private data, e.g. the KYC/AML or cryptocurrency ex-
amples above. However, it is limited by the fact that the entity who generates
a ZK proof must necessarily know all the private information about which the
statement is proven. This is a serious limitation in two cases: 1. applications that
must process sensitive data provided by multiple entities; 2. applications where
certain data (e.g. cryptographic secret keys) are far too valuable to be stored on
a single device, which leaks the data if its security is compromised. Fortunately,
these limitations can be addressed by means of secure Multiparty Computation
(MPC) protocols, which allow a set of entities to jointly execute an arbitrary
program that computes on an encrypted version of their private data and only
reveals the output of this computation.

For example, specific-purpose MPC protocols have long been used for sealed-
bid auctions among entities who do not trust each other, nor a third party
auctioneer. In this case, the parties provide as input “encrypted” versions of their
bids and jointly compute a program that determines the winner of the auction,
without revealing the value of the bids or any other information. In the context
of blockchain-based cryptocurrencies, MPC protocols have also been successfully
deployed for protecting secret signature keys used to authorizing/authenticating
transactions. In this case, many entities locally stores a “share” of the signing
key that does not reveal any information about the key itself unless all shares are
united. When a transaction must be signed, all these entities use MPC to jointly
execute a program that takes as input all the signing key shares, reconstructs
the true key and computes the signature on the given transaction, while only
revealing the resulting signature and nothing else. Since knowledge of the key is
split among many entities, an attacker now has to compromise many, potentially
all, entities instead of a single server.
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1.1 Systematizing Privacy-enhancing Technologies in Finance

The goal of this SoK is to provide an overview of financial applications that can
benefit from PETs. As summarized in Figure 1, we consider 5 main classes of
financial applications, which are each addressed in the specific section indicated
next to the application class name. At a high level, these applications can be
potentially facilitated by the PETs indicated in the PET column of Figure 1,
which are introduced in detail in Section 2. In particular, we focus on financial
applications that require handling private data from multiple entities, as ZK
proof technology for financial applications has been extensively addressed in
previous surveys (e.g. [BKB20,AS22,AZ19,PNP20]). While we aim at providing
a general overview of PETs for financial applications covering broad ranges of
both PETs and applications, we do not intend to provide an exhaustive review of
the PET literature. For each class of applications, we strive to survey the works
that introduced the most relevant insights and groundbreaking results, since it
would be infeasible to cover every single optimization of each PET that would
be relevant for each application.

PET (§2)
(§3) Identity, KYC & AML MPC, ZK

(§4) Legal MPC, ZK

(§5) Digital Asset Custody TSS, MPC

(§6) Markets & Settlement (F)HE, MPC, ZK

(§7) Future applications PSI, DP, MPC

Fig. 1. PET stack for financial applications. TSS = Threshold Secret Sharing, DP
= Differential Privacy, (F)HE=(Fully) Homomorphic Encryption, PSI = Private Set
Intersection, MPC = Multiparty Computation, ZK = Zero Knowledge proofs. See
Section 2 for a discussion of each concept.

The financial applications we cover and the respective relevant PETs are
summarized as follows:

Identity, KYC & AML (Section 3): Identity management is a classical prob-
lem that has the added challenges of Know Your Client (KYC) and Anti Money
Laundering (AML) regulations in the financial sector. PETs can be used in
these applications to provide robust identity management with privacy pre-
serving methods for enforcing KYC & AML regulations in both decentralized
and traditional scenarios.

Legal Procedures (Section 4): Many legal procedures require evidence to be
presented in court. However, in many cases the evidence or even the relevant
law/regulation must be kept private. PETs allow for such legal procedures to
be conducted without sacrificing neither privacy nor auditability (i.e. the abil-
ity of any entity to verify that a legal procedure has been properly executed).
Furthermore, due to the novelty of PETs it is not always clear how they fit
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within existing legal frameworks and how they might help and provide utility
while fulfilling privacy regulations such as GDPR.

Digital Asset Custody (Section 5): Digital assets such as cryptocurrencies
are usually transferred by means of a digital signature, which can only be
generated given a secret key. Since storing this key in a single device poses
a risk of key leakage, PETs can be employed to distribute the signing power
(and thus the power to move the asset) among many entities, in such a way
that the system is only compromised if all entities are compromised.

Markets & Settlements (Section 6): Both the traditional and decentralized
financial markets use complex trading instruments that may be abused by en-
tities who retain privileged information about trades. PETs provide a robust
solution to this issue via distributed “Dark Pools” or privacy preserving DeFi
mechanisms (e.g. Automated Market Makers) that process trades without re-
vealing any sensitive information to the entities envolved.

Future Applications (Section 7): Besides financial applications that have
already been addressed in previous work, we propose that several PETs can
be potentially used to address other interesting challenges in finance. In par-
ticular, recent advances in PETs enable the execution of advanced machine
learning (ML) algorithms on private data, allowing for detecting patterns (e.g.
for fraud) without revealing neither the ML models nor the data.

1.2 Organization

In Section 2, we start with an introduction to relevant advanced PETs and their
security guarantees. Next, in subsequent sections, we survey both traditional
and decentralized finance applications, pinpointing the PETs that have been
shown to solve important challenges in each application. Applications related to
Identity, KYC & AML are discussed in Section 3. Applications related to Legal
Procedures are discussed in Section 4. Applications related to Digital Asset Cus-
tody are discussed in Section 5. Applications related to Markets & Settlements
are discussed in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7, we conclude with remarks on
potential future applications of PETs in finance.

2 Available Privacy-enhancing Technologies

Before we describe applications of Privacy-Enhancing Technologies (PETs) to
finance, we will give a short overview over existing PETs and how mature they
are.

Zero-Knowledge proofs. Zero-Knowledge proofs [GMR85] are cryptographic al-
gorithms which allows a prover to convince a distrusting verifier that a certain
statement is true. While the statement (usually specified in the form of a pro-
gram) is known to the verifier, the proof (e.g. a certain input that makes the
program output 0) is never leaked to the verifier. There exists a large variety of
different ZK proof algorithms, and choosing the optimal proof depends largely on
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the application. Recently, efforts have been underway to standardize ZK proofs4

to make them more accessible to practitioners.

Private Set Intersection. Private Set Intersection (PSI) [FNP04] allows two (or
more) distrusting parties with respective input sets S1 and S2 to securely learn
their intersection, i.e. S1 ∩ S2, without revealing the non-intersecting elements
to the other party. For example, if party 1 has S1 = {a, b, d} and party 2 has
S2 = {b, c, e} then both parties will learn that they have b in common in their
sets. At the same time, party 2 will not learn that party 1 also had a, d in
its input set and vice-versa for c, e. Highly efficient PSI protocols have been
developed recently and some, such as the one developed by Chen et al. [CLR17]
found applications in industry.

Threshold Secret Sharing. Threshold Secret Sharing (TSS) allows a dealer to
distribute [Sha79] a secret x among n different parties, who each receive a share
of the secret. Given a threshold t < n, TSS guarantees that if t or less parties
pool their shares together, then they cannot reconstruct any information about
x. If instead more than t parties cooperate (i.e. pool their shares), then x can
be reconstructed. Multiple versions of secret sharing exist, for example with
security against share-holders who don’t act honestly during the reconstruction
of the secret [CGMA85,RB89]. Moreover, secret-sharing can be generalized so
that not a threshold decides about the possibility of reconstruction, but instead
any pattern can be used by the sender of the shares.

Multiparty Computation. Cryptographic protocols for Multiparty Computation
(MPC) [BGW88,CCD88,GMW86] allow 2 or more mutually distrusting parties
who each have an input xi to evaluate an arbitrary function y = f(x1, . . . , xn)
on their inputs. MPC guarantees that only the function output y and no other
information about the inputs is revealed. One can see PSI as a special case of
MPC where the computed function is the intersection of input sets. MPC can
be made robust against parties who maliciously deviate from the protocol de-
scription, and security usually holds if less than a threshold t of the participants
in the computation collaborate to undermine the security. Therefore, MPC can
be seen as constructing a distributed trusted entity. Recent progress in MPC
research has made practical use of MPC possible5.

Fully-Homomorphic Encryption. Fully-Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) is a
special type of encryption scheme first proposed in [RAD+78] and later realized
in [Gen09]. In FHE, everyone with a so-called public key can encrypt information,
while only the holder of the private key can decrypt it later. In addition, given
encrypted of data as well as the public key, anyone can perform computations
on the encrypted data and evaluate algorithms on secret inputs. For example.
Given encryptions [x], [y], [z] of the values x, y, z, FHE allows to compute an

4 See https://zkproof.org/.
5 https://www.mpcalliance.org/
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encryption [x · y+ z] of x · y+ z or any other efficiently computable algorithm on
these inputs. The clue is that the decryptor who obtains [x ·y+z] will only learn
x · y+ z but not the inputs to the computation. Although concrete FHE schemes
are relatively new, the technology is already somewhat mature6 and powerful
testing implementations7 are available.

Differential Privacy. Differential Privacy [DMNS06] (DP) is a technique to com-
pute add noise to outcomes of algorithms such that leakage about the inputs of
the computation is minimized. The level of the noise is calibrated such that
mathematical guarantees about the privacy of the inputs can be given.

A note on Trusted Execution Environments. Trusted Execution Environments
(TEE) such as Intel’s SGX are special modes of modern processors. A processor
in its trusted execution setting guarantees that programs and their data are
shielded from every other program running on the computer - even the operating
system or any user having full access. A secure TEE allows to build many of the
aforementioned PETs such as ZK proofs, PSI, MPC etc. “cheaply” and without
additional cryptographic tools. In practice, SGX and similar technologies from
other vendors8 are regularly broken and do not offer the protection that they
claim. We therefore do not consider it as a PET in this document.

3 Identity, KYC, AML

A general issue facing the financial world is the validation of customer identities
and attributes. Laws and regulations require financial institutions, both classical
and decentralized, to employ Know Your Customer (KYC) rules, for example to
prevent money laundering and to be able aid in criminal cases - or even to lock
accounts in case of sanctions. Being able to correctly determine a legal owner of
an account can in itself help in preventing money laundering by precluding the
use of fake accounts which could otherwise aid in smurfing, see Sec. 3.2. In the EU
this is for example in place through the Anti-Money Laundering Directives and
in the US through the Money Laundering Control Act of 1986. In the classical
banking setting such validations are carried out through customers going to their
physical bank and bringing required documents to prove their identity, residence
or perhaps even criminal history, of which the bank would keep a copy. However,
with the advent of online-only banks such as Lunar, Revolut and N26, along with
crypto-currency exchanges like Binance and Coinbase, such validations become
tricky, as there are no physical locations to validate identities.

Today KYC is instead carried out online, and in many cases through machine
learning algorithms, where customers upload copies of their data which gets val-
idated. When it comes to security this unfortunately as several disadvantages:
i) it is easy to create a picture of a document or manufacture it, or even modify

6 https://fhe.org/
7 https://www.openfhe.org/
8 See e.g. the exhaustive list on https://sgx.fail/.
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some data of a real document [SSLM21]; and ii) the leakage of legitimate doc-
uments online allows an adversary to steal identities. Simply considering how
often a copy of ones passport is needed (e.g. basically any hotel or accommoda-
tion in any country), it is not hard to see that copies of legitimate documents will
be easy to find on the dark market. Even though requirements can be made to
include selfies or short videos to validate authenticity, this has turned into a race
against Photoshop and deep fakes, which have shown tremendous advancement
in the recent years [TJW22]. While such attacks are also possible in physical
space (i.e. creating fake documents and having them be validated by a human),
it is significantly more cumbersome for an attacker due to human involvement
and more expensive to mount and therefore does not scale like digital-only at-
tacks. Thus it is clear that the digital attack vector on KYC is the weakest link
in account validation.

3.1 Identity management

One possible way of combating attacks when validating digital copies of physi-
cal identity documents is simply to move the documents into the digital realm.
Digital signatures and revocation systems can ensure that digital documents are
legitimate. This is done by combining them with an identification scheme where
a user needs to prove they know a password/key used in the construction of
their digital identity. This can prevent theft through simply copying the digital
document, e.g. when validating it. Often a simple password or key is not deemed
secure enough in financial applications by law [PU15], and a second factor is
required when used for financial transactions of a certain size. Thus the use of
authentication apps is common in electronic ID (eID) solutions, like the Danish
MitID. Such eID solutions validate user-identities by the a trusted issuer dur-
ing setup, allowing other applications to piggy-back on existing validation. This
naturally comes with a risk of compromise or identity sharing through the eID
provider, although it may arguably be harder than with their physical counter-
parts.

Single Sign-On eIDs are typically validated by a centralized and trusted server
that is able to perform relevant logging, and hence poses a risk to user privacy.
Furthermore, such identity management is not exclusive to official or govern-
ment identities, but can involve any kind of self-reported identity, which is the
case for example for a Facebook or Google account. These platforms act as fed-
erated identity management services, allowing the sharing of the user’s identity,
along appropriate attributes of the user, to third-party websites. Thus facili-
tating a single sign-on (SSO) system. In this setting, the server validating the
user’s identity is known as the identity provider (IdP), which would be Face-
book or Google in the above example. The third-party website is known as the
service provider. This could for example be Netflix or Spotify. The idea of an
SSO service goes beyond simply having an IdP facilitating a user authenticat-
ing towards a service provider. In fact an IdP may gather certified attributes
about a user from multiple trusted issuers, and sign off on the user indeed being
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validated to have such attributed. This for example happens when Facebook
validates that a given user has access to a specific email account, or phone num-
ber. While using an SSO makes things much simpler for a user, it also is a big
privacy issue as an IdP now hold a large amount of the user’s personal infor-
mation, along with knowledge of whenever the user users this information and
towards which service provider. Furthermore, it also means that large amount
of trust has to be put in the IdP as they are would be able to impersonate any
of their users towards any service provider. While such a thing is also possi-
ble for any attribute issuer (to a lesser extent) it becomes more of a problem
for an IdP as they must be user-friendly enough that they can be used several
times a day and since their only job is authentication. Hence becoming more
exposed. Beyond this, simply using an SSO service can also lead to traceability
and linkability of the user across the web. Traceability means that a user can
be identified from the data resulting from using their eID. Whereas linkability
means that it is possible for different service providers to find out if they have
the same users. This can be an issue even if the user is authenticated using a
pseudonym, since all it takes is one sharing of personal data, such as credit card
information at a service provider, to de-anonymize the user. However, works
like PASTA [AMMM18] and PESTO [BFH+20] use threshold cryptographic to
enhance the security of IdPs and limit traceability and linkability without re-
ducing the usability. I.e. password based authentication can still be used and
they remain compliant with solutions like OAuth and OpenID Connect. While
they only focus on password-based authentication, they can be generalized to
support multi-factor authentication [Fre21] and thus be used when multi-factor
authentication is required for financial compliance, as e.g. in Europe according
to PSD2 [PU15].

Decentralized Identifiers With the advent of blockchain technologies a lot of
work has sprung up, trying to remove centralization from the management of
eIDs. This is generally known as a Decentralized Identifier (DID) [SLS+22]. The
overall idea is that any kind of attribute provider issues a pseudonym to a user’s
blockchain account, reflecting a specific attribute. The user can then later use the
pseudonym to prove certain certain attributes, or to simply get a reusable link to
their pseudonymous identity at the same identity provider. However, it is clear
to see that this basic construction is unfortunately not enough to ensure privacy,
as again it possible to link the user across the internet (or blockchain) through
their pseudonym. For this reason DID systems are starting to incorporate more
advanced cryptographic constructions allowing users to anonymously prove that
they hold a certain pseudonym towards a service provider (in order to facilitate
authentication). Such a construction is known as a cryptographic credential.

Camenisch and Lysyanskaya [CL01] were the first to show a fully self-managed
solution allowing users to prove their identity has been certified by a trusted
provider, in an anonymous manner. Their credential construction affords valida-
tion of issuance from a trusted authority, while allowing the user to anonymously
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use it and preventing anyone who does not know the user’s key9 to impersonate
it. However their construction did not allow the validation of arbitrary attributes.
Something which is needed in many financial situations. Consider for example
the case for loan or insurance issuance, where the customer’s financial situa-
tion or health status has to be validated. Classically these must be provided
as signed physical documents from the customer’s attribute provider (such as
credit bureaus), but the line of work on credentials, known as attribute based
credentials shows how to achieve this in the digital sphere [CL04,San20] with
cryptographic security and privacy guarantees. It was later shown how to com-
pute arbitrary predicates on the certificated attributes [CG08]. Further develop-
ment of such schemes into commercial products have been done by both IBM
with their Idemix framework [CV02] and by Microsoft through U-Prove [Paq13].
The underlying primitives have even been taken up by standardization frame-
works such as W3C [SLC22]. Still, despite such commercial traction, widespread
adoption is still lacking. Moreover, in the context of DeFi systems, decentralized
versions of anonymous credential schemes [GGM14,CDD17,ACC+20,DGK+21]
have been proposed.

One could imagine that the requirement for self-managed private keys could
be the reason that such approaches lack adoption since the regular news bulletins
of people having lost their cryptocurrency keys, show that self-administered key
management is not for the general public. However, multiple solutions based
on threshold cryptography can be used to securely store keys under a client’s
password [CLLN14,JKKX17]. A more likely explanation might be the need of
existing attribute providers to completely change their work-flow and systems,
without any direct financial, legal or customer requirements.

Deploying Privacy Preserving Identity Management Fortunately, recent research
have shown how PETs can be used to get certified attributed from issuers without
modifying existing infrastructure, when such attributes be retrieved from the
provider through TLS-secured connections. The Town Crier system [ZCC+16]
shows how to construct certified attributes using secure hardware (like Intel SGX
and using a TLS connection with a trusted provider). Concretely, they discussed
how such certified attributes could be relayed to smart-contracts to allow more
advanced decentralized user-attribute validation. Later, DECO [ZMM+20] then
showed how to remove the need for secure hardware and replace it with MPC
while achieving the same goal. However, they extended their construction to
also integrate with zero-knowledge proofs, allowing clients to construct certified
proofs of arbitrary predicates on attributes from any provider, trusted through a
TLS certificate which provides online access to the user’s attributes. This could
for example include a bank providing online banking access, where a user would
then be able to construct a proof that they hold a bank account with e.g. at
least $20.000. If the user’s government provides an online residency portal, then

9 Allowing the user to fully control the use of their credential through a single key can
be conceptually advantageous.
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it could also be used for the users to prove that they legally reside in a given
city in a given country without leaking their exact address.

The CanDID system [MMZ+21] shows how to fully realize a DID system with
legacy support though either Town Crier or DECO. This is achieved through the
usage of an MPC committee that validates legacy identity data and constructs
a zero-knowledge friendly credential. Based on this credential the user can then
prove arbitrary predicates on their attributes towards any provider.

Using attribute based credential allows the construction of fully private iden-
tity and attribute-based systems. However, in some situations full privacy might
be undesirable, we would rather want to privately validate whether transactions
are permissible based on attributes or identity, for example by ensuring that the
identity of the credential holder is not on a deny-list. Kohlweiss et al. [KLN22]
showed that such a system can efficiently be constructed on top of credentials.
The construction allows an auditor to specify any predicate on the attributes
in a credential, where the identity of the credential holder gets leaked if the
predicate is fulfilled. Such conditional privacy leakage could prove tremendously
helpful in fighting money laundering as we discuss next.

3.2 Anti Money Laundering

Money laundering is the process of concealing the origins of money, such as
financial gains from drug trafficking or other serious crimes, by changing its origin
to a benevolent source. This is because criminals must acquire many services and
goods in the regular economy: put simply, most luxury car dealers don’t accept
briefcases full of bills. Money laundering is a huge problem in the financial sector:
the estimated amount of laundered money is at the level of 2-3% of the national
GDP in the US alone, excluding tax evasion [RT04, Chap. 2].

Getting large amount of illegitimate cash into the financial system requires
multiple steps and multiple accounts to avoid raising suspicion. Simply getting
dirty money into the system is known as placement. A concrete and common
approach for this is known as smurfing, where multiple legal people deposit
small amounts of money for a criminal, with the promise of earning a small
amount as a kick-back. After a period of time the smurfs move the money out
of their accounts (minus their fee), by transferring to other accounts controlled
by the criminal. If this process is done with small amounts, and the receiving
party’s account is not flagged, then smurfing is hard to identify10.

Once the money is in the legal financial system, it needs to be mixed with
legitimate transfers, to counter suspicions caused by the initial transfers. This
involves creating reasonable and justifiable transfers among multiple accounts
of multiple entities in a process known as layering. By setting up a layering
scheme through multiple banks, in different legal jurisdictions, using different
legal entities, it becomes almost impossible to trace the flow of money. This
is because the involved banks are (reasonably!) not allowed to communicate

10 This step is sometimes also realized through other means, such as deposits from
cash-driven businesses such as laundromats or food trucks.
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private account and customer information about the sender and recipient of a
money transfer. After the layering, the money is finally moved out of financial
institutions and into legitimate investments such as real estate or legitimate
businesses. This last step is known as integration.

What banks do to counter money laundering. As banks cannot share account
and customer information with each other it is extremely hard for them to trace
dirty money during layering. To address this, banks use multiple approaches
usually subsumed as Anti-Money Laundering (AML) techniques. For example,
banks internally use a suspiciousness score for customers. It is based on a base
score, which is derived from the meta information about the account and its
owner. The score may be derived from e.g. age of the account/holder, amount of
money in the account, expected income and nationality of the owner. Through
transfers, the base score is then updated, e.g. based on the score of the account
a transfer goes to or comes from if both sender and receiver account are held by
the same bank. If they instead are held by different banks, then metadata such
as the amount of money going in/out and the frequency of the transfers is used
in updates.

Finally, banks do have one common tool in measuring the suspiciousness of
transfers, and that is a common, yet secret, grey list. This grey list contains ac-
counts that have been deemed significantly suspicious, but for whom no provable
money laundering has been identified yet. A transfer to or from a grey-listed ac-
count significantly increases the suspiciousness score. At certain time intervals,
the suspiciousness score of an account is checked against a certain threshold and
if the score is too high, then it gets flagged for manual11 inspection.

What can banks do? Due to GPDR and other privacy laws, it is not possible
for banks to directly share meta-information about accounts or its owner with-
out their consent. Furthermore, if a bank finds a flagged account it believes is
engaging in illegal activities then when informing authorities, it must be able to
explain to said authorities how they came to this conclusion. Hence the bank’s
judgements must be auditable by a third party. If the conclusion depends on
data received from other financial institutions, the bank must be able to point
to this data and the third party must trust it as well. While data from banks
from within the same legal framework (the EU, USA, etc.) is usually considered
as valid, data from international banks, in particular those from countries with
a history of corruption, has less trustworthiness.

Implementing sufficient and efficient AML techniques is also difficult due
to the quantities of information involved. AML technologies should ideally be
scalable to include all transactions and accounts. At the same time, even a limited
AML technology which only covers cross-country transfers or an arbitrary subset
of accounts, could still make a substantial dent into the suspected large amount
of money laundering currently going unnoticed.

11 In practice it turns out that about 95% of automatically flagged accounts are false-
positives.
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Cryptography and AML. The conjunction of AML and MPC is new and the
main bodies of work on the topic are by Zand et al. [ZOP20] and Egmond et
al. [vERS21]. Zand et al. show how computation on secret data can be used to
notify an auditor of suspicious behavior. Egmond et al. show, in collaboration
with multiple banks, how to use additively homomorphic encryption to oblivi-
ously update risk scores, and eventually (with consent from collaborating banks)
decrypt the risk scores and flag accounts and customers appropriately.

However, related to this is the area of auditability of confidential transactions.
As for example discussed by Tomescu et al. [TBA+22] where users are given
a limited monthly ”anonymity” budget. This budget is a certain amount of
currency they are able to transfer anonymously per month. However, transfers
surpassing this amount, is subject to deanonymization and clearance by a trusted
auditor.

Finally, we note that a survey of real world concepts using PETs to com-
bat financial crime has been conducted by the Future of Financial Intelligence
Sharing consortium [Max21]. Unfortunately, many of their mentioned solutions
require a trusted party to be involved.

As mentioned above, AML in centralized banking is challenging as the trans-
action graph is hidden due to e.g. privacy regulations. However in the decen-
tralized finance space, such transaction graphs are usually visible. This is why
most popular cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin, Ethereum or Cardano, are only
pseudonymous and not anonymous12. Cryptocurrency exchanges such as Coin-
base and Binance allow to turn large amount of cryptocurrency into Fiat curren-
cies. These exchanges are required by law to enforce know-your-customer (KYC)
rules. Through the help of transaction graph analysis firms such as Chainalysis,
it has become hard to launder money using pseudonymous cryptocurrencies.

Researchers have also proposed mechanisms to enforce AML even if transac-
tions are kept private. This includes using an escrow system where anonymity
and privacy can be broken in case suspicious activities occur, such as transfers to
or from an account known to be used by criminals [ST99,NVV18,BG20,DGK+21].
Such escrow mechanisms does not necessarily imply the usage of a trusted third
party, as the data for escrow activities can e.g. be shared using Threshold Se-
cret Sharing. Another approach is to specify a small budget per client which
they can use every month for anonymous payments. After the client has made
more transactions than covered by this budget, any future transactions can be
traced [WKCC19,TBA+22]. Although seemingly a good compromise between
privacy and security, this does still pose a risk to smurfing.

12 We note that there exist privacy-focused blockchains like ZCash, Monero, or Dash
that hide the transaction graph. Moreover, one can build private transactions on
top of non-privacy focused blockchains using e.g. Zether [BAZB20a] that leverages
encryption and ZK proofs. Finally, mixers such as Tornado [PSS19] take transfers
from many users and put them into a holding account, from which they can later be
transferred to the intended recipient.
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4 PETs and the law

Usage of “classical” cryptography such as (public/private key) encryption, MACs,
hash functions and digital signatures have been prevalent for decades and have so
found their reasonable places within the legal framework of nations. For example
legally speaking robust encryption schemes, used with long, high-entropy keys,
provides a reasonable measure to secure sensitive data [Eur16, § 83]. However,
besides affirming the security provided by cryptography, the law can only be
used to deteriorate the security cryptography offer. This can occur through the
usage of back-door mandates, forced usage of insecure parameters or the forced
assistance in by people and companies to break circumvent encryption as is for
example the case in India [MoLA00, Sec. 69]. This is not something new, and
goes back to 90’s, where export restrictions of highly secure encryption schemes
were in place in the US [DL05]. Even more concerning than imposed weaknesses
in underlying cryptography, is the legal issue of forced decryption. While this
has generally been an issue for individuals [CP18], it has also become an issue
for companies. Apple was for example mandated to decrypt a user’s iPhone the
San Bernardino terror attack of 2015 [Gro16]. Compelling a company to decrypt
data should in itself not be regarded as a problem for PETs, as such cases al-
ready occur in non-private computation. However, this does become an issue in
situations where PETs could be used to carry out transactions, which would
otherwise not be possible due to their sensitive nature. In such a case, legal
requests could also become preemptive requirements. Thus meaning that even
if a company itself might not be trusted to not behave maliciously, it could be
compelled to do so by its government. This is concretely a problem when entities
in distrusting countries need to collaborate. One entity might trust another one
to not behave maliciously, perhaps due to the public backlash of getting caught
actively cheating13 However if an entity acts malicious due to a governmental
mandate, then such a backlash will be practically non-existing. Thus such legal
potential could require the use of the strongest possible models of security.

While law could be used to break the security of PETS in certain weaker
models, PETs can also help keeping the law. An example of this can be seen
in the need for different governmental institutions or law enforcement agencies
to share personal data in order to e.g. thwart terrorist plots. The need can be
as simple as checking whether the same individuals are present in two different
databases, and if so share relevant data. However, doing so without the aid
of PETs would require leaking the individuals present in at least one of these
databases. This goes against privacy laws, and in jurisdiction such as the EU,
This would require explicit consent by all people in the database. While lawful
sharing of personal data within law enforcement agencies might be possible in
certain situations, such as sharing the list of publicly convicted criminals, this is
not possible when it comes to other potentially relevant databases, such as people

13 Certain flavours of MPC [AO12] can for example be used to ensure that if someone
tries to cheat, the honest parties will get a publicly audible proof of this, which can
then be release to the appropriate authorities.
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with a record of mental illness or people with gun permits. A study of how to
use MPC in such cases has been thoroughly studied in both a cryptographic and
legal framework by Treiber et al. where different law enforcement agencies aim
to find and share data about common entries in their databases, under approval
by a judge [TMSgD22]. This framework could also prove relevant within law
enforcement and financial institutions to ensure legality, such as law enforcement
requests to the financial institution e.g. in relation to anti-money laundering (see
Sec. 3.2). Thus PETs can be used to ensure the rights of citizens when the law
gets involved. However, the law can also hinder certain computations and model
on certain types of data as we discuss in the following.

GDPR and MPC On May 25th, 2018 the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) [Eur16] came into effect in the EU. The law dictates how data concern-
ing EU citizens, should be protected and handled, along with legal requirements
concerning individuals’ rights; such as requiring appropriate consent for data
storage and computation, and the possibility of withdrawing such consent.

While the GDPR is an 88 page law document consisting of 11 chapters and
a total of 99 articles, its general gist can be described from the a few terms:

Personal Data : Any information that relates to an individual, which can be
directly or indirectly used to identify the individual. For example name,
gender, social security number, religious belief, web cookies, etc. It should
be noted that some pieces of data alone uniquely defined an individual, such
as social security number, whereas as some pieces of data are just indirect
identifiers, such as gender, town, religious belief. A single indirect identifier
does not uniquely identify an individual, but combining several of these may
uniquely identify the individual. The GDPR considers even a single indirect
identifier as personal data.

Data processing : Any process performed on data. For example computing,
storing, transmitting, deleting, etc.

Data subject : The legal person whose data is processed. For example a cus-
tomer or a web page visitor.

Data controller : The entity who decides what actions will happen to personal
data. I.e. the holder of such data. For example the employee at a company
responsible for data storage. In practice a data controller will generally be
consider a legal entity such as a company, who holds personal data. For
example Google, Tesco, Die Bahn, etc.

Data processor : A third party that performs actions data on behalf of a data
controller. For example cloud storage providers such as Amazon or Microsoft,
or researchers computing statics.

Based on these definitions the GDPR requires that data gathering must be as
minimal as needed andmeasures must be taken to ensure that personal data kept
is up to date. Furthermore, any processing must be as minimal as needed, trans-
parent, and done in a way that ensures confidentiality and integrity. Finally the
data controller must be able to demonstrate compliance with the requirements.
The GDPR has further requirements such as disclosure of breaches within 72
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hours and in some cases the need for employee training and the appointment of
a data protection officer. The requirements of a data controller is unsurprisingly
much higher than for a data-processor. For example, a data controller requires
consent from the data subjects for storage, computation and other actions on
their data. These are not required by the data processor, although the data pro-
cessor must still ensure that the data is protected and can still risk huge fines
for failure to do so.

Relating the GDPR to PETs we see that the main question is whether any
legal entity other than the data controller has access to personal data on its
data subjects. This becomes a question of what “access” means. The GDPR
states that if it is not reasonably possible recover the identity of persons based
on the data in their possession, then they are not data controllers [SHD17,
3.2.1]. Furthermore, there is precedence suggesting that a server simply storing
encrypted data, for which it does not hold the key, is generally out of scope of
GDPR requirements [PAR18, Sec. II. D.]. Thus the legal requirements and scope
of different entities participating using PETs on personal data comes down to
the definition of reasonably.

For secure hardware is seems reasonable to assume that outsourcing the
computation on personal data would either not be considered reasonable, or the
provider of the secure hardware would be considered a data controller. E.g. for
an execution on personal data on SGX on a server, either 1) the server and
the initial data controller together would be considered a joint data controller
(if SGX does not reasonably protect the data). Or 2) the initial data controller
and Intel would be considered joint data controllers (as Intel is claiming their
hardware reasonably secure).

In the case of secure computation, the situation becomes more unclear, firstly
since it is undefined if collusion can be considered reasonable, and secondly since
there is no single legal entity that can be held accountable in case of a breach.
Thus there is a chance that the servers executing MPC would all be considered
joint controllers on the set of all personal data which is computed on. This is
called the absolute interpretation of the law. A less conservative view would
imply that they become data processors, and thus need to adhere to general
data safety and operational requirements, but do not need consent from the data
subjects whose data they compute on, assuming they gave their data controller
consent to carry out such a computation [ATV20, 2.2]. This means that MPC
could be used as tool for proving data privacy by design. However, the general
consensus is that if data is secret share or encrypted when computed on, in
a way where a single malicious legal entity is not able to reasonably recover
the personal data, then the data is no longer personal and out of the scope
of GDPR [SHD17, 3.2.1] if the result of the computation does not reasonably
allow deanonymization of the individual’s whose personal data was used [HR22].
Crucially this applies, not just for a single computation but for the conjunction of
all computations done on the data subject’s personal data. This is known as the
relative interpretation. Technically, the interpretation comes down to whether
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personal data is considered anonymous if no-one can reconstruct or if no single
legal entity can reconstruct the data (up to cryptographic hardness).

More concretely, regardless the legal status of the different servers, when it
comes to computing on personal data, the GDPR imposes other requirements
in that 1) data subjects must consent to the specific computation to be carried
out, at the time they give their personal data and 2) and the result of the
computation must not be able to lead back to the data subject’s personal data
or identity. Thus according to the GDPR care must also be taken to only perform
computations on personal data, where the result of the computation cannot lead
to deidentifying the data subjects

One interesting exception to personal data under the GDPR is pseudon-
omyzation. Pseudonomization involves replacing identifiable parts of personal
data with pseudonyms. It should not be confused with anonymization, which
completely removes the coupling of personal data to a data subject. Pseudono-
myzation is considered a reasonable approach to securing raw personal data, but
at the same time is still considered personal data! Hence sharing and computa-
tion on pseudonomized data still make participating entities data processors at
a minimum.

An example application of how to achieve utility from personal data without
breaking privacy was demonstrated by Damg̊ard et al. [DDN+16]. They con-
structed a scheme based on MPC where personal data held by a consultancy
house, was used to compute credit scores (relative to other applicants in the
same category) for load applicants, hence helping banks to give rational interest
requirements and loan offers. Their concrete case was focused on Danish farmers,
as they are not required to publish financial information about their business,
and thus it is a challenge for banks to give reasonable loan requirements as they
don’t know how the specific applications compare to the general market. While
not done explicitly the protocol of Damg̊ard et al. could have allowed banks to
give farmers loan offers without the farmers needing to disclose their financial
situation to the bank beforehand.

Other laws Many countries have privacy laws but few have been studied in the
relation to PETs and to keep the scope of this survey simple we have only covered
GDPR. Furthermore, the scope of GDPR is in a sense the one of the strictest
privacy framework when comparing e.g. with HIPAA and CCPA in the US.

PETs assisting businesses and governments Disregarding personal data, there
are often other situations where companies, or even governmental instances
might want to validate that the other party holds the information they claim
they to do. This could for example be the case of mergers and acquisitions, where
one company claims to hold some algorithms or machine learning model capable
to perform certain actions, but they would of course not want to disclose this
before the acquisition is complete.

A similar problem has also occurred during trials, such as the case of U.S.
v. Michaud and U.S. v. Coplon, where the defendants were charged based on
evidence gathered through the use of proprietary and secret law enforcement
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software. However the defendants defense wanted to inspect the software to en-
sure that it did not have faults and that it did not violate the Fourth Amendment
(unreasonable searches and surveillance). In situations like these, zero-knowledge
proofs could be constructed and used to convincingly validate the necessary con-
straints, without leaking proprietary information [BCGW22]. The same is true
when the proprietary information is not a program, but classified data instead.
If the data has been certified by an authority, then zero-knowledge proofs could
be used to validate such data against a public predicate without leaking any
content. Such zero-knowledge proofs could furthermore be augmented to allow
for public verifiability, meaning that any external party can validate the proof.
By combining this with a blockchain, such proofs could remain publicly accessi-
ble for anyone to validate. The possibility for public verifiability is for example
highly relevant in the case of U.S. secret laws. These are laws whose content,
or even existence, are classified. Such laws for example contain constraints on
how law enforcement are allowed to circumvent security measurements to access
people’s personal data, without warrants. In court cases it is useful for the public
and jury to be able to validate that the constraints in the secret laws have been
obeyed by law enforcement [GP18].

In the finance sector such approaches could also be useful, for example for
banks to prove that their AML software fulfill the minimum legal requirements,
without leaking their proprietary algorithms, see Sec. 3.2. Such proofs could also
be useful to post publicly for public verifiability, allowing (potential) customers
to validate that their bank of choice is following legal requirements. Another
example where this might prove useful, is in the situation of acquisition where
information about the quantity, or demographic, of customers might be highly
relevant to the price purchaser is willing to pay.

5 Digital Asset Custody

As the vast majority of financial transactions are automatically executed over
vast inter-bank and payment networks, the signing and encryption of sensitive
transaction messages require secret cryptographic key material that must be
carefully managed to prevent impersonation, theft and forgery. In traditional
finance, this is implemented at the device instance level with hardware security
modules (HSM). These generate, store and use sensitive key material locally; any
signing or encryption operations are performed strictly on the HSM such that the
key material never leaves the device during usage. Thus, physical access to HSMs
must carefully guarded and its operation must adhere to rigorous standards, such
as those set by the Payment Card Industry (PCI).

HSMs are widely used in payment networks, for example, when the EMV
protocol [BST21] for credit card transactions requires the online verification of
a customer PIN entered at the point-of-sales (POS). In this case, the PIN must
be forwarded in authenticated and encrypted form to the card issuer for verifi-
cation. However, as the POS supplier does not have a direct relationship with
the card issuer, the PIN is forwarded via hops between intermediaries, where
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only neighboring intermediaries have established shared keys for encrypted com-
munication; Such keys for encryption are managed by HSM’s. However, security
which HSM provide also means they are costly to acquire (tens of thousands
of dollars) and to operate, as even the most basic maintenance items such as
firmware upgrades must be conducted on-site and involve multiple, redundant
operators with requiring specific access authorizations. Furthermore, strict PCI
standards on the design and operation of HSM’s make changes to the under-
lying cryptography very difficult, as custom HSM firmware are generally not
permitted.

Threshold signatures computed by MPC committees have emerged as an
alternative to HSMs in the context of digital assets, which have deployed non-
standardized signature schemes such as ECDSA based on non-standard elliptic
curves (e.g. secp256k1 in Bitcoin). Whilst HSMs have traditionally played the
role of secure signing, they are difficult to customize and adapt in an industry
with rapidly evolving cryptography on ever newer blockchain protocols. Fur-
thermore, since HSMs represent a single point of failure, their installation and
physical access control requires expertise, not readily available to fast-moving
cryptocurrency startups and institutions. MPC can be offered as Software-as-a-
Service or cloud solutions. Suppliers of such digital asset custody solutions in-
clude Unbound14 [Coi21] and Fireblocks [Fir21], which have implemented highly
performant threshold signing algorithms [LN18,CGG+20,DJN+22]. In contrast
to HSMs, MPC servers can be run on standard virtual cloud instances, offering
a high level of elasticity for both (1) performance and (2) key security; (1) Sign-
ing of independent transactions to authorize transfer of digital assets is easily
parallelizable and (2) the number of MPC servers can be scaled to increase de-
centralization of the key material. MPC instances can also be easily upgraded
to perform new cryptographic tasks as there is a lesser need for standardization
and hardening of individual MPC devices given a lack of a single point of failure.
Furthermore, using MPC allows for easy and simple portability and back-up of
key material. Another benefit of using this technology is employing the concept
of proactive security for MPC protocols to periodically refresh their internal scret
states in order to recover from momentary security compromises. In particular,
this has been implemented in the context of MPC-based key management for
digital asset custody [CGG+20].

We note several critical differences between traditional finance and decen-
tralized finance, which explain the quicker adoption of MPC by the latter. In
traditional finance, transactions can generally be revoked; if an individual HSM
is compromised and its key material exposed, the log of the attack can be traced
to an individual device. The post-mortem analysis can thus establish a clear
breach event and entry point, providing clear evidence that a transaction was
authorized with stolen keys for its later revocation. In contrast, transactions
in digital ledgers can generally not be reverted; they are final. For this reason,
cryptocurrency exchanges and custodial services will operate “cold” and “hot”
wallets; the former are generally disconnected from the business logic and re-

14 Acquired by Coinbase, Inc.
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quire human authorization to move funds. The latter hold a fraction of the total
assets, but are automatically triggered to produce valid digital signatures when
prompted by the customer-facing application.

We consider the adoption of MPC for the application of digital asset custody
an illustrative one; the improved updateability and tuneability of both perfor-
mance and security in MPC (over classical HSM’s) is a major selling point for
emerging applications, and we anticipate MPC to spread to other key manage-
ment domains in finance over time.

6 Markets & Transaction Settlement

In this section, we provide an overview of privacy-enhancing technologies in
market and settlement applications.

In financial markets, there is a need for auctions and markets with fairness
guarantees, as rational actors are incentivized to collude and front-run hon-
est parties, if the true valuation or trade-intent of the latter is revealed. Here,
we first consider the traditional finance setting (§6.1), where the settlement of
transactions is handled by traditional, asynchronous settlement processes. In
the presence of a public ledger (§6.2), settlements occur synchronously and im-
mediately after a transaction is completed. Such a mechanism also permits the
“netting” of inter-bank payments §6.3) to minimize the liquidity requirements
on participating banks; this must done with PET approaches, since the public
ledger would otherwise expose all individual payment orders, a clear breach of
consumer privacy.

Finally, we highlight approaches to achieve bidder privacy in demand-response
electricity markets (§6.4), which coordinate the remote scheduling of power
consuming devices to match forecast production from sustainable production
sources; the submission of granular device-level information to an auction in the
clear can reveal the activity and presence of customers at home, violating their
privacy.

6.1 Markets in Traditional Finance

The first setting reflects an idealized view of traditional finance, where accounts
and balances are generally maintained by financial institutions and considered
private. Here, the settlement of auctions, or exchange transactions, occur asyn-
chronously; whilst the counterparty risk from defaulting on obligations implied
by pending transactions is real, we consider it an orthogonal challenge addressed
in the public ledger setting (§6.2, §6.3). Clearing prices and executed volumes
are considered public information as this information is forwarded to institutions
executing the settlement. This first setting intends to achieve resilience against
dishonest venue operators and participants attempting to obtain a financial gain
from unwarranted information flow. Communication between parties generally
assumes direct, authenticated channels, implying the knowledge of identities and
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Setting Applications Privacy Benchmarks PET Works

Markets in

Traditional Finance

(§6.1)

Distributed

sealed-bid

auctions

Single-sided Bid privacy MPC
[FR96], [HTK98],

[Cac99], [NPS99]

Double-sided Bid privacy MPC [BDJ+06], [BCD+09]

Public verifiability - HE+ZK [PRST08]

Distributed

Dark Pools

Continuous matching Order privacy MPC [CSTA19]

Periodic matching
Order privacy MPC [CSTA21], [dGCP+22]

Order privacy FHE [BDP20]

with many assets Order privacy MPC+HE [CSTA21]

with many servers Order privacy MPC [dGCP+22]

Public verifiability - HE+ZK [TP07]

Markets on

Public Ledgers

(§6.2)

Decentralized

sealed-bid

auctions

Single-sided Order privacy MPC+ZK
[BHSR19], [DGP22],

[GKS22]

Privacy-preserving

Decentralized

Exchanges

Futures

Periodic matching

Net position

privacy
MPC+ZK [MNN+18]

Periodic matching

Balance privacy

Partial order privacy
MPC+ZK [GVJR22]

Order privacy

(Balance privacy)
MPC+ZK [BDF21], ([BCDF22])

Intent-based

order matching

Balance privacy

Order privacy
ZK [BCG+20], [XCZ+22]

Balance privacy

Order privacy
WKA [NMKW21]

Settlement on

Public Ledgers

(§6.3)

Liquidity preserving

inter-bank netting
-

Payment privacy ZK [CYDC+20]

Payment privacy

& Robustness
MPC+ZK [DCMA22]

Demand-Response

Markets

(§6.4)

Distributed auctions

for demand flexibility

Double-sided

(Single buyer)

Device power

constraint privacy
MPC

[AACM16], [ZGND22]

[GZN22]

Fig. 2. Auctions & Markets: no benchmarks ( ), preliminary benchmarks ( ), bench-
marks achieving real-world performance with traditional market parameters ( ).

a pubic key infrastructure.

Distributed Sealed-bid Auctions. One-off, sealed-bid auctions are frequently
performed in the sale of frequency-spectrum rights, government contracts, real-
estate and other private items, such as art. In open-cry, single-sided auctions,
bids are broadcast publicly until no additional bids are made. However, the
leakage of bids or orders can be exploited by the adversary for financial gain.
In Vickrey auctions, where the winner pays the price submitted by the second-
highest bid, the auction operator collecting the submitted bids is incentivized to
collude with other bidders to increase the second-highest bid price and maximize
auction fees. The auction operator must also be trusted to not reveal anything
about submitted bids, in order for all bidders to submit their true valuation.
The advent of the public, commercial internet coincides with the first proto-
col proposals which permit the execution of one-time, sealed-bid auctions by
distributing the role of the auction operator, thereby removing the need for a
trusted auction venue.

Franklin et al. [FR96] propose a one-sided auction protocol, where the auction
venue is distributed amongst multiple servers; bidders to submit their signed
bids as verifiable secret-shares (VSS) to participating servers during the bidding
phase. Subsequently, bids and signatures are jointly reconstructed by all servers,
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upon which all bid information becomes public. Verifiable secret-sharing ensures
that bidders submit well-formed bids. As long as a single server is honest, the
reconstruction of bids cannot occur before the end of the bidding phase. However,
it is often important to protect the privacy of bids, even if they are not successful;
the valuation may reveal a bidding strategy for another, related auction.

In the work of Harkavy et al. [HTK98], MPC is deployed to maintain the
privacy of all submitted bids; only the winning bid is made public. Naor et
al. [NPS99] propose a variant of MPC with garbled circuits, to reduce the
rounds of communication, thereby improving performance. Cachin [Cac99] builds
a purpose-built, privacy-preserving protocol, which permits the comparison (>)
of prices between two parties with the help of an untrusted third party. An
auction determining the highest bidder is then constructed from this primitive.

The first work to demonstrate the feasibility of privacy-preserving (one-time)
double-sided, sealed-bid auctions was proposed by Bogetoft et al. [BDJ+06].
Later secure auctions were used in practice [BCD+09], to facilitate the auction-
ing of sugar beet delivery contracts in Denmark. Concretely, farmers producing
sugar beets hold contracts which represent an obligation and right to deliver
beets to the the (single) Danish sugar beet processor Danisco. The trading of
such contracts permits the reallocation of contracts to the most efficient produc-
ers, but such an exchange run by Danisco would permit it to learn information
about the economic circumstances of producers, potentially compromising sugar
beet farmers during contract negotiations. The matching and determination of
a price computation from 1229 buy and sell orders was achieved in approxi-
mately half an hour by an MPC committee of 3 servers; a throughput volume
sufficient for a one-time auction, but unacceptable for traditional electronic se-
curity exchanges. It should be noted, however, that cryptographic techniques
have improved drastically since the work first appeared. Such an auction would
run much more efficiently today.

Publicly verifiable auction operators are proposed in the work of Parkes et
al. [PRST08], a weaker alternative to implementing the auction operator with
MPC; instead, the dark pool venue is still operated by single entity, but provides
cryptographic proofs that the auction algorithm is performed correctly by the
venue operator. Whilst this prevents the auction venue from manipulating the
correct evaluation of auction bids, it does not prevent the auction operator from
leaking bid information to malicious participants.

Distributed Dark Pools. Dark pools have gained adoption in traditional fi-
nance as venues where submitted orders are not publicly accessible, thus min-
imizing the potential price impact caused by signalling trade intent to front-
running market participants. As is the case with auction venues, the dark pool
operator must be trusted to not share the order flow information with malicious
participants, a trust assumption that is frequently violated in practice (Table 1
in [CSTA21]), motivating the need for distributing the role of the venue operator.

Whilst the matching of orders in a secret order book is a natural domain
of MPC, we observe that current proposals illustrate specific configurations and
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architectures for distributed dark pools that may or may not match throughput
observed in traditional, centralized dark pool markets. In particular, the choice
of auction clearing algorithm remains a deciding feasibility factor. Whilst secret-
sharing based MPC schemes permit secret computation with n participating
servers, the runtime bottleneck generally lies in the amount of communication
that is required between servers. This is because MPC has a specific model of
defining computations, and certain auction clearing algorithms can be realized
with less communication overhead in MPC than others.

In the case of auction clearing algorithms, which must compute a clearing
price from current bids and sell orders, the sorting thereof by price limit in-
duces many comparisons (>,<,=) between secret-shared values, which in turn
imply sub-protocols generating the majority of communication cost. Alterna-
tively, order matching based on volume only (where prices are determined by
third party price feeds) can greatly accelerate throughput, as the expensive clear-
ing price evaluation is not required. Furthermore, whether orders are processed
continuously or periodically also greatly affects the real-world applicability of
the following distributed dark pool protocols.

Continuous Double Auctions with MPC: A recent line of work by Smart
et al. [CSTA19,CSTA21,dGCP+22,dGCSA22] implements and examines real-
world, double-side auction algorithms. In the initial work [CSTA19], continuous
double auctions (CDA) are implemented in a distributed fashion across servers
running an MPC. Continuous double auctions maintain a limit order book (LOB)
where buy and sell orders are ordered by ascending and descending price respec-
tively; each incoming order is matched against one or more LOB orders if it
crosses the “spread” between best buy (or sell) prices; its remaining volume is
then inserted into the LOB. It is also the most expensive exchange algorithm
since (1) each single order must be matched against m other fulfilled orders and
(2) its remaining trade volume must be inserted into a (potentially large) order
book of N size. Benchmarking such an algorithm requires specifying the expected
state of the order book, given the sensitivity of CDA run-time on (1) the average
number of matched orders m; and (2) the expected order book length N . In the
dark CDA implementation of Cartlidge et al. [CSTA19], run with 3 servers and
Shamir-sharing based MPC, a worst-case throughput of 34− 43 orders per sec-
ond for LOB parameters m = 3 and N ≈ 30 is achieved. This work demonstrates
that distributed CDA with MPC cannot yet match the throughput volumes of
traditional CDA venues15. In contrast, periodic order matching greatly improves
the performance of distributed dark pools.

Periodic Double Auctions with MPC: Periodic auctions in the dark pool set-
ting implemented with MPC promise throughput that match those of traditional
dark pool markets, as shown in these works by Cartlidge et al. [CSTA19,CSTA21].
In periodic auctions, limit orders are submitted during an open auction period

15 In their work, the runtime of MPC pre-processing is neglected, which represents
a non-trivial “hidden” computational cost that can be performed during “offline”
hours or outsourced to dedicated pre-processing workers; pre-processing generally
does not limit the maximum, sustainable throughput of MPC.
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after which a clearing price is computed during the clearing phase, which maxi-
mizes the volume of matched orders (unmatched orders are carried over to the
next round). In contrast to CDA algorithms, where orders are processed indi-
vidually against a potentially large order book, periodic auctions only need to
compute a single clearing price for the entire batch in a given period. In fact,
real-world order execution throughput has been achieved with a realistic number
of asset pairs.

In [CSTA21], the London Stock Exchange Group’s Turquoise Plato Uncross, a
widely-used traditional dark pool supporting thousands of assets, is implemented
with promising results. Based on volume observed on the real-world Turquoise
Plato Uncross venue, it is assumed that order book clearing occurs at most every
5 seconds, where at most 2000 newly input orders must be processed across an
asset universe of 4000 financial instruments. This throughput was successfully
handled by smaller MPC committee sizes of 2 (dishonest majority) and 3 (honest-
majority), but required multiple MPC instances, each handling orders trading
a small subset of all assets (Figure 3). For example, ∼ 280 MPC committee
instances are each randomly assigned 16 assets in each round by a gateway
engine. This gateway periodically reassigns asset subsets to new MPC instances
in order to break potential linkages between orders across time periods. We note
that auction algorithms are not entirely oblivious. Indeed, the direction of orders
are leaked in [CSTA19,CSTA21], whilst volumes and order limits remain private.

P1 P2

P3

P4 P5

P6

P7 P8

P9

P10 P11

P12

Traders

Private orders Secret, randomized asset pair assignment

Gateway MPC

A C

D

B

Fig. 3. In [CSTA21], a gateway MPC (A) distributes inbound received orders across
multiple MPC committees (B,C,D) to improve order clearing throughput. MPC servers
never learn the asset pairs its committee is assigned in each round.

Complementary follow-up work by Da Gama et al. [dGCP+22] and [dGCSA22]
both focus on (single-asset) privacy-preserving volume matching, which enables
further performance gains since the clearing prices are determined by an external
reference price; [dGCP+22] introduces an improved MPC volume matching al-
gorithm which permits dummy orders and hides the trade direction. [dGCSA22]
scales volume matching up to MPC instances consisting of ∼ 100 servers and
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shows the economic costs associated with operating such a single server in a MPC
instance of up to 100 servers to be below ∼ 0.10 USD and ∼ 0.025 USD for com-
putation and network communication respectively in each auction round; the
negligible cost demonstrates the feasibility of market participants contributing
to the distributed operation of dark pool venues.

Periodic Double Auctions with FHE: JP Morgan has demonstrated initial
results in work by Balch et al. [BDP20] to realize dark pool venues where the
venue operator is not distributed, but computes the periodic volume matching
over data encrypted under a jointly controlled public key; here, the secret en-
cryption key material used in the threshold fully homomorphic encryption is held
in secret-shared form by all participants (Figure 4). While the computation can
be done by one party on the ciphertexts (not knowing their plain values), the
participants then later take part in a so-called distributed decryption protocol
which reconstructs the outcomes to the venue operator. Whilst [BDP20] bench-
mark periodic volume matching implemented with threshold FHE, the omission
of the partial decryption sub-protocol complicates the evaluation of its perfor-
mance. Still, FHE offers an alternative approach to secret sharing-based MPC
which promises competitive performance; fewer communication rounds are re-
quired, since computation is performed locally by the dedicated venue operator
over encrypted data, although local computation (over encrypted data) is more
costly.

Encrypted inputs MPC input protocol
MPC

Committee

TraderFHE
Evaluator

E

P1

P2 P3

P4

P5 P6

Fig. 4. In [BDP20], market auctions are implemented with fully homomorphic encryp-
tion (FHE); here, the encryption key is jointly generated by key servers (P1-P3), but
the FHE evaluation is solely performed by the evaluator, who never learns the plaintext
of the inputs or intermediary results. Decryption of the FHE output requires interac-
tion with all key servers. In contrast, private computation with MPC in [CSTA19]
requires interaction amongst MPC servers (P4-P6) for each (multiplicative) operation.

Publicly, verifiable dark pool operator: Similar to verifiable one-sided auctions
[PRST08], a weaker notion of order privacy for dark pools is proposed in the
following work by Thorpe et al. [TP07], where the venue operator only reveals a
homomorphically encrypted order book to traders; the operator itself, however,
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maintains the encryption key and can thus compute over the order book plain-
text. Each update to the public, encrypted order book triggered by a submitted
order is accompanied with a zero-knowledge range proof generated by the oper-
ator; any public party can locally re-compute the claimed update over encrypted
values and verify zero-knowledge range proofs that guarantee that the plaintext
values lies within certain ranges, thereby enabling verification of comparison
statements between encrypted values. This system ensures the correctness of
each order book update without revealing the order details themselves. [TP07]
implements the CDA algorithm in a publicly verifiable manner; as in [PRST08],
this approach does not prevent any misuse of the order information held by the
operator.

6.2 Markets on Public Ledgers

The advent of public ledger protocols [GKL15,KRDO17,GHM+17] resulting
from permissionless participation of servers across the public internet promises
a truly “server-less” system of transaction settlements, no longer dependent on
any single trusted intermediary. The state of the ledger is public and its integrity
is publicly verifiable (by any online party) by local verification of all previously
finalized transactions sequenced in form of a append-only list or blockchain. The
realization of a global transaction history also implies a Turing-complete state
machine; smart contracts represent user-deployed programs run on blockchain
protocols that, in addition to custom ledgers [ERC20, ERC721], can realize de-
centralized auctions or decentralized exchanges (DEX), which forgo the need for
trusted venue operators. In contrast to traditional finance, market applications
in the public ledger setting offer instant settlement; any market application im-
plemented with smart contracts instances permits the simultaneous evaluation
and settlement between participants. Despite scalability challenges arising from
the vast number of participants running the blockchain backbone protocol, the
promise of instant settlement would allow the mitigation of counter-party risk,
a real cost to transactions conducted in traditional finance today.

However, the public verifiability of a public ledger also introduces novel chal-
lenges for financial applications; account balances are public by default and leak
information about submitted bids, trades or margin positions; the latter must
be backed by valid balances. In decentralized finance (DeFi) [WPG+21], front-
running is indeed rampant in decentralized exchanges (DEX) [TCS21], since
pending transactions leak trade intent to the adversary which can precisely or-
der and inject transactions to execute optimal front-running strategies. Thus,
proposals have been made to implement private balances on public ledgers with
publicly verifiable, non-interactive zero-knowledge [SCG+14,BAZB20b]. How-
ever, a privacy-preserving ledger (even with standard smart contract support)
is generally not sufficient for privacy-preserving financial applications such as
exchanges [ByCD+21].

Privacy-preserving ledgers generally complicate the realization of smart con-
tracts, since these must verify and update account balances known only to its
owners according to an agreed-upon transition logic. For decentralized exchanges
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implemented in the privacy-preserving ledger setting, this requires the presence
of a secure multiparty computation instance, to which users can privately in-
put their trade orders and private balances; the MPC then computes an up-
dated DEX state and private balances, which are then updated on the ledger
(Figure 5). Enforcing consistency between the secret, internal MPC state and
private account balances on the ledger requires protocol design advances illus-
trated in the subsequent paragraphs. We emphasize that counter to popular
belief, zero-knowledge is not sufficient to realize universally expressive, privacy-
preserving smart contracts, as the witness (or secret state) for decentralized
privacy-preserving applications are partially held by separate, distrusting par-
ties; instead, function evaluation over private inputs from separate parties and
secret-shared data is the natural domain of secure multiparty computation.

MPC

Clients Clients

MPC inputs

Confidential Deposits

Authorisation

Confidential Payouts

Public Ledger

Smart
Contract

P1

P2 P3

MPC outputs

Fig. 5. We sketch the architecture of privacy-preserving smart contract applications
in MPC with instant settlement on a (confidential) ledger; clients provide input pa-
rameters to the MPC instance, and forward financial deposits to a smart contract in
a confidential manner. The MPC privately returns computation output to clients, but
also authorizes a new financial distribution which is paid out to the clients by the smart
contract functionality.

We note there are privacy-preserving smart contract proposals which shield
private data [SBG+19,SBBV22] held by individual users or private contract
logic [BCG+20], but such techniques are generally limited in their expressiveness.
The work of Bowe et al.[BCG+20] only supports two communicating parties, and
is not widely used to realize privacy-preserving financial applications.

Sealed-bid Auctions (with Instant Settlement). The first work by Bag et
al. [BHSR19] to realize sealed-bid auctions specifically in the setting of public
ledgers focuses on using the blockchain as a communication medium instead of a
settlement layer; as a permissionless protocol, any party can anonymously post
an arbitrary message to the bulletin board, visible to all other parties. For pro-
tocols with low communication rounds, this is a practical solution; in particular,
the simplicity of evaluating single-sided sealed-bid auctions permits task-specific
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secure multiparty protocols which only require public message broadcasts. The
SEAL [BHSR19] protocol proposes the use of a anonymous veto protocol [HZ09]
requiring only two communication two rounds, that is then repeated once by
auction bidders for each bit of their bid price, thereby removing the necessity an
auctioneer role entirely. In its particular, the veto protocol of [HZ09] receives the
private input bi ∈ {0, 1} for party i ∈ [n], for each of the m bits representing the
permissible price range; the parties learn the highest bid, bit by bit. Each execu-
tion of the veto protocol will thus publicly output 1 if one of the users submits a
veto; thus, by repeating the veto protocol for each bit position, all participants
receive the highest bid without revealing the prices of failed bids. [BHSR19]
assumes participants to behave according to the protocol (semi-honesty).

This mechanism was later adopted and hardened by FAST [DGP22] to be
secure against malicious participants not adhering to the protocol. Furthermore,
[DGP22] introduces guaranteed settlement on the public ledger featuring privacy-
preserving deposits. Participants are thus committed to execute the payment for
their bids if these are successful during the auctions. Cheating participants are
penalized by having their deposits slashed and reimbursed to other parties; non-
interactive zero-knowledge proofs from all parties ensure that parties only submit
a veto if it is consistent with their initial bid (in commitment form on the ledger);
still, despite the privacy-preserving aspects of the anonymous veto protocol, pri-
vacy leakage occurs when the highest bidder learns when he overtakes the second
highest bidder. The work of Ganesh et al. [GKS22] adopts a similar construc-
tion which is proven to be game-theoretically secure; it is rational to pursue
the honest protocol despite any strategy chosen by other players. The work of
Chin et al. [CEOS22] does not employ zero-knowledge proofs to shield commmit-
ted funds for a single-sided, sealed-bid auction; deposits are sent to committed,
yet undeployed contracts and are thus indistinguishable from normal Ethereum
transactions, a similar technique used in Breidenbach et al. [BDTJ18] to commit
inputs to smart contracts without revealing them to the front-running adversary.
This approach only guarantees k-anonymity and relies on the presence of other,
unrelated transactions.

Privacy-preserving Decentralized Exchanges. We note a number of recent
proposals for privacy-preserving DEX applications in recent years; intent-based
privacy-preserving DEX applications mirror the functionality of over-the-counter
(OTC) venues (in traditional finance) and only require a public ledger, but do
not scale well and are not widely deployed. Privacy-preserving and front-running
secure DEX protocols generally involve private ledger deposits and perform the
order matching in an MPC instance, as is the case in distributed Dark Pool pro-
posals previously described in Section 6.1, but offer instant settlement following
each DEX round (Figure 5).

Intent-based, privacy-preserving DEX: In the works of [BCG+20] and [NMKW21],
a simpler model of a decentralized exchange is implemented; a bulletin board
functionality provided by a public ledger permits a “maker” to broadcast their
trade intent. An interested counter-party or “taker” then directly opens an au-
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thenticated communication channel with the maker to jointly perform a privacy-
preserving atomic swap on the public ledger [BCG+20]. Intent-based DEX pro-
tocols resemble over-the-counter models in traditional finance. [NMKW21] in-
troduces a “witness key agreement” (WKA) construction which preserves the
privacy of the maker’s offer; the WKA allows a taker to establish a shared se-
cret key with a maker which has posted its order in commitment form to the
ledger. The key agreement protocol succeeds if the committed, private order ful-
fills a relation determined by the taker. This key permits subsequent anonymous
communication with the maker to finalize the transaction.

Privacy-preserving Futures DEX: An interesting example of decentralized ex-
changes is illustrated by Massacci et al. [MNN+18], which realizes a futures
exchanges modelled closely after the Chicago Mercantile Exchange; here, the
future obligation (or contract) to buy or sell a commodity is traded. The net
position of a market participant is the sum of both current liquidity balances
and future obligations; importantly, a party holding a future to “sell” a given
commodity, must always hold sufficient liquidity to acquire the respective com-
modity, as it otherwise would default on its contractual obligation. Thus, a net
position that falls below zero must be liquidated to protect the counter-party of
any futures contract held by the liquidated party. Achieving this in a privacy-
preserving manner without revealing the net position of a party is the goal of
the work of [MNN+18].

If the net position of a participant is revealed, price manipulations could be
conducted with the explicit intention of forcing the liquidation of otherwise valid
positions. Thus, [MNN+18] proposes a similar scheme to [SCG+14], where the
net position of each account is committed in a cryptographic accumulator. The
validity of each update to the account is proven in zero-knowledge, whilst the
trading venue is executed in a MPC instance, similarly to the Dark Pool propos-
als in Section 6.1. [MNN+18] requires parties participate in the protocol for each
account update, even if this means the liquidation of their own account. We note
that the subsequent privacy-preserving smart contract framework instantiated
with MPC and a confidential ledger [BCDF22] achieves the privacy guarantees
of [MNN+18] without permitting users to block application liveness.

Front-running Secure DEX: A general motivation for privacy in decentralized
exchanges is the front-running of DEX applications in Decentralized Finance due
to public transactions and accounts in the default ledger setting; Despite offering
instant settlement of trades and transactions, pending user input authorizations
generally broadcast a users trade intent before their finalization. To this end,
P2DEX [BDF21] proposes the first privacy-preserving decentralized exchange,
which can operate and settle transactions across multiple ledger instances; clients
submit orders to an MPC committee which computes the order matching and
subsequently settles these on the respective public ledgers; since the trade inputs
are private, front-running is mitigated. Follow-up work [BCDF22] generalizes this
model to a setting with confidential accounts; here, all zero-knowledge proofs are
moved outside the MPC computation, as computing such proofs inside the MPC
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remains generally unfeasible for real-world application. The work of Govindara-
jan et al. [GVJR22] realizes a privacy-preserving DEX in a similar manner; here,
however, the actual order matching is computed in the clear of a smart contract
over anonymized trade lists to accelerate the determination of a clearing price.

6.3 Inter-bank Netting on Public Ledgers

Inter-bank payment requests are currently submitted to the real-time gross set-
tlement (RTGS) system managed by the central bank to update the accounts
of sending and receiving financial institutions. In times of low liquidity, a bank
may fail to honor individual payment instructions, as the liquidity requirement
may exceed its balance and credit line granted by the central bank; a gridlock
occurs, when a failed payment settlement prevents further payment instructions
from being processed. Given the large payment volumes processed each day, liq-
uidity saving mechanisms are implemented which settle payment instructions on
a netting basis (Figure 6).
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Fig. 6. We adopt a netting example from [WXF+18]; processing of individual payment
orders may fail due to a lack of liquidity (left), as balances must remain positive fol-
lowing execution of each individual payment. Netting relaxes this constraint; balances
need only to be positive following execution of all payments orders (right).

Recent work has proposed distributing the role of the RTGS operator with
a public ledger protocol, whilst implementing efficient netting protocols with
smart contracts [WXF+18,NYS+18], therby increasing system resiliency as the
operational liability burden on the central bank operator today is very high.
Whilst the aforementioned works implement inter-bank netting of queued pay-
ments, the nature of public ledgers means that payment instructions are revealed
to parties participating in the underlying blockchain backbone protocol. Instead,
[CYDC+20] proposes payment instructions to be posted to the ledger in com-
mitment form accompanied with non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs attest-
ing their well-formedness. Here, local netting solutions are computed by each
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participating bank and verified by a coordinating smart contract, which verifies
correctness of all submitted, local netting solutions without revealing amounts
and the identity of institutions. Since parties must compute partial netting so-
lutions, the protocol of [CYDC+20] is not robust against cheating participants,
who can stall or abort the netting process by posting invalid partial netting
proposals. In contrast, [DCMA22] computes the netting solution inside an MPC
instance, thereby achieving fault tolerance against dishonest participants. De-
spite initial implementation benchmarks provided by works above, it remains
an open question in what configuration such systems can scale to real-world
payment settlement volume and what netting frequency is required in practice.

6.4 Privacy-Preserving, Demand Response Markets

Privacy in markets is applicable to other domains, such as demand-response auc-
tions; the growth of sustainable energy generation has introduced the necessity
of increased coordination between the production and consumption of electricity.
In contrast to traditional power generation sources, such as gas turbines, which
can be throttled to match current power demand on the grid, sustainable power
sources such as wind or solar cannot. Today, grid operators purchase future
flexible demand from large, industrial scale consumers of energy or even power
generators with flexibility to scale production in either direction to balance the
grid.

There are efforts to aggregate retail consumers of electricity to form sell-
ers of demand-response capacity; for example, home HVAC system of buildings
can easily shift their power consumption forwards or backwards in time whilst
maintaining set temperature. Residential electric vehicle charging stations can
easily defer charging until opportune time periods to stabilize the grid, without
compromising the convenience of the owner. However, serious privacy concerns
arise when submitting device-level power consumption constraints to a demand-
response auction run by the utility, as such information easily reveals the type
of activity occurring in private homes.

Thus, in the work of Zobiri et al. [ZGND22], future demand capacity at the
retail device-level can be sold to buyers; in this work, each auction round for
a time frame within the day-ahead will accept submitted bids that include the
maximum power consumption or power draw (KW), price limit ($/KWh) as well
as characterization of each the demand-flexibility of each individually control-
lable device. For example, a washing machine can only provide demand flexibility
for its starting time; once activated, a washing cycle cannot be interrupted. In
contrast, an electric vehicle charger can charge intermittently at different power
levels, but must completely charge the vehicle by a certain time. Thus, the auc-
tion does not simply involve buy and sell bids by ”volume” and ”price”; rather,
it must take into consideration the forecast, future consumption-demand of the
buyer, and device-level constraints submitted by sellers. When implemented in
MPC, this arguably leads to a more complicated auction algorithm than in tra-
ditional markets; the work [ZGND22] permits private bids to be submitted to
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capture the consumption flexibility as constraints for each device (temporal con-
straints, power consumption cycle constraints), in addition to a electricity price
limit ; power consumption constraints are aggregated over private bids inside the
MPC, such that device-level information is protected from the buyer of demand-
response capacity. The auction clearing mechanism must then match device-level
consumption constraints against predicted power generation schedule published
by the buyer. Thus, demand-response markets imply direct device scheduling in
residential homes by the buyer (or utility operator); privacy of end-users must
therefore be protected by such solutions where any scheduling information is
evaluated inside an MPC instance.

Da Gama et al. [GZN22] propose a peer-2-peer electricity market run a similar
MPC setting, where local producers and consumers of electricity can trade energy
intra-day ; here, the auction design resembles that of the author’s prior work in
dark-pools [dGCP+22], and exhibits sufficient transaction throughput for intra-
day auction applications. [GZN22] builds on prior work [AACM16], but also
considers geographical proximity of buyers and sellers, thereby stabilizing grid
operations as power generation and consumption can be optimized to occur
locally.

7 Future applications

We will now outline which other PET use cases could be of interest in the
financial sector in the foreseeable future. While many of the use cases previously
described in this work may also not yet be production-ready, we want to highlight
areas in this section which we think deserve more attention by researchers and
practitioners. This necessarily is of speculative nature, so the reader may see
this as food for thought.

Voting. Voting is a standard mechanism in deciding on future policies. While
in many cases it is sufficient to make the whole voting process public, this is not
always possible. For example, a voter may fear repercussions or embarrassment
if his or her vote becomes public. Hence, to ensure honest digital voting, crypto-
graphic voting algorithms have to be used. These ensure that election outcomes
can be computed while individual votes cannot be attributed to participants.
While such cryptographic voting can be realized using MPC or FHE, a dedi-
cated line of work started by Chaum [Cha81] presents highly efficient dedicated
voting protocols. Cryptographic voting mechanisms find interesting applications
in the DeFi space, e.g. for privacy-preserving Decentralized Anonymous Organi-
zations (DAOs). In particular, a treasury system for DAOs based on electronic
voting has been proposed in [ZOB19] and a board room voting scheme based
on smart contracts (and this amenable to the DAO scenario) has been proposed
in [MSH17]. We believe that these techniques may also be useful for coordina-
tion among classical banking institutions and other financial operations (e.g.
shareholder meetings).
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Fraud detection. Both insurance and gambling are known as industries where
companies in the sector exchange information on their customers in order to
detect fraud or exploitative customers16. This information sharing may be prob-
lematic for privacy reasons, and it also leaks information about suspected but
ultimately honest customers if done in plain. PETs such as PSI might be an in-
teresting tool to construct a trusted intermediary. This intermediary can obtain
information from participating companies and alerts them if e.g. more than 3 of
them share the same customer. Here, PSI can ensure that only those customers
are revealed that appear often enough.

Better and fair recognition of patterns. In section 3 we have outlined
how AML does benefit from recognition of suspicious patterns. Such patterns,
if one wants to keep up in the digital age, must be learned from a large dataset
and must be updated frequently. Moreover, many companies in an industry
have an interest in pooling their data with other institutions for the purpose
of learning these patterns. At the same time, they may not want to share raw
customer or transaction data. Another, related area is assessing the credit risk of
potential customers. Here, the risk becomes more accurate the more participants
can contribute information or models. At the same time, input providers have
an interest that their inputs to the scoring mechanism remain private (for data
protection or to protect intellectual property).

Both applications fall into the area of privacy-preserving Machine Learn-
ing [LP00,DA+01,MZ17] or confidential benchmarking [DDN+16] which are sub-
fields of MPC. While these areas have received much attention recently17, opti-
mized applications to finance seem to be lacking.

A further important aspect is that (automatically generated) models should
not be biased against certain groups. While fair machine learning itself is a
rapidly developing field, its application to finance [dCCP20] may deserve more
attention.

Privacy preserving mitigation of systemic risk. Audits of financial insti-
tutions guarantee that their balances plus credit cover outstanding obligations.
This reduces counter-party risk and means that the overall system can rely less
on biasable methods such as ratings and reputation. At the same time, an au-
dited company may not want to open its books fully to the public, or it might
not be guaranteed that these books are correct. [MNN+18] have shown how au-
dits can be realized using ZK proofs, although limited to the futures market.
We believe that this concept may be generalized to the wider financial system
to permit privacy-preserving audits.

16 For example the infamous “Griffin Book”.
17 Privacy-preserving Machine Learning opens up interesting use cases, but it does not

come without its own problems. See [DC21] for a good overview.
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6 Future work

In this thesis, we introduce new approaches and techniques towards advancing the state-of-the-art
in security and privacy of cryptoeconomic systems (§2). We highlight three directions of future
work which address pressing, open problems in the field of cryptoeconomics; future progress in these
research directions would extend the results contributed by this thesis.

6.1 Incentive composition in cryptoeconomics
As we highlight in §4.2.3, the incentive in automatic market makers (§4.2.2) to align the marginal
price with the external, fair market price does not securely compose with the incentive to liquidate
undercollateralized loans in lending protocols (§4.2.3); when considered in isolation by rational
parties, the automatic market maker will be aligned with the fair market price, and lending protocol
liquidations only occur when loans become undercollateralized. In composition, where the lending
protocol obtains pricing data from automatic market makers, the rational actor may be incentivized
to manipulate prices on automatic market makers in order to trigger liquidations pre-maturely.

Another example is front-running by the block leader (§4.3.1), where a party ordering inputs at
cryptoeconomic layer 1 is incentivized to do so in an unfair manner by a cryptoeconomic layer 2
application (P4). Another cross-layer example of unintended incentive interference is the competition
for staked tokens between proof-of-stake and lending protocols [Chi21]. Although not addressed
in this thesis, we note a rapidly advancing line of research on cross-chain bridges, which permit
synchronization of state between different instances of permissionless consensus [MBYS21], further
complicating the incentive analysis of composed systems.

Traditional protocol design and analysis assumes honest behaviour as specified by the protocol
designer. In the permissionless setting (§3.3), this is perhaps too strong of an assumption to place on
anonymous parties on the public internet. Instead, honest behaviour should ideally also represent the
winning strategy of a rational party, also referred to as incentive-compatibility. Progress towards a
theory on incentive-compatibility under composition across crytoeconomic layers 1 and 2 (Def. 1.1)
would undoubtably represent an important contribution to cryptoeconomics and computer science.
We note the long-running line of work of rational cryptography [HT04, KN08, FKN10, AAH11,
ACH11, GK12, HP15] which may provide inspiration towards this goal.

6.2 Permissionless, privacy-preserving smart contracts
Permissionless consensus realizes a notion of serverless computing, where participating users remain
anonymous and can come and go; the ephemeral nature of protocol roles represents a challenge for
achieving privacy in smart contracts.

Although we have we have shown an expressive, privacy-preserving contract manager model (§5.2)
and contributed the first practical realization thereof in P7, this comes at the cost of introducing
a secure multi-party server committee that assumes authenticated, private communication links,
and is therefore no longer permissionless (§3.3.1). More restricted notions of privacy-preserving
smart contracts have been proposed (§5.1) which adhere to the permissionless setting, but are not
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6 Future work

sufficiently expressive to realize most applications in decentralized finance, the most widely used
cryptoeconomic application domain today.

We highlight a promising line of MPC research [GHK+21, BGG+20, CDGK23] inspired by anonymous
role election mechanisms in proof-of-stake (§3.3.5), which promises secure multi-party computation
in the permissionless setting; this setting has been formalized as You-Only-Speak-Once or YOSO
MPC in [GHK+21]. Its practical realization would imply universally expressive privacy-preserving
smart contracts in the contract manager model (§5.2), where the contract manager is distributed by
a permissionless YOSO-MPC protocol instance.

A key challenge of YOSO-MPC is the forwarding of secret-shared material distributed across MPC
servers; in the permissionless setting, each player must be replaceable anytime. This is achieved in
permissionless consensus (§3.3.5) by electing a fresh party for the computation and broadcast of each
protocol message; since secret-shared state must be carried forward to committee members elected in
the future, this requires a notion of encrypting to a future committee, currently not trivially achievable
in a practical manner.

6.3 Universal, differentially private mechanisms for MPC
In our investigation to achieve pre- and post-trade privacy (§4.3.2) in privacy-preserving markets in
decentralized finance, we introduce an extended notion of differential privacy applicable to the trusted
curator setting (§5.3.1), where users not only submit private inputs but also receive individual
(potentially correlated) private outputs in each evaluation round; in contrast to standard differential
privacy over a private database queried by an analyst, the entire (input & output) transcript of the
honest client must be protected from the adversary corrupting clients in this setting. We achieve
this with an extended definitional framework named round-differential privacy (Def. 5.3 and P8),
which also applies when the role of the trusted curator is distributed by a MPC committee. We then
propose round-differentially private market mechanisms for MPC and Eagle (P7). In the process,
we observe that there exist many applications in this MPC setting which require round-differential
privacy to prevent function leakage from the full private (input & output) client transcript. Whilst
standard, differentially private mechanisms have been implemented in MPC, these works do not
consider privacy over the full, individual transcript in the trusted curator model (§5.3.1); here, the
output is generally a query result returned to the adversary, as in the case of privacy-preserving
machine learning with MPC and differential privacy [PRR10, ACA+17, WHMM21, PRM+22].

Thus, we highlight the need for a more general, differential privacy framework for the MPC setting;
whilst we have devised application-specific mechanisms which achieve round-differential privacy in
P8 , we believe general noise mechanisms may exist, which would greatly facilitate the design of
round-differentially private applications in MPC and the trusted curator setting. In the classic setting
of differential privacy, the Laplace mechanism [DR+14], provides a straightforward and effective
tool to transform many statistical database queries into differentially private ones. We think the
investigation of universal noise mechanisms for the MPC setting with private inputs and private
outputs to individual clients would provide a powerful, yet understudied privacy framework.
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